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THE MILKWEEDS.

BY JOSEPH F. JAMES, M.S. 1

-e that has not noticed the sticky, whitish juice

which exudes on the breaking of the stem of the large

and common Milkweed growing so plentifully in waste places

and along roadsides ? Who has not also noticed that neither

horses nor cattle ever touch the plant? While the herbage

all around will be closely cropped, often not a blade of grass

left more than half an inch high, the Milkweed rears its head
aloft in conscious pride of vantage. It well knows, apparently,

that it is not acceptable to the animals grazing about it, and
finds itself left to perfect its seed in peace and at leisure. It

has, perhaps, seemed strange to observe that the plant is so

little molested by cattle. It is, to be sure, rank and robust

;

but that is not a sufficient reason for being rejected. The
great Horseweed grows higher and ranker, but is greedily

eaten by horses ; and many weeds, apparently as little palatable,

are devoured. What is there about the Milkweed which gives

it an advantage over the other plants of the field ? In this, as

in other cases, the common name tells the story; but it does
not tell why the milky juice, from which it has received its

name, is so abundant.

In spite of the platitudes about the peacefulness of nature,

as contrasted with the warfare of mankind^ no one can wander
through woods and fields without coming, in a short time, to
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the conclusion that the warfare there is even more severe than

it is with the human race. He will find that carnivorous animals

devour others weaker than themselves; birds feed on grass-

hoppers and other insects ; these again prey on others ; and so

the warfare continues down to the minute animalcule which can

be seen only under the microscope, and which swallows other

creatures only a little smaller than itself. Not only so, but he

will find the Carnivora disputing with their own kind ; wolves

fighting with other wolves; birds contending with other birds

for the insects they need ; and these in their turn fighting their

own kind for nearly every mouthful of food. Everywhere he

will find war being waged continually ; so that he must finally

come to the conclusion that nature is far sterner than man in

the struggle for the means of living.

Perhaps he may think that in the animal world alone this war-

fare is going on
; but if he turns to the vegetable kingdom with

the idea that here there can be no such struggle, a short time

will convince him of his mistake. He will not, indeed, as a

rule, see one plant devouring another in a literal sense; but he
will find one sort of tree crowding and pushing another, or

overshadowing smaller plants so that they cannot live ; he will

see them in the fields so close together that he soon concludes
they must take more or less moisture and nutriment from each
other ; he will find the roots so crowded and matted together
that the soil is a mass of them ; that here one plant has fastened

itself on another and is sucking its life away; and he will be
forced at last to give a reluctant assent to the assertion that

there is warfare among plants as there is among animals, and
that the difference is one not of kind, but of degree. This con-
stant, continual, fierce fight is the struggle for existence, in the
course of which the fittest will survive. In other words, that

plant or animal will be the most likely to live and continue to

propagate its species which can best succeed in crowding out
some of its competitors, and in taking the nourishment they
need to itself.

It is for the purpose of carrying on this continual struggle
that many structures have become developed. For instance,
the lion has had his strength increased and his retractile claws
sharpened by the constant effort he is obliged to make to con-
quer and carry off his prey. There can be no doubt but that
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these claws have been acquired in the course of ages, being

developed more and more fully as time went on. Neither can

there be any doubt but that they are now necessary for his

existence. So it is with all other weapons of defence or offence

that have been developed by use. Their principal purpose has

been to enable their possessor to live, and, as the strongest and

the one best provided with good weapons is the one most likely

to continue his kind, improvement goes on until- a certain degree

of perfection is attained, and the animal is fitted to a place which

it holds against all competitors.

While adaptations of one kind arise among animals to enable

them to compete with each other in this struggle, adaptations

of another kind are developed in the plant world. These take

the form of hairs on the stems and leaves ; stronger modes of

growth; climbing propensities
;
parasitic habits; the development

of prickles or thorns; the formation of deleterious juices, un-

pleasant odors, or aromatic qualities. Others, again, place their

chief reliance for continuing their species on the hard shell en-

casing their nuts or fruits, and, by producing these in enormous

numbers, have an excellent chance of perpetuating themselves.

All these have, it should be understood, been acquired by plants

so they can hold their ground in the battle for life ; and, conse-

quently, those species best provided with means to resist the

attacks of animals, either by being more unpalatable through

disagreeable odors or tastes, or by having tougher or harder

shells to the seeds, or by being aromatic, or in some other way,

will stand the best chance of living long enough to perfect seed,

and thus be the means of continuing their kind.

Each one of the many ways of resisting the attacks of ani-

mals has been only gradually acquired. From a small begin-

ning, the importance of which is not at first to be perceived, the

features have increased in usefulness and attained perfection only

after many severely fought battles with hardy antagonists.

Perhaps one of the most effectual of all the modes of protec-

tion acquired by plants is to be found in the presence of a milky

or colored juice. This is a character which is shared in com-

mon by a great number of species of widely different orders

;

but there is no species in which the milky juice is more con-

spicuous than in the Milkweed. While in various species of the

Compositae, such as the Dandelion, the Wild Lettuce, and the
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Sow-Thistle, this juice is plainly seen ; while in the Buttercup it

is acrid, and in the Blood-root it is red, yet in none of these

does it seem to serve the purpose so well as in the Milkweeds.

It is not, either, confined to any one species, but is characteristic

of most members of the order. The species number over thir-

teen hundred, are widely scattered over the world, and are most

diversified in form and habit. Some of them are climbers, some

creepers, some herbs of upright growth, some shrubs, and some

trees. Two features which are found in many of them are the

milky juice and the peculiar flowers. In the common Milkweed

of this country {Asclepias cornuti) these peculiarities are seen

better than in almost""any other species. It is also well known
that the plant will thrive in nearly every sort of situation ; con-

sequently it must possess some quality that gives it a better

chance to grow than many other plants. The reason for its

dominance is no other than the possession of its sticky, milky

The sap of plants, though varying in different species, serves

the same purpose in all. While primarily it is useful in one

way, secondarily it may be beneficial in another
;
yet, not every

plant possesses a sap of such service as that of the Milkweed.
Serving as a vehicle for the conveyance of nourishment from the

roots to the leaves, it carries with it at the same time such dis-

agreeable properties that it becomes a better protection to the

plant from enemies than all the thorns, prickles, or hairs that

could be provided. In this plant, so copious and so distasteful

has the sap become that it serves a most important purpose in

its economy. The gradual development of this feature to its

present state has been attended by certain changes in the flowers

and fruit, which, together, make the family one of great interest;

and when it is known that there are a great many plants which
possess a milky sap, only not so well developed as in the Milk-
weeds, it is only necessary to carry the imagination back to a

progenitor which possessed the slightest traces of this, and there

is sufficient reason to look for its future perfection. In the fierce

struggle which goes on constantly among plants, anything which
is advantageous in the slightest degree is sure to be preserved

;

and as it is transmitted to the progeny, and by them sent on
downwards, it will improve at every step. If, for example, the

plant becomes disagreeable to the animal grazing in its vicinity,
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it will be left alone just as long as there is anything else to be

found. Should there come a favorable season, with an abundant

vegetation and good grazing, such plants will then have an ex-

cellent chance of perfecting seed. Even during a season when
plant-life must struggle for water, and when herbivorous animals

greedily devour everything they can find, the milky-juiced plant

will succeed better than any other, because it will be the last one

to be touched. Thus from generation to generation the devel-

opment will go on, until it reaches a state which requires no

further change, and it then remains quiescent. Having, how-

ever, once acquired a feature, it will be a long time, indeed,

before it will lose it. In the present instance the flowers seem

to have been developing in their way, while the juice pursued its

The flowers of the common species are produced in large

clusters, are pink in color, and have quite a perceptible odor.

They are visited by insects in great numbers, as many as thirty-

one different species having been counted ; and this fact shows

they possess considerable attractive qualities. If we examine

an individual flower of a cluster, a peculiarly complicated mech-

anism will be revealed. The two floral en-

velopes, calyx and corolla, are folded back or

reflexed on the stem. Inside of these is a

column made up of five sac-like bodies, each

s
iarged. lodged.

crowned by a horn-like process. These seem to be nectaries,

where honey is secreted. Between the nectaries there is found,

on examination, a peculiar slit, wider below than above. At the

upper end is a hard, thin lamina, or blade, with the sides bent

inwards so that the edges are close together. In swollen sacs



on each side of the slit the pollen-grains are foi

culiar feature of these grains is that they an

gland (g) uniti

or clusters, the individual grains

held together by sticky threads,

—a feature found in only one

other family. The stigma sur-

mounts the two ovaries like a

large cap, and is placed imme-

diately in the centre of the

column, with the pollen-sacs

arranged around the outside. To enable the pollen to reach the

stigma the pollinium must be taken out of the sac where it hangs

and be inserted into the slit between the nectaries. This can only

be effected through the agency of insects, and these perform the

service in the following manner :

The visitor, attracted by the odor, alights to suck the nectar

secreted in the hoods. In its progress over the blossom some

one of the hairs of its legs is sure to slide into the slit between

the hoods. Pursuing his way by drawing up his leg, the hair

will be guided by two flanges at the sides into the upper and

narrower part of the slit, and there become fast. Feeling a de-

tention, the captive will pull to release himself, and, if possessed

of sufficient force, will bring out of the sacs at the sides two

pear-shaped pollinia, each fastened to the lamina, or gland, by a

short appendage (see figure). When they are first withdrawn

the pollinia are divergent. In a comparatively short space of

time the appendages begin to twist, and then the pollen-masses

are brought close together ; not, however, before the insect to
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which they are attached has had time to fly to another flower.

On reaching this new flower the hair bearing the pollen will be

guided into the slit, and, too large to be drawn through, will be

detached, and so left in the exact position to send the pollen-

tubes into the stigma.

Insects visiting the flowers often have cause to rue the visit

Honey-bees have often been found dead, with many pairs of

glands or pollen-masses attached to them; for, visiting the

flowers and extracting numbers of the masses, they become

entangled, and finally perish of starvation. One entomologist,

having found a beetle with many pairs of

stalks and pollinia upon the hairs of its

tarsi, sent a drawing of it to a scientific

journal, and referred to it as possessing

peculiar appendages, the like of which he

had not before seen, and which he sup-

posed to belong really to the hairs to

which they adhered. But it was soon

pointed out that, instead of natural append-

ages, they were those acquired in pere-

grinations over clusters of Milkweed blos-

Notwithstanding the numbers of insects

frequenting the flowers, it is noticeable

that only a few of them produce seed; for the pollen-masses

must be removed from the sacs and must be inserted into the

slits before the stigma can be fertilized. Sometimes, it is true,

the grains, while yet in the sacs, send tubes into the stigmas

;

but these tubes are inoperative, and do not enable the flower to

set a pod. It is quite rare to find more than two pods produced

out of a bunch of, perhaps, fifty flowers ; and often there will be

only one or two pods on the whole plant. But what the plant

lacks in the number of pods it makes up in the number of seeds

found in each one. These seeds are packed so closely and

tightly together that a single pod contains an immense number.

They are provided, too, with such an admirable appendage for

being wafted through the air, and this serves its purpose so

effectually, that even a few pods are sufficient to stock a large

tract of country.

The peculiar arrangement of the pollen-grains in masses is
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; thesomething which is found in but one other family. This i

Orchid family. In this order the peculiarity has been more

fully developed than in the first one, and the

differentiation is greater. Ordinarily in the Or-

chids the caudicle, or stem, contracts and bends

the pollinium forward; in the Asclepiads the

appendage twists in drying, and the two polhnia

are then brought close together. In both cases

the pollen-grains are only then in a position to

reach the stigma. Darwin has demonstrated that

the contraction of the caudicle of the Orchid pol-

linium is necessary to prevent its being put back

into a cell similar to the one from which it was

ium of Orchis, taken. In the Asclepiads the twisting of the ap-

pendage brings the two pendent pollen-masses

together, and enables them to slip into the slit between the hoods,

and be thus in a position to reach the stigma.

The appendage to the seed of the Mjlkweed is of the same

character as that found in the Dandelion, the Thistle, and many

other plants. In all it serves the same end. But in some species

of the family the coma has the peculiarity of expanding very

rapidly on exposure to the air. In one of these {Gondobus

obliquus) it is recorded by Mr. Meehan that the expansion of

the coma is so rapid as to be compared to a stroke of lightning.

He says it is followed by the eye with difficulty. While one

instant it is enclosed in the capsule closely packed away, as soon

as it is exposed the hairs of the coma fly round and form a per-

fect hemisphere. This is a necessity, because if it did not so

occur, the seeds, being heavy, would fall to the ground close

to the parent plant, and the purpose of the development of the

feathery appendage would be defeated ; but, drying so rapidly,

they are in a condition to be carried by the lightest wind to

great distances.

While in the common Milkweed the milky juice of the stem

is so abundantly developed, it is a little remarkable that in an-

other species (the Pleurisy Root) it is entirely wanting. The
flowers are similar, and the sap is so acrid as to cause the plant

to be rejected by all animals. It grows in very poor soil, and

has but kw plants to contend with ; so that the acridity serves

to protect it in much the same way as if it had a milky juice.
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The sixty or more species of Asjjepias are, with two exceptions,

confined to the American continent, and the amount of milky

juice varies in the different species. The acridity of those species

which have no milky Juice is a sufficient protection, however,

from the attacks of herbivorous animals.

Other genera of the order present, in their turn, various fea-

tures of interest. Stapelia is a genus of about one hundred

species, all of them found in the Cape of Good Hope region.

They are peculiar in having thick, fleshy stems, generally with

small scales in place of leaves borne on the angles of the stems.

The flowers are mainly star-shaped, starting out at various points

on the stem, and are remarkable for their disagreeable, carrion-

like odor. This is so marked in certain species that it attracts

large numbers of flies. These sometimes lay their eggs in the

flowers, but the progeny, when hatched, die for want of food.

The main object of the odor of the flower is to attract insects

for the purpose of fertilizing it by the transfer of pollen from

one plant to another. About the centre of the flower are cer-

tain black spots, which are peculiarly attractive to insects. In

one species [S. asterias) flies have been observed to feed greedily

about these spots, and it is found that the fly's tongue often gets

caught in a trap situated hereabouts. When thus caught it

struggles violently to escape, and, if successful, goes away with

a pair of pollinia attached to its tongue, drawn from their en-

closing sacs. The apparatus which catches the tongue is a

veritable spring-trap, closing with a snap on the intrusion of

any disturbing object. The insect, laden with the pair of pollen-

masses, flies to another flower, and there places them in a po-

sition where the pollen-tubes can penetrate the stigma. Here,

then, there are three interesting features to be noted,—first, the

thick, succulent, leafless stems, which enable the plants to exist

in dry, sandy soil, and, at the same time, furnish no inducement

to any stray animal to feed upon ; second, the carrion-scented

flowers, which attract flies, necessary for the fertilization of the

stigma; and, third, a veritable spring-trap, which catches the

tongue of the little carrier, so that it flies away with the pollinia

to another flower, and effects cross-fertilization.

The succulent stem may be regarded as developed because

of the necessity to retain a supply of moisture in the dry, arid

regions, whither the plants have probably been driven from an
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Theinability to cope with more vigorous forms of vegetatic

scent of the flowers has been acquired to enable insects to detect

the presence of the plant at a distance, while the spring-trap was

a necessary contrivance to certainly secure the transference of

the pollen from one -plant to another.

Besides the genera Asclepias and Stapclia, there are others

which possess points of interest, or are valuable in a commercial

sense. The species of the genus Hoya have climbing stems,

thick, succulent leaves, and clusters'of waxy flowers. Hence

the common name of wax-plant. Various species are cultivated,

and are
.
great favorites because of their fragrance and beauty.

It is stated that the young leaves are used by the natives of

Ceylon in their curries ; and one curious feature of the plant is

that the flowers come from the same bud year after year.

Fig. 8.—Flower

The fertil i of Hoya globidosa possesses points of interest,

the mechanism being much the same as in Asclepias. It has

been described in the Gardiner* Chronicle for Apnl 29, 1882, by

Mr. W. G. Smith, as follows : The flowers are regular, grow in

clusters, and are very fragrant. The pollen-grains are united in

clusters and enclosed in pouches, five in number. The glutinous,

dark-colored disks of the pollinia are the only parts of the sta-

mens visible in an open flower. If an insect, attracted by the

fragrance, alights on a flower, it almost invariably happens that

one foot slips and is caught by one of the sticky disks. Some-
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times four feet are entangled, and then ensues a struggle to

escape. If strong enough, the fly tears itself away, but in the

effort takes the pollinia attached to its feet along with it. " The

basal appendages of each pair of pollen-masses," says Mr. Smith,

" are elastic, and when in the pouch they are like an extended

spring, but the instant the masses are drawn out by the insect's

foot the spring closes, the two pollen-masses quickly cross each

other and hold tightly on to the insect's little claws." The

stigmas of the flower are exposed in the centre of the parts

forming the apex of stamens and pistils, and these are not ripe

at the same time as the pollen. It is therefore necessary for the

pollinia to be withdrawn from the pouches and conveyed by the

insect to another flower in which the stigmas are ripe before

fertilization can take place.

Other species of the family are noted for their medicinal

properties. For example, one known as Tylophora asthmatica,

or Indian Ipecacuanha, is largely used in cases of dysentery.

Others are valued for their fibre. One of these is Calotropidis

[Asclepias) gigantea. This is spun into the finest thread for

sewing or weaving. Handkerchiefs made from it were shown

in one of the Paris exhibitions. A species in our own country,

very common in wet or damp places {Asclepias incamatd), pro-

duces a long, tough fibre which could be'used for many pur-

poses. Another specie issimd) produces fibre

so strong that the natives of some parts of India use it for bow-

strings. The stems are dried in the sun, and the milky juice

which exudes hardens into a substance like india-rubber ; and

there are other species in which this juice could be used for

many of the purposes to which caoutchouc is now applied.

It is thus seen that the family of Milkweeds is useful prac-

tically, as well as interesting botanically* We use the sap in

our way as the plant uses it in its own. The same tough fibre

which makes the plant disagreeable to animals the human race

finds useful to itself. The same sweet-scented flowers which

attract swarms of insects delight us in our greenhouses ; and

the same curious forms of stems adapted to a plant's existence

in dry and arid regions form curious features in the homes of
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BY H. S. WILLIAMS.

WHAT I can offer on this subject must be confined to a few

suggestions upon points in which I see need of improve-

ment, and some account of the various ways in which I am

attempting to apply scientific method to the teaching of geology

at Cornell University.

The science of geology, like the earth, from which it derives

its name, bears a kind of maternal relation to the kindred sciences.

As the materials discussed by physics, chemistry, and even

biology come out of the earth, so the sciences treating of them

have their springs of origin, and have been separated off from

that more general science now represented by geology alone.

As the more exact sciences have become organized they have

set up their own standards and their own more precise methods,

while geology has not become quite freed from some of the

ancient crudities and myths.

This peculiar relation borne by geology to kindred sciences

has much to do with the peculiarities of the methods in teaching

it Geology is less exact; there are more unsolved problems, or

problems the solution of which is recognized as tentative ; there

are more points of contact with the dark regions of the unknown
than are found in the other more specialized sciences.

This doubtless arises from the fact that as human knowledge

has grown and the problems have become more scientifically

interpreted, and the ultimate laws have been discovered, the

principles involved have been relegated to their more special

branches,—to physics, to chemistry, to astronomy, or to biology.

On the other hand, when these more precise sciences come

across vexatious questions too complex for either alone to handle,

they toss them into the broad lap of geology, so that we are left

with the more mysterious and inexplicable phenomena of nature

to wrestle with as best we may.

This broad and fundamental nature of the subject-matter of

1 Delivered at the meeting of the American Society of Naturalists, at Philadelphia,
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geology tempts a superficial treatment, and the teacher of geology-

needs to be specially on his guard lest he fall into the discussion

of mere generalities. When we discuss the principles of geology

we must generalize more or less. The facts are so many and so

various that it is necessary to state in condensed form the laws

which may best express the characteristics common to a great

number of facts or phenomena. But when the geologist general-

izes he is in greater' danger than teachers of other sciences of

being tempted to sacrifice science to the popular interest in

wonders and curiosities.

The intimate relation borne by geology to the other sciences

demands a broader knowledge than is required in them.

The geologist must apply to the solution of his riddles the

laws of physics, astronomy, chemistry, biology, and mineralogy,

and this brings with it the temptation to confine his instruction

to the announcement of the theories, while referring the student

to the special science concerned for the real solution of his

problems.

Again, we may observe that geology, lying between the more

thoroughly specialized sciences of modern times and the phi-

losophies and purer literary branches of learning, has not alto-

gether lost the effects of the scholastic methods of the literary

school, nor has it fully attained the perfections of the scientific

Literary scholarship has for its ideals the skilful use of lan-

guage as a means of expressing thought, of thinking and of in-

terpreting thought. The subject-matter of this scholarship, as

we scientists look at it, is language, and therefore the learning or

mere memorizing of words and forms of verbal expression, in-

cluding terse formulas and abstract statements, is valuable in itself,

and is directly in the line of attainment of that kind of skill sought

after in literary study. But verbal expression and definition is of

secondary importance to the scientific scholar. To know simply

names and definitions, laws, and, I may add, statistics, without the

discriminative power of the eye, or ear, or touch, does not make
a scientist. This acquirement bears no closer relation to scientific

knowledge than the reading of an English translation of Caesar's

Commentaries bears to a knowledge of Latin. We would never

think of calling him a classical scholar who was unable to read

the original text. No more should we regard him a geologist,
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however well he might remember the text-book definition, who

is unable to recognize and interpret geological phenomena in

nature,—in the field and laboratory. Hence, in teaching geology,

the mere ability to talk about geology, to say that Paradoxides is

characteristic of the Cambrian, that Ichthyosaurus is a Mesozoic

reptile, and a thousand other similar items of geological informa-

tion, is of little or no practical use unless the student is taught to

recognize an unlabelled Paradoxides when he sees it, and would

know how to distinguish Cambrian rocks in the field. The sub-

ject-matter for the scientific scholar to acquire is found in the

things and phenomena named and described, and not in the

In other words, the methods of literary instruction are of but

limited value in teaching geology, and although we may begin

with these methods, the teacher should not deceive himself with

supposing that he is teaching science, or that the student is learn-

ing science, unless the lectures and text-book work are supple-

mented by drill in the laboratory and field. It may seem more

dignified to stand up in a lecture-room before a lot of students

and read off a lecture on geology, but the best results will come

from the tramps and the hammerings in the ravines and railroad

cuts and the study of hand specimens in the laboratory.

Our lectures may inspire the students to study, but most of

what they learn will come by other methods.

We are obliged to use the lecture method, although not the

ideal way of teaching science, on account of the large size of

classes in our universities. Quizzes, and these written after

every five or six lectures, I find of value in calling out study

and thought upon the topics discussed in the lectures, and

these I believe should always supplement the lecture for the best

results.

In the lecture method there is one danger not met with when
a good text-book is made the basis of recitations. Unless the

lecturer is on his guard he will forget that his pupils are be-

ginners, and neglect to state the essential details needed for a

clear understanding of the topics under discussion. These

details, when crowded by the multitude of topics he is tempted

to consider, will be omitted by the lecturer because they seem

to him so familiar.

To ward against this evil I give references to the pages in
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the more common text-books on geology, where the student may-

study more explicitly the subject lectured upon. I expect, too,

that the student, who will acquire any exact knowledge of the

science, must give some time both to this kind of book study

and to the examination of specimens arranged and labelled

specially to illustrate the facts discussed.

Again, it is important to so accentuate the lectures that the

grand and important lessons shall not be smothered and quite

lost to sight by the innumerable names and definitions and topics

with which the lecture is necessarily filled. For I hold that, in

teaching a class of ordinary college students general geology, it

is far more important to teach them how to treat geological

problems, what the grand questions are which the geologist

meets, and the right methods of attacking, of thinking about,

of interpreting them, than to teach definitions, technical formulas,

or lists of associated facts.

The latter are all essential for the real geologist to master, but

not in the lecture-room. They must be acquired by patient

study of the more exhaustive manuals and original reports, and

by actual laboratory and field practice.

The work for the lecturer upon general geology is to clearly

present the principles of geology, to illustrate and explain the

grand features of the science. He must teach what the science

treats about, what and where the problems are exhibited, how
they are explained, and what laws underlie the phenomena.

While the student gathers enough to excite his interest and

enthusiasm, if possible, the method of stating the facts and

theories should be such as to enable him to appreciate what

there is to learn, rather than to convey any notion that he is

getting from the lectures a knowledge of all the essential facts

of geology.

We may be able in our lectures to teach the student the al-

phabet, so to speak, of the science, or even to teach him how to

spejl or frame sentences in terms of the geological language.

\\ e may succeed in showing him how to investigate and inter-

pret geological problems. But I take it to be of essential im-

portance to impress upon the student that the lectures are but an

introduction, that the true place to learn geology is in the field

and laboratory, and the true method, that of studying over in

detail individual phenomena and facts.
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This is not generalizing or popularizing the subject; it is

making the lectures a means of scientific training, instead of

allowing them to degenerate into a glowing account of the

wonders of geology.

Geology may truly be a popular subject, because of the

many remarkable events and phenomena it reveals, but it is not

the remarkable, the unique, and the impressive facts of geology

that are the most instructive.

The awful eruption that throws out lava and ashes from a

volcanic vent, or tears" off the top of a volcanic cone, is not so

direct an illustration of the peculiarity of vulcanism as the

little bubbles which puff up the cooling lava and testify to the

presence of expansive vapors or gases in association with the

molten condition of the rock.

The grand canons of the plateau district are not so valuable

as illustrations of the laws of river erosion as a simple rocky

ravine composed of a few strata of alternating hard and soft

strata, or even the rill along the roadside after a heavy shower.

But, after having once grasped the principles of river erosion,

its slowness of action, the smallness of the effect in proportion

to the amount of water traversing the gorge, then the canon

does become an impressive illustration of the continuity of geo-

logic dynamics over vast periods of time,—of the immensity of

deposition of sediments,—of the grand results effected by the

slow elevation of continents,—and it serves to convey some con-

ception of the length of actual time with which the geologist

has to deal.

Improvement may be made in the order of presentation of the

In our standard text-books we frequently find what I may
call the scholastic method followed,—a method which proceeds

from the announcement of principles, laws, or technical defini-

tions to the descriptions or illustrations of facts from which they

have been drawn.

As an illustration the following may be taken from chapter

second of Dana's Manual. The subject is lithological geology.

First we are given a brief classification of the subject, then the

definition of rock ; then follow three sections in the following

order: 1st, the elements constituting rocks; 2d, the mineral

materials constituting rocks
;

3d, the kinds of rocks.
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For a geologist familiar with the general subject, and as a

book of information arranged for ready reference, this is as good
an arrangement as could be desired. But when the science is

presented for the first time to the student, is this the order in

which he must grasp the details of the subject for clear compre-
hension ? I think not.

And why is it unnatural ? Because the student is asked to take

the results of an analysis before he is presented with the concep-

tion of the thing analyzed. He is led to form a synthetic concep-

tion of the objects studied, built up of definitions, rather than by
analysis to increase his knowledge of the object by viewing it in

new relations.

Rocks are at first parts of the earth, and among themselves

they first differ in their physical relations of position, structure,

form, and composition. The chemical and mineral properties are

secondary in order of analysis; and the microscopic appearances

presented by separate mineral species constitute a tertiary set of

The teacher should have regard to this order of acquisition,

although, after having named and briefly described the terms,

they may become for his purposes mere definitive terms with

which to describe the more comprehensive laws of the earth's

formation.

For this reason there is propriety in uniting physiographic,

structural, and dynamical geology as a first division of the

general treatment of geology, following with the stratigraphical

and palaeontological part as a second division.

This plan, substantially, is followed in several of the more

widely used text-books, as Phillip's, Credner's, Geikie's, Le-

conte's, and others.

In determining the order of presentation of the facts for par-

ticular cases, I examine the order in which the facts naturally

develop in the process of investigation. As a general, statement

of what this order is, I find it to be from the more conspicuous,

the more easily grasped, and the simpler, to the less evident, the

intricate, and the fundamental. This same regard to the order

of acquisition of ideas is applicable to the methods of illustration.

Every teacher of natural history has more or less use for

diagrams, but I have thought that blackboard sketches* although

crude, made while the explanation Ls going on, are often more
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effective in imparting the information desired than the more

finished ready-made diagrams. The value of the blackboard

sketch is in the fact that it emphasizes your words, makes them

more vivid and expressive ; with crayon in hand as you talk, the

lines of the sketch become a kind of lineal gesture.

This result is particularly seen when the relations of two or-

more objects are expressed, or when serial or gradual changes or

developments are 'Considered, as in explaining Darwin's theory

of the formation of coral reefs and islands, or the structure and

growth of a common volcanic cone, or the effects of erosion in

cutting through a series of hard and soft stratified rocks, and the

relation of dykes to eruptive sheets, to volcanic lava-beds or

fissure lava-fields.

All such phenomena are more vividly expressed to the be-

ginner by blackboard sketches than by the more perfect dia-

gram, and the reasons seem to lie in the fact that the student

only appreciates the points to which his attention is definitely

called; the large number of details expressed in the finished

drawing tend to divert his thought from the essential few which .

are brought specially under consideration.

In teaching palaeontology, in comparing genera, in pointing

out variations and the relations of one form to another, I find

the blackboard a great assistance.

A method specially successful of late in the teaching of

biology suggests lines of improvement for the teaching of

geology. The method I refer to may be called the exhaustive

study of types, and such a book as Huxley's " Crayfish" may
illustrate its application.

The secret of the value of this method lies in the process of

taking a single object for minute and exhaustive study, examin-
ing it in all its several relations,—turning it around and throwing
light upon it from every side, until the one thing is thoroughly
understood in its every relation. The one object thus becomes a

familiar and typical example of all the principles involved in its

structure, function, or other relations. Afterwards, the widening
of one's" knowledge becomes a simple and also a systematic

mental noting of likenesses and differences. The knowledge
thus acquired, instead of being vague and general, becomes
positive and precise.

In applying this method to teaching geology, I select a few
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characteristic phenomena, describe them particularly, noticing

the individual details, and endeavor to make the one case

thoroughly understood in all its important relations, so that it

becomes the illustration of the several principles involved.

Thus, in explaining volcanoes, instead of spending the time

with an enumeration of statistics and formulae, crowding the

lecture with all the information possible about volcanoes, the

whole lecture may be spent upon Vesuvius, its environs and

history, making vivid impression of one or two typical eruptions,

and, by the aid of maps of the region, pointing out the precise

phenomena in the locality, sequence and results in building

a cone and making volcanic deposits. With a clear notion of

one such typical volcano, it is a simple matter to classify and

point out the kinds of volcanoes,—the pure tufa eruption, as

at Monte Nuova, the continuous lava flow, as in the Sandwich

Islands,—and by means of the grand eruptions recorded of Skap-

tar Jokul, to gain a conception of fissure eruptions and the nature

of the vast lava-fields covering now such large tracts of the sur-

face, but without the conical mountain peaks which we naturally

associate with igneous eruptions.

In the same way in treating of river dynamics, instead of brief

descriptions of the great rivers of the globe, the amount of their

erosion and sedimentation, the volume and rate of their water-

flow, etc., presenting a great number of condensed statistics

about many rivers, a better way is to spend the time in explain-

ing the facts and their interrelations for a single typical river.

No better example can be found for us than our great river

Mississippi, so thoroughly studied and reported upon in Hum-

phrey and Abbott's monograph. For illustration of the principles

of erosion a familiar ravine, near by, is better than a large river-

gorge at a distance. Niagara may well serve to illustrate the rate

of erosion and as a short measure of geologic time. The canons

of the plateau district are illustrative' of the laws of continuous

depositions, of slow but great elevation, and furnish a longer but

conceivable measure of time for geologic events.

So in all cases, where it is possible, selection should be made

of a familiar and typical example, and around it should be

gathered the details of facts and phenomena which will illus-

trate the principles discussed. By communicating a clear, de-

tailed conception of the one example, the indis



often bewilderment arising from the array of a multitude of

statistics in regard to many examples is avoided.

At first sight this method may appear like a mere populariz-

ing of a science, and—the aspect which might be so called

—

the attempt to make comprehensible and therefore interesting,

what is generally not so, is worth seeking after.

Is it not this very element of exciting interest, of pleasing the

hearers or readers, that made the writings of Lyell and the lec-

tures of Louis Agassiz so attractive and also so instructive ?

The boys in college learn the principles of geology in the same
way that we learn new laws and principles in our deeper investi-

gations. It is facts and phenomena first, afterwards their inter-

pretation
; and unless they gain a vivid impression of the former,

they will come short of grasping the latter. The other method
of memorizing the statements of the laws and principles of the

science, without any clear conception of the facts to which they

apply, is only a knowledge of words ; it is not science ; and such

knowledge has no scientific value.

In field and laboratory work the main point is to teach the

student to observe, to record, and properly to interpret facts as

they occur in nature. This is not accomplished by simply walk-
ing over the ground and pointing out the phenomena to the

class. In one way and another they must be led to see for them-
selves

;
they must gather the facts, study and arrange them.

The teacher may show them how to make sections, and how to

gather facts and specimens. Section after section may be made
through similar series

; geographical localities, altitude, thick-
ness, dip, lithological character, and fossils should be observed,
and notes and materials brought in for study. After numerous
sections are thus in hand, my plan is to call for a report upon
the region or formations examined, asking for detailed answers
to the questions, What are the faunas ? What are the differences
in the several sections? \Vhat changes are seen in the nature
of the deposits on passing upwards ? What are the names and
characters of the individual species ? etc. If the student wishes
to perfect himself in palaeontology, I set him at work on the
local palaeontology and stratigraphy, causing him to make com-
parison of sections, of association of species and individual vari-

ations, as well as drilling him in the identifying of genera and
species; using the local facts, because I find better results from the
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deep and exhaustive study of what is at hand and is capable

of such exhaustive treatment than is possible by the method of

discursive rambling over a greater number of facts.

The materials ready at hand for us at Cornell University are

Devonian; but the student who has learned accurately to identify

species of a Devonian fauna has learned the relative importance

of characters for classification ; has learned the nature of varia-

bility, the relation of species to geological horizon, the modifi-

cation of specific types with retention of generic features on

passing from zone to zone ; has studied the range and distribu-

tion of the species ; has gained a conception of what faunal as-

sociation is and how it is related to the lithological character of

the deposits ; I say the man who has grasped these details of

the science by the use of Devonian material alone is ready to

undertake investigations in any geological period, from the

Cambrian to the Tertiary. The facts may differ, but the methods

of research will be the same ; and this method and skill cannot

be attained by any amount of the mere memorizing of the names

of a labelled collection of fossils.

It is a mistaken view to imagine that that kind of acquirement

which only removes the Megatherium, the Ichthyosaurus, the Tri-

lobite, and the Palaeoniscus from the region of wonderland to a

place among the things we have seen, is geology. So long as

we use our museums as curiosity-shops and cover our ignorance

with Latin nomenclature, we cannot expect to lift our science out

of the region of crudities.

There is, however, some value to be derived from studying

over labelled collections, but this must not be without the study

of the fossils as they occur in the rocks, and the determining of

the characters, the names, and the horizon, each man for himself.

And if the rocks are crystalline and not fossiliferous, this de-

termines beforehand that there are not present the best facilities

for the study of palaeontology, although great museums may have

been accumulated.

The natural rock foundations of the region in which a uni-

versity is built thus decide the particular part of geological

science which may be there taught most successfully.

To this fact may be traced the explanation why Harvard, Yale,

and Amherst have been so prolific in physical geologists and

mineralogists ; why New York State has given us so many palae-
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ontologists ; why the geologists of Pennsylvania have taught us

so much about stratigraphy and the structure and products below

In each institution the natural advantages found in the acces-

sible rock exposures of the region should be not only carefully

studied, but should be made a prominent feature in all the

advanced work of the college.

In conclusion, I would remark that (a) the fundamental nature

of the subject-matter of geology, with its many still unsolved

problems, its many mysteries, its many unique and wonderful

facts, will tempt the instructor to deal with generalities, to rest

satisfied with a superficial rather than a scientific presentation of

his subject. As a means of escaping this danger I suggest a

careful attention to the natural order of the acquisition of the

facts,—a following of the analytical order, from the conspicuous,

the evident, the general, to the special, the hidden, the individual,

or, to use another form of expression, follow the order of induc-

tion from the concrete, the typical, the illustrative, to the princi- •

pies involved to the formulation of the laws of nature.

(6) Further, I would suggest the great value of selecting a single

typical illustration of each general principle, presenting it with con-

siderable attention to details, pointing out its specific character-

istics. This example, then, may be adopted as a standard for

comparison with other cases which offer modification of the laws

involved in the first typical case.

(c) In field and laboratory work the same method may be

applied with good results. In this part of the study problems
which are accessible, in which the student can investigate the

details and gather numerous statistics mutually bearing upon
each other, are to be selected. In this way the region in which
he studies becomes one of the chief factors in developing his

powers of investigation and in showing him how to interpret

nature. He thus studies nature from the original text, instead of

reading merely the translations made by others.
(d) In all the various departments of the science I would seek

to teach the student precision and definiteness in his knowledge,
and accuracy in his modes of thought, by applying the simple
rule of teaching much about a few things, instead of attempting
to say a little about a great many things.



THE RANGE OF VARIATION OF THE HUMAN
SHOULDER-BLADE.

THE late Professor Broca read a paper before La Societe

d'Anthropologic in 1878 2 in which he described the scapular

and the infra-spinous indices, and proposed them as. methods of

ethnological research. Briefly stated, the scapular index is the

proportion of the breadth of the scapula, measured along the

base of the spine, to the length, the latter being considered one

hundred. The infra-spinous index is the proportion of the

breadth to the length of the infra-spinous fossa, the latter being

considered one hundred.

The human scapula being the starting-point, Broca under-

stands by " length" the line connecting the highest and lowest

points, although in almost all mammals this is not the longest

dimension. The line showing the breadth being called AB and

that of the length CD, the index is obtained by calculating

IO

°CD
AB

' The lenSth very rarely coincides with the Posterior

border of the scapula, but runs some distance before it. The

line AD representing the infra-spinous length runs from the

posterior end of AB to the lower end of CD. The infra-

spinous index is represented 3 by the fraction
IO°

AD . Professor

Broca used these indices both in comparative anatomy and in

the study of characteristics of race, sex, and age in man.

In all orders of mammals, with one exception, the scapular

index is greater than in man. In quadrupeds it is evident that

the long diameter of the bone should at least approximately

coincide with the line of pressure, and consequently we find the

breadth—i.e, the line along the base of the spine—the longer. In

erect man, with his great range of movement of the anterior ex-

tremities, there is need of greater leverage for the movements of

the scapula, and less need of resistance to pressure, so we find a

long and narrow scapula. This condition is approached in the

anthropoid apes, and even surpassed in the bats, who have a

« Parkman Professor of Anatomy at Harvard University.

3 Bulletins de la Societe d'Anthropologic de Paris, serie 3, tome i.

3 By a most unfortunate oversight the AB and AD are transposed in Broca's paper.
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lower scapular index than man. Broca's observations on the

characteristics of sex and race of human scapulae are by no

means satisfactory, owing to the small number of observations.

The indices of adult Frenchmen were obtained from twenty-

three individuals, of which nine were female; and those of

African negroes from twenty-five individuals, of which five were

female. Apparently one scapula was measured in each case.

The next year Professor Flower and Dr. Garson measured

two hundred scapulae of Europeans. They admit that it is quite

possible that some of the bones belonged to members of other

races, and they paid no attention to sex, which for the most part

was unknown. They counted every scapula measured as one,

whether or not its fellow came under observation. They meas-

ured also a few scapulae of other races, but the series were for

the most part very small. The largest were twenty-one Andaman
scapulae and twelve Australian.

M. Marius Livon also studied this subject at about the same

time, and gave his results in his "These pour le Doctorat,"

which appeared in 1879. I have never seen his essay, and

know it only by references to it by Sir William Turner 1 and by

M. Manouvrier.2 He measured the bones of seventy-three

Frenchmen and fifty-one Frenchwomen.
Negroes, Andamanese, and Australians have higher indices,

which means broader scapulae, and consequently of a lower type,

Broca points out, however, in his remarks about negroes, that

this is true only of the mean, and that individuals of both classes

are found to vary very much from it. Indeed, the anthropoid
apes may have at least a scapular index within the range of the

variations of man. The greater obliquity of the spine in apes

makes their infra-spinous angle more characteristic.
Broca claimed that, in spite of the great individual variation,

this method is of value when applied to groups.
I began a series of measurements of human and of anthropoid

shoulder-blades several years ago and put it aside for other work.
I have recently resumed it. My original purpose had been simply
to collect additional statistics, but as I went on I was much struck

by the diversity of forms which the scapula presents, as well as

by the variation of the indices. I became convinced both that
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the indices do not necessarily indicate the shape of the bone, and

that they are worthless to determine the race of any single bone.

The one hundred and thirteen bones which I have called Cau-

casian are, like those used by Flower and Garson, rather a heter-

ogeneous collection. They for the most part belong to the

Harvard Medical School and to the Boston Society of Natural

History. More than a few of them came from France. While

they, no doubt, are in the main Caucasian, it is probable that

there are some negro bones among them. Indeed, I know that

two of the scapulae came from the body of a negro. These are

remarkable as presenting very low (instead of high) indices.

Through the kindness of Professor Putnam, who most gener-

ously put all the stores of the Peabody Museum of Archaeology

at my disposition, I had hoped to be able to present a large col-

lection of figures from the bones of the mound-builders, and per-

haps to make observations on many individuals of a race which

was less mixed than most of those whose bones are easily ob-

tained to-day. I was, however, disappointed, and from a cause

that is easy to foresee, namely, the great fragility of the scapula.

I could have had long bones in abundance, but the shoulder-

blades were for the most part either in fragments, or so injured

that the necessary measurements could not be made. I have the

records of six scapulae from California which are probably Indian,

and of eighteen from the Kentucky mounds. The mean of the

Californians is 67.25 for the scapular index and 91.05 for the

infra-spinous. The mound-builders have a mean scapular index

of 69.29 and an infra-spinous one of 93.75.

The following table shows the indices of Caucasian bones ob-

tained by my predecessors and myself. Livon is the only one

who has a tolerably large series showing the difference between the

sexes. Broca, with a much smaller series, had different results

:

TABLE I.

Broca.
F1sr1 -on. Dwigh,

Infra-spinous index
65.91

87-79

65.2

894
1 So
|

85-4

%T 63-5.

85.8

To understand the significance of figures something more is

needed than an average, which gives no hint of the range of

variation, and accordingly I have arranged the figures of the in-
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dices of the Caucasians and mound-builders in groups. The first

row of figures shows the index, and opposite each is placed the

number of scapulae having that figure (or that figure and a fraction)

for an index. The six Californians showed no extreme figures.
1

Scapular Index. Infra-spinous Index.

Index.
| Caucasians. >£»£ Index.

|
Caucasians. ffi£

2 72 2 |

56 3 73

58
5 74

J

11
5 76 2

|

:::

6l 8 78
62

63 13 "i
79 8

64 6

s IO 3

82

83 J
67 8

3

84
85 10

69
70 3 " 87 10

72 1 ! 89
5

3*

73

S
] 1

91

92

94

8

5

"":

79 9 3 J

81

82 ;

97
98

103
104

V

13-
! ::: !

Total "3
~
8 Total 7i3 18

Mean 63.50 69.29 "-
1 85.83

had been made by o

I was much mortifit

measurements of twc

tify. Happily the ei
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The scapulae from Kentucky have a decidedly higher index

than the Caucasians, and this is evidently not due to individual

peculiarities, for though three specimens with remarkably high

indices have their effect on the average, yet the scapular index

is only once, and the infra-spinous never, as low as the Cau-

casian mean.

Broca gives some of his extreme figures, which are very inter-

esting. The bone with the lowest indices belonged to a Turk

from Smyrna; the next lowest scapular index was furnished by a

Frenchwoman, and the next lowest infra-spinous by an Arab.

The highest indices belonged to an African negro, by name
Tom Blaise, and the next to a black from Hindoostan.

Flower and Garson, unfortunately, make no mention of their

extreme cases. For more convenient comparison I put my ex-

tremes below Broca's in the following tables

:

Invight. Xegro (Fig. 10).

Kentucky Mounc

Kentucky Mounc

Highest scapular

76.64

,,.<}.,.

l-buil.l

r(Fi<V 5) 82.2

Dvright. H

Broca thought it likely {asses probable) that his limits would
be but rarely passed. Table II. shows, however, that I have

measured no less than twenty-two bones with a scapular index

below sixty, and that five of them were below fifty-seven. The
two given in Table III. are, however, the only ones in which

the infra-spinous index falls below seventy-five. Turning to the

maxima, I have no equal to Tom Blaise in both indices, which is

due to the great obliquity of the spine of his scapula, an ape-

like feature which the mound-builders cannot rival. One of
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them has a scapular index which is decidedly higher, and they

both exceed the black from Hindoostan in both respects.

Sir William Turner states in his " Challenger" report that, ex-

cluding the scapulas of one Hottentot, the mean scapular index

of several races ranged from 60.3 in the Tasmanians to 70.2 in

the Andaman Islanders. This includes the results of some

other observers. It would appear, however, that for some reason

he has omitted also his four Ohauan (Pacific Islands) scapulae,

which have the extraordinary means of 78.8 for the scapular

index and 117 for the infra-spinous. He found the variations

in the scapular index of African blacks, male and female, to

range from 57 to 81, and the infra-spinous index from 30 to 117.

Apart from the range of individual variation in the indices, this

method is open to at least two criticisms : first, that there are

various forms of scapulae, which may not be without their ethno-

logical significance, to which these indices give no clue ;
and,

secondly, that the length of the scapula—which is of primary im-

portance in determining the more important index, the scapular-

depends in part on the development of the superior angle of the

bone. In support of the first criticism I would call attention to

two scapulae (Figs. 6 and 7) whose indices are almost identical, yet

which in shape differ enough to be bones of different species. I

shall return to these points in the course of the discussion of I

the variation of different parts of the bone.

Length.—In the one hundred and thirteen Caucasians', all

adults, the mean length is 16.22 cm., the extremes being 13.2 and

20.1. There are six under 14 cm. and ten of 18 or more. The

mean of the six Californian Indians is 13.62, and of the eighteen

from the Kentucky mounds 14.07. The range of variation in

these two series is very small. The shortest bone is 12.4, and the

longest 15.8, both from Kentucky. These old bones, both in

size and shape, constitute a well-marked series.

Professor Mivart, in his well-known paper on the " Appen-

dicular Skeleton of the Primates," 1 takes several parts of the

scapula for comparison. We shall consider the variation that

some of these present in man alone.

The inferior angle (Fig. i),
2 which Professor Mivart puts at

1 Philosophical Transactions, London, vol. clvii., part 2, 1867.
2 In Figures 1, 2, and 3 the partial cmttin

. . taken from the

bone of the right side in every case. This is for convenience.
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,
presents great differeno

<>53

is shown by the

appended wood-cuts. I give no measurements, as the difficulty

of making accurate ones is quite out of proportion to their value.

The difference is in part, but not wholly, due to the development

of the surface at the lower part

of the axillary margin for the

, I .

from the dorsal surface of the

bone, but there is almost always

a slight projection at this point

from the anterior border, and

occasionally it is developed into

a projection of considerable size.

Broca states that this is more

common in negroes. I have no

opinion to offer on this point,

but I believe that this process

does not stand in direct ratio to

the size of the muscle. It is

well marked on a very delicate

scapula (Fig. 5), and on the other

hand there is a large surface to

this muscle with hardly any projection on a remarkably sharp

bone (Fig. 4). An analogous case is the third trochanter, the

occurrence of which, in my opinion, is quite uninfluenced by

muscular development. The surface for the teres major projects

out very strongly in the lower Simiidse, Cebas, and Chrisothrix,

according to Mivart. Its occurrence in man is probably (as in

the case of the third trochanter) the appearance of a peculiarity

of lower forms. The lower angle, however, varies considerably

apart from the influence of this process.

The vertebral border (Fig. 2).—The most common form of

scapula presents a line slightly curved at the lower part, and
then straight as far as the root of the spine, from which point it

inclines slightly forward till it ends at the upper angle. The for-

ward inclination of the upper part, though varying in degree, is,

so far as I know, constant, but the rest of the line varies much.
Sometimes it is almost straight, sometimes the whole border of

the bone is convex, sometimes the border below the spine is con-

1 By another oversight Broca repeat; betit rmd,"
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cave. The different types are seen in the annexed diagram, but,

better still, in some of the figures of the entire bone.
The superior border (Fig. 3) is also of uncertain shape. The

superior angle cannot be considered apart from the posterior

border. The diagrams show its variations so well as to make a

description unnecessary. One of these is remarkable as showing
the point truncated. None of these, however, show it rounded off

in a way that equals the Boschiman scapula figured by Mivart

The variations of this angle are important, because they show
that the length of the scapula, as used according to Broca's plan,

is liable to vary according to the development of this angle. The

bone with the truncated angle has of course a scapular index
decidedly different from the one it would have if the posterior
and superior borders had been prolonged till they met in a sharp
point. The differences in depth of the supra-scapular notch,
which ranges from the merest deviation of the course of the

superior border to a deep notch and then to a foramen, are well

known. I have one specimen in which there is a foramen beloW
a deep notch that is almost bridged over. It is the only case of

the kind I have ever seen. The only allusion to its occurrence
that I know of is in Humphry's " Human Skeleton."

Variations in the concavity of the body of the bone should
also be mentioned. If a scapula be laid on a table with the ven-
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tral surface downward, it will usually rest on three points,—the

coracoid, and the superior and inferior angles. The vertebral

border, as a rule, forms an arch, the highest point of which is

sometimes about 2 cm. from the table. In other cases this border

barely leaves the table, and sometimes one or both of the angles

mentioned are bent dorsally, so as no longer to be points of

support.

On the dorsum the course of the spine and acromion deserve

attention. By comparing the scapular and infra-spinous indices

we get some idea of its obliquity. A high infra-spinous index

with a moderate scapular index shows, of course, a greater

obliquity, which is an ape-like peculiarity. When both are very

high it shows simply a short, broad scapula. I called attention to

the fact that one of the Kentucky mound-builders had a higher

scapular index but a lower infra-spinous one than Broca's negro,

Tom Blaise, which means that the former had the relatively broader

scapula, but the latter the more oblique spine. A study of the one

hundred and thirteen Caucasian shoulder-blades shows that the

two indices present no great discrepancies. The average scapular

index being 63.50 and the infra-spinous 85.83, I find but three

with a scapular index of between 64 and 65 which have an infra-

spinous index below 85, and of these the lowest was 82.5. I find

none at all with a scapular index above 65 and an infra-spinous

below 85. Conversely, only seven having an infra-spinous index

above 86 have a scapular index below 6^. The lowest of these

is 61.

Professor Mivart states that when the bone is so held that the

long axis of the glenoid cavity is vertical, and that cavity is op-

posite the eye of the observer, the acromion is almost always

higher than the coracoid in man, troglodytes, and hylobates. I

do not remember any exception to this rule in man, but I find a

good deal of variation in the direction of the line formed by the

projecting edge of the acromion when the bone is thus held. It

is not easy to determine what angle it forms with the horizon,

and I shall give the mean very vaguely, as probably in the neigh-

borhood of 45 , but I have seen it reach at least 65 ° on one

hand and fall to 30 or less on the other. These two extremes

are shown in Figs. 12 and 13. I have been unable to find that

either of these degrees of inclination is associated with any par-

ticular shape of the bone.
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The study of the range of variation in these separate parts

leads one to the conclusion that very remarkable scapulae could

be constructed by a judicious selection and union of the most
.

striking individual parts ; but it would, I think, be difficult to

make more remarkable ones than actually occur. I shall now

call attention to some of the most curious specimens. Figs. 4

and 5 show respectively the lowest and the highest indices.

The breadth is the same in each, but the.length of the latter is

little more than two-thirds of that of the former. The process

for the teres major, though small, is clearly shown on the scap-

ula of the mound-builder, but the other bone has a larger surface

for the origin of the muscle, though there is but a slight pro-

jection at the anterior edge, which is confirmatory of the views

expressed above. Figs. 6 and 7 have already been alluded to as

widely different forms, having almost identical indices. Each is

a peculiar bone, but the sharp one is the more uncommon. Figs.

8 and 9 are also in strong contrast to each other. The posterior

borders have been figured, but the striking effect is shown in the

figures of the whole bones. Each is very peculiar and in a dif-

ferent way, though neither has a remarkable index. Fig. 10

represents a wonderfully long bone, 1 being 20 cm. It is a re-

markable specimen, and is among those having the lowest in-

dices. The scapular index is 56.5, and the infra-spinous 76.3.

The original of Fig. 11 (scapula index 58.8 and infra-spinous

72.3) is figured, because it belonged to a negro and yet had in-

dices far below the mean of Caucasian bones. A comparison

of these bones shows assuredly remarkable diversities of form.

It is easy to find bones of different species of animals that differ

less from one another than do these human ones. I am unable

to say. what remarkable forms might be seen in a large collection

of the shoulder-blades of the Felidse, but I know that a small

collection shows no such range. Even the scapula of the bear

differs no more from that of the tiger than some of these from

one another. A few notes on the anthropoid apes will be found

in the appendix.

What influence the height, the muscular development, the

health, and the occupation of the individual may have on the

shape of the scapula, and indeed on the skeleton in general,

1 The mate to this bone is the longest I have measured, exceeding it by more than
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cannot as yet be much more than guessed at. The question

suggests a field for inquiry, which has as yet hardly been opened,

but which in the course of years may bear a rich crop. Some-

thing has been done in this direction by Mr. W. Arbuthnot

Lane, of London. 1

Livon found that in women both indices were higher than in

men, while, as above stated, Broca found the reverse, but in very

small series. I do not feel convinced that Livon's are large

enough to put the fact beyond question, and certainly it would

be rash to draw any conclusion as regards a single individual.

Probably the actual size of the bone, and more particularly that

of the glenoid cavity, are the best indications of the sex that

the bone offers, and these are of but little value.

It must be remembered that the great range of individual

variation does not necessarily destroy the value of Broca's in-

dices, but it shows that the method must be applied to large

series of bones from well-marked races. It is gratifying to find

this view supported by no less an authority than Sir William

Turner, who writes, " For I gather from my own measurements

and those of other observers, that the range of variation in the

relative length and breadth of the scapula is very considerable in

the same race, so that it needs a large number of bones to enable

one to obtain an accurate idea of the mean of any race." 2

APPENDIX.

THE INDICES OF ANTHROPOID APES.

Both Broca and Flower and Garson published the indices of

anthropoid apes in their papers, which have been referred to

so often. As the number of observations is necessarily small, I

am glad to be able to offer a few additional ones. Broca gives

the indices of ten gorilla skeletons, of five chimpanzees, of one

orang, and of seven gibbons. Flower and Garson give the in-

dices of sixteen bones of the gorilla, of twenty-one of the chim-

of the orang, and of eight of the gibbon.

nger" Reports. Through the courtesy of the editors I have had an opportunity to

odify my paper here and there by quoting from his work.
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To these I can add the indices of thirteen shoulder-blades of the

gorilla, eight of the chimpanzee, and two of the orang. 1

B,„ca. F1Owerand ,arso, |
D«*

Scap.Ind.
Inf-spi,

126.05

198.56

go
77.6

96-5

lnf

ind!
n

j
ScaP- Ind

- ^^S

Gibbon
; 96.97

133.8 68.4 I29-I

103.8 I 73-6 89.7

Below are the highest and lowest indie

and chimpanzee

:

Gorilla \
HiShest 76 -6

es that I found in gorilla

153-3

QimP—-iwes, 66., ,,,.S

These figures show that the highest scapular index of the

gorilla and chimpanzee is sometimes, though very rarely, sur-

passed in human bones. I say nothing of the orang, having

measured the bones of only one adult skeleton. The Case is

different, however, with the infra-spinous index, as the lowest of

the gorilla and chimpanzee exceeds the highest human one.

Figures 6 and 13 a

; presumably Caucasia

5. From Kentucky r

\ Show extreme degrees c
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THERE are other inscribed rocks in the same region besides

those of the Thunder Bird's Track described in the Amer-

ican Naturalist for May, 1886, which, like them, should be

DIAGRAM

preserved from oblivion. The accompanying diagrams and short

verbal descriptions will account for three.
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This boulder is in the edge of the public park, on the north

end of the plateau at Brown's Valley, Minnesota. The plateau

is about forty feet above the Minnesota River there. The

boulder has a flat surface with a western exposure ; is irregular

in outline, and is about five feet eight inches in diameter, and

firmly imbedded in the terrace.

Fig. 1 is the central figure, and undoubtedly represents a man,

although the form is somewhat conventional.

Fig. 2 represents a bird.

Fig. 3 represents a tortoise.

Fig. 4 is a cross and circle combined, but the circle has a groove

extending out from it.

F»gs - 5» 6, and 7, although somewhat in the shape of crosses,

probably represent bird-tracks.

Figs. 8 and 9 are nondescript in character, although there

must be some meaning attached to them.

Figs. 10 and 11 are small dots or cups cut into the boulder.

The figures as illustrated are one-eigh'th of their natural size,

and are also correct in their relative positions one to the other.

The work is neatly done, although the depth of the incisions is

very slight. In 1883, when they were traced, the pictographs

were very plain ; but during my last visit to this region, in the

summer of 1886, the moss was gradually encroaching upon them,

and it will be only a matter of a few years before they are en-

tirely covered up.

The people of the place call this boulder " the Sacred Rock,"

and the plateau is also called " Sacred ;" but the name has no

significance as regards the markings, for two lovers named the

boulder without knowing that there were any pictographs upon

Strange as it may seem, the Indians of this region have no

tradition connected with this boulder, and, in fact, did not know

of the existence of the inscriptions until after their discovery by

the whites, although the plateau was for many years a general

rendezvous for them as a sporting-ground.
As a matter of incidental antiquarian interest here, it maybe

stated that twelve hundred feet to the eastward of this rock or

boulder was situated an ancient enclosure or fort of the mound-

builders, of about four acres, with a customary outlying mound

near by. One is hardly justified, however, in speculating much
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on possible relationship between these two interesting classes of

relics of the very old times.

«&& 39

This boulder is on a high terrace on the west side of the

Minnesota River, one and a half miles south of Brown's Valley,

and is in Roberts County, Dak. It is oblong in form, being

three and a half feet in length, two feet in width, and is firmly

imbedded in the ground.

Figs. 1 and 2 are undoubtedly tortoises.

Fig. 3 is probably intended to represent a bird-track.

Fig. 4 represents a man, and is similar to the one at Brown's

Valley.

Fig. 5 is a nondescript of unusual form.

Fig. 6 is apparently intended to represent a headless bird :
in

that respect greatly resembling certain earthen effigies in the

regions to the southeast.

The figures are about one-fourth of an inch in depth, and very

smooth, excepting along their edges, which roughness is caused

by a slight unevenness of the surface of the boulder.

This boulder is only a short distance from one previously de-

scribed as " Thunder Bird's Track's Brother," some four miles

northwest of Brown's Valley, and, like No. 2, is in Roberts

County, Dak.

The figures here represented are roughly pecked into the

stone, and were never finished ; for the grooves that form the

pictographs on other boulders in this region have been rubbed
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until they are perfectly smooth. The face of the boulder upon
which these occur is about two feet long and one and a half feet

in width.

*^W

There is a Dakota tradition relating to these incised boulders
about as follows :

In olden times there used to be an object that marked the
boulders at night. It could be seen, but its exact shape was in-

distinct. It would work, making sounds like hammering, and
occasionally emit a light similar to that of a fire-fly. After
finishing its work it would give one hearty laugh, like a woman
laughing, and then disappear. The next morning the Indians
would find another pictured boulder in the vicinity where the
object had been seen the night previous.
The above is only given to show how the Indians account for

these incised boulders.

St. Paul, Minn., April 6, 1887.
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The principal object of the International Congress of Geol-

ogists is the unification of geological methods. This means the

adoption of a general system of nomenclature for formations

and a system of coloration for maps. The utility of such a

project cannot be questioned. Diversity in the practices of dif-

ferent countries on these points is as inconvenient as it is unsci-

entific. It is not a matter of prime importance what names or

what colors are used, but it is important that these should be

uniform for the world. Two objections have been made to this

project. One of these is that there is not identity, properly so

called, between the geological formations of the different con-

tinents. The other is, that no system adopted under our present

knowledge is adapted to express discoveries yet to be made in

unexplored regions.

To the first of these so-called objections it may be replied

that, since time is one, so geological ages are one for all parts

of the earth. Vast tracts of sediments and intrusions have been

produced contemporaneously in the past, as they are being now

produced in the present. When these formations are identified

as contemporaneous they should receive identical names, and be

identically colored on geological maps. Of course, the begin-

nings and ends of the processes of deposition have not been

always contemporaneous ; so that we have, in variations of this

kind, ground for subdivisions of minor extent and importance.

But the great " time boundaries"—as they are well termed by

Professor Dana—are identical in their central features for the

whole earth. The parallelism may be even traced to a lesser

grade of divisions, as is well known. It is only in what might

be termed the third grade of time divisions based on stratig-

raphy, that we begin to find identifications impossible. So, of

course, the work of the Congress can proceed no further in this

direction.

It can, however, digest and codify the results of geological

research in all countries to its lowest subdivisions. It can cata-

j an invaluable index to all the forma-
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others of the kind, would have to be continually enlarged by

new accessions, as in all other departments of science. Thus is

answered the second of the objections above referred to.

The above remarks apply -both to a system of nomenclature

and to a system of coloration. Major J. W. Powell, of the

United States Geological Survey, has entered a protest against

the adoption of the system of colors generally in use, and has

endeavored to secure the adoption of one of his own devising.

The following is an extract from a letter which was presented to

the last Congress—that of Berlin 1—by Major Powell :

" It will be observed that in' its fundamental principles this

system (that in use by the United States Geological Survey) is

the antithesis of that in common use (and represented by the

European map). With the evolution of geologic science there

grew up a system of symbolic, and sometimes denominative,

conventions for the representation of geologic phenomena, in

which the conventions are designed to suggest the characters

and relations of the phenomena. It implies a classification of

the phenomena in which each element is properly correlated

with each other element, and in which the sum of the recog-

nized elements forms a complete and symmetric whole. In view

of the manner in which scientific classification is effected, it

involves conference among geologists concerning obscure and

doubtful points, in order that a consensus of opinion may be

secured ; and it requires modification of classification and con-

sequent repetition of conference with each important geologic

discovery. Though natural and simple in its inception, the fully

developed system is highly artificial and cumbrous. In the sys-

tem here advocated, the conventions, both symbolic and denom-

inative, are purely arbitrary. No classification save a semi-

arbitrary allocation of the grander divisions of the geologic

column is necessarily implied in this system, but any classifica-

tion may be adopted without affecting its integrity; it affords

the means of immediately representing new discoveries, and of

either tentatively or finally distinguishing phenomena of doubt-

ful significance; and it permits modification of classification, the

maintenance of diver U( ] the development oj

classificatory theories at all stages of investigation. Though
resting»on a partly artificial basis, it is simple and natural in its

application.

"The old system is ideographic, connotative, and analytic",

the new is alphabetic, denotative, and synthetic ; the old system

trammels the observer by prescribing rules to which his obsef-
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vation must conform, while the new encourages originality by

allowing the utmost latitude in expressing the results of obser-

vation; the old system tends to retard the development of geo-

logic science, and to restrict its practical application by explicitly

postulating its completeness, while the new promotes geology

and extends its useful applications by providing the means of

expressing discoveries in new as well as in old lines of investi-

gations."

This letter, so far as we understand it, postulates both the ob-

jections we have mentioned above, and which we have shown to

be groundless.

The Congress of Berlin did not think it advisable to change

the system of coloration which had been, in its main features, in

use for half a century, and the American Committee has accepted

its decision. In this the committee has adopted the views of

utility generally entertained in Europe. The committee, at its

Albany meeting, however, expressly insisted on the necessity of

incorporating into the general system all new and additional

details to be derived from the explorations conducted in non-

European countries, thus providing for the contingency referred

to by Major Powell in the letter above quoted.

A great deal of labor devolves on the Congress and its com-

mittees. Their only reward is the belief that their work is a

useful one, and the confidence that, if well done, it will endure,

so far as it goes, as a permanent standard of estimation for the

entire world, and for all time.

RECENT LITERATURE.

Proceedings of the American Society of Microscopists. 1—
The most notable of the papers read at the Chautauqua meeting

of this society were the address of the president, Dr. Thomas J.

Burrill, on bacteria and disease; Professor Hamilton L. Smith's

contribution to the life-history of the Diatomacese ; the papers of

H. A. Weber and Thomas Taylor on butter and its adulterations,

and that of Dr. George E. Fell on Demodcxfolliculorum in diseases

of the human face. The first of these is an interesting presen-

|
Proceedings of the American So •> fM r^copists Ninth Annual Meeting,

EI, 13, ud 13, 1886. Buffalo, N. \ ., 18S6,
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tation of the part played by bacteria in disease, and gives many
facts which fully support his conclusions. Dr. Smith's elaborately
illustrated paper is better than most of the American diatom lit-

erature, as it deals with structure rather than with " resolution."
The papers upon the detection of adulterated butter seem con-
clusive that the microscope alone is not sufficient to decide in all

cases, or, at least, until new tests are discovered.
There can be no doubt that this society is doing a good work,

and while it is the means of publishing much that is crude, and
which might better be left in manuscript, it still serves as a centre
for many who otherwise would not belong to any scientific asso-
ciation. To the charge that sufficient censorship is not exer-
cised in the acceptation of papers for publication, the much larger
American Association for the Advancement of Science is equally
open. Indeed, such criticism applies with much more force to the
latter than to the former association, for with a total of about
three hundred and seventy-five members the Microscopical So-
ciety have a very substantial financial balance on hand, while
the larger American Association, with a membership of eighteen
hundred and eighty-six, are several thousand dollars in debt.

The Fourth Report of the Bureau of Ethnology. 1—The
present volume keeps up the high standard of the series and
deserves more space than our limits will allow. The report
proper of the director details the operations of the bureau in the
fiscal year 1882-83, while the accompanying papers, five in

number, have far more general interest. Two more papers were
prepared for the present volume,—one by Professor Cyrus
Thomas on the burial mounds of the Northern United States,
the other by Charles C. Royce on the relations of the Cherokees
to the colonial governments,—but were postponed to the next
volume from lack of room. The first of the papers now before
us is confessedly a preliminary study by Colonel Garrick Mailed
of the picture-writing of the North American Indians. In it no
conclusions are drawn, but the paper, which is fully illustrated,
aims to present the material already collected as a guide for
future collections. Notwithstanding this fact the paper is of
great interest, and possibly gains from the fact that each reader
is able to form his own conclusions unwarped by any theory of
the writer. The impression the article creates in the present
reviewer is that the simplest explanation of any pictograph is

most likely to be the right one, and any forced or symbolical
interpretation is apt to violate the nature of at least the Indians
of North America. The other articles of the volume relate to

pottery. Three by Mr. William H. Holmes deal respectively with

ial Report of the Bureau of EthnoWy to the Secretarv of the Smicb-
m 1882-83, by J. W. IV,. . V

S32,
pis. S3.
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the " Pottery of the Ancient Pueblos," the " Ancient Pottery of

the Mississippi Valley," and as a corollary thereto the " Origin and

Development of Ornament in Ceramic Art." Mr. F. H. Gushing

gives a study of Pueblo pottery as illustrative of Zuni culture-

growth. These papers afford ample illustrations of the laws

already laid down of the development of the ceramic art, and

are to be regarded as proving and confirming the gradual evolu-

tion of the potter's trade, rather than as advancing new ideas.

This, however, must not be taken as adverse criticism, but, on

the contrary, as a recognition of an important point in the

articles. In connection with them the reader should refer to

Professor F. W. Putnam's recent paper on " Conventionalism in

Ancient American Art" {Bulletin Essex
_
Inst., xviii, 1887), to

which we shall have occasion to refer again.

Beal's Grasses of North America. 1—This volume is, in fact,

Part I. of a large work the second part of which, we are informed

in the preface, is in preparation. When completed it will be the

most important work on grasses ever brought out in this country.

The part before us includes seventeen chapters devoted to the

following subjects,—viz., structure, form, and development of

grasses ; the power of motion in plants
;
plant-growth ;

classify-

ing, naming, describing, collecting, studying; native grazing-

lands; grasses for cultivation; early attempts to cultivate

grasses ; testing seeds ; some common weeds
;
grasses for pas-

tures and meadows; preparation of the soil, and seeding; care

of grass-lands; making hay; look the world over for better

grasses, and improve those we now have
;
grasses for the lawn,

the garden, and for decoration; the Leguminosae, pulse family;

the enemies of grasses and clovers ; the fungi of forage-plants.

It will thus be seen that the range of topics is much wider

than that which we usually find in books designed for popular

use. In fact, it is doubtful whether many farmers will care much

for the first three or four chapters ; but, for all that, it is a hopeful

sign when an author who is as well acquainted with the farming

classes as Dr. Beal is, will deliberately open his book with a sci-

entific discussion of structure, form, and development. Many a

farm boy, in consulting this book, will be inspired with a desire

to learn more about the methods of scientific study.

In the first chapter there are many matters touched upon which

are interesting to the scientific botanist. The closed sheaths of

some grasses and the partially-closed ones of many others are

referred to, and some interesting figures are given. The mech-

1 Grasses of North America, for Farmers and Students, comprising chapters on
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anism for opening and closing the leaf-blades is discussed at

some length, and amply illustrated. Many a botanist will here

find a fuller account of the curious "bulliform cells" of the grass-

leaves than he can readily find access to elsewhere. The torsion

of the leaves is another curious subject to which some attention

is given. " In half or more of the grasses examined, the whole

or a majority of the leaves, by a twist of the lower portion of the

blade, turn ' wrong side up' and expose the lower side to the

sunlight."

The style of the author is well adapted to the purpose of the

book, and no farmer need hesitate to purchase it for fear of its

being too technical. The mechanical execution of the book is

good, the illustrations are accurate, and the printing is well done

upon good paper. Some typographical errors mar the pages

here and there ; but these can easily be corrected in a second

edition, which will certainly be demanded. The author is to be

congratulated upon the successful completion of this valuable

book. The second part will be looked for with keen interest.—

Charles E. Besscy.
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GENERAL NOTES.
GEOGRAPHY AND TRAVELS.

General.—It is pointed out by Ed. Heawood, in a recent

number of the Proc. Roy. Geog. Soc, that the relations of length

of the eight principal rivers given by General Tillo would be

greatly altered were the general course taken and the minor
tortuosities left out. The Nile would unquestionably then be

the longest river (3100 miles), the Yang-tse-Kiang (2750) and

Yenesei (2700) would exceed the Amazons (2600), and this the

Mississippi (2500), while the Congo would equal the Mississippi,
and the Amur (2200) and Mackenzie (1800) would come after

the Hoang-Ho, Obi-Irtish, Lena, and Mekong.

America. Mounts Hood, St. Elias, and Wrangel.—Heights
of mountains and lengths of rivers seem to be rather good exer-

cises for memory than ascertained facts, yet we must presume
that tnangulation is gradually bringing the mountains at least into

their proper place. Mount Hood, in Oregon has undergone
great reduction by this means. Once " roughly" estimated at

17,000 feet, and "closely" at 16,000, a triangulation brought i
down to 13,000; an aneroid barometer is safd to have made

|
12,000, and a mercurial barometer reduced it to 11,225. Mount
St. Elias has by similar processes been elevated from D'Agelet's
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estimate of 12,672 feet to 19,500, according to thetriangulation of

Mr. Baker. This may yet undergo some change, but from the

account of Mr. Seton Karr it appears that the breadth of its

form and the high mountains behind it caused Mount St. Elias

to be underestimated, while the isolated position of Mount Hood
caused the reverse. It is now stated that Mount Wrangel, some
distance to the north of Mount St. Elias, rises 18,400 feet above

the forks of Copper River, which are 2000 feet above the sea. If

this estimate, made by Lieutenant Allen, is correct, Mount Wran-
gel is 1000 feet higher than Mount St. Elias, so that after all the

United States possesses the highest peak on the North American

continent.

Alaska Glaciers.—The country that intervenes between the

St. Elias Alps and the sea, from Cross Sound to the Copper River

(Alaska), with the exception of small areas of flat land east of

Yakatat Bay, and east of Icy Bay, consists entirely of glaciers,

the terminal moraines of which are so extensive that the ice lies

buried under millions of tons and hundreds of square miles of

loose rocks which it has carried down from the mountains. The
Agassiz Glacier is probably about six hundred square miles in

extent* while the Great Guyot Glacier, west of it, is of quite

unknown area. The early navigators mistook the nature of the

country. Vancouver describes it as " a barren country, com-

posed of loose stones," and La Perouse mistook the protruding

ice for snow lying on the ground.

Africa. The Makua.—The article by J. T. Wills, entitled

" Between the Nile and the Congo," in the May issue of the

Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society, is sad reading. It

gives the history of the explorations carried on, and also of the

wars and intrigues that have followed one another in the fertile

water-shed of the Nile. Clearly the chief result of European

exploration and feeble Egyptian interference has been to let the

slave-trading Arabs into regions before unvisited by them, and

the "brave men struggling to be free" of the Soudan prove,

when looked at in the light of the lives of such men as Gordon,

Lupton, Gessi, and others, whose lives or liberties have been sac-

rificed in the attempt to maintain order, to be bloodthirsty slave-

hunters. The argument of the article, based upon the compara-

tive volumes and directions of the respective rivers, is that the

Makua, or Welle, ; - identical with the Mobangi tributary of the

Congo, and cannot possibly be the Ardhe branch of the Shari.

It at any rate appears certain that the Ngala, or Mungala, is not

the Makua, since the former was found by Lieutenant Baert to

have a breadth of only eleven yards and a depth of five feet, while

the Welle at Ali Kobos in Bassange Land (in a straight line

with the Ngala) was so wide that Dr. Junker could not deter-
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Asia. The Saraswati.—The importance ascribed in the

Vedas to the river Saraswati, there called the " chief and purest

of rivers," points, as stated by Mr. R. D. S. Oldham {Proc.

Asiatic Soc. of Bengal), to some change in the hydrography of

the region, since the stream now called the Saraswati is quite

insignificant. Mr. Oldham is of opinion that the Jumna, within

the recent period of geology, flowed towards the Punjab, and

that it gradually abandoned this course for the present one, so

that at the age of the Vedas part of the waters flowed to the Pun-

jab and part to the Ganges, under the name of the Jumna. This

change of course is similar to that known to have taken place

in the Brahmaputra, which during the present century abandoned

its old bed and joined the Ganges. Though the old bed receives

no water from the main stream except when in flood, the Hindus

still call it the Brahmaputra, while the new bed is named Jumna.

A dry river-bed, known as the Hakra, Sankra, or Sotar, can be

traced for many miles across the Indian Desert, and Mr. Oldham

gives reasons for identifying it with the Sutlej.

Prejevalsky's Explorations.—Prejevalsky's journeys in Cen-

tral Asia have probably done more towards the elucidation of the

orography, hydrography, and ethnography of the regign than

those of any other traveller. His first journey (1871-73) •«
across the Gobi Desert, between Kiachta and k dg .;. an 1

thence

westward to Kansu in Western China. He visited Lake Koko Nor,

ten thousand eight hundred feet above the sea, entered the saline

marshy tract of the Tsaidam, and owing to want of resources

was forced to return when about five hundred miles from L'hasa,

crossing the Gobi at its widest part. In i8?6 he advanced from

Kuldja on the Hi (then Russian, but now Chinese), crossed the

Thian-Shan into Chinese Turkestan, struck the Tarim, and fol-

lowed that river to Lake Lob. He was the first European who

in modern times has succeeded in reaching this lake. In this

journey he discovered the Altyn-tagh, which rises as a precipi-

tous northern boundary to the plateau of Tibet. In 1879, PreJe
'

vaisky went southward from Fort Zaisan, in Semip
Lake Uliunghar, and along its feeder, the Urungu, across the

Desert of Dzungaria, to that of Gobi. The Dzungarian Desert

is bounded on three sides by mountains, while on the east, where

the Altai and Thian-Shan approach, an isthmus of sand unites it

with the Gobi. It once formed a gulf of the great inland sea,

the Kan-hai of the Chinese, which covered the Gobi in distant

ages. The most characteristic plant of this and other Centra

Asian plains or deserts is the saxaul {Hcu
or zak of the Mongols, a shrub about four feet high, and six to

nine inches thick near the root. It is so brittle as to be useless

for building, but yields excellent fuel. The wild horse is only

met with in a corner of the desert of Dzungaria, the wild cam-

both there and near Lake Lob. Passing through the strategic-
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ally-important Chinese town of Hami, our traveller crossed

the desert at its narrowest place to An-si-chau, and then rested

awhile at the fine oasis of Shachau, at the foot of the Nan-shan
range. Crossing the Nan-shan, he made his way, in spite of

much quiet opposition from the Chinese, to the Mur-ussu, the

head-waters of the Yang-tse-Kiang. An uninterrupted gigantic

mountain wall stretches from the Hoang-Ho to .the Pamir, di-

viding the great plateau of Central Asia into two parts,—the

Mongolian Desert on the north and Tibet on the south. Tsaidam,

or Zaidam, may be considered a part of the Tibetan plateau, but

is enclosed all around by mountains; southward by the Kuen-
luin, which under various names extends from the sources of the

Yarkand River far into China proper, and to the north by the

Altyn-tagh and Nan-shan. The wild yak, which appears to be

found in herds as numerous as once those of the bison in North

America, never utters a sound, while the domestic one grunts

like a pig.

The pass over the Tang-la range is sixteen thousand seven

hundred feet high, but only two thousand one hundred feet

above the Mur-ussu, and two thousand above that of the Sang-

chu, which is believed to join the Salwin. The chain of lakes,

Chargutcho, Amdo-tsonak, etc., and all the streams north of

Lhasa, between the Tang-la and Northern Himalaya ranges, in-

cluding the Sang-chu, flow into the Nap-chu or Kara-assu, which,

if not the Salwin, must be the Irawadi. Thus the upper courses

of this river and of the Brahmaputra flow for an immense dis-

tance from west to east, separated by the Northern Himalayas.

Entrance into L'hasa was positively refused, and Prejevalsky

returned when within one hundred and seventy miles of it.

On his fourth journey (1883-85) he left Kiachta, and thence

from Urga crossed the Gobi to Ala-shan. Leaving a depot at the

foot of the Burhan-Buddha, one of the ranges of the Kuen-Lun,

he started to explore the sources of the Hoang-Ho, known as

the Odontala, or thousand springs. Crossing to the Bhu River,

the Di-chu of the Tangutans, the upper course of the Yang-
tse, he found it too deep and wide to cross, and proceeded

thence to the valley between the Chemen tagh and the Kuen-
Lun. The descent from this gradually-rising valley to Cherchen

in the Tarim Desert is so easy that it was probably in ancient

times the caravan route between Khoten and China. The Kuen-

Lun was found to culminate in the snowy group of Jing-ri (90

E. lat.). He then crossed an unexplored plateau to Lob Nor
and visited the oases of Cherchen, Kiria, Nia, and Khoten.

Mr. Carey's Journey.—Mr. Carey, of the Bombay Civil Ser-

vice, has during the last two years been engaged in exploring

Central Asia. His associate is Mr. Andrew Dalglaish, and the

rest of the party is made up of pony-drivers and servants.

Without any armed escort, but provided with a passport from
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Peking, he has made his way quietly among people with whom
the Russian explorer came into collision. Passing through
Ladak, Mr. Carey proceeded to Northern Tibet, and thence to

the plains of Turkestan, near Kiria. From Kuchar the Tarim
was followed to Lake Lob. From thence the intention was to go

over the Altyn-tagh, but nothing has since been heard from him.

Manchuria.—Since their journey to the Peishan Mountain
and the sources of the Sangari, Messrs. James, Younghusband,
and Fulford have visited some other parts of Manchuria. Colo-
nists were perpetually arriving in Northern Manchuria, but brig-

andage is rife, and for the most part goes on unpunished, as the

Manchu semi-military administration is most effete. The country
is very fertile, and only needs good government and security to

life and property.

GEOLOGY AND PALEONTOLOGY.

Notes on the Geology and Lithology of Lake Superior.—
At the meeting of the Denison Scientific Association, Granville,
Ohio held April 23, a paper was presented by Messrs. Jones
and Tight embodying the results of an excursion to Michipicoten
Bay, undertaken by members of the class of lithology, conducted
by the professor of geology in Denison University. In a more
complete form this paper appears in the laboratory bulletin of

the same college, volume ii., art. v, from which the following
abstract and the accompanying plates are taken.
The field chosen contains good exposures of three of the

great classes of Lake Superior rocks now under discussion.
Especially good contacts between the schists regarded as Huro-
nian and the granites variously classed as Laurentian or local-

eruPtive are afforded at many places along shore. Commenting
on McFarlane's description of these contacts, Wadsworth says

(
Azoic System," p. 346), " His observations show clearly that

both formations here are eruptive and of the same geological age."
ihe present paper shows that McFarlane overlooked the sharply-
denned contact between the great dyke of" dense basaltic green-
stone, having the peculiar dolerytic glitter" ( a typical coarse
diabase), and the series of (here hornblendic) schists which are

at places greatly contorted by the influence of the granite and
the diabases. The schists can everywhere be easily dii
from the penetrating dykes, which lie in strike or dip. They are

prevailingly chloritic, containing large quantities of calcite. At
more or less regular intervals are beds of schist-conglomerate,
which are regarded by the writers as true basement conglomer-
ates. The pebbles are sometimes very large, and consist of

granite and felsite-porphyry, often retaining the primitive joint-
ing panes. The schists are here and there perforated by belts

of felsite-porphyry, the feldspar being chiefly oiigoclase. An
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interesting instance of the formation of a porphyry from the

fusion of the schist-conglomerate by contact action of a diabase-

aphanite or porphyrite is noted. In what may be assumed to

be the centre of the fold are great beds of calcareous gneiss,

often with sillimanite (?) needles. These are the only stratified

granitic rocks seen, and form an integral part of the schist series.

Dykes of diorite are very frequent in the schist, and in every

case assimilate the adjacent schist to them very closely in

general appearance, though the microscopic character may be

quite markedly different. The method of occurrence suggests

that the diorites are really but fused portions of the schists

pressed up through the pasty yielding schist, which thus is

greatly affected by the contact. The diabases, on the other

hand, are of a much later origin, and perforate the granite as

well as the schist. The felsite-porphyries are thought possibly

to have been formed from the injection of matter from the

granite below at the same time at which the diorites were formed

and before some subsequent metamorphism, which involves the

schist and all its intrusives except the diabases. A curious mod-
ification of some of the diorites is described, by which the long

twins of actinolite have lost their pleochroism completely,

although still preserving the normal angle of the optical to the

crystallographic axis. The hornblende becomes exceedingly like

augite in appearance and polarization. Much that has been

called diorite-slate and diabase-schist, when carefully studied,

can be analyzed into various intrusive diorites, closely assimilated

to intervening beds of mica, and hornblendic-schist or a cherty

quartz-schist so altered as to be scarcely identified. The
Keweenaw series, which laps upon the eastern shore of Michi-

picoten Bay, is thought to occupy an original synclinal, though

great erosion must have preceded the formation of the con-

glomerates which are the lowest members visible. On the island

of Michipicoten these conglomerates are well exposed, and a

careful study of their pebbles shows that they can all be referred

to some one or other of the formations now visible along the

north shore of the lake. The same granites, felsites, schists,

and diorites can be identified. Chemical analysis does not detect

copper in any part of the conglomerate studied, but everything

seems to point to its origin from the amygdaloids, which every-

where cap the conglomerate and have in some places greatly

metamorphosed the latter. Indeed, the writers of the paper in-

cline to believe that some or all of the peculiar ferrugineous

quartz-porphyry, forming the only acid eruptive seen upon the

island, may' be the result of such metamorphism of the conglo-

merate. Space does not permit a more extended reference to

the interesting intrusives of the Keweenaw series, which deserve

a careful and critical study. Microscopic sections of the rocks

described are offered for exchange.

—

H.
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Pavlow on the Ancestry of Ungulates. 1—In this brochure

the authoress recites the work done in Europe and North Amer-

ica towards the elucidation of the history of the origin and suc-

cession of the primitive Ungulata. Besides the literature of the

subject, the University of Moscow possesses a series of casts of

moulds made by Professor W. Kowalevsky from specimens of

the Mammalia of the Puerco epoch in the collection of Professor

Cope. The objects of the paper are stated as follows

:

" I. I will present the successive modifications of the ideas of

Professor Cope on the position of the group Condylarthra in the

" 2. I will give a synopsis of the description of this group, such

as has been given by Cope.
" 3. I will analyze the opinions expressed by Messrs. Wortman

and Schlosser as to this group.
" 4. I will study the principles developed by the investigation

of this group, in order to show that its different members are

probably predecessors (ancestors ?) of certain orders of mammals;

" 5. I will finally inquire whether the European fauna does

1 Etudes sur l'Histoire Paleontologique des Ongules en Amerique et en Europe

I. Groupe Primitive de 1'E .

.

Pavlow, Moscou, 1887-
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not present us with certain forms which should be placed with

those which form the group Condylarthra."

These objects are realized with much fidelity, and the text is .

illustrated by a number of engravings, mostly from the casts

made by Kowalevsky. The only exception to be noted in carry-

ing out of Proposition I is the omission of reference to the

opinion that the Condylarthra are ancestral to the lemuroids as

well as to the other Ungulata. 1 The authoress gives a compre-

hensive review of the important paper of Dr. Schlosser (reviewed

in these pages 1886, p. 719), discussing especially the genus

Hyracotherium.
M. Pavlow concludes her review with the following proposi-

1. The Condylarthra is a mixed group, of which the forms

present characters of Ungulata and Unguiculata, and that it

should be regarded as occupying the base of the genetic tree of

both ungulates and carnivores.

2. That Phenacodus primavus and P. puercensis are probably

the ancestors of the Equidae.

3. That Phenacodus wortmani should be excluded from this

genus, and with Protogonia, which includes Hyopsodus paulus

Leidy, should be placed among the Phenacodontidae.

4. That Anisonchus, Haploconus, and Hemithlaeus are rather

the ancestors of the C~ nivora; that their teeth separate them

from other Condylarth.

5. That Meniscotheriu uld belong to the group Propalae-

otheriidae, and is perhaps anonymous with Propalaeothenum

6. That Hyracotherium I forinum should perhaps be regarded

as the representative of the . 4enacodontidae in Europe, and Mat

the other species of Hyraco nerium should remain at the base

of the genealogy of the Equidae ; and that, therefore,

7. The Condylarthra do not represent a group peculiar to

America, but have representatives in Europe.

With regard to these conclusions, it may be said that the first

and second are in accord with current views on the respective

subjects. As regards No. 2, the difference between Phenacodus

zvortmani and the /'. primeevus is not so great as might be sup-

posed from my figure of the superior molar teeth. The anterior

intermediate tubercles of the superior molars are present, but, as

they are somewhat worn in the specimen, the artist did not rep-

resent them nearly distinctly enough. Nothing but the teeth ot

Hyopsodus are yet known, so that its position is uncertain. It

may be a lemuroid or an artiodactyle. (4) The genera mentioned

• Cope, Amer. Nat., 1884, 347; °r^ih°J^J'S from' theS Hne^f

>:...;..-. .
pure inadvertence, as may be inferred from the text (p. 351). The error is correcceu
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have the dental characters of other Periptychidae more or less

modified, and, like them, are all constructed on a tritubercular

principle. Haploconus lineatus is a miniature of Perip

dodon. The approximation of Periptychus to the Suid?e by Pav-

low is made apparently in forgetfulness of this fundamental

point. (5) Meniscotherium is a well-marked Condylarthron, and

its characters show that foot-structures are of greater importance

than those of the teeth. The latter resemble those of Pachy-

nolophus (Propalzeotherium), but the feet of the latter are un-

known, and from its higher geological position it is likely to be a

Perissodactyle, as it has been hitherto regarded. (6) M. Pavlow

thinks that the Hyra m Owen (type of the

genus) belongs to the Condylarthra. But Owen and Cope have

shown close allies (one of which, Pliolophus vulpiceps, is thought

by Lydekker to be identical with it) to be undoubted Perisso-

dactyla. I refer here to the fact that Schlosser regards Hyraco-

therium as one of the Equine family, because the inner anterft

cusp of the lower molars is double, forming the basis of the two

cones, etc., in the same position in Anchitherium and the rest of

the horse line. I wish to repeat here what I have already stated/

that this character docs not exist in the American species, and is

probably wanting in the H. leporinuni.* It exists in some of the

American species of Pliolophus, but I do not regard it as a con-

stant characters in these animals. Both Kowalevsky and PavloW

think the H. sideroliticum, in which this character is present,

should be placed in a genus distinct from the type /

It is extremely different from that species in the well-developed

anterior V of the inferior molars, as well as in the double anterior

inner cusp. But in the American species there is every transition

between the rudimental hook of the H. craspedotum to a V aim**

as well developed as in the H. sideroliticum. For these and other

reasons I have regarded the Hyracotheriidse as a variable family,

and as the ancestors of all the Perissodactyla, of both the equine

and tapiroid lines and others. Hence M. Schlosser may perceive

the reason why I derive Lambdotherium from Hyracotherium.

(7) The existence of Condylarthra in Europe is to be expectea

The order may have been of wide distribution in the Northern

and possibly in the Southern Hemisphere, but we have as yet n°

evidence of its existence out of North America.—E. D. Cope.

Geological News.— General.—Dr. J. Walther (Jenaixk

% 1887) publishes, as the result of his ii

upon the structure of the flexures on the borders of continent

the following conclusions :
" The continents are generally sur-

1 Naturalist, 1 886, August, p. 720.

--

* Morphologisches Jahrbuch, 1886-87, P- 576.
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rounded by flexures, and the course of the so-called hundred-

fathom line corresponds to the descending limb of the anticlinal

backbone. The region within the hundred-fathom line is com-

posed of the edges of the beds and the rocks lying on them,

and does not belong to the ocean-basins, but to the continent.'

The varying width of the region within the hundred-fathom line

depends upon the nature of the coast and the action of the cur-

rents; thus, when a current meets a peninsula the lee side gets

more transported material than the side towards which the cur-

rent is turned, but under other conditions this is reversed.

Barrier- reefs, says our authority, always stand upon a conti-

nental border composed of rock fragments, and the want of such

a border upon the west coast of tropical America explains the

absence of a barrier-reef. Coast-volcanoes mark regions of

subsidence ; in such regions there is a synclinal arrangement ot

the materials thrown up, and coast-volcanoes outside ot the

hundred-fathom line stand on the synclinal.

Cambrian.—Dr. G. Bornemann has recently described the

fossils of the Cambrian of Sardinia. Many of the forms are

closely similar to those recorded by Billings from the calc.ferous

rocks of the Mingan Islands and other localities bordering on

the St. Lawrence. Archceocyathus Bill, is very abundant. This

fossil has also lately been discovered in the Durness limestones

of Scotland.

Permian.—Professor Credner has recently published the results

of his studies of the life-history of a Labyrinthodont or Stego-

cephalian, from the " Rothliegendes" of Saxony. The spec.es

studied was that described by Credner as Branchwsa:

stomus, and by Gaudry as Protriton petrolci. As no less than

seventy-six examples were studied, a good idea of the life-course

of the creature was obtained, and it was found that in its early

stages it was aquatic, breathing by gills supported by four pairs

of branchial arches. By the time Protriton reached a length of

60 to 70 mm. it cast its branchiae and became an air-breather,

its development being somewhat analogous to that of the Sala-

mandridae of the present day. The adults measure from 100 to

130 mm. in length. During' the metamorphosis many changes

occur in the skeleton, the skull becomes narrower, the inter-

clavicle increases greatly, and the pelvis shifts backwards so that

six of the caudal vertebrae become lumbar.

Professor Fritsch, of Prague, has discovered a species of thero-

morphous reptile of the genus Naosaurus in the Permian beds

of Bohemia. This genus has been found hitherto only in lexas,

and was described in this journal, 1886.

Trias.—Professor Cope has presented to the American Philo-

sophical Society a description and figure of the cast ot the brain-
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case of Belodon buceros: Although there is no parietal foramen

of the skull, the epiphysis is so enormous as to lead to the belief

that the pineal eye was present. It had communication with the

orbit by a canal on each side, which Professor Cope calls the

orbitopineal canal.

Tertiary.—Lydekker recently described Scelidotheriunt chi-

lense, from Tarapaca, Chili. It is characterized by extremely

short nasals. He also described as new S. bravardi, from the

Argentine Republic, a form which had previously been included

by Owen with the typical 5. leptocephaliim.

Postpliocene —The discovery at Spy, in the Belgian province

of Namur, of remains of two human individuals allied to those

before found at Canstadt and Neanderthal, has proved that this

type of man is that of a race which lived in the age of the mam-

moth, the bones of which, along with those of the rhinoceros,

hyaena, cave-lion and cave-bear, etc., were also found in the Spy

cavern. The two skulls serve as a sort of link between the

Neanderthal skull and others of the same type, which can thus

be traced from Staengenes, in Scandinavia, to Olmo, in Italy.

The men of Spy are described by M. Fraipont, who has made

an exhaustive study of the remains, as a short, but thick-set,

robust folk, walking knees foremost and bandy-legged, like the

modern Lapps. The broad shoulders carried a long, narrow,

and depressed head, with very prominent superciliary arches,

high cheek-bones, enormous orbits, retreating brow, and receding

chin,—a combination of characters not to be found in any living

race, and in many points showing apian affinities.

MINERALOGY AND PETROGRAPHY.'

Petrographical News.—In the August number of the Geolftg'

teal Mogadne Mr. J. J. H. Teall* describes an interesting suite oi

hornblende rocks which occur as intrusive sheets and bosses m

the limestones and quartzites of the Assynt district in Scotland.

From the description which the author gives of them, these rocks

appear to be somewhat similar to the camptonite of Dr. Hawes.

Three types are distinguished,—viz., hornblende porphyrites,

diorites, and porphyrite diorites. fn the last two classes horn-

blende is abundant in well-formed porphyritic crystals, bounded

by the planes ^P, ^Pj,, _P and oP. Some of the larger
°J

these crystals are so perfectly developed that when separateo

from the surrounding rock-mass their angles can be measured

with a contact goniometer. Most of them are twinned accord-

ing to the ordinary law, and many present fine instances of z°na

« Edited by Dr. W. S. Bayley, Madison, Wisconsin.
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growths. In the hornblende porphyrites the hornblende crys-
tals are less abundant. This class is characterized by the presence
of feldspar in two generations. The pbrphyritic crystals are
sharply outlined, and are developed in thick tables parallel to the
clinopinacoid. They often show zonal banding, due to the vari-

ations in the optical characteristics of successive layers. The
feldspar of the second consolidation occurs in grains, often form-
ing the greater part of the ground-mass in which the crystals of
hornblende and feldspar are found. In addition to these min-
erals, a very light-colored pyroxene is present in those sheets
which are intrusive between limestone. The same author * men-
tions another instance of the development in eruptive rocks of a
schistose structure, accompanied, at the same time, by a change
in mineralogical composition.2 The normal gabbro of the Lizard
peninsula in Cornwall is intrusive in serpentine and other rocks,

and is itself penetrated by dykes of epidiorite. It is composed of

diallage, hornblende, and saussuritized plagioclase, with here and
there a little fresh olivine. The hornblende is secondary and of
three varieties,—a compact brown, a uralitic, and an actinolitic

variety. The saussuritization of the plagioclase and the altera-

tion of the original augite into hornblende appear to increase as

the pressure to which the rock-mass was subjected is seen to

have been greater. Generally, though not always, the alteration

in the composition of the rock is accompanied by a change in its

structure. The massive character of the normal rock is lost, and
a secondary schistose structure takes its place. These schistose

rocks the author calls flaser-gabbros, augen-gabbros,and gabbro-
schists. In the first the parallel arrangement of the constituents
is distinct, but not so marked as to give rise to that perfect fis-

sility characteristic of the third class. The augen-gabbros are

similar in structure to the well-known augen-gneisses. These
different types of structure/ as well as the alteration in the orig-

inal composition of the rock, the author regards as results of

the action of pressure, which in some cases was so great as to

give rise to faults. The hyperesthene crystals from the hy-
peresthene andesite of Pokhausz, Hungary, have been isolated

and examined by A. Schmidts The rock in which they occur
consists of a dark gray isotropic ground-mass, in which the hy-
peresthene and plagioclase are scattered in porphyritic crystals.

The grass-green augite of the amphibole-andesite from near
Kremnitz has likewise been isolated and examined. The
igneous rocks of the Warwickshire coal-field, according to Pro-
fessor Rutley,* are syenites, andesites (English), quartzites, dio-

ntes (both augitic and olivenitic), and tufas.
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Mineralogical News.—In i87i,Tschermak discovered that the

optical characteristics of the various pyroxenes depended in great

measure upon the proportion of their iron constituent. He found

that with increase of iron there was a corresponding increase in

the size of the optical angle, and also in the inclination of the

acute bisectrix to the vertical axis of the monoclin
In later years Wiik, Herwig, and Doelter examined monoclinic

pyroxenes with the view of deciding as to whether Tschermak's

observations would be found to apply generally. Their results,

however, were not conclusive. Very recently G. Flink 1 of Stock-

holm, declares, as the result of investigations made on diopside,

, and rhodonite, that the crystallographic angle varkl

with variation in the percentage of iron, increasing with the in-

crease of this constituent and decreasing with its decrease, but

within very small limits (22'). The morphotropic action of man-

ganese is to diminish the size of the angle and to carry the crys-

tallization of the pyroxene over to the triclinic system. The

value of this angle for different proportions of manganese is given

as follows

:

Diopside (Mn = free). Schefferite (MnO= 8.32 %). Rhodonite (MnO =4l-88 #)'

74° ii' 73° 53
7 n°nW

The optical angle and the angle of extinction in the plane of

symmetry both increase with the rise in the percentage either of

iron or manganese. The geometrical, optical, and chemical

properties seem to show that the diopsides among the pyroxenes,

form a continuous series analagous to the plagioclase series among

the feldspars. In the course of the above investigation FlinK

had occasion to work over a large series of diopside, schefferite,

and rhodonite crystals, the results of which he incorporates in

his paper. On diopside from Nordmark, Sweden, he finds the

following new forms: 00P5, 00P7, fP*r, —2P«,— £P and \Y$

Schefferite is the name given by Mikaelson to a
rich diopside from Langban. According to Flink its composi-

Si0
2 CaO MgO MnO Fe0

5 2-28 19.62 15.17 8.32 3 83

It crystallizes in red, brown, or black crystals bounded by the

planes oP, P, ftg-, 2 p,^ ,
^ and_P . The habit of these is deter-

mined by the greater or less development of the three planes or.

P^ and P. Twins are very common according to the ordinary la*

of the pyroxenes. The axial ratio is : a b : c= 1 . 1006 : I : 0-592
°f:0= 73° 53'- In thin section the mineral is almost colorless. I

possesses very weak pleochroism. It extinguishes 44° 2H\
in the clmopinacoidal section, is positive and 2Va= 65° 3

t0

yellow light. Rhodonite usually occurs massive. But few if
crystals have heretofore been described. In the article und*

'Zeitschrift f. Kryst., xi. p. 449.
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discussion Flink mentions the fact that he has become possessed

of a large collection of good crystals from Pajsberg and Langban.

These he examines, and finds on them nineteen forms new to the

species. The axial ratio as calculated from his measurement is:

a:b:c= 1.0727: I :o.52I04. The inclinations of the axes to

each other are = 76° 41' 52", ,3= yi
c 15' 15", r= 8i° 39/ 16".

The plane of the optical axes is inclined to oP and o='P at 63

and 38^° respectively. It corresponds to f.P^.&PT*. The acute

bisectrix is perpendicular to the plane f?
TJ and is probably

negative. 2Va= 76° 12' for sodium light and p < v absorption

b>a>C— . The intergrowth of minerals of analogous com-

position has within the past few years been proven to be very

much more common than was formerly supposed. The micro-

scope has revealed the fact that very many rock-forming minerals,

as, for instance, the pyroxenes and the feldspars, very frequently

occur intergrown with lamellae of analogous but slightly different

composition. The method of etched f

statements to hold good in regard to

n massive form. By the latter means
n detecting irregular intergrowth of various substances in

loanthitc and smaliite. The occurrence of thin lamellae of

menite in crystals of magnetite from the chlorite-schist of Greiner

n the Zillerthal, is placed beyond doubt by the separation and

analysis of the two components of these crystals by Cathrein.2

Little bournonite* crystals cover the cubic faces of galena

from Pribram. Their long axes are either parallel to the com-

bination edge between 00O* and O, or they are inclined to this

at an angle of 45 °.

Crystallograpbic News.—The twinning law oUepidolite « from

Schuttenhofen, in Bohemia, is the same as that for the more

common micas,—i.e., the twinning plane is ocP. The dispersion

of the axes is very similar to that in the hemihedral crystals of

the orthorhombic system. Intergrowths of muscovite and lepi-

dolite take place parallel to the twinning position of micas of the

same composition. Several brief communications on the crys-

tallography of topaz have lately appeared. In one H. Bucking 5

discusses the forms appearing in the topaz of Mexico, with refer-

ence more particularly to the Durango crystals.6 A large num-

ber of new planes have been detected. A second article, by Fr.

Feist,? describes a crystal of topaz from the Ilmengebirge.

The Zeitschriftfur Krystallographie for the past few months has

contained quite a number of short articles descriptive of single

'Zeits. f. Krvst., xii. P . 18. »Ik, p- 40.

3C. Hintze, lb., xi. p. 606. * R- Scharizer, ib., xu. p. I.

5 lb., pp. 424 and 451.
6
Cf. also Des Cloizeaux, Bull. d. 1. Soc. fran?. de Min., 1886, p. 135.

' Zeits. f. Kryst., xii. p. 434.
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crystals of different minerals from various localities. Gehmacher'

gives a series of measurements on the faces of colorless zircon

crystals from the Pfitschgrund, in the Tyrol. The axial ratio

of datholite from the Seisser Alps, as calculated by Riechelmann,2

is a : b : = 0.63584: I : 0.6329. The angle ft = 89 54'. The

.new forms ^P, ^ P,
\ P , 1\, |Ps, and fPf (?) have been added

"to the list of planes occurring on anatase 3 by Seligmann. The

same investigator has measured pyrrhotite from the druses of

basalt from the Cyclopean Islands. The results indicate that

the mineral crystallizes in the hexagonal system with the axial

ratio: 1 : 1 : 1 : 1.65022. In the same article Seligmann de-

scribes a wolframite crystal from the Sierra Almagjrera in Spain,

on which are the two new forms —2P^ and —3P?. The ^min-

eral is monoclinic with the axial angle /?= 90° 26' and theVxial

ratio 0.82144: 1 :0.87m. New crystallographic planes have

also been discovered by Sansoni 4 on calcite from Blaton, Bel-

gium. Sansoni 5 also mentions the fact of the tendency in barite

crystals from Vernasca, Italy, for the prismatic and end faces to

converge towards the free end of the axis to which they are par-

allel, and along which the crystals have their greatest develop-

Miscellaneous.—The diamonds found in the African diamond-

fields occur6
in the immediate neighborhood of volcanic pipes

cutting carbonaceous strata of Triassic age, and containing as

inclusions pieces of the shales forming the greater part of the

series, through which they break. The richest yield of the gem

is obtained from the outer portion of the pipes, where the in-

cluded fragments are most abundant. The rock composing the

lower portion of the pipes is quite fresh. It is a peridotite ol

which certain portions are diamantiferous, while other portions

contain no diamonds. The diamantiferous variety is crowded

with fragments of shale, while the non-diamantiferous variety is

free from them. From these and other facts it is concluded that

the diamonds are secondary minerals produced by the reaction

of the lava (with heat and pressure) on the carbonaceous shales

in contact with and enveloped by them. A study of the occur-

rence of diamonds in other regions seems to indicate the cor-

rectness of this conclusion, as Mr. Diller' points out the fact that

in most American localities where diamonds are known to occur

the same relation of carbonaceous shales and very basic eruptive

rocks has been observed to exist. Mr. O. A. Derby,8 on the

other hand, does not accept this explanation for the origin of the

» Zeits. f. Kryst., xii. p. 5 o. Mb., p. 436.
J37- * lb., p. 352. s lb., p. 355.

?-.
CLeV rv 1887, p. 22. tbe

tat, 1886, p. 392; also G* .
Report on

Geology of Elliott Co., p. 27
8 Science, Jan., 1887', p. 57'.



diamonds of the Brazilian fields. In the lower greensands at

Flitwick and Sandy, in Bedfordshire, England, Mr. A. G. Camero '

has found ironstone nodules filled with water, which they lose by
evaporation when left exposed to the action of dry air.

BOTANY.'

The Growth of Tulostoma mammosum.—This odd puff-ball,

which is found upon a stalk varying from one to five inches in

length, occurs in abundance in the vicinity of Lincoln. I have
been much interested in watching its development,—a thing by
no means as easy as for many other puff-balls. One usually

finds it in the Spring, in ground which had been cultivated the

previous year. It often grows in clusters or groups of from half

a dozen to a dozen or more, and, upon the bare ground, in the

early part of the season, just after the disappearance of the snow,
they are easily found. In the summer and autumn they are much
more difficult to find. Last summer I was fortunate enough to

discover a few clusters just as they were developing, and noted
some facts which appear to be new. The ball forms under
ground, and reaches maturity there,—that is, so far as its spores

are concerned. Tulostoma agrees with Lycoperdon in having
the interior of the ball composed of two portions,—viz., (0 a

spore-bearing part occupying most of the interior, and (2) a
sterile base composed of tissue which does not produce spores.

Now, in Lycoperdon, if one makes a vertical section of a young
ball which has nearly ripened its spores, the two parts may be
very easily distinguished. In some species the sterile base is

quite small, occurring merely as a greater or less thickening of

the boundary tissues at the base of the ball, while in others it is

well developed, notably so in Lycoperdon coclatum.

In Tulostoma a portion of the tissue of this sterile base re-

mains living until after the ripening of the spores in the ball.

At this time the tissue begins a rapid growth, and, as a conse-

quence, a cylindrical stalk is quickly produced. This forces the

ball through the overlying earth, and sometimes carries it up
several inches. This sudden formation of the stalk reminds one
of the similar growth of the stalk in the Phalloideae, to which,

indeed, as is well known to mycologists, Tulostoma is distantly

related.

The stalk of Tulostoma (of this species, at least) never de-

velops while the ball is immature. One never finds young balls

upon a stalk. In fact, I have, as yet, not succeeded in finding

any balls in which the spores were not well developed. This/of
course, is due to their subterranean habit. I doubt not, however,

that the details of their early development are essentially like



those of other puff-balls. Their greatest difference is that just

pointed out, whereby the sterile base develops a stalk after the

ball has matured its spores.

—

Charles E. Besscy.

Ash-Rust again.—It will be remembered that I called atten-

tion, two years ago, to the great abundance of the Ash-Rust

! *Ei iiUum'fra.x ini Schwein) upon the Green Ash {Fraxinus viridis)

in Lincoln. Last year I noted the fact that this rust was very

rare in the same locality. This year the rust is, if anything,

still more rare than last year. I have seen scarcely any leaves

affected by it, and have had but few specimens brought to me

by a large class of efficient student collectors. It is difficult to

suggest an adequate explanation of the sudden disappearance

of what threatened in 1885 to be a very serious pest to the Green

Ash. The trees were badly affected in 1884 also, as I noticed

about the 1st of July, while on a visit of a few days to the city.

I have no data earlier than that year. The record thus far is as

follows: 1884 and 1885, ash-rust abundant; 1886 and 1887, ash-

rust rare.— Charles E. Bessey.

Vitality of Buried Seeds.—On May 25, 1886, I buried the

following seeds five feet deep in light, sandy soil, at Grand

Rapids, Mich.: white oats, common white beans, Stowell's

evergreen sweet-corn, Hathaway dent-corn, and buckwheat
All were grown in 1885, and had percentages of germination
in good, sandy garden-soil varying from 87 to 94. One hun-

dred seeds of each were mixed with sand and placed in separate

open, tin cans, with the openings downward. On May 22 of

this year (1887) I had them examined. All were dead. A little

of the sweet-corn had sprouted; most of the dent-corn had

grown about three inches in length, having roots that filled

the can. The other seeds had decaved without germinating.—
A. A. Crazier, Department vf . •ton, D. C,

June 3, 1887.

The Study of Lichens.—" To the American student the study

of lichens presents peculiar difficulties. Some of these are (1)

the want of any work containing the descriptions of all known
lichens; (2) the difficulty of procuring the works upon lichens,

and the fact that they are mostly in foreign languages,— Latin,

German, French, etc.,—and that many useful works are pub-

lished in the proceedings of learned societies and are not to be

consulted here; (3) the embarrassment arising from the multi-

plicity of systems, and the differences of opinion as to the litnW

of genera and species; (4) the vast synonymy, which renders it

often difficult to decide as to the proper name of a plant ; (5)
the

extent and variety of our own lichen-flora, and the incomplete-
ness of the work of our great authority, Tuckerman."
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The foregoing quotation is from an interesting little work,

entitled " An Introduction to the Study of Lichens," by Henry
Willey, of New Bedford, Mass., which is intended to help the

beginner over some of the above-mentioned difficulties, as well

as to lay a broad foundation for good work. Five pages of the

book are devoted to the collecting and preservation of lichens.

Ten pages are given to the structure and organs of lichens ; two
and a half to the distribution of North American lichens ; four

to the history of lichens ; two to bibliography; and twenty-eight

to their systematic arrangement. The ten plates which are

added will be very helpful to the student.

A slip of the pen, which can easily be corrected, occurs on
page ii, where a lichen is said to be "a cryptogamic plant of

the order [sic] Thallophytes." Class, or Branch, was evidently

intended. In the fifth chapter it would have been well, perhaps,

to have referred to a distribution of sets of New England lichens

begun eight or ten years ago by Dr. Halsted, but soon aban-

doned. Reference should also have been made to the excellent

introduction to the study of the structure and development of

lichens in Sach's "Text-Book of Botany," Goebel's "Classifica-

tion of Plants," and the article " Lichens," by the Rev. James M.
Crombie, in the fourteenth volume of the ninth edition of the
" Encyclopaedia Britannica."

Cannot the botanists of the country prevail upon Mr. Willey
to undertake the task of preparing sets of North American
lichens ? There can be little doubt as to the success of such

an undertaking.— Charles E. Bessey.

Botanical News.—The " List of Works on North American
Fungi," published in the Harvard University Bulletin, No. 37, by

Professors Farlow and Trelease, is a most valuable aid to the

student of the fungi. The list extends from A to H, and already

includes three hundred and thirty-eight entries. The remainder

is promised soon. A book which will prove useful in the

herbarium is announced by Merzbach & Falk, Rue des Parois-

siens, 18, 20, 22, Brussels. It bears the title of "Index Gen-
erum Phanerogamorum," and will form an octavo volume of

about six hundred and fifty pages. The subscription-price is

twenty francs. A new journal, the Annals of Botany, is an-

nounced in England. It " will resemble the well-known Quar-
terly 7 urnal of Micros* Meal Science" and will be printed and

published by the Clarendon Press, Oxford. Many eminent

English botanists have given the project their support, and in

this country the names of Professors Gray and Farlow appear

as promising their support. The subscription-price will be

twenty-one shillings per volume. From the Bulletin of the

California A we have a paper by Dr. C. C.

Parry on the Pacific Coast Alders, and one by Professor E. L.
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Greene, entitled " Studies in the Botany of California and Parts

Adjacent." Dr. Halsted's Bulletin of the Iowa Agricultural^

College, from the Botanical Department, contains many things of

interest, from methods of work and study in the class-room and

laboratory to scientific descriptions of species. Dr. Vasey has

recently issued a pamphlet of sixty-three pages on the " Grasses

of the South." It forms Bulletin No. 3 of the Botanical Division

of the Department of Agriculture at Washington. Aside from

its high value to the agriculturists of the South, it possesses a

sjood deal of botanical interest. The weeds of Southwestern

Wisconsin have been listed and discussed by L. H. Pammel in a

twenty-page pamphlet, which has just appeared.

ZOOLOGY.

Radiolaria.—By far the most important contribution to our

knowledge of the Protozoa within recent years is the report on

the Radiolaria of the "Challenger" expedition, just published by

Professor Ernst Haeckel, of Jena. A summary of these nearly two

thousand pages and one hundred and forty quarto plates is impos-

sible. We can but indicate something of their scope. Professor

Haeckel now restricts the limits of the Radiolaria more than for-

merly. As he now defines them they are " Rhizopoda with cen-

tral capsule and calymma," for, as he says, their most important

character is the fact that the unicellular body is always in two

main portions, an inner central nucleated capsular and an extra-

capsular non-nucleated portion, the calymma, the two being sepa-

rated by a capsule-membrane. The majority have a skeleton,

usually of silica, but frequently of organic substance (acanthm),

and this may take the most beautiful shapes imaginable. The

present report embraces not only the Radiolaria taken by tne

" Challenger" collections, but is a complete monograph of al

known species, and has employed Professor Haeckel's time for

ten years. The classification now adopted varies considerably

from that of his monograph "Die Radiolarien" of 1862. »

divides the group or class into two sub-classes.

Sub-Class I.—Porulosa. Central capsule primitively a sphere,

and retains this homaxon form in the majority of species. i he

membrane of the central capsule is everywhere perforate, bu

possesses no larger osculum. The pseudopodia radiate in a

directions, and in great numbers, passing through the openings^

the capsular membrane. To this sub-class belong two legions.—

1, Peripylea, or Spumellaria, with six orders, and, 2, Actipy 1^
or Acantharia, with four orders.

Sub-Class II.—Osculosa. Central capsule originally monaxon

(ovoid or spheroidal), retaining this condition in most specie^

The membrane of central capsule with a single large osculurn

the base of its vertical main axis. Pseudopodia radiating v°®

the sarcode streaming from the osculum. This also contai
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two legions,— 1, Monopylea, or Nassellaria, with six orders, and,

2, Cannopylea, or Phaeodaria, with four orders.

The immense amount contained in this work can be readily
seen from the fact that these twenty orders are in turn subdivided
into eighty-five families, seven hundred and thirty-nine genera,
and four thousand three hundred and eighteen species ; but
large as these numbers are, Professor Haeckel doubts if they
include half of the recent species. The ancestral group from
which all the others are probably derived is the spherical Actissa,
the most ancient stem form of the Spumellaria. The literature

of the Radiolaria is not very extensive, only sixty titles being
catalogued from 1834 until the present date. In the bibliography
is a " Phaulographic Appendix," a division which embraces " abso-
lutely worthless literature," a feature which might well be adopted
in other bibliographies. The beautiful plates which illustrate the
volume show what a field there is in these minute forms for the

Ctenodrilus parvnlus.—Under this name Dr. Robert Scharf
describes 1 a new species of Oligochaete worm, probably from
some part of the British coast, though the exact locality is un-
known. The species differs from the two species (Ct. pardalis
and Ct. monostylos) in its smaller size, having but from seven to

ten segments, and a total length of about 4 mm. It has but one
kind of setae, which are not pectinated, and it differs from mono-
stylos further in lacking the peculiar tentacle found in that form.

Scharf concludes that the number of setse in a bunch is not a
good diagnostic character. There is but a single pair of ne-

phridia, which lie in the head. As in the other species the
nervous system lies entirely in the ectoderm, and in some regions
it is difficult to say where epidermal cells end and nerve-cells

begin. No traces of reproductive organs were found, the only
mode of reproduction being that by fission, which took place much
as described by Kennel in Ct. pardalis. A bud is formed between
two segments, and, in contradistinction to the Naidae, these buds
•are formed in the same order that the new segments are formed,
~~i-t\, from in front backward. The first three segments never
show any signs of budding, nor do the last two or three. The
buds appear on the anterior dorsal margin of each segment, the

segmentation of the body becomes deeper, and soon the body
divides, the resulting portions developing the parts necessary to

make them perfect worms. The process occupies about forty-

Balanoglossus Larvse.—Mr. W. F. R. Weldon gives a pre-

liminary account of two Balanoglossus larvae {Proc. Roy, Socy..

No
- 2 53) which he obtained in the Bahamas, and which differ

1 Quarterly Jour. Micros. Sci., xxvii., March, 1887.
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considerably in their later development from those described by

Bateson {vide Am. Nat.). The earliest stage had but a single

transverse groove, but the later stages seem readily homologous

with Bateson's form up to the time of the appearance of a pair

of rudimentary gills. From this point the majority of the speci-

mens undergo a gradual process of degeneration, accompanied

by considerable increase in size. The proboscis itself becomes

grooved on either side, each groove being provided with short,

broad tentacles, while the circular post-proboscidean groove

nearly disappears. Internal changes also occur, involving the

disappearance of both notched and gill cavities, and an extensive

degeneration occurs in the nervous system. The conclusions

drawn are, "that there is fair ground for the belief that the or-

ganisms described are Balanoglossus larvae, which for some cause

or other have been unable to develop adult characters, and have

therefore varied," a probable cause being the drifting of the

larvae into deep water by the action of currents and winds. If

this be true, it follows: 1, that in some cases at least heredity

can work only on the application of stimuli afforded by particu-

lar surroundings
; 2, that some larvae without stimuli are highly

variable; 3, that variations produced by a given change maybe
uniform and definite in character

; and, 4, these changes may

produce not the modification of ancestral characters, but a

hypertrophy of those which are purely larval.

The Glands in the Foot of Nudibranch Molluscs.—Dr. J.

H. List gives the result o'f his studies of the foot of Tethys fim-

briata {Zeit. wiss. Zool., xlv.). After a few remarks upon the his-

tological structure of connective tissue, muscles, and epidermis,

he gives a detailed account of the glands. He recognizes in the

upper surface, 1, unicellular mucous glands; 2, unicellular glands

with fet-like contents (phosphorescent in function?); 3,
uni-

cellular glands with peculiar, frequently laminated contents;

and, 4, unicellular glands with coarsely granular contents. On
the under surface occur, besides beaker-cells and Nos. 1, 2, and 4

of the upper surface, polynuclear glands, resembling those de-,

scribed by Leydig as pigment and calcareous glands in the feet

of terrestrial gasteropods. As in those cases, these latter glands

are connected with the connective-tissue cells. Here, however,

they contain neither pigment nor lime.

Fresh-Water Crustacea.—Mention should have been made

before of Professor L. M. Underwood's "List of the Described

Species of Fresh-Water Crustacea from America, north of Mex-
ico," which appears in the second volume of the B*
lUmms State Laboratory of Natural History. It is more than its

name implies, for it includes the Oniscidae, which are terrestrial,

as well. The total number of species enumerated is nominally
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three hundred and thirteen, but doubtless many of these will be

found to be synonymes, while there are some omissions to be ex-

pected in the pages. A tolerably complete bibliography com-

pletes the article. At a casual glance, however, the following

titles are noted as not occurring in the list, and are mentioned

here so as to make it more complete. All have references to

terrestrial or fresh-water forms in the region embraced in the

original paper :

Abbott, C. C, " Notes on the Habits of Certain Crawfish, Am.

Nat., vii., 1873.

Cooper, J. G., " Report on the Crustacea," " Pacific R. R. Sur-

vey," vol. xii., pt. ii., i860.

Faxon, W., " On the so-called Dimorphism in the Genus

Oambarus," Am. Joar. Sci., January, 1878.

Haldeman, S. S., " Crustacea in Baird's Translation of Hoeck s

Iconographic Encyclopaedia."

Harford, W. G. W., " Description of a New Genus and Three

New Species of Sessile-Eyed Crustacea," Proc. Cal. Acad., vm,

1876.

Hay, O. P., " Description of a New Species of Crangonyx.

Printed for the author, June 2, 1878.
'

Harlan, Richard, " Description of a New Species of the Genus

Astacus," Am. Phil. Trans., n. s.
f

i., 1830.

Herrick, C. L., " Habits of Fresh-Water Crustacea,' Am. Mat.,

October, 1882.
,

. „

Herrick, C. L., "Types of Animal Life, Pt. L, Arthropoda.

Minneapolis, 1883. _

Ingersoll, Ernst, in " Annual Report U. S. Geol. Geog. Survey

of Territories for 1874," pp. 387, 388. .

Kingsley, J. S., "Synopsis of North American Species of

Alpheus/* Bulletin U. S. Geol. Survey, vol. iv.

Kingsky, J. S.,
" Carcinological Notes, V.," Bulletin Essex Just,

Lockington, W. N., " Thalassinidaea and Astacidea of the Pacific

Coast,' ! Annal .-'/,*, October, 1878.

Lamarck, P., " Hist. Nat. Animaux sans Vertebres.

'

Packard, A. S.,
" Structure of the Brain of Sessile-Eyed Crus-

tacea," ' Memoirs Nat. Acad. Sci.," iii.
r , TT c „

Rathbun, R., "Shrimp and Prawn Fisheries of the U. S.,

Rathbun, R., " Collection of Economic Crustaceans, etc., at

Fisheries Exhibition, Washington, 1883."

Ryder,
J. A, " Successive Appearance of Otocephalus ana

Streptocephalus," Am. Nat., p. 703, 1879- ^ . , T, . 4W
Stuxberg, A., " Tvenna nya Oniscider," Ofvcrngt. J et. Akact.

Pork, Stockholm, 1872, No. 9.
Dr. O. E. Imhof, after a careful collection of the microscopic

fauna of the Alpine lakes of Europe,, states that the great ma-
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jority of the fresh-water basins up to two thousand metres har-

bor a pelagic fauna very rich in individuals. Some of the lakes

at higher elevations are also well supplied. From seven to six-

teen species appear usually in each lake up to seventeen hundred

and ninety-six metres. The most widely and generally distrib-

uted genera are Daphnia, Cyclops, and Diaptomus.

Tropidonotus clarkii B. G-., in Southern Louisiana.—Early

in June, 1886, the writer had occasion to collect on the salt

marshes at Grand Isle, Louisiana. This island is on the Gulf

coast at the entrance of Barataria Bay, about forty miles west of

the mouth of the Mississippi. Here Clark's water-snake {Tropi*

donotus clarkii) was not uncommon, as several were seen daily,

and one or two were secured for identification.

—

A. K. Fisher,

M.D., Washington, D. C, June 7, 1887.

Spelerpes guttolineatus Holbrook, in the Vicinity of Wash-
ington, D. C—On April 10, 1887, Mr. H. VV. Henshaw and the

writer spent the greater part of the day collecting in the vicinity

of Munson Hill, Va., a locality not more than five or six miles

in an air-line from the city of Washington.
The surface of the country is very much broken by numerous

hills and valleys. The hills and ridges are covered for the most

part with pines, while the valleys support a growth of deciduous

trees, many of which are of large size.

In a spring at the edge of one of the principal valleys, we

were fortunate enough to capture two specimens of Spelerpes

tax. According to Professor Cope, who kindly ex-

amined the specimens, this locality is several hundred miles

north of the known range of the species.
The following species were also found in the same spring:

Spelerpes bihneatus, Spelerpes ruber, Plethodon erythronotus, and

•

June 7, 1887.

Muhlenberg's Tortoise (Chelopus muhlenbergii Schweig-
ger), at Lake George, N. Y.—At Lake George, during the

summer of 1883, frequent excursions were made across a large

Sphagnum marsh, located at the head of Dunham's Bay, and

covering several hundred acres.
On nearly every trip the shells of one or more Muhlenberg's

turtles were found. It is difficult to reach any satisfactory con-

clusion as to the cause of death of these turtles, as the shells

were not mutilated in the least, though the flesh had evidently

been eaten by something.
The occurrence of this southern species in this locality is es-

pecially interesting when taken in connection with the presence

of such birds as the Large-billed Water-thrush {Seiurus motacilla)
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and Dove [2. •, and of such southern trees as
the Dogwood (Cornus fiorida) and Sour-gum {Xxssa viultiflora\

for it tends to show how decidedly this low valley differs from
the immediately adjoining border of the Adirondacks region in

being Carolinian in its fauna and flora (as already pointed out
by Dr. Merriam, " Mammals of the Adirondacks," pp. 11, 12).

—

A. K. Fisher, M.D., Washington, D. C, June 7, 1887.

Zoological News.

—

Ccelenterates.—Fewkes has described a
new medusa from New Haven, under the name NectopiUma
vcrrillii. This jelly-fish belongs to the Pilemidae, and its nearest
relatives are Pitema and Rhopilema, with affinities pointing
towards Polyrhiza. It is about eighteen inches in diameter,
rich, deep brown in the oval cylinder and frills, the umbrella
translucent bluish-white.

Crustacea.—H. L. Osborn begins in the May number of the
Amer. Mo. Micros. Jour, a series of articles on the histology of
the crayfish, the first dealing with the green gland.

At a recent meeting of the Linnaean Society of London, Mr.
A. O. Walker gave an account of a large collection of Crusta-
cea obtained at Singapore during the years 1879-18S3. Sev-
eral new species of Decapods are described.

Professor H. L. Osborn's article on the Osphradium of Crepi-
dula, to which reference was recently made, has been reprinted
in the Amer. Mo. Micros. Jour., viii., pp. 60-64, with illustrations

which render the description more readily followed.

Worms.—Messrs. Gibson and Chalmers, of Liverpool, have
come to the conclusion that the so-called hepatic cells of Lum-
bricus are digestive glands rather than " vasifactive tissue," as

has been suggested.

Fishes.—From the Andes o( the United States of Colombia
G. A. Boulenger describes three new Siluroid fishes.

C. H. Eigenmann and Jennie E. Honing, in their review of
the Chaetodontidae of North America, published in the Annals
and Magazhu of the X::o }' r/c A. ? I m\ f Sciences, admit three

genera—Prognathodes, Chaetodon, Pomacanthus—and fourteen

species of the family.

Reptilia and Batrachia.—G. A. Boulenger has recently de-

scribed a new frog of the genus Megalophrys (M feez), a single

specimen of which was procured east of Bhamo, Burma. The
head is enormous, nearly twice as broad as long. There are

now four species in the genus.
G. A. Boulenger's synopsis of South African snakes contains

fifty species, including six Typhlopidae, only one Python, twenty-
six Coluebridae, ten Elapidae, and seven Viperids.

G. A. Boulenger has recently described, in the Ann. and Mag.
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from Malacca.

Mammals.—According to Dr. J. B. Sutton, animals are not

free from certain diseases thought to be referable in man to his

erect position. One-fourth of the female monkeys dying in the

London Zoological Gardens have displacement of the uterus,

and the same disease occurs in the lioness, tapir, Cape hunting-

dog. Pygmy hog, antelope, etc., and in domesticated mammals.
Two cases of inguinal hernia in monkeys are recorded, and the

disease is said to be common in horses.—P. Z. S., April, 1886.

Balmwptera borealis, or Rudolphi's Rorqual, the " Sejhval" of

the Norwegian whalers, proves to be a sufficiently common
species, though scarcely known before 1882. In 1885, most of

the whales caught along the Finmark coast were of this species.

Its average length is about forty-four feet. It is less robust than

B. rostrata, and may be recognized in the sea by its high, black

dorsal fin, more slender head, and more rounded snout. The
color is dark gray-blue, except that the belly is more or less

white as far as the genitalia. Both sexes seem to attain about

the same size
; if there is any difference it is in favor of the

female. The flippers are slender and pointed, and relatively

shorter than in any other species. A new species of Echino-
rhynchus {E. ruber) usually infests the intestines in great num-
bers the copepod (Balanopterus unisetus) occasionally infests

the baleen-plates, and a true ecto-parasite (undescribed) is also

occasional. The stomachs of the specimens examined were
filled with the remains of the copepod Colarius finmarchicus.

the species of Capra, according to Mr. P. L. Sclater, are con-

fined to the following localities: C. pyrenaica, to the Pyrenees,
L-entral Spain, and the higher ranges of Andalusia and Portugal;
6. ibex (the Steinbok), to the Alps of Switzerland, Savoy, and
the lyrol

; C.agagrus (the Wild Goat), to Crete and some of the

Cyclades m Europe, and through the mountains of Asia Minor
and Persia to Sind and Baluchistan ; C. pallasi, to the Caucasus;

.

to the mountains of Upper Egypt, the Sinaitic penin-
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^
P
u
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r
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;

C- »«0r, to Abyssinia; C. sibirica, to the

Altai and the Himalayas; C. falconeri (the Markhoor), from the

Pirpanjal range, south of Cashmere, into Afghanistan and Gilg*
on one side and the

: Sulemani range on the other; C
(the Tahr), to the Himalayas, from Cashmere to Bhotan ;

and

of tutS^dta!
NellgherrieS

'
Anamallays, and other ranges

EMBRYOLOGY.'
The Development of Spiders.-The Arachnids are receiving

considerable attention recently at the hands of embryologists.

Pr^JoH. A. RVDER
, Biologicd Department, University of P»*
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The latest paper to be recorded is that of Schimkewitsch, 1 on
the development of several species of spiders, the main features

of which were outlined in a preliminary paper in the Zoologischer

AnxHger for 1884. After describing the envelopes of the egg
and the composition of the yelk (of which he recognizes three

kinds), he proceeds to the segmentation. In this he is inclined

to follow Ludwig rather than other observers in the recognition
of a central segmentation and a migration of some of the cells

to the surface to form the blastoderm, while others remain be-
hind in the yelk, where, in the shape of polynuclear yelk-masses,
they represent and finally result in the endoderm. After the
formation of the blastoderm, three processes occur nearly simul-
taneously,—the breaking down of the yelk-pyramids, the con-
centration of the primary ectoderm, and the formation of the
mesoderm, these being individual variations in the species

studied. The concentration of the primary ectoderm consists
in a flattening and consequent expansion of the cells on one
side of the yelk, while on the other they become thicker and
more cylindrical, thus giving rise to the germinal area. Although
Schimkewitsch appears to be unaware of this fact, this process is

paralleled in many Arthropods, and was commented upon at

some length by Mayer [Jcnaische ZcitscJirift, xi., 1877). Ac-
cording to Schimkewitsch, the mesoderm arises, in some species,

from the blastoderm, in others by budding from the entoderm.
His figures, however, all seem reconcilable with the view that
they all arise from the blastoderm. The primitive cumulus is,

according to Schimkewitsch, the anal lobe, while the "white
spot" of the " comet-stage" forms the cephalic lobes,—conclu-
sions somewhat at variance with those of Morin 2 and Locy, the
latter reversing the ends of the embryo
The account of the external development adds but little to

our previous knowledge, the principal points being that the

mandibular segment is budded from the cephalic one, that Crone-
berg's antennae are the rudiments of the upper lip, and that no
appendages are developed at any stage upon the first abdominal
segment.

In the internal development there are more points to be
noticed. The splitting of the mesoderm begins in the fifth seg-
ment of the body. At first the resulting coelomatic cavities are
distinct, but soon they run together in the thoracic segments.
At about this stage begins the formation of a secondary ento-
derm, composed of cells budded from the polynuclear yelk-
masses, and taking a peripheral position in the yelk. These,
tnmks Schimkewitsch, may possibly be the yelk-mesoderm of

Balfour; but our author does not make it clear how they then
pass through the splanchnopleure and take a position in the body

"
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cavity; nor do his statements seem conclusive that they give rise

to the blood-corpuscles and the fat-bodies. The fact that the

cells which he finds in the pericardium may originate from the

entoderm and may form blood-corpuscles is . not so doubtful.

From the somatopleure he derives (1) all the muscles of the body

except those of the mid-gut si elle existe ; (2) the aponeurotic

layer of the cephalothorax
; (3) the membranes of the fore and

hind guts, of the tracheae and glands, and of a portion of the

genital ducts,—that is, of all organs derived from an ectodermal

invagination; and (4) the sarcolemma and neurilemma. From

the splanchnopleure are developed (1) the envelopes of the mid-

gut, (2) the genital organs, (3) the pericardium and the pulmo-

nary veins, while the dorsal mesentery gives rise to (1) the heart,

(2) the lateral arteries, and (3) the suspensors of the heart.

As will be seen, Schimkewitsch accepts the idea of Biitschli,

that the cavity of the heart corresponds to the segmentation

cavity, and that its walls are derived from the two moities of

the mesentery,—facts which explain the communication of this

organ with the yelk. The splanchnic mesoderm encroaches

upon the yelk, dividing it into lobes, which persist in the lobes

of the liver. The epithelium of the mid-gut begins to form first

behind, that of the liver being at first formed of two kinds of

cells,—one representing the true hepatic, the other ferment, cells.

At the time of hatching no genital openings are developed, but

the genital glands bend downwards at their anterior extremities,

and this decurved portion represents the mesodermic portion of

the genital duct.

Of the ectodermal structures we need only to say that the

account of the development of the eyes is at variance with the

results of Locy, and then turn to the lungs and nervous system.

Regarding the discussion of the former and their homologies

with the branchiae of Limulus, our author seems as much at sea

as he did in his former paper 1 on the anatomy o( Epeira. He

says that at first the lung is a bunch of trachea?, but his sole

figure of the embryonic lung exactly parallels in its structure

the early gill of Limulus. The early gill-book and lung-boo*

(not the stigma, etc.) could have been drawn the one from thfi

other without one's being able to detect the difference.
.

The first appearance of the ventral cord is by two thickenings

near the median line, which from the first have a segmented

character. Later, they become widely separated, as a result 01

the reversion of the embryo. The rudiments of the brain are

at first distinct from each other, and from those of the ventra

cord. The ganglia of the cephalothorax are cephalic, rostra-

mandibular, and maxillary, one 1

number four pairs. His sections show the
described by Balfour, but he gives no suggestions as to theirW
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in the adult. The cephalic ganglia give rise to the optic nerves
;

the rostral ganglia, which occupy a place on the superolateral

face of the supra-cesophageal ganglia, are compared with the

labial ganglia described by Tichomiroff in Bombyx, while the

mandibular ganglia, which also enter into the composition of

the brain, give rise to the sympathetic nerve.

The speculations which conclude the article, as to the homol-

ogies of the nervous system in various Metazoa, are not equal to

the rest of the paper.—/. 5. K.

MICROSCOPY.'

Method of Staining and Fixing the Elements of Bloods-

Recent discoveries ofmorphological elements in the blood hitherto

unknown, as well as the newly published facts concerning its co-

agulation! have aroused an interest in the subject which calls for

an acquaintance with the methods with which it is possible to

follow those results. Accordingly, I would like to describe the

method employed in this laboratory; for, although it has been

mentioned by Professor Gaule in his lectures for several years,

it has not as yet been published.

The methods formerly used were that of examining fresh

blood and that, perfected by Ehrlich, which consisted in stain-

ing dried blood.

Our method consists in a series of manipulations requiring

only thirty-five minutes for their completion.

The following is a list of the reagents, together with the

length of time and the order in which each is to be used

:

1. Corrosive sublimate (concentrated solution) . .
6

2. Distilled water l

3. Absolute alcohol 5

4. Distilled water *

l

5. Hematoxylin {j4 per cent, alum solution to

which, for every 100 c.cm. employed, 20 drops

5 per cent, alcoholic solution have been added) 6

6. Distilled water
{

7. Nigrosin {% per cent, water solution) l

8. Distilled water . . . • • •.,'**
9. Eosin (1 gr. eosin dissolved in 60 c.cm. alcohol

;

140 c.cm. distilled water) \
10. Alcohol .'

5

11. Oil of cloves
l~2

12. Xylol.

13. Canada balsam (diluted with xylol until it readily

flows). ,#
As receptacles for these fluids, each person has upon his table

'Edited by <' £ Wisconsin.

3 From the Physiological Laboratory at Zurich.
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three shallow glass dishes with flat bottoms, so large that a slide

may be easily put in and taken out of them. Into the first of

these we pour corrosive sublimate, into the second distilled water,

and into the third absolute alcohol. It is necessary either to

label the dishes or to place the two not at the moment in use at

one side. For the coloring fluids we use bottles whose stoppers

serve at the same time as droppers or pipettes. The most con-

venient form has a glass stopper, which is hollow and drawn out

into a fine point below, while above it broadens into a funnel winl

a lip whose opening is closed by a rubber membrane. A slight

pressure upon the membrane causes, upon the removal of the

finger, a rise of fluid in the funnel, which, upon the removal of

the stopper from the bottle, can be at pleasure dropped upon the

slide. For oil of cloves, xylol, and Canada balsam wide-mouthed

bottles are used. In the first two bottles are brushes ;
in the

last, the ordinary glass rod. Other necessary utensils are a glass

rod, sharp-pointed scissors, clean slides and cover-slips, filter-

paper, twine or coarse thread, a small bottle of absolute alcohol,

a sharp, clean needle, a fine clean rag, and a hand-towel.

Aside from these, a board, fifteen by five inches, with two pair

of holes, large enough for a piece of tape to pass through double,

is an essential help. The first pair of holes should be four inches

distant from the second, and the two holes of each pair one and

a half inches apart. The tape should be so passed through the

holes that there will remain upon one side of the board loops,

on the other long ends, by which, upon passing the extremities

of the frog through the loops, one may easily and fir

frog upon the board. Such preparation is necessary, otherwise

the manipulations cannot follow one another quickly enough.

After these preliminaries have been completed, the labelled bot-

tles being placed within. reaching distance, the distilled water ana

alcohol in front of these, and the corrosive sublimate nearest ot

all, we are ready to bind our frog upon the above-mentioned

board and begin our preparation. We make use of the frog for

this purpose at first, since its blood coagulates less quickly than

that of mammals. The vena femoralis, which may be seen as a

dark blue line below the knee-joint on the inner side of the leg.

having been snipped, we quickly bring with a glass rod a drop

of the blood which comes from the wound upon a slide previously

moistened by the breath, and throw the whole into the dish 01

sublimate for six m
the drop of blood j__ r _,

satisfactory. Broughi d ish of water,

we find that the greater part of the blood adheres to the slide-

The superfluous sublimate being washed from the preparation

cftring the moment that it remains in the water, we next partially

dry the slide by resting it upon filter-paper before dropP,n£
1

into the alcohol bath. The slide, which has remained in alcoo"
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six minutes, is brought again into distilled water for half a minute,
since our coloring fluids are water solutions. The hematoxylin
is then dropped upon the slide, and removed again at the end of
six minutes by resting the edge of the slide upon filter-paper,

and afterwards washing with distilled water for one minute. The
same process follows with the nigrosin and eosin, the first re-

maining upon the slide for one minute, the second two minutes.
From the eosin we bring the preparation directly into alcohol,

since the eosin is partially an alcohol solution. At the end of
five minutes the slide is taken out of the alcohol, and, in order
to be quite sure that there is no water still clinging to the
preparation, we incline the slide at a slight angle to the rag
with which we are holding it, and pour a f^v drops of alcohol
from the small bottle over it. If upon dropping oil of cloves-
on the preparation it should be dark upon a dark sleeve or
other dark background, we may remove the oil of cloves with
a few drops of xylol. Having quickly cleaned the slide close
up to the preparation, we place a drop of Canada balsam upon
it, which must be allowed to spread out before the cover-slip is

lowered upon it.

Human blood is prepared in the same way, except that here
the finger-tip undergoes the surgical operation. If a finger of the
left hand be lightly bound with a string and a sharp needle be
held in the right a quarter of an inch from the end, one quick
energetic stroke suffices to bring a drop of blood to the surface,

which should be transferred to the slide by drawing it, previously
moistened, across the drop of blood.
A look at our preparations with the microscope shows us

that the coloring substances we have used have attached them-
selves to certain parts and certain forms of corpuscles. In the
Preparation of the frog's blood we find that the large oval red
corpuscles have been colored red with eosin. The nuclei are
for the most part blue from hematoxylin, the well-known color-
ing substance for nuclei. The protoplasma, provided no coagu-
lation has occurred, is homogeneous. The usually oval nuclei
are also generally homogeneous, though occasionally granulated
hke the nuclei of other cells.
The white blood-corpuscles differ among themselves in form,

color, and the number and size of their nuclei. I. Those coarsely
granulated which are deeply colored with eosin, hence their name
_
eosinophilous cells," r are perhaps the most striking. Their form

is usually round, and they contain from one to four nuclei. 2. A
second kind is perhaps best characterized by its large nucleus
sparely surrounded with protoplasma, colored blue with nigrosin.

* he form of the cell, according to the position in which we see

", is spindle-shaped, with an oval nucleus in which the granules

1 This name was given by Ehrlich.
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are distinct, and seem to be arranged in lines parallel to tie

long axis of the nucleus, or it is quite round with a round

nucleus. The name " haematoblasts" was given them by Hayera.

3. Another variety has, like the "eosinophilous cells," several

nuclei. Its protoplasma is, however, blue like that of the

" haematoblasts," its form irregular, recalling the forms that the

amoeba is wont to assume; accordingly such cells have been

called " amcebocytes." 4. Occasionally one sees still another

cell, whose single large nucleus is oval or irregular in outline

and lies in protoplasma like that of the " amcebocyte." These

cells are larger than the other white blood-corpuscles, and con-

tain here and there foreign bodies, such as pigment-granules

and drops of fat in their protoplasma. They are called on

account of their form " endotheloid cells." With further stud

of the preparation other forms are found, which may be looked

upon as intermediate between " haematoblasts" and " amcebocytes;

for in some cases the corpuscles have nuclei like " haematoblasts,'

whereas the protoplasm has increased in amount and sent out

projections like the pseudopodia of an amoeba ; in others the

nucleus is round instead of oval; in others still the nucleus seeffli

to be in the act of falling into two parts.
These latter forms suggest the idea that a relation may e\-

between "amcebocytes" and " haematoblasts," but what the rela-

tion may be, whether the change is from " amcebocyte" to " hsema-

toblast" or the opposite, whether the "eosinophilous cells" and

.

* endotheloid cells" are in any way related to them and to

another, cannot be determined by the method just described

Two courses lie open to us in our attempt to an
questions: 1, to examine the same blood at intervals
been taken from the frog; or, 2, to watch changes in fresh bloo*<

which has been protected from evaporation. To do the S»
we have simply to place a slide with a drop of blood upon I

in a moist chamber, 1 and after certain intervals (r
h teen minutes, half an hour, two hours) to fix and color *
blood as above. If we examine a preparation fixed at the £ot two hours, the whole aspect is changed. We find represen-

tatives of the different forms, but not in the same propo^
The "endotheloid cells" have become more numerous and

Jjother forms less so. The former have also become m^
larger, with broad hyaline borders. The granules of the pro»

plasma are coarser about the nucleus, but constantly smaller an

less distinct towards the hyaline border. Between the pro?

plasma-granules are frequently pigment-crystals and
ored with eosin. These foreign bodies lie often in clear 0*

spaces next to the nucleus
; otherwise these spaces are empty.
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contain a small nucleus, a clump of yellow pigment, or a body
closely resembling a small red blood-corpuscle. To control this

experiment we may make use of another one,—that is, we may
cover a fresh drop of blood with a cover-slip and seal it from
the air.

1 Thus the blood coagulates slowly, and we may study
directly the changes the forms undergo during coagulation.
The granules of the " eosinophilous cells" may be seen to become
larger, less distinct, and disappear. The " eosinophilous cell" has
developed into the " amcebocy te." The " haematoblasts" assume
the forms mentioned above, the nucleus and cell as a whole be-
come round, and at length send out pseudopodia in every di-

rection, so that it is impossible to distinguish them from " amce-
bocytes." The " amcebocytes," in their turn, at first stretch out
their pseudopodia in a lively manner, then gradually attach

themselves to the cover-slip, where they spread themselves over
a large surface, and resemble the " endotheloid cells" with their

broad borders of hyaline substance and the granulated proto-
plasma about the nucleus. If we now bring together the facts

we have observed,— 1, in instantly fixed blood ; 2, in blood fixed
after intervals; 3, in fresh blood,—we find that the first three
kinds of white blood-corpuscles may at length become *' endo-
theloid cells."

What is, then, the fate of the "endotheloid cells"? Are the
bodies we have described as lying in their protoplasma and re-

sembling incomplete blood-corpuscles to be considered as such ?

The endothelial cells which they resemble are, as is known,
broad, flat cells that lie spread out on the inner surface of the

blood-vessels similarly as the " endotheloid cells" flatten them-
selves out on the cover-slip. Their protoplasma is colored with
mgrosin, and in the small capillaries, where one or two cells

suffice to form the circumference of the capillary, has been
observed to contain pigment and more or less developed red

blood-corpuscles. Especially is this the case in the liver and
spleen of the frog. If the spleen be teased out, and its cells

fixed and colored in the manner mentioned above, not only do
we find that the number of white blood-corpuscles, especially of
the "endotheloid cells," is much larger in proportion to the
red blood-corpuscles than it is in circulating blood, but other
cells are present which possess the general characteristics of

endotheloid cells" and endothelial cells. They are richer in

P'gment, contain often several undeveloped red corpuscles, and
cling together in groups. Gaule, in his Strassburg lecture, called
these cells " ammenzellen," because in them he observed the de-
velopment of the red blood-corpuscles. In the course of his

observations of a series of frogs he noticed that the " ammenzel-

Jl2eJfe °f *« C°Ver-sHP mUSt be thoroughly free from -oisture a bit of
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len" which lie in groups similar to the follicles of the animai

spleen, between the arteries entering and the veins leaving the

spleen on the periphery, undergo significant changes

in the course of the winter, under the influence of pilocarpine,^

a few hours. The result in both cases was the same. The "am-

menzellen," at first rich in pigment, lose their pigment as the num-

ber of undeveloped corpuscles increases. At the same time the

number of corpuscles in the circulating blood was counted, the

result showing that as the pigment of the " ammenzellen"

decreased the number of the circulating red corpuscles became

greater, the quantity of undeveloped corpuscles increased, and

that many of the circulating corpuscles were still bordered with

granules of pigment. Another indication that bh

elements are present in the " ammenzellen" was the iron reaction

which the protoplasms gave with potassium ferrocyanide. Froffl

these observations it seems hardly to be doubted that red blood-

corpuscles are developed in the "ammenzellen," and
least in the endothelial cells, and in the "endothe
The relation in which these three cells stand to the bl

remains to be considered. The blood-vessels of the embryo

have their origin, as the embryologists have taught us, in the

mesoderm in chains of endothelial cells which contain clear

spaces in their protoplasma that later communicate with one

another to form a fine capillary, in whose walls the first red

blood-corpuscles are formed. Returning to the spleen, we rec<u

the fact that the "ammenzellen" groups lie between th

of the arteries, with their endothelial cells on the one hand and

the capillaries of the veins on the other hand, and tl

the in-flowing and out-flowing vessels the regular bl

with their lining cells fail. It is, then, not difficult to

the "ammenzellen" and the " endotheloid cells," w
numerous in the spleen, might be the stage upon
the mesoderm of the embryo, a constant build;

blood-vessels and blood-corpuscles is taking place,

blood-corpuscles of the frog may perhaps be looked upon

undeveloped "ammenzellen," though their origin an
tions peculiar to each form are not yet clear. It is si<

a seeming relation exists between the coagulation
and the formation of white blood-corpuscles, for as
the frog begins to coagulate the " haematoblasts"
pecially numerous and group themselves character
to this point we shall refer again in connection with hu

blood, which is in many points similar to the blood
Theredblood-corp

no nuclei. In our preparation they retain the disk f« »n

like the protoplasma of the red corpuscles of the fn

te blood-corpuscles are represented by th

eosinophtlous cells" and " amcebocytes." The "haematoDi*
-
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as such, are wanting in human blood, but since we have had our

attention directed by Hayem to the fact that the " hsematoblasts"

play an important part in the coagulation of the frog's blood, it

is possible to think that some element is present in mammalian
blood which also acts as a factor in coagulation. The coagula-

tion of the frog's blood begins with the grouping of the " haema-
toblasts" into a rosette form. The red corpuscles then arrange

themselves radially about this point as a centre. Do we find an

analogous process at the commencement of the coagulation of

mammalian blood ? The blood of mammals coagulates very rap-

idly, whereas that of the frog changes very slowly ; hence, if we
would study the blood of mammals before coagulation, we must
prevent this process by means of some reagent. Such an ex-

periment cannot be tried with a human being, but is easily made
with a dog. The reagent usually employed is peptone, which
is injected in solution into the jugular vein of the dog, the

amount injected being 0.3 grain peptone for every kilogramme
weight of the dpg. The microscopical examination of blood
in which coagulation has thus been prevented shows that there

exist in the blood, aside from the other elements, tiny tablet-

1 k n 1 s which tend to cling together in clumps. These
elements were described by Bizozerro, and called by him " blut-

plattchen." It thus seems probable that the " blutplattchen"

have something to do with the coagulation of the blood.

That they also exist in human blood is evident from their pres-

ence in our preparation as small, faintly-tinged bodies, which
lie in groups of twos and threes together. They did not disap-

pear from the blood we employed, because we did not give it

time to coagulate before fixing it. Therein lies the advantage of

this method in the examination of human blood. It gives us

not only the possibility to distinguish the different elements of

the blood, but through it, it has been possible to discover ele-

ments which, like the " hjematoblasts," accompany the phe-

nomenon of coagulation, and also to determine in part the rela-

tion that exists between the elements. It would riot agree with

the general plan of nature if every form did not play a different

role in the organism, and after all that has been discovered it is

not improbable that we shall one day be able, through watching
the changes which the different elements undergo in the blood,

to discover the disturbances caused by different ferments and

organisms in the blood. Thus we think that the hope of clever

Physicians may one day be verified, that the analysis of a drop
of blood may give a clue to the pathological changes in the

-:•—-

^.-The experiments of Professor

-r upon starfish and ophiurids tend to prove that they are
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not entirely devoid of intelligence. In one series of experiment'

a piece of tubing was placed over one of the rays of a brittfc

star, so as to enclose it from its base nearly to its apex. Dif-

ferent individuals adopted different modes of ridding themselves

of the tube, and one failing, would try another. Sometimes

they rubbed the tube off by friction on the ground; if this was

useless, they would hold down the tube with the other rays

while drawing the imprisoned ray through it, or they uoi

push the tube off with the serrated edges of the two adjoining

rays, or, as a last resource, would cast off the imprisoned arm.

SCIENTIFIC NEWS.
—The meeting of the German Naturalists' Association will be

held this year at Wiesbaden, from the 18th to the 24th of Sep-

tember. Herr Dreyfuss, 44 Frankfurter-strasse, V\
the secretary of the local committee.
—The San Diego Natural History Society have had a present

of a valuable lot of land, and propose soon to erect a building.

—Dr. R. W. Shufeldt criticises—and deservedly so—the vet-

erinary service of the United States army. He would elevated

by placing it on much the same basis as the regular medic*
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a British entomologist of note, died March 1

ib«7, ot valvular disease of the heart, at the age of fifty-nine;

He was especially interested in the moths, and was a zoology
artist of no mean powers.
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transposed from their present location in the university building
to their future home. On the 1st of May of this 'year Karl
Mobius, formerly ordinary professor of zoology in Kiel, entered
upon the duties of director of the Berlin Museum, being thus
associated with Professor Dr. Edouard von Martens.

—Johns Hopkins University is to publish, as a memorial
volume, the researches of the late Dr. Adam T. Bruce on the
Embryology of Insects.

—Armauer Hansen calls attention to a peculiar kind of whale-
fishing which has been practised for a long time in the neighbor-
hood of Bergen, Norway. Each year the fishermen take a couple
of specimens of the small whale known as Balanoptcra rostruttt.

Their implements are the most primitive harpoons, and it would
hardly seem as if the insignificant wound they cause could prove
serious. In from twenty-four to thirty-six hours the whale shows
signs of weakness, and then is readily despatched. It is now
found that the region of the first wound is gangrened, and that

the weakness was in reality the result of blood-poisoning. All
the fishermen now smear their harpoons with the gangrened
flesh, and put them away to dry for use another year. M. Gade
has carried on some culture experiments with the microbes ob-
tained from the whales for three successive years, and finds each
time the same bacteria, principally the same micrococcus. It is

a curious fact, as Hansen remarks, that this peculiar use of bac-
teria and septicaemia should have been known for hundreds of

years.

—Science has canonized one of the living African explorers.
On a map of the African continent given in the issue of May 27
appears " St. Stanley's Falls."

—Professor Prestwich, who for thirteen years has held the
chair of geology at Oxford, England, has resigned.

t

—Dr. Eugene Korschelt, formerly privatdocent and assistant
in the Zoological Museum at Freiburg, Bavaria, has taken a
similar place at Berlin, while his former position is now occupied
by Dr. E. Ziegler.

—The professorship of zoology in the Zoological Institute at

Kiel will not be filled until Easter, 1888. Dr. Karl Brandt,

privatdocent in K6nigsberg, has been appointed the interim
director.

—Bronn's valuable " Klassen und Ordnungen des Thierreichs"
drags its slow length along. The last parts published are Nos.
56 of the Reptiles, by C. K. Hoffmann; 16 and 17 of the Birds,
by Hans Gadow; and 29 of the Mammals, by W. Leche.

—Dr.
J. S. Kingsley, the junior editor of this magazine, has

accepted the professorship of biology in Indiana University.
After September 1 his address will be Bloom ington,. Indiana.
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—Professor J. C. Branner, of Indiana University, has been ap-

pointed director of the geological survey of Arkansas, with head-

quarters at Little Rock. The university has granted him a two

years' leave of absence.

—The trustees of the Elizabeth Thompson fund have awarded

the following sums for the advancement of science : The Natural

History Society of Montreal, two hundred dollars, for the investi-

gation of underground temperatures under the direction of a

committee of the society ; Drs. T. Elsler and H. Geitel, of the

Gymnasium of Wolfenbuttel, Germany, two hundred and ten

dollars, for researches on the electrization of gases by glowing

bodies ; Professor E. D. Cope, of Philadelphia, five hundred dol-

lars, for the employment of a preparateur in connection with his

researches on fossil vertebrates ; E. E. Prince, of St. Andrew's,

Scotland, one hundred and twenty-five dollars, for studies on the

morphology and development of the limbs of teleosts.

—Recent Deaths.—Dr. Francois P. L. Pollen, a Malagassy ex-

plorer, in Leiden, May 7, 1886, aged forty-four; Arthur Edward

Knox, an ornithologist, in Dale Park, England, September 23,

1886; Dr. G. A. Fischer, African traveller and ornithologist, in

Berlin, November II, 1886; Dr. William Traill, conchologist, in

St. Andrew's, Scotland, December, 1886; Dr. John M. Wheaton,

professor of anatomy and ornithologist, in Columbus, Ohio, Janu-

ary 28, 1887 ; Robert Gray, ornithologist and vice-president of the

Royal Society of Edinburgh, in that city, February 18, 1887; Dr.

• Nathaniel Lieberkuhn, professor of anatomy and student of in-

vertebrates, at Marburg, April 14, 1887, in his sixty-fifth year.

—Death of Professor William Ashburner.—Professor

Ashburner, mining engineer and geologist, died in San Fran-

cisco, April 20, at the age of fifty-six. He studied for his pro-

fession at the Lawrence Scientific School of Harvard University,

and afterwards at the Ecole des Mines, Paris. Returning to this

country in 1854, he visited the mineral region of Lake Superior

with the late Professor Rivot, for the purpose of investigating

the geology and mineral veins of said country, and subsequently

explored a part of the island of Newfoundland, and in i860 went

to California as one of the staff of the geological survey of which

Professor J. D. Whitney was director. In pursuance of his pro-

fession he travelled extensively through the mining districts ot

the United States, British Columbia, Mexico, and portions ot

Asia. He was one of the State commissioners of the Yosemite

Valley and the Mariposa Big-Tree Grove from 1864 till 18W,

and professor of mining in the University of California, having

been appointed in 1874. In 1880 he was made a regent oi the

university, and was named by the late James Lick as one of tnc

trustees of the California School of Mechanical Arts (one of*
Lick's bequests), ^nd was also selected by Mr. Stanford as one
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of the trustees of the Leland Stanford, Jr., University. Professor

Ashburner was identified with all the principal organizations

whose object is the intellectual development of the Pacific coast,

—the microscopical, geographical, and historical societies,—and

for many years he was especially active as one of the trustees of

the California Academy of Sciences. In the directions above

indicated he was an eminently useful citizen, and his personal

bearing and qualities greatly endeared him to many. The death

of such a man is a public misfortune.—R. E. C. S., H

D. C, May 10, 1887.

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences.—February 1,

1887.—Dr. Leidy stated that the prevalent opinion that bed-bugs

might be introduced by bats and swallows seemed improbable.

The insect found on the swallow is related to, yet different from,

that which infests houses. On a couple of little bats from Pan-

ama Bay he had found an allied, yet different, insect, described

by Westwood as Polyctenes fumarius. Professor Heilpnn stated

that the rhizopods identified by Miss Fielde at Swatow as iden-

tical with Philadelphia forms were Difflugia (two species) and

Arcclla vulgaris. Dr. Koenig gave the analysis of two forms ot

asbestos from Franklin, N. J.,
which are distinguished from Sus-

sexite by the absence of the green flame under the blow-pipe.

February 15.—Professor Ryder spoke of the distribution of

papillae giving rise to sensitive or tactile hairs. Such hairs are

usually divided into groups, one of which occurs near the eye-

brows, one below the eye, and a third lower down. The gray

whale of the Pacific coast had more of these tactile hairs than

any other cetacean the foetus of which he had examined. He
had recently observed in an embryo kitten an orderly linear

arrangement of such hair-papillae on the back, apparently corre-

sponding to the color-stripes to be developed later. There were

none on the limbs and sides. Dr. H. Allen said that he had

noted that moles on the human face occupied the same positions

as the sensitive hairs of the lower animals. Dr. Allen also

stated that in the wombat the biceps muscle passes from the

Pelvis to the foot, receiving three other muscles before its in-

sertion. He suggested a formula, consisting of the use of arrows

in different positions, indicating origin, insertion, direction, etc.

so as to save labor in recording details. Professor Heilpnn put

on record the stranding of a specimen of the Mediterranean

Risso's grampus on the coast at Atlantic City. Professor Sharp

suggested that the eyes of Onchidium were phosphorescent

organs, similar to those he had before described as existing m
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Pecten, especially since the snail has no locomotive powers

which would enable it to escape from a foe seen by such eyes.

March 15.—A couple of copper coins, taken from the stomach

of an ostrich which recently died in the Zoological Garden, were

exhibited by Mr. E. A. Kelly. They formed part of a hard mass,

which partly filled the gizzard. It was evident from the con-

dition of the bolus that the muscular fibres of the stomach had

not kept up such a spiral movement as is found in the crop of

the pigeon or the stomach of the cow.

New York Academy of Sciences.—April 4, 1887.—Dr,

Henry H. Rusby read some notes of recent travel on a journey

from La Paz to Para through the Bolivian Andes and the Beni

and Madeira Rivers.

April 18.—Dr. Alexis A. Julien read a paper on the transforma-

tions of iron disulphide, illustrating his points with specimens.

May 2.—Dr. Henry H. Rusby read a paper in continuation of

that of April 4, on his travels across South America.
May 9.—Mr. George F. Kunz presented a paper on jade and

jadite, and also read a description of the meteorite which fell

March 27, 1886, near Cabin Creek, Johnson County, Ark.

Biological Society of Washington.—April 16, 1887.—

D

r-

William H. Dall presented some notes on a recent exploring

trip to Florida. Dr. H. G. Beyer spoke of the action of caffeine

upon the kidneys. Dr. C. H. Merriam referred to the depreda-

tions of the bobolink, or rice-bird, in the rice-fields of the South.

Mr. F. A. Lucas presented some notes on the os prominens in birds.

Middlesex Institute.—May 11, 1887.—Mr. Sylvester Baxter

read a paper descriptive of his second visit to Zuni, describing

one of the dances. Mr. Clarence Pullen made some remarks

upon the various Pueblo Indians.

Essex Institute.—May 16, 1887.—Annual meeting. The fol-

lowing officers were elected : President, Henry Wheatland ;
Vice-

Presidents, A. C. Goodell, Jr., F. W. Putnam, D. B. Hagar, and

Robert S. Rantoul; Secretary, George M. Whipple; Treasurer.

George D. Phippen ; Librarian, William P. Upham. The annual

reports which were read show a very substantial prosperity on

the part of this institution. The ordinary income was five thou-

sand two hundred and five dollars and eighteen cents, while two

bequests amounted to fourteen thousand dollars. The totaj

property in funds and real estate amount to (at orig
over seventy thousand dollars. The additions to the library tot

the year amounted to twenty thousand " seven hundred an

thirty-nine volumes and pamphlets, and the library is now esti-

mated to contain fifty thousand volumes and over two hundreu

thousand parts of volumes and pamphlets. The Institute ex

changes with over two hundred kindred societies, over halt

which are foreign.
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NOTES ON THE ETHNOLOGY OF THE CONGO.

T^HE Congo ranks among the mightiest rivers of the earth.

A Above the limit of the tide it floods over cataracts and

miles of rapids bristling with rocks in its descent from the high

African uplands. Indeed, it was a revelation to indomitable

Stanley to find, after these obstacles were passed, navigable

water flowing from the far interior.

Along its stretches of turbulent or placid water dwell many
tribes of negroes. Cannibals and fierce savages are numerous,

and, altogether, it is a dark and dangerous country drained by
this river, from where its waters begin, on the common water-

shed between it and the Nile, to its mouth on the west coast.

The great wealth of ivory, dye-wood, rubber, palm-oil, and other

products makes it profitable to establish many stations for traffic.

The " Congo Free State," governed by Leopold, of Belgium,

embraces a large territory gradually being explored and opened
up to commerce.
Up to one year or so ago the National Museum possessed

very few ethnological specimens from Africa, at which time

Mr. W. P. Tisdel, agent of the United States to the Free States,

brought home the first collection from that unknown region.

Recently Lieutenant ' E. H. Taunt, U.S.N., visited the Upper
Congo, and sent to the museum a large collection of barbaric

weapons, ornaments, and various other objects made by the

Congo tribes. These collections, with the one lately acquired

from the Bureau of Arts in Paris, enable us to speak with some
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degree of confidence about the customs and arts of these Afri-

cans. The collections are, as one would reason, rich in weapons

and poor in clothing, coming from the region of perpetual feud

and almost utter nakedness. It is interesting to remark that

nearly all the African tribes know the art of smelting iron, and

make a fine quality of metal by the rudest sort of apparatus; in

fact, they are in the Iron Age. It is unknown how these savages

of low grade became acquainted with the iron-smelting process,

—an art which indicates a great step in civilization. Though a

matter of conjecture, it is highly probable that from that ancient

and mysterious mother of arts and sciences, Egypt, came this

knowledge of the use and manufacture of iron throughout the

entire " Dark Continent."

Africa is very rich in iron. Travellers have noted great bedsot

highly-oxidized ore of a kind particularly fitted for these simple

operations. The usual method of smelting iron is to pile layers

of ore and charred wood in a small mud furnace. A continuous

current of air is blown in by two bellows working alternately,

or, among the Bongo, there are simply four or five draught-holes

at the bottom of the furnace. When the ore has been smelted

the furnace is allowed to cool, and the cake of ashes is washed

the lumps of iron collected, reheated, and pounded into a co-

herent mass with a stone hammer on a stone anvil. The iron

thus made is very tenacious and remarkably rust-proof. » 1S

preferred by the natives to steel or foreign iron, because if an

assagai-head is bent into an interrogation-point the warrior

calmly beats it into shape with a stone. The iron also holds a

good edge ; in fact, a sharp assagai-head is the razor of the un-

civilized barber. The weapons, which are hammered out wi*

a stone, are, despite the fact, finely finished, and are as creditable

specimens of smith-work as can be found. The common idea

that conventionality and repetition in art argues a low degree

civilization is met by the fact that the aboriginal workman cannot

make two things alike. He does not work by pattern ; he folio*3 '

for instance, the shape of his iron or the suggestion of a chance

blow. This is the reason of the so-called " originality" of *

peoples not practising division of labor or using machii>eS '

Among the forty-five specimens of assagais every one is differ-

ent, although they can be separated into several groups V
general likenesses.
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Travellers say that there is rivalry among smiths to produce

different and bizarre forms, and, as a result of this, many weapons

are made which are of no use, being merely chef d'aeuvrcs of the

blacksmith. The typical assagai and javelin has a leaf- shaped

blade, which is double curved ; that is, a horizontal section of

the blade would show a curve like a thin S, or like Hogarth's

line of beauty. This feature has no special use, as the assagai

does not whirl in its flight. At the base of the blade is a socket

into which sets the long, slender shaft, usually wound with brass,

copper, or iron tape. At the bottom is an iron spud, though not

found on those for hurling. It is said that in the act of throw-

ing the weapon the negro gives it a vibratory motion, so that it

passes through the air with a whistling sound. Arrows are

made with uncomfortable-looking barbed^ points. Knives are

merely assagai-heads fitted into handles. The shields are among
the finest specimens of basket-work in the world. They are

models of lightness and strength besides. Professor Mason de-

scribes the mode of construction, and compares it with the sim-

ilar work done by the Clallam Indians and the Japanese. He
calls it the " fish-trap" style of basketry, and states that " the

oblong oval shields of bamboo made by the Bateke negroes of

the Lower Congo imitate this structure exactly. The frame of

the shield is an oblong hoop on which are stretched splints of

rattan running longitudinally on one side and transversely on

the other, crossing at right angles except at the plano-convex

space at the ends." 1

Just mentioning the short swords and bill-knives, some of

them highly decorated with nut-shell fringe and leopard-skin,

we note the executioner's sword. Its blade is short, broad, and

heavy, and it is sharp on both sides. It is really in bad taste to

describe an execution, but life there is so cheap and the Congo-

African way of relieving a man of his head so unique that it will

bear description. In order to give an eclat suitable to African

taste, and to render the feat of decapitating with the weapon

possible, the" victim is secured to a seat and a strong sapling

bent down and fastened by means of cords and a collar around

his neck ; then, while his neck is taut the high executioner de-

fers the blow, and the severed head is thrown into the air Like

1 Aboriginal Basket-Work, Smithsonian Rept., 1 884, i*- p. 298.
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The Nyam-Nyam and several Congo tribes have a very pecu-

liar knife-boomerang. It is a weapon sharp on all edges of its

blades,—it might be called a collection of knife-blades. It is

kept concealed in the shield, and is thrown with a whirling

motion, and its wide path and the accuracy and force with which

it is thrown make it a dangerous weapon.

At the Stanley Falls Station, now held by the Arabs, a strange

kind of money is current, called, from its shape, " spade money;'

being pieces of iron used as a medium of exchange. The relative

rank of money in Africa makes iron equal to copper, and copper

to silver. Cloth is a very common barter medium, and its use is

mostly not for dress, but the custom is to wrap the dead in

many folds of cotton goods. Cotton grows abundantly, and a

coarse, narrow cloth is made.

A stuff exactly similar to Mocha coffee-sacking is woven, anc

highly valued. It is grass-cloth, as it is commonly called; but

sometimes it is made of the tough outer bark of some kind 0!

shrub, and it is woven by men. The staple food of the Congo

region is manioc, or cassava roots, which are pounded in mortars

with large pestles of ivory. Peanuts are also cultivated. Severn.

spoons in the Taunt collection are said to have been used in the

cannibal feasts of the Arrhuimi River tribes. Pipes' are madeo!

horns, and the bowl is placed on one side. The horn is filled

with water, and the smoke is inhaled by suction at the open end

Travellers speak of the extremely intoxicating effect of the to-

bacco and hemp mixture, which is brought out more powerfully

by being drawn through water.

The customs and beliefs of these Africans with regard to the

spirit-world are very crude. A belief in evil spirits, witches, go°d

and bad luck comprises nearly all of the religious elements ofthe

negro-life. The " doctor" is the interpreter of religion, and the

fetish is a safeguard against all harm. There are many Moham-

medans, who practise a debased form of that worship. It see"1

;

that no form of religion can withstand the brutalizing effect
ot

the African nature and the childishness of his temperament.
What will be the future of this section of Africa, its relate*

to the world of commerce, and the extent to which it will be 3''

fected by modern civilization are difficult problems. While it *

capable of supporting a large population, the climate is malario"
5

and utterly unfit for Europeans. The African seems to h*ve
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gained an immunity or idiosyncrasy to miasmatic influences by

generations of adaptation. He has made little progress in civ-

ilization. This is due to the lack of inherent capability of the

negro type more than any other cause. The lack of harbors on

the coasts of Africa has always and will in the future militate

against the settlement and growth by advanced races. It looks

now as if this continent, vast in wealth and area, is becoming

overrun by the fierce disciples of Islam, the most undesirable

settlers possible, and in whose hands it will be lost in an irre-

claimable darkness. Another great bane to the Congo and all

Africa is the accursed slave-trade. For over three thousand

years she has bartered her children to be slaves over the whole

earth. Livingstone, Schweinfurth, Stanley, and many other dis-

tinguished explorers have seen, with anguish, this comprehensive

atrocity in all its phases, and have tried to perfect plans for put-

ting it down. The Congo Free State, through Henry Stanley,

has done much to suppress this evil. That recent brilliant

master-stroke of enlisting Tippo Tib, the prince of slave-traders,

against the slave-trade cannot receive too much praise, and it is

to be hoped that, as another laurel in Stanley's crown, he may

successfully rescue Emin Bey, the soldier-scientist, from his

perilous position in the heart of Africa, and restore him, with

his large collections, to the civilized world.

NOTES ON CLASSIFICATION AND NOMENCLA-
TURE FOR THE AMERICAN COMMITTEE OF
THE INTERNATIONAL GEOLOGICAL CON-
GRESS, MARCH, 1887.

BY N. H. WINCHELL.

THE Paleozoic.—In the light of recent work done in the

classic region of American geology, Eastern New York,

by Messrs. Ford and Walcott, reviving some of the old ques-

tions that separated the geologists of forty years ago into widely

variant schools, it becomes appropriate for this committee to

earnestly and justly weigh the facts so far as they bear on the

choice of names for recommendation to the next congress.

It will have to be admitted that the scheme of stratigraphy
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which was erected by Mr. Emmons, including formations that

extended eastward into Massachusetts and Vermont, and west-

ward to the Hudson River, covering a series of strata from the

gabbros of the Adirondacks to the top of the Lorraine shales,

has been overthrown by the researches of Dana and his col-

leagues,—in other words, that the " Taconic System," as con-

structed by Dr. Emmons, cannot be maintained.

On the other hand, the Taconic rocks, in which Emmons

found primordial fossils, and to which he extended the name

which he applied to his system, have been found to have a wide

extension and a great thickness, as well as a characteristic fauna.

The initial point of divergence between him and his colleagues

on the New York survey was as to the existence of such pre-

Potsdam strata. From this initial point he built up a system

without warrant. He laid a true foundation, but his super-

structure was not well built. In consequence of a poor super-

structure, the tendency has been strong to sweep away also ta

foundation, denying to both of them the right to existence m

geological nomenclature.

The question that comes before this committee is to determine

by what designation the strata shall be known that contain the

foundation-rocks of the " Taconic System" of Emmons,—those

that really are stratigraphically pre-Potsdam.

Recent palaeontological researches and work in the field show

that the pre-Potsdam fauna pervades a belt of rocks that extends

from Northern Vermont southward, by way of Georgia, Ver-

mont, Bald Mountain, New York, Schodack Landing, to Stock-

port, Columbia County, east of the Hudson River, comprising

a thickness of strata amounting to about four thousand feet. »

is also reasonable to suppose that it constitutes the basal portion

of the range of the Taconic Mountains, and perhaps a large pa

of the range in some places. It is therefore not inappropriate to

consider the claim of Dr. Emmons to give name to this belt.

(a) Taconic versus Primordial.

The term primordial, adopted by Barrande for the first b&&

is more comprehensive than the fauna that was discovered by

Emmons in these Taconic strata. But Barrande distinctly
a

knowledges that Dr. Emmons antedated him in the disC0V
^.j

and advocacy of a fossil horizon belonging in the primord'
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zone. There can be no question, when the author of the term

primordial makes such an admission, that, other things being

equal, the term first used should be perpetuated. But it may be

stated that other things were not equal. They were not equal

in the thoroughness with which the fauna was investigated, nor

the correctness with which the stratigraphic relationships were

stated, nor in the limitations which were placed on its extent.

They were not equal in the comprehensive, uninterrupted prog-

ress with which the respective investigations were carried on

on different sides of the Atlantic, nor the completeness and

costliness of publication. But it may be doubted whether any

of these differences, or all of them, would warrant the unquali-

fied adoption of the European term, to the exclusion of the

American, against the right of priority for the American geol-

ogist. Emmons did, it seems to me, all that was required, or

that is now required, to establish his claim to the discovery of a

new formation. He defined it geographically, stratigraphically,

and palaeontologically. No one else in America has applied any

new name to it. It came in conflict, it is true, with another

American designation, but no one now will urge the correctness

of that opposing term. As between Taconic and primordial,

both authors may be recognized and honored by confining the

term Taconic to the identical horizon, or sub-fauna, in which it

was described by Dr. Emmons, allowing the term primordial to

embrace, as intended by Barrande, all the sub-faunas of the first

fauna.

The first (oldest) sub-fauna is characterized by the genus

Paradoxides.

The second sub-fauna is characterized by Olenellus.

The third sub-fauna is characterized by Dicelocephalus.

(b) Taconic versus Cambrian.

But we cannot overlook the fact that in Europe, and also in

America, the term Cambrian is very generally applied to this

fauna and the formation in which it is embraced, to the exclu-

sion of both Taconic and primordial. This is a very singular

circumstance. The reaction which set in to do justice to Sedg-

wick had such momentum that it swept over its own bounds and

became itself an agent of injustice.

If the question of the relative dates at which the terms Taconic
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and Cambrian were first used be brought to bear on this investi-

gation, the facts will be found to be about as follows:

Murchison says the term Cambrian was first used in print in

1836, but Sedgwick says he had been at work on the formation .

since 1 83 1, his first description being made and published in

brief in the Proceedings of the British Associationfor the Advance-

ment of Science in 1832. In 1855 he also says he had nude no

material changes in the Cambrian since 1832, except some minor

transpositions of stratigraphy. All this time the lower portion

of these rocks was considered non-fossiliferous, Sedgwick not

being willing even to admit the verity of fossils belonging to

the primordial fauna in any of the rocks of his series. It is a

singular fact that, although Mr. E. Davis discovered fossils in

the rocks of the Cambrian in 1845, and had re-examined the

locality with Mr. Sedgwick in 1846, and announcement of the

discovery was made the same year, yet the English geologists

did not know, or would not admit, that the primordial fauna ot

Barrande was contained in the rocks of the Cambrian tilt 1851,

when Barrande visited the Woodwardian Museum, and examined

also the collections of the survey; and even then they would not

admit it till they had sent some of their own officers over the

ground which they had considered finally examined, and these

had returned with a convincing collection of primordial fossils.

Barrande's notice preliminaire of the primordial fauna of Bo-

hemia was issued in 1846, two or three years after the discovery

of primordial fossils in the Taconic, and five years before

discovery of primordial fossils in the Cambrian.

It appears, therefore, that as a formation of rocks, witno

reference to geological age or relation to other formations, t e

Cambrian was studied by Sedgwick four years before Emmons

began official work on the New York survey; that the term

Cambrian was used as a designation for the formation whic

Sedgwick was engaged on in 1836; and that Emmons used t e

term Taconic officially first in his volume dated 1842. Enimon

was, however, at work incidentally on the Taconic rocks m*^

earlier. Professor Dewey mentions a mineral found by him an

analyzed in 1820 (Am. Jour., (i.) ii. 249). Professor Dewey us<^

the Taconic range as a geological entity, and the rocks of

range as a starting-point, in his " Geological Section from *

£
liamstown to the City of Troy," published in 1820. The te
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was first used by him in a geological article dated January 27,

18 19. Lee, Hitchcock, Emmons, Dewey, Barnes, Briggs, and

Eaton, between 1819 and 1842, frequently use the term in their

geological papers. They considered the rocks extending from

the western towns of Vermont and Massachusetts westward to

the Hudson River as constituting a group different from those

farther east, and set off by geological distinctions so markedly

that they could not be confounded. Sometimes these rocks

were referred to as the rocks of the Taconic range, sometimes as

transition rocks, and sometimes as the metamorphic group. But

that they were a single group, en masse, was not questioned,

either by the friends or the opponents of the Taconic system, as

late as 1844, Eaton having gone so far as to place them below

the strata of the New York system.

Used, then, as a datum of geological reckoning, " the rocks of

the Taconic range" date from 18 19, but it was not till 1842 that

Dr. Emmons erected these into a geological group and formally

announced the " Taconic System."
The foregoing facts may be tabulated as below :

-

-amb™ '853 1836 1S36

Taco»ic 1844 1819 1S42

In thus calling attention to the use of the term Taconic in

geological literature as early as 1819, the objection will naturally

arise in the minds of some of the committee that the term was
used wholly as a geographic and not as a geological one, and
hence that it has no claim in geological nomenclature. While
there is some force in this objection, yet, if the nature of the

papers written by the earlier geologists be examined into, it will

be seen at once that the term was used both in a geographic and
"» a geological sense. Professor Dewey, in 1820, giving his

geological section from the Taconic range to Troy, N. K, says dis-

tinctly that the same rock-formation which constitutes the range
at Williamstown extends to the Hoosac Valley, and gives place

to a chlorite slate, which, since it is also found in the Taconic
range, " ought to be considered as belonging to the range, and
as the rock into which the talcose slate passes." From here he

continues the section through graywacke rising into the hills at
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Petersburg, constituting the mountains of Grafton, and extend-

ing as a general rock to Troy, where it is succeeded by a stratum

of argillaceous slate, which extends to the banks of the Hudson.

In a general way this group of rocks is referred to as the

of the Taconic range, by other geologists. up to 1842. As a geo-

logical designation it had no more force than the terms used by

Sedgwick when he referred to the rocks of the Malvern Hills,

or of the Longmynd Hills, or the term that was at first used to

express the formation of the Helderberg Mountains in New

York. In those early days of the century geologists made

their designations refer to mineralogical and lithological char-

acters rather than to systematic stratigraphy. Geographic des-

ignations had not yet been introduced with the authoritative

endorsement of Murchison. There was but imperfect knowledge

of systematic stratigraphy; but geographic terms were converted,

by an easy scale of varying terminology, into geological terras.

The " rocks of the Longmynd" became thus the Longmynd rocks.

The rocks of the Helderberg Mountains became thus the upper

and lower Helderberg rocks; and Mr. Emmons sagaciously

chose to erect the rocks of the Taconic range into the Taconic

system.

It is customary to date the " Taconic System" from the year

1842, when it was officially announced by Dr. Emmons, and it

is just to give the term Taconic its full right as a distinct term

in geological nomenclature only after that date, parallel with a

similar use of the term Cambrian ; but it cannot be questioned

that the term Taconic was a semi-geologic term for at least

twenty years before.

It may next be asked, What was the intent of the authors

these names ? In the absence of perfectly conclusive evidence

as to the historic priority of one, in all respects, over the others,

when the facts seem to have a divided and variant significance,

this may be the only way in which a just conclusion can be

reached. It is not necessary to enter upon the citation of &**

or quotation of authorities. The following conclusion, so -for as

Mr. Barrande is concerned, will hardly be questioned. Ht wor*e

to elaborate afauna, andwhen th ': denominate

the strata the primordial zone. In doing this he went no farther

back than 1846.
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In respect to Mr. Sedgwick, he worked on a series of rocks

which he thought pertained to a single system, and illustrated

it by fossils. These proved to be, for the most part, species of

the Bala group, consisting of the second fauna. What few pri-

mordial fossils he found he placed within the same fauna. He

claimed this fauna and this system of rocks as his Cambrian.

This was named in 1836. It was no error of his that subse-

quently his term was crowded downward and removed from the

rocks of the second fauna, and made to cover only a fauna of

which he knew nothing. In other words, the author of the

Cambrian intended to include in his system only the rocks contain-

ing the second fauna. Still, his stratigraphic scheme embraced

lower beds.

In respect to the intention of Mr. Emmons, he worked on

a series of rocks which he claimed was lower than the New

York system. He announced a fauna which he intended to

illustrate his system. The strata which he included in his sys-

tem have been proved to contain his alleged fossils, and they

pertain to a horizon below the New York system. All rocks

known by him to contain fossils of the second fauna occurring

within the general Taconic area were exempted by him from the

Taconic system. His main intention, both stratigraphic and palce-

ontologic, therefore, was to include the rocks of the primordialfauna

in his system.

On the question of priority, therefore, the inquiry is reduced

to the conflict between Cambrian and Taconic, with the Taconic

having two counts to the Cambrian one.

On the question of the relative validity of those counts, the

Taconic has that of correctness of palaeontological identification

and that of use in geological literature, which are very strong,

while the Cambrian has that of formal announcement as a

system.

On the question of the intention and claim of the author, the

Taconic was correct in stratigraphy and palaeontology when ap-

plied to the first fauna, and incorrect when applied by its adver-

saries to the second fauna. The Cambrian was correct in palae-

ontology, and was not corrected by its author in stratigraphy

when applied to the second fauna, and is incorrect in both re-

spects when applied by its friends to the first fauna.

If the errors be eliminated, on each side, the first fauna should
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be assigned to the Taconic and the second to the Cambrian.

This will, of course, require the restriction of the term Silurian

to the rocks of the third fauna, or to as much of it as was at

first covered by that term, as argued by Hunt, Marcou, Rogers,

Dawson, Jukes, and others.

The weight of authority and of usage has been in favor of

covering the rocks in dispute between Murchison and Sedgwick,

so far as they both claim strata holding the second fauna, by the

Murchisonian term. Of the merits of this controversy I have

nothing to say. It may fairly be left to the English geologists

to decide. It would be an easy adjustment of all the conflicting

claims, however, to assign, pro honoris causa, the first fauna to

Emmons, the second to Sedgwick, and the third to Murchison.

The Archaean.—It is my individual opinion that no sub-

divisions of the Archaean can be made, with an approach to

probable acceptance and long-continued usefulness, at the pres-

ent time. It would be judicious to introduce some indeterminate,

non-descriptive terms, such as Archaan No. I and Arclucan No. 2,

or Archaan No. j, which could be interpreted by each locality,

and applied by the geologists of each country, according to

individual preference. In the Northwest, including Wisconsin,

Minnesota, and Manitoba, much is now being done on the sys-

tematic study in the field of these rocks, and, without saying

that the recognized, usual subdivision into Huronian and Lau-

rentian is not valid in very large areas, it is true that, as a gen-

eral scheme, this simple nomenclature is not applicable. I speak

of these rocks as " Archaean" because of the general use of that

designation. The terms azoic and eozoic mav have prior rights,

and, perhaps, ought to be used instead.

may have pno
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HISTORY OF GARDEN VEGETABLES.

(Continued from page 532.)

Caterpillars. Scorpiurus sp.

A
STRANGE taste causes various species of Scorpiurus to be

included among our garden vegetables, the caterpillar-like

forms of the seed-pods being used as salad-garnishing by those

fond of practical jokes. As a vegetable their flavor is very in-

different. The species enumerated by Vilmorin are Scorpiurus

vcrmiculatus L., the common caterpillar; 5. muricatus L., the

prickly caterpillar; 5. sulcatus L., the furrowed caterpillar; and

5. subvillosus L., the hairy caterpillar. This latter species is

figured by Dodonaius in 1 6 16, and is said even then to be

sometimes grown in gardens. They are all native to Southern

Catnip. Nepeta cataria L.

It is hardly worth while to notice this plant of insignificant

use, yet still holding a place in the herb-garden, and, in France,

grown for use of the leaves as a condiment.2 In 1726, Town-

sends says it is used by some in England to give a high relish in

sauces. It is a native of Europe, and is now common through-

out Eastern America. It is mentioned among the plants of Vir-

ginia by Gronovius," as collected by Clayton preceding 1739.

Catnip (called also Nepp) has for name, in France, mentht it

chat, herbc aux chats ; in Germany, gemeines Katzcmnunzc? ^ epte ;

in Holland, kattekruid, nept ; in Denmark, katteurt, siscmbrandt;

in Sweden, kattmynta ; in Italy, gattaria ; in Spain, gatcra ;
in

Portugal, neveda dos gatos ; in Russia, koschitza mehta.6

Cauliflower. Brassica oleracea botrytis cauliflora DeC.

I am unable to recognize the cauliflower in any of the cabbage

tribe described by the ancient authors, although the perfected

condition of our present vegetable would lead us to assign to it

a great antiquity. Its not being mentioned by Ruellius (i536)>

1 Director of the New York Agricultural Experiment Station, Geneva.
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Fuchsius (i 542), Roszlin (1550), Tragus (1552), Matthiolus (1558),

and others would lead us to infer that it had not yet entered into

general European culture. According to Bauhin it is mentioned

in the French edition of Dodonaeus, 1553 or 1559. The race of

cauliflowers owe their peculiarity to a suppression of the floral

organs and an abnormal development of the pedicels of the in-

florescence. This peculiarity finds recognition in the majority

of the names applied in the various languages, as will be ob-

served in the following synonymy :

Brassica florida. Adv., 1570, 91 ; Ger., 1597, 246, fig.

B. florida botrytis. Lob., Obs., 1576, 123, cum ic.; Lob., ic,

1591,1-245.
B. cauliflora. Cam., Epit, 1586, 252, cum ic ; Matth., 1598,

367, cum ic; Dod., 1616,624, cum ic. ; Bauh., Pin., 1623, in.:

Bodaeus a Stapel, 1644, 776, cum ic
B. pompeiana, B. cypria. 'Lyte'sDod., 1586, 636.
B. pompeiana aut cypria, B. florida dodo. Lugd., 1587, ^
B. cypria'sive pompeiana, vulgocau/iflori. Cam., Hort, 1588,29.

B cauhfiora, pompeiana plinio. Bauh., Phytopin., 1596, 177.

Bradica florida. Cast., Dur., 1617, ap cum ic.

B.midtiflora.
J. Bauh., 165 1, ii. 820 cum ic. ; Chabr., 1677.

269, cum tc.

The vernacular names earliest recorded are mostly founded

upon the bloom, and may be translated flowering-cabbage. I"»

the English name used by Lyte in 1586 we have a source of

origin indicated, as Cypress coleworts. Dalechampius likewise,

in 1587, gives one French name as Chou de Cypre. Pierres

Pompes, a French author of 1694, is quoted by Phillips as say-

ing about the cauliflower, " It comes to us in Paris, by way of

Marseilles, from the isle of Cyprus, which is the only place I

know of where it seeds." Strange, indeed, it is to find, at a date

as remote as 1565, the cauliflower to be reported as abounding

at Hayti, in the New World, 1
at a date preceding nearly all our

recorded mentionings. It was, however, a well-known and care-

fully-cultivated plant in France in 161 2, if we may trust " LeK
dinier Solitaire." Ramvolf,' who travelled through the Orient in

1573-75
,
found the Caulifiore at Aleppo. In England it is figured

by Gerarde in 1597, and must have been known to Lyte in 15**
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as he gives an English name,-/«c«> cole, or Cypress colczvorts ;

but, according to Parkinson, it was rare in 1629. In 1683, Wor-

lidge praises them greatly. According to Heuze, 1 three varieties

of cauliflowers were described by Ibn-al-awan for the Nabathean

agriculture in Spain in the twelfth century.

In 1778, Mawe 2 mentions for varieties only the early and the

late, scarcely differing. In 1806, in America, McMahon3 knew

the same only, and but two varieties are named by Bridgeman*

in 1832. In France, in 1824,5 three varieties—/*' dur, le daui-dur,

and le tendre—are named, and the same in 1829.
6 In 1883, Vil-

morin? describes sixteen sorts; and Burr 8 describes ten sorts for

America in 1863.

The varieties of the cauliflower are essentially of one type,

although some are more highly improved than others; and there

are differences in size, height, and season, one kind even being

purplish in the head. The distinctions are, however, not highly

constant, and variations found in the growing serve to bridge

whatever chasms may appear; and hence we may conclude that

the varieties are but due to seminal variation carefully selected.

The names given to the cauliflower in various countries are :

in France, Choux-fleurs ; in Germany, Blumenkohl, Carfofil ; in

Flanders and Holland, bloemkool ; in Denmark, blomkaal ; in

Italy, cavol-fiore; in Spain, Coliflor ; in Portugal, Couve fior ;<>

at Constantinople, karnabiti ;
IQ in India, phool kobeeS 1

Celeriac." Apium graveolens L., var. rapaceum DeC.

This vegetable is described by Gray 1 * as a state of the common

celery in which the roOtis enlarged and eatable. It presents but

1 Heuze, Les PI. Alimen., i.p.:iv. * Mawe, Gard., 1778.

3 McMahon, Am. Gard. ¥
* Bridgeman, Young. Gar !. Ass ist., 1832.
5 L'llort. Fran., I 824.

« Noisette, Man., 1829.

' Vdmorin, Les PI. Pot., ]!SS 3 .

s Burr, Field and Gard. Veg., 1863.

144. » Forskal, FI. ^gypt.-Arab., xxix.

" Speede, Ind. Handb. of G.ird ., 1S42, 116.

Since writing the above I ha

*592» and on page 686 he speaks of the Jfium capitatum as found in the gardens

of St. Agatha, Theano, and else*

ts. He describes the bulb as being of the size of

odorous, and grateful taste. He also implies the

beginnings of an unsuccessf il cu!ture elsewhere.
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few varieties,—one with a rough root, one with a globular, smoot:

root, one with variegated leaves, and a fourth which is very mud

dwarfed. Other varieties are named, but the differences are very

unessential. In French works on gardening of 1826 and 18:9;

the white and the red, the latter described as with the bu.:

veined with red or violet, are mentioned, together with a sub-

variety with a round root

In 1536, Ruellius,2
in treating of the ache or uncultivated

smaUage, as would appear from the context, says the root t

eaten, both raw and cooked. Rauwolf, 3 who travelled it t:

East (1573-75). speaks of Eppich, whose roots are eaten as de-

cades, with salt and pepper, at Tripoli and Aleppo ; and
J.

Bauhin,* who died in 16 13, mentions a Selinum tuberosum, x
Buselini speciem, as named by Honor. Bell us, which seems to be

the first mention of the true celeriac that I find, as the earlier

references quoted may possibly refer to the root of the ordinary

sort; although I think not, for at this date the true celery had

scarcely been sufficiently developed. In 1729, Switzer^ describe: \

the plant in a book devoted to this and other novelties, but adds

that he had never seen it; and this indicates it was little koowl

in England at this date, for he adds that the gentleman, who h-

long been an importer of curious seeds, furnished him with-

supply from Alexandria. It is again named in England in ifii

1765, 7 and by succeeding writers, but is little known even at the

present time. It is described by McMahon 8 for American gar-

dens in 1806. In France and Germany it is commonly employ*

as a vegetable and as a salad. It is even cultivated in the Mau-

Celeriac, or turnip-rooted celery, is called, in France, td»
rave; in Germany, Knoll-Sellerie ; in Flanders and Holland ?

Knoll-Selderii; m Denmark, Knold-Selleri ; in Italy, sedano-ra^
in Spain, apio-nabo, apio-rabano.XQ

'Petit, Diet, ,826; Noisette, Man., 1829.
2 Ruellius, De Nat. Stirp., ,536, 708.
* Gronovius, Orient, 1755,35.
J.Bauhi„Hist., l65x,iii. pt . 2,-

ihodof P*;*;„~

s. Mill. Diet, 1807.

c, 1729, 9.

3n
-
Gard

- Kal, 1765, 30.

'

'
McMahon, Am. Gard. Ka!

tort Maur, 1837, ,58. „ Vilmorin, Les PI. Pot., 7*'
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Celery. Apium graveolens L.

I have previously given the history of celery in the American

Naturalist for July, 1886. I can add only a few references to

those therein given. " Le Jardinier Solitaire" (161 2) gives direc-

tions for the cultivation of " Celery" in France, and Mentzel 1

gives the word " Sellerrey" in Belgium, and " Sellerey oder

Aeppich" in Germany, with " Tabernaemontanus" as a reference.

Now, one edition of" Tabernaemontanus" was published in 1588,

and if this reference be correct we are able to carry the use of

the word celery into the sixteenth century. Albertus Magnus, 2

who lived in the thirteenth century, evidently speaks of the wild

plant when he calls it aquatic, but describes characters which

apply to the smallage by adding that it has a concave foot-stalk,

recumbent and white.

In China, at the present time, the name of celery is CKin ts'ai?

Chard. Beta vulgaris L.

The chard was the Beta of the ancients and of the middle ages.

The red chard was noticed by Aristotle* about 350 B.C. Theo-

phrastuss knew two kinds,—the white, called Sicula, and the

black (or dark green), the most esteemed. Dioscorides 6 also

records two kinds. Eudemus, quoted by Athenseus? (the second

century), names four,—the sessile, the white, the common, and
the dark, or swarthy. Among the Romans the chard finds fre-

quent mention, as by Columella,8 Pliny,? Palladius,
10 Apicius," etc.

In China it was noticed in writings of the seventh or eighth cen-

tury, the fourteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries;" in

Europe, by all the ancient herbalists.

The chard has no Sanscrit name. The ancient Greeks called

Mentzel, Index Nomimim, 1682, 30.

Albertus Magnus, De V eg., Jessen e d., 1867, 48

Gard. Criron., July io, 1886, 41.

es, Scaliger's e d., 1566, 69.

! Theophr;astus, Bodseus :i Stapel ed., 1644, 778.

IS58. 248-

rom Turre, Dryadum, etc., i6S 5,442.
1 Columell

)?'xix.'c."40.

25 Ijlib.xi.C. 3. etc.

.

;
iv. 9; v. 3

Bretschn<aider, Bot. Sin ; 53, 59, 79. 83.
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the species teatlion ; the Romans, beta; the Arabs, #•/£•; the
j

Nabathean, silq} Albertus Magnus,2
in the thirteenth century,

j

uses the word acelga,—the present name in Portugal and Spain.

The modern names are : French, poiree ; German, Beisi

Mangold; Flanders and Holland, snij beet ; Denmark, bladbedt;

Italy, bieta befitola ; Spain, bleda and acelga;* in China, tie,

The wild form

—

Beta maritima L.—is found in the Canary

Isles, the whole of the Mediterranean region as far as the Cas-

pian, Persia, and Babylon; perhaps even in Western India,3 a

also about the sea-coasts of Britain.6 It has been sparingly in

troduced into kitchen-gardens for use as a chard.?

The red, white, and yellow forms are named from quite ea:.-

times ; the red by Aristotle, the white and dark green by

phrastus and Dioscorides. In 1 596, Bauhin 8 names th<

the red, the white, the yellow, the beet with a broad stalk, and

the sea-beet. These forms, while the types can be yet recog-

nized, yet have changed their appearance in our cultivate

plants, a greater compactness and development being noted *

arising from the selection and cultivation which has been a

generally accorded in recent times.

Vilmorin describes for varieties the white, the Swiss, the silver,

the curled Swiss, and the Chilian chards. To this we may ^
less improved forms, such as the sea-beet.

Sea-Beet.

Beta sylvestris spontanea marina. Lob., Obs., 1576, liM
B. sylvestris maritima. Bauh., Phytopin., 1 596, 191.
Sea-Beet. Ray, Hist., 1686, i. 204.

The leaves form an excellent chard, and in Ireland are

lected from the wild plant and used for food,? and in titf

the plant is sometimes cultivated in gardens. 10 This form

been ennobled by careful culture, continued until a mar-

was obtained."

1 De Candolle, Orig. Des PI. Cult., 47.
2 Albertus Magnus, De Veg., Jessen ed., 1867, 8.

4 Gard. Chron., July 10, i8S6,4»

6 Lindley, Morton's Cyc. of Ag*

^";>m Tozctti, Hort. Trans., ,854, I47 -

. 1596, 190.
olmson, Usefnl PI. of Gt. Brit., 214. *> Lind iey> Morton's Cyc. of Ag*
,gr. Gazette, September 8, 1879, 218.
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White, or Common Beet.

White Beet. Ray, 1686, 204.
Beta cicla. L., Sp., 1774, 322.
Common White-Leaved. Mawe, 1778.
II"'/.- Leaved. McMahon, 1806, 187.
Spinach-Beet. Loudon, i860.
Poiree blonde ou commune. Vilm., 1883, 421.

This beet, a native of Sicily, near the sea-coast, as well as the

shores of Spain and Portugal, was introduced into England in

I 57°-
1

It seems closely allied to the Swiss chard.

Swiss Chard.

Beta alba ? j. Gerarde, 1 5 97, 2 5 1

.

The Sicilian Broad-Leaved Beet. Ray, 1686, 205.
White Beet. Townsend, 1726.
Chard, or <

Beef. Mawe, 1778.
Swiss, or Chard Beet. Mill. Diet., 1807.
Swiss Chard, or Silver Beet. Buist, 185 1.

Su:-er-Leaf Beet. Burr, 1863, 292.
Poiree a carde blanche. Vilm., 1 883, 42 1.

This is deemed by Ray to have been known to Gerarde (1597),
for Gerarde, in his " Herbal," indicates the sportive character of
the seed as to color, and mentions a height which is only at-

tained by this plant. He calls it "
3 . . . another sort hereof

that was brought unto me from beyonde the seas," and particu-

larly notices the great breadth of the stalk ; but the color par-

ticularly noticed is the red sort. Ray gives as a synonyme Beta
italica Parkinson, 1629 or 1640. It is quite variable in the stalks,

according to the culture received.

Silver-Leaf Beet.
Poiree blonde a carde blanche. Vil., 1883.

A lighter green form of the Swiss chard, as described by Vil-
monn, but with shorter and much broader stalk. It seems to be
a Variety within the changes which can be effected by selection
and culture, and perhaps can be referred to the Chilian type.

1
Booth, Treas. of Bot.; Loudon, Hort. ; Mcintosh, Book of the Gard., ii. 139-
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Curled Swiss Chard.

Curled-Leaf Beet. Burr, 1863, 291.

Beck's Seakalc Beet. Gard. Chron., 1865.

Poiree a carde blanche frisee. Vilm., 1 883.

Evidently a form of the Swiss, the stalks broader, the leaves

j

blistered and curled.

Chilian Beet.

This form is usually grown for ornamental purposes, for whictj

they are very efficient. The stalks are often very broad anc

twisted, and the colors very clear and distinct, the leaf puckered

and blistered as in the Curled Swiss. I n the Gardeners' ChronicX

(1844) it is said that these ornamental plants were introduced to

j

Belgium some ten or twelve years previously. " It is yellow

red, and varies in all the shades of these two colors." In I6;
1

J. Bauhin 2 speaks of two kinds of chard as novelties,—the one.

white, with broad ribs; the other, red. He also speaks of

»

yellow form, differing from the kind with a boxwood-yellow root

In 1655, Lobel3 describes a chard with yellowish stems, varied

with red. The forms now found are described by their nam*5

Crimson-Veined Brazilian, Golden-Veined Brazilian,
Scarlet-

Ribbed Chilian, Scarlet-Veined Brazilian, Yellow- Ribbed
Chili*

Red-Stalked, etc.

The modern chards are the broad-leaved ones, and all rn

be considered as variables within a type. This type ™W
considered as the one referred to by Gerarde in »S9^B
"seedes taken from that plant which was altogether of

colour and sowen, doth bring foorth plants of many and varia I

colours." Our present varieties now come true to color in &

instances, but some seed furnish an experience such as

which Gerarde records. It seems plausible that B. mantis

is the parent form of the narrow-ribbed varieties, while B. &*

is the parent of the broad-stalked forms, and, judging from**

ogy, as well as by the descriptions of the wild plant, the pro

types of all the colors, and the smooth and blistered-fo^

leaves, probably can be found in nature.

oara. enroll., 1844, 591- T Baah
3 Lobel, Stirp. Illust., 1655, 84.
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Chervil. Scandix cerefolium L.

The leaves of chervil are aromatic, and are much used in

England for seasoning and in salads. 1
It was mentioned as cul-

tivated by Columella, Pliny, and Palladius, Roman authors of

the first and third centuries. It also finds description as a culti-

vated plant in the botanies of the sixteenth century. It was in

American gardens in 1806.2 But two varieties are now in use,

—the plain-leaved and the curled,—and these are mentioned by
Petit 3 in France in 1826; and yet chervil is noted as one of the

most widely diffused and best known of all pottage plants.4

Chervil is called, in France, Cerfeuil ; in Germany, Kerbcl; in

Flanders and Holland, Kervel ; in Denmark, havekjoivel ; in

Italy, cerfoglio; in Spain, perifollo ; in Portugal, cere/olio.

Chick-Pea. C

This vegetable is a favorite with southern nations, and finds

occasional culture among the recent emigrants to the United

States, or by their descendants. While not grown on a large

scale in the United States, it forms an article of extended culture

in the Iberian peninsula,* and in India,6 Egypt, Greece, etc/ The
shape of the seed, singularly resembling a ram's head while in

an unripe state, may account for its being regarded as unclean

by the Egyptians of the time of Herodotus.8 It was in common
use in ancient Rome, and varieties are mentioned by Columella 9

and Pliny,10 the latter naming the white and the black, the Dove,
or Venus pea, and many kinds differing from each other in size.

Albertus Magnus,11 in the thirteenth century, mentions the red,

the white, and the black sorts, and this mention of colors is con-

tinued by the herbalists of the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eigh-

teenth centuries. The white chick-pea is the sort now generally

grown in France, where the dried seed find large use in soups,

untries,The red variety is now extensively grown in the : Eastern a
and the black sort is descr ibed as more irious thar

1
Vilmorin, The Veg. GarcL

, 1SS5, 192. , Am. Gard. Kal.,
3 Petit, Diet, du Jard. 1826 Les PI. Pot., 78.
5 Gasparin, Cours d'Agr., iii « Elliot, Bot. Soc. of Edinb.,
7 Unger, U. S. Pat. of Rept.

.
lS 59<

8
Pickering, Geog. Dist. of i PL.

9 Columella, lib. ix. c. 1. •° Pliny, lit

* Albertus Magnus, De Veg, Jesse,led., 1867,490.
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Under the hot climate of India the plant secretes an acid, which

the natives collect by spreading a cloth overnight on the plant I

and wringing out the dew in the morning ; this they use for f

vinegar or for forming a cooling drink.

The multitude of the vernacular names of the chick-pea, and

their distribution, indicate the presence of numerous varieties

and an extended use. The European names are, in English,

chick-pea, Egyptian pea, horse-gram, [in India] Bengal gram;
J

in France, pois chiche, garvance, cafe francais, ccseron, aaro,

ciseran, garvane, piseite, pois beat, pois blant

pois de brebis, pois gris, pois pointu, pois de Malaga
,

in Germany, Kitchererbse ; in Italy, cece ; in Spain, garbanzo%\\

in Portugal, chicaro, grao de bico ; in Greece, hrobithi.

In the extra European countries it has received, among others,

the following names : in Arabic, the green-seeded sort, the plant.

malaneh; the dry seed, homos, 1 hims,2 al-koular ;
3 in Bengal:

chala, boot, chuna-batoola? boot-kaley ;* in Egypt, homos;
2

|

!:

Hebrew, ketsech ;3 in Hindustani, but, hurbury, chenna;* *

Malay, kadala ;* in Persia, nakhuda ;* in Sanscrit, cham

sanakha, harimanthaka ;* in Tamil, cadalie? kadalai; 5 in Telegu-

senegaloo* senegalu, senaga;* in Burmah, ku-ln-bai.
6

Chickling Vetch. Lathynts sativus L.

This in many regions is rather a forage-plant than a vegetable;

but in the south and southwest parts of Europe, as in Italy a t-

Spain, and also in Turkey 8 and Indian as well as elsewhere, it*

grown for the use of the seed in soups, etc.,
10 as well as in thc

manner of green peas." It has been cultivated in Southed

Europe from a remote period, and finds mention by Columella

and Palladium According to Heuze,8
it came from Spain m

France in 1640 ; but this must refer to some variety, &
appears to have been well known to- the herbalists of the s

teenth century, as by Dodonaeus 1* in 1556, and others, ft 1

included among American vegetables by Burr in 1863.
w

1 Delile, Fl. JE&pt, illust. . Birdwood, Veg. Prod, of Bombay,

'

3 Heuze, Les PI. Alim., ii. 473. 4 Drury, Useful Pi. of Ind., '34-

s Elliot, Bot. Soc. of Ed., vii. 294. 6 Pickering, Ch. Hist., 18J.

7 Decaisne and Naudin, Man., iv. 316. 8 Hewe, Les P i. Alim., ii- 4»4-

9 Birdwood, Veg. Prod, of Bomb., 1 20. *> Bon Jardinier, 1832, °°3-

'' Noisette, Man., i860, ii. 377. » Columella, lib. ii. c. 1 1.

'3 Palladius, lib. iv. c. 6. h Dodon .- k i ,
umeni ,

i55 6 -

"r
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mentions two varieties,—the one with dun, the other with white,

seeds. This latter form was mentioned by Bauhin in 1623.

The European names are, in France, gesse cultivce, gesse

'.'
ue/ie, Untitle d'Esp • 'is breton, pois carre

;

in Germany, essbare Platterbse, weisse Platterbse, deutsehe Richer;

in Flanders, platte enut ; in Holland, pent erwt, zviken ; in Spain,

arvcji; in Spanish America, mnelas

;

x in Italy, cicerchia cichero?

In extra European languages: in Bengali, khesaree, teor'a

;

in Egypt, gilban ; in Guzerat, lang ; in Hindustani, kussoor

;

in Persian, masang ; in Sindh, matar?

Chicory. Cichorium intybus L.

The wild chicory has been used for time immemorial as a

salad-plant, and, forced in darkness, affords the highly-esteemed

vegetable in France known as barbe-de-capuchin. It has also

large-rooted varieties, and these, when treated in like manner,

form the vegetable known in Belgium as witloof.

Whether the chicory was cultivated by the ancients I think

there is reason to doubt, although they knew the wild plant and

its uses as a vegetable. It is not mentioned in the descriptive

list of garden vegetables in use in the thirteenth century, as

given by Albertus Magnus.4 Ruellius,5 in 1536, mentions two

kinds, but does not imply cultivation; nor does Fuchsius,6 in

1542, who likewise names two kinds, one of which is our dande-

lion. It is treated of by Tragus/ in 1552; Matthiolus,8 1558;
the "Adversaria," 9 1570; Lobel,10 1576; Camerarius,11 1586;

Dalechampius, 12
1587; Gerarde,13 1597; but no mention of cultiva-

tion. Although not mentioned in Lyte's translation of Dodonsus

(1586) as cultivated, yet in Dodonaeus's " Pemptades" (1616) it is

said not only to occur wild throughout all Germany, but to be

cultivated in gardens ; and this is the first mention of culture

that I note. In 1686, Ray 14 says it is sown in gardens and

occurs wild in England, and the seed occurs among seedsmen's

applies in 1726.^

Vilmorin, LeS PL Pot., 1883, 241. Birdwood, 1. c. 3 Heuze, 1. c.

Ruellius, De Nat. Stirp., 1536, 495-

Fuchsius, De Stirp., 1542, 679. Tragus, 1552, 272.

Matth., Com., 1558, 258. Pena and Lobel, Adv., 1570, 82.

Lobel, Obs., 1576, 114. 1 Camerarius, Epitome, 1586, 285.

;j

Ut
-
G«, Lugd., i S87 , 557. Gerarde, Herbal, l S97, 235-

R*y, Hist., 1686, i. 255. Townsend, Seedsman, 1726, 33.
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At the present time chicory is grown for the use of its leave;

in salads, and for its root to be used as an adulterant for coffee

The smooth, tapering root, which seems such an improved fonr.

in our modern varieties, is beautifully figured by Camerarius

1586. The common chicory grown for salads is but the wild

plant little changed, and with the divided leaves as figured by

the herbalists. The entire leaved form, with also a tendency t:

a red midrib, also occurs in nature, and may be considered V

the near prototype of the Madgeburg large- rooted, and of the

red Italian sorts. The variegated chicory, the curled-leaved

and the broad-leaved may have their prototypes found in nature

if sought for, but at present must remain unexplained. We

may remark, however, that variation in nature is of very com-

mon occurrence, and quote from Vilmorin 1 that M. Jacquiflh*

fixed from the wild sort varieties, which he has named the dl»

fine; demi-fine a feuilles jaunes ; demi-blonde, fortr>

pommce ; brune,forme de laitue pommee. These varieties are r
now, however, in gardens. The common, the spottedW
and the large-rooted were in French culture in 1826.3

Jhe chicory, or succory, is called, in France, chkh
"e, chicoree barbe de capucin ; in Germany, wilde ot

j
ie ; in Denmark, Sichorie ; in Italy, cicoria seha&

radicchio radicia; in Spain, Achicoria amarga o agreste ; in &
tugal, chicoria; in Arabic, hinduba, Shikorieh? Chikourieh ;

4 i"j

Persia, Kasnee ;* at Constantinople, korla* by the Greeks; M
Japan, kio, tsisa.6

*Sir^r ? ,

pot" i883, iox

;

The veg - Gard ' i88s
'
*"

fc «

Ml '*

l826 ' 3 Birdwood
>
Ve2- Prod

-
of B

ai et, Desc. de l'Egypt, 1735, , 2 . 5 Forskal, Fl. ^gypt.-Arab., xxx.

Thunberg, Jap., 304.

chicoree ,

bittere Cicho*
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j. s.

THE paper recently published by Prof. F. W. Putnam, under

the above title,
1

is a nice piece of archaeological and artistic

research. The complete paper is a short one, the points being

brought out by the illustrations rather than by the description in

the text, of which the following is a rather full abstract.. It is,

however, but just to say that the full series of illustrations eluci-

date the points far more completely than the few which are

reproduced here.

The evolution of the ceramic art itself is an oft-told tale,

—

first, the clay-lined basket, and, last, the potter's wheel. The

ordinary savage ornament is also well known ; but occasionally

one runs across, even in the pottery of the American aborigines,

examples where the potter has the true artistic spirit. He has

first taken a realistic representation of some familiar form, and

adapted it to the vessel in hand. In course of time, as Professor

Putnam says, as art increased power of expression, it progressed

beyond mere realism and led to the representation of an object

by certain conventional characters, without that close adherence

to nature which was at first necessary to a clear understanding

of the idea which was intended to be conveyed. Our author

was led to a study of this conventionalism by the long series of

pottery contained in the Museum of American Archaeology and

Ethnology at Cambridge, from the stone graves of the Cumber-

land Valley, in Tennessee, and the b.urial mounds of Missouri

and Arkansas. The extent of these collections can be realized

when it is said that they were derived from over six thousand of

the stone graves and almost innumerable mounds, all examined

in the most thorough and scientific manner. This study led to

an examination of the other pottery in the museum, and it was

found that a similar conventionalism was wide-spread, though not

universal, and that similar artistic results by no means implied

community of descent or even contact of the tribes.

To illustrate the points involved, we would first call attention

:

the Essex Instit
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to the three-legged kettles or tripods from the ancient graves

in Chiriqut, Panama, of which the museum possesses an ex-

tensive series, two of which are represented in Plate XXIV. It fs

well known that the primitive clay pot had a round bottom, and,

to prevent this from overturning, it was propped up on stones.

It marked a step in advance when the support was transferred to

the kettle itself by the addition of legs, as represented in the

nght-hand figure of the plate referred to. Here was a chan*

for the artist, and, realizing the adaptability of these legs to tW

reproduction of the form of a fish, he availed himself of A »»

hown in the figure at the left. On each of the feet of the latte

we see the wide and projecting mouth, the eyes,



PLATE XXIV.
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fins, and a forked tail. The place where the dorsal fin would

naturally come was cut away before baking, so as to prevent

cracking. It is noticeable that in all the specimens there is no

attempt to represent the anal fin, which normally should be on

the opposite or inner side of the leg.

In Figs. 1 to 4 four legs from similar pots are represented in

order to show the development of the conventional idea of a fish,

and especially of the dorsal fin, from a realistic representation.

It should be said that a fuller series of illustrations would make

less marked. In Fig. 1 we have a highly realistic

representation of a fish, in which mouth, eyes, pectoral fins, and

tail are well shown, while the dorsal fin is crowded to a position

in front of the eyes,—a conventional position adopted from the

necessities of those legs where the slit was in the position where
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the fin really would be. Here, too, the tail has become convei

tionalized, while the ventrals are wanting. In Fig. 2 the ventra

are shown, and the mouth, with its armature of teeth. Her

however, necessity and artistic license have stepped in, and ti

dorsal fin is now forced into the mouth itself, while the I
have disappeared. In Fig. 3, though the dorsal is more near!

in its proper place, the conventionalism has gone further, a*

only a rude mouth remains to show the fish. The s«

its extreme in Fig. 4, where all but the dorsal fin have «
peared, and yet the fact is evident, from a comparison ot •

series, that a fish was meant, though reduced to its sM*>
conventional form.
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In the series represented in Figs. 5 to 8 the conventional evo-

lution of the mouth is shown. In Fig. 1 we have the realistic

mouth, but in Fig. 5 a second, beak-like mouth has been inserted

in advance of the regular mouth, with its armature of teeth.

Behind the true mouth are deep lines cut in the clay, as if to

give emphasis to the jaws. The pectoral and ventral fins are

still of a realistic type, but the caudal is represented by a rounded

knob. In Fig. 6 the mouth is represented by a projecting mass

of clay above the opening in the foot, in which are deep lines

corresponding to those of the last figure, while the grooved

Patch on either side of the opening represents the pectoral fins.
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All other features have disappeared. In the next figure the

pointed jaw alone is retained in the mass of clay above the

opening, and in the last figure (Fig. 8) the climax of this con-

ventionalism is reached, where all that remains of the fish con-

sists in two pairs of oblique lines representing the jaws.

These prehistoric people of Chiriqui carved in stone as well

as in clay, and were remarkable for their work in copper and

gold. In all these materials similar realism and a similar devel-

opment of the conventional can be traced. Other animals, even

the human form, are thus treated ; but in the museum collections

the series of fish forms is the largest and most perfect, and hence

was selected for illustration.

In the stone graves of Tennessee a similar evolution is ob-

servable. First, we have a rudely realistic, representation of an

animal-head upon the sides of the pot; but this has resulted in

an unsymmetrical form. This was improved by the addition of

j

knobs, which mjght be called nose and tail, and afterwards by

handles. In the mean time conventionalism steps in, and the

features, which highly realistic, become represented

by six round knobs of equal size, and realis

given way to symmetry, and a common cooking-pot has become I

chaste in style as a result of a development of artistic feeling.

A somewhat similar development is traced in the ancient potter/ *

of Nicaragua, and the result is much the same. In specimens

from Arkansas the fish-like form is conventionalized upon the

pot itself, and either the head and tail or the dorsal and anal 6*

alone remain as handles. Again, the frog was similarly treated;

as were the bird, human figure, and squash. From an exaniina-

tioo of the collections in the museum it would be easy to con-

clude that the jars in the shape of a woman were evolved fro*

the squash-like form, were it not, as Professor Putnam says, that

the realistic precedes the conventional in every instance.
As was said above, this conventionalism does not occur among .

all the peoples of ancient America. In ancient Mexico, for*

stance, the higher ceramic art was symbolical rather than con-

ventional. So, too, the ancient Peruvians west of the reg**

influenced by the Aymaras, or their predecessors in the re£
oi Lake Titicaca, were lacking in conventionalism, and **
highest art was a realistic one, in which was often added*
expression of action. In the region of Lake Titicaca a***
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type of art-expression existed, which seems to show a remark-

able resemblance to those Old-World forms which reached its

culmination in the classical type of the Mediterranean peoples.

A study of these features of ceramic art enables us to draw

many interesting and important conclusions. At times, as in

the case of the reappearance of the same forms similarly treated

in the stone graves of Tennessee and the mounds of Missouri

and Arkansas, we are led to the view that they had, at least, a

point of contact. In other instances we have evidence of mi-

grations, while, again, in other cases, where both contact and

migration are out of the question, we are able to trace the de-

velopment of that innate principle of the human mind which,

among all peoples, finds its expression in ornament and art. We
see that the artistic powers of man, like the languages, were

developed in distinct centres, and from primitive forms of ex-

pression, which, of necessity, had principles in common; and

this will amply account for the reappearance of the same forms

in widely-separated regions. The early methods of ornamenta-

tion of pottery were by finger-marks, scratches, cross-lines, and

the impression of cords and fabrics, and these are found almost

the whole world over. It is only when steps in advance are

taken that the art of each nation receives its distinctive impress.

COMPARATIVE CHEMISTRY OF HIGHER AND
LOWER PLANTS/

BY HELEN C. DE S. ABBOTT.

HN coming before a popular audience to present a special sub-

^ ject like Plant Chemistry, I do so in hopes perhaps of

showing some of the less familiar sides of plant-life. The chief

idea of the remarks I am about to make is one that has not

occupied to any great extent the minds of botanists and chemists,

and if it be not true, at least, no other hypothesis has been sug-

gested than the one I will indicate to account for the chemical

compounds of the vegetable kingdom.

* Lecture delivered in the course given under the auspices of the Philosophical,

Anthropological, and Biological Societies in the United States National Museum,
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On past occasions 1
I have spoken of certain chemical c

pounds in relation to plant morphology and evolution. The

then advanced tended to show a chemical progression in pi

and a mutual dependence between chemical constituents

change of vegetable form, and in the following pages I will

this idea prominently before you.

Certain condensations of force on our planet are know

chemical bodies. By usual methods they cannot be split up

component parts, hence are denominated elements. However,
£

we have reason to believe that these so-called elements are it

reality compounds themselves, formed in the cosn

from still simpler aggregations of matter.

In mineralogy the series of chemical formations a

the result of evolution, from the more simple elements t

complex structure of the crystalline rocks. 2

The plant kingdom may be considered as a third and r

stage; it contains in its structure combinations of the el©

carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, sulphur, phosphorus, an
j.

compounds derived from the mineral world.

The essence which underlies all force and life may be trace"

through these three planes as a law of progression, little var;
•

-

in its general course, though ever giving more involved probie

for solution, according to the increasing complexity, from elemea--

and minerals to plants, and even to animals.

The line separating each of these conditions of matter is

>

distinct, " the individual of the one encroaches upon the dornio*8

of the other;" 3 as a spiral coil is of a single thread, so "natQ-

in all her manifestations constitutes a unity,"* and the rounds o

the spiral present each stage parallel, but in reality a continual
•

Analogies should not be given too much weight, but from
nu-

merous facts the above statements seem theoretically reasona

and may be provisionally accepted. The possibility of chemi *

evolution of the elements, in itself, is not only one of the rflo*

n Constituents of Plants considered in Relation to their Morphology

' Read before the Chem. Sec. of the A. A. A. S.

shed in the Botanical Gazette, vol. xi., October, r

ant Forms." Lecture delivered before the Fran!

Franklin Institute Journal.
I Physiology and Physiography. By T. Sterry lit

lemical Basis of Plant Forms. By Helen C. De £

Buffalo, t^^

Institute,
Flub*
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absorbing questions of the moment for investigation, but the

evolution of compounds from these elements and then- possible

influence upon the external forms of plants is of equal interest.

That directive force which controls the different groupings of

atoms in a molecule under the solid, liquid, or gaseous forms of

matter, manifests itself in still more complicated conditions in

each grade of the chemical compounds of living cells, and thus

from the single cell to the highest of plants is ever active.

It is not my wish to claim for plant chemistry more than the

facts at my disposal will allow; though in the past, and this

should not be overlooked, without the aid of the imagination to

penetrate the avenues of the unknown, many of* our well-estab-

lished scientific facts would still be buried from sight.

The chemical analysis of the dead plant and the study of the

chemical changes occurring in the living plant are among our

means for some of these investigations ; and much of all the

knowledge derived from each field of chemical research may be

utilized in aiding to unravel the mystery of these changes in the

vegetable cell.

In the mineral kingdom certain elements are invariably asso-

ciated with others, as nickel with cobalt ; and in plants we find

not only two or more compounds invariably present together,

—

i.<-\, tannin and starch in the tannin groups, lime and saponin in

the pink family, Caryophyllaceae, 1 resins and saponin in all of

the saponin-containing groups, and sugar and silica in the

grasses, Gramineae,—but also in certain plant groups we notice

the predominance of special compounds, and their absence in

other groups. The grouping of these compounds in definite

association must bear some relation to their respective sequence

and formation, and cannot be the result of accident. That the

cinchona plant does not manufacture the alkaloids of the poppy,

out each its own particular series of compounds, illustrates this.

I have said, elsewhere,2 " the chemical compounds of plants

do not occur at random. Each stage of growth and develop-

ment has its own particular chemistry. ... The result of ex-

periment shows that the presence of certain compounds is es-

sential to the vigor and development of all plants, and particular

l Die PBanzenstoffe, by Hilger and Husemann,p. 53*5 E- v -
Wolff

' J" rr
"

Chem -'

"• 24; Hi. 86; Wolff, Aschenanalysen, 1881, 144, 145-
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compounds to the development of certain plants." It maybt
|

inferred that "plant chemistry and morphology are related

Future investigation will demonstrate this relation."

The theory of evolution, which underlies all mineral an:

organic forms, comprises the evolution of the component parts

of the whole, and, since the structural bases of minerals and

plants are chemical compounds, their evolution must neccssufl

be included in a study of plant-life. Whether this life reveaif

itself in the perfume of sweet flowers, or in the manifold form;

of vegetation, from the simple mass of plant-jelly to the majestic

forest-tree, its dependence upon matter invokes the most eager

desire to acquaint ourselves with its various manifestations.

When matter, through chemical change, exhibits properties

of absorption/metabolism, excretion, reproduction, contractility.

automatism, and irritability, it is said to be living. In this con-

1

dition it is called protoplasm. This substance is very complaj

and of undetermined composition, though its proximate consti-

1

tution is known.1
It is always present where life, as defined, is

j

found, apparently the same in the lower as in the higher plants. \

The lowest forms of plants, plasmodia, are irregular-shaped I

masses of jelly, undifferentiated in form, function, and chemio1 1

composition. This living jelly is described "as a colloid I

albuminoid united with more or less water." 2

Plant-cells, when alive, are composed of a semi-fluid albuffij-

nous substance very like the plasmodia, closed on all sides, wit* I

a watery liquid holding salts and saccharine substances in sol* I

tion,and lying in contact with a firm elastic membrane call*

the cell-wall
; also, like it, closed on all sides, and consisting* I

cellulose, water, and inorganic matter. Some of the Mg* ^
all higher plants are congregations of these cells grouped *

tissues and organs, and their albuminoid contents are under-

going continual change; in life it is a building-up process, tW -

food being supplied from the gases, water, and inorganic
s«bj

stances of the surroundings, and elaborated in the plant's o*»
j

laboratory to meet its needs.
The vegetable kingdom does not usually claim our attest

for its intellectual attainments, although i

1 Reinke and Rodewald,
] Physiological

Min. Phys. and Physi '•; !'}'.
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tainly seem to possess greater chemical skill than a higher race

of beings exhibit in their laboratories. Some few of this higher

race are " going to take lessons" how to construct proteids and

carbo-hydrates as we are told our now automatic cousins were

once taught to do ; though man fails to consider that it may be

a lost art, and the secret has died with the plants in a " catage-

netic" decline.

All plants and their products are composed of two general

classes of compounds,—volatile and fixed. The former, on in-

cineration of the plant, is transformed into gases, leaving the

last as so-called ash-constituents.

I will very briefly refer to the sources of the substances which
go to the building of the plant structure. Green plants derive

their carbon from the carbon dioxide of the atmosphere, and
even from complex organic compounds, since Darwin 1 has

shown that insectivorous plants, by means of their modified

leaves, are able to absorb flies and other small insects.

Plants which do not contain chlorophyll, as fungi, take their

carbon from complex compounds of decaying organic matter.

Not only do all the so-called organic compounds of plants con-

tain carbon, but it is found also in the form of carbonates.2

Hydrogen is absorbed by all plants in the form of water, or

ammonia and its compounds, or in complex substances, as

mentioned above. Oxygen is taken up by plants free or in

combination in water or in salts, and there are six possible

sources of nitrogen supply; but I will not delay by going into

this subject.3

Sulphur and phosphorus are constituents of proteids, and are

derived from inorganic compounds. In addition to these the

elements essential to the nutrition and maintenance of the life

°f all plants are potassium, calcium, magnesium, iron in the case
of green plants, its absence producing the condition of etiola-

uon; and, in certain cases, chlorine. Silicon, fluorine, manga-
nese, sodium, lithium, rubidium, caesium, barium, strontium,

aluminium, zinc, copper, arsenic, titanium, iodine, and bromine
«ave also been found among the ash-ingredients of certain

Plants.

' Insectivorous Plants. * Ann. Phys. et Chim., Berthelot.

' The Economical Aspect of Agr. Chem., by H. W. Wiley, Proc. A. A. A. S.,
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These ash-ingredients are usually present in each plant-ce

in the cell-wall, imbedded in the cellulose and partly inthecoi

tents of the cell. The salts of the alkaline metals, sulphate

chlorides of magnesium and calcium, also soluble silicic aci

as in Equisctum hiemale? occur in solution in the cell-sap,ai

insoluble salts exist in the tissues of plants.

The differences in the composition of the ash of plants sho

that each plant is endowed with a specific absorbent capacit)

thus a gramineous plant 2
is able to withdraw relatively larg

quantities of silica from the soil than a leguminous plant Tl

latter can only do so to a very slight extent.

The absorbent capacities of allied species are very differet

Again, individuals of the same species yield different ash-ca

stituents, depending upon their vigor, and at different periods

growth the ash-composition varies. In a summary of expe

mental results it has been stated that 3 "similar kinds of pM

and especially the same parts of similar plants, exhibit a do

general agreement in the composition of their ashes, while pb»

which are unlike in their botanical characters are also unlike

the proportions of their fixed ingredients."
Certain marked varieties of plants appear to be peculiar

and developed by certain soils, as the violet, var. calami

and the penny cress, in zinc soils/ In the leaves of the I
plant thirteen per cent, of zinc oxide was found, and M
found manganese in the different portions of Yucca **$£
grown near Lake Valley, New Mexico.

Plants may absorb from the soil mineral matters independeB

of their use or harmfulness to the plant, but the absorption

essential inorganic constituents will depend upon their M
to the changes in the vegetable cell.
The ash-constituents of a plant increase from the roots ».

ward to the leaves, the largest percentage being found in

younger portions of the growing plant, and I have observed
^same principle on a more general scale running through

entire plant kingdom, for the largest ash-percentages are to

'

among those plants lower in the evolutionary scale, which
*o>
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correspond to the larger ash-percentage of younger, or for-

mative, parts of the growing plants. Some of these lower groups,

as the diatoms of the Algae and the vascular cryptogams,1 con-
tain enormously large ash-percentages; in the Horse-Tail,

Eqmsetum* 60 per cent, alone of silicic acid. The Lycopodium?
in addition to 14 per cent, of silicic acid, contains 27 per cent, of

alumina and 2.5 per cent, of manganese. Among comparatively
lower plants the willow andpoplar* are rich in ash-constituents;

the former 5 contains 1.53 per cent, of manganese. Members of

the sedge order .and grasses contain large quantities of silica;

the rice-hull, 98 per cent. Various species of apetalous plants

on the same evolutionary plane with these groups also contain a

large percentage of ash-constituents, as the Saiicornia, Sa/so/a,

Chenopodinm, and Atriplex, also the Sugar-Beet.
I have stated what chemical elements are essential for the life

of the lower, as well as the higher, plants; also those which may
occur in certain plants ; and I have spoken of the two general

classes of compounds of which plants are built as the volatile

and ash constituents. The four elements carbon, hydrogen,
oxygen, and nitrogen enter into the composition of the first

class of compounds, and the grouping of these elements with
each other and to the ash-elements constitute what is called

plant chemistry.

As certain chemical elements are always present in plants, so

certain changes occur and compounds are found generally, more
especially among the albuminous constituents. However, even
this statement should be restricted to saying that the first chem-
'cal reactions between these elements are probably identical at

the start, the subsequent compounds formed depending upon the

evolutionary stage.

The infinite variety of these compounds is only equalled by
the numerous genera and species of the vegetable kingdom

;

though certain compounds frequently occur, as starch, sugar,

tannin, and other bodies, correlated in special groups of plants
w»th special and distinct properties. For example, the true

1 Die Paanzensenstoffe, p. 323, W. Lange; Bil. Ver., xi. 822.
3 Ann. Chim. Phys., xi. 62, 208; Ann. Chim. Pharm., 77, 295.
3 Fluckiger, Pharmacognosie, Kamp; Ann. Chim. Pharm., 100, 300.
4 Durocher and Lalaguti, Liebig's agric. Chemie, 8 Aufl., 371.
5 E. Riechardt, Chem. pharm. Centralbl., 268, 567.
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starch of the cryptogams will be found gelatinous in Algae,

replaced in Fungi as glycogen, and only in the lowest of the

flowering plants does it occur in the simplest stratified form;

from this stage to the highest of plants, the Composite, in which

it occurs as a crystalline substance called inulin, it may be traced

from plane to plane of plant-group development in a succession

of stratification until it reaches its highest point in our most

evolved plants. So strongly marked are these varieties of starch-

forms that some investigators, notably Nageli, have proposed

this means for the identification of many plant families.

The many kinds of vegetable sugars known to chemists also

have their locations, not only during different stages of the indi-

vidual plant-growth and in different parts of the plant, as synan-

throse, 1 the especial sugar of the unripe grain of rye and wheat,

but also in certain families, some one kind of sugar will pre-

dominate in many of the individuals. The tannins of the oak,

beech, and poplar are not those of the higher plants.

At a certain stage of plant evolution, glucosides, substances

capable of splitting up and yielding, among other products,

sugar, appear. I have observed in those plants where large per-

centages of such substances are found a diminished proportion

of starch and sugar,3 or their absence, notably in soap-bark and

species of the Yucca.

The waxes, oils, camphors, resins, acids, and other classes of

vegetable compounds might be similarly cited as offering char-

acteristic properties in various plants in which they appear, but

the examples given are ample to illustrate my point, that the

chemical compounds of plants should be considered from three

sides, viz.

:

1. In their own development through many plant gr<> uP'

from a gelatinous or undifferentiated compound to a polymery

a substance of the same chemical formula having a solid or

crystalline form.

2. In their succession of changes which may be observed

during the different stages of the individual plant's growth, an

the relation of these chemical changes to other compel
present in the plant

• Ripening of Seeds, by A. Muntz, Ann. Agronom., xii. 399, *«>>^ °*
Soc, Feb. 1887, P- 173.

' TranS
- *»"• PM- Soc, Yucca angustifolia.
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3. The location as predominant of some one or associated

compounds only in certain plants on similar evolutionary planes.

These three conditions correspond to what was stated at the

beginning, that a law of universal progression may be traced

wherever matter or force exists.

Tlftre is no absolutely certain knowledge of the precise character

of the chemical changes which these plant compounds undergo,

though we have some information about them. Investigations

are being vigorously pushed in this department of plant-life, and
it may be reasonably inferred that definite facts will be obtained

on many of these subjects.

It would seem from the latest researches that the albuminous
or proteid compounds to which' life is essentially linked are

formed from a compound containing nitrogen, called an amide,
and some carbo-hydrate; its sulphur and phosphorus supply
being derived from inorganic sources. This amide is probably
asparagine or a related body. Various suggestions have been
offered to explain its formation in the plant, from the breaking
down of protoplasm to its construction from simple nitrogenous
and carbon compounds, and among the latest investigations,

1

the results show that the formation of asparagine is independent
of carbo-hydrates, and that the amide formed is not a by-product
°f the interchange of matter within the plant. The author of
these experiments considers that asparagine is formed by the
union of inorganic nitrogen compounds and malic acid within
tne Plant, the acid being derived from the carbo-hydrates.
Other nitrogenous compounds, as the alkaloids, for example,

a

J

e Prot>ably formed from the complex albuminoids, and in fungus
Plants which are especially rich in nitrogenous compounds alka-
l0lds ^e common.

It has been generally held that alkaloids with resins and some
°ther compounds occurring in plants are waste products, but

Ga'

Cann0t bC accePted as finaL The researches 2 of Selmi,

a

*Ut
?.

r
'
Etard

' Brieger, and others have broken down an imagin-

tef

dl

f
tincti°n between plants and animals which is of in-

rest m this connection. They show that the production of

K iSto***'
LandW

'
Versuch

*
Stat

-> l886
« 3 26~335; J°ur-

Chem
-
Soc" p*

7°'

DecTo !Sl°
ideS d'

oriSine Animale. Par Dr. L. Huhouneng, Paris; Chem. News,
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alkaloids is a general function common to all living cells,

whether they be Bacteria or the cells of living animals.

In the animals with their excretory functions these poisonous

substances would be readily eliminated from the system, but it

seems to me that in the absence of homologous organs in plants

these compounds might be used again for the building up of

tissue and prevent the accumulation of products detrimental to

plants, and the recent investigations of Kellner 1 on the composi-

tion of tea-leaves show that this view is not unlikely, for he

states that the non-albuminoid nitrogen is almost wholly absent

during the latter stages of growth, being found as theine;

seeds the albumen has increased, but no theine is found, thus the

author believes that positive proof is afforded that the alkaloids

are a decomposition product of albumen, and capable of ag«

forming albumen like asparagine and glutamine.
It will not be possible in this place to enter more fully

|
the details of the chemical changes going on within the pla

My time will not allow a discussion of the changes of star

into sugar, and conversely, nor a review of the many steps in

the transformation of protoplasm into the simpler products c'

cellulose, chlorophyll, and other substances ; and it may be well

to say that the ideas of physiologists in regard to these changes

are unstable, since the acquisition of new facts seems to unsettle

former opinions. But, to illustrate the revolution within the last

few years from former views held in plant chemistry, I will men-

tion that sugar is not, in all plants, a reserve or plastic body,*'1 '1

in some few (for example, the sorghum-cane 2
) it must be re-

garded rather as a waste product, and its advent in larger per-

centage after the maturity of growth marks the decay oi the

plant and attends its euthanasia.
I have desired, by entering into all of the above particulars,^

prepare for a consideration of the compounds which are form*1

by these chemical successions and occur through the plantW
dom. In treating of this subject I shall have so frequent occa-

sion to speak of the different plant families that, for a nven.cnte

1 shall use the order of evolution for flowering plants propose

by M. Edouard Heckel.a and which is represented in the table.

Botto^G^^1^4SOr8httm SaCChaiatUm
' ^

"'

3 Rcvue Sci«tifique, ij Mars, ,886.
'
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The author classes all these plants under th

divisions, from the lowest of the apetalous, 1 mono- and dicoty-

ledonous groups to their respective highest plants. These three

main columns are divided at the same point into three general

planes. On plane I are all plants of simplicity of floral elements

or parts ; for example, the black walnut with the simple flower

contained in a catkin. On plane 2 are plants of multiplicity ot

floral elements, as the many petals and stamens of the rose;

and, finally, the higher plants, as the orchids among the mono-

cotyledons, and the Compositae among the dicotyledonous plants,

come upon the third plane, or the division of condensation ot

floral parts.

These three characteristics, simplicity, multiplicity, and con-

densation of floral elements, are correspondingly repeated «

each of the three horizontal planes, and even in individual orders

in their lowest and highest plants.2 To facilitate the comprehen-

sion of this classification I have assembled a sufficient
number

of the plants themselves, so arranged as to place before you 3

living representation of this complicated diagram.

(To be concluded.)

HORNLESS RUMINANTS.

BY R. C. AULD.

THE group of mammals known as Ruminants exhibit

-* tain characters more or less dependent and highly t,

Among these is the possession of horns. The Ruminants
^

the only recent mammals provided with bony extensions o

1 Heckel's division of apetalous olants from mono- and dicotyledonous ff

artificial, the author does not feel called upon to apologize for introducing*

other classifications, arid she is indebted to him for a means of presenting

ject, which would be other* her than this she >
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frontal bones, to which may be attached, or round which may be

sheathed, horny appendages or coverings. But all of the group

do not possess these ; camels, etc., and two tribes of deer are nor-

mally hornless. And among the others, as it is our object to

show, the horns are by no means .constant, or even necessary.

In reference to their horns, Ruminants may be thus arranged:

a. Camels (including Llamas, etc.) . . . Without horns.

b. Giraffes, horns persistent. "j

c Deer (including the hornless deer), horns > Solid horns.

deciduous. )

d. Antelope, Goats, Sheep, Oxen, horns per-

sistent* . . . . . . Sheathed horns.

In reference to the particular character that is to engage

attention, the group may be divided in two divisions

:

I. Normal hornless Ruminants.
II. Special hornless Ruminants.

I. Normal Hornless Ruminants.

Camels, llamas, alpacas, guanacos, chevrotains, water, and

musk-deer are the normal hornless Ruminants, in both sexes.

All these have, however, efficient canine teeth.

II. Special Hornless Ruminants.

Under this division come all those instances, among others

than those just named, which it has been the object to investigate.

Giraffes.—Though the giraffe seems normally to be horned in

both sexes, a description of the horns is necessary. The head
is adorned with three prolongations of the bone, two of which,

* the usual place of horns, are generally described as such.

They are covered with a velvety skin similar to those of the

deciduous-horned deer at their first growth, but which does not

j^l off; and at the tip they are surmounted by strong bristly

hai *"s. In the adult the internal structure is hard and solid, but
ln the young there has been observed an appearance of a cellular

centre, nourished by vessels. The third protuberance is in the

centre of the skull, and appears as a rounded knob, and is of a

^

ery spongy texture {Jardini). Both sexes are born with the

orri of a certain distinct development; they are persistent
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throughout life. I have not discovered any instances of t

absence of these peculiar horns. But their structure in th

earlier stages seems somewhat similar to some developments

Deer.—In deer the horns- are solid. They have a pecol

manner of growth familiar to most. After the third year.wl

their horns are named "antlers," they are annually shed a

annually reproduced in a more and more complex manner

they attain their limit of " royalty" and maturity. This proce

as will soon appear, it is of the utmost interest to notice,

may be termed the individual-life development, and this KBj

be of importance to compare with the species-life developn*

With a single exception of the Arctic reindeer, all female d

are normally hornless. The exception in this case must pn

of advantage to the female of this species. It may enable 1

by the shovel-like processes that overhang the brow, to proc

access to food in her snow-bound home. Abortive or rudiffl

tary horns occasionally appear in female deer. The male Jg

frequently without them.

Lord Walsingham and Sir Ralph Payne-Gallway, Bart, in th*

book on " Shooting" (Badminton Library) give some interesting

notes on Deer by Lord Lovat, who says, " Sometimes stags rf
rf

no horns. These are called humle stags. If naturally s<V

otherwise perfect, they will thrash any other stags of their a*

or even considerably greater weight. We have known sever*

of them undisputed masters of large herds."
The late Mr. Horatio Ross, the famous sportsman of V

Wyvis, Inverness-shire, Scotland, shot a hornless stag i fl

autumn of 1880. Mr. Ross then wrote : " When I tell you

I never before saw a similar stag dead, you see that it
must-

rare specimen. It is a ' hummelled' * stag. I have frequent

this great forest seen hummelled stags,—that is, full-grown s

without horns. I once shot a stag of that description at V

mark. The stag killed the other day is a splendid animal, w«g

mg 16 stones, perfectly clean."
In a note in the - Naturalist" department of The ft

I made reference to one of the hornless stags of Ben Wy^a

to that note Mr. Edward Ross, son of the gentleman just*

tioned, writes thus, March 1, from The Rounds, Wimbledon-
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"Allow me to say that hornless or ' hummel' stags, as they

are termed in the Highlands, although seldom shot, are not quite

so rare as is often supposed. When a herd of stags is found the

telescopes of the sportsmen are usually directed towards those

with the finest horns, and thus the ' hummels' are apt to escape

notice in the crowd ; but whenever a herd of several hundred

stags is collected together, it will be found, oftener than not, if

carefully examined with the^ glass, to contain one or more 'hum-

mels.' The stag whose head your correspondent refers to was

shot by me six years ago in Ben Wyvis Forest, Ross-shire,

where it had been known for several years. At the time I shot

it it was in company with about three hundred and fifty other

stags, among which I observed two other ' hummels' younger

than the one which I killed.
" In point of size and condition, these stags are in no respect

inferior to their horned brethren. The stag referred to weighed

over sixteen stones, and I recollect seeing another, shot by the

Duke of Westminster in the Reay Forest, Sutherlandshire, which

also exceeded sixteen stones weight, both of these being weighed

'clean,'—that is, without heart, liver, or entrails.

"Strange as it may seem, a full-grown ' hummel' is sometimes

very formidable in fight. I have seen one during the rutting

season in possession of a large herd of hinds, who succeeded in

driving off all his horned rivals.

"Although devoid of horns, the heads of those which I have

seen have had slight excrescences, concealed by hair and covered

with skin, at the top of the head where the horns ought to have

grown. I have never examined the bare skull of one of these

deer, but the excrescences which I have noticed have not had
either the size or the shape of the stump of bone attached to

the skull from which horns grow, and have had no appearance
of ever having borne horns. I have never doubted, nor heard it

questioned by others experienced in Highland deer-forests, that

these stags are hornless from their birth.
"

' Haviers,' as stags which have been altered when calves are

termed, have no horns, as is well known, and in the early part

°f the season these, seen through the glass, might be mistak n

for 'hummels'; but as the season advances the necks of the latter

swell, and (except in the matter of horns) they assume all the

characteristics, both in appearance and behavior, of ordinary
stags, and are thus easily distinguished from ' haviers.'

"

H. von Nathusius, Altaldensleben, province of Saxony, sup-

plies the following interesting notes :

_ "Hornless stags are of no rare occurrence in some parts of

Germany.
I know of their occurrence in a wild state in the

narz Mountains and in the royal deer-forests of the Gorde in
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the province of Hanover, and Letzlingen in this neighborhood

(province of Saxony). They are called by the people ' buffet,'

' flattkopfe' (flatheads), ! hermits,' and perhaps by other popular

names. The last name is derived from the former opinion that

they are not fertile, although it is beyond doubt that they are so,

and produce a large percentage of hornless progeny. They art

killed wherever they are met with in well-preserved forest-.:.

therefore are now scarce. The cause of this defect is attributal

to insufficient food and close inbreeding. The Gorde and Lett;

lingen are fenced with timber, mostly fire-wood. So f

know them from my own experience, these hornless deer are

very massive, but not high on the leg, and, as they an

persecuted, they are seldom full grown. I shot one at

battue in the forest of Letzlingen on November 13, 1874- H{

was rising three years, judging by the teeth, but badly
and very poor in venison ; he had evidently been rutting, and

from the big neck and mane, could not be mistaken for a hirrd.

though there was but a very small protuberance on the head

I preserved the skull. The ' Hornzapfen*—i.e., the bony excres-

cence on which the horns had to grow—in this case f
whflv

pierced the skin, but were covered by hair. This varies,

J

ever, in hornless stags. I have another skull where the 'M
zapten were entirely covered by the skin; and it is no rare

urrence to find an undeveloped formation of horn on the d

the base or Rosenstock, as it is technically termed,"

top reaching through the skin, out covercu •»- „

Such skulls from the Harz are in the possession of J>

Gussert and Herr von Asseburg. The man who perhaps *n(
!V

uch skulls from the Ha~™ and Herr von Asseburg. 1
most about hornless stags is the K6niglicher Forster P**
^orsthaus Rothen, Gorde, province of Hanover.
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Hornless Rut T55

"In the / published in Leipzig, October 2,

1886, there is a head of a hornless stag (Fig. i) and a fight be-

tween a horned and a hornless stag, drawn from life by Beck-

mann, an artist who often contributes sporting .sketches to the

English illustrated papers. This picture confirms the opinion

that hornless stags hold their own against antlered ones. It is

perhaps of interest that at Letzlingen, where some thousand

fallow deer are kept, together with some hundred red deer,

hornless bucks never occur among the former."

One of these skulls

I Cambridge.

1 the Museum of the University

' Since the above was written," Herr von Nathusius writes me,

"I have got notice of a hornless roebuck (Cervus capreolus) that

had been shot some years ago in this neighborhood. I enclose a

sketch" (Fig. 2). The following notes are from Ludwig Beckman

:

" Having long been familiar with hornless stags as annual vis-

**s to the G6hrde Forest, perhaps the following notes on the

Object may be of interest:
in the German sporting literature both hornless and single-

jorned stags are mentioned since the seventeenth century. The
former were regarded as unfertile, and called < monks' ;

the latter

e known as 'murderers,' because they were suspected to be
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dangerous to the normally horned stags in fighting. Ir

the deer-forests were they found in any number, but i

here and there singly, seldom leaving any progeny, as t

generally soon .destroyed. In Behlen's Forst und Jagdzcibq

for the year 1831 there is the following notice: ' Remarkabl:

stags in Gohrde.—There have been observed of late years stag!

with only one horn. The keepers and foresters assert that thes

single horns are shed annually, and that the animals shown

signs of infirmity.' In the same year (1831) a hornless stag was

killed in another forest (Evensen) near' Hanover, which had evi-

dently been rutting hard. In July, 1832, a hornless stag, weigh-

ing nearly two hundred kilogrammes, was killed in the skoT*
of Graf Bernstorf, Gartow. This stag was first observed

rutting season 1829, with a herd of fifteen to eighteen

chasing the horned stags by striking at them with the fore-legs

In 1850 I found skulls of single-horned stags in several collec-

tions at Hanover, and heard from the royal foresters that there

were more in G6hrde, and that this variety would be preserve:

Subsequently the destruction of the hornless stags at Gohrc*

was often contemplated, but, to my knowledge, was never ears-

estly carried out, for it was evident that the experimer
not be of much use. Hornless stags are often regarded as a pe-

culiar variety, but then so are stags with only one horn,—m»a

there are so many individual variations of this kind, that it

impossible to draw a line between stags with and without hor

in places where hornless stags have long existed. .

" In the Gohrde Forest, where neither ' flat-heads,' or hornws

stags, nor single-horned stags, are rare, I found, in 1883,^the forty-five stags killed at the royal battue, perhaps five or-

warrantable stags, with fully-developed horns; twenty-five micw

sized and small, but with rather regularly-shaped horns; onem
stag with only one fully-developed antler on one side and a sW

boss 1 on the other side; some heads with an antler only ^
developed, and one boss projecting, more or less, thrc

skin of the forehead. Then followed two perfect hornless MS
with bosses, but, of course, covered entirely with skin, ff?
other deer killed that day were several young stags with.U

slender horns of a white color, resembling bleached horse-*

( switch-horns'), while others were bent and twisted like ctf

screws. The difference between the undeveloped bosses

hornless stag, like Fig. 3, and that of a warrantable stag,

well-developed horns, may easily be seen by comparing *%
with Fig. 4 the latter having been sketched after the^shedding of the horns. Some hornless stags have only^

„ru;~u * visible until the sn

1 German, Hornzapfen or Rosenstac
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" The bosses of a flat-head, or hornless stag, never produce or

bear horns. These flat-heads, as well as the single-horned stags,

are nevertheless fertile, their necks swelling, as usual, towards
the rutting season, when they are roaring and fighting with the
horned stags. They attack a rival by raising themselves on their

hind-legs and striking at them with the fore-legs. Generally the
horned stag adopts the same mode of fighting, without 1

more dangerous weapons, the horns have often observed.

have been told by foresters and keepers that they have
sometimes seen hornless stags fighting with antlered rivals fore-
head to forehead; and Oberforster Wallmann, in Gohrde, once

hornless stag in this way pressing and driving away a
" hinds. I can only explain this by the

stags are often superior in bulk and weight to

of horns in male deer is certainly not

horned rival from alot of ]

fact that hornle:

The

hundred to six hundred deer
ve thousand hectares, and where the fences have openings

leinsprunge), so that the wild deer may enter at any time, no
ucn inbreeding takes place. It is well known in that district
™at in former times wild stags came during the rutting season
eyen from Mecklenburg, across the Elbe. In the royal forest

T*J
SPrinSe » in Hanover, which is surrounded by high walls,

and where the deer have been breeding in and in for forty years,
"e stags have nevertheless well-developed horns, and Oberf6rster

hl
SS\°( SPrinSe . told me that not a single hornless stag had

bCen °bserved during all that time."

The musk-deer, smaller than the roebuck, differ from the

fneral character of deer in having no horns in either sex. " To

si°e

m
rnsate the want ° f horns"

the maies have two ,ong and

tat
°anine teeth

'
vvhich ProJect from the jaw like elephants'

in

S
'
only ^at they curve inwards. In this tribe the canines,

" ead of be»ng arrested in their embryo stage, as in the other

(^
m
7

°n Ruminants, gain full development. The musk-deer
*

fl*«w moschiferus) are natives of Thibet and Nepaul.
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The water-deer {Hydropotes inermis) is a singular deer with-

out horns, and with large projecting canine teeth. It is found in

China in the low meadows and scrubs bordering the rivers, and

is remarkable for its excessive fertility, the female being said to

produce six or seven young at a birth.

" In the large riverine islands of the Yangtsze, above Chin-

kiang," Mr. Swinhoe tells us, " these animals occur in larg-

numbers, living among the tall rushes that are there grown fo

thatching and other purposes. The rushes are cut down in th

spring ; and the deer then swim away to the main shore and I

tire to the cover of the hills.

" In autumn, after the floods, when the rushes are again grown,

they return with their young, and stay the winter through.

They are said to feed on the rush-sprouts and coarse grasses,

and they doubtless often finish off with a dessert from the sweet-

potatoes, cabbages, etc., which the villagers cultivate on the

islands during winter.
" Fortunately for the deer, the Chinese have an extraordinary

dislike for their flesh. They are therefore only killed for the

European markets, and sold at a low price. The venison is

coarse and without much taste, but is considered tolerable:

tor

want of better; it is the only venison procurable in Shanghai.

Specimens of the latter are to be seen in the Zoological Soci-

ety's Garden, London.
Passing from living to extinct forms of deer, there has to be

noted the discovery of polled or hornless skulls of the extinu

Irish elk. But some much more remarkable discoveries ha
1"

been made in the history of the species-life or development.

is found that the horn-development, in complexity, is
exactly

parallel to that seen in the development of horns in the individual

of to-day. Professor Boyd-Dawkins ' states that in the lo*r

meiocene "no member of the family is possessed of antlers.

They are hornless,—polled. In the mid-meiocene strata ^
fessor Gaudry notes small branching erect antlers

persist'

throughout life, and characterized by the absence of a bi

This is considered by Professor Leidy as a form intermedi

between the antlers of deer and the horns of the antelope-

may fairly claim to be the most rudimentary form of antler

longing to a type no longer represented. The true starting-p
'

of the antlered deer of the post-meiocene age is
presented *

the simple forked crown of the C. dicroceros of the mid

1 Early Man in Britain.
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cene. The cervine antler of the upper meiocene becomes more

complex, but is still small and erect, like that of the roe. In the

pleiocene it becomes longer and longer, and altogether more
complex and differentiated, some forms, such as the C. dicranios,

being the most complicated known either in the living or fossil

state. These successive changes are analogous to those which

are to be observed in the development of the living deer,—which

begins with a single point, and increases the number of tines till

the limit is reached. It is obvious from the progressive diminu-

tion in size, and complexity of the antlers in tracing them back

from the pleiocene into the mid-meiocene of Europe, that in the

latter period we are approaching the zero of antler development.

In the lower meiocene Professor Boyd-Dawkins has failed to

meet with evidence that the deer possessed any antlers.

Thus in deer the polled head was the condition of the family

during its embryo age of development, as it is in the living in-

dividual to-day. This was during the upper eocene period,

"when generalized or ancestral forms of deer and antelope" were

universally of the hornless type, whose associates were, also,

tuskless Suidae and hornless Rhinoceri.
Antelopes.—The indications, as just pointed out, of the earliest

forms of antelopes are that in such stage they were unpossessed
°f horns. Darwin notes that, " with the antelopes a graduated
senes can be formed, beginning with the species the females
of which are completely destitute of horns, passing to those
having small rudimentary to those which have fairly well-

developed horns, to those in which they are of equal size in both
sexes."

7

A form between the deciduous solid-horned and the non-
^ciduous hollow-horned has been pointed out by Professor

The position from which the horns spring is a chief point to
?°k ln antelopes, as also that the bony nuclei of the horns are

a

ard and s°lid, while in the other Ruminants to be noticed they
re cellular and communicate with the frontal sinuses.

would be interesting to make an anatomical comparison-

t^en the h°ms of the giraffes, the rosenstock of hornless deer,

dim
°rn

"Stock of antelopes, and the subcutaneous osseous ru-
ent sometimes felt in hornless cattle, but space does not
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Goats.—Goats, which have been domesticated from the earli

mes, occur hornless in both sexes. Jardine's descriptor

arely wanting

domesticated races occasionally absent in both." Descnb

everal species of " common goat,
1 As among

sheep, we have also a breed, white, and without horns, and here

the distinction of the two forms is very close indeed, anc

scarcely to be distinguished, except by the hairy fleece and in-

dication of a beard." He also describes and figures "twomor

grotesque-looking goats, which have been generally placed 8

varieties of the domestic breeds, and are represented on the K»

plate, taken also from the figures of Fred. Cuvier. They are 1 1

Nepaul goat and the goat of Upper Egypt. These two antflW

would almost seem not to be varieties, but distinct spec*

though, perhaps, there is not so much difference as

some of the races of dogs; and this is one of thos

natural history which is extremely difficult to prove, even

the most extensive menageries and most favorab

The most marked character in the black figure, the i P

goat, is its high and slender figure. The arched

nose, occasioned by the convexity of the nasal bo-

long and pendulous ears, generally of a white color, o r*"

than the tint of the body. The other figure on t

goat of Upper Egypt, is generally of a brown col

high, and somewhat of the form of the Nepaul goa

longer and more shaggy, the bones of the nose very much ^

and the appearance of the chin and face, with the

the teeth, putting one in mind of the pugs amor,

ears are also ample and pendent ; from the neck there

hanging two fleshy tubercles, an accessory which is als0 ~

f
,

times seen in some breeds of sheep. In the female, the ii

always very pendent, sometimes almost touching the gr

The figures in the plate are both hornless.

Professor Low 1 says of the domestic goats, " -
horns disappear in one or both sexes; and in certain ca>

become polycerate." Extending over the varied surface o

dostan, the goats assume a prodigious diversity of color,
^

and form. Sometimes they have horns, and sometimes ^

destitute of horns. The Syrian goat, though so called,

'Domesticated Animals of Britain.
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confined to Syria, but extended, by the countries of the Euphrates,

into Arabia, and, with some slight change of characters, into

Upper Egypt and Nubia. This kind of goat was known to the

ancients, who mention it by the name of the Syrian, and some-

times by the Damascus goat. It is generally without horns. In

Nepaul a beautiful goat is domesticated, which so much resem-

bles the Syrian that both appear to be derived from a common

stock.

Figuier states that of the common goat (C hircus) "there is

a subvariety without horns," and that the Syrian goat, pendulous-

eared, is more frequently without horns than the common goat

The writer of the article on Goats in the " Encyclopaedia Brit-

annica" (ninth edition), noticing the Maltese hornless variety, re-

marks, " but the absence of these appendages is likely a freak

of nature and not the peculiar character of a particular species."

Mr. Henry Stephen Holmes Pegler, Secretary of the British

Goat Society, in his well-known work, " The Book of the Goat"

(1885), says,—

"A French writer, on the authority of an 'Encyclopaedia of

Natural History,' classifies the varieties into four distinct groups:

I. Goats with short prick ears, as the common goat, the hornless

goat, and the dwarf goat of Guinea. 2. Goats with long, wide,

pendulous ears, as the Syrian and Nubian, or Egyptian 3.

Goats with drooping ears and curly woolly coat, represented by

the Angora. 4. Those having semi-pendulous ears and a downy
undergrowth of wool, as the Cashmere. ... As regards horn-

less goats, which this author places among the prick-eared

varieties, it is a question whether there exists a br©
horns which may be relied on to reproduce that pecul: 1

out deviation. I am inclined to share the opinion of Professor

^imonds, late Principal of the Royal Veterinary College, that

there is no hornless race, but that the absence of the corneous

appendages is purely a freak of nature apparent in all breeds,

though doubtless in some more than in others, according to the

fancy of a people for encouraging and perpetuating the peculi-

ar'ty. At the same time, there can be no doubt but that by a

careful selection, and breeding always from polled goats a strain

could be established which would produce, with tolerable cer-

J^nty, hornless stock. The French writer referred to says,

/he goat without horns appears to have a rather ancient origin,

™ the modifications which characterize it are deeply rooted.

**« know in other respects but little concerning this pretty

?t??
U? Whose most esteemed quality consists in the value of

lts fl«h, which possesses but little odor, and is very good eating,
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being often mistaken for mutton.' He then concludes by saying,

' The hornless goat is of Spanish origin.' Now the country

where hornless goats are most common is Malta, and the close

proximity of that island to Spain would lead to the inference

that the Maltese is the kind here alluded to, especially as it I

not mentioned elsewhere in the work. If this be so, however

the grouping is certainly at fault, seeing that the Maltese goa

has decidedly pendulous ears, and cannot, therefore, be placed I

the same category as the prick-eared varieties." (Pp. 18-21.)

He, on pp. 27, 28, describes " The Maltese goat" thus

:

" If a really hornless breed of goats exists, it is the Maltese,

there being more polled specimens among this variety, 1 be-

lieve, than any other. The greater proportion, indeed, are of

the hornless type, and white or grayish-white in color,

brown or black spots. It is long-haired, of rather large size,

with a long neck and head, the facial line being nearly straight

The ears are of considerable length and width, and as pendulous

as those of a double-lopped rabbit. All the goats of this breed

that I have kept myself, or seen, were thin, bony creatures, with

very flat sides."

But all are unanimous in placing this variety foremost among

milkers,—an important point to note.

On pp. 101-3, under the heading "Importance of Pedigree,

he gives an analysis of a pedigree which he says he selected "a*

showing how, whilst most of the ancestors are hornless, a hornec

goat is produced."

In a paper by the same author in The Live-Stock Jourd

Almanac (1887), in referring again to the importance of the

Record he says,

—

"A perusal, of this volume clearly demonstrates also what
Jhave often stated, that the hornless, short-haired goats are far

the most popular, and pay the best to breed. . . . Of col. - .

am aware, and admit, that there are also many equally g^
an.mals among horned goats. But hornless stock are unqu*

tionably more in demand. Long-haired goats, on th
with their correspondingly long and dangerous horns, are nev

popular, and very few indeed are now seen, as they are n<*

taking in appearance."

The British Dairymen's Association at their annual
exhibition

in London, has four classes for the reception of hornless varied

of goats.

Varo and Columella inform us that in their times the Ro^ai
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dishorned (as is now such a common practice in the Western

States of America, among cattle) their goats and sheep of certain

kinds. This would indicate that they were acquainted with the

useful properties of hornless races of these Ruminants, which we,

indeed, know to be the fact with the latter.

Sheep.—Generally considered sheep are described as having
" horns common to both sexes, sometimes wanting in the females."

The domestic breeds are, however, mostly polled.

Aristotle (4, xxvii.) states that in Libya the horned rams are

born at once with horns, and not the males only, as Homer says,

but all the rest also. In part of Scythia, near the Pontus, the

contrary is the case, for they are born without horns.

Jardine figures a peculiar breed of Persian sheep. It is polled,

with black head, ears, and neck, the rest of the body white : has

pendulous ears and arched profile, stands somewhat high, and
has short, crisp wool. It seems to resemble the breed of African

and Ethiopian sheep. It also appears to spread itself into many
varieties,—the Morocco breed, the Congo breed (covered with

very loose wool instead of hair, with two wattles beneath the

throat), the Guinea breed, and the Angora races (which have
finer wool).

He also mentions the hornless Mysore as the most beautiful

Indian breed. In Russian Tartary are polled, lop-eared, Roman-
nosed sheep.

Prof. Youatt says (" Sheep"),—

The primitive breed was certainly horned? and those horns
were of considerable size. . . . The polled sheep were probably
an accidental variety, and when first occurring, cultivated partly
'or their singularity, and more for their utility, whether with
Terence to the additional closeness or folding of which they
ere capable, or the fewer accidents that were likely to occur,

to' TSt a11
'
fr°m the suPPOsed docility and quietness of those

whom nature had not given these weapons of offence, and of
£e use of which all animals soon become too conscious. There

not, however, a polledtreed of the present day in which lambs

ofth
°
u
ccasional ly dropped with the rudiments of horns; some

tachS! °/ns §row to their fu!1 size
>
and others are curiously

at~

iea to the skin alone, and either hang loosely down or drop off'

The first two figures he gives are (1) that which is common in

e north and south of Asia, prevailing more than any other in

' PaSe 363 he says "probably" instead of «' cettaitify."
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Palestine, interior and north of Russia, and of which the Tur-

coman Kalmuck flocks, etc., principally are composed. It Is fa:

rumped and horned. The second cut (2), representing a ram of

the Primitive Sheep, is that of the " fat-rumped polled sheep

prevailing in Persia." It is the same as mentioned by Jardint

Youatt discusses whether this breed,—the fat-rumped,—which

mostly prevails in Palestine, is the same with that of which the

sacred historians speak ? He shows that the patriarchal breai

was the sheep whose fat was principally deposited, not in the tail

but on the rump, or in those parts immediately connected there-

with. The Persian polled sheep was the more beautiful speci-

men of the primitive fat-rumped breed.
" The level back and belly," says Youatt, " the rounded carcass.

and the light small leg would induce the easy belief that from

such animal our own down and mountain sheep might have

originally sprung." This is a view similar to the opinion as

to the Zebu being the ancestor of our domestic races I

cattle.

In -describing the Egyptian, Ethiopian, and Abyssinian fit-

tailed sheep, he says in Nether Ethiopia the fat-rumped variety

begins again to be found of rather smaller size than the 3

The smaller sheep, resembling, and, except in size, identic

the Persian or primitive breed, is more prevalent. The 4
on p. 23 (the polled fat-rumped Persian) represents th«

Abyssinian, but of a somewhat larger size.
Many of the sheep of East India, and particularly the My**'

closely resemble the Persian. They are without horns.

Professor Low says the polled Persian is found in Arabia, «*

countries of Euphrates, into Persia, whence it has been some

times erroneously termed the Persian breed, though innodegi*

proper to Persia. They are found in Madagascar and along *
southeastern coast of Africa, Abyssinia, and the countries

the Red Sea.

Youatt, in a note, mentions "a broad-tailed polled b^
ram at present in the Zoological Gardens, Regent's Pa*- 1*

has floored most of his keepers, and is master over every -sb*?

and beast in the place." This is of interest. ,Columella has recorded his preference for the " hornless
bree

of sheep.

Early English writers record their preference for the P°
1!ed
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varieties of sheep,—Markham, Sir Anthony Fitzherbert, Barnaby

Googe, and W. Ellis.

Pennant divides sheep into two classes: (1) Ovis anglica—the

Hornless, and (2) Ovis polyceras—the Many-Horned.

Gilbert White, writing from Ringmer, near Lewes, December

9. '773i to Thomas Pennant, has the following on hornless sheep :

"One thing is very remarkable as to the sheep; from the

westward till you get to the river Adur all the flocks have horns,

and smooth white faces, and white legs, and a hornless sheep is

rarely to be seen ; but as soon as you pass that river eastward,
and mount Beeding Hill, all the flocks at once become hornless,

or, as they call them, poll-sheep ; and have, moreover, black
faces with a white tuft of wool on their foreheads, and speckled
and spotted legs, so that you would think that the flocks of

Laban were pasturing on one side of the stream, and the varie-

gated breed of his son-in-law Jacob were cantoned along on the

other. And this diversity holds good respectively on each side
from the valley of Bramber and Beeding to the eastward, and
westward all the length of the downs. If you talk with the
shepherds on this subject, they tell you that the case has been
torn time immemorial, and smile at your simplicity if you ask
them whether the situation of these two different breeds might
not be reversed. However, an intelligent friend of mine near
Chichester is determined to try the experiment; and has this

autumn, at the hazard of being laughed at, introduced a parcel

TK uf
k"faced hornless rams among his horned western ewes,

w ,
,,

k "faced poll-sheep have the shortest legs and the finest

John Lawrence, in 1805, gives a concise "Description of

ntish Sheep," of which he enumerates eighteen polled races

and some foreign races, as Dutch and Danish, which seemed to be
varieties of the Spanish (Merino). Mr. Arthur Young, the cele-

(

Dra*ed author of "The Annals of Agriculture," wrote that

wh 'le in Spain I examined the sheep attentively. They are in

S^eral polled, but some had horns," etc.

Professor Boyd-Dawkins states, "The hornless breeds of

* eeP date back in our country from the days of the Romans,

r

lnce the hornless skulls have been found associated with Roman
«nams in London." And "from the analogy of cattle it is

\Vm!
that they Were derived from a horned race

'

such as the
elsh °r old Irish or Exmoor breeds. Nevertheless the horned

a

"*°re abundant in the Roman refuse-heaps than the hornless,
n ln those days was the dominant breed."
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H. von Nathusius writes me from Saxony

:

" In Germany there are some polled sheep, particularly of t\

large, short-tailed, marsh breeds, that now mostly have bee:

crossed with the long-woolled English. There are few 0:
'

aboriginal ovine tribes left untouched by Merino blood. Amor.;

the Merinos there is no regularity at all concerning horns. There I

are breeds in which almost all the ewes have small horns, ar

others, particularly in France, where even the rams are devc

of them. They have given them premiums, indeed, limited to I

hornless rams only. I some time ago bred a small flock 0(1 I

cross between hornless French Mauchamp Merino 1 rams and 1

Lincoln sheep from Lady Pigot's flock, and, strangely enough,* I

large percentage of the rams and an occasional ewe came witt

"In the collection of the University of Halle there is a very

J
interesting suite of ovine skulls, beginning with such of the mo*

strongly-developed horns, and consequently ' Hornzapfen,' dot* I

to the hornless tribes, where there are not any rudiments of

«

bony excrescence left, and finishing with skulls of the IteWj

Bergomask sheep, the largest breed in Europe, in which botn 1

sexes are always hornless, and in which you sometii

the place where the ' Hornzapfen' appear in horned sheep.

depression in the bone."

In 1863 the French government introduced some of the U'.v

Ong ti, or Chinese prolific sheep. The consignment

into three lots, one of which was sent to the Jardin d'Acclij^

tion, where they have increased enormously. They weigh"

well, as high as one hundred and fifty-four pounds

;

of good quality. The wool is of mother-of-pearl b

of common quality. The head, which is very small, is cov--

with short, close, and shining hair. The animal has no ;-•
"

but what gives the greatest peculiarity to the sheep is, that*

have no ears. The legs are long and hairless; the body sho-

the chest expansive, and loin good ; the tail is short and
^

on itself in a crease of the skin that encloses a fat of vetf

quality. The distinguishing trait of the race is its

producing from two to five twice a year. Two only are ge"e

raised, though the mothers are excellent milkers.

1 The male (hornless) of this breed is figured by L. Figuier.
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In most university work study and instruction naturally cease

with the beginning of the long summer vacation. The broiling

suns of July and August are not conducive to the study of Greek-

roots, or problems connected with the fourth dimension of space.

With biological studies the summer is most important, for then

is the time when the student, relieved from all other duties, can

carry on uninterruptedly a course of study and investigation

which supplements in an admirable manner the lectures, dissec-

tions, and demonstrations of the college year. As our colleges

and universities are situated, it is extremely difficult to give the

students, in term-time, any adequate idea of marine forms and

their wonderful development,—points which are of great impor-

tance in a broad and well-balanced biological education. It is

the recognition of this fact which has led to the establishment of

marine laboratories along the eastern coast of the United States.

In them are learned facts which could be obtained in no other

The importance of these laboratories or stations is recognized
by every biologiet, for in them a large part of the biological in-

struction is given, and in them a large portion of the original

lnvestigation is carried on. It is only a few years since there

*ere none of these regularly established stations. Then the

student went to some favorable spot, hired a building or a room
0n the sn°re, and conducted his researches with the most prim-
ltlVe aPParatus, and under the most discouraging circumstances.
n later years there have been various stations established, more
0r less permanently, and to these students have flocked from all

Parts of th« Union. To show their importance no better ex-

J

mple can be taken than the summer laboratory of Johns Hop-
«B University. This dates almost to the first year of the insti-

'on which supports it. It has constantly been conducted by

,

r
'
W

- K- Brooks at various points along the coast from the

°*s of the Chesapeake to the West Indies. The results it

hat

aCC°mPlished can be seen by the various publications that
Ve Pr°ceeded from it, and the positions now occupied by those
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who have availed themselves of the facilities it affords, h

amount and character of its biological work the Johns Hopkins

University has but few rivals in America, and it is safe to s

that at least half of its prominence and prestige in this respf

is due to the work done in its marine laboratory.

There is ample evidence that there is an increasing realization

of the importance of these summer schools in connection \

"

university instruction. Anything which should tend to I

the present number would be deplorable. There should be rr

of them, and more money for their support. Not all institution;

have the wealth or have trustees with the breadth of viei

sary for the establishment of such stations; and yet sir

cilities should be enjoyed by all. In such cases the deficient

should be met either by co-operation or by hiring tables at some

established laboratory. As it now is, except the Johns HfljP

Laboratory and that of the United States Fish Commission, a

of these stations are supported by individual efforts. The brut

however, cannot be far distant when there will be more of these

laboratories which will bear an intimate relationship to our col-

leges and universities. When that time comes biological ii

tion will be of a higher character, and the biological s<

will take a higher rank in the public estimation than they&

RECENT LITERATURE.

Review of Dr. H. Rink's Paper on the East
—The following article is based on a consideration of thei

^
esting conclusions deduced by Dr. Rink in his admirable p r

on the East Greenlanders.
s
#i

The first subject to be considered is the conclusion expr

concerning the original home of the Eskimo. < .

n
That Dr. Rink finds evidence tending to confirm I

esis that Alaska is the scene of their origin, and -

statement in the fact that the Eskimo are not strict!;

the littoral portions of Alaska, but on the mainland I

selves along the more important rivers to a greater or ic

tance, which is in each instance determined by the

approaching the coast, along the river-banks. Along ^
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kokvim and the Yukon Ri\
for the constant maintenan
ably to induce both the Indians, who dwell in the northern

n tree-limits, and the Eskimo, who dwell

without it, to trade at those stations.

In three localities the Alaskan Eskimo are known to disperse

far into the interior. The first area to be considered is that lying

between the Yukon from near the Shgeluk across to the Kus-
kokvim at Kolmakofsky Redubt and to the sea. This great

expanse of barren ground is quite populous with Eskimo. The
second and third areas are adjacent, and comprise the region
lying east of Kotzebue Sound. Here are the mountain Eskimo
and, to the north of them, the Eskimo along the banks of the
Kuwuk and several other streams of greater or less importance.
The occurrence of these people in each of those localities can
certainly form no hypothesis that will tend even to support the

hat their presence away from the coast should show
their origin.

,

Dr. Rink submits the strange deduction that the Eskimo kaiak
's a derivative of the Indian birch-bark canoe. From the earliest

accounts every particle of reliable information proves that the
most deadly hatred and animosity existed between the Indians
and Eskimo wherever they came in contact. Their earlier his-
tory is filled with traditions of scarcely credible atrocities prac-
jsed by each people upon the other ; and any one who believes
we possibility of the birch- bark canoe being adopted as a model

cirao for his skin canoe has but little knowledge of the
contempt of the Eskimo for anything o( Indian construction.

Just why the word umiak was not substituted and that model
considered instead of the birch-bark canoe is incomprehensible.

J5J
the umiak is the original of the kaiak is proved by the tra-

'
'on now existing among the people of Attu, the wesl

band of the Aleutian Chain, and where the writer lived for
eleven months.

unv'k
narrative is

>
in substance, as follows: We always had the

as a °°at for general purposes, used as a vessel for a com-
munity or several families. Later, when strife became common,

fw,
Umiak was made smaller, and only a man and his own

IheJ
entCred Jt and made * their home for day fi at a time '

cover
^ thuS exPosed to the inclemency of the weather, and a

Th/i
Was made over the front as a protection for the family,

kft
place of the man was now drawn nearer the centre, and that

renuS* behind in which c°uld be stored the effects that als
,^

space I P™tection
- By the act of covering at each end a small

t£ f ,
finally Ieft in which the man could sit, and it was

unnerl
that the accompanying members of the family were

A Vu
Sary to comfort and speed.

stlaman, who had attained a degree of reverence from his
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people and whose decree was law, decided that the women and

children should no longer accompany the man in the covered

boat, and that the length of the vessel should be that of ti

of the large whale; hence the development of the kaiak, whic
is essentially a vehicle employed by the men, and not by women
and children.

That the kaiak reaches a higher stage of perfection in certain

localities depends upon the environment and the mean
The clumsiest kaiaks are doubtless those of the regit
tween the south side of the Yukon Delta and south to Cape

^ewenham, on the north shore of Bristol Bay, Alaska. Here
the struggle for existence precluded the possibility of devot ;

time and mental labor in evolving such a craft as is to be found
on the shores of Kotzebue Sound and in the perh
Oreenlander's skin canoe.
The various patterns of construction, as shown by a cross-sec-

tion ot the kaiaks from several localities, indicate that the form is

adapted as much to the particular local wants as, perhaps, to the

mental scale of the people of each region. The scarcity or the

abundance of material for construction of the framework has evi-

dently had nothing to do with the degree of perfection attained,
for at the mouth of the Kuskokvim River an unlimited supply
of wood may be obtained, while on the west shore of Baffin's

«rii . v °? ir
Sh°res of Greenland the supply of wood is neces-

sanly hrn.ted from the condition of the position.

de£t
m Ala5ka neVer emPlQy a birch-bark canoe when un-

ka ak Zl
a JOUr"e^except it be far inland, where if a three-hold

reraiJn f TV™* became damaged or worn it could not be

perfo m tt ?** ° f maten
'

al
(
skTn

) and a knowledge ho, to

ri
f

!
r
, Lthe wo,^ upon a skin- canoe/ At all of the lower st,

tions where seal-skii
At all of 1

obtainable the kaiak of three 1p tTlT,j., rQ j , .
* '^ '-"JLdjnaoie me kaiak ot t

aAeed
6

^ fi

S1

7
ly

'

and "eVer the birch -bark can°e
" 2

Manv writ \ a tWo-holed kaiak on the mainland waters

prehLcTrir
S

'

°We
c
er

* COntend that the two-holed kaiak is of

presented
^ SuCh statements are not warranted by fcB

veJtioV'InH
1101^ a^ the three-hoIed kaiaks are of Russian W

where t'h?
^ UScd^ in the sea-otter regions of Alaska of

two!hUd\
S

a?arer f

^merly ran^ed - The construction of the

there intend^It
dUC t0 the Russian Promish IenikS

' "J

£SS3S?-'SBfri!K3
create

*ith three ho
ishi^ -

some high fun
men propelled the affair

It was afterwards found that so many men had been killed
that
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youths must be employed to take the place in the rear hole in
order that the hunter could cast his dart at the sea-otter, now made
doubly wary by the energetic pursuit of it from the increasing
number of rival fur companies. As that creature was restricted
to certain portions of Alaska, the use of the two-holed kaiak
has never gone beyond those limits. The convenience of the
three-holed kaiak has made it an accompaniment of the white
trader wherever he has gone and been able to procure the skins
with which to cover it.

The width of the umjak precluded the probabi i ity of the
double-bladed paddle being thought of; hence, as the Indian
seldom employs the double blade in propelling his birch-bark
canoe, it is not difficult to believe that the single paddle was first
used and 'the double blade was devised by an accidental loss of
ie single paddle, and that the double paddle was evolved from a
tick taken from the load of fuel then being carried on the top of
^e ka.ak, which was found to be so effective that its improve-
ment and adoption certainly required but little mental strain.

hat some of the Eskimo do not employ the double paddle is

th 1 i

"'
r
nd due P r°bably as much through choice as by any-

anHV" LCt jt be aS [t may> the art of turninS over the kaiak

vht^°
CC

,

Upant n'ShtinS himself is a diversion practised only

all Th
double-bladed paddle is in common use, and not by

emni!? ?f°
P

!

e UsinS jt as a means of propulsion. The Aleuts'

ESy
u°

Uble "bIaded PaddIe exclusively, and the mainland

far r?K
W,ththe Kadiak Innuit, employ the single blade to as

sion.l ^
a
u

le UpPer Potion of Norton Sound, where an occa-

kenz e fi°

k Paddle is used
- As far as the mouth of the Mac-

vidual n
Smgle and the doubI e blade are in use through indi-

douh!. ki
Cl

,

rCUmstantial Preference. East of the latter place the

*E-fts2?,&r to be the one used excIusively by

ljns anH
ard

i,

t0 the develoPment of the various spears, darts, jave-

Wd-board n P r
°Jfctiles cast bY the use of the arm and the

arrow considers them to be developments of the

spear r»r a ?
r arm was certainly the power to guide and cast a

Pcar or dart loner hefnr* *u~ a*:u:v.*.:~t a *- .»jij « ,

by the release of a shaft from i

c°ndition u ?eate the tension of the bow
'
even in its crudest

th« opno'^ r? be true
>

jt is far m°re Probable to conclude

Rink
e °f the deduction inferred by the remarks of Dr.

fr°m trl
V
e

a
I
i0

,

US
,
ProJ'

ectiles used as means to obtain creatures

modifications of the arrow, as

-*ftr*33££



fish while the operator stands in a boat, are the most prim

all projectiles. It is scarcely credible that such should be tie

case when all probability points to the simplest form of javelin

as the original, and that the arrow is a modification
weapon.

The bird-spear with three or four divergent prongs on the

forward end is certainly an older weapon than the one having

that number of prongs situated or affixed near the central pan

of the wooden shaft. The simple shaft with a single point, of

with the later-devised toggle-point, is also an old projectile.

The bird-spear having the prongs near the centre of the shaft i?

then a combination of the original forms of the simple -spear and

the trident bird-spear.

This combination happily effected the purpose of two weapons

in one
;
for if the kaiaker observed a flock of birds, the combina-

tion projectile afforded means of securing them, while if a seal or

other mammal thrust its head above the surface of the water, the

same instrument, with its shaft of ivory having dentate edges,

could be employed to pierce its skin and result in its captr

by the hunter, who in these emergencies needed but a sins

It is not, however, uncommon to find the three prongs, or ev

tour prongs, with a central shaft which is always shorter a

subordinate to the long, divergent' ones used for hand-thrown?
at birds or for transfixing a fish. This form is more comraonif

reduced in size and employed as an arrow to be projected by tK

use of a bow of short length, and projected while the kaiaker*
m his skin canoe. The low position of the occupant interfere-

however, with the use of the bow while so sitting; hence tr

employment of that missile did not come into general use.

Some of the projectiles employed by the Eskimo to caj*>

mamm a ls> birds, and fishes have feathered vanes. The mate

which ,s used to form the head on the wooden shaft isof **
na ure that * will curve or distort if not kept at an even WJJ*
viate Z .

JCCt °f the fathering at the opposite end is to

£v a e the rot t of the projecti^and tQ ££ uce certainty*

Rainess oi flight and prevent twisting caused by the curvai

vanes n°7 ^ ° f the shaft
-

In °ther words
' *? ^

mtenHeH ,

UC
J-
the °PPosite of that which the rifling of a g^

:SV^- When an Eskimo discovers an object w*J

us if 1

°0d
-,

0r raiment he h*s no time to lose in nicely*

,
- »g &« miss.le with regard to the curve of the bone or «

S

are toW,
l

w
be **% understood that those weapons

*J£
which have? S thC b°W and the hand-board are the only

*

hafts em i

Cat
5
er"vanes attach«d to them. The feathers

for*

shaft, employed to secure aquatic creatures are taken only*
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water-fowl, while the feathers that vane the arrows used to slay

land creatures are procured only from land birds. In some
localities the feathers of the raven form an exception. Those
projectiles which are to be cast by the hand alone never have
feather-vanes attached to them, and in many localities the
feathering is discarded on the shafts thrown by the hand-board.

In regard to the supposition that the custom of wearing labrets
in the lip of the Eskimo is due to and derived from the Indians
(Thlinkets) dwelling south of them, this is a conclusion based
upon an erroneous conception of the facts in the case.
That the custom of wearing labrets, or lip-studs, is fast disap-

pearing among the Eskimo is not a remarkable thing in itself.

An almost entire revolution in customs and manners of far

greater significance is not uncommon among nations or peoples
farther advanced in our idea of the scale of civilization, or an
approach to it. Certainly that those customs which are of least
advantage would be the earlier discarded will not be denied by
any one. The same remarks are well applicable to the practice
ot tattooing, which in the eastern regions is not at all general,
and m some localities has almost disappeared

;
yet one of the

most profusely tattooed individuals the writer ever saw was an
fcsk.mo woman at Fort Chime, Ungava ; other women there
were unmarked by tattooing. This remarkable instance was due
s'Nply to the fancy of the individual performing that operation
uPon a subject who had no will in the matter, and for that reason
should not be taken into sufficient consideration to form a theory
0r a generalization on. Yet how unfortunate for science if an
exploring expedition had touched at a locality where this woman
™& her husband had happened to be the only ones of the Innuit
01 the region seen and she be the subject of an elaborate dis-

custom'!
WhiCh E fertUe mind WOUld Seneralize into a universai

s
°/.eturn to the custom of wearing the labret, or lip-stud. It

insert"

JUSt aS Probable that the practice of perforating the lip and

eJ a I
Piece of st°ne, bone, or ivory had its origin in the

era F 1?
they should be the first to discard it and the west-

amnn 1
° the last to re"'nquish it. It is a well-recognized fact

chew' r
PSOple that the labret seri <>usly interferes with the

mits H
g *obacco

» for the stud must be removed, and this per-

^inter T t0 flow from the orifice
-

This flovv fieezes in

ofom
res ults disastrously to the person. Hence the love

acquir^t
11^1011 has been subordinated to the gratification of an

abmnr
blt of a character originating but recently. The very

^uptaess m the Macke
sep

P
a^e

H
that thelackofi:

custom ? P
u°

ple termed Eskimo has served to perpetuate the

TW !u
t^e westward.

Vo
e Thlinket should originate a custom now adopted by
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the western Eskimo is scarcely borne out by a consideration of

other facts that may be adduced to prove the contrary. The

form and position of the Thlinket lip-stud is not copied by any

of the Innuit. The latter perforate the lip directly under the

corner of the mouth, while the former pierce the median line of

the lower lip.

All of the traditions, legends, and speech of the western Innuit

point to an eastern origin, and that the route lay by the sea and

northern land. Their extension southward was partly a matter

of choice and as much so of necessity. When they came in con-

tact with the Thlinket and ceased their wandering, why should

not the Thlinket as a propitiatory measure have adopted a custom

of the Innuit, but modify the position and form as well as

only half-way and wear but one lip-stud ?

In regard to the material of construction, form of the dw

ings, and the disposition of the fireplace, Dr. Rink advances s<

arguments which should be taken into consideration.

A tradition exists among the Unalit of Norton Sound to trie

effect that the ancestors of the present people constructed d«

ings of sod, earth, and stones, when each of those mal

at hand. Now the greater portion of the western Eskimo dwell

in fixed habitations composed of logs set on end or laic

above the other to a sufficient height and banked nearly t

eaves with dirt. The convenience of the material ei

evident; hence the transition from the former cl

dwelling to that of the present needs no discussion. Thepc*

tion of the fireplace in their present habitations is that

an economy of space and for the convenience of the occupant

The light-hole, which forms also the place of exit for the smoke

of the fire within, is placed in the centre of the roof, so tn;

rays ot light may diffuse themselves equallv on all sides oi

room within, while if the fire were built at one side: I

hole would be placed directly over it, and this would tend
.-

: particular portion in order too

light in the short days of the 1° I

The form of the house is consistent with the character <

material used in its construction. Rough-laid stones w
cement or mortar would tend to fall if arranged in walls to

a square or oblong; but if the arrangement be circular or (

shaped then the pressure would be equal on all parts

where the material is of sufficient firmness to withstand a !

mg strain, the best adapted form is that of the dome. .„,

Ine common snow hut of the eastern and northernrnos

nu.t is constructed on that principle, for the simple reason

no other form would support the weight. This shape teno

prevent additions or intercommunicate chambers eXceP * .

less specialized character; and not until the use of wood
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adopted do we find that several chambers or dwellings are so

placed as to cluster on at least three sides about the original

structure, which insures by this arrangement additional protec-

tion and proximity. There are many facts to adduce in support
of the clustering character of the dwellings, but as they involve
so many considerations, a. discussion of them will be deferred for

another occasion.

Where wood is scarce and large pieces are met with but few
times in the course of an Eskimo's life, those few large pieces are
reserved to furnish him with props or supports for his tent in

summer, or for the frame of his umiak, or the shafts of his spears
and other necessities, which are greater to him than fuel to cook
his food or to make warmth. There the turf or stone-walled
hut is the kind of dwelling, while the snow hut is from its nature
a winter edifice only.
The Eskimo of Southern and Western Alaska know of the

snow hut only by tradition. Only in the extreme northern part
of Alaska do we begin to find the snow-blocks employed as ma-
terial from which to construct a dwelling; thence eastward the
use of that substance is common as far as the Eskimo extend.
None of the Eskimo south of Hudson Strait erect permanent

dwellings for themselves, with the exception of those directly
and continually in contact with the white people (missionaries)
ot Labrador. The only shelters are the skin tent and the snow
nut

- In many places there are traces of former habitations of
stone and turf; the two materials having been apparently com-
b,ned, for the disposition of the ruins indicates an insufficient
quantity of either material by itself. Instead of the huge kazhguky

w 11^
e'" of the western Innuit, a large, oblong space is

ailed with blocks of snow, and within the inclosure repair those
no Participate in the festivals and dances commemorative of the

ticef a-

the SUn from the south
-

At the same season the praC~

tributing presents to the living in honor of the dead

fourth
P

!
aCC; but as this latter ceremony occurs only every

m year in any locality, the honoring of the dead and change
names is held previous to the dances, in propitiation of the

a Jr

lVlng
PrinciPle -

the m
S

l
USSi°n of the "nguistic affinities and the correlation of

characf V
Iegends

' tradit'ons, and beliefs, which go far in the

To n p
he Innuit

» wil1 be deferred for a separate article.

their ad

f
' k the le§ion of ethnologists cannot fail to express

advantacT
lratl0n °f his descr,'ption of research and the practical

that rh«
geS

J? be Sained therefrom ; and it is earnestly hoped

to the 1

PU
,

bllcati°n of the entire results of the recent expedition

-£ I/ ? y of the East Greenlanders will not be long delayed.
I' Iur»er

i llf l887 .
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General Notes.

GENERAL NOTES.

GEOLOGY AND PALEONTOLOGY.

On the Glacial Plow in Iowa.—There is evidence of at leas

three ice-flows, or advances, of the glacial sheet in Iowa:

First, from the northeast; second, from the northwest, a

recognized by Dr. C. A. White; 1 and, third, from the north.

The evidences of these flows are
1

found in the striated rocks, 1
transported materials, and the moraines.
The first glacial flow, so far as we have present record oh:

was from the northeast to the southwest. Native copper anc

iron ore have been found in the drift in the extreme northern*

well as the extreme southern part of the State, in irregular lump

of a few ounces or a few pounds in weight.
One lump of iron ore, found by E. W. Jacobs, Esq., in the drift

in the northern part of Cerro Gordo County, weighed slightly

over six pounds, while lumps of copper from the drift of the

western part of Floyd County weighed from three ounces to a;

many pounds. One lump of copper found in Lucas Count}''

weighed upward of thirty pounds ; and specimens much smaller

have been found in other portions of the State.
These specimens are, in all respects, like the native copper aw*

iron ore from the mines in the Lake Superior region ; and hence.

as Dr. White observes, they were probably derived from this re-

" On account of the friable nature of a considerable part of the

rocks of Iowa, or the facility with which they have become oj

integrated, the grooves and the scratches of the glacier w"'

were once doubtless abundant upon them have, to a considers

extent, become obliterated." * "For this reason, together"

the fact that the drift so generally and deeply covers those

laces which probably yet preserve such traces, we very sew

opportunity to observe them in Iowa.
Nevertheless, the surface of the upper carboniferous

liniest

on the west side of the Missouri River, opposite Council d

shows glacial scratches having a direction south, 4* *
or

These facts seem to imply the existence of a glacial
current

How during some part of the glacial period, having a soutn*

erly direction.
fa ^

sTf**"*
Ge°log

y of Iowa
' P- 9 1

•

haVe
bee" *

chrr,^-,^ -

aS
.

We
*?
ave knowledge of, at the present time, this seems to

chronol g1CaI order jfc State
White s Geology of Iowa, p. 96. « Ibid., p. 93.

5 Ibid" P "
^
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The second glacial current was from the northwest to the

southeast. We appear to have sufficient evidence of its direction

in the glacial scored rocks, and the boulders found in the drift

in different portions of the State.

The direction of the striae observed upon the Burlington lime-

stone, near Burlington, in the extreme southeastern portion of

the State, was south, 2 2° east. 1

Up to last year, this was the only locality known in Iowa

where the rock surface still preserved unmistakable evidence of a

southeasterly flow of the ice. But in September last, while

making examinations of the Devonian limestone in the west

bank of the Iowa River, at Iowa City, evidence o( glacial action

was observed, and upon removing the incumbent drift and

loess, the surface of the rock was found to be most beautifully

planed and scored by glacial action. The size of this surface was

ten feet by sixteen feet, and the parallel stria have the direction

south, 73 east. Near the centre of this surface 2 one large

groove was about ten feet in length and four feet in average

width. As much of this rock has been removed in quarrying, it

is impossible to ascertain the exact original extent of this groove.

It has a depth, on the south side, of eighteen inches, while the

bottom slopes gradually upward to the north; and what is of

peculiar interest is the fact that the bottom, and particularly the

north side, is beautifully smoothed and striated, while the south

side, which is very abrupt, shows scarcely a trace of the smooth-
ing and striating action of the ice The trend of this groove is

north, 69 east. The north side of the groove presents several

distinct sets of stria, the bearings of two of the more prominent
of which were taken, with the following results :

First, north, 36^° east; second, north, 40 east, with a slope

of *3#° upward. This groove was formed by a portion oi the

ice which seems to have been deflected from its normal course at

this point.

About one hundred and forty yards south of this another sur-

face was uncovered which presented seven or eight disl

striae. The bearings of five o( the principal sets of striae

were taken, with the following results :

No. 1, south, 60 ° east.

No. 2, south, 85^° east.

No. 3, north, 83^2° east.

No. 4, south, 8o^° east.

T , No. 5, north, 71 lA° east.
A he great variation in the direction of the striae at

•

'
beheved to have been caused by a deflection of the relatively

n lce from its normal course by some local obstruction.

logical Survey of I
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Fifty feet to the south of the above the rock presents a

equally beautiful scored surface, having, however, but one sett

strise, with a direction south, yo° east 1

In the drift which immediately overlies the rock at this plac

a boulder of red Sioux quartzite, weighing about one hundred

pounds, was found
; and on the opposite side of the river another

of the same material somewhat larger. Large boulders of the

same material have also been found in considerable abundance

in the drift for a distance of fifteen miles north from this locality.

These boulders are in all respects identical, lithologically, with the

red Sioux quartzite exposed in the extreme northwestern cornet

of the State, and were, without doubt, derived from that region.

This evidence, together with the fact that the red Sioux quartz-

ite boulders are found in greater or less abundance in both the

western and southern portions of the State,2 seems conclusive

evidence that the ice-flow, at this period of the glacial epoch,

had a more easterly direction than has been heretofore sup-

posed.

The evidence of the third, or last, advance of the ice-sheet in

Iowa is found in the moraines, which extend nearly across the

western portion of the State from north to south. " These may

be described as two great loops, one within the other, and with

nearly parallel sides."

3

The outer moraine may be approximately located as follow

Beginning a little west of the north line of Osceola County."

the north part of the State, it extends first eastward to Spirt

Lake, in the northeast part of Dickinson County; thence souU.

curving around east of the Little Sioux River, to Storm Lake.

in Buena Vista County
; thence in a general southeasterly

direc-

tion to near the northeast corner of Guthrie County; " thenc

along the Middle and South Raccoon into the north part

«

Madison County ;" 3 thence curving to the east and northed

entering Jasper County;" thence to the north, which course >>

pursued until Clear Lake, in the west part of Cerro Go

County, ,s reached; thence to the northeast, cutting ?"°sS

^portion of Worth County, and entering
County, Minnesota, about midway between

The inner moraine enters Iowa from the northwest, tfjfl
esc ot bpirit Lake. It passes southeast with, and pa"

ut „? ,Tr
aine into the western Part of Palo Alto Co^

uc instead of curving to the west from that point and con

ng parallel with the former, it pursues a southeasterly^
^Vthitagtir

bea

3?
88 an a]i°wance °f seven deerees is roaJe for

thevans
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through Pocahontas and Webster Counties to the northwest

corner of Boone County ; thence eastward to the north-central

portion of Story County; thence north into southwest Franklin

County, and from that point to the northwest through Wright
and Hancock Counties to Forest City, in the southeast part of

Winnebago County; thence to the northwest to the northeast

corner of Kossuth County; thence curving to the southeast,

"forming an interlobular portion to the east side of Winnebago
County;" 1 thence uniting with the outer moraine, as it cuts

across the northwest portion of Worth County, and enters Free-

born County, Minnesota.
"These moraines are linear bends of knobby drift, and struc-

turally are developments of the till, having similar features with

it, except that their altitudes are exaggerated." 1 They were
formed by an extension or " finger" of the main mass of ice at

the north; the one which formed the outer moraine reached a

point some distance south of Des Moines, but there stopped in

its course by the action of the warm south winds and the sun,

which soon caused it to retreat to the north, beyond the limits

°f the State ; but only to again advance at a colder period, but
this time with diminished volume, and to be soon driven back
again by the winds and the sun.
By the second advance of the ice- sheet the inner moraine was

tormed.

An extended study of the drift and loess formations of the
entire State would doubtless throw much additional light upon

£
e

u
V 'dence of the ice-flows and the condition of things within

the borders of the State during and at the close of the glacial

epoch.—Clement L. Webster, State University, Iozva.

MINERALOGY AND PETROGRAPHY.2

Petrographical News.—Very recently Professor Judd* has
undertaken to show that his schillerization theory* is founded
Pon well-known facts. In addition to the planes of least co-

'

r

S10n (Ravage planes) and the gliding planes, there is a third

the 1 .

planes in cry stals—the solution planes, along which

disf
U
r

IOn °f the crystal takes place most readily. These are

PosV
e 'ther the cleavage or the gliding planes, and their

acrv?i'r
the crystal is dependent upon its symmetry. When

tion K •
gment is objected to the action of a solvent, solu-

apne
al°ng these P^nes, little irregular-shaped hollows

atL -
and as these Srow larger they assume the form of neg-

onchr
yS
l

S
- These hollows gradually become filled with sec-

y ^stances, and in this way arise the inclusions, which

r, Madison, Wisconsin.

J85, p. 1216.
Geological Magazine, vii., Dec. 1886, p. 81.
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produce the peculiar schimmer on faces of the crystal parallel

to the planes along which the inclusions are arranged,— i.e., the

solution planes. After showing that secondary solution planes

may be produced in directions parallel to directions of pressure,

as in the case of a faulted quartzite pebble, and that the repeated

twinning of a mineral may also give rise to them, the author

describes various stages in the process of schillerization, as seen

in thin sections under the microscope. This theory is not in-

tended to apply to all cases of inclusions arranged in definite

planes in minerals, but only to those which at the same time

show some indication of regularity of form, as in Labradorite,

hypersthene, etc. On the road between Verrex and St. Vin-

cent, in the Val d'Aoste, Professor Bonney 1 has found a schis-

tose glaucophane-eclogite interbedded with quartz-mica schists.

limestone, and green schists. The rock consists of pale wine-

red garnets, with inclusions of hornblende, glaucophane, anc

dust, a green hornblende, glaucophane both in irregular grams

and in well-developed crystals, epidote, mica, and spheneH
coxene). In this connection the author describes in some detail

the glaucophane-gabbro of Pegli, near Genoa. This rock M
described by Williams 2 as an amphibolite, but Bonney p^
calling it gabbro. The glaucophane appears to have been sec-

ondarily derived from diallage. Specimens of kaolimzeu

granite from St. Austell, Cornwall, indicate to F. H. Butler*

close association of tourmaline with the progress of the altera-

tion in the original granite. According to Professor Bonne)

the Ranenthal serpentine is not the result of the alteration a-

amphibolite, as was supposed by Weigand,* but has been derive

from an olivine-hornblende rock resembling certain p
ircrIte

:;

To this view Mr. Teall takes exception. He states 5 that n-

examination of the r©ck confirms the deductions of VVeigao

and that the serpentine is the product of the alteration oi nor

blende.-—The elastic sandstone of Delhi, Germany, accora
j

to O. Miigge,6 is composed of quartz grains intricately ' i

locking, and a very little interstitial clayey material. »f
the cement has been removed by the action of Per.

coi^
waters, and in the interstices thus left the individual qw

grains have grown by the addition of silica in crystallograL
continuity with the substance of the original grains,

growth, however, ceased before the occupancy of the c

space. It is to the abundance of these cells that the sands,

owes its elasticity. Gorman mentions the occurrence 01

v

lipsite, chabasite, and apophyllite in the vacuoles of the

3 Geol. Magazine, Feb. 1887', p. 65.
« Min u. I'ctrus. Mitth., 1875, p. 175.
s Geol. Magazine, March, 1887, p. 137.
Neues Jahrb. f. Min., 1887, i. p. 195-
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of Prudelles, Puy-de-Ddme. 1 A mica-gneiss similar to the

granulite of T6rnebohm is described by Sjogren 2 as occurring

in the iron regions of the Banat. Sj6gren finds that the ores

are not connected genetically with the intrusion of banatite, as

has heretofore been supposed. In his geological sketch of

part of the Galician-Hungarian East Carpathians Dr. H. Zapa-

lowicz 3 gives a few notes on the schists and intrusive rocks

occurring in the more mountainous regions of the Carpathians.

Mineralogical K&wa.—Stuvenite is the name proposed by

Darapsky* for a mineral from the Alcaparroso Mine, near Co-

piapo, in Chile. Its analysis yielded :

So, A1
2 3

MgO Na
a
O K

2
H 2

36.1 1 1.6 10 2.7 trace 47-&

This corresponds to a composition represented by the formula

' .-\ViMg)So4 + Al/So4)3 + 24H 20. The mineral occurs ,n

:::u!ar crystals grouped in radial masses. Before the blow-

pipe it presents the features of the alums, to which group of

minerals the new substance probably belongs. In the same
paper in which stuvenite is described Darapsky records the re-

sults of the analyses of a large number of Chilian alums, prin-

cipally of the feathery variety, and gives a list of all the alums

investigated up to the present time. These he divides (following

Dana) into the regular alums and the halotrichites, to which

subdivision the above-noted stuvenite belongs. The names of

seventeen distinct minerals are included in the list. Hintze*

proposes arsenolamprite as the name for Chilian arsenic, which

Possesses physical properties different from those of ordinary
arsenic. The composition of the mineral is

:

£
s Fe sio

2 . .

98-20 0.96 0.30 (Mean of two analyses).

Specific gravity equals 5.50. It is soft, and of a brilliant metallic
lustre- It is probably identical with the arsenglanz of Breith-
auPt, from Marienberg, in Saxony. In 1881 Luedecke at-

tempted to show that and scolecite form an

!

s
omorphous-trirnorphous group, the first mineral crystallizing

J? Or^orhombic, monoclinic, and triclinic systems, natrohte

.

lfte orthorhombic and monoclinic and scolecite in the mono-
i'mc and triclinic systems. C. Schmidt 6 recently having the

^PPortunity to reinvestigate the crystallography of scolecite,

sv, f
eS that this mineral crystallizes only in the monoclinic

y Cern
>
and that the triclinic variety described by Luedecke was
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probably merely a monoclinic twin, whose twinning plane is the

clinopinacoid. Since Rammelsberg 1 has shown that the ortho-

rhombic mesolite (galactite) is probably natrolite, and since this

mineral is found only in orthorhombic crystals, there has as yet

been no proof given to show that either of the three minerals

mentioned crystallizes in more than one system. A. Becker'

has analyzed alstonite and barytocalcite from Alston Moor, ia

order to decide as to whether Groth's view in regard to the

composition of these substances is well founded. Both min-

erals are carbonates of calcium and barium, alstonite crystal-

lizing in the orthorhombic system, and barytocalcite in the

monoclinic. From the fact that calcium carbonate has never

been found in monoclinic crystals, whereas, on the other hand,

an orthorhombic variety is well known, Groth supposed that

alstonite is an isomorphous mixture of the carbonates of ba~""

and calcium, while barytocalcite is a molecular compound
formula BaCa(Co

3)2. Becker's results indicate the truth of this

supposition. The composition of alstonite may be represented

by BaCa(Co
3) 2 ; that of barytocalcite by X BaCo3 + rCaCo,.—-

In the ruins of old mines in the neighborhood of the \V-'
L

galle, in Canton Uri, Switzerland, are found oolitic masses c

posed of a brown or green substance in little elliptical andka-

ticular grains cemented together by carbonate of lime,

little grains are themselves made up of scaly magnetite I

bright-green, weakly-dichroic mineral,* with aggregate pol

tion. This was separated by Thoulet's solution, freed as

fectly as possible from the associated carbonate, and subjects

to analysis, with the following result

:

Si0
» Al

2
O

s FeO MgO H,0
»5.»3 .9-97 37.51 4-39

,2"9°

Upon comparison of these figures with those found by Bovictf

for the chamoisite from Chrustenic, in Bohemia, the tv

were found to be almost identical in composition, aft

for the impurities in the Chrustenic mineral. Cham.",
shown to be the alumina-rich and ferric-iron-free member ottne

series to which cronstedtite and thuringite belong. R; b
J,izen* has studied the physical properties of mono:::

pegmat.tic granite-vein near Schultenhofen, in the Bohrner^
He finds it to crystallize in the monoclinic system, with a

ratio 0.9735 : 1 : 0.9254. The inclination of the a to the

1 I03
,. 37.- The plane of the optical axes is perpendic

the chnopmacoid, and the acute bisectrix, which is

m the obtuse angle ?, and is inclined 5
54' to the vertir

The optical angle V V = I2 °^ for yellow Iigh t, and the
of refraction ^3=: 1.9465 and r= 1.9285. The ferric s
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botryogen, from Fahlun, in Sweden, has been examined by

Hockauf. 1 The mean of two analyses yielded :

So, Fe
2 3

FeO MnO .CaO MgO H,0

36.94 16:38 2.23 1.93 0.90 7-63 33-99.

corresponding to the formula FeSo4 + [Fe
2
(So4)3 + (FeO)2

So4].

The botryogen of commerce was als<

to have the composition of the genuir

Crystallographic News.—In an article on hemimorphic py-

rargyrite twins from Andreasberg, Schuster 2 discusses the classi-

fication of twinned crystals, and defines them as symmetrical or

asymmetrical. The symmetrical ones he subdivides into those

hemitropically developed and those which show no hemitropism.

The hemitropic symmetrical twins include those of holohedral

and of certain hemihedral and hemimorphic minerals. The un-

': and the non-hemitropic symmetrical classes embrace
the twins of those miner ze in the inclined and

trapezohedral-hemihedral divisions of the different systems, and
also certain hemimorphic minerals. Examples are cited to show
the application of the terms of this classification to the descrip-

tion of complicated twins. As the result of new investigations

with the Bertrand* microscope and lenses, Des Cloizeaux 4 finds

that the mineral which bears his name crystallizes in the ortho-

rhombic system. Cathreins describes crystals of orthoclase
»n the pores of granite at Predazzo, which have their largest

development in the direction of their a axis. The same author

iations parallel to the octahedral edges of

^gnetite from Fiirtschlagl, in the Zillerthal.

ons.—J. Lehmann 6 explains the perthitic structure
01 certain of the feldspars by supposing that one of the minerals,
*

'

albite in perthite, is secondary, and fills cracks in the other.

*«
;

cracks he further supposes to be occasioned by contraction
tne original mineral, in consequence of sudden cooling, etc.

y experimenting on a large number of different min-

inth ? this CrackinS takes place, under certain conditions, not

usi»n
rection °f the cleavage, but in some other direction

—

In th
^ nght angles to the most Perfect of a11 the cleava^es -

*I^
e
°a

!
e °f orthoclase, in which the cleavages are parallel to

formV" ' the crackinS ^kes place parallel to 00P* .
After

of sol

10n m thiS manner the cracks are enlarged by the action

Th
nt

-

S

J
and *e secondary substance is deposited in them.

from M ' CS of refraction for topaz from the Urals, anglesite

from P°-
D
!
e Poni

' in Italy> sphalerite from Spain, and harstigite

_

raJsberg have been recalculated by Ramsay,' from data

•^•P.240. -lb., p. 117.

I ranee, 1S85, pp. 29. 377, and 426 '

TK
..

„_ 2GQ>
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furnished by the method in which prisms with large refractive

angles are used. The method consists essentially in determining

the refractive index of a mineral prism enclosed in a highly-

refractive medium. A few years ago Pfaff found that certain

regular and uniaxial minerals possessed interfacial angles, which

differed from their calculated values by some few minutes. He

ascribed this irregularity to the tension producing optical anom-

alies, but did not show that the crystals measured were optically

anomalous. Brauns 1 has measured isotropic and doubly-

refracting lead-nitrate, spinel, and ammonium-alum. He com-

pares the deviations from the true values of the interfacial angles

of the isotropic varieties with the deviations noted in the cases

of the doubly-refracting varieties, and arrives at the conclusion

that a difference between the angles of singly- and doubly-

refracting regular crystals does not exist.

The National Herbarium.—The botanists of the countr.

for some years shown an increasing interest in the botanical work

of the Department of Agriculture tt Washington. This interest

has, without question, been of great benefit to the Department,

and has probably been the chief factor in calling into existent

the " Division of Botany." The Botanical Club of the Americ;

Association for the Advancement of Science has doubtless be<

of the as developing this
into useful and effective channel's. This work of the club.it

accomplished nothing more, would fully justify its existence.

Now, let the botanists continue their efforts for the advance-

ment of the botanical work in Washington. Let there be a

mand for adequate provision for the increase of the Herban

There should be an ample appropriation for the investigation
a«J

collection of plants in little-known or little-visited localities.
;

is well known that the Herbarium is wanting in many thmp

which can be obtained only by sending men into the field com-

missioned to secure certain material The intelligent and \fc&

policy of the authorities in respect to the entomological work o

the Department, whereby local entomologists indifferent^
of the country have been set to work for the benefit of J
"Division of Entomology," should be imitated on the botafl*

s.de There are many excellent collectors who might be deta *

each season to thoroughly explore certain loc^ities at coflH**

lively little expense, while the results would fe of vast b<

to the botany of the country.
Some such plan as this must be adopted if anything at

to be done for botany. The government surveys appear to

" Edkc '
:

';a\ Lincoln, Nebraska.
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ceased entirely even the little attention they formerly bestowed

upon the plants of the country. Unless the botanists can secure

some aid for the Herbarium, systematic botany will suffer griev-

ously in the national capital. While the government is doing so

much for science in geological, mineralogical, and anthropo-

logical explorations, ought it not to foster also the science of

botany, which for its own sake may make equal demands with

other sciences, but which may also make special demands be-

cause of its close relation to the agricultural interests of the

country at large ?

—

Charles E. Bessey.

A Duty of Botanists.—Every botanical teacher has in his

classes some young men and women who have the desire to

become botanists.
&
The number is doubtless relatively small,

the great majority in every class taking but a transient interest

in botanical science ; but as it is from this small number that the

working-force of the botanists of the future is to be recruited,

these embryo botanists should receive especial attention from

What should be the preparation of the young manor woman
who proposes to enter the field of botany? An examination of

a great many college-catalogues shows that in many places there

are vague ideas indeed as to what preliminary or supplementary
Gaining a botanist should have. In some colleges one might
suppose that those in authority imagined botany to be bounded
b>' and included within the ordinary little text-books used in the

class-room. I have in mind now some colleges where (as adver-
tised m their catalogues) particular attention is given to botany,
and where there are " post-graduate courses of study," leading

^ the Master's Degree, in which there is no hint whatever that
*-- literature of botany is not all to be found in English books.
*ot a word of German, no French, no Latin, is indicated as

necessary for the young people who pursue even the "post-
graduate courses" in botany. Let not the botanists in the better-

oraered colleges say that such cases are exceptional. They are
iot exceptional, as may be easily demonstrated by any one who
Wlil take the trouble to -ues of a considerable

"^ of colleges.
u nat can a young man do in any department of botany who

cannot read German, French, and Latin? The literature of

instable Anatomy and Physiology can only be known to him

him7i?
leagre translations of men fortunately better tra

ttself, while the mass of the literature of systematic botany

the I
Ver remain sealed to him, for in this part of the field

bad

t

are n° translations of the great books. What will such a

RanL"
eqU

'?ped man d° with B?ntham and Hooker's « Genera

„ DeCandolle's « Prodromus," Walper's " Reperto-

«, MuUerV Annates," DeCandolle's "Monographs Phan-
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erogamarum," etc., etc.? Or, suppose he is a student in one of

the agricultural colleges, what more fitting subject for him than

the thorough study of the grasses, or the injurious fungi? But

what can he do in the first case without the ability to use Sten-

del's "Synopsis Plantarum Graminarum," the works of Kunth,

Trinius, Nees, Hackel, or, in the second case, the works of Fries,

Persoon, Rabenhorst, Winter, etc. ?

There are other grave faults in most of the courses of study

in which young botanists are supposed to be getting their train-

ing, but this fault of inadequate language preparation is the one

perhaps most easily remedied. Should not every teacher ot

botany use every means possible to bring about a change for the

better in this particular? Should not every young botanist be

trained in at least the three languages I have mentioned—Ger

man, French, Latin ? And is it not the duty of the teachers o

botany to see to it that their colleges make provision for such

training? Where the authorities will not make such provision,

is it not the duty of the teacher of botany to candidly advise

the young botanist to go to some other college where necessary

preliminary training is not ignored?

—

Charles E. Bessey.

The Element of Time in Botanical Study.—In the ar

ment of courses of study it should be borne in mind that the

beginner in botany requires more time than is usually allotted

to the subject of elementary botany. In fact, it may be saw

that more time is necessary for botany of any kind or gra fl

than is given to it in ordinary courses of study. In most r ŝ -

still, botany occurs as a daily study in the spring term 01 m
school year, often the freshman year in colleges, and this cro

(for such it is) is, in many instances, repeated a year or two W_
In high schools it is rarely the case that botany receives on

time than is afforded by a single spring term. .

Now, it must be remembered that botany is a science ot

servation, and that botanical study on the part of the pup'! rou

f

consist largely of training and practice in the observation

plants. Nowadays but few teachers are willing to teach bcW
as a text-book study alone. The pupil is expected to learn aDu

plants by the study and observation of plants rather than by»

conning of books. But learning to observe is slow work. ^
cannot become an observer by simply being told
nor can he become a close observer by a (ew we
practice. A good deal of time is required. The pupil's iac«

must have time in which to grow. Just as the learnei
time extended time, in which to acquire facility in

his fingers in performing upon a piano, so he must have tim

which to learn to use his eyes in botanical science.
te<j

Let our teachers, wherever possible, extend the time ae

to elementary botany so that it will reach through a school >
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Where it is not possible to devote more school time to this sci-

ence, let the teacher arrange for a year's course with but one or

two exercises each week. A pupil who devotes two exercises

each week throughout one school year to botany will at the end
of that time have a much better and far more enduring knowl-
edge of the subject than if he had devoted five exercises each
week to it for a single term. Properly managed, even one exer-

cise each week for a year will bring better results than five exer-

cises a week for one term. Two exercises each week in the fall

term, one each week in the winter term, and two a week in the

spring term is an arrangement which I have found to work
excellently in practice.—Cliarles E. Bcsscy.

Botanical News.—Sereno Watson's contributions to American
Botany, XIV., in the Proceedings of the American Academy of
Arts and Sciences, vol. xxii. (pp. 396 to 481), consist of (1) a

list of plants collected by Dr. Edward Palmer in the State of

Jalisco, Mexico, in 1886, and (2) descriptions of some new species
of plants. Among the int t sting n ,\ things are two species of

>ne of Zinnia, two of Ipomcea, two of Salvia, five of

ta, two of Habenaria, three ferns (Acrostichum, Notho-
*na, and Cheilanthes), and three species of Erythronium, the
|atter from Oregon. Three new genera are described,—viz.,

Jielhchampia {Asc/epiadacea?), Prochuyanthes (Agaves), and
Vetera {Umbelliferce). The determinations of the Gamopet-
aiae and the descriptions and notes upon them are by Dr. Gray,

f!

e
J uncaceae and Cyperaces by Dr. Britton, the Gramineae by

n/* 17' and the Filices by Professor Eaton. "A Revision
°' ^e North American Linacea^ " by Dr. Wdliam Trelease, in

V of Science, vol. v. pp. 7 to 20 <

'udes an arrangement and description of all our species of

£?£ twenty-one in all. The paper is a welcome addition to

receli
tUre of systematic botany. Thomas Meehan has

ence"s Ve
n
d sh° rt PaPers before the Academy of Natural Sci-

the Tnf j
lladelPhia uP°n the following subjects —viz., " On

Onai?
e
P
endence of Plants," "On Petiolar Glands in some

"Jgracea, " Sugar in China," " Floral Calendars," and " Cor-

JustnnKi [
arities inthe PIum -" Professor T. C. Porter has

the r7bllshed ('n Proc. Acad. Nat. Set. Phil) a valuable " List of

hand T °f Pennsyl™nia." Part 2 of Pittonia has come to

flavor of
COntains much interesting matter, and has a delightful

Rener.1 •
Indlviduality and originality. The articles of most

«*U1V 7T are those describing the flora of San Miguel, a

this nuril
fift^ miles west of Santa Barbara. By the time

Promised «T,
0f the Naturalist reaches its readers the long-

hand, w ^
resh-Water AW of the United States," by Rev.

*o vo1um
0ll\WiU be ready for d^tribution. It will appear in

mes, the first consisting of three hundred and sixty-four
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pages of text, giving descriptions of species, a glossary, and

indices ; the second volume contains one hundred and fifty-

seven plates, representing over two thousand colored figures.

The whole work embraces nearly thirteen hundred species.

The price (ten dollars) is remarkably low, when we consider the

expensiveness of the colored plates. The work may be obtained

of the author at Bethlehem, Pa.

ENTOMOLOGY. 1

Singular Adaptation in Nest-Making by an Ant, Cremasto-

g-aster lineolata 2 Say.—A month ago I received an ant's nest, sent

by Assistant Engineer Henry A. Brown to General W. G.Lewis,

of Goldsboro', N. C. The nest was built several feet from the

ground on a bush, in the marshes bordering Broad Creek, Hyde

County, N. C.

This ant usually nests " under stones or underneath and witM

the decayed matter of old logs and stumps. This material i

sometimes prepared by the ant as a paper-like pulp, and arra"Sj*

into cells and chambers, which are attached to the surface of the

This nest is about eighteen inches long by twelve inches 1

circumference at greatest diameter. I made a longitudinal sec-

tion of it, and had a photograph taken, so as to represent
:

boo

the external form and internal structure. The ants were am *

the nest when I received it. They were chloroformed before*;

tioning the nest. I took from the nest about one-fourth p>^
adults, pupae, and larvae. They were collected in a mass PJ
the chambers within a space four inches in length of the m
This space is about two-thirds the distance from the lower

jThe material composing the cells in this space is lighter IB.

than the other internal parts. It appeared also in the J#gE5
as can be seen by looking at the right-hand figure. ProlW

will be visible in the photoengravure. , alT/

The material used in making the nest seems to be the

used by the ant in making its nest under stones, etc.
i*siu

^woody pulp, a microscopic examination seems to revea

some portions of dried grass. The nest is supported °>

branches of the bush
; a vine and some stalks of marsh:g

ht ff|3
v

fastened in it. Upon the outside the material is of ^ b^ &
I;

color, much like that of the nest of the white-faced norm

the interior it is darker, in some places almost black. W ,

the high tides causing the creek to overflow forced the

build their nest above the high-water mark fnstead or

» CWock's Rq
;,k P . 188.
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stones and within logs. One cannot help thinking that possibly

some species of Hymenoptera, which now altogether build ele-

vated nests, once built them near the ground, and being forced

for a long time by conditions surrounding them, similar to these,

uired that habit permanently.

This would seem more plausible if General Lewis is correct in

l 'act which he states, that the yellow-jackets along Holly Creek,

in Pender County, build nests on the bushes to avoid the tide.

I mean to investigate this and see if they are the same species

which under ordinary circumstances build nests in the ground.

-Geo. F. Atkinson, Univ. of N. C, Chapel Hill, July 7, 1887.

A New Form of Vial for Alcoholic Specimens.—Frequently
in Natural History museums it is desirable to display alcoholic

specimens in vials placed in a horizontal position. This is true

where table-cases are used ; but it is more especially so in ento-

mological cabinets, where the insect-boxes are in the form of

drawers. The use of the ordinary vials or insect-tubes in these

^ses is attended with serious difficulties. It is almost impossible

«> prevent the leakage of alcohol, and the consequent destruction
01 the specimens. In addition to this, the curved sides of the
v>al or tube make the contained specimens appear of very differ-

ent torm from what they really are. A long slender larva will
aPpear to be much thicker than it is, while its length will not be
"jagn.fied. A student, therefore, who does not remove the

Pecimen from the vial will be misled as to its proportions.

Jo meet these difficulties I have had made a vial of the form
represented in the accompanying figure. The bending of the

ore.
PrTnts the leakaSe of the alcohol, and the plam sides

v event the apparent distortion of the specimen.

ra -!i
- r

hevial in P Jace in an entomological cabinet, a white

and 1
a
?ened to its ^wer side with liquid glue (the acetic acid

side? ?
01 solution); the card is then trimmed close to the

each
Via1

' but is alJowed to project a short distance beyond

fasten a :
By means of these projections the bottle can be

nen
in place wJth smaU

.

llle mould for these vials is the property of Cornell Univer-
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sity, but it is with Whitall, Tatum & Co., New York, of whom

the vials may be obtained.—X H. Comstock.

Synopsis of the Hymenoptera of America North of Mexico

—It is with much pleasure that we call attention to a work by

Mr. E. T. Cresson, which bears the above title, and the first par!

of which has just been published by the American 'Entomologi-

cal Society.

The study of the Hymenoptera has been much neglected in

this country, notwithstanding the great extent of the order the

wide range of variation in structure presented by it, and the fact

that members of it exhibit the most wonderful development o:

instinctive powers known. This neglect of the order by students

generally has been due to the fact that no specialist has hereto-

fore given us a general work by means of which our forms can

be determined. But we have now in this synopsis a guide vvhicti

will enable the student to take up the study of the Hymenoptera

and make satisfactory progress. The student who undertake*

this work, however, must not expect to find the orderM
worked up as are the flowering plants of our Flora, or even t?

Coleoptera of our Fauna. For, as stated by Cresson, tn

greater part of the material collected together in the larger iaroi-

lies has been very imperfectly studied, and our knowledge ol

characters is very incomplete, so that years of careful study *'_

be necessary before a classification can be produced that win

approximately complete." But this work will do m
attraction of attention to the order to hasten the day wW
shall have a complete classification. And it adds an order to

,
small list of groups which are available for study by other

specialists. ,

The part published consists chiefly of analytical keys for

determination of the families and genera. Many of these ta

are compiled from the special papers of Wesmael,
Westwood, Thomson, Taschenberg, Norton, Marshall,

Ana

Mayr, Saunders, Howard, Cameron, Ashmead, and ol

second part, which is now in press, will contain a ca

the described species and bibliography, as well as

index. It is expected that the volume will consist of about j

pages.

Liquid for Preserving Larvae.—The following fori

preparation of a fluid for the preservation of larva is glV

Mr. Henri Trois (Atti R. Istit. Veneto, (6) tomo iiu).

Common salt gr -
235

Alum
•

'

!
'. '.

'

Sr-55 -

Corrosive sublimate .... centigr- i°

Boiling water .
litres 5



When the liquid is cold add 50 grains of carbolic acid. Let

the liquid stand five or six days, and then filter. It is claimed

that by means of this fluid the colors of larvae can be preserved

perfectly, even when exposed to a strong light.

ZOOLOGY.

Turning Hydra inside out; a Correction.—Will you allow

me to correct a slight mistake that has crept into the pages of

the American Naturalist? On page 387 of the April number
it is stated that I have succeeded in turning Hydra inside out.

The credit of having accomplished the feat should be given to

Mr. C. Ishikawa and Mr. M. Kikuchi, both my assistants at the

time. They devised simple but ingenious instruments for the

purpose, and made the task of turning Hydra inside out a com-
paratively easy one, as I can testify from personal trial. Mr.
Ishikawa made at the time many observations on the behavior
of Hydra thus turned inside out. So far as I remember, Hydra,
under these circumstances, generally quickly gained the right

side out again, and if forcibly prevented from doing so by having
a bristle put through its body, it still made frantic and almost
laughable efforts to right itself. No definite results were reached,
so far as I can recollect, in regard to the change of functions in

the layers of the body,—at any rate something interrupted Mr.
Ishikawa's observations before any definite conclusions were ob-
tained, and that is the reason that nothing has been published
until now. I hope that Mr. Ishikawa will take up the investiga-
tion again some time, and throw more light upon this interesting

2
18?*"""^' Mitsikuri

>
ImPcrial University, Tokio, Japan, June

A Remarkable Case of Phosphorescence in an Earth-Worm.
-Un the night of June 20, 1887, when returning from placing
°"le ™engodes females where they might attract the males, I

,
ln the Path before me a small phosphorescent light. As I

JPProached it became larger ; now an inch, and the next moment
°

J"

ch« long. I was on the point of declaring I had found
otner Phengodes when suddenly it became three, four, and six

TV 1
gt now darti«g in this direction and then in that.

mnking there might be an insect capable of running and

L"g
J

Ph°sphorescent light to objects in its path in such a

a m,!v° Cause them to be illuminated for a short time. I struck

match
S° that l miSht see ^ capture it. As the light of the

ten overcame the phosphorescence and lighted up the objects
tnp ^ound, the only insect I saw was a Mvriapod scampering

nA~~ the leaves. All this took place'in less time than it

<t Thinking the insect was hidden under the leaves,

^m aw
e

a]
lght

,
0f the match was extinguished I began to brush

dW*y with my hand. The phosphorescence appeared again,

*"*Y unde,
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and the light advanced as rapidly as I 'moved my hand. I

thought certainly I was in pursuit of the prize, and in my anxiety

to capture it I would catch up a whole handful of earth. But

I always noticed that I left the phosphorescent light on the

ground. The insect eluded me, I thought. After pursuing the

phantom in vain for some time, I stopped to ponder. After the

habit of a puzzled man in an inquiring mood, I brushed my foot

across the earth before me, when lo ! each little pebble and

pellet of earth bristled with a phosphorescent light. For a

moment I seemed to lose confidence in the fact that all such

phenomena are due to natural causes. The air was sparkling

with fire-flies, and the earth at my feet was bristling wit!
~v"

phorescence. Had time sped backward twenty centuri

were the vestal fires lighting around me ? Or was son*

calamity impending? I seemed to hear these words repeated

from the sky: "Nate dea, quo fata trahunt retrahuntque,*m

mur ; Quidquid erit, stipa ferendo est.

in a moment more I had brushed away these delightful supersti-

tions, and went to work to find the cause. ,

Taking a quantity of the earth, I went to my study. W
took several pebbles into a dark room and rubbed them in

hands; no light appeared. Then I took some pellets of eartn

and treated them in like manner; result the same, b

thought, the phantom lies in these decaying leaves, but disa

pointmentwas also the result of the third investigat

turned to my package of earth, and saw a lone earth-worm wno

ing in pain. " I will try him," I thought. I took it i

dark room. It showed no- sign of phosphorescence. ! ro11

nlv
once across my hand. The phantom became real. Not o

was the whole body of the earth-worm luminous, bul

palm of my hand wal aglow with phosphorescence, J m
.

several trips to the place, and secured other worms whicn f

hibited the same peculiarity.
oir

Probably the Myriapod which I saw had pounced upon

of these worms for a meal. It became phosphorescent *

may have frightened the Myriapod, and it ran, dragging "??'
and the worm's body touching the ground illuminated",
attracting my attention. When the earth is disturbed, toe

tion of the body against the particles gives phosphoresce

r
et% The earth-worm is probably a species of Lo.

f"•
R A ' North Carolina, Chapel M*'

July 7, 1887.

Dwight on the Teleology of Bone-Structure.-^
Dwight, of Harvard, thus concludes a paper on the canceU

^
structure of the bones of Vertebrata, in the Mem
Boston Society of Natural History: "It appears, the

evident that so far from the actual structure of the
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being the only possible one, it in many cases presents

features, and that certainly there

factor besides teleology. Is it imposs : to hold that the

i alligator, foi Id not answer their purpose

equally well if the internal structure were more on the plan u.

vertebrae ? Are there, then, not peculiarities ot race

cases at least, do not answer any definite purpose ? It

seems tome that there can be no reasonable doubt on the matter.

It may be urged that we lack the knowledge to decide whether

anv given organism considered as a whole is or is not as good

admits. It may be urged that an essential element

of perfection is the due proportion of parts and faculties, and

that it is impossible for us to say that the greater development

in some particular direction would be for the welfare of the in-

dividual. I have no desire to dispute the great truth underlying

these propositions, but in view of rudimentary organs alone it

would appear that at least in some subordinate details, useless

structures occur, and we have no means of deciding what limits

to assign to the action of the causes producing them. It is

certain that these appearances are not due to chance; th

be some determining cause modifying the structure in this

direction. It is customary now to quote rudimentary organs

and anatomical anomalies as evidences of descent, but it seems

to me very improperly, occurring as many of them do quite out

of the line of inheritance. This criticism applies with greatest

force to anomalies, but rudimentary organs seem phenomena^
the same general class. What principle, then, shall I

homologies.
brates a general plan ; and, though great modifications occur, the

Plan persists. No liberties so to speak, are taken with it beyond

a certain point. There are never, for instance, more than two

«yes or one mouth or four [sic] pairs of limbs. Is there reason to

be sure that none of these, or analogous modifications, i

be for the benefit of the individual ? Yet I think every student

of natural history would look on the suggestion that they will

never occur as chimerical.
.

"The principle of homology has a restraining influence on

variations of structure both in quasi-accidental instances, as in

anomalies, and in transformation, of species (if that occurs), by

restricting changes within the limits of the general plan.

"To condense further these deductions, it appears that the in-

ternal structure of any particular bone may show evidence ot

**J
factors : first, that of teleology ;

second, that of homology ;

th""d, that of correlation to the structure of other bones ot the

s*me animal. The relative prominence of these factors varies

greatly. For example, in the humerus of the whale the^ first is

tfl'ttle moment, and so is the third in the heel-bone of the seal

iaus, while we find provision for the fitness of the part, we hna
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also sometimes apparently useless structures,

ently evidences of degeneration, but throughout

;

distinct marks of harmony with other parts, an

with other forms. How has this been accompl
the crude notion that accidental, purposeless,

should be sufficient to change by slow degrees one sue!

into another of a different species is untenable. Tr.

of chances alone shows it to be impossible. There is,

the unanswerable argument of the inevitable uselessness

cipient structures. Where we see the need
to meet it already perfect. We see also the combination

mology with teleology. Whatever, therefore, the share (rf

lution may be in the production of species, it

chance. The changes must be for the most part

sudden, and therefore due to an implanted, internal force acting

in predetermined directions. On the theory of external accident

forces, the preservation of homology is incomprehensible. 1

action, however, of this internal force is, no doubt, modified D)

accidental secondary causes, which may produce degenerative b

well as progressive changes."

Note on the Food of Amblystoma mexicamim.-Inj

recent note in Science* Dr. R. W. Shufeldt has placed on reco

some interesting "Notes on the Diet of Amblystornas

which are given his experiments with meats of one and anou
|

sort in connection with captive specimens of the comnio

m of the Rocky Mountain regions. It has °c7
fk3

to me that the following brief notes, incidentally made <*«"&

the past winter, and based upon the contents of the

canal of several alcoholic specimens of the comn*
Amblystoma from Lake Texcoco, may prove interesl

nected with the ordinary food-habits of the free form. ^

J

the examination of some thirty specimens, conducted for a

tomic purposes, it was found that twenty-two indi\

tamed from one to five specimens of Cambarus m*#*
Saussure,* some of which were still entire. Five
contained numerous examples of Physa mexkana, m~- ,

with winch were many fragments of insects. In nearly aU

specimens occurred many Gammon sp. indt. On

withT^\\ Pisidil<^ closely allied to P. aM*w>f%&Awith a half-digested minnow too much decomposed to a4*

generic determination; the fish, when entire, must have ^
length. No plant-remains were found, ^
. Whirh wort* invnn.hiv aSSOCfet7. ^

,,,au roots, which were invariably associ;
Lambari, and doubt 1 -*" «•—~" j —:»u »t,om

1 Vol. ix., No. 2 ,6, p. 2C
»I am indebted to the'

determination of this form.

and doubtless swallowed with them. More °

25« l887-
f Cambridge. <



mud was found in every stomach examined, the greatest quali-

fy in those stomachs containing the PhyscB. Attached to the

fauces of several individuals were found sometimes as many as

a half-dozen specimens of a nematode worm belonging to Slron-

-ihis. The stomach of one individual was completely devoid of

food-remains of any sort, but was completely filled with clusters

of this nematode hanging from its walls.

It would seem, therefore, that in a free state Amblystoma is

inivorous.—R. Ellsworth Call.

The Turkey-Skull.—Dr. R. W. Shufeldt has recently pub-

lished the results of his comparisons oi the skulls of wild and

domesticated turkeys, undertaken with a view of noticing the

changes brought about by domestication. His results in brief are :

1. In the wild bird the nasals fuse with the frontals, but in the

domestic bird they are separated by a persistent suture.

2. In the wild turkey the cranio-frontal region is wider and

more concave than in the tame variety.

3- The parietal prominences are more evident, and the median

: from these to the occipital ridge is shorter in the

wild than in tame birds.

4- The occipital area in the wild turkey is cordate, the apex

"Pwards; in the tame turkey it is roughly semicircular.

.
5- The intraorbital septum is entire in the wild bird, perforate

m the tame.

6. The pterygoids are longer and more slender in wild than in

tame varieties.

7- The skull is denser and thicker, as well as smoother, in the

tame than in the wild bird.
These points and three others mentioned by Dr. Shufeldt hold

good for the majority of specimens, but in a large series of skulls

examples may be picked but which are intermediate in position,

jje characters are all comparative, and exceptions are numerous.
ine studies are not of a diagnostic but of a comparative char-

ter, and form an interesting addition to our knowledge of the

Ganges produced by domestication in a comparatively short time.

Anatomy of the Auks.—Dr. Shufeldt, in studying the vis-

era anatomy of specimens of Bn :oratus and

these two forms, closely

thl
lnthe ^sterns, differ greatly in their visceral anatomy. In

"e ancient murrelet the lower part of the larynx is covered in

S« ^ a large mass of fat, lacking in the marbled murrelet

mu
Jatend and sterno-tracheal muscles are the only tracheal

lattr
Present

' and these agree quite closely, except that the

ancl T given off mu<* higher in the marbled than in the

butZ mUrrdet The differences in the hearts are quite marked,
may result from the action -of the preserving-fluid, as this
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organ is described as smaller and more pointed

the other. The livers differ considerably, being lonw
in the ancient than in the marbled species. Considerable differ-

ences are also noted in the full bladders. Dr. Shufeldt cals

attention to the fact that well-preserved spirit specimens of many

Arctic birds are still desiderata in our museums, and requests

others who may have the opportunity to make compantiw

studies on other auks.

Domestication of Wild Fowl.—My success so far this year

has been better than last, although far short of what I expect*

There seems to be no available information on this subject*

least none that I have had access to, and I have for the past !e»

years been learning from failures. Last year I hatched W
Chinese mandarin ducks and they lived a week. Their deal*

may be attributed to close confinement, and, perhaps, to an art-

ficial diet of corn-meal, boiled potato, and boiled egg. 1

This year I turned out in a swampy piece of land, with aM
spring pond in it, seventeen pairs of wood-ducks, ten odd fffi

and one pair of pintails. They were confined on about an acre

ground by a wire netting three feet high. . .

-

All winter these birds had been together and had paired?

They were confined in a small enclosure near one of the w

dows of the fish hatchery, and were at all times in sight, a

was noticed that the females made all the advances through

ruary and March. Therefore the extra drakes were thouf

harmless. About the first of April they were turned o

swamp, and furious fighting was noticed among the m
by the middle of April three of the ducks were seen with t»

(

scalps torn off. It was also noticed that the males gave
rest, and then, perhaps too late, the extra males were l

Wests were provided for them by placing boxes abouti*-^
from the ground in the alders and in one of these a duck *

ten.eggs; in another three were laid, and two eggs werew^

i-Mir:

u
--*>*""""• iiiese were piacea unaer nciia,""-- . h 3have three vouncr „™ i.Z « „,„ ™i« old, which

_

a

upon the ground.
I have three young, n
strong and vigorous, but refuse all food that we offer, and

£
o Ih T-X catchin* flies

-
They roam out alone '

but
'

tothebuidingwkhtheoldhen.
Back of my house, around a fountain, we made an

J

I provided a good run of grass, and there I placed fj

o
[
mandanns and four pairs of wood-ducks. The **>**

dld no
}

la7.but the mandarin laid twelve eggs; nine of

wfth it" U
,
nder hens

' and L hatched Th?ee eggs •*

Of Ae fi

ma
"J"'

and after setti"S a week she abandoned

a o flf1
"landarins two were killed under the hen.

vCou
bm0

'
bUt Hved ™ ]y ^r days

;
the remaining

»
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In a ravine which has a spring pool in it I placed two pairs of

blue-wing teal. One of these birds was the mother of the rest,

and was raised by a man in Iowa, but no eggs have been laid by

My pintail duck made her nest on the ground in a clump of

ferns, and set on seven eggs. The day that she was due to

hatch she disappeared, and no trace of her, the young, or even

the egg-shells, remain. We think she escaped somewhere, per-

haps over the netting, for I have seen a wood-duck, although

pinioned, go over a wire netting, by means of feet and Wings,

when first placed in -strange quarters. They would go up with

a sort of running fly and fall on the other side.

It is possible that, had the wood-ducks been turned out in

pairs, and no odd drakes been placed with them, the result

would have been better. There is a great deal of natural food

in their enclosure, and they have all the corn, wheat, and oats

that they can eat; they prefer corn to anything else and eat the

first; next they take wheat, and only eat ^~ ' vhen nothing

Next year I hope to try again under slightly different circum-

stances, such as proper mating and different food, and m the

mean time I will be glad to have the experience of others in this

Bae.—Fred. Mather, Cold Spring Harbor, N. Y.

Zoological News.

—

Ech inoderms.—In the ZoologiscJ;

for May 31 H. Ludwig points out that the so-called
pj

Pterotrachea described by Barrois under the name 1

paradoxa is in reality the pedicellarium of some Echinoid (prob-

ably Sphccnc which had become detached It

was regarded by Barrois as a problematical form with Echino-

derm affinities.

The readers of Romanes's work upon starfishes will be inter-

ested in Dr. Preyer's experiments on the motions of these forms

as detailed in a late number of the MUtiuilungen of the JNaples

Zoological Station.

Worms.—Mr. A. G Bourne now in India, writes to Nature of

June 9 calling attention to the sensory powers possessed by the

weehes. After alluding to Whitman's observations on the lano-

teeches of Japan, he records that he took a stone from the bed
of a brook with his hand, and almost immediately several leeches

came swimming to the spot. Thinking that smell or taste migni
Aave had something to do with attracting them, he returned tne

"ext day and stirred the water with a stick, but without pro-

f

u
.

Cln
§: any result. He then washed his hands in the water

£™?g care not to disturb the ooze on the bottom when the

e

ches reappeared and swam about as if they realized the pres

nce of a Hving being.
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Ludwig Plate describes, in the seventh volume of the Nap's

Mittheilungen, some new ectoparasitic Rotifers from the Gult'o

Naples. They belong to the family Seisonidae, and, like all tis

other members of the group, occur attached to Nebalia. B
forms described, four in number, belong to the new genus Pr,

seison, which is characterized by an absence of intestine, and

the wheel either as in Seison, or reduced to tactile bristles
o-

lastly, entirely absent. The other genera of the family—of whifl

a synopsis is given—are Seison of Grube, with two species, an:

Saccobdella of Van Beneden and Hess, with a single spedes.

Molluscs.—Prominent among the papers in the twenty-six::

volume of the Journal de Conchyliologie, just completed, maybe

mentioned an account of the Molluscan fauna of the valleys

«

the Tage and the Sado, Portugal, by Nobre; descriptions of ne*

species of Molluscs from Annam by Wattebled; from Catnbott

and Tonkin, by Morelet ; and from China, by Hende.

EMBRYOLOGY. 1

A Theory of the Origin of Placental Types, and oncertes

Vestigiary Structures in the Placenta of the Mouse, BaUjK

Field-Mouse.-The discoidal placenta has been supposed 1?

Balfour to have been derived from an earlier and less specif
diffuse type. He, however, gave no connected, and, as it se^
to the present writer, no plausible view as to the causes lcad-a*

to the gradual restriction of the placental area. Althouga

|

nave already given partial expression elsewhere to the foIio»*

views, l am now able to state them with greater clearness, 0|M

;

tne tact that the placentation of the common mouse mm
unexpectedly afforded some remarkable evidence in P«£ji
gestedb me

mechanical Senesis of Placental W*
The view which the writer holds is essentially asjjjft

sn rniT

V

r

Ji,t,Ve form of the placenta approximated that oi

d u;tx or^
ffuSe

.

tyPe - (2 ) The Primit.% type of uttf*
*

S Part 'te
'
and its cornua were therefore tubular. «

development ,n one of the cornua of such »" uterus, a» g
blastosphe

enlarged, must have caused the latter t
ut-Pt-;«« _ ^"aijjcu, must nave caused the latici ^ ~

(

sphere T^ ar°Und a zone embracing its equator, ju^

with rh?
mSt

,
,nt0 a flexible tube would be in annular co£

elotld
lnS

r

G
°/ thG latter

- (4) If the blastosphe*
be*

Carnl^
°r

/u
T

s,fo™ within the tubular uterine cornua,*

faceTthA
n

,

d Un2ulata , a still greater portion of the ou

mucous^
blft0sPh^e would be brought into contact *

mucous membrane of the tubular uterus, and the condit.

sylvania'phLddpIia.'
RYDER

'
Ph D "' Biological Department, University
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the development of the zonary, diffuse, or cotyledonary placenta

would be established.

Just here it may be well to call attention to the fact that the

bare poles of the chorion in the diffuse type of placenta, as seen

in the Mare and Dugong, show conclusively that we cannot draw

a sharp line of demarcation between the diffuse and zonary types

of the placenta. It follows, without any doubt whatever, from

what has been said in the preceding paragraph, that the so-called

diffuse type of placenta is merely a special case of the zonary,

to which smaller polar areas have been left bare of villi because

of more extensive contact of the chorion with the uterine mucosa.

These small, bare areas of the chorion in the diffuse represent

the larger, non-villous poles of the zonary type; so that, in

reality, all so-called diffuse placentas are zonary,—*>., they are a

very wide type of the zonary, in which the villous belt extends

over nearly the whole of the outer superficies of the chorion.

It may also be safely affirmed that the decidua acquires im-

portance in proportion to the concentration of the placental or

villous area of the chorion, because in the diffuse type the

decidua is either meagrely developed or wanting.
The concentration or diminution of the placental area also

depends, to a great extent, upon the degree to which the allan-

tois is extended over the subzonal membrane; but the gradual

restriction of the area covered by the allantois must have had
some determining cause. The influence which would be ade-

quate to produce such a restriction could only be a physiological
one, determined by the mechanical relations of the parts involved,
and it is therefore almost certain that the extension or restriction

01 the allantoic area would be determined by the proportions of
the surface of the chorion brought into contact with the vascular
walls of the uterus, or by the restriction of the vascular and de-

ciduous area in the walls of the uterus itself. The last-mentioned
type of restriction is of great importance in connection with the
0r'gm of the discoidal type of placenta, because it is probable
™at from the diffuse type of placenta the zonary has been de-

JJtWhile from the latter it is in the highest degree probable
nat the discoidal has arisen in virtue of the restriction or reduc-
"°nof the maternal vascular and deciduous surfaces of the uterus,
ne new evidence, which I will now present on this point, as ob-
rved m mus musculo M decun mys, will, it

^ms to me, leave little doubt as to the essential correctness of
ne vjews set forth above, even after we make due allowance for

that i

t-°f uniPan'ty and pluriparitv, because it is very probable

dunl?
lpadty has tended to preserve the primitive bipartite or

orS uype ° f Uterus with its ri Sht and left tubular h
' 7

uterin .[ a number of foetuses could be nourished in each

In tV
U
?
e at °ne time

-
as in Rodentia. u . ,,m the latter, when the foetuses are somewhat less than halt
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grown, it is very evident that there is an annular thickeni

the uterine wall (shown at v in A and B of Fig. i). Disse

reveals the fact that this annular thickening is nothing else

a part of the decidua, as it is closely adherent to the foetal i

branes, and extends from either edge of the decidua of the

cbidal placenta \p) around over the back of the embryo, as si

at B and C in Fig. I. This thickened portion, or dead

isolated, together with the placenta

unrolled upon a flat surface, would I

The functionle

ated in t

2 that it is a vestige of the zonary type ot p<

which must have been developed in the ancestors of the Ko>

All of the placental girdle, in the light of this evident

been aborted in the Rodentia, except a small discoidal se

nearest to the blood vascular supply o
the uterus, as shown at A in Fig. I,

artery (the vein has not been ir

part of the' decidual girdle hk^ 111 '''

types shows that the ancestral Rodentia possessed a zona

centa. We may confidently affirm this, in spite of the ano

mode of development of the Cavys and Murine types.

£

there is good reason to suppose that the types of deve

presented by both the latter have been derived by destf

modification from a type approximating the more pn«w

'

which was similar to the less specialized mode of deveU

of the Rabbits and Hares.
We may suppose, further, that the zonary girdle first

e

narrow and abort on the side of the uterine tube opp°sl

^most remote from its mesometric aspect, and, cotiseq

arthest away from the blood vascular supply of the <*&*
w snown diagrammatically in Fig. 2, at A, where «' r t*

the wall of the left and w< that of the right uterine tu*

chorion, e the placental girdle and the form of the area
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by the decidua, and v the vagina. We may suppose Fig. 2, A,

to represent a type intermediate between that shown m I-ig. I

and that represented in Fig. 2, at B, which is thai c

of certain Carnivora —the Cat, for example. In C. Fig. -\ the

hollow chorion has become more elongated—in fact, fusiform;

its bare poles are conical instead of flat, as in B, while the vfflouij

portion, e, is a broad zone. This type is found in the Dog and

m Phoca, in which, at certain stages, it is very strongly marked.

In all these types placentation occurs exclusively in ether the

right or left half of the uterus, but in the still more S]

uniparous types, to be next described, we find that portions ot

both right and left halves of the uterus present more or less

mucous surface to the single chorion which they enclose. In

spite of this, however, we may still discover traces of the zonary

condition in D, Fig. 2, which represents the relations of the cho-

rion to the right and' left horns of the uterus in the Mare and

Dugong, while, if the villi are aggregated into little tufts mainly

on the mesometric side, as shown by the small, oval areas, we

would have the condition found in the Cow. In this last type

we find three bare areas on the chorion —viz., at either pole, and

another overlying and exactly opposite

clearly seen that the
also clear that the type D must have been derived from one

similar to that shown at C, Fig. 2. In fact, if the chorion and

embryo in the left horn of C were slipped down so as to lie

partly in the right horn we would get a condition practically

!*e D. With the still greater specialization of the uterus, as a

result of which its cavity is no longer tubular, but pynform, in

*e gravid state, as shown at E, Fig. 2, other modifications ot

^e placenta supervene. The globular chorion found in the

*}?- E (uterus simplex of Man, Apes, and several Edentates)

*JI tends to develop the placenta at the cardiac or mesometric

Slde
- In the case of 7 *, and Bradypvs there

ls a more or less well-marked lobulation of the discoidal pla-

centa, which is probably a reminiscence of cotyledons which
h*ve suffered approximation,' as the type of uterus E

>

passed

««o that shown at E. In the Primates the simple discoida

P!«enta of the highest types and the two unequal placental

disks of the Old World monkeys are further modifications ot a

^ which must have been primitively zonary or diffuse as is

proved by the placentation of the Lemuridse, which is similar to

that of D, Fig. 2 . Such a view is further countenanced by the

lact that in its earliest condition the placenta of the Primates is

essentially diffuse in its character.
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me, to leave no doubt

:ion in the mechanical

relations of the chorion to the uterine walls has exercised in the

evolution of placental types. This, coupled with the influence

exerted by the varying fertility of species* the variation in the

vascularity of different parts of the uterine walls, and the form

of the uterine cavity, has, doubtless, been the all-important factor

in the evolution of the various existing types of gestation.-

John A. Ryder, June 24, 1887.

ANTHROPOLOGY.

Arrow-Release among the Navajos.—Yesterday (

2

closely surround the frontier military post of Fort Wingate, X.

Mexico. On the site referred to are built three Navajo lodges, or

"hogans," as they are called,—two of the old original

of the tribe and one of the more recent dwellings, or plan ol

building. Having made my intentions known, that I desired a

picture of a warrior in the act of shooting his war-bow, there

soon gathered about me some eight or ten venerable-1

Navajo bucks, two or three of whom had their war-bows and

arrows with them.
Having just read with great interest Professor Morse s pam-

phlet on arrow-release, a copy of which he had kindly sent me,

it was with no little curiosity that I handed a bow and two
1

or

three arrows to an old gray-headed warrior present, and asked

him, " Draw,—as if you were about to kill the worst enemy you

had in the whole world." A particularly savage expression came

over the old fellow's countenance at the suddenness of

but he seized the bow and arrows, and immediately drew one

them to its very head. This is the position he stood in at the

time: his left foot was slightly in advance of the righ

nly seized at its middle with the left hand, while itM
obliquely, the upper moiety inclining towaheld*

right from the vertical line, and, of c
a corresponding inclination towards the left side. The two sp-

arrows were held with the bow in the left hand, bein
by the fingers against its right outer aspect. With the ".*,

hand he seized the proximal end of the arrow in the stn »-

using the thumb and index finger, at a point fully an inw

more above the notch, and consequently including the feat*
Jlne ring finger" bore against the string below this seizure,*

re was reinforced by its being overlapped by the rnw

digit, the little finger being curled within the palm of the to*
This corresponded to Professor Morse's " second

as figured on page 8 of the above referred to pamphlel
exception that the middle finger should overlap the annular
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and was not of itself used to draw back the string. Returning to

our Navajo warrior, I noticed, too, that the arrow at its head
was on the left side of the bow and simply rested on top of his

clinched hand. This -man wore, in common with all the others

who used the bow, a stiff leather " brace" fastened by buckskin
strings about his left wrist, the collar being about two inches
deep, and this in several others who stood near and who wore
them was ornamented with silver buttons. He drew the arrow
back and forth three or four times without changing the position
of his fingers or hands, when I suddenly asked him to shoot as

if he were going to kill a squirrel running up a tree. He smiled
at this and simply drew the bow the same way. Upon further

questioning him, he told me that the Navajos rarely held their

spare arrows in the bow hand, as he now had them, but carried
a scabbard (quiver of buckskin) full in front of them, from which
they could be removed with great rapidity while firing; this he
pre-eminently demonstrated to me from one of the scabbards
worn by an Indian there present.

thout letting them know what I was after, I handed the
bow and arrow to another buck, a man especially noted for his

use of the weapon, and he immediately assumed pre-
'

first old fellow laughed

...„,
' What did you ask him

r
- All the Navajos shoot the bow and arrow exactly alike."

' replied that 1 dare say they did, and handed it to a third one,
and sure enough he assumed the same position. I was deter-

mined, however, to let every one of them trv it, and as the fourth

J it, I observed that he steadied 'the arrow against the

the index finger of his left hand, which he extended
"ghtly along the continuity of the shaft. Further, his middle

£" dl
2

not overlaP the annularis, but bore against the string

• e it. Here was a typical " secondary release." and it

mn ,

0Wed UP by several others present, so I came fully to the

' .that the true method of arrow-release among the

Morse°
ns was the secondary type as classified by Professor

beenTn
day

* Went among them again, and they had evidently

they
k,nS the matter over, and several new men being present,

I fn

Cr

!i

e
l
§er to show me the exact methods,

usedth
they on al1 oc^asions where force was required

range ?u
Secondary release, but w h htly at short

were 11

*' USed the " Primary release." Now, these observations

c0Qlm
made wjth unusual care on my part, as I had no sooner

! _them than I found that they disagreed with the ob-

Steven
n° less distin guished observer than Col

pamnhi ^' Wjl° rePorts through Professor Morse in his first

method
et

T~
arrow-release, "that Navajo Indians pr

*ot release,—namely, the primary release already alluded



to, the tertiary release, and a variety of the Mediterranean release"

(pp. IO, II).

At any rate, as I say, all the Navajos which I examined, when

not using the primary release employ in connection with the r.-

dex finger and thumb of the right hand the annularis digit to

assist in drawing back the string when charged with an arrow.

These arrows have an elaborately made " notch," are armed

with three feathers, and tipped with thin and flat heads of iron,

made sharp with a file. The feathers are attached about an inch

above the notch, and are placed at an equal distance apart on the

il shaft. Sometimes the plane of one of these feathers

will be at right angles to the notch, but again the arrangement

may be otherwise, and I am satisfied they have no special rule

in putting them on. Deer-sinew is used to wrap then;.

confine the iron head at the distal extremity of the shaft—R
Mi, ft Lit, i '. S. Army, Fort Wingate, Nezv Mexico, 29th March. 1^"

The Great Serpent Mound.— In the archaeological world one

of the most important bits of news is the purchase of the " Greal

Serpent Mound," in Adams County, Ohio, by the Pe

seum of American Archaeology and Ethnology. At the time ot

the explorations of Squier and Davis (1849) it was co<

heavy growth of trees, but most of them were prostra

great tornado of 1859, since which time the elements h.r.

damaged it. Knowing this fact, Professor F. W. Putn

Peabody Museum, wrote a letter advocating the preset v

c monument, and as a result several ladies

have raised money sufficient to buy the mound and

public park, erecting a fence around the portion con'

mound, so as to keep out horses and cattle. Professo

will revisit the mound in the fall and superintend ti

ments. A grove of trees will be left outside the fence, u

parties may assemble. The mound itself is a long earthen e

bankment on the edge of a bluff a hundred feet high

>ortion of its course it coils in a very snake-l
the tail being coiled in a spiral, like a watch-spring. The

:

1

of the serpent is represented as wide open, and in front ot it

oval about ninety feet long, and still t rther in f.

tending to the point of the bluff, is an ill-defined p-
some have likened to a jumping frog, while others
merely produced by cattle-tracks. "Accurate meas
of the length of the serpent vary all the way from
hundred to fifteen hundred feet, the last two surveys gi

of twelve hundred and forty and fourteen hundred and_

feet; some of the disci
in following the centre of the constantly-curving out

certainly fortunate that this, one of the most wonderful of w



ctLiuu, for many othe

fast disappearing by the ;

among the ruined cities of that region, and concludes that a mod-
erate view must be taken of their age. They are not as old as some
anthropologists believe, nor are they so modern as Charnay holds.

He explains their present ruined condition by the climate and trop-

in combined with faulty construction. The dirt and

ch in many localities serve as an index of age and as a
basis for chronological computation are here lacking. As all these
ruins are built on mounds or hills, all accumulations of matter
about them can come from only two sources —that brought
there by living forms and that resulting from the decay of the

-elf, while the winds sweeping through the deserted

ill carry away the smaller portions of that thus accu-
mulated. In regard to the uses of these buildings Mr. Thomp-
son diners from most archaeologists, who have come to regard
them as communal dwellings. Mr. Thompson rather inclines to
the view that the dwellings of the people covered a large space,K being built of perishable materials, have entirely disappeared.
ln reply to the statements of eminent archaeologists that no
traces of such towns exist, he quotes the case of Labna, which is

rarely visited, even by the natives themselves. The whole region
Ior leagues around this ruin is dotted with low mounds and small,

terraces, some hardly raised above the surrounding

others are of greater altitude, though none are so

b« as the mounds which support the ruins. Now, asks Mr.
^ompsoni ,

if these do not mark Ae s
-

tes of what were once
^bngs, to what purpose can we conceive that they were put?

lose who are familiar with the habits engendered by a life in

im r?'
CS WiU be ready ^ affirm that they were not built

syy for the pleasure of working." Further, they are too nu-

/rous and >n such situations as to forbid the idea that they were
sites of additional temples. Mr. Thompson is contin

fiwons of Labna
> which Promise to §ive s°od result?

-
as the

oc^ty has been almost entirely undisturbed.
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—Professor E. N. Horsford, of Harvard, has recently

good work in printing Zeisberger's Indian Dictionary.

Zeisberger was a Moravian missionary, who began his

among the Delaware Indians about 1740, and continued thee

uninterruptedly for sixty years. In this way he acquired ana-

1

tensive knowledge of the Delaware tongue, while the fact t:: I

the Delawares were vassals of the Iroquois gave himanoppo: I

tunity to become acquainted with the Onondaga languagt I

When he died his manuscript dictionary passed, after varios

vicissitudes, into the library of Harvard College, where it w I

recently found. In publishing it Professor Horsford has not vet

tured to alter in the least the manuscript of the old missionary,

so that the printed text reproduces exactly the ongmal, ex-

cept in chirography. It makes a volume of two hundred an^

thirty-six pages, printed in four columns, English, Genoa

Onondaga, and Delaware, the English rather peculiar and tne

German somewhat antiquated. An edition of the work has befl

given to Wellesley Colic---, to be used as exchanges in WiJ,

the alcove of aboriginal literature which Professor Horsford to

founded there.

—The report of the New Hampshire Fish and Game Com-

missioners for 18S6, which is just published, gives some ib

esting statistics. Their principal labors were confined to i»

locked salmon and brook-trout. At the Plymouth hatchery

^
have hatched and distributed three hundred and fourteen 1

sand brook-trout, one hundred and thirty-five thousand ^
locked salmon, six hundred thousand Penobscot

»|**Jj|
one hundred and twenty-five thousand of other ns ,

,

v I

whitefish and Lake Superior trout. The total number 01

trout distributed for the year was six hundred thousano^
^

commissioners say that the enforcement of the gam^.La=:

l
done much good in increasing the numbers of parWV J
other game-birds, while in the northern and central coi
the State deer have rapidly increased in numbers, and au &

past year were seen in many towns where none have been |

for many years. v

the Zoological Institute in Bonn as successor to ^1
Richard Hertu
filled by the at I, «*°„ cJj

director of the Scientific Mu.eum in Hn-men. Dr. H. ^
land, of Mun.ch croea to Bremen . , ,,x
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—Dr. Walter Voigt, of Wiirzburg, has been appointed assistant

in the Zoological Institute at Bonn. The position of assistant

in the Zoological Zootomical Institute of Wiirzburg thus left

vacant has been filled by the appointment of Dr. Franz Stuhlman.

—It is reported that the Grand Duke Nicholas, of Russia, is

an enthusiastic student of natural history, and that he has

recently completed a work on the entomology of the region of

the Caucasus.

-Th<
announce the beginning of the 1

. the first volume of which will contain, among other

archaeological material, a bibliography of the mounds of Ohio,

arranged alphabetically by counties and towns. The editorial

board consists of Professors George W. Knight, B. A. Hinsdale,

W. H. Venable, G. Frederick Wright, and Dr. I. W. Andrews.

The yearly volume will consist of about four hundred pages,

and will be sent free to members of the society, while to others

the price is one dollar per copy.

—The Essex Institute at Salem, Mass., is at last in possession

of a home of its own. Founded in 1848 by the union of two

previously existing societies, it has always been a tenant until

now. For many years it has shared the building of the Salem

Athenaeum, but its quarters there were far too small, and for

several years it has been unable to even provide shelf-room for

lts library. A year ago it purchased the adjoining estate, and

smce that time it has been busy in fitting up the large and com-

modious dwelling-house there for its new purposes. This build-

lng is of brick, three stories in height. A small annex, which

extends to the roof of the main building, has been rendered fire-

Proof, and will be used for the storage of the more valuable

portions of the Institute's collections. The Institute has now a

library of over fifty thousand volumes and upwards of two hun-

dred thousand pamphlets. It is rich in historical and scientific

works, especially those of the early part of this century. With
he expenditure of a few hundred dollars its scientific side wou d
have but few rivals in the United States. The Institute, twenty

years ago, placed its natural history collections as a permanent

deposit with the Peabody Academy of Science, but it still retains

a museum of historical specimens.

—Professor James D. Dana has gone to the Hawaiian Islands

for the summer. He will pay especial attention to the geological

changes which have occurred since he visited the islands as a

member of the United States Exploring Expedition under Com-
modore Wilkes.

has adopted a new form with the beginning 1

It is now a slightly larger sheet than before.
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—Mrs. A. T. Bruce, of New York City, the mother of the late

Dr. Adam T. Bruce, whose untimely end has been chronicled ii

these pages, has given Johns Hopkins University ten thousand

dollars to found a fellowship in biology as a memorial of her sot

—Professor A. DeBary, of Strassburg, has received a call to

the chair of botany and directorship of the Botanical Institute

of the University of Leipzig, left vacant by the retirement I

Professor A. Schenk.

—Dr. W. Branco, who has been a privatdocent at Berlin, goes

to the University of Konigsberg as professor of geology.

—Dr. Karl Dahl, the zoologist, and Dr. H. Traube, the mineral-

ogist, have entered upon the duties of their professorships at tie

University of Kiel.

—Mr. Carl Eigenmann has gone to the Pacific coast. He

hopes while there to make a study of the Embiotocoid fishes.

—Professor Barton W. Evermann, of Terre Haute, Indian

will spend the summer collecting in the Gulf of California.

—Dr. Karl Mobius, who is well known for his researches I

the Bay of Kiel, has been called to Berlin as professor of zoology

and director of the museum in the University.

—Professor P. Falkenberg, formerly of Gottingen, goes to tie

University of Rostock to take the chair of botany there.

—Dr. A. Gravis, who has been at Brussels, has been electa

professor of bQtany at Liittich.

—Recent Deaths.—May 20, Professor Alexander Ecker,*

well-known anatomist and anthropologist of Freiburg, at the

f
of seventy. Professor

J. E. Areschong, the Swedish botan*

and author of several important works on Algae, at the age

seventy-six. Norbert Michot, editor of "The Flora of Wf
gaus," at Mons, aged eighty-four. Professor D. F. Didnc^

professor of botany, at Copenhagen, March 19, aged sevens

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

Kansas Society of Natural History.—I have to report

organization in Leavenworth of the Kansas Society ot **

History, with the following officers :

Dr R.
J. Brown, President; Dr. Chas. A. Carpenter,

President; VV. R. Lighten, Secretary and Treasurer.
The membership assures activity in the work whichif

outlined, and this work is to embrace the study of all of the n

sciences, " with special reference to such as are of econ°

portance to the State of Kansas."—!^. R. Lighten, w
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SCIENTIFIC FACT AND SCIENTIFIC INFERENCE.

BY H. W. CONN, PH.D.

J

«s the custom of scientists to regard their contributions to

knowledge as the only ones concerning which there is any
certainty. They point with pride to the many steps in advance
t ken by natural science within the last few centuries, and would
compare this advance with what seems to them the stationary

aretho°

n ^ n°n~Scientific thought. The advances of science

tific th

U
^ be SUrG

'
recluirmg no retracirig> while non-scien-

ought can be certain of nothing, one generation pulling

ej 11

Structure of the last, only to put in its place an

a

4

m
y UnstabJe conception. Metaphysics has scarcely reached

find°

r

t
Certain position than Jt has held for centuries, for we still

schools and schools of metaphysics, each of which takes an
^rely different view of nature. Theology is still divided into

erous beliefs, each bitterly opposed to the others. What

brou h?
VanCe ^ been made our scientists think haS beeE

challen

ab°Ut throuSh their discoveries, and they sometimes

whic^e the Production of any positive advance in knowledge

Scjenc

aS

,

n0t been made through the instrumentality of science,

and dai
ClaimS t0 be the on{y sure reaIm of knowIedge>

eternitv

lm

Uhat ^ trUths
'
°nCe estabIished

.
are established for

which a
scientific method has indeed been defined as one

Unscien

a

^fi

ePtS n°thing w'thout proof, in contradistinction to the

0ries and h

I

|

nethod
'
which is willing to accept entire many the-

which ; c
fs for which there is no proof and the meaning of

v« is unclear.
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Now, nothing is more plain than that science does not confe

itself to demonstrated truth. It is easy to find in sciensi

publications hundreds of theories which have been advanced

defended, disputed, and rejected. Scientific literature is twar

filled with speculations and theories which are no more dem-

onstrated than the most unreliable of non-scientific theories

Scarcely a publication appears that does not contain some ne»

speculation, so that science is burdened with hundreds of

-

proved, unprovable hypotheses, making it as difficult sometiss

to discover accepted truth of scientific teaching as to discos

the accepted truth of those lines of thought which we all*

scientific. Yet in spite of this coming and going of hypotheses

or rather, as we shall see later, on account of it, the claim--

still that science is the only sure thing, and its conclusions*

the only ones that cannot be gainsaid. We find it almo* I I

versally recognized, not only among scientists, but amoria •-

I

thinking men, that if a universally-accepted scientific cone

I

comes in conflict with any other, it is the scientific conc^-t

which stands and eventually modifies the other. If this ante

for scientific facts is both consciously and unconsciously
revo,

nized, it must rest upon some foundation.

Absolute knowledge is, of course, impossible. !M1
what we observe or prove, it is always open to the ag

deny all knowledge. We can never be certain that our t*m

not utterly deceiving us, and that our mental processes are n

^ |

contradistinction to reality. We can never prove that ^1
verse is intelligible, nor can we prove that the fact of °^J
compelling us to assume nature to act in certain ya

^*5|
that nature does act in these ways. It is, of course, u^- 1

attempt to demonstrate the truthfulness of nature or '^1

for this reason scientific observations and conclusions a^. i

to doubt as well as all others. Fundamentally, no °j*^4
more certain than another, because a question as to

*|j

of thought affects everything alike. No advance is r
g

without the fundamental assumption of the truth ot

nature. We must, then, always start with this ^^^M
the question we are to consider becomes this: As

»j£|g

truthfulness of mind and nature, are the concluS1°^
ose S

call scientific any more likely to be correct than
\ ^i

we call non-scientific ? That they are almost uni
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regarded is certainly true. Let us, then, endeavor to find out
upon what this claim for superiority rests.

It is frequently said that science's claim for authority is due to
its dealing only with facts ; but plainly this statement is far from
expressing the truth. For, in the first place, all realms of knowl-
edge deal with facts of some sort,—though facts relating to mind
may be less cogent than those relating to physical nature —and,
« the second place, science is more than a collection of facts.

A process of collecting and narrating facts is not science, for
fects have no meaning except as they are compared together,
and as conclusions are drawn from them. The significance of
science, then, rests upon the deductions from the facts, and not
upon the facts themselves. We must therefore carefully distin-
guish between scientific facts and scientific inference, and con-
s'der each in turn.

% scientific facts we mean simple matters of observation,
s«ch as that a given stone drops to the ground. In regard to
"em there can be no doubt that they are everywhere regarded
as the most certain factors of knowledge. This certainty seems

J
rest upon two things,—Firstly, scientific facts themselves are

cha

SU

a
Character that they cannot be modified by man nor

u

"g by his imagination. They are beyond the reach of

^
man influence, and we are forced to accept them as true.

^
' th "* cannot be said of the data of other realms of knowl-

pecTl v°
ClCarly recoSnize that mir»ds are unlike, and that

eve? H
VCiy differently uP°n the same subject. Some men

word I
^^ there is a right and wron2' or would change the

rests
*
f°r expediency- When a subject such as metaphysics

upon the introspection of mind alone, it is evident that the

^7h

a

pT is a large one
-

Nothing ""*"**-« certain

freed f
^ IaWS of tho"ght, and we must assume that, if

But th

01

?
PerS°nal idiosyncrasies, all minds would think alike,

and wh
haVC n0t yet been abIe thus to free themselves

5

ei*er tT !!•

C°meS t0 the aPPlication of the lavvs of thought,

the indi^H
7 °f the aPPlication or the personal factor of

reached IT*
becomes so great that contradictory results are

this
that

tHe Certaint^ of course, destroyed. We see from

^tineanw *l

°Pen t0 error
'
which must be recoSnized as

mental n
simplest laws of thought. Mental processes,

Perceptions, mental activities in general, are open to vari-
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ation in different persons; but we are confident that the facts o"

nature are alike for every one, and are therefore more to B

trusted than anything open to individual variation. But, 1

ondly and primarily, the certainty of scientific facts rests rax

the recognition that they need not be accepted as matters ofc

dence simply, but are of such a nature that they canbe^
and again observed. It is possible to perform i

many times desired, and with the i

If any one doubts the results, they can be proved to hin

making him observe them. While practically all observa

must be given on matters of evidence, nothing rests ultim

upon evidence, for there is always the possibility of repel

and verification. Upon this consideration rests primarily

confidence in the facts of science ; and this, again, is a sc

of certainty not possible except in natural science, niso

proaches more closely to science in its certainty than anyi

else. A scientific fact is in itself, of course, no more su

a fact of history, in so far as each rests upon the same evi

and the evidence may become sufficient to establish m
facts with absolutely convincing force. But we can never

^

facts of history; it must depend entirely upon evlden
^'

£

becomes less certain as it becomes less in amount, an

^
quently as we get farther away from the facts. Nor can^

be sure of repeating mental conceptions. We can
*f ^

that we are following another person's thoughts, or

putting ourselves into the same mental position whic

We cannot be certain, then, that we are Performmg
hts

mental processes, and therefore repeating his thoug •

far, then, as scientific facts depend upon evidence, the>

^

same force as facts of history. In so far as they imp.^

processes in observation, they are open to the sanl

^
personal error as all other mental actions. But w e^

^
by repetition be made a perpetual source of evi

^.

individual, and when we realize that they are mat e

vation and not of interpretation, and therefore
pe

^
syncrasies are almost entirely eliminated, we mus ^
scientific facts as more certain than all others, an ,

approaching the condition of absolute certainty. ^.^
But this is only the beginning of the matter. ^.^

tented herself with facts her position would be un
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worthless. We sometimes hear it said that science should stop

with facts, and that it has no right to draw conclusions ; but this

is plainly both impossible and undesirable. A science made up

of facts, no matter how true they might be, would be meaning-

less. Simple observations, however numerous, no more consti-

tute science than a lot of numbers shaken up in a basket would

constitute mathematics. It is only as the facts are classified, as

generalizations are made, as inferences are drawn from them,

and conclusions reached, that observations begin to have any

significance. It is a meaningless fact that the Silurian rocks

are under the Devonian, but it becomes pregnant with meaning

when we draw the inference that this indicates a relative age of

the rocks and fossils in them. It is utterly valueless to us to

know that a thousand stones which we have observed fell to the

ground, but it is of the utmost importance when we draw from

the observations the conclusion that all heavy bodies tend to fall

towards the earth, and of even more significance when we con-

clude that all bodies tend to fall towards each other. In these

simple cases the conclusions seem almost included in the obser-

vations, but, nevertheless, they are entirely distinct from them

;

^d this serves to illustrate the statement just made, that it is

°nly inferences and conclusions which are of any significance.

If
.
then, science uses its observed facts only as data for inferences,

and is itself a collection of deductions, is it any more deserving

0f credence than other branches of learning ? Plainly enough,

ftere is no longer either of the special reasons for acceptance

*hich we have seen giving superior value to scientific facts.

ihe 'nkrences here are just as truly open to the error of the

Personal equation as they are in any other line of knowledge,
and there is primarily no reason for thinking them better drawn

|°
Science ^an elsewhere. Is there, then, any reason for think-

ltl§ that scientific conclusions are especially deserving of cre-

,

ence
' and have a right to the claim which scientists hold for

em,—of being the most certain conclusions of knowledge?
at the usual answer to this question will be in the affirmative

enis quite certain. Scientific conclusions are everywhere re-

}e

e,ved as authoritative. They have driven other branches of

d

ea™>ng from many of the{r positionSj and have not in turn been

Jj

1Ven
- The most serious argument which can be urged against

y belief is that it contradicts the conclusions of science, and it
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is everywhere recognized that our theological and metap

beliefs must agree with the accepted conclusions from scie

But no sweeping statements can be made. Scientific Sal

have a very varying degree of probability, ranging from

certainty to the wildest hypothesis. Proof of

elusion is an impossibility, for it must not only
the conclusion in question fits all the facts of the past,

and future, but also that it is the only conclusion that <

sibly be framed to fit the facts. This is a manifest impos

but the approximation to it may be very close. Most

would regard the circulation of the blood as a demo

fact, and yet it has never been observed nor absolutely

strated. It is an inference from observed facts, but an ii

so strong that it is utterly impossible to doubt its being tl

From practical certainty like this we may pass by easys

the wildest hypothesis. The law of gravitation; the tl

the long duration of the geological ages ; the theory o

the theory -of the spontaneous generation of life,*

present time or in the past ; the idea of a central sunthe

which all the

represent inferences from scientific facts, but inferences

and less degree of cogency of proof, until the last is n

more than a poetical speculation. Recognizing thus thev

degree of probability, it is plain enoughthat it is impo*

make the general statement that scientific conclusions

any more value than those from non-scientific thought.

mdeed, would our scientists pretend that such a statemenl

be made, for, however firmly they may believe in the cog*

their conclusions, they are fully aware of the possibility

inferences and mistaken theories.
How is it, then, that scientific conclusions can hai

superior authority? The answer is, because they are, t

cases, open to a more or less direct verification, and the

with which they appeal to us is directly proportioned

exactness of this verification. It is frequently possible,'

Pealing to facts of observation (which we have seen areou

sure source of information), to render an inference pa^
surd, or to show it in most exact accord with all nature.

first place, our scientists are constantly dealing with feci*

begin their training by observation, and for a long time oC

'-all of 4*1

jnces of a
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tion occupies almost their sole attention. Many, indeed, get no

farther than this, and are little more than observing machines.

When they do go outside this line it is always with more or less

caution, because they well know that if their inferences be not

truths they will soon be disproved. Trained to deal with facts,

they are constantly using observation as checks and guides to

their speculation, and after any conclusion is reached or any

theory made it must meet thousands of unthought-of observa-

tions from nature, and be found to fall in with them all in perfect

harmony before it can stand as an accepted scientific conclusion.

In this they differ from metaphysical or philosophical inferences.

If one theologian differs from another, each can think the other

mistaken without the possibility of proof, for the necessary facts

are beyond their reach, and the different stand-points of the two

give, each, a different view. But if one scientist differs from an-

other, it is frequently only a matter of a few years when further

collections from nature's store of facts will refute the position of

°ne, or perhaps both. Here, then, there is a possibility of veri-

fying the realm of thought by the realm of fact. Observations

are made, and the mind works them over and draws conclusions

from them, creating usually a thought to explain them. Then
once more it turns to observations to see if the thought created

for a few facts will explain all, and thus have the force of a

general truth. When Darwin first conceived the theory which

afterwards made his name famous, it was from a few observations

"Pon the geographical distribution of animals; but, having con-

nived a thought which explained these facts, he spent twenty
.

years in patient application of this thought to all other classes

of observation, and it was not till he had satisfied himself that

the conclusion did harmonize with all the facts which he could

collect that he was ready to let it be known. When the theory

was finally given to the world its great force was in this very
fact, that it was shown to be in such accord with numerous facts

nature; and what prevents it from being universally accepted
t0-day is that there are still some facts which do not seem in

accordance with the theory.

T
hus * is with all scientific theories which have any authority.

re is always a world of observation to be considered, which

!?
USt be f°und in harmony with the conclusions. So cogent do
Se conclusions sometimes become that they not only enable
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us to interpret the present and explain the past, but to predict

the future. In every way they may thus be made to show their

exact harmony with nature. False inferences cannot be in

harmony with this truth, and errors cannot stand. Scientific

theories are very abundant, and many of them are wrong, but

the world of facts gives an opportunity for examination, dispute,

and final rejection of the false ones. This fact, that many the-

ories have been disproved and rejected by those who originally

advanced them, is the greatest safeguard of science, for it gives

us the greater confidence in such conclusions as retain the

universal acceptance of thinkers after long discussion.

In this way it is that scientific conclusions may, under the

right conditions, appeal to us with such force. Such a verifica-

tion is impossible in other branches of learning. There are no

similar series of observations which can be brought to testify

to the truth of metaphysical or ethical conclusions. Here each

conclusion can be attested only by the same sort of evidence

which produced it. It is, in all stages, a mental conception, for

which there can be no physical evidence. The errors which

may have crept into the original inference cannot be remove*

by contact with reality. The personal equation becomes great,

and hopes, desires, loves, and enmities may come in to modify

that equation. A person brought up as a Mohammedan believes

Mohammedanism beyond dispute, while we are even more con-

fident of the truth of Christian beliefs. Two races of peopM

kept separate from each other, might develop different
systems

of theology, of metaphysics, of art, of morals, because these

would depend almost entirely upon the thinker; but the |l

of dynamics, the classification of the animal kingdom, would |

alike in both cases, for these depend not upon the thinker alone,

but are verified by nature.

Assuming, then, the general truthfulness of nature and
«

validity of mind, there is a general concession that there *

greater certainty possible for scientific inferences than for o^
A greater certainty is possible, but it does not always exist,^

— '
- extend to all scientific theories. Because a unrr'"

:;-"'ct^cprea tneory claims so great credence it by no mean* w ^that all science deserves a similar acceptance. Here it «V|

make their greatest mistake, in failing to sep*3

from the probable and the possible. The cofld
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that the fossils of our rocks were once living animals occupies
a very different position from the theory of evolution. One is

almost included in the observed facts, while the other implies

much more of inference. But too often our writers and teachers
fail to separate them, giving equal credence to such theories as
the undulatory theory of light and the law of gravitation. This
is all very well when scientist is addressing scientist; any amount
of imagination and speculation is then admissible. Hypothesis
may be assumed as fact, and used as a basis of further conclu-
sion. But a teacher to his students or a writer to the general
Public should be very careful to distinguish between the pos-
tfive, the probable, and the possible. He should offer as positive
only such conclusions as have placed themselves beyond dispute,
and regard all others as more or less probable, according as they
nave been verified by observation. Unfortunately, many of our
teachers, and

; greater number of our writers, fail to do

Proved,

;

They are ready to accept before the public more than

perfectly proper for them to do with each other,
the7 thus- lose the reputation for exactness and unwilling-

ness to accept anything that is not beyond doubt, which should
al*ays characterize science.

& scientific fact, then, claims superiority to all else for two

th
^°

ns'7~the necessary belief in the truthfulness of nature, and

vatio°

SS,bllity
° f indefinite repetition of experiments and obser-

the'°

nS BUt WhCn We g° bey°nd the facts and draw inferences,
re is primarily no more reason for believing in the truth of

Som
nCG fr°m Sdence than in any non-scientific inference.

theT
<

;

0ncIusions can, by a long and successful verification from
_

CIacts of nature k. i-„_j . • „„-«-.,.•,, ;„_^^of ^ure, ^rendered very <

caU A
an any other factor of knowledge. We, then, trequentiy

inferen

em k^' thouSh they are really nothing more than strong

ability?

8
'

BUt this does not in the least Sive an>
r Sreater Prob

"

tjfic th
° °ther conclusi°ns. The fact that a theory is a scien-

many IT^5 US n°thin- aS to its Probability. &>«" there are

certain
SIons of theology or morals more probable than

Iong st

SC ' entific c°nclusions. It is only after a conclusion has

w'th all

the tCSt °f fact
'
and has shovvn itself so in harmony

claimed f*^ ^ t0 be universalIy accepted, that there can be

by
gene

° r ]t any of that superior weight of authority which is

^ consent given to scientific truths.
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COMPARATIVE CHEMISTRY OF HIGHER AND

LOWER PLANTS.

(Concluded from page 730.)

THE laws controlling the chemical evolution of plant-constit-

uents are too little comprehended to formulate, but before

reaching a position ever to do this, it will be necessary to studr

carefully the facts from extended researches, to ascertain ho*

these chemical constituents occur, under what conditions, and if

these conditions are constant or variable, and to what maybe

ascribed the variability.

In speaking of chemical compounds I will describe them as

occurring according to the botanical disposition of BUM
table, which I use provisionally, since it is not probable that

this presentation will be the ultimate or best way to introduce

the subject. But I am not prepared yet to offer any other ar-

rangement purely on a chemical basis; since the application

«

the chemical side of plant-life as one more evidence in favors

the hypothesis of evolution, is still too new to possess a Bfifl
of its own.

I have already referred to the protoplasm and starch, also (

the large ash-percentages of some of the lower groups,
jamong the compounds commonly found in many plants tann*

appears first according to the evolutionary order in liverworts.

.

ChI°rophyIi is one of the earliest compounds to appeal
|ts presence in Algae and its absence in Fungi is a c&tgH
between the two divisions of the Thallophyta group. **
this green coloring matter, which is, with few exceptions,^mon

1

to all plants, other brilliant coloring matters occur in*

of these lower plant forms which are peculiar to whole &&>
and correlated with special physiological functions.

Ihe general distribution of chlorophyll, with few except**

m all plant groups is only second to the proteid compo^;

2 7"''}G COl°r °f this compound is not the sametint^
Plants, and the evergreens and many other plants when co*P^

th K u
UUd ^ this resPect dis*nct. The gradual change^

the bright greens of the early spring foliage to the duller***
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of late summer illustrates the transmutation of color which may
be observed in plants, and I would suggest that this same
gradation may be seen on the large evolutionary planes of all

plant groups, chlorophyll, like the plants, being at different

evolutionary stages; for example, in many Algae and lower
plants it appears as light bright greens, and finally in the darker
greens of the higher plants.

Considering in general the chemical compounds of flowering
plants among the apetals and monocotyledons on the first evolu-
tionary plane, where the plant elements are simple, tannin, wax,
starch, aromatic or acrid principles, and the oils and sugar of
the palm are the most conspicuous substances. These com-
pounds are found in the same or in neighboring plants, and their

association is doubtless of evolutionary significance. Gluco-
sides or alkaloids, though occurring in some few of these plants,
are not characteristic of this stage of evolution.

Tannin is a general name for a class of substances which
Presents many aspects in different plants. It first appears, as was
stated, in the liverworts, combined with large quantities of starch

wax; then in ferns. Among the amental apetalous groups
IS one of tne conspicuous compounds, also associated with

s^ch
;
the casuarina, willow, poplar, hazel, oak, beech, chestnut,

J

der
,

and birch containing large quantities. Tannin is widely
'

.'stnbuted, though especially in the leaves, barks, 1 seeds, and

T S °f fruits
> and in other plants in considerable quantities, as

e maple, sumach, tea, in many berries, the holly, and the
se^s and stalks of the grape-vine.

onnentilla erecta? Rosacese, yields six to twenty per cent
nn.n and, although this compound is present in mono- and

yledonous oknt, .> ~™ „ ^ JL prominent in the
^talous on the first evolutionary pi;

-
m the highest nlani-« wk~« ;t ,-„

less, if at

found in c

ghest plants. When it is remembered that 1

ired

Sreater abundance in lower plants, which I have com-

it js

C as formative to the formed or higher evolutionary groups,

perce fa"
^^ illustration of what was stated about the hiSher

n age of ash-constituents in lower plants.
Mycologists

differ as to the tannin functions in plants. It

la2:^ *» Tannin dans les dive.es Regions du Bois de Chene," Ann. de

'

Fraas
. Ergebnisse, Landw. Ver^ M«n«W ,86..
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probably serves several purposes ; according to Schell, as a

plastic material for the building up of tissues, especially where

starch or fats are absent ; or it exists as a subordinate product.

It is certainly true that some tannins play a distinct role as the

source of many vegetable colors,—the reds and blues of flowers,

the brown of tree-barks, and the colors of changing leaves owing

their origin to this source.

The large quantity of starch in most tannin plants is remark-

able, and Sachs believes it, or fixed oils, to be the mother-sub-

stance of tannin.

Datiscin, 1 a kind of starch, is found in the Datisca order, and,

among the monocotyledons, the palms occur on the same plane,

and in most of their genera contain large quantities of starch,

eight hundred pounds of sago having been obtained from one

plant of Metroxylon, or the sago-palm species. The ArumM
danus (screw-pine) and bulrush orders yield much starch; of

the latter plants, 12.5 per cent, from Typha latifolia (Lecoq).

Large quantities of wax are found in species of the myrtle.

and also of the palm.

On the second plane, or multiplicity of floral parts, the chem-

ical constituents become much more numerous at this stage.

;
Under the apetalous and monocotyledonous groups volatile.

pungent, and aromatic principles, alkaloids, sugars, coloring-

matters, camphors, resins, starch, and glucosides appear promi-

nently. The lower dicotyledonous plants reproduce many*

the compounds of the other two classes, for the Rosaces con-

tain the tannins of the lower apetalous plants and its p^le

groups, and the glucosides of the higher monocotyledons.

Cane-sugar is a prominent compound here. If a horizon^

hne be drawn from a given point of Heckel's scheme it p*»

through the apetalous, mono- and dicotyledonous groups, wo*

contain this substance most abundantly-namely, the *W
beet, sugar-cane, sorghum, the fruit groups of the Rosacea^
the sugar-maple.

The sugar of the palms, among the highest of pk#|§
simplicity of floral elements, is very like that of the cane. **
the grasses are the lower of monocotyledons with mtfW
of parts, it is notable that at the meeting-ground between t*

groups, or at the transition-stage into multiplicity, sugar sW
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occur. The sugar of the palm is very little above the sugar line

;

it may be considered, in an evolutionary sense, as passing to the

cane-sugar of these other groups, and as forming the apex of a

low triangle, the base being the sugar line already described. The
large percentage of grape-sugar in the fig, Fiats carica, occurs in

a class very nearly on a line with these cane-sugar plants.

Glucosides are more especially the compounds of the middle

plane of plant development, and are found in the higher mono-
cotyledons of this stage, in the lower and some of the higher

dicotyledons, and less frequently in the highest of all plants, or

under cephalization. The first appearance of a glucoside occurs

m the apetalous groups of flowering plants, as quercitrin in

Oxrya tomcntosa, Juglandacese, or in other hickory varieties;

then in the next following orders, as salicin and populin, of the

willow and poplar; antiarin, of the Antsjar, or Upas-tree

\A*&m$ toxicaria); acorin, of the Arum; and coniferin, of the

Coniferae. Among the Lirioideas groups many glucosides occur,

especially saponin, and I have found this compound in species

the yucca, agave, and among dicotyledons in leguminous
Plants; besides, it is found in Rosae and other parallel groups.

Saponin is also found in Smilax, a genus partaking somewhat
of the nature of endogens and exogens, and serves to unite all

the saponin groups; 1 and although this compound is widely
distributed in plants, it is a significant fact that all the groups
containing it belong to this middle evolutionary division.

osoll^has found saponin in the cell-sap of living roots of

and Gysophila, and I have elsewhere called attention

-- solvent action of saponin on resins,3 also on calcium
palate. This property is of value to the plant not only by
actui

g as a solvent of insoluble or slightly soluble compounds,
thus assisting it in obtaining food otherwise difficult of

â ess, but also resins are found in nearly all the Lirioideae, and
* Presence of this chemical class associated with saponin shows
Physiological adaptation of importance to the plant. It may
recalled that the pink family is remarkable for its proportion
lme

>
and this element is frequently found in large quantities,

rM^
em

;

cal Basis of Plant Forms."

-.v.94;Jahresb.d.Chem.,l884.

Jour it
*?y ila. Soc. ; Chemical Basis of Plant Forms,
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multiplicity of floral element to cephaliza

Among the members of the higher gn
the preceding stages of chemical evolutio

a certain point, when the plants acquire

of the leguminous group

give way to the alkaloids of the cinchon,-

and the strychn

order, and the aromatic and volatile co
positae.

Alkaloids, thou

very lowest nor

plants or who!

substances of tl

the plant kingc.

Coumarin, ti

grass, is one ill

i

containing oils,

has been found
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lution, and acquaintance with the conditions which control their

synthesis and gradual formation in the plant can only be had by
patient research. The simpler compounds of which any com-
plex substance is built, if located as compounds of lower plants,

would indicate the lines of progression from the lower to the

higher groups.

It lias been already said that every plant contains compounds
peculiar to it, but certain compounds seem to play a special part

in plant evolution, since the wax and tannin of the vascular

cryptogams lead to the tannin and wax groups of the apetalous

plants, and the starch of these lower plants to the great starch

groups of the monocotyledonous. It will not be out of place

to note here that the greatest accumulations of starch occur
Jn plant orders just before they pass on to a higher plane of

evolution. This is seen, for example, in the palm and neigh-
boring orders of the first plane, and among the Lirioides of the

^cond plane, since these plants are the richest in starch con-
stituents, and it seems as if they were preparing by large reserves
of food-supply for their higher position, represented by more
evolved groups, where the demands for nutrition are greater.
Again, the line of cane-sugar indicates that sugar occurs promi-

nently in plants passing from simplicity to multiplicity of floral

elements, and the glycosides in their turn are found in the middle
^ge of plant development, assisting the plants to the highest
Pkne of cephalization.

Plate XXVII. is a chemical representation, drawn after Heckel's
^nical table, and from what has preceded it will be easily

reprehended. It is not to be inferred that all classes of chemi-
"

h

CornP°unds found in plants are represented, since only a few
*v

« been used for illustration, nor that all of these given com-

ma °
nly occur in the desisnated Plant grouPs '

since they

thes

°CCUr m traces or varYmg quantities elsewhere. However,

^J*
compounds are conspicuous as being especially typical of

their

P ant gr°UpS Which corresPond to their location, and where
'presence is doubtless associated with the plants' evolution.

an ord
Chemical comPounds which may be said to be typical of

out of

er

f

Spedes
'
or an individual member of a series would be

Som
P
*T

m thls Seneral presentation.

<Wl ^ gr°Ups> as the Pr°teaceae, orchids, and Compositae,

P «n aesthetic beauty at the expense of their chemical con-
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stituents, all resources go to develop the perfection of the flower,

and the absence of numerous compounds in these plan

strong point in favor of chemical evolution favoring plant devel-

opment. These beautiful 'plants being among the highest of

their series, may well be called the aristocrats of the vegetable

It is still impossible to demonstrate the full significance of this

chemical theory in plant development, but it will be evident I

any one who examines botanical and chemical facts that the

presence of certain chemical compounds is associated w

tain botanical conditions, and where these conditions are variable,

is found a like variability of chemical composition. If it can't*

proved that chemical and botanical morphology are not one ace

the same, at least the two are very intimately correlated.

It has been said that many of the constituents found in pla*

are the result of destructive metabolism, and are of no further

use in the plant's economy, but our knowledge o( what consti-

tute plastic and waste products is by no means settled, and even

should we be forced to accept the conclusion that some prod

are of no use to the plant, yet it is a significant fact that ce -

-

cell-tissues or organs secrete or excrete chemical corncob
,

peculiar to them, and which are only to be found in one***

or in species closely allied to it.

Broadly speaking, the study of plant-life cannot be c

within the limits of the vegetable-cell, since its radiation

to the domains of mineralogy and animal life. From a cheffl^

point alone it would be difficult to discriminate in every

between the plant- and animal-cell. The series of animal-g

carbo-hydrates, alkaloids, and coloring-matters find their a

gous series in plants; by the study of embryology »* lS

that alantoin occurs in animal- and plant-life, also g1^'
inosite are found in both kingdoms, and the secretion o

plant-leaves is a fluid chemically like the animal gastric J»'

M. Leo Errera, 1
in a recent paper on a fundamental

con^_

of equilibrium of living cells, calls attention to the thin an
FJ|

condition of plant- as well as animal-cells at the moment o

|
formation, and their tendency to assume a form which,^ ^
same conditions, an imponderable lamina of liquid w° u

j^jj
and he attributes to this fact their adaptability and tfi

1 Comp. Rend., t. xiii., 1886, p. 822.
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with which they change. He believes that we can trace to this

cause the great number of organic forms, and for the first time
unite the architecture of the cell to molecular physics. Only
with age the cell-membrane becomes thick and offers a consider-
able resistance.

It may be suggested that this fact is further exhibited when
applied to the conditions obtained when plants pass from their

younger to older stages ; again, it is seen on comparing the lower
plastic protoplasmic plants with the rigidity and firmness of the
tissues of the higher plants, and in the change from the semi-
fluid to the formed and fixed states of chemical compounds.
The law of progression is one that regards the general good

to the disregard of the individual ; since in the death or fixation
and crystallization of individuals the vegetable kingdom, on the
wnole, has ascended to its highest present living form, and many

its constituent .chemical parts had long ago reached their
Pinnacle in the cycle of evolution. This concerns equally the
changes in the vegetable-cell, and its complex molecule of pro-
ei is built from simple substances, which in turn break down
no less complex bodies, and are again reconstructed into pro-

s
.
or as cellulose and other compounds remain as the compo-

nent parts of tissue in higher plants, thus serving the mechanical
a"d physiological needs of the organism.

diet

S

t

from the Poetical application of plant products to

pose f'

pharmacv
'
and the industries, it is eminently for pur-

-ntific investigation that the field of plant chemistry
0st promising.

will b^
suSgested to me from botanical sources that time

com o

UtlWlSely exPended over a detailed study of the chemical

of da
"? °f plants

>" in this
> as in mineralogy, its use as a means

?ator
^'^tion will depend upon the convictions of the investi-

tioj'of
*

1

gh
^ SGemS t0 me that many of the VCXed qUCS~

hensi
P
f

develoPment can only be solved by a full comprc-

It

°n of vegetable chemistry.

PhoIoL
n

°V°
te inferred that "botanists," the knights of mor-

bv cherts
Svstematic classification, will thereby be deprived,

^hapsT^'
fr°m tiltinS over the floral tournament courts.

§roups th"

SU°h Pleasant Pastimes of contest for disputed plant

Wearv and
VCteran army of knights-errant may at least become

vol xx,
W,1Iing 1y exchange the lance for the balance.

*'•—NO. 9.
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The vegetable kingdom is so vast that the botanico-chemicai

facts at our disposal are meagre in comparison to the data n

quired, and in consequence many of the explanatory statemen!

advanced can only be considered in the light of speculate

Vistas have opened most promisingly but to be cut off suddenly

by a limitation of these details, and I cannot urge too strong!)

the very great importance of minute chemical research I

in certain typical members of botanical groups; withoi

investigation a great deal of our present knowledge is worthless.

The changes of the chemical compounds within the cell, the

simultaneous appearance of two or more compounds always §

association, and the predominance of some one compound in

certain plant groups, should be seriously considered before tie

evolution of plant chemistry be definitely approved or condemned

These facts suggest questions which must be answered before a

further advance can be made in plant biology.
The practical application of a theory, which advocates that the

morphology of a plant is the outcome of its chemistry, will be

used by the chemist to direct him to certain plant groups for any

compound which experience proves to be present with similar

morphological characters in other groups.
It has been recently suggested 1 that many of the chemical

compounds may serve the plant as means of defence agam*

animals, and when we camphorize our furniture and poison

g
flower-beds, we are only imitating and reinventing what the

plants practised before the existence of man; and I may add &•

the cinchona-tree of malarial countries proclaimed longg
their subtle therapeutical skill in securing for themselves a corflff

m quinine manufacture, independent of contemporary source^

A full acquaintance with the chemical compounds of m
plant orders may even lead to a chemistry of paleo-b

where the fossil forms resemble modern groups, as

the well-preserved remains lately discovered in Fi

same chemical compounds might have existed as arc n

in similar groups. From the knowledge which will one )

ours of the morphology and evolution of chemical subs
^

a flora may be reconstructed reaching far back into the rec

of time.

* M. Leo. Errera, Royal Bot. Soc. of Belgium, Revue Scien., *9* >""

M. Louis Crie, Comp. Rend., t. ciii. p. 1:43.
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In minerals, plants, and animals the same principles recur,

though at each higher plane under more complicated conditions

;

and any one who, on visiting the Hot Springs of the Yellowstone

National Park, has seen the non-carboniferous gelatinous masses

assuming the forms of organized life will ask himself if silica,

under some conditions, may not replace carbon and become
living matter. Since Confervae do live in these springs at high

temperature, perhaps some such locality as the Yellowstone
may have been the birthplace of "a protoplasmic primordial

atomic globule."

The impulse which directs minerals to masquerade as living

Plants and animals often manifests itself, for example, in the

ferns called stag-horns ; and orchids, disguised like 'insects, pre-

tend to be what they are not. When will all of these intricacies

1 nature's belong to commonplace facts?
distant And in the mean time my hour is drawing to a close;
and

' to retu™ to my first statement of the evolution of the chem-
jcal elements, I would say that the studies 1 of Lecoq de Bois-

wudron, Auer, Demargay, and Crookes on didymium, and the
atter's researches on yttria, and more recently on the crimson
•ne of phosphorescent alumina,2 go to show that the molecules
these so-called elements are compound, and if I have dwelt

* a» upon this subject, in connection with plant-life, it is on
ccount of the indisputably serious nature of the investigations
«'this field. On listening to the following concluding remarks

Professor Crookes's address 3 the chemical evolution of plant

propounds receives an able ally. He says, " We cannot venture

fr

aSSert Positively that our so-called elements have been evolved

oUv

°ne primordial matter, but we may contend that the balance

Th^

V'dence
• • • fairly weighs in favor of this speculation. . . .

J-

doctrine of evolution, as you well know, has thrown a new

hiolo

UP°n aUd §iven a new imPulse to every dePartment of

spond
7

'
Ieading us

- may we not hope, to anticipate a corre-

al !

mg Wal<ening light in the domain of chemistry. I would

hypo

l

t

n

h

VeStlgators not necessarily either to accept or reject the

hy
,

esis of chemical evolution, but to treat it as a provisional
V ****', keep it in view in their researches, to inquire how

'Comp. Rend., t. civ., 1887, p. 165, M. Henri Besquerel.
Chem. News, Jan. 21, 1887.
Delivered before the British A. A. S., 1886.
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far it lends itself to the interpretation of the phenomena <

served, and to test experimentally every line of thought which

points in this direction."

From the above sketch I have attempted to show that the

hypothesis of evolution may also apply to the chemistry oi

plant compounds, and that plant chemistry will be found, like

any special study, to include many others. It is, howe

ceptional in its broad range, and the variety of its topi

the variations of flower-species, may be cultivated to 5

taste of the investigator.

INSTRUCTION IN GEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION.

BY WILLIAM MORRIS DAVIS.

Revised from a paper read before the Association of American Naturalists

delphia, December, 1 886.

INSTRUCTION in geological investigation is so newadepart-

A ment of teaching that it is little assisted or hampered by tra-

ditional methods. Its best materials are found in the wide out-

door laboratory, and as all out-door laboratories are of their on

local kind, every teacher is required to develop his own methods

of using them; and he must count this to his advantage, for

'|

prevents him from doing his own work in some other person*

way. The personality of the teacher must appear here if'M
where

; and it must be strongly flavored with the local proble

J
that spring up around him in new crops every year, andwlt^own methods of attacking them. Instruction in geologic

'

vestigation at any one place cannot therefore hope to reach

completeness that may be attained in physics or chemistry, w g
experiments are made to order in-doors, limited rather

,

y

one
funds than by the place of the laboratory.

Consequent^

of the first aims of the instructor, and of the student too

'

take a proper share in laying out his own course of work, sD^

be to see that his geological studies are pursued under more
..

one teacher and in manv more than one place. So d»st»

ui« iieea, and so strong do I feel the limitations tn«" - ^
it, that I shall not presume to talk up to the general tit

»

gested by the committee in charge of our meeting, but
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once make my statements specific and tell you little more than

my own plan and practice of instruction in this broad subject.

Neither plan nor practice has much age to recommend it; both
vary, to their improvement I trust, from year to year ; and it

should be explained at the beginning that my experience does
not reach to either one of two branches of geological study that

occupy much attention,—palaeontology and petrography: there

>s enough to begin with in structural and physical geology.

Investigation begins with learning to see for oneself. The first

teaching in geological investigation should therefore be made
early in the course of study, and not postponed so that only ad-
vanced students and specialists can reach it. College sopho-
mores, having had a general lecture course on geology in their

freshman year, are well prepared for the first steps ; but they are
truly first steps that are then taken, for the face of the country
has no expression to young men who have indeed learned what
« considered the saving quantity of classics, mathematics or
history, but who are unpractised in observation ; their eyes are
not yet opened to the sight of the land about them. Sometimes,

be sure, a student comes bringing with him the popular im-
pression that he is something of a geologist because he can give

\

e specific names of a number of minerals and fossils, learned
•« a cabinet; and he may be excused for thinking so, for does
"0t every geologist meet, during his summer travels, the em-
barrassing necessity of simulating an interest in the kind atten-
ons of his host who wishes to exhibit some "curious mineral"

/ fossil footprint," as if the geological attractions of the neigh-

is stn°

d
°entred therein? The mental Philosophy of geology

eno h

Un°pened book even to intelligent people. Naturally

c

°USh ' therefore, the student; who has imbibed the popular con-

lectuT
°f thC StUdy

'

°r Wh° has learned °nly fr°m b°°kS and

a fuU

reS a SeHeS °f verbal definitions and explanations, comes to

from h^
°n being told that he is t0 discover for himself and

iocrica ,

IS

/
>Wn ODServation the correlation and sequence of geo-

diffi i

Phen°mena '" the district around him. The fundamental

Whe
y

.

that he feels is the inability to see what he looks at.

is of"
difficulty is fairly overcome, the gain that he has made

edUca
!° great value in his general as well as in his geological

of the Ti
hat

*
find in this very fact the warrant for the dection

udy of field geology by many more young men than the
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few who may intend to follow the subject professionally ii

years. Let us consider an actual case. The first excursic

I commonly take with a class leads us to an old quarry in £

ville, near the Agassiz Museum in Cambridge, where a large dife

some forty feet wide, cuts across the beds of the Somervilk

slates. There may be ten or twenty students in the party, and

it should be remembered that they have had a preliminary c<

in elementary geology, in which nearly all the terms that we

occasion to use have been defined : they are also provided

hammers, compasses, clinometers, note-books, and outline i

of the district. On entering the quarry, I select two fragment:

of rock: one exhibits a fine, granular texture, with bands of al-

ternating color, and is shown as the type of a bedded, stratified

or aqueous rock ; the other is of crystalline texture,

arrangement in layers, and represents the group of massive, crys-

talline, or igneous rocks ; and without further explanation m
this, the students are asked to search out the area occupied by

each rock, the line of contact and the phenomena exhibited alon:

it, and to determine the relations of the two and the sequence oi

events in their history. Emphasis is given to the importanceo;

personal work, and I take pains to say how much more wftg

is the ability to determine the facts than the facts themselves

For several years it was my practice to point out the quarry-

structure on the first excursion, thinking it too difficult

beginners to discover; but it seems now that that was almost*

waste of time. It must be borne in mind that the students*-

are set to this work have already had in their preliminary co»'

some account of just such facts as they now encounter m f
field; they do not come to the task unprepared.

Moreover,-

attention of the class is not so well held by explanation fro

instructor as by exploration for themselves. I therefore

them at once on their difficulties; my own endeavor being

-^
to suggest observations and give encouragement than to a

questions. The questions are to be answered by the

Even the best students are almost helpless at first,-so
i^

their general education taught them of independent,
ongr ^

servation even of a simple kind. One of the c0fflm°^i*
ments is, "I don't know how to go to work," upon w

'

tfc;

necessary to repeat that the first step is simply to *arc»

area of the two rocks and the phenomena of their W
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tact. Not knowing how to go to work on such a problem does

not mean ignorance of geology alone, but inexperience in the

first requisite of scientific study. But the most characteristic

feature of the first day's work is the frequency with which the

instructor's authority is appealed to in decision of questions that

lie open before the class. It is as if the weight of previous

education were thrown on the side of dulling individual obser-

vation and judgment. It requires much care to avoid answer-

ing easy questions and thus defeating the objects of the ex-

cursion
; and it requires more care to escape answering the

questions without either discouraging or exasperating the ques-

tioners. A preliminary explanation is advisable, so that all may

understand that there is nothing like a rebuff intended in the

rather brusque counter-questions that serve best to direct the

work where it should go. A student will sometimes come up to

me, after a very insufficient search for facts on the ground, and,

presenting a piece of the dike, say, with the idea that he is doing

his full duty, " Isn't this melaphyr?" Now, as a matter of fact,

he is, in this particular case, quite right; at least, so I am assured

hy competent lithologists, and later on he should be told so, but

not at first. He has perhaps heard the name, melaphyr, asso-

ciated with dark-colored, fine-grained rocks, and makes a lucky

venture in using it ; but as the object of the work is to train his

observation, not mine, I throw the burden of proof upon him by

asking in return, " Why do you think so?" " It looks like it."

" What is melaphyr ?" This may sound, as I now read it, very

*uch like snubbing a praiseworthy inquiry; but see the result.

N'ne times out of ten the student says, " Oh, melaphyr ? Mel-

aphyr is 1 don
'

t remember;" and this clears away the false

knowledge that places names uppermost, and brings us down to

a solid foundation for good work. No words must be used that

^nnot be defined : no suggestions must be made that cannot be

Justified by actual observation. The question may now be re-

turned, « If you cannot say that this is melaphyr, what can you
say about it ?" " Well it is a dike." " Why do you think so ?

.' !t looks like one." " What is a dike ?" " A dike is a mass of

'^ous roCk filling a fracture in the country-rock." " Does this

'gneous rock fill such a fracture ?" Again it appears how much

ST * is to make assertions than to defend them
;

it is very

Id0m th*t a student will on his first endeavor suggest and ap-
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ply the tests that furnish him with answers to such questions

these. He must make a second' and a third attack before

really gets possession of all the facts about the dike,—its wic

dip, and direction; the detail of its contact phenomena; its t<

ture and its joints ; but by persevering attention all these fa

can be discovered from his own seeing, and then a good less

is learned. A few such lessons correct the habit of using woi

recklessly, of making guesses and of offering unjustifiable sug-

gestions in explanation of discovered facts. All this is vt

mentary; but it is the only basis for good work of a higher order.

The better students take to the work with fine spirit ;
in some

cases the opening of their eyes, the awakening of the conscious-

ness that the work is in their hands and that they are really able

to undertake it, is an inspiring experience to the instructor,—one

that serves to carry him over the disappointment occasioned by

the obdurate youths who insist that they, who have most to

learn, cannot learn anything from the quarry before them. ft|

indeed a real pleasure to go with an appreciative new-comer to

an old, familiar field and watch his rapid learning of new facts

and methods : it is this that saves teaching from becoming mo-

notonous, and makes it instead a very live work.

It is not always easy to secure a good conception of the tru

and actuality of phenomena that are named and talked about

familiarly enough; tor

example, the intrusion

of the dike that has r
been discovered.

Sor

little commonplace
de-

tail is then an aid.

suggest that a certain

part of the edge of »

dike in question be *

amined minutely
a

) scale, and that an explanation be sought for the o s

thus discovered. A hinged fragment (Fig. i) ii sooa 7nii
but its full significance is seldom seen at first. It fcf*S
"stringer" between two joints which the intruding d*e

opened (Fig. 2), the other part having been broken off^ned away out of sight in the further widening of the fr*

The penetration of the dense dike-matter into the **"
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parts of the crevices thus opened shows how mobile it was under
the heat and pressure that caused its motion. This specific detail

carries the observer back to the time of the intrusion, and gives

A cross-section of the quarry is then asked for, and this brings
up a very common difficulty arising from lack of practical geomet-
rical knowledge. The
same difficulty appears
in determining the dip
of the dike; it is as if

the rocks were to be
studied only in the two
dimensions of length
and breadth, without

depth. J??*thicknesi

Even so simple a geo-
metrical matter as strike has generally to be labored over. The
cross-section of the dike and slate is drawn to estimated scale
*ith some care (Fig. 3)
so as t0 make a begin-
ninS at least of cor-
rCCt Under-ground inter-
Pret*ion, on which so
much advanced work de-
S*nds

; and this leads to
n
y new questions.:

' the d'ke tilt the™ } Did the dike

befc.

6 G Vanation in the dip of the slate ? Did the dike appear

Su

e 0r after the slate was tilted ?

able
questlons as these appear utterly obscure and unanswer-

in geo

(

5o

many
.

students
: not because they have had no practice

invest

°SlCal
.

investiSation, but because they are unpractised in

verifica1

atl

°u
itSdf

' The relation of observation, hypothesis, and
ion has not hp^n „ nr^Aaj ±~ *t-„:_ m:„^ ~~a ,> ;.: fnr t-iWc

reaso
* that I lay s

ceive th
°^lns is more important than for the student to per-

a he may discover and follow the legitimate sequence

reasoning,

been unfolded to their minds, and it is for this

itress both here and in the field on the

; well as of observation, in geological
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of argument on which geological assertion is based. Practic;

in solving the questions proposed above leads to this desirab:

end. If the dike tilted the slate, the beds should dip awayfros

the dike on both sides, as in Fig. 4. They do not, and it t

therefore concluded that the slate was tilted by some force inde-

pendent of the dikes. This is soon confirmed by finding that I

dip of the slate is maintained at a tolerably even angle for am;.:

or more, although intersected in various directions

dikes. If the dike caused the local irregularity in the #fl
slate, the dip should be increased on the south and decreased*

the north, as in Fig. 5 ; but the observed section in Fig. 3
shof

;

a local increase of dip on both sides of the dike, as if the I"

had been slightly sheared independently oi the intrusion. »
dikes soon confirm the conclusion that their intrusion did

perceptibly affect the dip of the adjoining beds. In deciding

relation between the dates of intrusion and tilting, we must

rule out any argument based on the present tilted attitude

dike
; it may have been vertical originally and then tilted bo<

with the slate to its present dip, or it may have been intrude*

its present inclination ; therefore no conclusion can be
<

from its dip. The only means here available for «*«
answer depend on a postulate concerning the joints in the s

^

The joints may have been made in the slate before it **

but they were almost surely made while the tilting was gor»

Now, the dike is seen to have smooth joint-faces for the p
part of its walls ; it must therefore have taken advantage

^
existent joints in opening a way for its upward escape,

its edge would be ragged. The dike therefore
certai )

after the joints were made, and probably after the til**

begun. Thewantofcompl,
sjdered reason for

logical reasoning leads only to probabilities that taj -

as well make early acquaintance with this kind ot
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demonstration, but great care must be taken to see that he fully

recognizes the postulates of the argument and does not over-
draw on their certainty. The desire for final settlement of all

questions is strong in the student mind; questions that must
be held open for further investigation are not always favorites,

but I believe they are aids to the habit of mental deliberation.

In this particular case the doubt is soon lessened, for a little

kter, on the same excursion, a ragged dike is found breaking its

way unevenly through the slate. The slate is jointed now, and
traversed by smooth-walled dikes, showing that the irregularity
of the ragged dike is due not to the impossibility of smooth
breaks being made in the country-rock, but to their absence at
the time of its intrusion. Finally, a smooth dike is found inter-
secting a ragged dike, giving new and safe evidence of the rela-
tively early and late dates of their respective intrusions ; and
"is is.emphasized as a good illustration of a double approach to
a single conclusion.

One of the most important exercises in connection with the
eld-work is the careful formulation, oral and written, of the
delusions reached and the means of reaching them. It helps
do away with the idea that a geologist is a collector of speci-

™«w rather than a collector of facts and arguments; it is good

m
Cnta

!
Practice, and aids the student in any kind of work he

a
y afterwards undertake

; it is to most of the class the greatest

ote
thGy Cany fr°m their excursions.

draw

G ° ost instl*uctive quarries in Somerville is roughly

and

m
' ^' ^be attempt is here made to show the visible

visible

Vered
.

rock areas, but it should be remembered that the

di

C r°ck ,s much less distinct in the dusty quarry than in the

djkf?"
The tilted slates, S, S, are intersected by a forty-foot

thickn ^ b°th are CUt by a double dike
'
CD

'
°f modefate

and tn

eSS ' brge dike is soon seen t0 be horizontally faulted
'

first a

G qUeSt,0n is Put * When and where was it dislocated ? the
t answer

1 careful

generally refers the time and place to the r

C0Untr
search shows this to be wrong: the great slab of

parts

r

j^°
Ck

' which here separates the younger dike into two

consists °f

Und t0 match the Wal1 from which Jt waS broken

;

{t

o
pposit

S
° slate opposite the slate wall, and of old-dike rock

without

2

°
ld d 'ke

-
The newer dike therefore °Pened its way

any lateral shift of its walls. This is confirmed by
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noticing a bend in the dike in the southern part of the q

the result of a crook in the fracture through which it r<

there had been shearing motion on the fracture, the width

dike at the crook would have been increased or decreased, as1

Fig- 7, o, c. The faulting of the large dike is thus shown to *

independent of and
smaller one. Attenti

f the fractures occupied

turned to a slickensided
jo"*

face, EF, Fig. 6, on which.breccia and fault-scratches
are

^
mon: perhaps the faulting occurred here; if so, how ca

demonstrated ? Before looking again at the quarry every
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is asked to consider two simple alternatives ; the large dike

either was or was not moved on this fault-plane : what would be

the consequence in either case ? what test may be invented to

settle the question ? If the dike were not moved on this fault-

plane (that is, if the dike were younger than the fault), its margins

would be in line with each other on both sides of the fault; if

the dike were moved on the fault-plane, its north and south

margins would be offset, and both by the same amount. The
shaded areas marked X, Y, Fig. 8, are thus seen to be of critical

importance. If X consist of dike-rock and Y of slate, then the

first alternative is true ; if X be of slate and Y of dike-rock, then

the second alternative is true. Especial attention is called to

this deductive method of planning out lines of work. It is not

sufficient simply to go out-doors and look about ; the geologist

must look first, then think, infer, plan, and at last lead his obser-

vations to the precise spot where they will do the most good

;

not the most good to the theory that may from some accident

have secured his preference, but the most good in deciding

critically among all the possibilities of the case. I think the
history of geology need not be read far before one finds un-

fortunate examples of the neglect of this method. A fact is

n°ted and a suggestion offered : the suggestion fits, and therefore
* ls accePted. But the student must be made to see that such a
method will not lead to safe conclusions. It is quite possible

at several processes may bring about the (apparently) same
resu lt. In such case it is manifestly unsafe to conclude that
any one process did bring about the result merely because it

j;

oula- Independent evidence must be found to check and con-

/
m a suggested process after its suggestion before any confi-
CnCe should be placed in it; further, all other apparently possible

Presses must be ruled out before any one can be accepted as the

m^
e and actual one. It is not easy to teach this to a class, and

a*»y will slip through the work without much appreciatio
Sequence of events, as constituting a portion of geological

nistorv ;„
' ™———e - r *> -

con 1
j

a matter of importance. The case just described

after th

h an illustration of *. The lar?e dike was faulted

Plane t

mtrusion of the smaller one, for on tracing the fault-

the w
^ northem side of the quarry, it is found to intersect

as tK

CSt

!
rn member of the double dike, and brecciate it as well

** Mother rocks.
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The numerous intersecting and faulted dikes on our sea-coast

north of Boston present unexcelled examples for work of this

kind
:

the amygdaloid in Brighton and its banded amygdute

offer an instructive problem : but the phenomena of the drift are,

as a rule, too complicated for local elementary treatment by the

methods described above. Their observation needs to be sup-

plemented by many facts drawn from larger fields than our ex-

cursions cover, and, although very interesting and valuable for

class-work, they cannot be considered as useful in early teaching.

Eight excursions of from four to six hours each, four in the fall

and four in the spring, are thus occupied, and constitute the

field-work that makes one-third part of our second course is

geology. They are arranged so as to include as varied example*

of structure and as varied problems as possible, but their aim is

discovery and demonstration rather than exposition and illustra-

tion. They are intended to practise the power of observation

to awaken and develop the methods of geological reasoning

rather than merely to load the memory or inform the mind. In-

deed, all this work is like exercise in a gymnasium. Ayo^
man who practises leaping over a vaulting-horse does not do

»

because he expects to meet the same vaulting-horse in after-life

but because he wishes to be able to leap over various obstacles

outside of the gymnasium.
The winter season, when out-door work is stopped, can

well employed in securing some familiarity with our geology

literature. Government and State reports with Prime's W*
thereto, the American Journal of Science, and the Royal *
ciety's catalogue of scientific papers, with the more impo^j

journals that it leads to, are our chief materials, but of^
will not speak further.

At the end of the second course with its field-work, the stu*J

must consider carefully if he wish to go farther into geology

,

he decide to go on, there are courses in lithology,^geology, and palaeontology before him, but these do not co

strictly under the title of my essay. There is also a t&T
more advanced field-work, which is more to the present f
We find it difficult to give this course as it should be &»&
account of its necessary conflict with other college duties. ^
impossible to do much serious work without a whole day*

field, and this generally involves the unsatisfactory n
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' cutting" something else. The summer vacation may be utilized,

but the student is not often well enough prepared to walk alone

amidst the complication of problems that he meets. The sum-
mer school is a valued factor here, but this is a rather heavy tax
on the instructor. We make the best of it in one way or another,

and have succeeded in accomplishing some fairly good work ; but
in contemplating our moderate successes, and comparing them
with the more finished products of the biological, chemical, and
physical laboratories, we have occasion to lament the unwieldy
character of geological problems. The biologist may cultivate his

specimens in a jar, slice them nicely in his microtome, and exam-
ine them with his microscope, all comfortably arranged at a con-
venient table in a good light. Winter and summer, good weather
and bad, his work of actual and original observation may go on.

The geologist has no such good fortune. He must go out of
town to his work, spending valuable time on the way there and
ack. In our present almost mapless condition he has to play

topographer to the distraction of his attention, and his problems
seldom, if ever, can have the conciseness or the singleness that
may characterize work on animals and plants, and which is so de-
sirable for the sake of the student. It is difficult to assign sub-
c s or fields that allow of tolerably complete consideration by a

^dent in the fall and spring half-years. The course in field-

*ork cannot therefore be described with the definiteness given
the more elementary teaching. I can do little more than

rec°unt its objects.

^
he prime object of this advanced work is to teach the

he

U Cnt not only to see for himself, but to see for himself when

a ,J
S alone

- In the first field course, where the instructor

"^^accompanies the class, he may direct or suggest a profit-

f work, and hedge the party in from useless searching,

alone^h"
^^^ when the student goes out most of the time

occa
'

G mstructor accompanying him only on preliminary and

the T
U

f later trips
- Jt m*y be counted a good year's work if

com
l

Ieam in that time to make an accurate
-

tolerably

assii^j'
and oriSinal report, written and graphic, on two areas

serio k°
hIm

" The Want of good toP°graPmc base-maps is a

well a!

°bstacle here
; for the present we have to get along as

of th

may be with small-scale road-maps, on which the relief

e ground has practically no representation. The topo-

ablelineofv
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graphic survey of Massachusetts will, however, soon

remedy this difficulty. The first questions that arise in the field

concern the division of the country into its kinds; that is, simple

areal geology. As all of our region is largely drift-covered,

is necessary for good work to map the rocks only where the

are seen in outcrops, and to classify the drift as well as th

rocks beneath it. The number of formations and sub-forms

tions has to be discussed ; the characteristics of all to be deter

mined ; and the boundaries to be marked out. This is so largi

a problem, and is often so complicated, that for the first two or

three excursions the student may feel discouraged. The best

scholars learn much by working out their own difficulties,m
no more aid than is given by answers to admissible questions:

those with less ability and perseverance need more immediate

assistance. Repeated visits to the more significant localities

advised ; for the beginner can hardly hope to reach at once

ambition of the most experienced geologist, and see in a first ana

single view not only the raw facts as they then appear, but al»

the critical points that are visible only after reflection.
There

are indeed few fields that do not repay second and third gleanings:

if they seem barren after the first harvest, the gleaner had best

ascribe the barrenness to his own want of skill.

There are two matters that I find need repeated mentionI

this work. First, the student must as far as possible finish f

work as he goes, and not depend on later visits for doing w^

he can see on the first ; a general reconnoissance is, of *g
allowable, but unrecorded or sketchy work must not conW •

long. Each day's work must show a portion of the map 6*j*

as far as the knowledge then possessed will allow; bo***J
fully this is done, there will be enough work for review *|jg|
by later discoveries, and quite out of sight at first.

These,

matter is the need of distinguishing explicitly between w

seen and what is inferred. Printed maps generally oaa

distinction on account of the large scale that it req^J^
omission on field-maps is inexcusable. Strong colorS

f
.

otor

lines may be used to indicate well-ascertained facts;

dotted colors, and broken or dotted lines, aided by *
^ £

tion-points, will signify doubt. Uncolored portions o

map should mean only unvisited country. A pi«*^ ^
carefully surveyed and mapped in this way gives g<*>°
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faculty.

Innumerable problems arise during this work : they are only

too plentiful. The quality of the student may be finely gauged
by the kind of questions they excite in him ; it is needless to add

that the quality of the instructor may be gauged by his answers!

As a general rule, the answers should be like guide-boards point-

ing out the way to the settlement ; not like coaches, carrying the

passive questioner there : the working geologist must learn to go
afoot, and to find his road rather than be led along it. I may be

allowed in closing a single illustration from an actual case.

The problem in hand was concerning the former higher level

of the sea about Boston. The opinion is commonly entertained

that there was a post-glacial depression of the land amounting to

about ninety feet; this being quoted from an old record of sea-

shells found at that altitude near Winthrop, and confirmed by
comparable records to the north and south. If such a depression

occurred, the shore of the sea must have run around the margin
°f the present Boston basin. With this beginning, the student is

sent into the field, to search the slopes up to one hundred feet

'or water-marks, and to search his mind for argument on the
Whole question. He must be on the alert to perceive any faint

mdlcation of a rock-cliff, sand-bar, or delta ; he must keep his
mmd wide open to all available hypotheses for their explanation,
CVen the most " cranky" being dismissed only for cause, not be-
Cause !t is unfashionably dressed; he must be strictly logical and
lmPartial in applying tests to verify his hypotheses, and he must
Slve up all that are found wanting. To the first view, the tramp-
n
g over the country may seem the greater part of the field-work,

exer

t0
°
ne Wh

° iS able t0 take the ful1 pr°fit fr°m it? thC mCntal

stud

'56 1S always much greater than the physical. Some
ents find the physical work the harder of the two.

Wi ft

d 'SCUSsion wiH run about as follows : Admitting that the

of

^rop shells are a true sea-deposit, there ought to be signs

the h

Sea"shore somewhere above the present level, unless

rec
' °re

.

did not s^nd at any level long enough to make a

pied b
mark

'
°r Un,eSS the Boston basin was m0Stly °CCU"

shore
V ^^ ice durinS the depression. Supposing that a

topopu
WaS made

'
what would be its aPPearance?

The
Sj-aphy of the present shore-line has to be consulted, and
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there one finds cliffs and benches, bars, marshes, and delte

The first notable characteristic of these varied forms is that they I

stand almost at a single level, the bars being higher than 1

1

benches ; the second is that they are arranged in close accord-

ance with the general form of the surrounding country: a»
cliff appears on an exposed headland, not at the end of:

crooked, narrow inlet; a bar is strung along from a cliff-bench

and adjacent bars are sympathetic in their attitude; deltas an

found only opposite valleys, and of a size proportionate to |

stream that made them and to its supply with detritus. The
|

tinctness of these forms is proportionate to the time durx:

which the sea abided at their level ; and from this we concta

at once that there has been no other post-glacial shore-line-

anything like as long a life as the present one, along which cb

and bars are so well made. Moreover, all these forms are

j
equivalent size on any given shore-line : if one cliff is forms

others will be found in corresponding positions, and correlate:

bars and deltas will complete the record. Glacial imitations*

shore-line topography are also discussed. With these $#M
zations thought out and talked over, the field-work begins

»

take shape : the student does not wander aimlessly over the are.

assigned to him, but searches intelligently for significant signs

j
water action. On finding a flat, sandy field extending **i
from the foot of a clean rocky slope, the hint is followed

_

contouring around the hill-sides; if the walk lead to a

Jsheltered position, look for little deltas where brooks come ^
ravines

; if to a more exposed promontory, look for cu

and built bars, and so on over the country. The results in *
|

particular search were not what is commonly called '

J
factory"; that is, continuous and consistent shore-marks ,

not surely found up to a hundred feet elevation,
aU m

strongly suspected at sixty feet in some places; but tni><.

means that the question is of a larger instead of a smaller

not that it is unprofitable to the student. If the gen«d*

cepted post-glacial depression and higher stand of I*
jj

Boston is thus discredited by local observation, it m"s ^
accepted on the ground of reported depression at not ^
localities, f0r they may be similarly discredited, as W>

happened on Long Island. The occurrence of hfc^1*^
at Winthrop does not alone suffice to prove so large a*
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a change of continental level ; it only opens a question that
must be closed by independent evidence, and at present the
evidence of /^/-glacial depression in Southern New England is

very incomplete. The investigation is therefore highly satis-

factory in leaving us with the watchfulness of uncertainty instead
of blindfolding our eyes with a definite conclusion.

I have said but a word about summer schools. They deserve
more mention, for they are invaluable ; they cannot be replaced
by any term-time instruction. The student is led by them to
new fields and new problems, so widely, different from those of
his college course, that only the all-embracing subject of geol-
ogy could bring them under one name. Continuity of work is

also a great merit of these schools. They do not suffer from the
distraction of other occupations that ordinary teaching has to
contend with, and six steady weeks in summer may be made aM equivalent of an all-winter's interrupted course.

It need hardly be said that this course of instruction is not
panned with a view of teaching the student. much of what has
een learned in geology. That is attended to in other courses by
means of lectures, reading, and thesis-writing. The work here
escribed is designed chiefly to place the student where he may

fur"

SOmethinS of the spirit of investigation. Rocks and struc-
resare shown in but moderate variety, and quotation of simple

, ^
us Earned is not expected to be of great service afterwards

;

fr^ ^
faCts that have been learned come as directly as possible

rom Nature whom the student thus finds that even he may

the
I

y ^uestion. Individual judgment is spurred on to take
Pace of the appeal to authority, and the judgment thus

ows by exercise even to its own surprise. Thus, with obser-
Vat'on and
sessed of «

argument combined, the student finds himself
\

general methods of work that prepare him to attack

stud

emS Unilke any that he has met in his schooling- Further
Under new teachers in new fields may then be followed to

great

1 experience.
Practictl^

8*

6
'

bUt perhaPs the best teacher at this staSe is
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HISTORY OF GARDEN VEGETABLES.

Chinese Cabbage. Brassica chinensis.

BUT little appears to be recorded concerning the varieties I

this cabbage, of which the Pak choi and the Pe-tsai only

have reached European culture. It has, however, been long

under cultivation in China, as it can be identified in Chinese

works on agriculture of the fifth, sixteenth, seventeenth, ani

eighteenth centuries.2 Loureiro 3 (1790) says also cultivated ia

Cochin China ; and varieties are named with white and yellow

flowers. The Pak choi has more resemblance to a chard thai

to a cabbage, having oblong or oval, dark, shining-green leaw*

upon long, very white, and swollen stalks. The Pe-tsai, how-

ever, rather resembles a Cos lettuce, forming an elongated heau

rather full and compact, and the leaves a little wrinkled art

undulate on the borders.* Both varieties have, however, a com-

mon aspect, and are annuals.

Considering that the round-headed cabbage is the only sofl

figured by the herbalists, and that the pointed-headed early cab-

bages appeared only at a comparatively recent date, and CWi

resemblances between the Pe-tsai and the long-headed cabbage

it is not an impossible suggestion that these cabbage-fon^ %

peared as the effect of cross-fertilization with the Chinese

bage ; but until the Cabbage family has received more stu r

its varieties, and the results of hybridization are better

stood, no certain conclusion can be reached. It is
- N*J

certain that occasional rare sports or variables from the » -

our early long-headed cabbages show the heavy veining **

limb of the leaf extending down the stalk, and suggest s r^

J
the Chinese type. At present, however, our views as

_

origin of our various types of cabbage must be con***

largely speculative.

'

* Director of the New York Agricultural Experiment Station,
<***
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Chives. Allium schcenoprasum L.

These are small and unimportant members of the Onion family,

found native throughout Europe, in Siberia even to Kamschatka, 1

and in North America, upon the shores of Lakes Huron, Su-

perior, and northward; 2 but the form found in the Alps comes
the nearest to that under cultivation. Although probably known
to the ancients, yet we seem unable to fully identify them with

the varieties of the onion named by Theophrastus, Columella,

and others. They were planted in gardens in Europe in the

sixteenth century, and were in American gardens preceding 1806.

In England, described by Gerarde* (1597), called "a pleasant

Sawce and good Pot-herb" by Worlidge* in 1683, are among
seedsmen's supplies s in 1726, and are recorded as formerly in

great request, but now of little regard, by Bryant 6 in 1783.

Chives, sives/ civet or sweth,3 are called, in France, ciboidctu,
"

:: ^\ appctit, civt\ fausse echalote ; in Germany, schnittlauch.

grasslauch; Flanders and Holland, bieslook ; in Italy, cipol/ina ;

w Spain, cebollino ;i in Portugal, cebolinha ; in Denmark, graslog

;

ln Poland, htczer-lupny?

The only-indication of variety I find is in Noisette,9 who enu-

merates the civette, the civc d'Angleterre, and the cive de Portugal,
bu

* says these are the same, only modified by soil. The use

° the leaves as 'a condiment is well known. The plant is an
U

"J

ble one
> and is propagated by the bulbs, for, although it

Produces flowers, these are invariably sterile, according to Vil-
raorin.

Chufa. Cyperus esculentus L.

b
T

J

e chufa was distributed from the United States Patent Office
18

54, and has received a spasmodic culture in gardens. It is

f

UCh culr-ivated in Southern Europe, Asia, and Africa, becoming
^importance at Valence, in Galicia, and in the environs of Ro-

seed

and Damietta
'
in Egypt- 10 In Hungary it is grown for the

whi h

USed aS a C°ffee substitute," but in general for its tubers,

t

are sweet, nutty, and palatable. These bulbs, says Bryant,
12

! GL
C
!f

d0lle
'
°rig

-
des P1

- Cult" 57- * Gray, Man. of Bot.
^erarde,

Herbal,
1597, „Q .w3 . . ,H - 168.. 104.

r°wnsend,
Seedsman, i 72

6*
2 c

'itM eSPl ' POt
' l88^56.
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are greatly esteemed in Italy and some parts of Germany, a::

are frequently brought to table by way of dessert. At Const*:-

tinople the 'tubers appear in the markets, and are eaten raw,'

made into a conserve. 1 Gerarde, in 1633, speaks of their exte-

sive use in Italy, being hawked about the streets, and, at Veroiu

eaten as dainties.2 They now appear in the English market-

under the name of Zulu nuts. 3
It must also have been esteem:

in ancient times, for tubers have been found in Egyptian tar.:

of the twelfth dynasty, or from two thousand two hundred I

two thousand four hundred years before Christ.4

Laurembergius, in his " Apparatus Plantarum," 1632, ol

them Gramen amygdalosum, commonly called Thrasi *mk
sunn ; conveniently called Dulcichinum, Didciniim, Cypwisc !->

lentus, Cyperus angustifolius
, yuncus avellana, Margarita affp

etc. They are figured or described by nearly all the early botantf

The chufa, earth-almond, or rash-nut is called, in ftg

souchet comestible, amande de terre, souchet sultan, souchet flfefl

j

trasi; in Germany, erdmandel ; in Flanders, aardntandd; *\

Italy, mandorla di terra, dolcicchini ; \x\ Spain, chufa, t*m
in the Soudan, nebbon ; in Egypt, ab-el-asis; 6 in ArabicA--—i.e., granum dilectumj

Notwithstanding the long-continued culture of this

find no varieties described.

Clary. Salvia sclarea L.

The common Clary was formerly much more cultivatec^-

gardens than at present. Townsend,8 in 1726, says "the U*
of it are used in Omlets, made with Eggs, and so must \*

garden." In 1778, Mawe° gives three varieties -the
b M

leaved, the long-leaved, and the most wrinkled-leaved.
'•

mentioned as cultivated in England by Ray,10 1686; G*JJ|
1597; and it is the orminum of Turner," 1538- ItwaS p'U
•can gardens preceding 1806,* and now occurs wild m ^ ;

vania, naturalized as an escape,** its home being the &*
1 Walsh., Hort. Trans., vi. 50. - Gerarde, Herbal, 1633. 3*

ffl
, *|

3 G«d.Chro,,June 24 , l882,838. 4 Sch* N ^ ^
5 VlIm°nn, Les PI. Pot ., l883 „ I# 6 H Les PL Alim., »•&
7 DelUe, Fl. ^gypt, ilIust .

8 Townsend ,
Seedsman, 17* *

•• M-"ve, Gard., , 77 8. ,0 Rav . Hist., 1686, 543- ,nt1 ,

11 Gerarde, Herb.,
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iterranean countries. The leaves are used for seasoning, but

their use with us has been largely superseded by sage, and,

although the seed is yet sold by some of the seedsmen, I

imagine that it is but little grown.

The Clary is called, in France, saugc sclarec, sclarec, toute-

bontte, orvale ; in Germany, muscateller salbei.

Claytonia. Claytonia perfoliata Don.

The leaves of this plant are eaten as salad, or cooked like

ordinary spinage. It is a native of Cuba, as also of North

America, where the variety exigna Torrey is in popular use in

California as a potherb. 1
It was first described in 1794, but

m 1829 was not named by Noisette 2 for French gardens, and
in 1855 is said by De Candolles to be occasionally cultivated

as a vegetable in England. It is now included by Vilmorin

among French vegetables.
In England it is called winter purslane ; in France, claytone

Wdue, claytone de Ctiba, pourpier dldver; in Flanders, door-

*B; in UoWznd, zvintcr-postelijn ; in Spain, verdolaga de Cuba.

Its synonymy is

:

Claytonia perfoliata Don. Pursh, Fl. of N. Am., i. I/O.
u pcrfohata Don., var. exigua Torr. Brewer & Watson, Bot.

C Cubensis, Humb. et Bonpl. Kunth, Syn., iii. 379-

Corchorus. Corchorus olitorius L.

,

Th 's plant is valued as a spinage plant in warm countries. It

j

s mentioned by Pliny < among Egyptian potherbs, and Alpinus,*

'" J 592, says that no herb is more commonly used among the

Syptian foods. Forskal 6 also mentions its cultivation in Egypt,

* notes !t among the cultivated esculents of Arabia. In India

J
occurs wild, ____

spontaneous
etable,8 and it is cultivated in the vegetable-gardens of the

* aunt, US 9 In Jamaica the plant is frequently met with in

ens
' but has, in a great measure, ceased to be cultivated,

1 rTr"
& Watson

. Bot. of Cal. • Noisette, Man., 1829.

5 AIp.^%?*08
-
Bot" 662 - * Plin?' lib

"

xxi
"

C
-
52

' " I06
- - ,

' Speed* t I "^ ^^P*' f S92, 39- 6 Forskal, Fl. jEgypt.-Am

' **Tf1
Handb> °f Gard> 8 °Hver

'
FL °f Tr°P'

Afr
"
L^
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although the leaves are used as a spinage. 1
It

In French gardens for its young leaves, which are eaten in salad;.

It is recorded by Burr 3 as in American gardens in 1863, but!

have never seen the plant growing. This plant furnishes a por-

tion of the Jute fibre of commerce.

The Jew's mallow, or Corchorus, is called, in France, cor;:.

potagerc, guimauve potagere, mauve des jirifs, brede maldari.

in Germany, gemuse- Corchorus, nusskraut; in Arabia, melochk:

in Arabic, meloukhyeh ;s in Bengali, pat, koskta, bhungetj tt»

jee pat;i in Hindustani, singin janaseha ; ' in Sanscrit,/*''

in Telegu, parinta?

I find no varieties recorded.

Coriander. Coriandrum sativum L.

The ripe fruits of the coriander have served as a spice and;

seasoning from very remote times, its seeds having been foot

in Egyptian tombs of the twenty-first dynasty,9 and a thousc-

or so years later Pliny 10 says the best came to Italy from Eg)^

Cato," in the third century before Christ, recommends coriander

as a seasoning; and Columella, 12 in the first century of our ea

and Palladius,13 in the third, direct its plantin„

well known in Britain prior to the Norman conquest,'
4 and **

carried to Massachusetts before 167a 1* In China it can bea-

tified in an agricultural treatise of the fifth century, and h

as cultivated by later writers of the sixteenth and eighteen--

centuries." In Cochin China it is recorded as less grown thao*

China. 1
? In India it is largely used by the natives as a c^

ment,18
is grown at the Mauritius, 10 and has even reached P

guay, and is in especial esteem for condimental purposes **

parts of Peru.30

Coriander, called coryander and colander by Turner" m l '

1 Macfadyen, Jam., i. io8. « Vilmorin, Les PI. Pot.
J*

"
j

3 Burr, Field and Gard. Veg., 338. * Forskal, Fl. /Egypt-A«*
''

Delile, Fl. JEgypt, iIlust .
« Birdwood, Veg. Prod, ofB^

7 Drury, Useful PI. of Ind., 159. 8 c. Benson, Saidapet Farn^
^ j

* Nature
'
May 3*. 1883, 1 13. 10 Pliny, lib. xx. c. 82.

** Pharmacog
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is called, in France, coriandre ; in Germany, coriander ; in Flan-

ders and Holland, koriandcr ; in Denmark, koriander ; in Italy,

coriandorlo ; in Spain, culantro, cilantro? The name is probably

derived from the Greek koris, a bug, from the offensive smell

of the leaves. In Arabic, konzbarah, 3 kuzcerah

;

3 in Bengali,

dhunya;* in Ceylon, cotumbaroo ; in Malay, mety ; in Persian,

hmhneez; in Tamil and Telegu, cottamillie ;* in Sanscrit, dunya,

dhanyaca?

Notwithstanding this extended period of cultivation, I find no

indication of varieties under cultivation.

Corn. Zca mays L., var. saccharata.

The history of sweet corn, so far as we have discovered it, is

given in the American Naturalist for July, 1885. It is first

noticed in 1779. In the " Report of the New York Agricultural

Experiment Station" for 1884 I have described thirty-three sorts,

and in the report for 1886 a new form collected from the Indians
°f Mexico is mentioned and partly described. This vegetable is

grown far more in the United States than in Europe, and has

1 object of field-culture for the supply of the canning

do not find noted,

Vilmorin the generic

this variety in his synonymy,
presence of three distinct types, varying not alone in ap-

Pearance
-
but as well in their climatic adaptations, and the large

nUmber of varieties quite distinct in minor features, indicate a
v'ous culture far more extended than appears in my recorded

certainly does not seem reasonable to believe that

was confined until 1779 to North American aborigi-

othe

CUltUre aI°ne
'
and yet 1 have not even a clue that su2gestS

Corn Salad. Valerianella olitoria Moench.

Euro'

S annUal Plant haS been found sPontaneous in a11 temPerate

Isles°

P<

u
aS far aS 6°° north '' in Southern Europe to the Canary

'
Madeira, and the Azores ; in North Africa, Asia Minor,

, Fl. ^Egypt, iHust.

notes.
It

sweet
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and in the region of the Caucasus. 1
It seems quite a

plant in nature, but as long ago as 1623 Bauhin 2
rec

variability in size, and occurring with narrow, broad, and entire

leaves. It is described by Lobels in 1576, and by Dalechamp'

in 1587, as also by Camerariuss in 1588, but as occurring id

fields, and without mention of culture, although its value as a

salad is recognized. In 1597, Gerarde 6 says it has grown in us;

among the French and Dutch strangers in England, and " hath

beene sowen in gardens as a sallad herbe." He figures tw

varieties.
J. Bauhin? describes two sorts, and gives Taberna-

montanus as a witness that it was found in gardens as well as in

fields and vineyards. Ray,8 in 1686, quotes J.
Bauhin only, ami

Chabraeus,9 in 1677, describes it as grown in gardens as a salad

herb. Worlidge" in 1683, Meager" in 1683, Quintyne"ini6o :

and 1704, Townsend'3 in 1726, Stevenson T < in 1765, Ma*e*|

1778, Bryant 16
in 1783,—all refer to its culture in England. I:

France, according to Heuze, 1 ? it is spoken of as cultivated by

Olivier de Serres, and is referred to as if a well-known cultiva^"

salad in " Le Jardinier Solitaire," 161 2. It was in Amerii

gardens previous to 1806. 18

Vilmorin 1
* describes four varieties, which are tolerably'

tinct All these have blunt leaves. The variety quite frequen_

distributed for American gardens is that which is figured by*

herbalists as having pointed leaves, as, for instance,—

Pku minimum alterum. Lob., 1 5 76, 4 1 2 ; Lugd., 1 5 87.

Polypremnum. Lugd., 1587, 554 I

Lactuca agnma. Ger., 1597, 242; etc.

The round-leaved form, such as the mache ronde of Vilm«*

has its type figured by Dodonasus in his " Pemptades,"

under the name of album olus.
1 De Candolle, Orig. Des PI. Cult., 37. • Bauhin, Pin., 1623, '65, IfejSj
3

^bel
>
0bs- 1576, 413 I %., p. 412. 4 Hist. Gen. Lugd., x$l, 554-

"

5 Came™s, Hort., 1588, 175. 6 Gerarde, Herbal, 1597- ^3-

'

J.;

B
r

hin
'
Hist

'
l65'> "i- 324. 8 Ray, Hist., 1686, 392-

Chabneus, ,677, 437. „ WorHdge, Syst-Hort, iW*

" Meager, Eng. Card., 1683 (?), 61.
" Qumtyne, Comm. Card., 1693, 144; 17°4, 205.
Townsend, Seedsman, 1726, 16. m Stevenson, 1765, 34-

Mawe, Card., ,778. ,6 B t> FI . Diet., V*3>"\&

Z v
CUZe

'
LeS P1

" Alim- t v. * McMahon, Am. Card. Kal,

* Vilmonn, The Veg. Gard., 1885, 202.
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The names of the Com salad, or Fetticus, or Lamb's lettuce, are,

in France, machc commune, accroupie, barbe de

laitue de brebis, orillette, pommette, poule grasse, rampon (a Geneve),

saladc de ble, salade de chanoine, salade royale ; in Germany,

ackersalat, feldsalat, Ian -abinschcn, rapunztl,

hen ; in Flanders and Holland, koomsalad, veldsalad

;

in Holland, veldsla ; in Denmark, kropsalat ; in Italy, Valeriana,

erba riccia, dolcetta, gallinelle,1 sarzet ;
2 in Spain, canonigos ; in

Portugal, herva benta ; in the Mauritius, mache, doucette?

Among the more ancient names are : Belgian, velt cropper,

Lob., 1576; ivitmoes, veltecrop, elccrooge, Dod., 16 16; gallo-

belgian, sallade de chanoine, Lob., 1756; in English, lamb's

lettuce, come sallade, Gerarde, 1597; in France, blanchette, poule

grasse, Lugd., 1587; mache, " Le Jard. Solit," 1612.

(To be continued.)

EDITORS' TABLE.

1HE meeting of the American Association for the Advance-
meiU of Science, which has just closed its sessions in New York,
*as in some respects a noteworthy one. Nature was kinder to

er Worshippers than has been often the case at this season of

ht year in regions of small elevation and corresponding latitude,

and the temperature experienced in New York was a delightful

mterlude in a season of exceptional heat and humidity. Although
man

y of the citizens were living at their summer resorts, the

j^ertainment furnished was fully equal to the anticipations and

haf
8 °f the Association - Indeed, greater hospitality could not

rn

aVebeen enjoyed without impairing the effectiveness of the

Yov' and k is fortunate from this stand-point that New

As

I * S caPacity in this respect was not more seriously taxed.

pan
° tHe meetin

S' jt may be truly said that the quality of the

Un
P

c

ers offered never was higher, and their interest and impor-
e was never greater. The attendance, though not equal to
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that at the Boston and Philadelphia meetings, was very good

numbering about seven hundred and fifty members. The Unite:

States Geological Survey was better represented than at air

previous meeting. The excursions about the city covered:

wider range of interest than at any previous meeting; physicists

social economists, biologists, and geologists being eqm

provided for. In all respects the local committee, aided by the

New York Academy of Sciences, succeeded in making the metf

ing enjoyable to all participants.

Most of the members will agree with us, however, that som

comments on the treatment of the Association by the press I

New York are in order. It may be asserted that at no I
meeting has the work of the Association met with less apprecia-

tion from the newspapers of the locality where it has met th;

New York. Some of the reports published were of the flippant: I

jocular type, the wit in some instances apparently emanatini

from very callow reportorial brains. In no instance were 1
reports given, but the fullest were always those of the least scien-

tific communications, such as that of a Chinese gentleman, whict I

never should have been read at all. We had thought that the

reports of the Tribune would have redeemed the reputation I I

the press so far as possible, but even these depreciatedM I

very good beginning, and terminated in an extraordinary./^ I

m a farewell editorial on August the iSth. Had we »«g
column, we would reprint the first half of this editorial

enti*

but we must be content with making some comments on*.'

it represents very correctly the attitude of the New York p«

towards American science for many years past.

^
The editorial opens with the following cheerful assert*

"The most noteworthy scientific congress that has met on

side of the Atlantic was the Montreal session of the British

.

sociation in 1884." We commend this sentence as a niodei

veracity
(?) and good taste (?).

« At the close of the session
*

of the learned presidents of the sections declared that its ^

important contribution to the world's stock of knowledge w^
announcement, in a cable despatch from Australia, that *

tremes were shown by actual observation to be oviparous. -

Indeed, the meetings of the British and American Assoc

are seldom memorable for discoveries or even discus* 1

^
phenomenal importance. A few notable addresses

have
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made in England by such leaders of the scientific world as Pro-

fessor Huxley and Professor Tyndall, ..." Now, we are not

prepared to speak for the British Association, but it has been

quite the custom for American scientists to announce their most

important discoveries in papers read before the American Asso-
ciation. Such was the case at the Philadelphia meeting, which
followed immediately the notable meeting at Montreal. Among
other important communications made, it was announced that

the ancestors of the monotremes had been discovered in the rep-

tiles of the Permian formation of Texas, a fact which was new,
and important from every point of view. The fact that the mon-
otremes are oviparous had been known for perhaps forty years.

Another fact discovered by the English biologist, that the seg-

mentation of the yelk of the monotremes is meroblastic, was
really new, and formed a remarkable confirmation of the discov-
ery announced in Philadelphia. Such coincident discoveries are

rare in the history of science, and the present instance was,
under the circumstances, especially interesting. As usual, the
twunc cannot cite any " notable addresses" delivered before the

Association by Americans. Under the circumstances, our past

Presidents and vice-presidents will pardon us the assertion that
SUch have been really delivered in this country also ! To what
extent the general indifference to science which prevails in NewW is due to this kind of writing it might be interesting to
nc

l
u ire. The succeeding paragraph of this editorial shows some

PPreciation of the New York session, for which we extend

oUd
S

"

WC mUSt
'
nevertheless

> Proffer to the Tribime one piece

Am
VlCe'~~viz

'' that [t employ on its scientific work in future an
erican

>
and one who knows something of American science

to be

SClent

T

StS
'

In this Way {t may become what [t once aimed

dc/r
^ NeW Y°rk Clty> a scientific missionary in partibus infi-

^he American Committee of the International Congress of

NewT^f
^ Survived the Perils which threatened it at the

istence f

meetinS of the American Association. After an ex-

of work
SeVCral years

>
and the accomplishment of a great deal

of theV'-
bCgan t0 attract the attention of the present director

of th

ted States Geological Survey. Although a member
committee, the director has not taken part in its work
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until just before the meeting of the Association, excepting bv

deputy, who was permitted by courtesy to be present at its de-

liberations. At the present stage of progress the director becaro;

very desirous of controlling the committee, and exhausted £ I

the arts of parliamentary usage to accomplish that result. % I

efforts were, however, not successful, and the committee receive:
|

a new lease of life by a resolution of approval adopted by Sectio:

E (the Geological), and of continuation by the Association i

large. The committee thus represents officially in the Congress

American geological opinion, and it will no doubt endeavor to

do so with the utmost impartiality. As a representative body it

is well constituted. It embraces the following representation:

United States Geological Survey 4

United States Geological Survey of the Territories (Hayden's) l

State Survey, Alabama
'

State Survey, Minnesota
l

State Survey, New York '

State Survey, New Hampshire
'

State Survey, New Tersey • '

In our opinion no scientific or other reasonable ground tt

change in the representative character of the committee e»

and we are glad that no change has been made.

With the death of Professor Spencer F. Baird a landing

American science has disappeared. We find it difficult toex^
«j

adequately our sense of the important bearing which te

Professor Baird has had on the present state of science in A*Jj
More than any other man he built up and sustained **^#
body of zoologists in this country by his generous recogn 1

« ^
still more generous material support. To him, more *f^i
one man, science owes the recognition it has had in the c^
of the nation, and the substantial support which it has r

at the hands of our government. No one ever justly q*^ g
his motives, for it was known to everybody that they ^

|
selfish, and that the advancement of science was the c*j
of his life. His success is attested by the National m*^
the Fish Commission, of the United States; two ac 1
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which have few parallels in the history of science. In the pres-

ence of Professor Baird's immense services to science in America,

we can nevertheless pause to pay a tribute to the worth of his

character. Perhaps his leading trait was a comprehensive be-

nevolence which knew no distinctions, but embraced all in its

benefactions to the limit of possibility.

Professor Baird's disinterested love of science will not be lost

to us by his death. To his foresight is due the fact that he will

probably be succeeded by men equally catholic with himself,

and equally able to maintain the dignity of science at the

national capital. We refer to Professor S. P. Langley, the pres-

ent assistant secretary, and Mr. G. Brown Goode, assistant

director of the National Museum.

GENERAL NOTES.

GEOLOGY AND PALAEONTOLOGY.
On the Morphology and Origin of the Ichthyopterygia. 1—

of ^vl
110 gr°Up of rePtiles > the Testudinata perhaps excluded,

wnich the morphology of the skeleton and the origin has
en more discussed than that of the Ichthyopterygia.

an£? 1 T
ame sa>"s

'
the Ichthyosaurs were long considered as

devel Z •
had retained characters of fishes. The limb-bones

alinL°K
as Paddles were regarded as original stages, forming

in th ?
e*Ween the nshes and the higher Vertebrata. I shall show

odon

1

1
'ng note that the Ichthyosaurs are specialized Sphen-

ondan 7 rePtlles >
and that their fins are not original but sec-

77, c
°,rmat,ons

> like the paddles of the Cetaceans.

Rhvlk
/"~~The sku11 is only comparable with that of the

only rl ?Shalia
- especially Sphenodon and the Lacertilia. The

^ the ,t i,

lf

[
erence is that, like in the Cetaceans, the anterior part

of the u 11
been very much elongated. The general structure

it is a ,
resembles that of the dolphins. In its morphology

Th
a copy of the Sphenodon skull,

^iocci vT6" magnum is bounded by four bones,—the large

These Jar?'
the two exoccipitals, and the supraoccipital.

^ted •
th ,?

re WeI1 known. Of the otic bones two are sepa-

reptiles

*h,rd >'the epiotic, if ever free, is coossified as in all

large conT^ 1 i.

the suPraoccipitals. The opisthotic is a pretty

^
ucal bone, touching the exoccipital and supraoccipital.

A^uTi£? bef°re the Al«erican Association for the Advancement of Science,
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The prootic is a small flat elliptical bone, connected with 1
base of the skull, the supraoccipital, and the opisthotic. Tk

structure of the bones shows that there must have been de-

veloped large masses of cartilage, still more than in young sea-

turtles, connecting these bones.

Between the basioccipital and the quadrate a strong handle-

like bone is expanded, fitting in a grove of the quadrate. Tb

is the stapes, as Professor Cope correctly suggested, exactly 11

the same position as in Sphenodon, in which it is of similar shap:

but not so stout.

Turning now to the upper part of the skull, we find the pane

tal bones of exactly the same structure as in Sphenodon, and 12

front of those the very small frontals.

The parietal foramen, which is very large, as in Sphenodon,--

situated between the frontals and parietals or in the frontals, U
similar way as in Sphenodon. In the upper part of the Sphen:-

don skull the parietal foramen is formed entirely by the panera.-;

in the lower part by both the parietals and frontals. The ig
in Ichthyosaurus are very large bones, touching the nw|
parietals, postfrontals, prefrontals, lachrymals, and premaxillanfr

We have now to consider that part of the skull situated w

tween the supratemporal fossa, the orbits, and the quadrate.

The supratemporal fossa is formed by three bones,—the par-

etal, the postfrontal, and a big bone forming its Posterl0l
jaJ

exterior border. This bone, which is connected also witn

^
quadrate and another bone which joins the quadrate, qua**

jugal, postorbital, and postfrontal, is the supratemporal ot

Lacertilia, which is united in Sphenodon to the squamosa*

This bone is called mastoid by Owen, squamosal ty
beel ^

Cope, but it is in fact the supratemporal bone of the If^
Between this bone, the postfrontal, postorbital, quadra^

and quadrate, another bone is articulated. This bone rep

the true squamosal of the Lacertilia, the prosquaniosal 01

and the mpraquadrate of Seeley. ,
_-«*

The place which is taken in Ichthyosaurus by &e *g3
poral and squamosal is taken in Sphenodon by one do

This represents the supratemporosquamosal. -^ #
The quadratojugal of Ichthyosaurus is connectea ^

squamosal, postorbital, jugal, and quadrate exactly as in

odon, where it ossifies later with the quadrate. ,
tt
$i

There is a foramen in Ichthyosaurus, between the qua" &
quadratojugal just as in Sphenodon. Ichthyosaurus n ^
pterygoid (columella), as A. Smith Woodward has snow ,

same form and connection as Sphenodon. *

hvosaU rus.
*

The lachrymal is free from the prefrontal in Ichtny ^
in many Lacertilians ; it is united with that bone in *V ^5
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already lost. The ribs are two-headed, and are always connected

:itrum of the vertebras. There are only three small

intercentra developed between the basioccipital and atlas, and
the two next vertebra;.

The abdominal ribs consist of a median piece just as in Sphen-
odon.to this one or two lateral pieces are attached on both sides.

In Sphenodon there are two pairs of abdominal ribs connected
with one pair of true ribs, in Ichthyosaurus only one.

The shoulder-girdle is only comparable with that of Spheno-
don; the clavicles and interclavicles are very much alike; the

scapula and coracoid resemble very much the same elements in

young Sphenodons when they are still free.

.
The pelvis of Ichthyosaurus is in a rudimentary condition ; it

contains the three elements, but a comparison with other pelves is

of no value.

The limbs are specialized for the animal's life in water from
some land-living form, as I shall show.

fhe limbs or paddles of the Ichthyopterygia were a principal
reason for giving a peculiar position to those animals in the sys-

1 1! u
aVe shown before

. on logical reasons, that the paddles of
chthyosaurus were not original but adapted. To-day 1 can give

^ proofs for this.
* P

nf ? ?u
Museo Civico of Milano, in Italy, are some specimens

„L 7,
yosaurus from the Trias of Besano. They have been

noted lately by Professor F. Basani, and called Icktk
^hanus. The specimens measure from 50 to 90 cm. only.

ria«
te
fh are of smaller number than in the other Ichthyosau-

men

S

f

' a ?{ tWo forms - But the niost important character not
phoned by Basani is the structure of the limbs. Radius

whirW T not as in the other Ichthyopterygia, short bones

m .

t0Uch each other without space, but they are more elon-

is *;>K
Vmg a sPace between them. This one character alone

• to establish a new genus, which I propose to call

TV T"''
constituting a distinct family, the Mixosaurida.

gardprf \° f BaPtanodon or Sauranodon Marsh have been re-

the ne?r °ldest ones - ^ is just the reverse of it; they are

The h
m°St sPecjalized forms.

not th lc »

e COnsidered by Professor Marsh as intermedium is

repreS,L
Cment

' but the "Ina; the ulna of Professor Marsh

The uPr°bably the P^iforme.

than
five h—

Ichthy°Pterygia had few phalanges and not more

sep
arated k

'tS
'
radius and ulna were longer tnan broad

-

and

water mo
Y

I
Space> Later > through the adaptation to the

^stlv K, !i-
phalanges were developed, more digits appeared,

ulQar side r
VlSion of the former or °y new formation on ^

e

^dial side
haVe never found a new digjt deveIoPed on the



Just the same we observe in the Sauropterygia.

In the oldest Triassic forms, the Lariosauridce, we have HJ
with extremities, where radius and ulna are long bones, a*

the number of phalanges as in the Lacertilians. In the \M
specimens, the Plesiosauridae, radius and ulna become smaitf

the number of phalanges enlarged.

In the specimens of the Kimmeridge, Pliosaurus. (?in i

have three short bones connected with the humerus, just a

Baptanodon.

The Cetacean paddle has developed in the same wayasRy*

has suggested ; a new proof is given by the Sirenids.

Flower says, in the last edition of his " Osteology of

^
Mammalia," that the number of phalanges in the Siremais

increased in number beyond the limit usual in the Mamra.

that is, three. But Dr. H. Gadow, in Cambridge, England, sf

me a manus of Manatus amene, prepared in alcohol, whichic»

tained a fourth small ossified phalange in the third digit, a^W
of Halicore ditgong which contained an ossified fourth p^
at the fourth, and a cartilaginous fourth in the third digit ^

This shows how the supernumerary phalanges wete^.

oped, and it is remarkable to say that the embryo ot n w
examined by Leboucq contained only three ph^f*^
increase takes place during the life of the individual

mechanical influence.

I do not longer doubt that the Ichthyopterygia PJ ___

veloped from land-living reptiles which very much app

the Sphenodontidse. , .

nae .v

Classification of the Ichthyopterygia—a. Radius
t

and^^
gated, separated by a space in the middle. Teeth o r£

but not so numerous as in the Ichthyosaurids.
^nia

Family Mixosauridcs Baur.
Genus Mixosaurus Baur. , ther

Ttf'
;

b. Radius and ulna short bones, touching eacft ou

well developed and numerous.
Family Ichthyosauridce Bonaparte. er M
Genus Ichthyosaurus Koenig. There are, Jjow

>

dy
..

genera contained in Ichthyosaurus, as Seeley has

gested '

>hthehu'
lier

'

c Radius, ulna, and a third bone articulating
witn

teeth rudimentary or absent. 1

Family Baptanodontidce Marsh. xT rravCn, 0%
Genus Baptanodon Marsh.—Dr. G. Baur, N& * ^

vate collection of Mr. Leeds in Peterborough,
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The Address of Vice-President G. K. Gilbert before Sec-
tion E; A. A. A. S., Columbia College, New York, August
10, 1887.—Mr. Gilbert's address was a well-written composition,
which bore the same title as the pamphlet published by the under-
aped, under the auspices of the American Committee,—" The
Work of the International Congress of Geologists." The easy
and flowing style of the address was to have been expected by
those who had read any of Mr. Gilbert's previous productions;
but it must not be supposed that his fecundity of expression led
Him into saying too much. He has not been betrayed, for in-
stance, into any general mention of the past work of the Amer-

iittee delegates to the Congress; nor even into any
Particular mention of that part of it which furnished the greater
Part of the material on which his address was based.

in speaking of the need for a word " to denote indefinitely an
.ggregate of strata," since to the word formation, formerly used
£ wwmanner, the Congress has attached a specific meaning, he

sinr*'!u
lS a singuIar > though doubtless inadvertent, plagiarism,

nee the two international committees (see " Report of Am.

word'-
P; 43

'

CtC
" a

'
c

>
d

*
and PP- 5°. 9- etc

)
have emploved the

P 22/ • p
US

r
th,S Way

-
In the debates of the Congress also {ibid.,

avoid .

of
?
ssor Renevier proposed the term terra** {terraim) to

(Archil"?
g ug the rank in the classification of these rocks"
He objected to the use of the term in any sys-

-e, but believed it might be employed in a general
"s, of course, inferred the use of the French word,

His su

er
.Pronunciation and spelling, in other tongues,

ideas of
ggestlon as to the use of the termination " al" to convey

Bitter Cr T'i
aS in Archeal

. Cretaceal, Laramal, Belly Riveral,

*«, if !t win induce the local-taxonomy geologists

gen*eralirv
-

tS sch°o1 to admit, through its employment, any

Educed
geological classification, will probably be easily in-

land ofV a^ter ^lav »n gT conceded to him an unusual com-

heiP regard
m°ther-tongue and great skill in its use, one cannot

he himself
g innovations as usually more logal (as perhaps

theIess, let u°!I
Id haVG Phrased * of another) than logical. Never-

s hasten to observe that they are always euphonious

;

^e them Vu"
readinS his well-rounded periods, one may im-

^e sprite f
a^reeable cadence of word-drops caught up by

hue and ton r
river of language, and with the added glory of

**<* into tu •
the intellectual light which floods them, falling

Intheser
eirnativebed.

10 aPprove U
S matter of the address there are some passages

and some to disapprove. For example, in speaking
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of the Congress's suggestions as to the terminations to be addtc

to indicate groups, systems, series, etc., Mr. Gilbert says,—

" It would be impossible for a geologist to name or allude to a terrane wkte

To this it may be said that schemes of classification are not mai

for systematizing what we do not know, but what we do kno»

Nevertheless, it would not be an insuperable obstacle to speak;

the " blankary, blankic, or blankian terrane." Equally ill-found::

is the fear that by too systematic a classification

—

means, ... and energy would be wasted in taxonomic refinement and taioncc

Energy is wasted now, and a great deal more than if thereM
some fixed principle to guide the controversialists.

One line of objection, curious in one who must be assumed^

have accustomed himself to take broad views of things, is this.

¥ A committee appointed for the purpose formulated rules for the esta" 5*"* ',

the names of genera and species, and their report was adopted by the u*F£^
have no opinion to express as to the wisdom of the rules, but it is a matt

prise that a body of geologist- authority on tne m
, .

From one point of view paleontology is a part of geology; from another p»

art of biology. In so far as it names genera and species u

it would seem proper that students of foss

living animals and living plants in the adoption of rules of nomenclature.

Is it forgotten by Mr. Gilbert that the field of P
al£ontS

has been occupied almost exclusively by students oi <-=

plants and animals on account of its rich promise of re*»g

determining those questions of derivative origin with v '

£
address of this year's president of the Association was cone

^
These geologic-biologists specially equipped to P

roseC
,

U

o ^
inquiries are the very members of the Congress w

attempted the classification to which he alludes. He aa

Th^tn^^^
The last sentence would hardly secure Mr. Gilberts*;;

approval were he aware that, from the earliest dawn oi ^
ence of mineralogy up to the present time, some oi ^
pre-eminent among mineralogists have denied this. B W;
it were so, some of those best able as chemists to

g*J*£*
petrological problems have entered the field of ^"fLjM
purpose of devoting themselves to it. Towards the »

address he touches again upon this point, as follows. ^,

which shoukTbe .lv''tbin

y
the

6
legitimate

pur*6*

vention of geologists."

But what does not fall within such purview whlch
t^

a

uDra^
ever indirectly, upon the riddles they are trying ^0*
Is the science of geology to be classed with those
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which relate solely and exclusively to one thing? (Perhaps Mr.

Gilbert would call them monotaxic) Or is it not rather a cam-
paign requiring for its prosecution the infantry, artillery, cavalry,

pontoon-trains, sappers and miners, engineers, and all the various

departments of the largest army of science ? If civil engineers
with a little experience in camp become among the best military

engineers, if our frontiersmen make the best scouts, why may
not biologists, chemists, and crystallographers whose ambition
urges them to seek a wider field than their laboratories become
the very leaders which geology demands ? In point of fact, they
do; and if Mr. Gilbert will observe in the debates of the Congress,
or of any other body which discusses these questions, who take
the principal parts, and whose influence is most felt, he will

find men eminent in the domains of special knowledge before
they ventured to advise in that realm where it was applied to the

attainment of a particular purpose.
It would seem, from certain parts of the address, that Mr.

df fears and half denies that the Congress possesses

but thinks that it should never pronounce in favor
01 a classification until all knowledge relating to the subject has
oeen exhausted. He says, in regard to the acceptance by the
Congress of a classification of the eruptive rocks,—

nm^el!
1

^
6 ^pid grow

.

th
.

of knowledge and ideas, class

r of the purpose of 1

and of any-ne not equally true of philology, of ethnology, an<
'"g else which can be made the subject of investig.--

^nsforrned into organized knowledge? Does Mr. Gilbert ex-

£
ct that the heavens will fall if the classifications of the Con-

fess need remodelling when time and further study have given
'°re light? Are we to wait for omniscience before we attempt

Or will not, rather, the changes which the future

wh > a
t0 rec

luire . however great, be easier and less distracting

rrJL Whole lightened world can take them at once by

j!

ual agreement ?

of 1^
P^rhaPs Mr. Gilbert does not consider the co-ordination

b
y Ctafk tha

S
t

e°l0gy CSSential
;
°ne WOUW JUdge S

°' ^ 1CaSt
'

-m and every group is local If I have properly c

^Possible."
the strata of a11 countries in a dozen or so systems . . .

«

r^ark
e

^at ^fying " if" not there one would be tempted to

•Cry fL m!
thou§h the writer thinks it goes without saying,

and in * i
concede that this statement g

^nnot n ,
S

,

ence of an/ Proof- ^ is a thing which Mr. Gilbert

Possibly know enough to deny, although he may think
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; of the supporters of the propositi'

—[It might, with grace, also have been here added whence ft;

knowledge of the unofficial minutes came.]—The use of "enad

ment" in this sense conveys an impression the reverse of the fed

The'Congress assembled to consult, to compare notes, and k

commend ; not to enact. Of course, it was, and is, hoped and be

lieved that some plan will be arrived at of universal application

Without this, geology would be simply a more intellectual P
time than collecting postage-stamps or measuring propertyM
but the implication of the entire succeeding sentence is, that

t.^

Congress, being pressed, " enacted" certain things, and left otw

things to be "enacted" by a subordinate committee. WS
the points decided had reference to an experiment which was 1 -

be made the subject of future criticism is rendered unclear .

the " much or all," and by the little qualification which it is

|j
the resolutions have.
Yet this should have been understood by Mr. Gilbert, tor

;

says, farther on,

—

_

" By a series of resolutions a partial scheme has been selected, one co>*
'

Euro
a
""

thC C°mpletion of the Plan has been left t0 the Comm 'ttee

This certainly implies that the Map Committee has consj^

the Congress as to certain portions of the former's task, a

that the latter has " enacted" colors for the world. *urtn •

If the ir

x
: proper that it sno

l pattern. The Congress has quite abundantly shown i» .^
o dictating or enacting contrary to the judgment 01 4

)bjectors. Mr. Gilbert
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Of course, all human systems are artificial ; but if Mr. Gilbert

means inapplicable, and if any considerable number of competent

geologists agree with him, it must be admitted that the very idea

of an international congress is an absurdity. It may be doubted,

however, whether this be the case, when one considers the many
eminent men who have interested themselves in the Congress.

Passing over his statement that no strata in the Eastern United
States are pronounced Jurassic with confidence (as one in which
he diners from at least as good an authority as himself), he objects

to separating " a continuous rock system" (conformable strata?)

which contains fossils resembling forms of the lower Jurassic at

the top, and lower down others resembling forms of the Triassic,

into those two systems, and says, " A Jurassic system thus estab-

lished would be necessarily artificial." But in Great Britain the

beds from the bottom of the Primordial to the base of the Upper
Silurian make a single conformable sequence ; and many other

examples in Europe and this country might be cited. Indeed,
jt is strongly insisted by the Director of the United States Geo-

vey that " systems or divisions of the second order
(above the Archean) should be based primarily on biology and
secondarily on physical structure." Mr. Gilbert's definition of a
System as

Offers from that of his chief, as well as from the common usage.
™t Mr. Gilbert prefers his

'°wn definition of a system, making it natural, and consequently local ;'*

a"d he opposes

to coerce the geology of one country in a rigid matrix formed over
™Pea by the geology of another country."

- latter, so do all geologis

> :
.

taiI

l

l

e

m
ab°Ve

'
to be intelligible, needs a note explaining that cer-

thetem,
n
A
nt geologists have lately come to the conclusion that

Upton?
Archean should be restricted to the lower part of what

that a„ !u
PreSent time the world has understood it to define, and

UPDcr? . term should be applied to the rocks between its

Portion, as thus defined, and the base of the Primordial.
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This criticism, then, assumes the form of a serious sort 1
pun, or a puzzle based upon the ambiguity of a word. Al I
greater number of the world's geologists have not yet accepted

this new use of " Archean," the criticism is not fatal. Of course,

if the new group be accepted, the Keweenawan will be interpo-

lated between it and the Paleozoic.
It is not the purpose of this article to criticise the plan of the

spectrum proposed by Mr. Gilbert. As he says, it has been very

fully discussed in the proceedings of the Bologna Congress; be;

it may be said that one of his canons—viz., that the groups 4

"hues and tones," called by the vulgar simply colors, which are

to serve as a scale—

"... must be so chosen that the degree of separateness of adjacent colors MP
everywhere the same, as judged by the norma/ human eve/'

will be very difficult to carry into effect, in default of the §
covery of, and agreement upon, that normal eye. To no

Jgeyes of the ordinary kind would the "separateness" be likely-
1

appear the same. It ought also to be mentioned that, in adc

M

the hues of purple to one end or the other of the spectrum::

increase the range of the time-scale colors, he violates his o«

rule, and renders it impracticable to assign by its wave-length J

color to an intermediate rock-mass.

<

The portion of the address, however, most open to objection

eventually recogniz,
not comprise them

This argument savors somewhat of Oriental fatalism, but

'

exception need be taken to the words beyond the fact that a u

of competent men is a good way to arrive' at a conclusion «**
a certain formulative statement be or be not the desired gene

ized expression. The conviction that such a vote carries

[^strong in proportion to its unanimity, but, in any case, it**
to stand the test to which Mr. Gilbert alludes. He proceeds^

"For this reason I am opposed to the classification by the Congress of to*
mentary formations, and hkewise to the classification of the volcanic roc^
also regard it as ill advised that the Congress undertook the preparation «!,
Europe, for that, if more^ a work of%ornpUation , is a work of classify

£
Poor Congress ! About to be bereft of the power to e*jl

the objects for which it was created, why was it called mf* P

poseless being ? Suppose that when Lavoisier and his cm
J

assembled the famous congress to decide upon a system

menclature and to agree upon a theory of chemistry (
then =

ba

\?
U
Sv eff°rtS emerg jng from chaos to order) some

said, Your congress should consider no questions 01
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but only questions of names. Within the field of names it should
only comprehend what Stahl and the phlogistonists understand
by them. It should therefore not attempt the classification of

ts, nor the classification of compounds made by com-
ttag elements. It should discuss no analysis unless the data

be compiled from existing authorities. It should not regulate
clature of somatology, for that belongs to physics and
:

it should not regulate the nomenclature of reactions,
lor that belongs to magic,—in fact, it should not meddle with
names at all, for that is the domain of philology:"—would we
ever have had a science of chemistry at all, or would Lavoisier
and his colleagues have persisted in their reckless course of
counselling and devising ?

In this connection the words of the great Berzelius are very

Conares^Tr y
SUre th&t if Mr

'
Gilbert exPects the International

V » of Geologists to eschew all questions of science in its

**»* exclL T6 itsdf t0 the employment of playing at logo-

PcniforFmzer
°M data

'
he wU1 be disaPPointed

~~

Wd^bv p
0I
?
OlOffieS °f Edest^s. 1—The genus Edestus was

from the 1

SOr Le'dy to comprise certain singular fossils

"« have

C

h u
aSUreS of the West

'
about which various theo"

are
dorsal •

n d
" The one generally received is that they

a >'ear anH
Pl

u
eS

,

USed as weaP°ns of defence or offence. About
that thevm

a
u

ago Dn H - Woodward, of London, suggested
a
genus Z-u Pectoral fins similar to those of Pelecopterus,

Kansas Th u
by Professor Cope from the Cretaceous of

ent evid^t
e a ence of any trace of articulation, the appar-

uc»ce that thpr^ „r«-~ 1: *. <.„„j: «.« +k^ h^p of

of'^tracto
ligaments extending I
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the denticles, the segmented character of the fossils, a

fact that the segments are found singly, and of different size;,

which would indicate that they are shed like teeth, together with

the presence of a slender curved basal bone (similar to thai

Onychodus of the Devonian of Ohio) in the Australian f

described by Dr. Woodward, led the author to think that tl

fossils are neither dorsal spines nor pectoral fins, but intern

dibular teeth, which had a membranous or cartilaginous supper:

in the American forms, and an osseous support in the Australia:

These supports would bear the same relation to the mandibula

arch that the glosso-hyal does to the hyoid arch.—Fanny R.^

MINERALOGY AND PETROGRAPHY.1

Petrographical News.—In the continuation 2 of his work 01

the rocks collected by the " Challenger" expedition, Renard k

reached the discussion of the geology of the islands in the In

dian Ocean. Those situated in the meridional part of the oceaa

are divided into five groups, three of which have been ex

in detail. They are all of volcanic origin, and are in

connected with Madagascar or the land within the A
circle. The island Marion* is formed of volcanic rocksM
distinct ages, readily distinguishable by differences in the ch-

arter of the vegetation they support. They both consist of m
spathic basalts, with anorthite as the plagioclastic constitt^

1 he rocks of the island Heard are very similar to those mm
In the neighborhood of Corinthian Bay the prevailing ga feldspathic basalt, in which Baveno twins of bytown*

crowded together in groups. Many of these are optically a

alous in their action between crossed nicols, a fact suppose

Kenard to be due to their fine lamellation. The olivine |

cleavages parallel to oP and a pinacoid. In some case= 1

suffered alteration into pilite. In addition to the basalts-

specimens of limburgite were also collected. The same a

nas recently studied the rocks of Kerquellen Land,* wW
already been examined to some extent by J.

Roth.' ^
finds that these rocks consist principally of basalts, with a

dules of analcite and zeolites. The grains of olivine in tne

grouped together like the chondra of meteoric stones »
tion to the basalts there occur on the island trachites,

hmbuj

?fc
P
i°

n
u
liteS

- 0f these the trachytes and phonohtes are

than the basalts Two late articles on the petrography
lyrol add several interesting facts to our knowledge 01

^

1 Edited by Dr. W. S. Bayley, Madi on, Wisconsin.

!
An

},
erican Naturalist, Notes, 1S86, p. 640.

!??•/• LSoc
' p

-

245
',2<

Bui. du Mus. Roy. d'Hist. Nat. de Belg.,iv. p. 2*3-

sMonatsb. d . -5, p. 723-
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gion. Baron von Foullon T separates the porphyrites of the Tyrol
into quartz-porphyrites, quartz-mica-porphyrites, and diabase-
porphyrites. In connection with the first group, Von Foullon
records the replacement of hornblende by augite near the con-
tact of the quartz-porphyrite and granite. The second group is

d by the presence of garnet and an epidote, with the
leochroism wine-yellow and violet. Intergrowths of
and hornblende take place in such a manner that the

I c' of the former are parallel with c' and b of the latter.
The hornblende in the rock often shows a parting parallel to oP.

In the Neues Jahrbitch Cathrein* describes six rocks from
various localities in the Alps. A staurolite-mica-schist occurs

1

^nnthal. It contains numerous hemimorphic crystals of
tourmaline. A garnet amphibolite is remarkable for the occur-

Ttlf
' n * °^ P^aS'oc ^ase pseudomorphs of garnet. The interior

ne garnets are changed into plagioclase, around which is an ex-
{ compact hornblende. The serpentine of this region

I 5" j- n
red Pyoxene rock. The remains of bronzite, enstatite,

*£. d*llage can still be detected in it. The most instructive
Portion of the paper is that devoted to the porphyrites and pitch-
«one-porphyries. Of the former several varieties are recognized.

W„K.
rSt

^°ntams epidotized plagioclase and crystals of compact
^blende. I„ the second, in which uralite and a little augite

•
' of hornblende, the plagioclase is sausuritized. A

thelT^ contains br°wn garnets in oscillatory combinations of

constij

eC

fedron and the icositetrahedron. They are the oldest
Of the pitchstone-porphyry the author says, this

Prvannr
mlarge ^pendent masses, breaking through the

';. . quartz-porphyry in large dikes and bosses, no tran-

tose ™i r
n the two being anywhere discernible. A schis-

instead nf
mtheGrossarlthal in the Alps contains chloritoid

achlonf ..
m,ca as ^s bisilicate constituent. Cathrein 3 calls it

*fie tu^' lt contains nearly five Per cent
-
of rutiIe and

belong'rT7'
,

r0cks of the Hereroland in Southwest Africa

grain, Ar
pally to the class of the older eruptives.* The quartz

hedral cL^T °f the ^ranites contain fluid inclusions with hexa-

manite ri '
and are Pierced through by little needles of silli-

U11'ne sch' t

m°St lnteresting observations are those on the crys-

ciatin
The crnpi'«c ; r»m^^ukia f

^
ergroWn~

wit

n w the manner described by Becke.s The form.

^Jahrb. d. k. k. geol. Reichsaust, 1886, p. 747.

3Mi
Ue^

1 P-H7-
4H \v

U
"

"

:• P- 33 1 -

1 ri r'
!L :

•
lSS7, P- !93-

V- Mm. u. Petrog. Mitth., iv., Taf. ii. Fig. 8.

crystals
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undergone alteration into pseudophite, yielding a product havnj

very much the appearance of serpentinized olivine. Theaugit;

gneisses are divided into scapolite-bearing varieties and those

that contain wallastonite. The cleavage in the scapolite, as ob-

served by Wulf, is parallel to 00 P, and is not parallel to ccPx,

as given in the text-books. The latter is probably a parting.

The composition of the augite in both varieties approaches H
of diopside. Other rocks described by Wulf are diorites, baste

amphibolites, diorite-schists, mica-schists, etc. Lacroix de-

scribes a gabbro from St. Clement in the Puy-de-D6me,

contains, in addition to the usual constituents, the minerals

vianite, sphene, and wallastonite. The feldspar is anorthit.

only 0-53 per cent, of Na
20. It presents the appearance lim-

ing been crushed and recemented, the cementing material pos-

sessing the same optical orientation as the pieces it surrounds.

Mineralogrical News.—Within the past few months the prof

erties of quite a number of rare minerals have been investigate

by mineralogists in this country and in Europe, with the Itm

indicated below. W. C. Brogger 1 describes in detail the cm

acteristics of Idvenite and cappelinite. The former occurs m

the island Laven in Langesundsfjord, and is also found ir
^-

eleolite syenite 2 of the Province of Rio Janeiro, Brazil. Itw";

brown to yellow, slightly transparent crystals, with a pn*m

habit and vitreous lustre. It is monoclinic in crystallization
-

a
: b : c'= 1.0811 : 1 : 0.8133, = 7 i° 24^'. The Ttle^the cleavage planes are parallel to the orthopinacoid, W»*j

j
plane of the optical axes is the clinopinacoid. The mm

g
strongly pleochroic, c > b > a= red-brown, yellowish-gree .

_

wine-yellow. Its specific gravity is 3.5 1, and its compos' * n

Si0
2 Zr0

2 Fe„0, (?) MnO CaO Na,0 Loss at*" ne '

33-71 3 ,.6S 5 .64 5 .o6 „.00 11.32 '"',.,:-.'

Cappelinite is found in a small vein in the augite s>'en
'v,v

Little Aro in Langesundsfjord. It occurs in thick bro«>
agonal prismatic crystals with a fatty lustre. Their axial

I
: 0.4301. Their analysis yielded :

fl^
B2°

3 Y
* » La

(
Di)A Ce,0

3
Th0

2
BaO CaO N%0

J*
,ji

4- 17.13 52-55 2.97 1.23 °-79 8 - ! S
a6t °'39 ^

WarwicMte, the borotitanate of magnesium and iron. °<* ^
at Edenville, N. Y, is generally found in p&?f*£*elongated in the direction of the vertical axis, with a.& J
parallel to the clinopinacoid. Lacroix3 has succeeded

taming measurements of these, which indicate a symm -'^
responding to that of the rhombic system. In accordan<^

^
'Zeitsch. f. Kryst, x ., l88S) p . 503, aad Geol. For. i. Stockh. Forh., B •
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A - view the plane of their optical axes is the orthopinacoid.

trix is positive and perpendicular to ocPSo. 2E=I25°.
The mineral is pleochroic in red and brown tints. W\

from the porphyrites of Glencoe, County Argyle, Scotland, the
same author regards 1 simply as epidote. He also thinks 2 that

•'., venasijuite, and pliyllih are merely
Wrirties of chloritoid, the optical properties of which he de-
scribes at length. Xantholite he supposed 3 to be identical with
staurolite.

J. Striiver* does not consider gastalditc as a variety
of glaucophane, but regards both minerals as distinct members
of the amphibole group. According to Lacroix 5 the kirwanite

Hiomson) is a mixture of amphibole, secondary quartz, and
epidote. The same author 6 finds that hullite from Belfast is not
homogeneous, and therefore should not be regarded as a definite
mineral species. He states also that Dufrenoy's dreelite is an
mpure barite. New analyses of agalmatolite» indicate that
most of the substance to which" this name has been given really

no definite composition, but is probably a mixture of

ydrated silicates of potassium and aluminium, re-

the decomposition of orthoclase. An apparently
regular mineral has been found by Vom Rath 8 in the druses of

near the apex of Cerro S. Cristobal near Pachuca,
occurs in small octahedra, sometimes twinned ac-

ording to the spinel law. It is often intergrown with tridymite.
"ardness == 6-7. Specific gravitv = 2.27. Its composition is

trtV Per cent Fe
a
O,-AlA = 6-2 percent. Both Vom

and Bauer regard it as most probably regularly crystalliz-

been called christobalite to distinguish it from
tndymite, vestan (Jensch, Pog. Ann., 1858, p. 320), and

J3*; A new variety of dufrenite has been observed by
ch, Butler^ and Miers in Cornwall, England. When

« is found in small black or apple-green orthorhombic£M
,
wh,ch in the thin section appear yellow or brown. Its
ss ls 4-5 and specific gravity 3.233. An analysis yielded

:

1068
Cu° PA Fez°3

Ca0
°-96 • 30.42 55.93 «'5«

^P°siti°n of the mineral corresponds with that of Streng's

-
f

*
"~ 'The composition of a micaceous mineral from a

;

0ne in the Kaiserstuhl is recorded by Knop" as follows:

' 3

,

Ti0
2 A l

2 3 Fe
2 3 Mn

2 3
MgO K

2
H,0

ri
5 15.18 10.85 0.89 22.80 2.90 10.77

Jltp
d -

7

1

6
S0C - F^uMin.,ix. p ; 7S .

?g
5 ^

C

U.
J
i

ahW^S etc" l887> * P- "7-

quartz,
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This mineral differs from biotite in the possession of water

and a smaller percentage of potassium. As Hoppe-Seyler'

found that when biotite is subjected to the action of carbon

thinks that this mineral, which he calls pseudobiotite, may have

been formed in the same way, especially as it is found most

abundantly near the contact of limestone with phonolite. Knop

further discusses 2 the constitution of biotite, but reaches no con-

clusions further than that the atomic relations of its constituents

are Si02 : R
2Os : Ro= 2 : I : 1.5, corresponding to the formula

R4"R2"'Sis 13 . Professor A. H. Chester 3 has recently com-

municated some notes on the chemical composition of a few ob-

scure American minerals. Fuchsite from Aird Island, in Lake

Huron, occurs in small layers and masses in a crystallized dolo-

mite. According to Professor Chester's analysis it contains:

Si0
2 A1,0

3
Cr

2 3
Fe

2 3
CaO MgO K.,0 Na,0 H

:

4549 3i-o8 3.09 trace 0.51 3.36 9/76 0.90 Pi

A pink celestite from Landsville, Oneida County, N. Y„ yielded

results corresponding to a mixture of 84 per cent. SrSo4 ,

per cent. BaSo
4 , and 5 per cent. CaSo4

. The mineral has been

called baryto-celestite, but Professor Chester considers it more prob-

ably an isomorphous mixture of the three carbonates. In addl
*

tion to the analyses given above, there are in the paper quitt

a number of new analyses reported, the most interesting bjBj

those of okenite, scorodite, brochantite, and zinkemtc.-—^-'
strom* reports the existence of a manganiferous vesttv*****

472 per cent, of MnO.

Crystallographic News.—Chas. O. Trechman* descri
.

beS 2!
tals of barite from Addiewell in Midlothian, England. ..

are found in small brilliant crystals covering rhombohedra

pearl spar and the dull faces of an older genera of barite. 1

new forms detected upon them are 7Pi, }i?*, Pf %?* ;V!
and iPU, a : b : c' = .8152 : 1 : 1.3136. The examinat.on

D
-_

Hussak 6 of fluorite crystals from various localities, w

»

ence to the question of optical anomalies, has revealed n j
definite in regard to the an. his case, rie

"

however, that the structure of the mineral corresponds 10

orthorhombic symmetry, with the axis of least elasticity
no

to one of the cubic faces. Mr H A. Miers' mentions g
clase twins from -the augite andesite of Kilimanjaro, in wW
composition face (as well as the twinning plane) is the ort^
a

°H p
°ryStals are bounded by the planes *?, 2?*'
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Miscellaneous.—Fremy 1 has succeeded in obtaining small
well-colored crystals of ruby by subjecting to a red heat a mix-
ture of alumina and minium, and also by heating to a high
temperature equal weights of alumina and barium fluoride. In
both cases the color was produced by the addition of small
quantities of potassium bi-chromate. Measurable crystals of
quartz have been produced 2 by heating an enclosed dialysed so-

silica to a temperature of 320 . The crystals, tf mm.
'« length, possessed the forms R, —R, ccR, and in two cases

+
4 • Tridymite was obtained by fusing pieces of very acid rocks

with the powder of basalts and melaphyres. A concretion of
coarse tourmaline pegmatite in the tourmaline granite near

mia, contains pseudomorphs 3 of pyrite after tourma-
:1C_—The rare mineral langite has been found by Von Foul-

Ion* forming the cement of a breccia in Pockwerke, Garnstein.

ENTOMOLOGY.?
Observations on the Female Form of Phengodes laticollis

Horn—Entomologists will remember the interest
taken, about one year ago, in the discovery that
the female form of a Lampyrid 6 (Zarhipis nvcrsi)
was larva-like, and that the three stages—larva,
Pupa, and adult—differed but little. On the night

Z fPtember 27, 1886, a larviform, luminous
oeetle was collected on one of the walks of the
«mpuS of the University of North Carolina.
tupa State.—As the insect cast its skin only
ce—in the spring of 1887—after comingm
>' Possession, this must represent its pupa t

—Length when crawling, two and

Flair .
inches

;
width

>
three-eighths inch,

fattened, larviform, luminous ; composed of

genlvh
e

?
m?tS (exclusive of the head), tapering

antef
nd

' and more decidedly on the three
eno

r segments. Chitinous plates on dorsum
-ack

, the second to eleventh

Anal nliS ,-°? iarge
' ^"t-brown, oval spots,

of bl.vl l ,

ght brown
>
e^ept a median band

light h"brown
> convex behind. First plate

ui^V 11/ except a median ^regular and two

mata on S r
h'br

P
Wn sP°ts

-
Below each stig-

sive a"
he fourth to eleventh segments inclu-

ic
'

re two longitudinal folds, the anterior half of

at
'' xx - 648. See also Ent. Am., iii! 203.
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blackish-brown, shading into light brown in the middle, a;

becoming yellowish-white, with an olive tinge on the poster*

half. Posterior edge of each dorsal plate dark olive-brown; t!

posterior angles of the pro-, meso-, and meta-thoracic plate a:

the anterior third of the pro-thoracic plate yellowish-white, ting

with olive. On the fifth to ninth segments inclusive (ventral si

face) are one pair each of small, elongated, black dots, correspon

ing very nearly in position with the pairs of luminous organs

the ventral surface. Anal proleg blackish-brown above, yellow

white below.

Besides the stigmata on the fourth to eleventh segments, there

is one on the ventral surface of each anterior corner of the me*

thoracic segment ; also two pairs of small dorsal spiracles, ok

each between the fourth and fifth, and fifth and sixth segments'

Thoracic legs brown, suffused with yellowish-olive. larsus

two-jointed; single claw curved. Anterior edge of fetmirwa

a row of short hairs ; under edge of tibia and first joint o tarsa>

with a similar row of hairs; under edge of last joint of tar*

with small, short papilla;. Head black, 2% mm. in width, re-

tractile. Mandibles curved, sickle-shaped, black. Anten^

four-jointed; labial palpi two-jointed (or three-jointed? lg*J

of a larva collected in July appear three-jointed); max»

palpi four-jointed.
.

The location and form of the phosphorescent lights are

follows : On each side is a row of circular ones, one on eaw

segment from the second to the twelfth inclusive,
bacn

these is nearly one-eighth inch in diameter, and situated m

posterior end of the upper longitudinal fold. The postertfMJj

of each segment, from the second to the twelfth inclusive, .

a band of light. On the under surface are five pair, mere po

one pa,r each on the fifth to ninth segments. .

]luin,

The general appearance is that of a worm beautifully >

nated with bluish-wh to lights, which are disposed in » ' »,

tudinai row on each side, and in transverse bands, (bee r*
|The insect was placed in a small, elongated vial, so ^

might easily observe and exhibit the display of hgnw-
.

light was brilliant until n p.m. on the night of September
;,

At 2 A.M.the 28th the phosphorescence had disappeared,

not appear again until the night of the 30th, when, by «jTfc
the insect^ the lights began to glow, but continued only**}
hours For a few nighfs within the space of a week I

JJJthat the msect glowed only when disturbed. After **
posphorescence reappeared/and I do not believe once disap-

peared again until it was placed in alcohol, June 16 I^j
October 1, ,886, I placed it in a glass jar of earth. ££

the
m
h
the

K
eafth neXt the side of the jar, where I coaW*^

the phosphorescence, and where it remained excepW« ;

warn, day in February, l887 , when it came to the surtax
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it night when I placed the jar in a cooler place in my
led up until the 15th of April. At that time the lumi-
s becoming more brilliant and the brown color was
ing, to be replaced by a uniform cream color,

/ed the earth from above the cejl and took the insect

id. It immediately straightened and began crawling,
iced in the jar it sought its cell and there remained.
returning the earth I placed a glass over it, so that I

serve the beautiful display of light It was so strong
uld read print by it when the letters were one-eighth
About the 1st of May it cast its skin and became

rm cream color, lighter on the sides and ventral sur-
>etween the segments of the dorsum,
light it came from its cell and wandered about the jar,

striving to attract its mate. May 8 I took it out of
night, and placed it on the ground for about fifteen

Nothing was attracted. Twice I took it in the day-
- 10th and 12th of May,—but nothing was attracted.

? I placed it, with another (collected by Professor
in a large, open, glass jar, with about one inch in depth
This I partly sunk in the earth in the open woods just

lock the same evening I visited the place and
e within the jar. When it left its mate I caught it.

1

wing, morning I found another male outside the jar.
wing night I captured two more males. During the
males remained beneath the surface of the earth.
ninosity in this case is decidedly of sexual significance,
the males at night. Mr. Rivers concluded that the

f of the female Zarhipis riversi was not of sexual sig-
as males were attracted by day. He was at a loss to
* its utility.

iter meeting with the males the females became less

Ik
luminosity, though plainly visible, was less in

About June 4 they made each a cell in the earth
eggs. One deposited about twenty, and

'ull whitish in color,

, is the first instance
: eggs of any of the Phcngodini. The female is

n the cell while depositing the eggs, and afterwards
"P on

1

them. They are then very weak, and soon die.
nat the parent yields its dying or dead body as the

t V
ltS

,
younS ? °ne which was found in September,

aken from the eggs when nearly dead and placed in
"e eggs of this one proved infertile. The mouth
especially the legs, were very much atrophied, and
as wellnigh impossible. In general appearance the

y much like that of the larva and pupa. The two

-N?
l

Q
ed by Professor Riley as Phengodes laticollis Horn.

> other ak
H

,

nS eSSS- One deF

^fZ^T^- Thee^s

i«recorH
4
«f
n
2- mdlamete '-. This, lb
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which I observed did not, however, resume the dark-browi

color, but remained of a uniform pale-cream color, lighter on

sides, under parts, and between the segments of the dorsum.

Occasionally during the adult state the one which I kept

through the winter showed signs of luminosity on the pro-

thoracic segment, but mainly shone as represented in Fig. 1.

The other one exhibited no sign of luminosity on the pro- and

meso-thoracic segments. Otherwise it was like Fig. 1. Pro-

fessor Riley, seven years ago, figured a similar phosphorescent

insect, 1 and in the paper, read before the Washington Entomo-

logical Society, he says that one found by him in 1869 was

figured in Le Baron's fourth Illinois report.

The males are insignificant when compared to the females>
size and beauty. They are 15 mm. to 20 mm. in length. An-

tennae plumose, and half, or more than half, as long as the body.

The elytra are short, thin, and subulate.—Geo. F. Atkinson,^-

versity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, July 7, *8°7-

ZOOLOGY.

The Irish Marine Fauna.—The Proceedings of the Royally

Academy (vol. iv. of the second series) contains two prelirnm^

reports on the marine fauna of Ireland. One is by Prof. Am*;

Haddon, and treats of the fauna of Dublin Bay. The other

-

the report of the Committee on the Marine Fauna of bou«

western Ireland, and gives an account of their explorations,^

different groups being treated bv specialists, in a manner sirn^

to that adopted by the Liverpool committee. There is abj*j

room for similar work on the American shores, but the p*"r

centralization adopted by the United States Fish Commission-

a discouraging effect.

Von Lendenfeld on Sponges.—Dr. R. von Lendenfelc
I

has-*

extensive paper on the " Position and Classification of^ j

in a recent part of the Proceedings of the Zoological ** -.

London. His views on most poinfs are similar to those rfjj

maer. On account of the absence of a ccelom, he rfSr'Lgf
as true members of the Ccelenterata,—a group which tie

into two phyla, Mesodermalia, embracing the sponges, ana
j

thelana, mcluding the true Ccelenterates of other autho^

regards the mesoderm of the sponges as a modification*

mesogloea of the Ccelenterates, and homologous m&*•£
definition of the Mesodermalia is

•' Ccelenterata with per*

canal-system, and organs developed from the cells of the ^
gioea, or primary mesoderm. No movable appendages. g

fillowT-
bUt a Singk daSS

'
SP°"g^' which iS S
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Sub-Class Calcarea.

1. Order Calcispongiae.
i. Sub-Order Homocoela, with the families Asconidae, Ho-
modermidae, and Leucopsidae.

ii. Sub-Order Heteroccela, with the families Syconidae,
Sylleibidae, Leuconidae, and Teichonidas.

1. Order Hexactinellida.
i- Sub-Order Lyssacina, with the families Euplectellidae,
Asconematidae, Rossellidae, and Hyalonematidae.

"'• Sub-Order Dictyonina, with the families Farreidae, Eure-
jdae, Melittionidae, Coscinoporidae, Tretodictyidae, and
Meandrospongidae.

* Order Chondrospongiae.
'• Sub-Order Tetraxonia, with the families Rhizomorinidae,
Anomocladinae, Tetracladinidae, Corticidae, Pachystrel-
Wte, Plakinidae, Oscarellidae, Geodidse, Stellettidae, The-

..
neidas, Tetillidae, and Tethyopsyllidae.

"^ub-Order Monaxonida, with the families Tethydae,
^ollasellidae, Spirastrellidae, Suberamatidae, and Suberi-

lij
- Sub-Order Oligosilicina, with the families Chondrillidae
and Chondrosidse.

V Order Cornacuspongije.
1 bub;Order Halichondrina, containing the families Spon-

g'Hidae, Homorhaphidae, Heterorhaphidae, Desmacidon-
'^.andAxinellidae.

'"?, ?rder Keratosa, with the families Spongidae,
^Pysmidae, Hircinidse, Spongelidze, Aplysillidae, and
"alisarcidae.

8 the T\^T
%

-

and ma
J or grouPs are all characterized, as are

Jtra ar
milles recognized. In each the more important

«twe /;

™entloned. The article concludes with a nearly ex-

nsixte u°
graphy °f the literature of recent sponges, no less

'st bibr"
ndred and fifty-four titles being enumerated. The

fl) conr
gra

f
hy Previou s to this (that of D'Arcy Thompson,

%m th
five hundred and fifty-one titles. In this con-

^enfelH
5^6" 11 should consult the errata Siven hy Von

in the Zoo/. Anzeiger, No. 254.

{he nrtc

the
.
Ctenidium of Unio aberti Conrad.—In January

eral
i,v ; n

Sent year a gentleman resident in Kansas sent me
Fall R iv

"g sPec'mens of Unio aberti Conrad, just then collected

a female

6

^
1" that

-

State
- °ne of tnese specimens proved to

vonn„ ' V
e ctenidia of which were surcharged with develop-

ilarly interesti

tchial uteri, w
ny species of Unio.
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Dr. Lea, in a paper read before the American Philosophic!

Society in early November, 1827, described both the shell and

soft parts of Unto irroratus, a species then first made know:

This paper was published, with figures, in vol. til, Transact:*

American Philosophical Society, Plate V.

1 827. The general physiological char-

acter of the ctenidium, as thus pec

modified, appears to have been tul.y

understood by Dr. Lea, but its str :

ural relation appears to have been»
interpreted and to have been ;v;.

as an appendage of the branch:;.

hence as being morphologically >:

He thus writes, pages 2;
" In those I observed an append^

form of a depressed cone, attach

the branchiae on either side, and a very

slight examination fully satisfied U
'6" L

these were the oviducts. . . .
TheM

sacks containing the ova are inserts

about half-way up the branchiae and somewhat posterior to tne

centre. The number of these sacks in my three specimens con-

sists of eight in two and seven in the other." In Fig. I i>

gjja copy ot Mr. Lea's figure of this structure, seen in externa.

Now, it is evident that these " sacks" instead of being affjj
ages to, are really the elongated chambers of the ctenidia, **
tionally active as brood-pouches. The properly so-called ovidua

of Unu> is not well known, though the position of the gen*

opening leading from the gonads—whether they be ovarii''

spermaries—is well known. The terms oviduct, as used by
^Lea. and ovaries, as commonly applied to the surcharged cten.o

are therefore, not only incorrect but misleading. ,

Hitherto the peculiar feature noticed in Unio irroratus
^'

been found in any other species in the genus, but itnow^

%TSfanterioT
terPart " ^"^ ^^i^****

flowf„
Ued With J^^^aW

flowing curve; but as the median chambers become fiWJg
r^-" ,

and thrown outwards. This recurving gives/^
Drese!T

the
,

aPPearance which Mr. Lea described as

pressed cone." The final result is an irregular interco^'

one ht'K *> m°re P°sterior chambers, which are 1*

*Jone-half the diameter of the anterior ones. The c\f^f^Without exception, very long cylindrical distally *<?*f#^ Tztvi: diam
r

er at ^\°\ o% £?£«
-Ptured, are further ^rewha^^^a transparent

>*
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lat gelatinous membrane, which invests the entire cteni-
id serves to aid in holding the chambers in place.
is specimen the young found in the anterior chambers
a more advanced stage of development than were those

most posterior chambers. It would appear that the ova
harged through the genital opening into the innermost
il cloaca and pass thence, being fertilized in transitu and
with the ccelomic fluids, into the outer cloaca, whence

ten distend-

n to four and
.^TijjjujjiTiIiiiI

~

leter. Fur-

Jite all the
'Unio which
•me under
3nal obser-

:hambers of
dia appear
st charged \^____L:

Fig. 2.— Explanation:

extending adductor muscle, in tra
the poste- cylindrical chambers of

rity of the Tmantk foldd* ^

V

« "rancti ia2 until, ctenidium
' J

ecTe°s

S

V
f "^ aH

«ChL °m
ne

?
rly entire external ctenidia function as brood-

:nt i s

'

t0
* y observation has been that the process of develop-

"ditio'ns f

c
^
rt

^
m degree at least, independent of temperature

eyear • u
e taken specimens of Unio at all seasons of

» a» n \ k
Y°Ung 'm a11 staSes of development.

ch as i, f J .

Ut °f P!ace here to note that no byssus organ,
en observeH

U

K
'" *he §lochidium larva of Anodonta, has ever

*i of ma
y me m the lamination of numerous embryonic

^n rebte/ ^^ °f Ufrio
'

The bySSUS which is se^ in

d««us ut
sPec,es-^-. U. tustmus U con-

d not chiH
?arvulus >

and U. penicillatus—\s gelatinous in nature

£*53M [

T' f L
east in the

"
oosa and Cahawba

>"- unate dupli<

•^^PS
',t0bementioned

iE£?*J

. the part of the writer
In 1850, in Proc. Phila.

_, ..-.-. T. A. Conrad described
the Verdigris River, Arkansas. The final de-
ures, appeared in the your. Phil. Acad. Natu-
enes, vol. ii., R. XXIV,, Fig. 1 (185 1). Two
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years later, in 1852, Dr. Lea described the same form underthe

name of U. lamarckianus, with figures, in the Trans. Am. PH.

Soc, 2d series, vol. x., Plate XVII., Fig. 20. His figure is imper-

fect in that the characteristic roughened surface with more or

less depressed folds is not shown, though mentioned casually, in

the description. This circumstance, added to the fact that then

I had not seen either the description or figure of Conrad's specie?,

led me into the error of redescribing in 1885, as new, this same

species under the name of U. popenoi, the specimens coming

from the Fall and Verdigris Rivers, Kansas. Vide " Bulletin

Washburn Coll. Lab. Nat. Hist," vol. i. No. 2, pp. 48, 49. PI ' H-

1885. There is no reasonable doubt, however, but that the last

described form is the female of U. aberti—Conrad's description

and figure being based upon the half-grown

Zoological News.—Worms.—Miss A. M. Fielde, of Swatow.

writes to the Philadelphia Academy {Proceedings, p. 11 5- 188
'

!

describing some observations made on the life-history of a

Chinese liver-fluke. One snail examined by her was the host

at least ten thousand young Distomse, while another individual

had the liver almost wholly replaced' by a Redia of the same

parasite.
J V

Mr. A. G. Bourne gives {Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1886 figl
a preliminary account of some Indian earth-worms belonging »

the families Perichastidae and Moniligastrids. Eight belong to

the genus Perichaeta.one to Perionyx.and seven to Monih^
The species of Perionyx (P. saltans) has the power of leapn,

into the air when touched. Bourne says that the huge cartn-

worm mentioned by Darwin as occurring on the Nilgherne

\
U
r
m
J °,

Ut t0 be a sPecJes of Moniligaster described by Pern*

M. dcshaycsii.

The first part of the fourth volume of Bronn's " Klassen
J*Urdnungen der Thierreichs" has appeared. The volume wU

written by Dr. A. Pagenstecher. The present part gives an nu

tor.cal account of the literature of Vermes, and contains tw*

plates illustrative of the Dicyemidse, the figures being ^
mostly from the papers of Whitman and Van Beneden.

CRUSTACEA.-Bernhard Rawitz has a paper (ArdLf-
jjj

£553° ?Jhe ^reen Sland of the crayfish. The
,

*

*

treats wholly of histology, and contains no comparisons or n

fth°f\t
S

,

U^estions.The most important point brought

s that the gland consists in «Uk.i (Jt one) convolu!

tubes, the two un



Fishes.—Miss Rosa Smith has described a new species of

balloon-fish {Tetraodon setosus) in the Bulletin of the California

vol. ii.). It is based on a dried skin brought from

Batrachia.—At the meeting of the Zoological Society of

London held June 7, 1887, Prof. G. B. Howes read a paper
showing that in some of the anurous Batrachia there exists a
structure which appears to correspond to the mammalian epi-

glottis, and which, in some species, becomes well developed as

Reptilia.—Prof. O. P. Hay gives {your. Cincinnati Nat. Hist.

t 2) a preliminary catalogue of the Batrachia and
Keptiha of Indiana. Seventy-seven species are enumerated.

Birds.-W. E. Bryant publishes, in the Bulletin of the Cali-

iemy of Sciences, some additions to the ornithology

j>» Guadeloupe Island. There were previously known but eight
birds from this locality, but Mr. Bryant catalogues thirty-five
sPecies and sub-species.

I he ostrich in the Cincinnati Zoological Gardens is dead.

Ta u
S Dury> in an account of the death, states that the

r? broke »ts leg in an attempt to lay an abnormal egg. The
•

inary ostrich-egg measures about five by six and one-quarter
ĉ es but this one consisted of a normal egg as a centre, and
^und this there were about twenty leathery layers, the whole
during about thirteen by eighteen inches.

. -Dr. Ch. Liitken, of Copenhagen, states that
\

the r ,

abltat of the rare Chiropodomys penicillatus is Java,
Copenhagen Museum having received one in spirit from

mtcnzorg. He also Qn tge authorit of Dr . H . Winge,

same lo^p
7 museum of Genoa has several specimens from the

and'tK''?
Gddard Publishes an account of the visceral anatomy

Wions /T ° f the Sondaic rhinoceros in vol. xii. of the Trans-

paoer n i Zoologic*l Society of London. The only previous

Cr °n the anatomy of this species was by the late Mr. Garrod.

eJ
s

S

u
C0"d "Cunningham Memoir" of the Royal Irish Acad-

<*rve in
°f

' D " J- Cunningham, and treats of the lumbar

°f the a!S
n and aPes - as wel1 as of the topographical anatomy

some of ?u
°poid aPes - ^ is illustrated with thirteen plates,

A
°i tnem colored.

^l2mZ n
?
tlce of a paPer by oldfield Thomas

' °V
h
»

a
?0ears7/y a"d Succession of the Teeth in the Dasyuridse.

the auth
254 of the Proceedings of the Royal Society. In it

teeth
int

p
!;

esents an outline of a scheme of homology of the

which all mammals except the Edentates readily fit.



EMBRYOLOGY.'
The Development of an Ei^ht-limbed Vertebrate

some months since I communicated my suspicion-
friends that the so-called fan-tailed race of gold-fish,-
represented a type with four pairs of ventral limbs. Within 1 1 I

days, through the courtesy of friends, I have been t!

recipient of an admirable memoir by S. Watase, of
University of Japan, entitled " On the Caudal and .

Gold-fishes," in which the author gives a full account of the oste-

ology and development of the frequently double an il

of the breeds " Riukin" and " Maruko," as they ai

the Japanese.
The author shows that the embryos developed a series*

double ventral limb- folds extending from beneath tin

tar back as the end of the notochord and future urostyle. These

folds being formed by an apparent median
tral and caudal folds of the usual type seen in Tel
bryos, the two resulting folds having shifted outwards somewhat

trornthe median line towards the lateral position occu
rudiments of the anterior paired fins. This doubl
character of the ventral fold is also very pronoun
preanal region, so that the two folds are serially con:
the still more anterior rudiment of the " ventral" fin

tern of folds are entirely hypaxial, including even :

lead to the development of a.double caudal, as in all

1 racing these very remarkable changes, Mr. Watase W|
that the interhaemal and the small basilar internal
supporting the rays of the anal and caudal, were re;

paired the same as the folds in the embryos, and ti:

haemal arches of the caudal vertebrae were divergent
median line instead of convergent towards it as in other Teleos*

in this manner both the anal and caudal paired fins
latec

i

by a chain of bones to the vertebral column,
ble, however, that i

anus the anal pair
with the vertebral _
r^nal

P
ai

[;,
Where the bones of the pelvic girdle represent

of tt -°

f

W
i

edersl^im, a pair of elements derived from a *
of fu*ed interhaemal pieces.

character
PP
T?

°f the Caudal are morphologically of the*.

a££ There can
' therefore, be little or no doubt tha

m th/
r?Per

i

t0
,

rCgard the PelviC '
anal

-
and CaU<dal

Pfffl hJ

seriallv nA
U
K
arIy m°dified domesticated races of goW-foh£

ralv
t

°f

,

the same morphological value, and that if ?fand ventrals are to be considered as limbs, the caudals and ai

sylvaniafphiladerphia '

Ky1>EK
>
Ph -D

' Biological Department, University



mse, in this instance, be so considered. This type is

vertebrate yet examined which possesses oi-iit distinct

H which may be legitimately considered as represent-
airs of limbs.

singular circumstance that the ventral fin-folds in the

described by Mr. Watase are not double in the region
us. In every other respect these remarkable forms
>nfirmation of Dohrn's view as to the nature of the
Mitral fin-fold of fishes.

itase describes four principal types or modifications of
opment of the paired fins of these interesting fishes,

whole, his memoir is one of the most interesting in its

»pon morphology of the limbs of fishes which has ap-
* many years.—John A, Ryder.

version of the Germinal Layers in Hesperomys.

—

K past summer the writer has succeeded in obtaining
es of the embryos of Hesperomys, which show that the

this American genus of myo-
'e " inverted" as in the mouse. Fig. I

show how closely they resemble the
« of the latter as figured by Selenka.
presents the suspensor (Trager) ; d, the
f, or outer layer ;'

h, hypoblast ; e, the
* which only that portion as far as the
«i c, enters directly into the formation
bryo. At a is seen the amniotic part
"ty enclosed by the epiblast, and at /
dary cavity, which at a later period is
from the cavity of the amnion. The

lt of the blastosphere at one end by
processes of the cells forming the outer
»e suspensor, s, is well marked, and the Fig. i.

Mus, Arvicola, and Cavia, is
iderably elongated. The embryonic part of the epi-
a 'so thrust inwards towards the bottom or fundus of

sPhere so as to obliterate the cavity of the yelk-sac, as
er.genera named.
^tions of the blastosphere to the cavity of the uterus
»sorne interest, as may be seen by reference to Fig.

;

sixteen times), in which the greatly hypertrophied
1 ^Presented at M, M, M, M in a cross-section of
'; Lying in an eccentric position in the section at e

* embryo is apparent, while some distance from the
re is a hollow conical mass of tissue, c, which is part

smal epithelial wall of the tubular uterus, and is differ-
e much thickened and very spongy surrounding mu-
,sPosition of the lacunae in which is indicated by the
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faint radiating lines. The relations of the embryo, e, to the

nal cavity of the uterine tube is better shown in Fig. 3, stall
a longitudinal section of a portion of the uterus containing 1

single embryo The cavity of the uterus, u, u, at either sides'

the region containing the embryo, is quite spacious, whereas to-

wards the centre, c, of the gravid portion its lumen has been

narrowed to a fine canal. On the upper or mesometric side the

mucosa, M, is thinner, while on the lower side the uterine wall

is much more thickened. In fact, there is evidence to indicate

that the embryo, f, has been thrust down into the lower wall and

become imbedded in one of the crypts of the mucosa. Tha*

this is true is indicated by the conical or funnel-shaped passage

c, which leads down towards the embryo from the middle ot tn

narrowed portion of the uterine cavity, as shown in Fig. 3'

The eccentric position of the embryo in the thickened mucoa

as well as the specialized condition of the blastosphere, *Jfavor the development of a discoidal placenta, but that the£
coidal type is not the one which was characteristic of the^tors of the Rodentia is, it seems to the writer, sufficiently'

1

^cated by the annular' thickening of the mucosa aroundj

embryo, for, towards the non-gravid portions of the ^cavity at u, u, the mucosa becomes suddenly thinner*
man, the main portion of the uterus to be first affected *

mucous lining, the muscular wall undergoing a slower ana

marked change. The inner annular and'outer longitudinal
**

cular coats of the uterus are indicated at a and / in Fig**g
3 ,

the mesometrium at m The annular structure
descriD-"^

ite

e

d
p^ding number of this j°u™aI is not y* wel1

differeD

ated at this stage.—#,/,„ A . Ryder.



ANTHROPOLOGY.

The Discovery of an Ancient Tomb near the Holy Sep-
ulchre, Jerusalem.—Early in October, 1886, excavations made
on Christian Street, Jerusalem, resulted in the discovery of a

tomb, evidently of great antiquity, far below the pavement.
Christian Street is a narrow street running northerly and south-
erly, to the eastward of Hezekiah's Pool, and west of the Church
of the Holy Sepulchre, connecting, at its northerly extremity,
with the Via Dolorosa, which last is the traditional route trav-

ersed by Christ on his way to be crucified. The tomb is situ-

ated towards the east side of the street, and is exactly seventy-
t*o feet due west from the Holy Sepulchre. It is two and
one-half feet in height, and is of rude construction, the sides
°emg formed of large stone slabs uncemented, while it is covered
•w similar slabs on top.
Soon after the unearthing of the tomb I was on the spot, and

rcade as full an examination of it as the circumstances permitted
;M the careless and clumsy work of the fellaheen had injured

* destroyed much of the contents. I found the base of the
*nb was fifteen and one .jia if feet below the surface of the

Eft
and the section made by the excavation plainly showed

I j
0r'ginal surface of the ground was a hill-side sloping in

son
ion of the Tyropceon Valley. The slope and depres-

»''mo*r

er(

Lr
Ued Up With an accumulation of debris so as to be

PJ
obliterated or made nearly level. The debris, composed
sorts of rubbish of the ancient city, above the tomb

reSed t0 four feet in thickness, but, of course, greatly in-

f a towards the southward or lowest part of the slope,

klow rtf

° f the tomb was therefore eleven and one-half feet

which £,
ori&inal surface of the hill-side, an unusual depth,

-c^t be taken as implying great antiquity.

id! d
t0mt> Were f°und two interments, one being the

The o*h°
ayed bones of a man > buried with the head to the west.

closed' i^
Was an instance of cremation, the remains being en-

iifed
a
,

cmerary urn, and consisting of calcined bones

vase*s of

*,thashes and charcoal. With these were lachrymal

''Nation L
a"C°tta

' several of which were broken in the ex-

nuher «'
, f

two Were taken out unfractured. Though of

^horL Shape
' they are of coarse make, and resemble

-"an the

r
!
n design, except that one is about one-third larger

^rhaos a°
•

and is ornamented with four devices or figures

:^mtZ lnscriPtion ) in a dark (blackish) paint or stain, which
°Val

outi;„ -

!S barely traceable. The body of each vase is of

ac
ck,with f

W,th flat bottom, and contracts into a long, taper

finches £Umpet"shaPed mouth. The larger is a little over

*,as at on
smaller about four and one-third inches, in height.

Ce struck by their close resemblance to similar vessels



in collections in Jerusalem, which have been assigned to Pba-

nician origin, and to others brought from Cyprus; also to c

more ancient of the Cypriote pottery which I had seen in:

British Museum and the Louvre, as well as in the celebraJ

Di Cesnola collection in the American Muse

m

The cinerary urn, only the fragments of which have been »
by me, is of the same description of earthenware as the tat

bottles or vases, but is of a redder color. It is remarkably tii

and fragile in proportion to its size, being about one-eighth i

an inch thick.

All who have seen the tomb here described, and who
experience in such antiquities, unhesitating I \ assign it

Canaanitish or Jebusite period. There can be no doubt a
great age.

It is insisted on by many that this discovery largely ttjj

the belief that the true sites of Calvary and the tor'

Christ are not those generally accepted, but are identica

the high knoll at the Cave of Jeremiah and the tor

the garden near by, outside the walls of Jerusalem, ne;

Damascus Gate, they arguing that the Jews would never

selected as a place of interment a Tebusite or Canaanitish t

place.

Though this may not be considered as conclusive, the

here given may be regarded not only as interesting andvai

but as forming an additional link in the chain of evidences

ling this important subject, and about
:

w!

shall have to say anon, havii
mucn curious and determinative material, but with wine".

not prepared to deal at present. Among the testimony I

«

me wonderful, massive, and extensive Roman pavements reo

brought to light in this city, and which have bearingsJJ
case of unquestionable and significant character.—Henry

l>*

U. 6. Consul, Jerusalem, Palestine.

MICROSCOPY. 1

Albuminized-Pelt Tablets for Mounting Anatomical ft

raaons.—Anatomical preparations are usually exhibited m°«

on plates of glass, wax, or wood, in alcohol. For **93

lef/'kT
1

,
animals—glass plates are excellent mouna,

del cat
thCy d° not serve *his PurP°se WeU in

*Z 2
mo In

preParation^ such as the internal organs of*

when th

S
'
etC W°°d °r wax tabIets are generally e^

Dinnint f
artS

L
°f the Preparation require to be fixed «np»

are,7v
b
"V

theSe tabIet* are objectionable, inasmuch
as

are attacked by alcohol.

* Edited by C. O. Whitman, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
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nds felt tablets prepared in the following

e thick. If it is not to be used at once, let it dry
id then dissolve i n cold water whenever needed.
iece of fine, white ol-felt, of any desired size, anc
turate it, by press ing and kneading;, with the thick-
lved) preparation of white.

plates of thick wii dow-glass, a little larger than

hite wax,2 rubbing the surface well with the finger
rcake the coat of wax thin and even. When the wax
:e the piece of albuminized felt between the glass
ontact with the waxed sides ; and then bind them
th a string so closely that no layer of air is left

felt and the layer of wax. Plunge the whole sev-
nto boiling water (thus avoiding breakage through
xpansion)

; then leave it in the water (kept boiling)
-r of an hour. After cutting the string the glass
1S

!l

y
u
em0Ved

'
leavinS the felt tablet ready for cutting

ind shape required.
Nets thus prepared should be kept in ninety-five per
*. Before use they may be soaked a few hours in
se they are too hard for the use of quills or spines as
not advisable to use the tablets immediately after
«ey only attain a proper degree of hardness after

ninety-five per cent, alcohol.

*™ a Ty be made hy mixin g" coloring-substances
-pared white. It is necessary, however, to select for

substances that do not lose their color in alcohol.maybe used for black, ochre for yellow, cinnabar and

^tablets present a better appearance if they are

alcoh?
S^Hmate before being placed in ninety-

5-alcohol The finished tablets may be stah"-but they must first be placed in boil.ng water to

'perfecT ^T- °f
.
Wax

'
The stain with hematoxylin

fers „ru :
iS therefore not to be recommended.

;d

«cnre to any of the other coloring-substances

U

t

r

he Colo
ith COl°red White jt is wel1 to "Prinkle the

?ngt£e?I|!!
g
:
P
u
0wder

» and rub jt in with the finger

goine 2t a
b
fWeen the Slass Plates -

zlf
P^edure may be varied so as to

*
In»t4d of'w''

N
°" 256

'
P 392

'
l88? -
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give the white a leathery consistency. After the piece of felt

has been thoroughly saturated with colored white and sprinkled

freely with the coloring-powder, as before described, it is spread

out on a clean glass plate and pressed down so as to leave do

air-bubbles between it and the glass. It is then left to dry it

ordinary room temperature. When completely dry it is removed

from the glass and covered with a thin collodion solution, f
soon as the collodion coat is dry the tablet is thrown into boi

ing water and kept below the surface by weighting for fifttt

minutes. Black tablets colored with lampblack should alwaj

be made in this way, as they generally appear flecked wht

made by the first method.

The Reduction of Chromic Solutions in Animal Tissw

corrected by Reoxidation with H
2 2

.— It is well known tb.

the brownish-green color assumed by animal tissues under a

posure to chromic solutions is due to a combination of tl

oxide of chromium (Cr2 3)
with Cr03

. There is a partial n

duction of the chromic acid in the tissues, resulting in U

formation of Cr2 3 , which then unites with the remaining lit,

to form the compound known as chromic chromate (chromsauff

Chromoxyd). P. G. Unna 1 has shown that the greenish«
can be removed by treating the tissues with hydrogen dioxide.

Unna explains the chemical processes involved in the loiw

ing manner: "If a solution of chromic acid or bichromate.

potassium be mixed with a solution of H 2 2 ,
a deep green P-

cipitate of chromoxide (Cr2 3 )
is immediately formed, w

combines with the remaining chromic acid to form theM
mediate salt (chromic chromate) with a brownish-green vm

If the mixture is left to itself, the process of reduction.
-

reaching a definite point, changes to one of °xldatl°n '

ve ;:
ci

chromic chromate is soon reoxidized, leaving the solutio .

as at first. ... '

i wibv

"The same phenomenon is seen when (i) ^f
onl'%}

chromic acid or bichromate of potassium are placed
:

when (2) sections treated with H
2 2

are immersed in hec

n

solutions. The sections at once become dark green, tnen
-

ish-green, and, finally, in the first case yellow, in tn

colorless. , . .-.-
I

"If the sections, at the moment when the browj^
color appears, are removed from the solution a"

-

not uni^

washed, the color of the chromic chromate, which is

portant for many histological details, remains fixed.

'Archivf. mik . Anat..«, if . „ „ .!«, s Cf. Monatsbeftf-
1-**1
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SCIENTIFIC NEWS.

I Archer Randolph, professor in the University of

lia, was recently drowned near Atlantic City, N. J.,
at

:

thirty-eight years. Professor Randolph had made a
' important original researches in the physiology of

and much was anticipated from his future work in

ion. His loss is a serious one from every point of

her science nor the community could afford the sac-

1EDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

irty-Sixth Meeting of the American Association

ivancement of Science was held at Columbia Col-

' York, commencing Wednesday, August 10, and

iesday, August 16, 1887.
cers for the meeting were :

—S. P. Langley, of Washington. Vice-President*. -

-. II. Ant/m to/ v

= •
.-.- •;. ; .

.•.
.'..

: a .
•

.
::.--. -

• - of niE Si :i i>ns.— .->

and Astronomy— \{, igtOT- B. F/iystcs—i
f Athens, Ohio. C. f,

of Cleveland, Ohic

'' E Geology and G,

—W. R. Lazenby, of Columbus, Ohio. Trea

sorghum cane, i

cle; T. H. Norton.

»t of moisture left in a gas after
wley. Improvement in stand for electroh
» for the separate -- f« students use

Leeds! Some higher homology
Movey .

Section E—Geology and Geography.
types of Devonian in North America; H. S.

as a source of peti J« in Ohio and ln^
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The Upper Hamilton group of Chenango and Otsego Counties, N. Y. ; Char!* I

Prosser. A geological section at Great Barrington, Mass. ; Alexi: ' '
'

granite and quartzite contact at the Aurora mine, Gogebic iron

Mich.; N. H. Wind Sandstone in Southern
Edgar. On the geol md environs; D. S. M
field work in the' A; rsej and Soq&M
N. L. Britton. On the age of the limestones of Westchester Coui
erick

J. H. Merrill. Notes on the eruptive rocks of the AiJn n

,—eyHii!
Joseph F.-Jan

tois; T. B. Comstock. Notes on the Texas 1

American Cretaceous; Robert T. Hill.

Section F

—

Biology.

(No Zoological Papers were presented at the mornin|

and no Botanical Papers at the afternoon session.)

Notes on the Flora of the Kittatinny Mountains ; X. L. Britton. The cultn*

Cinchonas of Bolivia; H. H. Rusby. Developments of the

M. Coulter. On the structure of the frond m L r»//w Awti//,! liar

Bigelow. Apical growth in Fucus ; \Y. G. Farlow.

ium on juuifcnisvirzhtiana; \\ . i\. Fall ,w. On ;

!

,! the sectorial teem
\

E. L). Cope.

Section H—Anthropology.

Aboriginal New York villages; W. M. Beauchamp. Recent archil*

!
'

^

'

ce men porter Hart. V\hat

'

'"
.

!

•

1
'

••
'

:...• -
' : - .-.

:
<

.

: -
.

Evening.—General Reception to the members of the A*j

tion and their families by the Ladies' Committee, at nine oc

in the Metropolitan Opera House.

Friday, August 12.

Section C—Chemistry.

Report of committee on uniform method of stating the re

of analysis of mineral and potable waters.

HerricL
J*^p*l

salts of benzene-- N

: Y '". ,'„
:.

:

"
'

-

: v

nutriment by the processes of »»
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Section E—Geology and Geography.

rning was devoted to a consideration and discussion

(ft of the American Committee of the International

f Geologists, which was read by Dr. Persifor Frazer,

In the course of the discussion Major J. W. Powell,

the United States Geological Survey, endeavored to

•mmittee enlarged, but was not sustained. A resolu-

ing its work was adopted.

Section F

—

Biology.

dsymmetry; Jose

rterotnyzon ; W. a. Scott. On the n

jjjjy/f*d Present condition of Pre-historic Archaeology in Western Europe

;

J*iteToti *
ReUcS °f an Indian hunting-gr^nd !

A -
Warner. On a gigantic

Winll r
C e from Oaxaca, Mexico ; George F. Kunz. On a remarkable crys-

' J
- rge F. Kunz. Some aboriginal dwelling sites in the Champlain Val-

val a
°gg' The true basis of ethnology ; Horatio Hale. On the assumed

• ^ cnaracter of Prof. Heer's Atlantis theory
; J. Kost.

Brookr^r"
At the rec

luest of Mrs - J- S -
T-

Stranahan, of
he directors of the Union Ferry Company invited the

Scienr !
the American Association for the Advancement of

fern hi ? J"
excursion around the harbor of New York. The

keek !
Brooklyn" left South Ferry, and returned to same

|,r
en 6 and 7 w.

BotSTrT!he sections met at eight o'clock. Reception of the

m the T k
of the Association by the Torrey Botanical Club,

open fo

brary Hall of Columbia College. The herbarium was

°f the t

,nsPecti°n, and a collation was served in the basement

Sat d
Ch°°l

WestP,

a
^' August 13, an excursion up the Hudson River, to

the •• ail
' left at 9 o'clock a.m., by the steamer " New York" of

at
i -?

ny
u
Day Line." An excursion to Long Branch started

^mer* j
AM

'» uPon one of the Iron Steamboat Company's
s, and returned at 8.30 p.m.

Monda
y, August 15.
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Helen C. De S. Abbott. The scientific basis of the feeding of infants; Albert R.

Leeds. Report of Committee on Indexing Chemical Literature.

Section E—Geology and Geography.
Section of the Lower Silurian (Ordovician) and Cambrian strata in Central Nn

York, as shown by a deep well i : itt. Notes on the geology

of Florida; L. C. Johnson. The Upper Eoc
States; W. B. Scott. "Lake Cuyahoga," a
pole. The southern drift

; Joseph E. Willet. Notes on the extinct thermal spraj

of Arkansas; Theo. B. Comst>:
of the drift in Central Missouri ; f. \Y. Spencer. Notes on the theory of glial

motion
; J. W. Spencer. Glacier erosion in Norway, with some notes on norttei

ice-action
; J. W. Spencer. The Columbia formation ; \V.

J.
McGee. The origa

of the terraces along the Ohio River between Cincinnati and Louisvil'
,l - r

Branner. The southern limit of the glacial drift in Kentucky and In(

li

maps; H. C. Hovey. 1

; Fred. P. Dewey. On the monticuliporoid cow>«

'onsTchSwalc*

Epidermal System of dife*

plants ; W. J. Beal. Confirmatory evidence of Mastodon obscurus Leidy, as « *

thentic American . d. The Buffalo-gnat problem in thei^

Mississippi Valley; (J. V. Riley. Origin of American Carnivora; W. B. »»

Prow"
d

T™
a

r,

!

^TthelrdnTo &*^flt
encephalic vesicles; H. F. Osborn. The pint

Preliminary paper on structure of Alosa sapidissima ; Fanny R. Hitchcock.
J.

homologies of Edestus; Fanny R. Hitchcock. On the early history ot ine

h Gastropods ; Henry L. Osborn.

Section H—Anthropology. JJjj

: basis of ethnology ; Horatio Hale. Sensory types of "jf'V* p
; Jos. Jastrow. Music and poetry oi the Eskimos;JjTL^
age in America; S. D. Pee, TheTubdivision of theWWjg

h Columbia

'X; F. W.
e C. Fletche,

Afternoon.-*, botanical excursion to Sandy HooM

botanists of the Association an opportunity to e*"«
a

side flora, in company with the Torrey Botanical u«
£i

Natural Science Association of Staten Island, i »

logical Club accompanied the Botanical on this exci

Evening.—Reception by the Academy oi .

At eight o'clock, a meeting of the New }^ c
Sciences was held in the Library Building of Loan

for the especial purpose of welcoming the Assoc
^ ^

Professor Henry Drummond, of Glasgow, dellV"
recent

sc

on •* The Heart of Africa," giving observations on
.

*
ila

tific tour to the region of the Zambesi and La*e ^ gi

After the lecture a general reception and a con ^
to the members of the Association and their

Academy. „ liC iv tended ;

The Electric Club of New York City generously
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t*

, , and D.
For Wednesday, an invitatior

Rev. Bishop Potter, to those mei
Public Institutions on Blackwell's
A geological party, under the direction of Mr. George Kunz,

visited the trap and sandstone exposures of the Palisades and

Mr a at
gC

;
°n their return

»
the party were entertained bym and Mrs. Kunz at their house in Hoboken.

lieutenant E. L. Zalinski, Fifth U. S. Artillery, invited those™embers who are interested in Mechanics and Physics to witness

on Wednesda
e
-^P--

eUmatiC" ^namite
) Sun '

at Fort Lafayette,

\ Excursio nmittee was authorized by Mr. Henry Mo-

f&u'I
aSS-£gt >

to extend in behal<" of the N.
1 & Hudson River Railroad Co.. an invitatilroad Co., an invitation to those attend-

To^ A
C,ation to visit Saratoga at a nominal rate.luesday, August 16.

Discove .
Section E—Geology and Geography.

N» and^th, lfl
S
\
n
r
*' lQwer Taconic of Emmons; Chas. D. Walcort The

New Jersey and the valley of the

ishes of the Cleveland shale; J. S.

Ba^r"sol!^!?
Phi<

;

al micr°scope of An t^~H. VK1U
Wcks offcS-?pIes of the dvn^ic metamorphism of the anciei

i'j

tnd Geo. F Knn
W '"chelL Is there a diamond field in Kentucky ?

logical notes. On the diamond found at Dysartville,

***d wood f^tl ^T Ashe Co -' N - c - ; Geo. F. Kunz. On the agatized and jas-

*«*; Geo FT Chalcedom
Jvunz. The relation of the pole of the land hemisphere to con-

*tWeen' eeopran^i
6
?

svstem
. and to seismic force ; Richard Owen. Relation

^Phical forms and geological f, . The « slate

the parallel of the Ogishke conglomerate of

date and quartzite and the
"^rate of Minnesota, the equivalent of the original II,

^k « Ne^>Un
" UI

\
c°nf°i"mable conglomerate lying on the Marquette iron-ore

the successful

.

'

. , -> •:• :-....,> .r —
:ed paraffine wax; R. Ogden Doremus.

. Mass. ; Alexis A. Julien. The four great

f I«troleum ai; e as a source

Z*« geology of

n

J,*?
l,n

.

abl
«LS» in Ohio and Indiana; Edward Orton. The un-

^^oUrbinsaVTu0155 Theo
- B - Comstock. Notes on the extinct thermal

**•> lneo. B Comstock.

^Onthej.:
f

. Section F—Biology.
.^ of the vegetative organs of Brosmia feltota Pursh; J.

Schrenk.

F. S. Pease.

r ise fibre-vascular system of

ft?.
s °f4emS"?r

- Some notes on American roses ;Sereno Watson. The pro-

:opical preparations;

he so-called Echino-
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Section H—

A

On the Santhals of Northeastern Bengal ; S. Kneeland. Anthropology as a study

in a college course ; G. H. Perkins. Some of the unsolved problems connected with

the stone age, especially as to its subdivision ; S. D. Peet. The Niam Niams and

their neighbors ; Franz Boas. Evidences of a pre-Indian occupation of New Jersey;

Charles C. Abbott. Some aboriginal dwelling sites in the Champlain Valley; D.

S. Kellogg. The relation of archaeological remains to river terraces; A. W. Butler,

Preliminary studies' of Platycnemic Tibiae; Frank Baker. The philosophy of «,

humor, and satire ; Melville D. Landon.

Proceedings of the General Session—Mr. J. A. Brashear,

of Allegheny, Pa., brought the following voluntary contributions

from friends in Pittsburg, Pa.

:

William Thaw One hundred dollars.

C. G. Hussey One hundred dollars.

George Westinghouse, Jr Fifty dollars.

Henry Phipps, Jr Fifty dollars.

The following resolutions were adopted by the Association:

'.- - ..

;.g the Executive to appoint at an early day a

I and apparatus.

(4) Memorializing Congress

(5) Recognizing the importance of printti
meteorology prepared by the Signal Office.red by the Signal Office. a &J

Approving and endorsing the project for erecting a monument ov

is of
J. J. Audubon in New York City. .

reeeirt4
Expressing regret that an invitation to meet in Toronto next year wasrecei P

e for acceptance.

ie following committees were anDointed : /
f
committees were appointed

) the Executiv :
L'ni'-i

Coast Survey.

The following officers were elected to serve at the ne

meeting

:

™P?Sidmt
'
MaJ°r J* W - Powell, of Washington. Vice-P'

Mathematics and Astronomy, Professor Ormond Stone, of the I

Phystcs, Professor A. A. Michelson, of Clerelan

r °«r°tlr
0f the United States Navy, Newport, I

.

C W.Woodward, of the Washington University, St. Louis; Geolojy *»d

Q y.

raphy, Professor G. H. Cook, New Brunswick, N. J.
; Biology, W** V.J.;R^y, Washington; Abbott, Trentoj^

Economy Science, r.shington jg^ C

S^isCSff^^. F""k "*" Smi,hS°

^The place for the next meeting was settled to be at Ck*
and the date will be the fourth Wednesday in August, i»»
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OCTOBER, 1887.

THE STUDY OF A SMALL AND ISOLATED COM-
MUNITY IN THE BAHAMA ISLANDS.

CINCE the Bahama group of islands lies between 21° and 27

north latitude, it will appear that they are chiefly sub-trop-
lcal, but for the purposes of this paper they may be considered

J

5 Poetically tropical. The writer's experience was gathered
fr°m a residence on Green Turtle Key throughout the month

J u ne, 1886, he having had the good fortune to make one of a

Pp- of biologists who sailed under the auspices of the Johns
opkins University in May. It will be remembered that the

«hamas consist of several small islands without much vegeta-
'°n, some thousands of rocks, and a few larger islands, the
°St lmP°rtant of which is Abaco. The majority of the keys,

Her islands are called, are uninhabited. Green Turtle

jy, on which our party took up residence, is within about two

G)e

CS of Abaco, which latter is known locally as " The Main."

in

rCen Turtle Key, about a mile in length by a quarter of a mile

^greatest breadth, is the residence of some six hundred people,

kV
° are gathered together on the widest end of the island, and

solid
|

rmed S Picturesque l^tle village, with its streets on the

white limestone, its alleys, its garden-plots, its shops, its .

0oUnd its churches.

Aamas as a wh^U w„. a ™mmnn origin, as coral
format'

"audmas as * whole have a common ongir

and all the phases of the growth and changes of

reefs a"d islands may be studied here. But this has

Physiology in McGii:
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already been done by others, and the writer purposes

paper to attempt what he believes is a new task,—a desc

of the life of a small and almost wholly isolated commi

Anglo-Saxons and Negroes in a tropical or sub-tropical

from the point of view of biology, psychology, and physiology

(or medicine); for it seems to him that the conditions are here

furnished for the solution, in great part, of certain highly ir

esting problems. The briefest possible glance at the history of the

Bahamas will make the general treatment of the subject clearer

Columbus, who visited St. Salvador (either Cat or Wlj|

Island), thus wrote to Ferdinand and Isabella of the native*!

"This country excels all others as far as the day surpass

the night in splendor; the natives love their neighbors as them-

selves; their conversation is the sweetest imaginable; their faces

always smiling; and so gentle and affectionate are they, that I

swear to your Highness there is no better people in the wond.

This simplicity made them a prey to the perfidious Spaniard,

and forty thousand of them are said to have been transported
|

1509 to the mines of Hispania.

The English visited the Bahamas in 1629, and soon took poser

sion, on the plea of ridding them of the pirates with which
lg

were infested. In 17 18 the first crown governor was appointed

and soon after the pineapple was introduced into New Providence

During the American war of independence many colon*

took up residence in the Bahamas, bringing their slaves g|

them
; and cotton was largely cultivated, till the entire cropjji

in 1788, destroyed by the red bug. In 1834 slavery was IM

ished by purchase.

In 1865 blockade-running was common. Wrecking had R
prevalent, but gradually declined, though it has left a *g|
impress on the present inhabitants.
How do the natives gain a subsistence, and what does

subsistence imply ?

Abaco, though a large island, is sparsely inhabited,
nwstj-

negroes, for "swamp fever" (malaria) in a severe form »
^mem

;
Green Turtle Key is, however, free from any P

reva

j^form of disease, as the island is, throughout, high enoug

escape stagnant water. The population on this key co*»J
Whites, mostly of English descent, many of them reta.ni« .

characteristic accent of their forefathers, and of Blacks,
tn
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scendants of the slaves of former times, in about equal pro-

portions. The two races co-operate in perfect harmony for the

general good ; the Black accepting an inferior status in society

without a murmur. The best part of the town and the more
eligible dwellings are occupied by the Whites, it need hardly

be said; but all mingle together in the school and the church.

The principal sources of .income are pineapple-culture and the

sponge-fishery. The government introduced the pineapple and
sold the land at a price so low that all could purchase " plan-

tations;" so that most of the natives, whether black or white,

either have, or had originally, plantations of larger or smaller

size. I have been informed by a gentleman engaged in the

fruit trade that about fifteen or twenty vessels are loaded, during
the summer months, with the pineapple; the average value

of a cargo being about two thousand five hundred dollars.

This would make a total of, say, forty thousand dollars, to be

distributed among six hundred people; which would give less

than seventy dollars to each, even assuming that the whole was
thus divided, which is not the case, since the shippers' profits

are t0 °e deducted
; and the natives complain loudly of the low

Pnce given for the fruit. Reckoning that an equal amount is

°e"ved from "sponging," the total income would still be very
stn
^- It is to be remembered, too, that though bananas abound,

** of cocoa-nuts there are enough, these are not exported. Of
e large variety of fruit-trees growing wild, often entering into

,

ne Nation of the thickets in which one now and then finds

Z*elf entangled as he roams about the key, none are culti-

•

t

ed
'
not even the orange or lemon. The palmetto, likewise

l^h
UCCd ^ tHe EngHsh g°vernment

>

now groWS Wild
'

and IS

T
y the negroes and poorer whites for thatching their houses.

apnl

nIy pUnt that is really cultivated
-

except the pine"

factV
S the Sweet-Potato and the allied yam ;

the potato is, in

Don
Staple article of diet amo"g the bIacks and a larg£ Pr°"

islanT-

°f tHe WhitCS
-

As the only food-animal kept °n the

dition f

the hog
' of a very poor breed and in stiI1 poorer con"

too d'
meat is Practically unknown, while canned meat is

*fc"*-
l except as a rare luxury. Fish may be caught

he open ocean a mile or two away; but this
mab«ndanc€

^Plies the
,

e e
*Penditure of a little "enemy, which requires more than a

vhich all have not got-
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ordinary stimulus, as one learns, in a tropical climate. Store

are almost unknown; and it was with the greatest difficulty that

we could secure one at an exorbitant figure. Cooking is per-

formed in the most primitive fashion, mostly out of doors. But

few fowls are kept, and fresh milk is, of course, unknown;*

that milk, eggs, and meat must be practically excluded from

the dietary. Nor is fruit partaken of so abundantly as might

be supposed ; it is reserved to sell to the sailors who visit the

island during the summer months. The pilot who came aboard

to take our vessel over the reef had with him an unsightly lump
|

what he called bread, which, however, consisted really of a heao

mass of crushed sweet-potatoes baked into a sort of cake. Indian

meal seems to be largely used also, though corn is not grown.

As in other ill-fed communities, meals are very irregular.

We learned on one occasion that our diver, who had been at

work up till 1 1 a.m., had not yet partaken of any breakfast, sue*

fasting being, he said, a frequent occurrence. On another occa-

sion, when bringing up some corals for us, he seized the oppor-

tunity of placing half a dozen big molluscs
in the bow of the boat,—" for my breakfast to-morrow." Wj
were to be chopped up and stewed with onions, etc. By *
side of many a house might be seen piles of the shells ot the*

molluscs, left to be burned for lime, furnishing that of the very

whitest and best, as might be expected. Enough will have ber.

said to show that, from a physiological stand-point, thi> **
nmmty is in a state of partial starvation.
Though it may surprise many to learn of it, a &»"* I

dition of things constantly exists, to my certain
fishing station on the coast of North Carolina; nor is it pr«
confined to that one locality. And the opportunity of compare

these two communities, similar in many respects, each ^'"^
posed of Blacks and Whites, has been most instructive, and

a*

a™er basi * for the conclusions to be drawn in this paper. I

When one examines the housing and general hyg ,en,c

J^'tl0n °f the
.
People, especially of the Blacks, a state not «

more satisfactory is found. The Negro families are large,

^

rooms in the houses few and small ; bedding insuffic 'e" t

tfhl
-

"- the

' black, have

consequence. Moreover, the natives,

peculiar custom of closing 1

*mg, I fancy, to dread of the violent storm*,
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up suddenly in the night, and may, in fact, work

bavoc in an ill-built hut before the openings can be closed.

Nevertheless, it follows that the inmates must be breathing a

ire air. One might expect that, with such an equable

re and generally favorable climate, consumption would

be unknown ; but I found this was by no means the case, though

more common among the Blacks. This is to be ex-

plained by the racial tendency of Negroes towards phthisis ;
and

°v the fact that their condition of partial starvation is exagger-

ated by the unhygienic surroundings of their lives, particularly

UK impure air they breathe for half the time.

These facts are especially instructive, and strongly impress a

"fcaical observer. The natives themselves trace consumption to

aning blows and general ill usage. Such must not

•* le ft out of the reckoning ; but in this case it cannot be set

own to the excessive use of alcohol, for this is, fortunately, a

*7 rare thing in this community. This brutality among a pro-

Portion of the Negroes is really traceable to an inborn savagery
at neither church nor school nor public opinion—which latter

ound very weak, however, in its condemnation—has yet been
e to control. It is scarcely necessary to remark that such a

^te of things is not confined to this community; and I only
*otlCe

«t as an explanation of the existence of phthisis as given

°nne people themselves.

gratifying to add that filthiness is not associated with

[

rCSt that hyg«*ene must condemn. The houses of the Whites

mostly whitewashed or painted white, and personal cleanh-

I among all classes of the people is so open to observation

SQual

St decided impression left on the visitor is that

* in this instance associated with poverty. Nor

>itants of this island be considered grossly ignorant

lte
- True, many of the older people, born in slavery,

There
d

' bUt thJS d°eS not aPP !y to the present generation.

biack

e
'
S a fairly good school on the island, at which both the

of w
a"d the whJte children assemble ; and a noticeable absence

cW V °r SuPercilious distinctions prevails. There are two

siona
'

°f djfferent denominations, sustained partially by mis-

arewrii
Their services, both on Sundays and week-days,

»nd f

ttended bV the people of both races, and drunkenness
°fcn.ty may be said to be almost unknown among them.

^theinh;
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There appears to be little social life among the people, each

family living very much apart, and the church being the one

common meeting-place. A lack of knowledge of and interest

in the affairs of the outer world was evidenced continually. A

few of the boys growing up would like to go off " to see Amer-

ica," that unknown land from which come the ships,—their chief

source of interest and profit; but the mass of the people seems

never to dream of emigration any more than if they were rooted

in the rocky soil,—a condition very puzzling to the visitor at

first, but plain enough on later study. The announcement that

a " Yankee" (vessel) is visible on the horizon never fails to rouse

the entire community. The reason is complex. First of all,

the old wrecking spirit only slumbers, and is not dead. The

community is ever ready for " something to turn up ;" if a wreck,

well; if a vessel to take a cargo of pineapples, still well; for

will not the sailors want some fruit, which the poorer residents

have to sell, if not to eat,—and some shells or corals? And

what child has not some of these ? Possibly some service to be

paid for at an extravagant rate ; not to mention that if the ships

come not the inhabitants find their occupation gone. Every-

thing depends on the ripening of the pineapple, which is practi-

cally certain; and the exportation of it at a fair figure, which |

by no means certain; and as the prices given by the shipper*

for this fruit annually tend to lessen, the people are becoming

poorer rather than richer. However, it has never been my I<*

to see poverty so disguised as on this island ; the entire village

presents a picturesque, neat appearance ; there is no squalor

whatever
; cleanliness, as before stated, is a most striking feat"*

among all classes of the community; the clothing worn is a

£quate for this climate, and the people appear on Sundays decent

dad
;
yet I have not the slightest hesitation in saying that

^great majority, if not all of them, have not enough to eat, m

physiological sense of not being provided with food IB**

quantity and of such quality as will supply the losses of the

from tissue-waste.

Further, I think this community, and especially the white f
tion of it, affords the clearest evidence of psychical starva i

•

that is to say, of lack of mental and moral stimuli.
This,^ever, will be clearer after an examination of the climatic

ditions under which they live. I had not myself been
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1

his region before certain experiences of my own and

of others of our party drew my attention to the influence of cli-

mate; and I endeavored, then and since, to study the subject

1 to get its bearings, not only on the physical but on

the psychical life of human beings.

The very fact that coral animals flourish only in waters com-

paratively shallow, and with a temperature not falling below

about 66°-68° F., suffices to demonstrate in itself how high

the average and the minimum must be in the Bahamas; while

records kept throughout the year show that, as a matter of fact,

the temperature never does fall below the above-noted point.

It was amusing to notfce the astonishment of some of the

children on seeing ice, which we had brought. One of the

toys, on having a small piece placed in his hand, dropped it

instantly, saying that "
it burned ;" while nothing could induce

h"n to put any into his mouth. The following tabular state-

ment of the temperatures for the month of June, as taken by
myself, from the 9th to the 18th, at the hours indicated, will

At
7 a.m. 79 , 8o°, 8o°, 8i°, 79 , 8o°, 8o°, 8i°, 8i°, 8o°.

^ 1 p.m. 83 , 83 , 84°, — 82°, 84°, 84°, 83°, 85°, 85°.

At
7 p.m. 8o°, 8i°, — — — — 80.5 , 8i°, 82 ,

—

At 10 p.m. 79°, 79°^ 7g
o

t

_ _ __ 8l
o

f
80.5 , 8i°, 82 .

It will be noticed that the minimum was 79°, the maximum

J I that the variations at a certain hour for each day were very

f'ght; that the maximum variation during the twenty-four

1 word, that the temperature for the hour

with
J

nd the day and the month approximated. This, take
e observation that there is but little variation for each month

th ^ year
* establishes the fact that we have, in the climate of

^ Bahamas, one substantially without change of seasons, and

a uniformly constant high temperature. This condition in

^
environment has probably more to do with explaining the

aft

C

e

S as one finds them in this community than any other; and
er noting these, and the effect of the same conditions on him-

t^T 0thers of the party, the writer is prepared to believe

dene !r
SP 'te °f racial suPeriority> the highest results, as evi-

ed , n the character and acnievements> cannot be attained by
Anglo-Sax „ in a tropical dimate . This conclusion may
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not be in itself entirely Hovel ; but the writer hopes to call atten-

tion to it in a new way, and, possibly, to place it on a foundation

somewhat more scientific than that on which it has hitherto rested.

A broad fact that strikes a student of the condition of things

on Green Turtle Key is that the Blacks deviate much less in

condition and character from what they are elsewhere than the

Whites. Excepting a few of the latter, who retain the English

look of vigor, most of them have the stamp of weakness and

anaemia in the plainest way impressed on them; they sugg
J

feeble plants that have had insufficient light. The Blacks

not equal to the same race in the Northern States, perhaps, but

are scarcely inferior to Negroes as found in some communities

in the South.

It now remains to inquire what are the causes which have Id

to the degeneration of this English race. First of all must tx

named insufficient food, in the physiological sense, combro

with impure air, from the custom of closing up the nouses *

thoroughly at night. The influence of such factors may a
K"

well seen in the Indians of the Canadian Northwest \

: ~

the reserves. In consequence of the same sort of partial sta-

tion, imperfect housing, and special forms of disease tracea e

the advent of the white man with his peculiar vices, these

dians are fairly melting away off the face of the earth
;

coi

sumption is especially destructive.

The women of all ages on Green Turtle Key have a M

weakly, and generally unhappy, look; they show the influ

of surroundings more than the men, as is nearly always the v*

Now, in a tropical climate, the lungs, the kidneys, a»

skin.-three of the great excretors of the waste products o

bodily activities,—work under favorable conditions;
the*

not the climatic vicissitudes of northern latitudes to induce

-

den congestions, or to throw very unequal work on d»

' organs; but against this must be set the relaxing e*Mj
chmate on the alimentary canal especially ;

hence on IW^
as in other tropical lands, the tendency to actual ^se

*f

'

manifest in this part of the body; but the amount really

P

here I could distinctly trace to other conditions,
espec.a 7

quality of the food and the lack of variety in the die**

even when no actual disease is present, the decided lack °

referred to above is to be accounted for. No explanation
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physical condition in which the nervous system does not play a

large part can be at all complete ; and the higher in the scale

the race of men concerned, the more this must be taken into

account. The bracing influence of a climate with moderate vari-

ations of temperature has its explanation largely through the

nervous system. The fact that a cold bath raises the tempera-

ture cannot be wholfy explained without bringing the nervous

heat-producing mechanism into the reckoning.

Now, that the nervous system of the white man must be almost

constantly depressed in this community may be made evident.

When it is borne in mind that the stimuli from the arrival of

ships act only during the season of fruit-ripening, and that there

are "hurricane months," during which no ships dare venture

across the reef, it will be plain that for the greater part of the year

this little community must be in a state of mental stagnation.

To the intelligent visitor, the objects here, totally unlike those

he is accustomed to in his own land, have an intense interest.

But all these are, to the man or the woman who has been look-

ing on them for a lifetime, a very old story; water and sand and

white rocks, and low, thick vegetation, make a wretchedly nar-

row environment after all, for a lifetime. What any brain be-

comes depends upon its capacity to develop; which is equivalent

to saying that the cortical brain-cells concerned in the highest

mental processes depend for their final best development very

krgely on the variety and number of (afferent) nervous impulses

reaching them
; that is to say, again, upon the richness of the in-

dividual's experiences; so that it seems to me absolutely impos-

Slble that the highest development could be attained in such a

narrow life-prison as this really is to the constant resident.

!t tells more on the white than on the black man because the

bram of the former is superior to that of the latter ;
and con-

versely, the very difference here to be seen shows plainly that

there is a pronounced inequality in favor of the white man's

bra*n; for the circumstances under which they live are, at least,

no worse in themselves, but rather better, in the case of the

wh»te man. The latter requires, for his best development, a

ncher experience than the Black.
pother very pronounced feature in the character of the people

s

S

n

he

;

r ^inclination to steady, honest work; they are ready to

Spec^te; they are prepared for wrecks; in fact, one finds the
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gambling spirit well developed. It has, indeed, its actual mani-

festation as such, for groups of men may be seen any evening

gaming by the hour for pennies,—exactly what one might expect

as the outcome of such surroundings. But the climate alone

tells in the plainest way as a depressing, energy-robbing factor.

Hence the people will do without fish rather than expend the

necessary energy to secure the much-needed nitrogenous food

A diet largely starchy will never produce the highest things,

physical or other, in any race of men.
The lack of symmetry 1

women, and an equal lack of comeliness of feature and beauty

of expression, call for explanation.

It is to be borne in mind that, while there have been some

emigrants, there have been but few immigrants; for thirty or

forty years the community has been a stable one. Among a

white population that does not travel, that does not receive

accessions, and numbering only about three hundred, the play

of "sexual selection" must be of the most restricted kind, and

with corresponding results. But this does not furnish the entire

explanation, I am quite sure. Long ago, Dr. O. W. Holmes, in

his own inimitable manner, struck the key-note of the solution,

m that remarkable book, " Elsie Venner." " Human beauty I

an agricultural product in the country, growing up in men and

women, as in corn and cattle, where the soil is good. Bothtf

city and country, the evolution of the physical harmonies w»J
make music to our eyes require a combination of favorable or-

cumstances, of which alternations of unburdened tranquil^

with intervals of varied excitement of mind and body, are among

the most important.
. Where sufficient excitement is wanting,*

often happens in the country, the features, however rich *«*

and white, get heavy, and the movements sluggish." .

may be said that for that play of the physical harmony

good health a certain amount of varietj

events in the Anglo-Saxon and some o

^
absolutely demanded. However much of a cage

island may be for men, it is incomparably
m°

1°
IOr

^°men ; with them the variations, the stimuli, are reduce*

o a sad minimum; and so the flower fadeth.
e causes of the physical and psychical degeneracy

°

observed on Green Turtle Key, in the Bahama Islands, fl* *

which

excitement,

prison such s
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irized : An inadequate diet, in the physiological sense,

' a uniformly high temperature ; the influence of un-

file regard of exertion, and of unfounded expectation,

rambling spirit; tin limit, I play of sexual selection ;

if variety in the afferent influences reaching the ner-

\cxpcricucc)—all of which can be studied especially

1 v c< mpo-

s comparatively isolated and stable condition.

HORNLESS RUMINANTS.

(Continued from page 746.)

?HE genus Bos is composed of a large number of animals which

fall into well-defined bubaline, bisontine, and bovine* divisions.

The buffaloes and bisons have to be passed over, leaving the

»°vines to be solely dealt with as the most typical representatives.

Bovines are divided into (1) the hump-backed, Asian or Indian,

'nd
2) the level-backed, European or Caucasian. The former,

°s lndlcus
, inhabit the more tropical regions, and are subdivided

" ° Sc and smallvarieties, best known under the name of zebus.

he latter, Bos taurus, inhabit the more temperate regions, and
lre subdivided (primarily) into B. primigenius, or urns, and B.
onSfrons, or small Celtic short-horn. These may be regarded as

Responding, as to size, respectively with the two zebu types.

»2f T!
of the ori£ in of the ox has been generally assisned t0

t very remote from Europe, and by a few the zebu

1 regarded as the parent stock from which many or all

^
roPean varieties have been derived. Andrew Murray (" Geog.

lb -°f Mammals," p. 142) takes this view. He says there is

^teol0gical difference, and steps of transition can be traced

Col

Ugh a11 other breeds, the Italian being somewhat similar in

or to the zebu type, and having a thickening of the shoulders

zebu

e ° f a hum
P- Rutimeyer also seems to think that the

With ?
pr°Senit°r of the small B. longifrons. Darwin-and

nmi the majority of naturalists—regards the zebu as a spe-

hsbeeni
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cifically distinct type. Vasey, 1 on comparing I

the zebu and common ox in the museum of the Royal College

of Surgeons, London, found there was a " material" anatomwal

difference; the former had four sacral and eighteen caudal, tk

latter five sacral and twenty-one caudal, vertebrae.

"The question of polled cattle is an exceeding
truly writes Professor Boyd-Dawkins. 2 Profess

the first—indeed, only—distinguished scientist

this question one of scientific importance. Others haveM
it in the most casual manner.

This " difficult question" is a new one, and, however treated

the style of that treatment must be somewhat original. I ha*

therefore, aimed simply to deal with the copious testimony in the

most systematic manner, and with such sufficiency of complete-

ness as will properly exhibit its scientific interest, importance.

and value.

Zebus.—lxi its native habitat the zebu occurs in many cSS*j

varieties and conditions. Variations principally relate to M !

number of humps, color of hair, and length or absence of hon*

The horns are, as a rule, particularly small ("short, stubby*

and very often wanting. A peculiar tame or d

occurs in Thibet. The color varies from red to black. Pi
of these are without horns, the opinion of them held by tfce

natives being that they are " degenerated,"—strangely, the Bij

view which some old French writers took of the Scottish f—
cattle. To recompense the want of horns they have a proa

frontal protuberance, "so that it is with great difficulty the

be knocked down and killed." In the foreheads of our m

Polled cattle a distinct indication of a similar growth \

The large zebus are red and brown in color; the middle

are white, blu "gray, brown, and even black.
are ashy gray j„ the main; they are paler on inferior pou-

we body; they have the usual lop-ear character, with «*

"ITnS
- The loP"ear ^ a decidedly " hummel" character

*
, Z°

OP
'

lng ear" amon2 our P°1!s
.
t0 °' is sometimes d

guishable, as is also the occurrence of the loose, abort.vej

attached to the skin, and pendulous. Such horns are to be
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rig all cattle. These smaller zebus are the most familiar

ing visitors to India ; they are very tractable, and are

images, like the ancient polled cattle of Scythia.

in 1883, a native Indian gentleman, Mr. Hassain, and I

uestion, " Is there any distinct polled breed in India, re-

such ?" He said there was, in the Northwest Province

;

ie is "bagoudha;" they are of a dull white color, used
traffic. He said, in reply to my query, that no partic-
ecial care was taken so as to breed them polled ; they
homsclves. He stated, however, that there was a slight

* sometimes to be observed on the frontals of some,
idians" have informed me that these polled cattle are
m the teams to be seen so numerously in Bombay and
ns. I recollect a few cattle, from the Polders of the
* were exhibited at Paris (1878), which, except for the
he hump and lop-ear, would otherwise be described as
these polled zebus found in India and Persia, etc.
Mt given by Swainson (Fig. 5) to represent his Bos pusio,

1 Mr. Hassain's bagoudha exactly.

Fig. 6.—Indian Ox, or Zebu.

ho°rns^fi

nbeS ^ ZebuS aS occurring "either horned

^ -
ngures, in the plate, in the " Naturalist's Li-

Other "ir^
gPay ZGbU °f the ^P^ 1 hornl«s race

atedartists

St

surh

nS

t° T^* W°rl<S
'

dRWn by the

ted th* '

aS Landseer
>
Macwhirter, and others,

cor ecH

Same h°rnleSS 2Gbu race fair]y numerously,
Ctly

'
and tr"e to the polled type. In the illus-
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tration, "An Eastern Threshing-Floor" (Fig. 7), in Canon Far-

rar's " Life of Christ," the polls of the animals could hardly be

better represented, or more thoroughly mooly or humle in appear-

ance, though it cannot be claimed that they are so.

C
The late Professor Macgillivray, the distinguished naturalist

Aberdeen, in the Journal of Natural History (published at Ed

burgh) for April, 1837, thus describes the zebus:

" Of the numberless varieties of the domestic ox, those {#

liar to India and the east coast of Africa, formerly a race ge •

ally known by the name of zebu, or Indian ox, are am0 a
,

,

most remarkable. They are more especially distingui sn '

having a large tumor or hump, chiefly composed of tat.o

back between the shoulders. Of this race there are Wjg
breeds, varying in size from that of our largest bulls to :

a mastiff, and disposed over Southern Asia, the »sjanas

Indian Archipelago, and the coast of Africa from

the Cape of Good Hope, in which countries it supplies w r

of the common ox, being used as an article of food, as

tiferous animal, and as a beast of burden. In some m
India it is also employed for riding, as well as for draw

1

, __

riages, and is said to perform a journey of I

Its flesh, although good, is inferior to that of the Europ* .

but the hump is reckoned a great delicacy. It varies ^,

like the other domesticated breeds, the most commoni^
ash-gray, cream color, or white, but it is often red or w ^
occasionally black; some of the breeds are horned,

JjPJgjjj
pendulous or flexible horns destitute of the core or

-

and some are entirely hornless."

Professor Macgillivray figures four races

:

(1) The largest-horned race.

(2) The smaller-horned race.
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[}) The smallest race.

W. Swainson, F.R.S., in his " Natural History of Quadrupeds,"
describes five types of Bovines :

I he fourth type appears likewise indigenous to the same
Asia), from whence, in fact, nearly all our domestic

animals have originated. It is typically distinguished by its

lutive size, by the almost total disappearance of the
hump so highly developed in the East, and by having no horns
TO 5)- The species is seldom seen in this country, nor do
* know where a full account and figure of it is to be found;
*e have, however, seen it in Chinese paintings, and Major Smith
*sures us that an individual of the small zebu race is not larger
an a hog

! The name Bos pusio may therefore be correctly
applied to this species." .

Jo compare with the above, I quote his' description of his

tre

variety, the Galla ox, had horns which were ex-
emely bulky and nearly four feet in length; in other words,

early as long as the entire length of the Bos pusio! A second
this type was the Bornou race, of a white color, and

rT,Tlense horns
> which

» instead of rising vertically, are
relied outwards and downwards. The corneous external coat

than

17
l°

ft
'
distinct'y fibrous, and at the basenot much thicker

»n a human nail ; the osseous core full of vascular grooves,

horJ
ery CdIular inside

-
The skin Passes ^sensibly to the

ly state, so that there is no exact demarcation where the
commences and the other ends."

Swainson's system of classific
favored to estahi;«K «« ^v„„i^» „.

)f classification was peculiar. He en-

:ircular" or " quinary" analogies through-
le animal kingdom. Here is his curious classification of

genus Bos, the natural types" :

Analogies.

sscoticus
.. Fierce, untamable. FeraT Raptores.

» taurus
. . / Pre-eminently typi-1

Primates . Insessores.

I cal. /
, j Appendages on the )
aemacerosl head greatly de- V Ungulates. Rasores.

(. veloped. J
* Pusio . f Stature remarkably "I Qlireg Grallatores.

-

\ small. J

, ., ( Fore part of the S
Olenites J shoulder ele- VCetacea. Natatores.
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hornless, and figures

iting." Evidently so,

Bos pusio he describes, we have i

it so. His figure is "from a Chine

but of which he gives no particulars.

Zebus in Other Regions.—John Lawrence (1805) says—
" Upon the island of Madagascar, in Malabar and other parts

of India, in part of Persia, in the Ukraine, Calmuck Tartar/,

Upper Ethiopia, and Abyssinia the bisons are of the proper, or

large, species ; in several of the last-mentioned countries their

cattle are the largest in the world, attaining the height and size

of camels. Irregular as to horns ; some entirely without

\

jita_--

with the horns large, either branching or pendulous." Similar

to what has been already described, and snowing the wide dis-

semination of the zebu type.

Polled Breeds in Egypt.—-The kinds of cattle in Egypt are suf-

ficiently correctly noted by W. C. L. Martin :—

'

u In ancient times this zebu race, as well as a race destitute of

the zebu peculiarities, existed in Egypt. The figures of bow

monuments and temples. An

represenl -

foremost in the j.r-

compartment is : -

guished by

shorter horns

the long-horn >;. - -

backed catt

the lower

Perhaps, h>

rather in Upper than »

zebu
such, at least, is

at the present 1

Lower Egypt* a
;

hardt states, it 1

unknown ; but it

horned races

Dongola, when all along the Nile
are seen." Figs. 8 and 9 exhibit '

tast and Egypt, to compare with the polled.

In speaking with officers and others who have been
1

m
J3they state they have observed representations of P

olledC
ff „

the monuments, and also some among the present exists
j

Dr. E. Lewis Sturtevant has also stated "hornless catt ,

1 Cattle, published 1852.
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?ured in herds under the fourth dynasty,'

es of these polled cattle ca

Egypt- The cut given by Profess<

>t in the safest of positions), of which two are

r figure is given on page 172, " Rescuing Cattle

" Two of the six are polled. Wilkinson also

recherches

aites en Egypte pendant l'Expedition de l'Armee

1 ed., 24 torn., Paris, 1821-29, there is a volume of

ch representations from the monuments are given.

!1ed cattle in herds, etc., are also frequently figured,

ould be seen by every one interested in the subject

'*y of polled cattle. Ebers's work on Egypt, more

We, might be consulted by the reader.



i states that in Egypt " three distinct rac

were affected,—the long-horn, the short-horn, and the hornless.

Birch ("Manners and Customs of Ancient Egyptians," by Sir ...

Gardner Wilkinson, Bart.) says—

"The cattle were of different kinds, of
distinctions are most deserving of notice,-
long-horned cattle, and the Indian or humped ox
though no longer natives of Egypt, are common
Abyssinia and Upper Ethiopia."

ch three princijj

short-horned,
tiu

(Egyptiar

In a foot-note to this he says, " A hornless variety i

known."

Cattle were domesticated in Egypt, according to D«

early as 2000 b.c. Thus we have indication enough

antiquity of polled cattle. The Egyptians, it is supP°>

of Asiatic origin, and may have brought the
progenitor*
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various breeds, including the carefully cultivated polled variety,

IN EUROPE.

PvUcd Cattle found in the Pliocene Deposits of Italy.—There
is peculiar evidence of the existence of polled cattle in Europe
during the Pliocene period. It was during the Upper Pliocene

period that the genus Bos first appeared on the earth's surface.

This was also the second stage in the development of deer, etc,

-the period of hornless or feeble-horn rhinoceri, and of small-

horned deer. Besides these, says Boyd-Dawkins.'are some pe-

culiar to Italy possessed of very remarkable characters. An ox,

Bos etruscus, of Falconer, presents us with the first instance of

Polled cattle. And, on noting the " important characters of the

&una of the Pliocene period," he says

—

" ^ must also be remarked that the oxen (B. etruscus) were

limpse into the state of live-stock matt.>rs in Egypt, as may be

best sources. Dr. S s work already quoted,

indent food throughout

udent foresight, in a leither extensive pasture

ndance of cattle, the d, and consequently for-

1
and thus the risk 1of exhaustion, or ait least greatly lessening

ctually prevented, and a constant supply maintained for the con-

ople. That a consi<

1 were lawful for sac:rifice, but not so if they had a single white

•bers : " Bring thee a

a high place in Egypt . As agriculturists they were adepts. They

ing of fruitful Nile . The peasant ranked,

- pastor, or herdsmai1. The "herds," indeed, were an inferior

^tate; and they fully understood the different stages of grazing

I- These stewards selected their shepherds, who held a responsible

"*a over th*

3 WCre SkiUed in <*"le-management were" chosen " t0 make thm

T /\ ^.a^
Lle-" N°thing was neglected. Branding was an annual opera-

^izrvhe herds °f catt,e srazed °n c°mmon p
asturases '

and wer
r "f

bie

*nual.. r J
16"06 this branding, which became imperative. It was, in icen. an

0f *U theT
S "'"-wWd. has thus a most respectable antiquity. I
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sometimes devoid of horns, as may be seen in a specimen pointed

out to me by Dr. Forsyth Major, in the Museum of Florence."

And this is his comment :
" It seems very likely that horns were

originally a mere sexual character peculiar to the males, and

transferred, like other sexual characters, ultimately to the femala

This was brought about before the beginning of the Plistocenc

age, since all the oxen of that period possessed horns. If this

view of the origin of horns be accepted, it is easy to explain the

singular ease with which, in a comparatively short time, the horns

have been bred off some of our domestic cattle by selection car-

ried on through a few generations; and our polled cattle maybe

looked to as a reversion to an ancestral type. The small size

also of the tusks of the domestic hog, compared with those I

the wild boar, may be explained in the same manner." 1

Falconer describes B. etrascus (" Pal. Mems., vol. ii. p. 48l^!

" so peculiar as to distinguish it very remarkably from Bos fr.rc-

genius and Bos prisons (the bison). It is of much smaller sire.

and, I suspect, constitutes a distinct undescribed species, for

whose designation Bos etruscus would appear appropriate."

Darwin, who only touches incidentally on the subject of horn-

less ruminants, makes reference to the skull of this hornless^

etruscus, seeming to regard it as that of a female.

Figures of Polled Cattle on Greek and Roman Coins, B.Cfm
The Greek and Roman {facsimile) coins in the British M«s8j

are arranged in such a manner as to afford a synoptical view.-

once historical and geographical, of the gold and silver OflM

of the ancient world, from the invention of the art o( coining

(about b.c. 700) down to the Christian era.
In the first compartment, relating to the First Period, m

B.C. 700-480, or the period of Archaic Art, ending with the P^4"

wars, in the third (geographical) section,—coins of Italy,
bicK.

the southern shores of the Mediterranean, and Western Europe."

ls No. 30, described thus in the catalogue:

#I3
°;,rfe

Sana ft [argentuml. Obvs. Head of ^Jfi

and f a u
letUS

'
BC - 494, a band of Samians sailed tc£Jand under the advice of Anaxilaus of Rhegium, seized the:C ,

ZanrT 'a
A

1

naxilaus soo« afterwards sent a mixed colon)

^ancle,and changed its name to Messana.
TheSanuantjF

1 Early Man in Britain.
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n show that it dates from this period, circ. b.c. 490-
! head of the so-called calf is distinctly polled (Fig. 13).

second compartment, relating to the Second Period,

480-400,—the period of -Transitional and Early Fine

J

end of the Athenian supremacy,—in the first (geo-
section, displaying the coins of Asia Minor, Phoenicia,
and Egypt, is No. 28 (Fig. 14), described in the cata-

Two calves' heads, face to face;
«u a tree Kev. Incuse square. Wt. 169 grs. This
c

01 its globular form, is not of archaic work ; neither
• It seems, therefore, to belong to the latter part

The heads are distinctly polled (Fig. 14).

irtment s relating to the Seventh Period,

the Gr
Peri°d °f bte Dedine of Art

»
aSe of Mithra-

reat, and of Roman dominion, in the second (geo-

| the'p T'
d

'

lSpUy'inS coins of Northern and Central

irW u
'

,

ponnesus
-
and the islands of the ^gean, is

'•bribed in the catalogue:

gusfu°s

ma,
)?5" feUm} aureus

- Obv. CAESAR. Head

^CbeirSt4
v
k
GusTus

-
buil wt

- -3 ^ This
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with the remarkable distinctiveness given to the depiction of thj

horns where these had to be represented. (Figs. 16, 17, |

The horns are so distinct and perfectly done that any it

where they are absent is all the more valuable. All theh

have picked out are decidedly hornless, and were thus as>

meant by the original artist. The last coin, marked |

asterisk (*), is repre

dh\f-"- :

profane history, in^
ing the cattle of the Arimaspi, a one-eyed race of g**^g
Issedones themselves affirmed dwelt beyond them, towa H

north of Scythia, says (" Melpomene," v. 28, 29) that "*,
account of the intolerable winter of eight months of this

^
that the race of cattle appear to be imperfect, and not;o

horns
; and the following verse from Homer, in his

(B. iv. 1, 85), confirms my opinion as to the cause:

•And Libya, wht

rightly observing that i
;
shoot out qi*

cold the cattle either do not f
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icy do produce them, they do so with difficulty.

Here, then, such are the effects of cold." Beloe, too, has this

Mte: "Hippocrates, speaking of the Scythian chariots, says

• iwn by oxen which have no horns; that the cold

prevents them having any." Strabo also mentions these ancient

Herodotus's opinion as to the cause of hornlessness has been

accepted by many writers down to modern times. At first sight

it seems true enough, that in the northern European regions we
have polled or defectively-horned animals, while in the south we
*e immense-horned races; but exceptions are prominent: in

the palmated horns of the female reindeer of Arctic regions,

—

a sex in deer that is always hornless in all other climes; in the

Polled cattle of Southern Europe ; and in the no-horn or small-

horned zebu of India.

X as is believed, the Scythians, like the Egyptians, were of

Asiatic descent, this fact has its significance.

^
/* Poland.—It would appear that it is Oliver Goldsmith, in his

"Animated Nature," whom subsequent English writers, such as

Wence, 1805, follow in the statement that " the large polled
oreed of England was probably derived from Poland." The
*ord 'Marge" used by Goldsmith is valuable evidence in connec-

n Wlth ^e idea held in some quarters, that all polled cattle
°Ccur am°ng the small cattle. It is in the Forest of Bialowiza,
m

J°
land

. ^at, under the special protection of the Czar, the

* " European bison" (Bos priscus) is preserved. This is the

p

Ur°chs or Ure ox of the Germans, and the Urus of Cssar.
Wesson Low ('< Domestic Animals of Great Britain") refers to

escnption of an ancient writer, who speaks of these Uri of

ch!n

woods of Poland as black
'
with a white ridge along the

Griffith
by Tadtm and others,—yi^ox Hamilton-Smith, in

lth's elaborate edition of Baron Cuvier's " Animal Kingdom,"
- this passage

in aJ^$ Wlth sma11 and middle-sized horns exist in the Crimea,

Italy c -

part of Germany, Sweden, France, England, Scotland

aPPearTr
'' and the hornless cattle—originally, as it would

fccordi
man breed, ' ne armentis quidem aut gloria frontis,

% are f !?
Tacitus—have spread to Iceland and Norway, where

e led or> dried fish. They are now abundant in Scotland,
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exist in France, and about Penaranda, in Spain, from which they

may have been transported to form the polled breed of Assump-
tion, in Paraguay. They also are common in Madagascar and

Froude, the historian, in his essay on Martin Luther, 1883. it

relating the memorable appearance of the reformer at the Diet

of Worms, where " he gave his answers" first in Latin and then

in German, Eck requiring of him a plain answer,
'

without horns." The taunt roused him, and he repi

give you an answer which has neither horns nor ted

passage may be taken as evidence of the knowledge or presence

of polled animals in Germany in those times.

The polled cattle of Germany are extinct. H. von

in reply to my inquiry, says

—

" We have no polled cattle in Germany, but I remember them

in Norway, and I think they are found also in the Russian prov-

inces bordering the Genesa Sea."

Victor Hehn, in a lately published work of great erudition.
1

heads his chapter on " cattle," " The Buffalo,"—certain'
antiquated view, which might be excused in such a writer as

Headley, mentioned later, but hardly in Hehn. He
the disappearance of the German polled cattle

:

" The Bos family was the first friend of man when
out of barbarism, and found its modifications through the migra-

tion of nations. ... The wholly nomadic tribes brought nej

races of cattle with them into the districts in which
• . . The three races of the South Russian steppes-
cattle region—are the deposits left by as many nomadic
• • - The second South Russian species, small and r

scendants of the old Scvthian breed, of which Hen
vere 'stumpy-horned,* and Hippocrates that

therefore resembling the small German catt
lacitus writes that they lacked 'the glory of the brow.

hut*

°

attle have now entirely disappeared in

th? I?"'
StU1 to be met ™th in Scandinavia, whence, dun

ne middle aSes, they spread to the White Sea."

In Austria.—

\

n Austria there is a well-known breed of
j

Polled cattle. It has been known from time immemorial *

*as been preserved by Prince Lichtenstein on his estates,
bo-

1 The Wan^rings of Plants and Animals from their First Home.
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of the Norfolk and Suffolk breed—also red and polled—have
thence to infuse new blood. Some of the Austrian
journals have also advocated for this purpose the

introduction of the Aberdeen-Angus, which came so prominently
before their notice at the Paris International Exhibition in 1878.
These red polled cattle of Austria are very interesting, and we
are able to produce, from the most direct source, some informa-
tion about them of the greatest interest.

We are indebted to the exertions of the Chevalier Walcher
. ministerial counsellor, director of Prince Lichten-

3. In a letter dated Vienna, I Bank Street, 9, Feb-
ruar

y 5. 1886, he says,

—

you herewith enclosed the letter I wrote you some
>ut which I did not mail because the answers I re-

obscu

a

T̂

eared to me to be unsatisfactory and in many points

to be a
e caused later and more comprehensive inquiries

as I did
;

,

butthe result of the same was also unsatisfactory.
'earn anything further than I had already said in my
ch is as follows (translation):

*ere deh^^ J COuld obtain about hornless cattle in Austria

"At tl

3nd are n°W as follows :

Kighnessth
ma

p
0r °f Radim

-
in Bohemia, which belongs to his

d -ced in^
Pnnce of Lichtenstein, hornless cattle were pro-

year 1840, through the removal (to Radim) of the
•breed, of red color, from the manors which the

and it is proved that this new breed
' °ng,n from his own breed of hornless cattle. This
'
inen continued at the manor of Radim with great
noeed with good success, up to the year 1878, when
M.ock of hornless cattle had to be killed on account of

2 lsease
- The production of hornless cattle showed

TTS" m this resPect, that, even in those cases where,
the lack of hornless bulls, horned bulls were em-

n 'ess calv
i still the result.

years his own breed had, by great careful-
course of '

led a h'gh degn
year 1868 three cows and one bull of English breed

whJif «• Sta11 at Radim; but I have not been in-
*n'ch British breed these unhorned animals belonged,

ve c^
Were affected by the pulmonary trouble.

cattle at the domain of Radim was as fol-

of tlT'
nfy~six cows, and two calves.

nese cattle were of red or brownish-red color; one
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single calf was black, sired by a Dutch bull upon an unh

Bern cow.
" The weight of the three-year-old cows was eight hundred

Vienna pounds, and thence in rising proportion to the ten-year-

old cows, which were from one thousand to one thousand and

forty Vienna pounds; bulls, nine hundred to thirteen hu

and twenty pounds. They were kept for the purpose ol

production, which latter amounted, in 1868, to from one the

and seventy to fourteen hundred and nineteen Vienna quarts per

"As intimated before, this breed was extinguished in 1878 ai

the prince's domain. Through the admission of bulls froff

Radim, the miller Moravek, at Tecek, possesses at present stil

two head of unhorned cattle.
" These are the only facts I can give now in answer to your

request. Touching the bodily peculiarities, I can only add that

the hornless cattle of home production retain the color, build,

and peculiarities of the breed.
" The head is long and narrow, loins -strong, skin th:

elastic; hair soft, shining, and close; the bone structure fir

strong; neck and shoulders strong and full. Though sma:l

I

stature, the animals were of exceeding beauty."

In France.—Major Hamilton Smith has mentioned the exig-

ence of polled cattle in France ; and it is stated that at Raffl

;

bouillet in-and-in breeding was practised among the celebrated

cattle of that place—a white, hornless breed—with great suctf"

until they were carried off by the cattle-plague of I$I$. l h

J
seen it stated that there are still a remnant of this or some ott

polled race preserved at one of the French gardens. ,

In Holland and Bavaria.— It has been stated that the late .

Morison, of Bognie, Aberdeenshire, Scotland, brought a *
very fine, large cows from Holland or Belgium. "These **

were much larger in size than the home polls, and they *

-

splendid milkers. They were of all colors, and mostly £»
with the exception of a few, which had very short, thick ho*

I had four of those animals in my possession for several J

"JTwo of them were black, with white stripe on back;
1 one

^
brindled, and the fourth was white, with short horns. 1 D

mentioned was the biggest in size, and the best milker ^
lot, but in consequence "of the color of her first calf *****

1 c°mpare with Professor Low's
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near where I am located has stated to me that polled

cattle existed in his native country (Bavaria). His grandfather

and another bred them there. They were the only parties who
had them in the neighborhood. It was, he said, the habit of re-

newing, or alternating, their stock of cattle every few years, and
for that purpose his grandfather and his neighbor had resorted

B a district " near Holland" for specimens of these polled cattle,

some celebrity at that time. The name he gave them
IN n.irulosc—simply the same as our hornless. It is interesting

to note that it was the king of Bavaria who presented gold
medals, through M. Dutrone, to exhibitors at the Highland So-

tland, 1856. The reverse of the one gained by the

Combie of Tillyfour states it to have been for the

Propagation des Races bovines dksarnies, a M. W. MacCom-
b'e tie Tillyfour, Ecosse, Amelioration de la Race d'Aberdeen
Pour la laitiere," etc. The late Hugh Watson, Keillor, also was
presented with one for his remarkable cow " Grannie," which
raised twenty-five calves and died at the age of thirty-six years
n a half,—-the greatest age, I believe, recorded to which an

the bovii

Switzerland.— T>x. Ferdinand Keller, in his " Lake-Dwell-
°f Switzerland," translated by J. E. Lee, 18/8, among the
"ns identified at Luscherz and Moringen, notes

:

/
os orachyceros-longifrons, or marsh-cow. Certain remains

e*d us to conclude that they belong to the Peat cow.
3 this race also probably belonged the half of the occiput
hornless individual. The specimen indicates a very small
la

.
>n which the occipital proportions are exceptionally high.

\V°
TmS

.

Sre Said to be found in the Norwegian cattle.

"~
Priwigenius. Remains of this great race seem to have
1 very sparingly.

frontosus. Remains of this race are by far the most
on the average; the race was smaller than our spotted

of the"

1 P°SSessed its characters most completely. The bones

in

extremities are smaller than those of the spotted cow are
eral. Frontosus belongs more especially to civilization.

Accord ^ €tC—Thev exist in the Scandinavian peninsula.

polled

t0 Mr Bert Pettersen
>
Norwegian consul at Dundee,

are very common in the southern parts of Norway,
iroms6, within the Arctic Circle, they also exist in con-

Is) Bos

^n foun<

nui*ierous
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siderable numbers, as is affirmed by Mr. John Neish, Jr., of The

Laws (Scotland), who was there in 1879.

In Iceland.—-Uno Van Troil, M.D., in his " Letters on Iceland,"

1772, says —
" Next to fishing, the principal support of the Icelanders is the

breeding of cattle. Their beeves are not large, but very fat and

good. It has been reported' by some, though without foundation,

that there are none among them with horns ; it is true, however,

that they seldom have any. They keep their large cattle at home

in the yards the greater part of the year, though some have places

appropriated to them in the mountains, which they call Ga.lt,

where they send their cattle during the summer t'ill the !k\-

harvest is over. They have a herdsman to attend them, and ti

women to milk them and make butter and cheese. It is common

to meet with oxen running wild about the mountains, which ai

however, driven home in autumn, as every one knows his own

by a particular mark upon them."

Sir George Stewart Mackenzie, Bart., in his " Travels in Ice-

land," in 18 10, says,—

"The cattle, in point of size, are very like the largest of the

Highland sorts, except in one respect,—that those of Iceland are

seldom seen with horns. As in other countries, wt
finer cattle on some farms than others; but from observation!

could make, and information I could obtain, the Icela
know nothing of the art of breeding stock. The b
general, ugly, and no use is made of them till they an
old. In rearing a bull calf no more attention is paid to him '

others. Taking all the circumstances of management together.

I had some reason to be surprised to find the cattle, upon tK

whole, so handsome. The cows, in general, yield a o
quantity of milk, many of them ten or twelve quarts

n !»°T
a g°0d deal more

- MiIk is usually made
caned skeer, which has been already mentioned."

(To be continued.)
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HISTORY OF GARDEN VEGETABLES.

BY E. LEWIS STURTEVANT, A.M., M.D. 1

Costmary. Balsamita vulgaris Willd.

J

IS plant, says Bryant,3 was formerly cultivated in gardens
for the purpose of mixing with salads, and it is a pity it -is

° Contlnuea\ as from its sensible qualities it seems superior to
any aromatic plants now in credit. In England, then, it had
one oU t of culture in 1783. In France, however, its leaves are

minor
7 "^ ^ & condiment -

3 lt is a P^nt of very

ofCon

,

t

1P

t-

rtan

i

e GVen ^ France
-

lt occurs also in the gardens

in 186

S a
" p e '

4 In the United States it is recorded by Burr*
mentions one variety. The name alecost came from

* er use in flavoring ales and beers.

j*rdut?t'
°^°Stmar

y- is called, in France, baitme-coq, coq des

;
banme, herbe au coq, herbe de Sainte-Mane, vicnthe-

Kum*rv\
a
,

gUetS
' V!Cnl/u Srccquc mcnthe Notre-Dame ; in

***L T /3 in German^' ********* S in Dutch,

-oacsamtta;
,n Sweden, svensk salvia;* in Arabic,

%*"*>'' by the Greeks at Constantin , k
Mentha hortensis carymbifera of Bauhin's " Pinax," 226.

v-ress. Lepidium sativum L.

Pers'a

C

whenc

e8
-

inClineS t0 beHeVe th ''S plant to be a native of

Syria
- Greece

6 lt

,

may have sPread into the gardens of India,

*id by v '

a
.

n EgyPt- and even as far as Abyssinia. It is

Persia
"s Defer K

00
'

ab° Ut 4°° BC
-'

to have been eaten bY the

^centurl
m 'ng acc

lUainted ™th,bread ;' and Pliny, in

a remarkahl
G nasturt,um as growing in Arabia,

'^of ,

Sl2e> ^ ^^ freqUCnt mentl°n in the Greek

2^n. Dil
N
!V0rk A-riculturaI Experiment Station, Geneva.

.^H Fl. *£:££ "5;. 3 Vilmorin, Les PL Pot., 34.

.Jf^. Book of then*? " *
BUrr

-
Fidd 3nd Gard

-

Veg" 4l6-

* Ues PI. Cult., 69. 9 Cicero, Tusc, 5, 34.
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and Latin authors. It is named by Turner, 1 which indicates its

presence in England in 1538, and in three of its van

American gardens in 1806.2

Four varieties are now under culture,—the common, the

curled and extra-curled, the broad-leaved, and the golden. 3

The synonymy of these various types is as below, it being

premised that the modern varieties vary somewhat in degree

I.

Nasturtium hortense. Fuch., 1542, 362 ; Trag., 1552, 82; Pin,

1561,221; Ger., 1597, 194; Dod., 1616,711.
Gartenkrcss. Roszlin, 1550, 188.
Nasturtium. Matth., 1558, 280; Lob. Obs., 1576, 107; Cam,

Epit., 1586, 335 ; Matth, Op., 1598, 425 ; Chabr., 1677, 289.

Nasturtio. Pictorius ed. Macer, 1581, 75- , -,
Nasturtium hortense commune. Bauh, Phytopin., I596 >

i6l

Nasturtium hortense vulgatum. Bauh., Pin, 1623, 103.

Nasturtium vulgare.
J. Bauh, 165 1, ii. 912.

Common Garden Cress. Ray, 1686, 825 ;
Vil, 1885, 207.

Garden Cress. Tovvnsend, 1726.
Lcfidium sativum. Lin, Sp, 1763, 899.
Common Cress. Stevenson, 1765 ; Bryant, 1783, 103 I

Common Small-Leaved. Mawe, 1778.
Cresson alenois commiin. Vil, 1883, 194.

II.

Nasturtium hortense crispum. Bauh, Phytopin., I596 -

*in-. 1623, 104.

Nasturtium hortense L. Ger, 1597, 194.
Nasturtium crispum latifolium. Matth, Op., I598 >

425-

^?
sf«>'tiuw a is/um ai, . ;., •. folium. Matth, Op., 1 598 - ^

*«stl»-tiitm crispum Joh. Bauhin. J.
Bauh, i65i,»-9>J

«***rtmtn .; >, n;fL Bauh, Prod., i°/

nasturtium hortense crispum au'gusti/olium. Bauh., Prod-

Nasturtium crispum. Chabr, 1677, 289. „ _ .

Curled Cress. Ray, 1686, 825 ;
Tovvnsend, 1726; Ste"

1765 34; Bryant, 1783, 103 ; McMahon, 1806; Mill. &&
n,Sp, 1763.899.

Bresson frise. L'Hort. Fran, 1824; Petit. Diet, 182&

* Turner, Libellus, 1538. . McMahon, Am. Gard. KaU *

3 Vilmorin, The Veg. Gard, 1885, 207.
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mm Cam., Epit, 1586, 335.
rtium hortense latifolimn, Bauh., Phytopin., 1596, 160;
'3.103.

turn dioscorideum.
J. Bauh., 165 1, ii. 913.

rtium latifolium. Chabr., 1677,289.
-Uavcd Garden Cress. Ray, 1686, 825 ; Vil., 1885, 207.
-Leaved. Townsend, 1726; Stevenson, 1765,34; Mawe,
tcMahon, 1806; Mill. Diet, 1807.
urn latifolium. Lin., Sp., 1763, 899.
\i large feuilles. L'Hort. Fran., 1824; Petit, 1826.
n alcnois a large feuille. Vil., 1883, 195.

IV.

Cresson alenois dore. Vil., 1883, 195.

It appears as if the types of the modern varieties have not
Jtanged through culture, as three are quite ancient, and the

colli ^u
^ °rdinary variation, or of a pale yellowish-green
e curled cress seems to have been first observed by
who furnished his brother, C. Bauhin, with seed pre-

«*'ng 1596.

«Jr
°reSS

'

.

gardyn cress
'

X or Pepper-grass, is called, in France,
alenois, passerage cultivee, nasitor ; in Germany, garten-

C*ek
m F,anders

'
hofkers; in Holland, tuinkers ; in Denmark,

ln Italy, agretto, crescione injrlese, cerconcello ; in

fe TT°' ma'P'Ca: in Port"^'. ~*^.- in Arabia,

Mill.
m Arablc

> reshad;* in Bengali, aleverie, haleem ;* in

•
chlinsee ;*>

in India, halim, or chansnr ;i inPersian,

>n Sindh, ahreo ; in Telegu, adala vitala?

• Bauhin,

Cuckoo-Flower. Cardamine pratensis L.

the ^
nSlgnifican t and nearly worthless salad plant, native to

tending
t

C
°! EuroPe ' Northern Asia, and Arctic America, ex-

and is

S Vermont and Wisconsin. It has a piquant savor,

, T

USed as water-cress. It is recorded as cultivated in the

• ^gypt-Arab.,
Veg- Prod, of I

•
Ind. Handb. of G

, Les PI. Pot

5

****** c p rab" c - xvi
-

4 Deli,e
'
FL ^g- iliust

^- - g' Prod - of Bomb.. -7. « Ainslie, Mat. Med., i. 95-
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vegetable-garden in France by Noisette 1
in 1829, and by Vil-

morin 2 in 1883, yet, as Decaisne and Naudin^ remark, but rarely.

I find no record of its cultivation in England, but in America it

is described by Burr 4 in four varieties, differing in the flowers,

and as having become naturalized to a limited extent,—a fact

which implies a certain cultivation. Its seed does not appear in

our seed-catalogues.

The Cuckoo-Flower, or Lady's Smock, is called, in France,

cresson des pres, cresson elegant, cressonnette, passerage sauvagt;

in Germany, wiesen kresse ; in Spain, berros de prado?

Cucumber. Cucumis sativus L.

The cucumber, under the form Cucitmis hardwickii Royle, is

found growing wild in the Himalaya region, and a variety {at-

kimensis Hook) is cultivated in Nepal and Sikkim.* Its origin

is therefore ascribed to the East Indies. It has been a plant of

cultivation from the most remote times, but De Candolle
6
finds

no support for the common belief of its presence in ancient

Egypt at the time of the Israelite migration into the wilderness,

although its culture in Western Asia is indicated from philo-

logical data as more than three thousand years old.

cucumber is said to have been brought into China fro

West 140-86 B.C./ and can be identified in a Chinese wo

agriculture of the fifth century, and is described by Chinese

authors of 1590 and 164c8 Cucumbers were known to the

ancient Greeks' and to the Romans, and Pliny 10 even mentions

their forced culture. They find mention in the middle ages, an

in the botanies from Ruellius (1536) onward. In America thq

are almost coeval with the discovery, as the companions

Columbus were growing them in their gardens at Hayti '

I494-" Their distribution was rapid. Cartier" found "ver*

great cucumbers" in cultivation by the Indians near the pre*

Montreal in 1535, and De Soto'3 found, in Florida,
"cucuni m

» Noisette, Man., ,829. 356- Vilmorin, Les H. Pot., ««*

£

3 Decaisne & Naud.n, Man., iv., 228. 4 Burr, Field and Gard. Veg., ^'^
De C Monog., iii . 498.

6 De Candolle, On- Des PI I
6. ,_

'BretschneKier,,,
I tot Sin., 7* & «
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better than those of Spain." In Virginia they were seen by-

Captains Amidos and Barlow in 1584/ and are mentioned again

in 1609.' In Massachusetts they were under cultivation before

1629.3 It is not, however, certain that these references all refer

to the cucumber, but other references which might be given

seem sufficient to establish the fact of its early distribution on
the continent of America.

Vilmorin, in his " Les Plantes Potageres," 1883, describes

thirty varieties. I have seen the most, if not all, of these grow-
ing, as well as others, in number, including synonymes, of fifty-

nine different names. While some of the varieties grown are

out little differing, yet there is a number of kinds which are

extraordinarily distinct. In pursuing my plan of treating of the
origin of the types of varieties I recognize the difficulty of a
very complete treatment, through my little knowledge of the
wild forms, and of the species from a botanist's point of view.
The following attempt, however, may be considered reliable as
far as it goes:

*ne types of our common cucumbers are fairly well figured
e ancient botanies, but the fruit is far inferior in appearance
ose we grow to-day, being apparently more rugged and less

^metrical. The following synonymy is established from the
gures and descriptions

:

1 -w« sathus vulgaris. Fuch., 1 542, 697.

;
"W safivus. Roszlin, 1550, 116; Cam., Epit, 1586, 294.

g^r. Tragus, 1552, 831 ; Fischer, 1646.
'ns. Ger., 1597, 762; Chabr., 1677, 134.

yncombre. Tourn., 17 in t 32
* Park. Par., 1629.
n Prickly. Mawe, 1778; Miller, 1807.

I;:',''"'
1 Cluster. Miller, 1807.

L ::
li
:
[
;
iS^- Thorb., 1828.

Etc

r °f American seedsmen.

second form, very near to the above, but longer, less round-
d more Prickly, has a synonymy as below:

.Matth., 1558, 262.
wmtwus. Lugd., 1587, i. 620.

;^> Knk . Voy>)Xii . . ATroeDed. ofV.., 16W.i3.
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Cucumcrcs sativi and esculenti. Lob., Ic, 1591, i. 638.

Cucuuiis vulgaris. Dod., 1 61 6, 662.

Cedruolo. Cast, Dur., 161 7, 103.

Cucumis vulgaris, viridis, and albis. J.
Bauh., 165 1, ii.

Long Green Prickly. Mill. Diet., 1807.

Early Frame. Thorb., Cat., 1828 and 1886.

Etc.

The third form is the smooth and medium-long cue

which, while they have quite a diversity of size, yet have

mon shape and smoothness. Such are :

? Cucumer sativus. Pin., 1561,192.
Concombre. Tourn., 17 19, t. 32.

? Large S Mawe, 1778 ;
Mill. Die

Long Smooth Green Turkey. Mawe, 1778; Mill. Diet

Long Green Turkey. Thorburn's Cat., 1828.

Turkey Long Green, or Long Green. Landreth, 1885.

Greek, ox Athenian. Vilmorin, 1885.

Etc.

The fourth form includes those known as English,

distinct, from their excessive length, smoothness, and

from seeds, although in a botanical classification they *

united with the preceding (from which they have, &

originated). They are usually quite free from spine

smooth, and, as grown, are very straight. My synon;

these would scarcely be justified had I not observed

dency of the fruit to curve under conditions of ordinary

Cucumis longus. Cam., Epit., 1586, 295.
Cucumis longus eidem. J. Bauh., 165 1, ii. 248.

Green Turkey Cucumber. Bryant, 1783, 267.

Long Green English varieties. Vilm., 1883, 163.

The Bonneuil Large White Cucumber, grown large

Paris for the use of perfumers, is quite distinct from «

varieties, the fruit being ovoid, perceptibly flattened frof

end in three or four places, thus producing an angular

ance. We may suspect that Gerarde figured this typ 1

Cucumber, which came from Spain into Germany, as I

bears a striking resemblance in the form of the fruit ar

leaf:

Cucumis ex Hispanico semine natus. Ger., 1 597; 76
f

,

Cucumis sativus major. Bauh., Pin., 1623, 3 10 (
eXC

'
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The other types of known cucumbers are those which have

lately appeared under the name of Russian. I know nothing

of their history. They are very distinct, and resemble a melon
more than a cucumber,—at least in external appearance:

I. The Early Russian, small, oval, and smooth.
: The Russian Gherkin, obovate, and ribbed like a melon.
3. The Russian Netted, oval, and densely covered with a fine

The appearance of these new types indicates that we have by
no means exhausted the capabilities of this species. The Turkic

cucumber of Gerarde is not now to be recognized under culture,

nor are the Cucumer minor pyriformis of Gerarde and of J. Bauhin,
4e Cucumis pyriformis of C. Bauhin's " Phytopinax," 1596.

If the synonymy be closely examined it will be noted that
some of the figures represent cucumbers as highly improved as
« the present day. The Cucumis longus of J.

Bauhin is figured

^ if equalling our longest and best English forms; the concombre
of Tournefort is also a highly improved form, as is also the cucu-

^"ofMatthiolusin 1558.
The cucumber is called, in France, concombre, cocombre (co-

jomber by Ruellius, 1536); in Germany, gurke, kukummer ; in

,.'
ers and Holland, komkommer ; in Denmark, agurken ; in

2 CCtnolo
> cedriuolo ; in Spain, cohombro, pepino; in Portugal,

jW It WaS called coiucumber by Ray in England in 1686.

.
m breece, aggonria ; in Slavonic, krastavak ; in Estha-

2 kltnLz
>
ug gurits or urits; 2 in Polish, ogorek ; in Bo-

**», "gurka;*
in Tartar, kiar ; in Calmuc, chaja ; in Ar-

\T\\
karan; in Russian

> ogurzi;< in Egypt, khyar? fakus ;'

Ccylo

,kusud; in Bengali, suska? sasha, khyira, kankur ;> in

h^ rata'k<zkeri
' PlPingya *> in Hindustani, keera? khira or

*&n'-5

n
-

PerSian
'
kyar '

% in Sanscrit, sookasa ; in Tamil, mooloo-

tpan, akwa, karas uri, kiuri.6

the X CUltlVated cucumber was the sikus hemeros of Dioscorides,

^ofTheophrastus.

'ViJ

HlS fiexuosus L- is occasionally sold by our seeds-

3

**2* Ch

P1
'

?0t
" ,883, I59> " De Candolle '

°

ris- Des PL Cult
-
21 °'

' ^wood v
HlSt

'

°f P1
"' 64°' 4 McIntosh

»
Book of the Gard- ' ""

668 "

'
e
g- Prod, of Bomb., 156, 301. 6 Thunberg, Japan, 324.
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men to be grown as a curiosity, but it may be used for pick
i

.

This plant was known to the herbalists, and its figures corap

with those of our modern seedsmen, as, for instance:

Cucumis longns. Lugd., 1587, i. 621.

Green Serpent. Dammon Cat., 1884-85.
Concombre Serpent. Vilmorin, 1883, 166.

The fruit is characterized by its striae, which render it at 01

recognizable. In Japan it is called sjo kzva, azvo uri.
x

Cumin. Cuminutn cyminum L.

A small annual plant indigenous to the upper regions of I

Nile, but carried at an early period by cultivation to Arat

India, and China, as well as to the countries bordering on t

Mediterranean.3
It is referred to by the prophet Isaiah,3 .and

mentioned in Matthew.4 Pliny s calls it the best appetizer of

the condiments, says the ^Ethiopian and the African are of
j

perior quality, but that some prefer the Egyptian. During t

middle ages Cumin was one of the species in most common u

and is mentioned in Normandy in 716, in England between H

and 1400, and is enumerated in 1419 among the merchant*

taxed in the city of London. It is mentioned in many oft

herbals of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and M I

corded as under cultivation in England in I594-
6 In India3

seeds form an ingredient of some curry powders and pK*>

and in France yet find use in cookery.8 The seed is occasio

ally advertised in American seed-catalogues,? but is proba

very rarely grown.

Cumin is named, in France, Cumin de Malte ; in Wg
pfeffer-kummel; in Holland, komijn ; in Italy, comino di P
in Spain, comino;* in Greece, knmino ; in Egypt, *****

in Egyptian, thapen, or tapen, or tapn

;

IO in Arabic, kwo°H
'^

Bengali, jeera, or zira ; in Ceylon, dooroo ; in Hindustani,/'

zira; in Malay, jintan; in Sanscrit, jeruka ajaji; m
siragum; in Telegu, gilakara."

1 Kaempfer, Amcen., 17 12, 811. ° Pharmacographia, 1879, 33'-
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Dandelion. Taraxacum officinale Weber; T. dens konis Desf.

The dandelion is a modern introduction to our gardens, and
all the varieties now grown can be recognized in a state of
nature; and yet, on account of its popularity, and hence the
forced conditions of its growth, the variations, to the careless

observer, seem very great. The history of the improved dande-
lion may be found in full in the American Naturalist of Jan-,

The beginnings of the culture of a plant must, however, be

tal, single individuals often growing the species in

gardens long before the plant receives general appreciation.
Thus with the dandelion, although its culture cannot be fairly
*aid to antedate 1836, yet Stevenson, in his "Garden Kalendar"
or 1705, in England, although not directly mentioning its cul-

1

plies culture by giving directions for the blanching.
mna, according to Bretschneider, 1 the leaves are recorded
eing eaten as jx vegetable in the fourteenth century, and the

tssed among vegetables by Li-shi-chen, a writer of the

-ntury; but from the data given we cannot assume

Dill. Anethmn graveolens L.

aromatic plant has but little use in the garden. In

cu

C

k
SeCdS are USed aS a condiment

»
and for picking Wlth

ers. In American gardens it is rather to be considered

of n
medicinal herb

- It is commonly regarded as the anethon

Xhe

IOScorides and the anethum of Pliny, Palladius, and others.

sPoC
m

f

diU 'S f°Und
'
n writinSs of the middle a2es '

and lt is

A sr °n
a garden Plant in tne early botanies. The variety

called dli'
1S Iar^ely grown in India. In England it was

fcatdat
y Turner2 in l S3&, which implies its presence at

of cJ|t

e
* lt aIso occurs in the vocabulary of Alfric, Archbishop

dens b f

1

"
Ury

'

m tlle tentn century-3 Ifc was in American gar-

West.

COre l8°6
'
4 and seems to occur spontaneous in the far

Indian^i
118 r°°ts are used as a food by the Snake and Shoshone

ans'by whom it is calledyamPeh?
'Schneider It* c-
5

^^aco^K f""'
53 * 59- * Turner, Libellus, i S3S.

5

font'sE' 79 ' 328 ' 4 McMahon, Am. Card. Kal., 1806.

"PediUon, i54; Dept Ag. Rept., 1870, 405.
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Dill, or dyll, is called, in France, aneth, fenouil batard; S

Germany, dill; in Flanders, dille ; in Denmark, dild; in Italy,

aneto; in Spain, eneldo ;* in Arabic, the plant chebet, the see:

c/iawar;* in Egypt, sjoebet ; in Yemen, se/ubt;* in Bengal

stdoopha, soolpha; in Ceylon, sattacooppa ; in Hindustani, wra.

w, j<?ya, shutapoospha ; * in India, shutapooshna ;* in Sanscri:

iatomw, missreya, shaleya ; in Tamil, saddacooppie ; in Telu^.

suddapa, sompa-sopu*

Earth-Nut. Lathyrus tuberosus L.

A plant now included among vegetables for the garden by

Vilmorin,6 although he says it is scarcely ever cultivated, bet

the tubers are often collected from the wild plant in France-

Burr? likewise includes this species among American garden

plants, but we know not upon what authority. In 1783, Bryanv

says this French weed was cultivated in Holland for its It*

which were carried to market ; and De Candolle and Sprenge/

say that in Siberia the tubers are much relished by the Tartar?.

and also are used in Germany. It scarcely can be considered

seriously as a plant of culture.

The earth-nut, tuberous-rooted pea, or eatable-rooted pea/ is

called, in* France, gesse tubereuse, anette, anotte de Bourgo^

chataigne de terre, ckourles, favouette, gland de terre, tnacion,**

cusson, mitrouillet, sonris de terre; in Germany, erdnuss; in Fin-

ders, aardnoot; in Holland, aardakker ; in Italy/*****"
terra; 6 by the Calmucks, sohnok ;*> by the Tartars, tsehina?

1 Vilmorin, Les PI. Pot., 8. » Delile, Fl. y£aypt, Must.

3 Pickering, Ch. Hist., 323. 4 Birdwood, Veg. Prod, of Bomb., 3»> "

5 Speede, Ind. Handb. of Card., 1842, 181.
6 Vilmorin, Les PI. Pot., 1883, 241. 1 Burr, Field and Gard. Veg., lS6j. I0

^8 Bryant, Fl. Diet., 1783. 9 De Candolle & Sprengel, Phil- °f PU "

10 Pickering, Ch. Hist., 670.



Remarks on Classificc

)|ANY classifications of animals present three general
"* features

:

[a) An approximate conformity to the prevailing idea that the
kinds or grades of groups, the " categories" of the elder Agassiz,
are limited to branch, class, order, family, genus, and species,

with, in some cases, the recognition of intermediate grades,

—

'/-, sub-class, superorder, etc.

(J) The division of a given group into an indefinite number of
subdivisions, commonly more than two,—e.g., of natural objects
'nto three kingdoms ; of animals into four, five, or seven branches

;

of vertebrates into five or more classes.

W The frequent discrimination of groups by characters which
are neither constant nor peculiar, and derived from parts like the
skeleton or limbs, which are easily preserved, examined, and de-
scribed,-^

Vertebrata, Chordata, Hyostylica.
The accompanying arrangement is partial, and in several re-

acts provisional. It accords essentially with the more recent

I**
1 of hiSh authorities, but attention is called to the following

til

1S w*10^y dichotomous.

the -

CVeral °f the divlsions are based upon the conditions of
cavities of the central nervous system.

new names refer to characters which are constant and
that they are not merely designatory in a conventional

^[^nologically and descriptively correct?

^theses
^^ ^ Iargely corrdated so as to suS&st their

newter

Wnter fU"y aPPreciates the undesirability of introducing

P^senteT'
^

.

by "° means urges the adoPtion of an>"
here

phrases

6 eXCepting as expressive and convenient substitutes for

ae»t of Sci
'

e 1
f
CW York meeting of the American Association for the Advance-



Remarks on Classification of Vertebrata.

Megaulica (aula large; cerebral hem-
ispheres extended horizontally or un-

differentiated)
; = Ichthyopsida—Am-

phibia, Dipnoi, and Branchiostoma.

neuron epaxal only; axon unseg- neuron partly preaxal; axo

mented)
; =Cephalochorda= Acrania brated) = Craniata = Pachyc

— Leptocardia = Monolocularia = M"ltiloculina-

Ametamera= Urochorda= tui afeS
-\l„

data (+

Explanation of the Table.—The more comprehensive groups

are below and their divisions above.
From the point representing a given group two lines diverge

forming what may conveniently be called afurea, or two-tined fork

The vertical tines form part of a line of direct ascent to man.

The oblique tines or branches extend to the left, and indicate

groups not in the line of succession.
For convenience the furcas may be numbered fi

upward, and the groups mentioned as direct and obli}

tines which represent them.
The only unfamiliar terms which are not self-explanatory* I

mesocale, the cavity of the mesencephal, or segment of the

lobes, and aula, the mesal division of the prosocoele, •

the prosencephal. PreaxaUnd epaxal are synonymes c

and epichordaL Monolocularia and multUocularia refer to the ^ I

mac cavities.

For the sake of brevity the arithmetical signs -b->
and "

j(Plus, minus, and equal) are employed.
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General Features of the Scheme. Dichotomy.—The twofold

division of groups is not new in practice, and is, as it seems to

the writer, becoming more common,—^., the primary division

of animals into Protozoa and Metazoa in place of four or more
"branches"; the primary division of vertebrates into Acrania
and Craniota, and the combination of Reptiles and Birds as Sau-
ropsida. But, apparently, there has not been hitherto a distinct

recognition of dichotomy as a fundamental principle in natural

classification, or an expression of doubt as to whether any group
really comprises three or more equal and co-ordinate subdi-

nnons. The writer's view may be briefly stated as follows:

' **? assemblage of three or more objects, individuals, or groups,

f these units arc more nearly related to one another

third or the others, indicating a primary division of the

["ire assemblage. Very commonly the basis for the distinction
1S the presence or absence of an organ, feature, or condition,

se positive and negative names, like vertebrate and in-

"-respective of special facts, then, the writer has been led to
<W the naturalness of, for example, the popular subdivision of
na ural objects into three co-ordinate kingdoms, animal, vegetable,

mineral
; of the chordata into urochorda, cephalochorda, and

•
of vertebrates into Ichthyopsida, Sauropsida, and

mtalta, and of mammals into Prototheria, Metatheria, and

and'T*
^ychotomy is probably never more than provisional,

Tj
classification will eventually be dichotomous.

phological and Taxonomic Importance of the Central

stem.—The superior taxonomic value of the brain and

assocjJ
as insisted upon by the writer in a paper read before this

fromT'
011 ln l8;5

;

durin& the last seven years >
as m*y be seen

Pressed'

10" 5 publications
>
he has become more and more im-

Presen
^ ^ Profound morphological significance of the

svsw
Ce

,

and modifications of the cavity of the central, nervous
****** neurocyte.

ost0m

n

a

eUr°COeIe Persists in all vertebrates, including Branchi-

develnn

and 1S Present in the early stages of all Tunicates whose

asce^tf ^ knOWn
'

So far as the wHter has been abk t0

Poroed't
°entraI nervous system is neither tubular nor even

nicate^

a
Ty Sta£e with aW " Invertebrate," excepting the Tu-

CS
' and, perhaps, Balanoglossus.



trite thos e Metazoa in which the nervous sy

from those in which none has been detected, it would only*

" o interpolate between furcas one

es of which should stand respective:.

r equivalent terms; the Neurica wo::

eura and the Stereoneura.

is used only as a synonj

d be an understanding as to wheth

oma, or include that form, or include the Tunica!* *

the members of the oblique divis

; rosts should be con

distinguished from each other by 1

f the olfactory lobes

nding the writer's supposed observ.r

, 258), these cavities are absent or

ition of the Amphibia with the Dipnoi*
ancewith the considerations presented in the writer I pV

the brain of NcoccratoJus ; see this journal. J

The characterization of the mesoccelian roof of the Saun

as bilobate may need qualification in view of Spitzes

tions on the interoptic lobes of some reptiles. »

The primary division of the Mammals should, pe^
into the Eutheria and the others (implacentals).

Some •

to be said for either view, and it is to be hoped that the



OUS ORIGIN OF THE DRIFT\ IN CENTRAL
MISSOURI/

'•'•' SPENCER, M.A., Pfl I

I v-ATION".—During the winter of 1883-84 deep excavations

*cre made in the Drift for foundations of additional build-

* at the University of Missouri (lat 38 57' N.; long. 9 2°
20'

keGu
altitude is seven hundred and thirty-six feet above

The University is near the southern margin

. bounded by the large valley of the Hurkson

-t of Lower Carboniferous limestones to a

mdred and sixty feet.

nations.—The large valley dates back to the

°» the Lower Carboniferous epoch. It was subsequently
or less occupied by deposits of the Coal-Measures, which
>nce been removed, except in some embayments and trib-

.
ravines. Whilst these deposits are not found capping the

^on* walls of the valley, yet remnants occur farther away,

tkjb
thC Drift'mantle

. over the elevations of the rolling

• in a well at the Gardens, Just east of the

the Carboniferous shales have a thickness of

v York Meeting of the American Association for the Ad-
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Sand-Boulders in the Drift in Central Missouri. [Oct

thirty-two feet (Professor Tracey). The country to the north if

more or less underlaid by coal-basins. The undulations of thii

region were produced before the deposition of the Drift, as the

denudation which removed the Coal-Measures excavated water-

courses out of the limestones. To these undulations the Drift

conforms, and where cut through by the streams, these flow

upon limestone-beds, the higher layers of which abound in

chert.

3. General Character of the Drift.—At tke University Gardens

the thickness of the Post-Pliocene deposits reaches twenty-nine

feet; at the University, more than twenty-two feet; but in the

bed of a stream immediately to the westward it thins out. The

upper two to three feet consists of highly-calcareous, clayey son.

different from the poorly-calcareous Drift (A, Fig. 1). The Dnit

consists of a drab, hard, sandy clay, very much cracked and

stained with iron,—bright yellow-red ; or occasionally with man-

ganese,—bluish-black (Fig. 1). The staining is superficial,^

the mottled appearance has been produced since the dep

of the clay. The clay .is rudely stratified, as shown in a

out, where a torrent has cut through it (fifteen to tweni

thick). The lower portion contains fragments of chert frc

subjacent rock, and occasional boulders of granite, greer

and quartzite, which rarely occur higher in the clay.

boulders seldom reach two feet in diameter, although, eig

ninety miles to the northward, there is an erratic of aboi

hundred and twenty-five tons' weight; but the

Drift is not far distant to the southward. Enclo: in U- •
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pebbles of crystalline rocks, from one to four inches in diameter,
are occasionally found. In a few places there are concretionary
nodules of calcareous matter, similar to those of the loess.

There are some included layers of compact blue clay. In one
section the remains of a tree were found.

4- The Mechanical Analysis of the Drift, compared ivith that of
* Local Carboniferous Shale.— 1

I The Drift-clay was found to contain

Thus we see that the Drift contains not less than fifty per cent,
rffree and generally rounded grains of sand, most of which is

composed of quartz, with a little that is feldspathic.

m In the Carboniferous shales there is no distinctly separable
and corresponding to Nos. 1 and 2 of Drift, and none that can

so freely separated as in even No. 3. In short, there are thirty

CnTd
°f Sand

' ^ kaSt
'

in thG Drift mUCh C°arSer and m°re

tra

n C that
'
n the loCal Carbom{

"

erous shales, having been
"sported from the north.

-V ^'wical Analysis of the Drift-Clay was made by Professor
eitzer, and found to contain

£ Drift
^ hl tke DrifL—Wherever cuttings are made in

most of th

Umerous irregular sand-pockets are apt to occur. In
em

> however, the sand is mixed with much clay, but
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they are quickly recognized owing to their brighter color, being

more highly stained red-yellow than the clay, as the coloring-

matter appears to have been an after-deposit in the more porous

7. Sand-Boulders.—Besides the irregular sand-pockets there are

occasional well-formed, rounded boulders of sand, distinctly sepa-

rated from the clay. Some sections, exposed in the foundations

and drains, were two hundred feet or more in length, and ten to

eighteen feet deep, and cut through many sand-boulders. Some

of the boulders were three to four feet long by one to one and

one-half feet thick (Fig. 4) ; one was fifteen feet long and three

thick (Fig. 2); another thirty feet by six (Fig. 3); and a right-

angled segment eighteen feet in diameter was taken out of an-

other (Figs, i and 4), whose thickness was eight feet; but on top

of the boulder there was a deposit of fine stratified sand one and

one-half feet thick.

8. Character of the Sand-Boulders.—The sand is genera y

coarse (the grains being one to five millimetres in diameter.

with parallel layers of pebbles (one to two inches in diameter)

It contains a little clay, which, together with the surfaces of the

grains, is brightly stained with iron. The boulders usually &

horizontally, but occasionally they are found thrown

edges (Figs. 1 and 4), either in the clay, or, rarely, upon another

boulder Where the boulders have been jammed tog

are broken or coalesce. The jamming has caused the boulders

to be deposited in various positions, bearing no relat

the direction of the movement of the pack. These

sand cannot be mistaken for decomposed sandston

Owing to the general occurrence of sand-pockets and bou

^
scattered through the clay, most of the brick walls built

:

upo

the clay foundations are liable to crack, as some portion of the

rests upon the yielding strata.

9- Origin of the Sand-Boulders, and the Subaqueous

Drift.—From the stratified character of the sand-boulders
qu^

resting in the clay, and their rounded form, their subaq^

origin is manifest. The rounded form is the result of the v

wearing and dissolving away the angularity of 1

sand. The transportation was effected by coast

ice, into which the sandy masses were frozen. i"c

masses of sand commingled with the clay were deposite

and Hot
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the broken ice-carriers crushed in the jams of many an ice-pack.

The presence of the sand-boulders forced upon their edges, and

often broken, bears evidence of the violent action of the wind

and waves upon the ice. These floes were stranded or sunken

in waters which derived at least a part of their mud from the

north. The boulders were generally rounded before their strand-

ing, for often the clay between them does not show any sand

derived from the removal of their angularities; yet broken frag-

ments maybe seen (as at B in sections). Owing to their porosity

the amount of ice necessary to lift the masses would not be many
times their volume (except at jams they are rarely less than sev-

eral feet, at least, apart), as their buoyancy would be greatly in-

creased by the frozen water within them ; and we know that the

waters of the Arctic seas freeze to a depth of seven to eight feet

during the long winter, and fresh water somewhat deeper. The
unbroken boulders could not have been pushed along, nor could
they have been formed so as to have been transported upon the

back or within a glacier. These deposits were probably made

I a shallow arm of the sea (cut off by the Ozark ridge rising a
few hundred feet higher)

;
yet the waters may have been either

brackish or even fresher—as in the Gulf of Obi to-day —owing
°tne amount of fresh water pouring into it; and not in a glacial

kke held back by an ice-dam south of a vast, extensive lake.

"ides, we know that the Mississippi Valley has undergone
considerable oscillation and warping since the Tertiary period.

JO. In conclusion, the presence of sand-boulders of northern

ell as the erratics, deposited in a somewhat stratified,

day, is a demonstration that the Drift of Central
lssouri is of subaqueous origin.



Editors' Table.

EDITORS' TABLE.

EDITORS : E. D. COPE AND J. S. KINGSLEY.

Wanted : A definition of a " Philosophical Instrument." "Go

to the dictionary," did you say? The definition there found is

of no use for present purposes. What is wanted is one which

the United States customs officials will respect and be compelled

to abide by. These self-sufficient and irresponsible agents of

the people have their own views on the subject, and their de-

cisions would be amusing were they not so aggravating. There

is an instrument known as a hydrometer. It consists of a glass

tube, containing mercury in its lower portion, and a scale. This,

the ruling says, is a philosophical instrument, and, as such, pavs

a duty of thirty-five per cent. The same materials combined 10

a thermometer constitute no longer a philosophical instrument,

but a " manufacture of glass," and, as such, pay a duty of Ml
five per cent. So far as we have been able to ascertain, none of

i used by the biologist are to be ranked as phio-

.._. Microscopes and microtomes are

factures of metal," as ruled by the Washington wiseacres, a

opposition to the opinions of the best scientific men of

country.

This question of duty on importations is a serious one

scientific men. It is all very well to talk of protection to A

ican industry, but this tax on the instruments and books of

^
student of science actually results in the discouragemen

knowledge. If the student desire to import for his own

^
any book in a foreign language—a book which has no^

slightest chance of being reprinted here,—he is met

of twenty-five per cent,—a rate which, in many cas

hibitory. Can it be wondered that every plan for sir.

desired books is tried? A more reasonable interp

existing laws, or, better, a revision and a reduction

ent duties, would tend generally towards the advance
.--••

American science and the promotion of American honesty.
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RECENT LITERATURE.
Wolle's Fresh-Water Algaa of the United States. 1—In the

two substantial volumes of this long-looked-for work we have
brought together a great mass of useful knowledge, which will

long be a monument to the industry and patience of the author.
The labor involved in the preparation of the plates alone, with
their multitudes of figures, is something enormous, and, when
we remember that this work was all performed by the author
himself, one cannot help admiring the spirit which prompted the
solitary worker to undertake to give to American students the
first manual of the fresh-water Algae of the country. Hereafter
the work will be much easier, and whatever defects or omissions
ire observed in the present book may be much more easily
avoided or corrected in future publications. The book thus marks
an important advance in this field of botanical science.
The author, in an introductory chapter of about half a dozen

Pages, discusses the polymorphism of the Algae, and its bearing
upon the system of classification. Many so-called genera and
g*cies are but stages in the life-history of higher forms, as has
i^en made out by the researches of recent investigators, notably
)

ur. Anton Hansgirg, of the Royal University of Prague,
gumming U P, our author says, " It is evident that, sooner or

er, the whole system of classification must be changed. The
Present.system is altogether too artificial, separating, as it does,H forms, not only into different genera, but into different

J?
es a"d orders, which are genetically connected. Our pres-

.

s

Knowledge is too imperfect for a complete arrangement. It

of Ji .u
t0 understand the life-history of not only a few, but

0,
*"< *e generic forms."

Kirk
Sy
f\m of classification adopted is based upon that of

ff^C'Krypt. Flora von Schlesien," 1878). The author

ire Jn
remarks

'
uPon the system he adopts, that " many genera

forr
Preserved which have literally no worth, but they serve

T
nce-"

-viz" p',S£ treated inthe book are arranged under three classes,

furth-r Xl ^'^, Chlorophyces, and Cyanophyceae. The

tabular !
UDdlvls'ons are as shown in the following condensed



Class TL—Chlorophyce^e.
OxAtxW.—Confervoidece. Families.—5. Coleochsetacese ; 6. CEdog

7. SP 1,

Order III.- ere; II. Botrydiac

Class III.—Cyanophyce^e.

Order VI.—Schizosporece.—Families.— 18. Nostocacece ; 19. Chroococ

It will be observed that the " families" are groups so

in the German sense, and are really co-ordinate with the

hamian " orders" of ordinary phanerogamic botany. T
" orders" of the book are, perhaps, equivalent to the " Co

of the higher plants as arranged by Bentham and Hooker,

want of co-ordination may confuse some of our Ameria

dents whose ideas of botanical orders are derived from th<

mon manuals of the flowering plants, in which "ordei

"family" are synonymous.
The descriptions are good, both for genera and species,

lytical arrangements of the species are given in many ins

where the genera are large. Measurements are freely re

to in order to give an idea of the size of filaments, cells, J

etc. The micromillimetre is used exclusively as the «

measurement. The plates, while not artistic, are, appa

quite accurate. Some of them are a little too diagramma

for example, some of the Spirogyrae. The CEdogoma ar

well drawn, and are much better than in Cooke's " British

Water Algae."

The author deserves the gratitude of American botani:

bringing out this book and placing it within the reach oii

price being scarcely half of that of the corresponding &

work referred to above.— Charles E. Bessey.

GENERAL NOTES.

GEOLOGY AND PALEONTOLOGY.
Scott and Osborn on White River Mammalia-

1'

brochure of twenty pages the distinguished Professors y

Osborn, of Princeton, have given a preliminary account

studies of fossils from the classic bad lands of the '

regions of Dakota and Nebraska collected by Mr. bam

man for Professor Agassiz's museum in Cambridge. M
important results are as follows: I.

Determination ot

nary Account of the Fossil M
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structure ot Dinictis, which induces the authors to refer that
genus to the Cryptoproctidae. 2. Determination of the foot-
structure of Hoplophoneus, which places the genus in another
&mily,-the Nimravidae,—in their opinion. 3. The discovery
of the pollex in Oreodon gracilis, confirming as normal its occur-
rence in 0. culbertsoni, previously recorded by Scott. 4. The
description of the cranium of Hypisodus. 5. Discovery of the
characters of three remarkable new species of Menodus. 6.
Discovery of a new and remarkable genus of Hyracodontidse,
named by them Metamynodon, with its species M. planifrons.
7- The addition of two new species to Hyracodon.
lhe d.scovery of Metamynodon is an important addition to

knowledge, and it indicates an advanced point of a line of rhi-
noceroses with powerful canine teeth in the upper jaw, which
^st appears in the Eocene, in the genus Amynodon. The au-
ors do not place these genera in the Hyracodontidae.'but pro-

pose tor them a new family. I, however, think that they cannot
separated from the Hyracodontidae. Hyracodon exhibits the

Am"
6
? °f the uPPer Jaw »

Dut in a reduced condition. In
mynodon, according to Scott, the mastoid bone is exposed on

"K outer side of the skull.

4

hro ^T lme ° f ancestry OI" the rhinoceroses does not come

Warded h

Hyracodontidae
.
a§ I showed in 1 88 1.

1
I then re-

familU pnus C^nopus (Cope) as the ancestral form of the

in the ' \?\
had already observed the Lophiodontid character

and C.
/°

n °f the sPecies then known to me 3 (C. mitis Cope

tfect'/
cntalls Leidy). Further observations to the same

Pa f i

made by Professors Scott and Osborn in the present

Canon a
G a ^S° not 'ced that the superior premolar teeth in

ContidaT °i

n0t differ essent^Hy from those of the Lophio-

nocemnf^
n are totahy different from those typical of Rhi-

Thet
and Hyracodontida2.

'nLonh
ra

1
SVerse crests are united at their inner extremities, as

inthetu r
ntidae

' and do not continue distinct to the end, as

case in A
° m'es named, and as is especially shown to be the

some so

inynodon and Metamynodon by Scott and Osborn. In

c
onfluent

CleS °f trUG rnin°ceroses the transverse crests become

angl es n r
°° Wearin g, in consequence of the development of

Acerath
eri

Crochets>" bu t the crests are essentially distinct. In

tnetrue rr"
1

^
tyPe ' ^- itciswum) the superior premolars are of

are,
0n J

moceros type. In th nnacheri they

Lophiodon

e

ri

° ler hand> constructed, as in Caenopus, on the

^ home pattern
- This species must be, therefore, sepa-

^eratorhinus. where T have nlaced it. Brandt has
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already proposed for it the name Dihoplus. 1
It differs from

Caenopus in the presence of a dermal frontal horn, according to

Brandt. I therefore propose as new the family Caenopidae, which

is distinguished from the Lophiodontidae by the absence of su-

perior canine teeth. It embraces two genera,—viz., Canopus,

hornless ; and Dihoplus, horned.

In Caenopus one of the premolars—the second—has the rhi-

nocerotic structure, in the two species known. In distinguish-

ing this genus I rely on the structure of the superior premolars.

rather than on that of the anterior foot. I am not able to sub-

stantiate my statement that there are but three digits in the

manus of C. mitts, and Scott finds four in that of C. occidentals.

—E. D. Cope.

Marsh on New Fossil Mammalia. 2—About three weeks alter

the reception of the paper of Professors Scott and Osborn, the

number of the journal which contains this essay was received

(October i). We mention this fact, since the two papers partly

cover the same ground, so far as relates to the perissodactyle

family of the Menodontidae. Professor Marsh gives some ex-

cellent wood-cuts taken from specimens derived from various

parts of the West, to which he gives names, referring them to

eight species. The first species is referred to the genus Bisoj

and it may be recognized by the cut, but not by the description

The second is the well-known and abundant AphclopsW
Cope, which receives the new name Aceratherium acutum.

remaining species are Menodontidae, which Professor M

calls Brontotheriidse, although Brontotherium has been sno -

several times to be ^indistinguishable from Menodus. ^
species of the Symborodon heloceras group are referred to a m
genus under the name of Brontops. This genus if vanm
stand between Menodus and Symborodon.
noceras Cope next appears under the name " Menops van*

j
The generic character as given does not differ from ^^..
"Brontops," and the species is undescribed. ^be

,,jj3
platyceras S. & O. next appears as " Titanops curtus

p»J|
no description is given for either genus or species.

J"^.
species is referred to the same genus, and a few ot ' ^
acters are barely referred to. Finally, another new ge

^
species are named, but most insufficiently

described,

figure is given. . wortbf. I

The publication of pictorial scientific papers is P^paptf I

but something more than pic! u , is n>>< cssary to ma
• lbjc

scientific. And if one does not examine the easily**^

:. n.iU;" by O. C. Marsh.
American
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types of the work of others, he is very apt to make publications
which savor strongly of plagiarism. In any case, however, while
a man may do what he pleases with his own money and take the
consequences, it is a public scandal that a scientific bureau of the
United States government should permit its money to be used in
the way indicated in this paper and in others by the same author.

Scott on Creodonta. 1—In this quarto brochure we have de-
scriptions of six species, of which three are new, and of which
three are illustrated by plates. A number of important additions
to our knowledge of the osteology of the Creodonta are made.
Ine most remarkable specimen described is a nearly complete
Weton ofMesonyx obtusidc?is Cope. From this Professor Scott
has made a restoration, which gives an idea of the proportions

th ' s CUI"ious animal. It was about the size of the black bear,
and had a much less robust skeleton than that carnivore. The
rain-case is very small, and the sagittal crest very high. The
specimen proves that the genus Pachyaena differs from it in the
presence of one more premolar or molar teeth, and of the entepi-

the 1

r
/°ramen ° f the numerus

>
as wel1 as m tne inequality in

e ength of the limbs. A large new Mesonyx is described un-

fromtl "n"
16 ° f M

' uintaensis
- It is of much interest as coming

<n tne Diplacodon beds, and it probably represents the last of

zvJ*
S
u
enUS Didymictis is shown to possess the embracing

^apophyses of the lumbar vertebra observed in Creodonta

firming the reference of this genus to the same suborder.

out f«

aract
r
ers of the f°ot and brain of Hyaenodon are pointed

PlanZ f first time
- The g^us is shown to be five-toed, and

Kfrade
'
and to Possess an os ccntrale carpi. The brain is

"ev H
C

°k
V°Iuted

' and of elongate form. Professor Scott be-

belonal ,
bram-cast figured by Gervais as that of this genus

scaphoirl l°T other type.
'

He thinks it probable that the

species £"
T

r bones are united in some of the European

To the' i!«.

e
!

n °thers {t is distinct, as in the American species,

^applicable
bdieVeS De BlainvilIe

'

s name Taxotherium to

hy a^L^?* ?OSes
_
b_y defining the suborder Creodonta, and

and the Carnivora.—E. D.
distinct fr

°? ° f its Unities. He believes the group to be

Cop"
fr0m both the Insectivora i
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The Eastward Extension of Pinus ponderosa I

var. scopulorum.—This pine, according to Professor Sargent

extends throughout the Rocky Mountain region eastward to

"the Black Hills of Dakota, Colorado, and Western Texas"

("The Woods of the United States," p. 119). The sair

ment is made in vol. ix. of the " Reports of the Tenth Census,"

p. 193. Coulter, in the " Manual of Rocky Mountain I

says that it " is found throughout the Rocky Mountai.
one of the maps (No. 12) accompanying Professor Sargent's

ninth volume of the census reports alluded to above, the range

of this pine is indicated by colors. Its eastern border
described as a line beginning near the northwestern c<

Montana and running by a somewhat sinuous course

southeast corner of the Territory, where it swings out ii

kota so as to include the Black Hills; it immediately passes

back westward and northwestward into Wyoming to the Rocky

Mountains, near the" front range of which it then passes south-

ward to Texas, following pretty closely the 105th meridian

This pine, therefore, according to this map, and all the descnp-

u°n
S referred to

> reaches its most eastern station in the Blatf

Hills of Dakota, at about 103 of west longitude.
In a recent botanical excursion into the northern portio:

Nebraska I found this pine at a number of stations fully three

degrees farther to the eastward of the Black Hills. It i

dant along the bluffs of the Niobrara River from near th<

mend.an to near the I02d, and probably much farther westjj

On the buttes which abound in Northwestern Nebraska alon,

the head-waters of the V, ne is so abundant*

to give them, at a distance of a few miles, a black appearand

in this the buttes of this part of Nebraska resemble the w
Hills. Whether these bodies of pine are connected w»th tfi

Wyoming forests I have not been able to determine with co

tamty, not having had time to follow the river farther; but W
various apparently trustworthy accounts I am led to be^ ^

tnere is such connection. Whether these Nebraska Pin

f" .,.

are connected with those of the Black Hills I have not a«

mined, but think they are not.
, a ,

W T the bIuffs b^dering the Great Canon, in which flo*

Wasahancha Creek, commonly called Long Pine Creek;

abound. This canon extends in a north and south direct °

the South side of the Niobrara River, and is about fifteen

east of the 100th meridian. Inquiries failed to indicate

'stence of the pines eastward of this canon, and I think t»

may note this station as the most eastern point reached bj

1 Edited by Prof. Charles E. Bessey, Lincoln, Nebraska.



species. It is interesting to note that the Indian name of the

creek, Wasahancha, is said to mean " where the pines extend far

out," as if the Indians had also noted the remarkable eastward

extension of the Rocky Mountain pine.

—

Charles R Bessey.

The Westward Extension of the Black Walnut.—The
westward limit of the black walnut {Juglans nigra L.) is given

by Sargent as Eastern Nebraska and Eastern Kansas (" Woods
of the United States," p. y6, and vol. ix. " Reports of the Tenth
Census," p. 131). Upon map No. 5, belonging to the census

report, the line marking the western boundary of the black

walnut area enters Iowa from the north about twenty miles east

of the northwestern corner of the State ; it crosses the Missouri

River into Nebraska a short distance below Sioux City, passes

through Lincoln, and enters Kansas on the 97th meridian, where
it then bends to the westward, reaching, in Central Kansas, the

meridian of 98^° of west longitude, as it does also in Middle
Texas.

I wish now to place on record the occurrence of the black

walnut upon the Niobrara River and its tributaries in Northern
Nebraska as far west as the 100th meridian. Upon the Wasa-
hancha Creek (" Long Pine") it grows abundantly, in company
with the Rocky Mountain pine {Pinus fondcrosa, var. scopn-
lornni).

\ doubt whether these two trees can be found in com-
pany anywhere else upon the continent. Each has stretched
out a long arm from its forest area, and the two trees have thus
come together.

At the station mentioned I saw walnut-trees between two and
inree feet in diameter, and am informed that, several years ago,

J

considerable quantity of walnut lumber was manufactured from
ne trees jn the canon.—Charles E. Bessey.

I ^e Iron-Wood Tree in the Black Hills.—Although lim-

1 ,

westwardly to " Eastern Iowa, Southeastern Missouri, and

£
kansas, to Eastern Kansas, the Indian Territory, and Eastern

J?5

;

hy Sargent (" Woods of the United States," p. 95). x

ccently observed the iron-wood (Ostrya virginica), in consider-

BlL u
n
n
ance

>
uP°n the head-waters of Rapid Creek, in the

ack H.lls of Dakota. The trees were not large, but were

jg«*> with their hop-like fruits. It occurs also in Northern

theL .
Upon the Niobrara River and its tributaries and in

c eastern counties along the Missouri River.— Charles E. Bessey.

hab,>

U
r
Auother Tumble-Weed.—The list of plants having the

near,
r

,

ounding up their stems and branches so as to form a

breZ Spherical Plant body, which at the end of the season

^ ks away at the root, thus forming a "tumble-weed," must
06

'"creased by adding he winged pig-weed {Cyeloloma platy-
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phylluvi). This plant grows sparingly about Lincoln, Neb., but

along the Platte River it is very abundant upon the sandy soi!

near the river, and upon land which has, after ploughing, been

allowed to lie idle. About Long Pine and Valentine it almost

entirely replaces Amarantus alius, the common tumble-weed,

but at Chadron the latter occurs almost to the exclusion of the

winged pig-weed. At a little distance the two plants look ex-

actly alike excepting in color. The winged pig-weed is of a

light yellowish-green color, while the other is dark green-

Chades E. Bessey.

Botany in the A. A. A. S.—An examination of the daily

programme issued by the Association shows that there were

seventeen botanical papers presented for reading in Section F.

The zoological papers numbered twenty-two. Taking the time

estimated by each author as necessary for the reading his paper,

one finds that the botanical papers averaged thirteen minutes in

length, and the zoological ones seventeen. This would indicate

that there is still some work left for the Botanical Club. It

should weed out more of the short notes and hastily-prepared

papers. Of course, it is not just to say that short papers are

necessarily of less value than long ones, or that papers are val-

uable in proportion to the tune they consume in the reading;

nevertheless, it remains true that many short papers are so

because of the fact that the author did not take time to fully

prepare himself.
.

the Botanical Club appears to have been very successful this

year, one hundred and forty members having recorded their

names at this meeting, against one hundred and twenty-one at

Buffalo, and eighty-five at Ann Arbor. One of those pre^en

writes that " every one noticed the prominence which botany

has taken in the Association. Yellow badges were numero n

The single hour—a short hour—for a few of the days was

short for the work of the Club. More time could have oe

profitably given to informal discussions and short notes.

botanical papers of the Association, and of the Club, were
.

merous and of good quality. The receptions and excursi
_

were well planned, well patronized, and gave an excellent om
for acquaintance and a comparison of methods."

Botanical News.—There have lately appeared English ttajj^

lations of two valuable German botanical works'~^lZ"'

etoZoa,
Comparative Morphology and Biology of the Fungi, M >'c

phvSi.

and Bacteria," by De Bary, and the "Lectures on the,
ology of Plants," by Sachs. Both books are brought o

.

the Clarendon Press of Oxford. "The Task of A?1

.„
Botanists" is discussed by Dr. Farlow in a paper »n "' >
Popular Science Monthly, which he previously read De.



Botany.

"In the remoter districts the absorbing work for

ition of field-notes." In throIde^partriTthe country
the author urges histological study and "the study o
histories of different plant's, more especially cryptogams." The

serves to be widely read. Dr. Farlow's address as
lent of Section F of the American Association for the

Advancement of Science, on " Vegetable Parasites and Evolu-
on, contains much suggestive matter. For the higher para-

es of Cuscuta—"they may be regarded as
' iorms of other phanerogams." As to lichens, the
s no reason "why we may not consider the gonidia to

vhat they appear to be,-viz., algae; and the hypl

{h
~.

llc on the go"»dia." As to the origin of the fungi,—i.e.,
"tne v'ew " whi h seems to be more in accord with

anv
' g cts than any other" is that they have arisen " not from

i\°x°rt r^
mitlVe grouP of a]Sx >

but from different groups of

InciH* \ ,

lHerent Periods in the progress from below upward."
-gives his reasons for believing that the

earrr
*

T
gI are more numerous than those of the phanero-

Late numbers of the Journal of the Linncan Society

gascar"- «
S further contributions to the " Flora of Mada-

Lcent v
eS°n and Darwin 's " Effect of Stimulation on Tur-

Vegetable Tissues ;" King's " Observations on. the Genus
n special reference to the Indo-Malayan and Chinese
Wassee's "Disease of Colocasia in Jamaica," with an

fifties a n°Pri
n°te by Morris

;
and Bennett's paper onthe"Af-

,.

!
l-^ tion of Algae." In the August Journal of

is his " Synopsis of the Tillandsieas," and
r "Remarks on the Nomenclature of the Eighth
the London Catalogue.'" A short paper on the

; Botany in Japan," accompanied by a portrait of

P^er by Vncrr
lnstructlve and entertaining. An important

the Agaricini, appeared in the July Nuavo
mo. Microscopical measurements and

"-The A
spores, basidia, and sterigmata are given.

tj°n and ,T
UgUst Journal of Mycology completes the enumera-

An ^P0raT
1P
H
iOn °fthe ''Septorif of North America."—

mi the addresses of two of the editors of

arnes ha , •

zette ls announced in the August number. Dr.
nS accepted the chair of Botany in the University of
nust be addressed hereafter at Madison, Wis Dr.
eeas Dr. Barnes in the chair of Botany in Purdue
lnd must be addressed hereafter at Lafayette, Ind.

^entof AJ ; 4> from ^e Botanical Division of the Depart
^culture at Washington, contains a list of the " De-
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siderata of the Herbarium for North America north of Mexico,''

including Ranunculaceae to Rosaceae. We trust that botanists

will very generally respond to the appeal for specimens.

ENTOMOLOGY.'

On the Homologies of the "Wing--Veins of Insects.—Using

the conclusions of Adolph 2 as a starting-point, Redtenbacher

has made a very elaborate investigation into the homologies of

the veins of the wings of insects; and, although his conclusions

may not be generally accepted, they will be of interest to ail

systematic entomologists. The work treats of each of the orders

of winged insects, and is illustrated by twelve plates, upon which

are one hundred and sixty figures of the wings of insects. \\c

have space for only a few extracts from the introductory portions

of the memoir.
The geologically-older insects have a richer venation than the

later-appearing forms. It is evident from this that the oldest

insect-forms were provided, so to speak, with a superfluity o!

veins, and that in the course of development all that were su-

perfluous have been lost. In this way simpler wing-venatioa

has been brought about.
Various views are held regarding the origin of the wings.

While some believe the wings to be sac-like prolongations o.

the body-wall, Fritz Miiller calls them lateral continuations ot

the dorsal plates. Oken, Graber, Gegenbauer, Landois, Palm«.

see in them metamorphosed tracheal gills. Weissmann U
£

the opinion that the wing-nuclei form themselves out ot -

peritoneal sheath of tracheal trunks, and only secondar...

cause a prolongation of the body-wall.
That the wings of insects are equivalent to the trac:

-

-.
j

of the Ephemerid larva can hardly admit of a doubt. W«*"J .

they have arisen out of tracheal gills is still questionable,

is not beyond the range of possibility that the opposite

case,—viz., that wings, through metamorphosis, becorne^2S
gills. It is not only possible, but even probable, that the \\^

of insects were originally not active, but merely passw*

of motion, serving, like the pappus of the Composite, for e.N

for the floating and spreading of the progeny to a distane

The essential nature of a rudimentary wing is a no

which is filled with blood-liquid, contains nerves and

filaments, and whose two plates do not grow together u

N
" This^ department is edited by Prof. J. H. O >MST :
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last moult. According to Adolph, these tracheal filaments rep-
resent the foundation of the vein-system,—to wit, of the concave

nee the course of these, in the rudimentary wing, co-
incides completely with the net-work of concave veins in the
developed wing. Only later is every trachea shut in and closed

y chitine-mass, and thereby transformed into a rib. At the same
time, according to Adolph, the tracheae force the two wing-platea
apart and be] the wing-skin, which shows itself,

among other ways, by the fact that the wings, in case of pressure
or draught, regularly tear along the concave veins. Between

•nary or concave veins appear later thickenings of the
'

-' skin, in the form of chitine lines, with which, finallv, trachea.'
and blood-vessels associate themselves, and which form second-
ary, or convex, veins. The two sorts of veins stand, accord-

direct opposition to each other; since the former is

caused by thinning and the latter by thickening of the wing-skin ;

and since in the former the trachea, in the latter the chitine-band,
represents the primary formation.
A circumstance not brought out by Adolph is that the two

terms of veins occupy different superficial layers, since the pri-

mary run on a deeper level than the secondary; whence the
former may be designated as conc.v the latter as
convex or mountain veins. In the case of a regular succession of

.
the transverse section of the wings must accordingly form

» 2'gzag or wavy line, which, even at the first glance, s igg :>ts the
bought that a folding must be the cause of this appearance.

«, Dow, one proceeds on the assumption that the wing-plates
grow faster than the enclosing wing-sheath, which offers them

lavV
"arrow sPace > it is easily conceivable that the wing must

1 tolerably regular folds. And this is the more nat-

the primary veins are formed by the thinning of the

and, in consequence, most readily suffer bending and
"ling exactly upon these lines, while the intermediate fields

Pressor ^h*™
°nly sliSht,v" convex, but by continued lateral

Tu
re DecotT>e ever more firmly compressed.

In -like,—i.e., formed out of reg-

eve
y^?% concave and convex veins. Such a fan, how-

case\f
be capable of complicated motions of flight only in

Sed w -°u
nVeX Vdns

' ° r * least a majority of them, were fur-

n separate muscles. Since this, for evident reasons, is

eithe r ?
bIe

-
there remai" °nlv two ways out of the dilemma:

drawn 1

°ne part of the winS is moved and the other passively

ito Qf

alon
g. or there must take place such a uniting and group-

toWe thr
n?"veins that a smaiier number °r musdes su

?
ce

flight ,?•
Wm^s correspondingly. In the first case an active

• ~ l ' 1 h / win • works rather, in climbing, like a

ke a parachute. This can be observed in

rms wmch still show approximately the fan type of wings
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(the Saltatorial Orthoptera and Ephemeridae). In the great mass

of insects the second case is true ; the veins of the original fan

unite themselves into a few groups, which can be moved either

independently or together, and yet require only a small number

of muscles. The wing is divided, as a result/into a number of

parts, which lie one behind another, and are united with eadi

other by a sort of hinge. The latter can consist only of concave

veins or folds, as these represent thinnings of the wing-plates.

In case of many insects (Lepidoptera and Diptera) it is a matter

of some difficulty to determine the character of a vein. Concave

veins often appear convex (subcosta of butterflies), while, on the

other hand, convex veins take on the character of concave veins.

In cases where concave and convex veins come into close rela-

tion, as with the flies, the true character of a vein is often scarcely

recognizable. In general, concave veins run deeply, protrude

more strongly on the under than on the upper side, cross-veins

are frequently interrupted by them, and at the edge of the wing

they often end at a re-entering angle, or, at least, into a baymg-m

of the margin. The convex veins, on the contrary, are, as a rule,

swollen
; they never interrupt cross-veins, and only exceptionally

ngle, but, on the contrary, often cause at

the winsr-margin. .
,

n the fully-developed w '-;

an insect. These are (i) the costal field, with the costa; (»g
radial field, with the radius and its numerous sectors; 3* r

field of the fifth vein, or the medial field; (4) the cubital hett

with the cubitus; and (5) the anal field. He also propose* *

uniform nomenclature for the venation in all of the orders t

systems of convex veins running in the several fields are desig-

nated by the successive odd Roman figures,—i.e., those ot

costal field, by L; of the radial field, by III.; of the mea

field, by V.; of the cubital field, by VII.; and of the anal tic

by IX., XL, XIII., etc. The concave line (veins or folds) ru

ning between the fine convex trunks he designates by the

^
Roman numerals,—thus, the concave line between veins

£[c

III. is indicated by II., and that between III. and V. by IV,

The several branches of a lengthwise vein are designatedP)^

dices appended to the Romannumerals. Arabic odd nu

are used in case of the convex veins, and Arabic even nun
^

for the concave,—/.*., the sectors of the radius are deSl» tt

t, di0t
IU

lt III,, III
5 . If, as is frequently the case, concave w^

veins appear between the branches of a convex trunk, u--
,,

designated by the Roman numerals of the convex SJ£^
question, with an even Arabic numeral added as an

thus, a concave vein between III, and HI, is indicated a- •;• ..

Redtenbacher gives a table show
nployed in the various sy
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The Genera of North American PhalangiinEe.—In working
over the rich collections of harvest-men belonging to th"

State Laboratory of Natural History, in connection with recent
European literature, I find that very few of the species described
by Wood, 1 under the old genus Phalangium, belong to that genus
as now restricted by the best European authorities. I have be-
fore me specimens of eight of the species treated by Wood (my

Ions of all but two of them having been verified,

the kindness of Mr. Charles W. Woodworth, by com-
parison with the types in the Museum of Comparative Zoology),
and I find that P. dorsal
all belong to the genus Lwl mm of'"C. Koch, as defined by
bimon. a

I have also provisionally referred P. formosum and

f.
calcar to this genus, though, on account of the projecting

inner angle of the palpal patella in the former and the spur-like
process on the outer ventro-lateral surface of the femur of the

the latter, they do not appear to strictly belong to it.

^ falls into the restricted genus Phalangium, and

I suspect that P. bicolor and
urn also belong to Liobunum.

In this connection, I desire to call the attention of collectors
a simple method by which the genital organs of the Phalan-

y be exposed for studv—a fact which aids considerably
"» their determination, as these organs, especially in the male,

rt

qU
2.

tly haVe sPecific peculiarities. If the caudal portion of
we abdomen be compressed between the thumb and finger, the
genital organs will be pushed out of the genital opening between

cl ?
X3

f'
and

'
if the specimen be dropped immediately into al-

"noi, will generally remain exposed. This method of protruding

does

gen ' tal °rganS Was first described by Latreille in 1796, but

verv
not seem to have been known to many later writers. It is

preferable to the method of dissection described by

dan '
indme t0 believe that by its use g°od distinguishing

can be obtained from the ovipositor, which will aid in

each u
g the femaIes of certain sPecles that closely resemble— Clarence M. Weed, Illinois State Lab. Nat. Hist,

Campaign,
18th August, 1887.

ZOOLOGY.
^ to the Recent Families of Sponges.—The following

kev" '

* 1

xvcu«nt families 01 oponges.—me iuuwwu.

Zool fc? r
from Dn R - von Lendenfeld's recent paper {Pre

Position^
l
f"

don
>
l886

, PP- 558-662, 1887) on the "Systematic
11 and Classification of Sponges":

0.
{
^eleton calcareous. >

g° calcareous skeleton .
6



lead into the gastral

-ularly.... J

illy situated scopulse

...
, 11- funnel-shaped «.u.

;:;

i:; : ;;

=
!
chamber,. Sp""^

;.
,

!.'
ne> spongin. Or skeleton

>rny hl.re with.. i pn.pt r spici cs
-

Aske,eU

jicuies" when'present, polys
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Geedid*.

7 ')!;.

ter

— • 33

....'
......*.....

V Skdet0n
.. HUiarad*.

Dr ton

r

?
dC

!i

iS referred to ^is journal (September, 1887) for

fore-oing »
r

Te"
)

feld
'

s grou P' ng of the families embraced in the
key

'
into orders and larger groups. The follow-

>e found to embrace the most important technical

Writers:
°ed hy the author or adoPted from Previous

"thout style-shaped spicules.
a rod with an umbrella-shaped disk at each end.

shaped spicules.

atthe
other

P°inted at one end and bearing a knob or disk

dermal spicules,

three rays

a
' * memDer of the tetraxonia group of spicules, with

°m
>
the main hexact spicules coalesce, to begin with, in
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a very regnlar manner so as to form a continuous skeleton, as in

the suborder Dictyonina.

Euaster, a stellate spicule with stout pointed conic spicules

radiating from one point. Occurs only in flesh-spicules.

Gcmmulce. The winter buds or statoblasts of fresh-water

Hexaster, a star-shaped spicule with six generally

belonging to the triaxonian group.
Hypodcrmalia. Dermalia with imbedded radial ray only.

Lithistid, as in the group Lithistida, which has the spicules

tetraxon and often branched.

Monaxonia, with one straight or curved axis, rod-shaped,

sometimes with lamellar outgrowths.
Oxyaster, a stellate spicule with long, slender pointed rays n&

ating from one point. Occurs only among flesh-spicules.

Puinula, a triaxonian star with five or six rays, one of which ;

highly developed and branched or covered with disks or scales.

The opposite ray is smooth or absent; the other four equal

(tangential).

Polyact, without definite axes and with numerous rays.

Scopula, fork- or broom-shaped spicules consisting of a long

shaft traversed by an axial rod, to the distal end of which soat

slender anaxial rods are attached.
Sigmata, S-shaped irregularly-curved flesh-spicules.

Spheraster, a ball of spicules radiating from a con;

Spirastrella, a spicule the numerous rays of which arise from

a stout spiral base.

Spirula, a spiral spicule without spines.

Stylus, a rod-shaped spicule pointed at one end an

at the other, but not knobbed. ^.
Tetraxona, with four axes radiating from one point

of the spicules lie in the corners of a square pyrami

derivatives.

Tetractina, a tetraxon ian spicule with four rays.

Triaxonia, spicules with three axes and six rays and ^

Triactina, a tetraxonian spicule with three rays. ^ I

Uncinata, a rod with recurved hooks throughout its

Occurrence of Stizostedmm vitreum in the Basin o

Connecticut.—In March, 1887, a small specimen 0/
the

named species was brought to the Museum of WesK^g
versity, having been caught in Little River, a tributary^

Connecticut, in the town of Cromwell, Conn. l ** sLd 1

was about eleven and one-half inches in length. .'^ p,

peared so extraordinary that the fact was communicate
^

fessor Goode, of Washington. Subsequently the spec"
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forwarded to him, and the identification of the species was con-

Sn
d

>
by h,m

-.,
Th

^
rem arkable interest of the find appears

.
U 13 considered that no species of Stizostedium is known

many of the rivers of the Atlantic coast between the St. Law-
rence and the Susquehanna. The question has been raised

IS m
G TdCS C°uld have been ^reduced accidentally in

od-mg the Connecticut with shad and salmon. This does not*«n probable. I am informed by Hon. R. G. Pike, one of the
ran commissioners of Connecticut, that all the eggs of shadW stocking the Connecticut have been derived from local-
es within the Connecticut basin itself. Salmon have been in-
oauced into the Connecticut from the St. Lawrence basin, but

no^icli importation has taken place since 1879. As no instance
* -novo ot the capture of Stizostedium in the Connecticut dur-

5hth
Interven 'ng years, it is not likely that it was introduced

acrn- f
^ T° "" It: aPPears Iikely that the eggs were carried

Conne t

r0m
k
^^ ° f the St Lavvrence basin to those of the

Von' "!, " by becoming attached to the feet of birds.

ributp"

6

r

X

i

Vl11 observe on the maP how close together the

Wh v
tW° streams come

-
at a number of localities in

Sflyth
m°nt and Sou thern Canada, will recognize how

>ossibiIit*

e transfer mi&nt be accomplished. It is among the

nburar '^r u
a Stlzostediutn caught by some sportsman in a

ivincr ;V the St Lawrence might have been thrown, still

fcfrw*rrf
tnbutary of the Connecticut.— William North Rice,™ u**versity, Middlchnun, Conn.

teg _
Roosting in a Town.—For several weeks past the

quVe inMV"? lindens of the centrally-situated court-house

fete to re
C been llteralIy alive with the birds that come

f blackbh- ^ ^u!
1 night

' J ust before dusk a continual stream
"», robins, and English sparrows maybe seen coming

. V ' quarter, and all bound for this little grove in the

la"vthon
F!°

r
,

ti °n of the town - % the time daylight fa.ls

^differe? •

SpCak advisedly) of individuals belonging to

1e fcaves H
sPecies have assembled, and the commotion among

lin2*ond n g tHe process of settling for the night is some-
f vinm .

If one hits a tree with a stone there is a noise

rds from
t

1
,° Untln£ t° a perfect roar. Nor is this coming in of

eH
"Phenom

le SU
.
rrounding country for a night's lodging any

routed ab
^^ '" Media

- Last year a heavy rain one night

ext mornm
OUt

°? e hundred and fiftv of then;, and the boys the

:n
^rkable

tJ

gathered them with much glee. But is this not a

'the
heart f'"^

tbat tbese birds should seek a roosting.-place
:

acres of tr

a t

?
Vn

'
and n 'Sh tly pass over and reject hundreds

)liuv of the
GS

k
Cre there vvould appear to be much less prob-

c^ation f if
mg dl'sturbed ? I have heard no satisfactory

v
°i-xxi

°
matter, although much has been said con-



ning it by one and another. Can some of you

ders tell us the why and the wherefore ? For,

lilar cases are not wanting, there being no new

, Penn., September 7, 1887. T. C. PA!

The Relation of the Dorsal Commissures of the Bra

the Formation of the Encephalic Vesicles. 1—There |

number of features which are so universally characterisl

the vertebrate brain at its earliest stage of embryonic develop

that we are justified in considering them as primitive chare

of the brain of the vertebrate stem. These are : I. The con

tion of the neural tube into four vesicles, which represen

prosencephalon, the thalamencephalon, the mesencephalon

metencephalon.2
2. The formation of minor folds [murom

at the sides of the metencephalon, corresponding to the rot

the vagus and other cranial nerves. 3. The three outgrc

from the thalamencephalon forming the paired and median

4. The diverticulum from the floor of the thalamencepl

forming the hypophysis. The meaning of the second and

of these developmental features is now understood, but, t<

knowledge, no adequate explanation has yet been offered \

for hypophysis or for the encephalic vesicles. For the

I offer the following hypothesis :
'

roof zeJach gives rise to th foit, vesicles is tor theyncjh

of three uerve-Jibn tracts de, •tssettiuo dorsally, viz.jJu n.f-

^

posterior commissars and the vrebcllum, which in their pni

a serial homology.
.

f

.

There is considerable anatomical evidence for this hypoi

It has for some years been held (Pawlowsky) that the m
commissure which traverses the constriction between the un

and mesencephala is not a commissure in the strict se

the word, but consists of fibres from the two great
KgjJ

tracts crossing to the opposite side of the brain. ^'
m
'^

e

:'

superior commissure, first described independently by
'

and myself, also consists of fibres crossing from the
j

the opposite hemisphere just in front of the BjjSj
This commissure is almost constantly developed in the

although it has been little noticed hitherto. Finally, 1

bellum, as I have observed in the Urodele Amphibia, t

an extremely primitive condit also compo;

cussating tracts, uniting the metencephalon (medulla)

opposite lobe of the mesencephalon. Supporting the a

1887, by

r

Dr.
r

Henry F^Osborn^ °
r mCeUng

°
C

dl tinct seg

in a I

3 This tern, :

Princeton,
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he fact that these three commissures develop nearly
simultaneously, as may be seen in horizontal and ver-
of the frog's brain, taken in closely succeeding stages.

1 the accompanying figures, they occupy the three
eparate the four segments, and appear simultaneously
:erior commissure. It is noteworthy that the floor

1 tube, which evidently has no relation with these
assures, is also the only region in which there are no
n the vesicles, being interrupted only by the involu-
lypophysis. The inference to be drawn from these
5 largely upon the question whether there is really a

3gy between the superior and posterior commissures
litive condition. If there is, this hypothesis yields
le data as to the primitive condition of the enceph-
-re is no such homology between these commis-
'et remains considerable ground for the supposition
-vesicular folds are simply lines of retarded growth
and roof of the tube to be traversed at an early

- commissures.

—

Henry F. Osborn.

EXPLANATION OF CUTS,
immatic longitudinal section of the frog's bra

*0rksth°
nerUe °f Humming-Birds.—In recent ornithological

d°ubletuK
t0nSUe of the humming-bird is usually described as a

Recently n
"d ,S Probably used in sucking the nectar of flowers.

htcU atHc Schufeldt has investigated the subject, and 111

^dies ?,,""* for J^y 14, 1887, gives the results of his

^e shows that the account given by MacGillivray in
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Audubon's " Birds of America" is correct. The hollow cylin

exist, but each horny tube is completely filled by the car.

nous rod of the glosso-hyal element, and hence cannot be us

sucking. The tongue is, on the other hand, an instrumen

the prehension of small insects. Dr. Schufeldt further si

that in not a single cephalic structural particular do the h

ming-birds agree with the swifts.

On the Morphology of Ribs. 1—Embryology has shown

the ribs are developed between the mesoblastfc'soimts; they

t h e re fo re intervertebral.

The problem now is, how the different modifications of

position and structure of the ribs derived from that onj

If we carefully examine the skeleton of Amia, one of

living Ganoids of this continent, we observe the following:

the centra of the dorsal vertebras consist of one piece, the
[

terior part of which shows on each side a process where the rite

are articulated. The same condition is to be seen in the test

caudals. From the forty-fourth vertebra a change is begmnn,

This and the following vertebra consists of two parts,-
"

terior disk and a posterior one. The anterior repres

centrum proper, the posterior the so-called intercentrum. m
ontology has shown that in some fishes allied to Amia<tf»

vertebrae show the characters of the caudals of that forfflf«J

do not doubt that we will find in young specimens of A«r

dorsal vertebrse divided by a suture separating a vertebra

anterior centrum proper and the posterior intercentn

the dorsal vertebrae the rib is connected with a process

posterior parts of the centrum,—that is, the intercen***
posterior dorsals these processes become smaller, but »
are always connected with them. From the thirty-sixtn

\.

the ribs unite below. The processes begin to disappear"

nbs are now articulated directly with the free intercentra.

The so-called untere Bogen, lower arches, or ha^niapof

of Amia, are therefore really the ribs.
In the first caudal vertebrse we find free spines conne

the distal part of the united ribs; these are co-ossinea

from the forty-seventh vertebra.
he ,As the ribs or pleural arches are homonomous to tfl

or pleural arches, these spines which may dc

nes are homonomous to the neural spines;
»>

supporting the unpaired fins. rMthe same condition is tQ be seen in L
and Lepidosiren—perhaps in all Ganoidei and Dipnoi-

•
! ^7-

i Association for the J
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hat fact Gegenbaur reached the general conclusion
bs of all vertebrates are nothing else than the modifi-
the lower arches, the haemapophyses; or, reversed,
emapophyses are ribs,

ivbody who examines a young skeleton of Alligator

;
i'

-

1 " I that in the caudal vertebrae ribs arc present
h»er arches, haemapophyses, or chevrons.
S processes of the caudal vertebras, which are free in
mala, are true ribs can easily be proved on a skeleton
I bpnenodon.
'e no lumbar vertebrae in Sphenodon, all the presacral
Ave well -developed ribs, but the posterior ones are
er with the vertebrae. The two sacral vertebras and
>r caudals show exactly the same condition ; in the
mals the elements are free, but unite later with the

:audals we find, besides these ribs, well-developed
yses, or intercentra. The nature of these chevrons
cammed by Professor Cope and myself: they Droved to
else than processes of the intercentra united below;

hose in Amia on which the ribs articulated.

rial blood-
'•-'"'- formed by true ribs or by processes of the inter-

ur was wrong in re
n that, but did not

>' to explain all the difficulties.
"o doubt that the original condition is to be seen in

j

ia of the Ganoids.

111*1
Sh

?
Wn that in many Teleostei the lower arches

tied by the ribs,
• which
in the given figU .„.

proce"

16

™f
St haVe taken plaCe in the higher Verte "

v thl
SS
f
S ° the '"tercentra became larger, until they

the r

n
.

WCre PUShed ° Ut of PIace and dislocated,

on lJnn Pr°per but aIso to the neural arch -

e Am J
transiti <>ns between the caudal vertebrae

£-2? ind the ^leostei. But the forms
'ith the

: of the caudal vertebr;
owest Batrachia, in which the lower arches are
"itereentra, as in all other Stapedifera, are still

JZ Batrachia and Amniota.—ln Arckegosaurus the

t

rsaUeg,on are not connected with th? well-devel-
"th diapophyses of the neural arches. Ineg'on the articular surface for the rib i
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downwards, forming a groove on the posterior part of the sice

of the intercentrum. Therefore the single-headed ribs of Arcbe-

gosaurus articulate in the anterior region of the vertebrae wit-

both the intercentrum and neurapophysis, in the posterior regies

with the neurapophysis only.

In the living Batrachia the double-headed ribs are-articulated

to double-headed diapophyses of the neurapophysis
Therefore in the Batrachians the ribs have been ti

the original position on the intercentrum to the neurapophyses.

Whether the Batrachian centrum represents the centrua

proper or the intercentrum, as Professor Cope is inclined to

believe, cannot yet be determined. Sphenosaurus certainly is aJ

a connecting form, but a true reptile, as I have proved.

The Ribs of the Amniota.—Signs of the original condition o

the ribs, as seen in Amia, are still preserved in the Pernu:

Pelycosauria, the Sphenodontidae, and the Mammalia.
In the Pelycosauria the ribs are connected with the we..

developed intercentra; there would be no difference from AM
if the ribs were not two-headed. A second head is develop

the tuberculum, touching the centrum of the vertebra. H
tuberculum is certainly a secondary development of the 4

going hand in hand with the rudi mentation of the intercentrum

giving a better connection to the rib. The rib-articulation a

Spketwdon is the same as in the Pelycosauria, but the tuberciu

articulation is more developed, the capitulum in a rudiment

form being transformed to ligament.
The same type we find in the Mammalia, as mentioneua

Professor Cope, where the capitular articulation is between^

vertebras in an excavated fossa. The intercentrum has bea>

rudimentary or disappeared entirely. *

The one-headed ribs of the Lacertilia, W°j£Z£
Ophidia, have originated from the condition seen in Spn<tf

The capitulum has gone entirely. .... •

The two-headed ribs of the Ichthyosauria, CroC0^? ^:
sauria, Ornithosauria, have developed from a form like Spne

JJ
in which the capitulum was still ossified, but was alread)

ported from the rudimentary intercentrum to the centro°H
jjjg

This translocation has gone still further, in a way that W
^ulum and tuberculum are at least situated on the neura"L

L' >

All stages of this gradual wandering of the ribs can

served in the vertebral column of a crocodile. -JM
The first vertebra has a single-headed rib, connected -

intercentrum, as in Amia. The posterior dorsal have :

headed ribs connected with well-developed di

the neural arch. Between the condition found i"^^
that in the posterior dorsals all stages can be seen m

mediate vertebrae.

The results of the present- paper are

:
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I. The ribs are developed between the myocomata ; they are
;i- Intervertebral.

I The ribs are originally one-headed and connected with
Il-developed intercentra.

3- All forms and connections of the other ribs can be derived

}. The lower arches of the caudal vertebrae are either formed
true ribs, the oldest fishes (Ganoidei, Dipnoi), or by processes
the intercentra (Teleostei, Stapedifera).
(The connection between the Dipnoans and the Stapedifera

>• Some remarks on the nomenclature of the elements of the
tcbral column.
Jwens names, "neurapophysis" and "pleurapophysis," are not
rect; the neural and pleural arches are no processes of the
gte, but are distinct parts.
e

J*°
elements composing the neural arch ought to be

.-' :

5

ile " tieitroids ;" the two elements composing the pleural

J
the plturoids"

he spines connected with the

intercentrum ought to be preserved,
of the intercentrum, centrum, or nei
[l is articulated, may retain the name

defc°r?h^
Cal News—Lower INVERTEBRATES.-Dr. A. C. Stokes
>me more new species of North American Hypotri-

niusona in the Annals and Magazine of Natural History.

1

:

-)-—At a recent meeting of the Linnean Society of

that som ^eS
' Mn J°hn Mitchell called attention to the fact

J?

the Australian species of trilobites of the genus

eve* facet?/
fr°m the diagnosis of the genus in having the

D r W T
"

r
0t smooth

> and the facial suture discontinuous.

Collected h T^
borg

'
of UPsala, has worked up the Entornostraca

tkCommj r Leonard Stejneger in his late expedition to

ader* Islands. The results appear in the Pr
< States National Museum. Only two new species,

facialis and Diaptomm ambitus, are described.

^ dead

h

I*
Kr°yGr is reported as exceedingly abundant,

oodies forming long windrows on the beaches.
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Myriapods.—Mr. Chas. H. Bollman has recently published

several papers on North American Myriapods. One, entitled

" Notes on the North American Lithobidae," appears in the Annuls

of the Neiv York Academy of Sciences. In it lie describes as new

Litliobus minnesotce, tuber, provideas, pullus, trilobus, ear::::::

Jiowci, politus (McNiell MS.), and davits (McNiell MS.). This is

followed by a synonymical list of the known species of North

American Lithobidae and Scutigeridae. A second paper—" Notes

on North American Julidae"—appears in the Annals of the Sa
York Academy (vol. i v.). The author catalogues ninety-two sped*

of the family known from North America, including the follow-

ing new species : Julus oioeni, Spirobolus pensacolus, S. iu '::.

Parajidus ellipticus, P. i 'an 1 , P. obteet %, P. varins, and Aw-
Unit (now gen.) bnrkei.

Fishes.—Jordan and Eigenmann, in an account of a collec-

tion of fishes from Charleston, S. C. {Proc. Nat. Mus., !$$
enumerate fourteen species, nine of which were not previously

known from that locality.

In a paper on the fishes of Kansas, Prof. O. P. Hay describes

as new Notropis cencohts and A", p-ermar.us, and suggests that the

genus Tirodon Hay was founded on a specimen of Hybognam
nnchalis with abnormal dentition.

C. Eigenmann and Jennie E. Hornung contribute to theM
nals of the New York Academy a revisioi/of the North America*

species of Chaetodontidae. They recognize fourteen speeds at-

tributed in the genera Prognathodis, Chaetodon,and Pomacantnu*.

Birds.—The large collection of humming-birds made by Mr.

D. G. Elliot and which formed the basis of his recent monograp"

has passed into possession of the American Museum m iN

York City. The museum has also acquired his ornithology

library of about one thousand volumes.
Dr. Leonard Stejneger is publishing in the Proceedings <9

National Musei review of the birds of ft?-.

In the same journal Mr. Robert Ridgway has recently **»
a new sub-species of plumed partridge (< odipepbr ^ '

-

som) from Sonora. His material consisted of five specimen,

EMBRYOLOGY
Spermatogenesis in Mammalia. _

to the development of the spermatozoon, from the stan r,

of the embryologist, is not less than that which attaches

• A. Ryde*. Ph D., Biological Department, Universes



levelopment of the ovum (ovogenesis), or of the embryo itself
Qfa genesis), since spermatogenesis and ovogenesis are processes
rhich involve the maturation of the elements which enter the
Jrmation of the fertilized ovum or oosphere. All of these pro-
esses are therefore properly comprehended under ontogeny or
moryology in its widest sense.
Dr. Benda's carefully-elaborated memoir deals with the de-

elopment of the spermatozoa in Sus, Mus, Lepus, Cavia, Bos,
fits, and Felts; the peculiarities in each case are figured and
iscussed by the author, but the present writer must content
imself by giving a resume of the results and conclusions. The
";'um^

IS a synopsis of Dr. Benda's conclusions, as nearly

I. The seminal tubuli of the mammalian testis contain two

Brown), or Fusszellen (Bend

H'uuuct.on of spermatoblasts from a part of the spermospores

;

J- opulation or union of the "supporting cells,"—Fusszellen

JL " u "lbe i- of spermatoblasts; and 4. The conversion of the

SaEozo
tS

'

Whl
'

Ch haVG UnitGd With thS suPPortin^ cel1
'

int0

J ',

.

Th
^?>,l,r Processes take place successively and continu-

<jj re
.

* multiplication of the spermospores is effected by in-

-layer of the seminal tubule.

Parato f
roduction of a crop of spermatoblasts follows pre-

•nanges of place of the spermospores and their con-
'•

of tl,/
through indirect cell-division in the inner cell-layers

6 Af
em

'
tUbuh'-

of uV f^
th e formation of a generation of spermatoblasts, each

^wiT'fT 1 <<supp° rti^ celIs>" which "e next the outer-

number 1c
he tubuli

- conjugate with or become joined to a

|
r of spermatoblasts.

bee" eslabr?^
11817 °r immediately after this conjugation has

tozoa.
llslled

» the spermatoblasts are converted into sperma-

convel!l'

S m
?
ta

,

m orphosis of the spermatoblasts consists in the

^Ca L°i f?
eir nuclei into the various organs of the sper-

9. The V solution of the cell-body or their investment.

t}ler
nselve

^ T
entS oi tlle orSans of the spermatozoon arrange

the nearJf
W reference to the point of conjugation, in that

re
«note,fM,

Par
t
of the nucleus will become the head and the



on for the production of s

> periods of metamorphosis ;
and there

n process of formation.

;e of each period of metamorphosis t

:ion of spermatoblasts, so that at the

;, in the same tubule, the materia! tor

PSYCHOLOGY.

Scientific Theism. 1—In this book by Dr. Abl

attempted reconciliation between Science, Philo

b'gion, in accordance with the scientific doctrir

As one of the first, if not the first, rational ei

direction, from the stand-point of Philosophy,
noteworthy one. The subject is treated of under
-—viz., a long historical introduction; a part I
losophy of Science ;" and a part II., on the " Relig

The position of the author is that of Scientific 1

lationalism, as he terms it, as opposed to Ideali

'"Science Theism;" by Francis Ellingwood Abbot, P^



Ic
' °' Soissons, under the influence of I

° Canterbury, his chief opponent, forced him, in the

minalisrn was thus put under the ecclesi-

>derate Nominalism, or Conceptualise

:t are more than mere names signifying nothing; and

°» which the names are the vocal symbols. Abailard
°y some, but probably incorrectly, as the author of
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this modification of the nominalistic view; William of Occam,

who died in 1347, seems to have been the chief, if not the ear-

liest, representative of it. The ' Encyclopaedia Britannica.' xv:

284, 8th edition, says, ' The theory termed Conceptualism, 1 :

Conceptual Nominalism, was really the one maintained by all

succeeding Nominalists, and is the doctrine of ideas generally

believed in at the present day.'

"5. Albertus Magnus (died 1280), Thomas Aquinas (died

1274), Duns Scotus (died 1308), and others fused all these views

into one, and taught that universal exist in a threefold manner,

— Universalia ante rem, us thoughts in the mind of God; Uni-

versalia in re, as the essence (quiddity) of things, according to

Aristotle; an I Unrrersa/ia post rem, as concepts in the sense of

Moderate Nominalism. This is to-day the orthodox philosophy

of the Catholic Church, as opposed to the prevailingly exclusive

Conceptualism of the Protestant world.
"Thus both Extreme Realism and Moderate Realism ma*

tamed the objective reality of genera and species, while both

Extreme Nominalism and Moderate Nominalism maintained

that genera and species possess no objective reality at all.

" In contrast with all the views above presented, another and

sixth view will now be stated, which, taken as a whole, an i
with

reference to the vitally-important consequences it involves, is

believed to be both novel and true.
"6. Relationalism, or Scientific Realism (of which V»

versatia inter res may be adopted as an apt formul
that umversals, or genera and species, are, first, obi

:

tions of resemblance among obi
e concepts of these relations, determined in tl

the relations themselves ; and, thirdly, names representative both

of the relations and the concepts, and applicable alike to both.

This is the view logically implied in all s

ot natural objects regarded as objects of real scientific

But, although empirically employed with dazzling su

ition of Nature, it does'not appear to have been ever

theoretically generalized or stated."
In his discussion of Idealism Dr. Abbot shows that no ^- .

of this type is or has been consis! nt exc ipting that of Heg

c

the outcome of which is the well-known "existence and no.

In his section on the " Religion of Science" Dr. Ab
that he is on a hot trail; but we think that he does not q

reach his goal. The key to his argument is found m-
following passages of the summary of this part of his

"2. Because (the Universe) is infinitely intelligible, it n^5t e

likewise infinitely intelligent ,1V ib
; e

"3- Because it is at the «™ hW bnth infinitely
intel^
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and infinitely intelligent, it must be an infinite subject, object, or
self-conscious intellect."

We do not perceive that the inference expressed in 2 (above)
ssary one; in fact, it is obtained by a confusion of object

with subject; therefore 3 cannot be sustained
We heartily agree with the following brief survey of scientific

pulosophy (p. 200): "The dualistic and ideological , I

of Pa ey belongs to the past; the mechanical and moni
losophy of Spencer and Haeckel belongs to the ores
' .-'

!
moving into the past; the teledogica

osophy of the scientific method and the organic theory of evo-
ution belong to the future, and will soon be here." We add to
His our own belief that a part of this philosophy is containedm Dr. Abbot's book ; that some of the rest of it is also here we
wnundeavor to show in the next number of the Naturalist.—

MICROSCOPY. 1

The Naples Water-Bath.—Drs. Mayer,2 Giesbrecht, and Vos-
maer have recently constructed a new water-bath for imbedding
' paraffine, which differs in many particulars from the one

H a r pl°yed in the NaPles Zoological Station. H. Jung,

Le L w^ fur» ish^ the whole apparatus, including a small

five ml! /•
lmbedding under the s«mple microscope, at sixty-

foe re* 1

' S1Xteen do] lars and twenty-five cents). In this price

at twn !j

0t
7 S reckonecl at eight marks and each thermometer

cesso
a f marks

- Orders for the water-bath and its ac-

plac

" ri

^
S

og

a

t

re fiI1ed by the Educational Supply Co., 6 Hamilton

thus 7
1S

u
the most trloroughly equipped water-bath that has

and si

described, and it is admirably well adapted, in size
as well as outfit, to those micro-technical uses for

« Was designed.

new"!*
tlle niore important improvements in the outfit is the

£e2

;

nS
;
n

1

b
.

UrnerH which consists of a horizontal tube, to

b«rner kfi a^ is attached a short, vertical gas-burner. The

0nly rises
S lna movable stand 3.5 cm. high. The gas-burner

k raise? 1

e 'ght of the stand
-
so that the bath requires to

convenil!r
y 4 Cm - The bath is thus placed at a height most

flame (T °r Work and m°st favorable to economy of heat. The
:

capacity of
"*!- W ' th a m;lX,mn " ° ime the bath

'

which haS
-

a

ttirtv tn r
f'SJ'tres, is brought to a temperature of 6o° C. in

Anou
ty'five minutes.

re
gula°tor

er 1

l
11P°,rtant attachment of this water-bath is the thermo-

1

Edited

' exPlanation of this part is furnished with each
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instrument. By means of the regulator the temperature can be

kept very nearly constant day and night, the variation being

less than one degree with a uniform gas-pressure.

The bath is filled (best with distilled water) through the tube

Z, which can be unscrewed for transportation. The tube is made

large to guard against the overflow of water during heating, and

is covered with a cap to protect aginst dust and to prevent evapo-

ration. While pouring in the water, the bath should be held a

little obliquely, so as to allow the air to escape, and the receiv-

ing-tube should be left empty.

The deep basins (a) are designed for keeping a ready supp

of melted paraffine, while the smaller, half-cylindrical basins

and c) serve to hold the objects during the process of lnnltran

with paraffine, or, if the term may be allowed, during the proc«

of paraffinizing}

For imbedding very large objects special dishes may be r

quired. Large watch-glasses, or better glass dishes, serve

for such objects, and they can be kept in the large air-batn \

Suitable dishes can also be made by any tinman from white ir

plate. Brass dishes are not recommended, as they are corroo

by turpentine.
^The air-bath, when kept open, has a temperature about ten

grees lower than that of 1 is thus a conveu

place for the slow evaporation of chloroform, benzol, etc.

only necessary for this purpose to place the dish containing

paraffine solution and the object on some support l^'*
ring) that will keep it from contact with the bottom or
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The small water-bath, for imbedding minute objects under the
microscope, has two openings, each of which is connected with
a caoutchouc tube about 50 cm. long. The bath is filled by
placing.one of these tubes in a basin of water and sucking

the other. When the bath is full, the second tube £

oThtTh/^^ ^ tH
f
bSSin °f Water

'

and the bath is heated
on the table (F) or in the air-bath f», the burner being used,

ZT tu
t0 ai

,

m
,

hnn S'mS the temperature to the point de-

hL5heWaich^lass or ^her glass dish containing the object
melted paraffine is next placed on the bath, with a sjip of white

or colored paper, according to need, beneath it; and the orienta-
«on ot the object is then undertaken with the greatest ease.

"

in.s accomplished, one of the caoutchouc tubes (the lower) is

rn?!T f
"?
m the

,

basin of Wflter and allowed to hang over the

e acef, T
w^^le

;
the hot water is thus drained off andK f k 'r

S° that the Paraffine cools quickly without the
ieast disturbance of the object.

SCIENTIFIC NEWS.

her7l^k
C

,

irCol° de"le Aspiranti Naturalist!" of Naples will

h njl
e kn°7n as the " Societa del Natu

™n
" name 7 begin the P ublication of a bulIetin -

work L .!

err^ after many years of labor, has completed his

feet the

V

l0ra ° f Cochin China
-

In recognition of this

«on of /°!r
nment of the Province has granted him a life pen-]0̂ °t six thousand francs.

botanx^L .1 ' ?.
off llas been appointed ordinary professor of

Jg™ *e University of Halle.

of botanv *f r
e
-
rtl-°ld accePts the position of ordinary professor

*> at Lrottingen.

^2oolo
K
2l,

B
T

rar
!
dt

'
of K6nigsberg, becomes interim director of

-Dr Vft
nStltUte of the University of Kiel.

in the Zoni
Kors

,

cl
T
lelt

>
of Freiburg, has been appointed assistant

*>olog,cal Institute of the University of Berlin.

n°ted the h ^Uary "umber of the American Naturalist we
valuable -r f

h
,° f EdSar von Harold, one of the authors of the

his associate
1

gUS Co]eoPterorum." Dr. Max Gemminger,
ma"y vearo l? ,

t laDon'ous undertaking, has since died. ForWdV6 had held the Position of conservator of the

-Edw
CUm at Munich.

0f IreIand

ar

rf;

T
;
Hardman

-
a member of the Geological Survey

f*fensivelv ;L m Dubiin
» April 30. In 1883-86 he travelled

kno
*ledae ftf fu

est Austral ''a, and added not a little to our
* OI the.geological features of that region.
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—Dr. John Frenzel, of Berlin, sailed July 20 to take the

tion of professor of zoology and director of the muse
Cordova, Argentine Republic.

—The late Richard Cranch Greenleaf, who died recei

Boston, bequeathed his microscopical library, microscope

apparatus to the Boston Society of Natural History.

—The Liverpool marine biological committee has enl

the field of its operations. The sewage in the neighborhc

the city rendering the study of the fauna and flora a ma:

some difficulty, they have, therefore, built a laboratory on

Island, an uninhabited island near Anglesea. The building

tains seven rooms and is well adapted for its purposes.

—Mr. James C. Pilling, of the Bureau of Ethnology, hi

some time been collecting materials for a bibliography of
|

American Linguistics. He has now nearly completed th<

tion relating to the Eskimo languages, and this will be publ

as a bulletin by the Bureau.

—William Boott, who died in Boston May 16, 1887, was

in that city June 15, 1805. Like his brother, the late Fi

Boott, he was a botanist, and devoted himself to the dil

groups of grasses and sedges. His botanical collections

the herbarium of Harvard University.

—The translation of Reiss and SteubeP's " Necropolis ol

con, Peru," is now completed, and makes three volumes,

trated by one hundred and forty-one colored folio plate;

separate volume, complete in itself, is now in preparation.

—W. L. Sclater, of Oxford, England, has been appo

deputy superintendent of the Indian Museum in Calcutta,

filling the place left vacant bv the Dromotion of Mr.by the promotu
the superintendency.

—Mr. James E. Humphrey, assistant in the botanical

tory of Harvard University, has been appointed instn

botany in Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.

—Recent Deaths.—Henri Brisout de Barneville, er

gist, at St. Germain-en-Laye, January 23 ; Thomas VVilsc

mologist, at York, England, April 17; John Gatcombe, c

°'f
:' * Plym. uth, En m i. April 28, aged sixty-sevei

Hellins, student of British Lepidoptera, at Exeter, £

May 9, aged fifty-eight ; Sir Walter Elliot, of London a

°» the Mammalia of India
; F. A. Vulpian, physiolog

secretary of the Academy of Sciences of Paris. May 1

sixty-one years
; Prof: , of Munich a

ical traveller and writer upon evolution, May 3h*gf .

three years; Robert Gray, the well-known ornitiio.

Edinburgh, February 18; Professor Bernard Studer, geo'

Bern, Switzerland, May 2, aged ninety-three.
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THE MATERIALS OF THE APPALACHIANS.

AKRON, OHIO.

DENNSYLVANIA consists almost entirely of massive palae-

ozoic deposits of sand and shale with a few limestones.
These beds united reach a thickness greater than do those of the
same age in any other known part of the world. Reasonably
accurate measurements have given them a total depth in some
Places of thirty thousand to forty thousand feet. Westwardly
they thin off, and on the Ohio line scarcely reach one-fourth part

^ this enormous depth.

w

AiI geologists are agreed that this immense mass of sediment
Was dePosited on the slowly subsiding bottom of the eastern part

an ocean covering the whole interior of North America —the
• °rth American palaeozoic ocean, as it maybe called for conve-
nience. The extent and form of this ocean varied considerably
a

different times during its long existence, but taken as a whole
Was ""interrupted sea.

mil
^

u

UrthSr a £eoloSical truth, so evident as to be now axio-

b 7 that al * this vast mass of palaeozoic deposit was obtained

tion^

0310" fr°m Some contemporaneous palaeozoic land. Deposi-

of saT^
er°Sion to a Precisely equal amount. For every ton

hast"
°r mud dePosited on the sea-bottom an equivalent ton

creat d
removed from some land-surface. Sediment is not

beds f

h iS °nly removed
- Hence ail these hu&e Appalachian

<3estr

r°m Whi0h the mountains have been since carved imply the

elSew

U

h

Ctl°n of exactly equal masses of some more ancient land
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It is further admitted, at least, I think, by all Pennsylvania

geologists, that this ancient land, whose destruction supplied

the materials for these immense deposits, existed to the east and

southeast of the Appalachian region. It is sufficient to mention

the increasing thickness of the strata towards the southeast and

the greater coarseness of their material in the same direction, to

convince almost every one that the palaeozoic land must be sought

there.

Having laid down these premises, I propose first to notice the

immense mass of the Appalachian deposit.

Pennsylvania contains at present about forty thousand square

miles of surface. Of this about nine-tenths are covered with the

palaeozoic rocks; that is, about thirty-six thousand square miles.

Since their elevation above water erosion has destroyed vast

quantities, but, as said above, there is positive evidence 1

they lay in horizontal sheets beneath the ancient ocean they

measured from eight miles at the east to three miles

in depth. It cannot, therefore, be excessive to assume

ern measurement as an average ove

done, we find the palaeozoic deposits of Pennsylvani

by a mass three miles thick and thirty-six thousand square mm*

This estimate is far below the truth for the following reasons:

whole area. If this be

resented

As mentioned above, nearly the i urn thickness

«

ployed over the whole area.
g

2. Vast quantities of material now lying outside of Fenn.

and Western New York, are omitted.

3. The corrugation and consequent contraction of theM
during the formation of the Appalachian earth-folds are

garded.
"

, ]„

The importance of this last fact must not be overlooked.^

paper by the author, read before the British Association
_

f

treal in 1884, and printed in the American NA^L

regj (

March, 1885, the great diminution of surface which tw^
in question underwent during the process of crump »^

pointed out. Palaeozoic Pennsylvania was far larger than^ ]

isting State. Could the strata be flattened out her area

much increased. Could we iron out—to borrow *^ mjl

laundry—her anticlines and synclines thousands of sq«

1

would be added to her size. The distance from n

1
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Harrisburg would be greater by many miles. The present Key-
stone State bears to the original palaeozoic Pennsylvania some-
what the relation which the skin of a shrivelled apple or potato

bears to the same skin when plump and fresh. But of this no

account is taken in the estimate given above.

Turning now to the consideration of the land from which all

this sediment was derived, we find that only about one-tenth

part of the State can have been above water in palaeozoic days,

and that this small portion lay in the southeastern corner.

All the rest is covered with palaeozoic rocks. This means that

the only visible source of the material of which these rocks are

composed and which we have found is a mass of at least thirty-six

thousand square miles in surface and three miles thick, is an area

in Pennsylvania of four thousand square miles. Restore in

Pagination these massive sheets of rock to their original source,

and it will be necessary to pile the material twenty-seven miles
n'gh on the palaeozoic land of the State in order to obtain a

sufficient supply,—

i

n order to build a quarry from which the

"vers and sea-waves of that age could cut out the blocks which,

*hen torn up and scattered, have composed the palaeozoic rocks
°f Pennsylvania.

A correction may be made in the above figures on account of
*e Probability that some of these sediments came from New
Jersey on the northeast and Maryland on the south. Parts of

<>th these States consist of archsean terranes now exposed and

° others now covered with later mesozoic red sandstones. But

^

all the areas in both States are added to the possible archsean
su ace of Pennsylvania, they will not more than double it, and

^ shall still be compelled to assign an enormous depth (thirteen

'
es

)
to the eroded ancient land before sufficient material is at

a™ to form the palaeozoic strata of Pennsylvania,

co I '

thCn
'

is the main factor in the Sreat Problem
under

fro u

rati
°"' the vastness of the mass that has been obtained

^ the archaean area in the southeast. I wish to take up now

shorts
'"011

°f the sub
Ject >

one which can be treated in ***

are

Space here available. Among these heavy deposits there

more

0tnitt,ng S°me thin and local beds
'
four great sandst°neS'

orde
°r 1CSS Pebbly- They are as follows in descending

^PottsviHeCongl,lomerate, Carboniferous.
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The Catskill-Pocono Conglomerate, Upper Devonian and Lower

Carboniferous.

The Oriskany Sandstone, Lower Devonian.

The Medina Sandstone, Middle Silurian.

All these vary much in thickness in different places, but all

are thickest and heaviest and contain the largest pebbles in the

eastern or southeastern part of the district, and all thin out,

more or less, towards the northwest. To assign to them an

average thickness that would satisfy every one is, probably, in-

possible, but the following attempt will be exact enough for my

present purpose. No doubt can be entertained of their origin;!

extension over the whole Appalachian area, though all four have

since been largely eroded.

The Medina, with the Oneida, maintains its mass over most

of its exposures in the State, showing less diminution westward

than some of the other strata. It is two thousand feet deep 10

the Kittatinny, and more than that in the Bald Eagle Range;

so that an average of one thousand feet may be safely assumed.

The Oriskany is the thinnest of the four, but its extent is not

less than that of the others. In some places it reaches three

hundred feet in thickness, but is usually much less. It maybe

therefore thrown out of our estimate of thickness altogether.

The Catskill—most massive of all, reaching seven thousand

feet in many places, consisting of sandstone and shale, and ma.n

taining at its last descent beneath the Alleghany Mountains

»

thickness of two thousand six hundred feet-may, wit^

danger of exaggeration, be considered the equivalent of ano

bed of sandstone one thousand feet thick. ,
.

The Pocono, varying from more than one thousand feetm

east to two hundred feet in the west, may represent another

hundred-foot mass.

A similar thickness may be given to the Pottsville, or i

boniferous Conglomerate, and we shall then have, as the eq^

alent of the great palaeozoic sandstones of Pennsylvania,

three thousand feet of sandstone,—a low estimate.
^|

The Catskill and Pocono, having no soft beds het^ 0ii,

may, for our present purpose, be counted as one sandst°n

^bb ;e5

In all these sandstones a part of the mass consists o

^ J
of milky quartz. This feature in the PottsviUe,

?oC0

^^
Lower Medina is so strongly developed that they "sua ,
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the name of Conglomerates. The pebbles vary in size from that

of a man's fist or larger in the east to that of a hazel-nut or a

pea in the west ; but they extend over the whole area, and form
a considerable part of the mass of the rock. They are as con-

spicuous in Ohio as in Pennsylvania, and everywhere closely

resemble one another.

It would be impossible to form any just estimate of the quan-
tity of these pebbles in the mass of the sandstone. In the first

place, their occurrence is uncertain. Over large areas much of

the rock is free from them, except in certain, or rather in un-

certain, layers ; and, secondly, almost everywhere except in the

<ast their proportion, even in the conglomeratic beds, is very

variable. Not unfrequently they form seventy-five per cent, of

the stone; at other times only an occasional pebble is present.

But, scattered as they are over so great an area and through so

great a thickness of strata, their whole quantity must be enor-

mous. Were we to assume that they compose only one per
cent, of the rock they would equal a bed thirty feet deep, with
an area of thirty-six thousand square miles.

Moreover, their rounded form, without a remaining angle-in

^7 case, proves two points —first, that the surviving pebbles
have been greatly rubbed down from their original
Pecially in the west, and, second, that innumerable fragments

ve not survived at all, but have been ground into sand by the
*ear and tear of their long pilgrimage over the ocean-bottom or

n whatever way we regard them, and from whatever point of

p'
ew

'
no d°ubt can be entertained that these pebbles of our

^nsylvania Conglomerates represent, in the whole, a huge

}a

aSS of milky quartz, and that this, in like manner, represents a

rolJT
^^ °f the Same material

-

from which
«
by crushin2

and
m

g, they have been derived. Every one is a monument, so

speak, to the memory of an angular block, broken, at some
^-distant day, from its parent-ledge, and rolled for years among
-•-'ies

: Juried

and sand until it was reduced to a smooth, small pebble,

in the Conglomerate Rock.

coumT
WaS this mass of milky °l

uartz
>
the Parent of the un~

quart
PebWeS °f the Conglomerates of Pennsylvania? Milky

SOUrc

Z 1S not a common mineral in large quantities. I know no
ce to which they can be ascribed except certain ledges of
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this material in the South Mountains, where the pre-pal»

rocks rise to-day from beneath the overlying strata.

Here, and here only, in Southeastern Pennsylvania can be

found the white vitreous quartz of which they are uniformly

composed. No other rock can have supplied them. There;;

abundance of quartz in the gneisses near Philadelphia, and i

Chester and other counties, but this quartz is not of the kU

from which these pebbles are made, nor does it occur in masse;

sufficiently large to supply them. Some of the other mate

of the palaeozoic sandstones may be ascribed to the destruction

of the gneiss-rocks. For the white pebbles, however, this or;

is not possible.

But though I have thus tracked these pebbles of the Pennsyl-

vanian Conglomerates to their only possible source in the south-

east, a serious difficulty stands in the way of further progress. I

have, without giving figures, dwelt on their enormous quantity

and the vastness of the mass of quartz which they represent

Now, the quartz-ledges of the old rocks in the South Mountains

are not thick, measuring only a few feet in most cases. Nor are

they numerous. They could never furnish quartz enough to

supply even the existing pebbles; and the extinct pebbles-

those ground down to sand—must have been even more than

those now surviving. If we break up all the quartz-Iedg--
J

present existing in the South Mountains, and eke them out with

the quartz-veins penetrating like threads the mass of the other

strata, these, when rounded into pebbles, will sink into utter in-

significance beside the mountain which would rise were all the

remaining quartz-pebbles of the Pennsylvanian
Conglomerate

collected into one place and piled together.
^

In conclusion, then, it follows from the facts here put for** •

whether the figures given be exact or not, that an alm°5'

'^
credible amount of material was eroded from the archsean &

of North America during palaeozoic days. In no oth

we account for the enormous palaeozoic deposits oi the &*
and Midland States. Yet it is not probable that the land e^

stood at any dizzy height above the sea. The slow secular

pression of which we have so abundant evidence from ever)

of the globe, and which in this very region has can

Pennsylvania down at least thirty thousand or fort

feet below its former level, is quite sufficient to account tor
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phenomena.. Let but the sea-margin, which was the loaded area,

sink somewhat faster than the dry land, which was the lightened

area, and we have all the conditions that were needed for the

erosion and denudation of the relatively rising surface to any

required amount. The only limit is some physical change which

could put a stop to the rising of the one or the sinking of the

other, and this came at the end of palaeozoic time, when the

Appalachian trough became full.

Another conclusion may be drawn from the facts stated in the

second part of this paper. I have pointed out the enormous
quantity of white vitreous quartz- pebbles that lie in the palaeozoic

sandstones of Pennsylvania, and have shown that their only

possible known source is the quartz-ledges of the South Moun-
tains. I have also shown that this source is very small when we
consider the total mass of the pebbles. It follows, therefore, that

at the time when these pebbles were made—that is, during the

palaeozoic era—there must have been a larger supply of white

quartz to afford their material. In other words, the pre-palaeozoic

rocks, with their quartz-ledges, must have been much more ex-

tensive then than they are now. The narrow strip along the

South Mountains and their continuation in Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, and Maryland, so far as the present subject is concerned,
can scarcely exceed one thousand square miles in area. It is

hard to avoid the inference that vast masses of ancient strata

nave totally disappeared from this region. Possibly such masses
existed, overlying more or less of the archaean area in the

southeast. If so we have at the same time a sufficient quarry
rom vvhich the rains and waves of that age could obtain their

ferial and a body of rock hard and thick enough to keep
m employed during those millions of years.
Any attempt to discuss further the place and extent of this

, surface must be reserved for another time. It may have
^eriam more or less of the soft gneiss-rocks of Pennsylvania and
ave been since removed. It may have been crumpled into anti-

jnal folds with the gneiss, as are now the palaeozoic rocks ; or it

^ to a greater or less extent have been contracted in area by
e remendous lateral compressing force to which this region has

sh

n Sub
Jected. Or, again, one portion to the east may have been

in otif

°Ver °n another to the west
>
as has happened, we now find,

mer parts of the State and in other places in the world. All
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this must be left for further investigation. My purpose in this

paper has been to show that the sandstone beds of Middle and

Western Pennsylvania imply the past existence of quartz-rocks

more extensive by far than their present remains would indicate,

and that the white pebbles of these Conglomerates imply an im-

mense extension of the ledges of milky quartz that are now to be

seen in the rocks of the South Mountains.

In the map and section accompanying this paper an attempt is

made to represent to the eye the leading facts in the argument

It is of course quite impossible to draw the latter to scale, nor

would any useful purpose be served by the attempt. The un-

colored portions show the soft beds lying between the sandstones,

which are really in most cases thicker than the sandstones them-

selves. The only points which the section is intended to bring

out are the profound Appalachian trough in which the palaeozoic

sediments were deposited, the westward thinning of all, both sand-

stones and shales, and the fining of the Conglomerates in the

! direction.
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THE PROGRESS OF ARACHNOLOGY IN AMERICA.

BY LUCIEN M. UNDERWOOD, PH.D.

NOTWITHSTANDING all that is said and written to the
11 contrary, the student of entomology still continues to do
miscellaneous work in the " description of new and little known
species;" and so long as this miscellaneous fever continues, so
long must some one periodically gather up the fragments, in

order to save future species-makers the trouble of re-describing
what has already been fully described. In these days of such
multiplicity of periodical literature it is difficult for the aspiring
student—many times far away from the friendly counsel of some
one wiser than himself, and away from the larger libraries that
would supply many deficiencies—to know what others have
already written on any particular family, and where the scat-
tered literature may be found, in order that he may have a sub-
stantial basis on which to work. However a worker may modify
his views later in life in regard to the proper methods and sub-
jects for investigation, he will invariably develop his enthusiasm,
1 e have any, in a systematic study of some life-group in
*hlch his first ambition is to name the species of his collection.
« e may afterwards leave his first love as his mature views cause
irr

>
to recognize the greater importance of morphological and

*bryological work, but he will rarely, if ever, commence his

entomological career in any other way. Here our leaders in

ntomology may well take a suggestion) for at the early stages

systematic study too many young persons become hopelessly
jouraged who might with proper encouragement become en-

stu<T

StlC W°rkers
- Fi"ding no accessible elementary aids to

y, and finding such aids as do exist scattered through

towT
Sfter V°1Ume °f "Transactions" never found in their

mi?ht°

r
°0lIege library, they abandon a field -in which they

path
^^ Valuable Editions to science for one whose entering

stM
Wa
^

Seems less beset with difficulties,—*'.*., they leave the

tt rtomologyentireiy
-

withstanding the many valuable papers that have appeared

P^dictl
yearS °n °Ur American Hymenoptera, we venture to

stud, r
none of them will do so much to stimulate .the
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" Synopsis of Families and Genera," which the author too mod-

estly styles a " compilation." The reason is obvious; and those

who desire to stimulate the beginner must proceed with eyes

open, and bear the necessities of the case in mind.

It has been customary in many groups to publish periodical

check-lists, which may possibly serve some useful purpose, but

as a rule they are scarcely of a value equal to the labor bestowed

upon them, since a little additional labor and a small increase of

volume would make of a mere list of names a valuable index to

the literature of an order and an outline of its known geographical

distribution.

The literature pertaining to the American species of Arach-

nida, like that on most zoological groups, is exceedingly scat-

tered, and up to the present time no resume has been prepared

that will at once place the student in the possession of the always

welcome information regarding the present status of the subje

The first recorded observations on the spiders of the North

American fauna were by Lewis Bosc and Thomas Abbot, neither

of which reached publication. Bosc left manuscript notes, to-

gether with colored drawings of twenty-five Carolina spider*.

entitled " Sur les Araignees de la Caroline." The names of his

species were published by Baron Walckenaer in 1805, but U

descriptions did not appear until the publication of the r>

two volumes of "Apteres," in 1837. Thomas Abbot, bejg

known by his work on the Lepidoptera, prepared an extensive

series of illustrations of Georgian spiders, accompanied by-u&

script "Notes and Observations on the Drawings of the bpi

of Georgia." Knowledge of the date of preparation ot

series of drawings, as well as of its present place and coin

^
of preservation, is wanting, but it was in London as ear

1802, and was purchased by Baron Walckenaer in 1821.

five hundred and thirty-five figures only three hundred co

classified with any certainty by Walckenaer, and the e^
^

tions were published by him in his "Apteres." Very

r^
these species have been identified in recent times, owing a^

|
no doubt, to the fact that these southern tramping-g r°" ^
the pioneers of American entomology have never been

^ei oi

by recent investigators. As many of the species are ^
color, which among spiders is exceedingly variable, * ^
on more constant structural characters, there are

,
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The writings of these pioneers were unknown to Say, who pub-

lished in 1 82 1 a paper on the lower Arachnida, describing twenty-

four species of Acarina and eight species of Arthrogastra. As
we have already published elsewhere bibliographic lists of these

two groups, 1 we shall confine the account here given of the

literature to the true spiders [Aranece).

The work of Baron Walckenaer has been mentioned already

in connection with that of Bosc and Abbot In the first two

volumes of "Apteres" he described two hundred and forty-four

North American species, of which two hundred and twenty-six

were from Georgia and Carolina. Of these, one hundred and
seventy, over two-thirds, are distributed among the four genera,—
Lycosa, twenty ; Attus, sixty-six ; Thomisus, twenty-seven ; and

Epeira, fifty-seven.

Nicholas Hentz began his study of the spiders of the Southern

States in 1 82 1, and his publications in the Journal of the Boston

Society of Natural History from 1842 to 1850 form the basis of

the study of arachnology in this country. These papers, with

others by the same author, have since been reprinted in the

"Occasional Papers" of the Boston Society (1875). Hentz de-

scribed two hundred and fifty species, of which one hundred
and ninety-nine, or four-fifths, were from the Southern States,

chiefly North Carolina and Alabama, where he resided for a

|°
ng time. Of these, one hundred and fifty have not yet been

identified by recent investigators. Add to this number those

described by Walckenaer, and we have from the Southern States
*lone a total of three hundred and seventy-five species of spi-

»ur lists, with no specimens

As Hentz nowhere mentions

lore than probable that he was
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not familiar with it, and that he redescribed some, if not many,

of Walckenaer's species.

Nothing more appeared until 1854, when Charles Girard pub-

-captions of Mygale hentzii and Lycosa pilosa, collected

on Marcy's Red River expedition. The former is the "tar»-

tula" of the Southwest, so commonly found in collections.

Ten years later (1864) Count Keyserling commenced a series

of papers, largely on American spiders, which have resulted ii

some of the most extensive monographs that have appeared oa

tin- spiders of this or any land. The first two papers

Were on the Epeiridae, or round-web spiders; later have appeared

eight shorter papers, the last six (1879-84) forming a series el-

titled "Neue Spinnen aus Amerika." Most import

however, are his elegant quartos, " Die Spinnen Am
which two volumes have already appeared. The first, 00 tbe

Thomisida?; or laterigrade spiders, appeared in 1880, and de-

scribes three hundred and fifteen species, of which one hundrri

and eighteen are new. These are from all Amen,
well as North. The second volume, on the Theridi ^
in two parts (1884 and 1886), and describes three hundred ad

twenty-five species, of which two hundred and thirl

new. One hundred and thirty-five, including seventy-five^ fK*

species, are from North America ; the remainder are from South

America.

In 1869, Giebel described six species of spiders from Vtm
of which four were new. Two years later (1871) Anton

J^
serer published extensive notes on the Mygalidse, or t^?"

^
spiders, of which a considerable number were from A
gave a revision of the genera, which is now largely followed -

1875 he published a supplementary paper on the sat-

in the same year also appeared a paper by John

on spiders from Canada, describing five new species from

vicinity of Montreal.

Rev. O. P. Cambridge, the well-known author of "TheSp^

of Dorset," published in 1874 and 1875 two short papa*
^

some New Species of Erigone from North America;' ^
1 88 1 a paper on " Newfoundland Spiders." In i«74» J' "^
erton, who has done more in recent, times than any

American to bring to light new forms of our spider^^
menced publication of the results of his studies.

One
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first efforts was the editing, with valuable supplement. 1

of Hentz's writings, above mentioned. He afterwards (1875)
published sundry notes in the American Naturalist on the cave

spiders of Virginia, and described two species from Colorado as

an appendix to one of Thorell's papers. In 1878 he published

a popular elementary work on the " Structure and i

Spiders." This was largely used in the preparation

which were printed in the Report of the Entomologu V
of Ontario for 1879, and in the "Standard N
1882 he commenced a series of papers on the spiders of New
England, and has already given us valuable monographs of the

families Therididc-e (1882), Epeiridae (1884). an I

He has in course of preparation papers on the other :

the same region. In these three papers he has described one
hundred and seventeen new species, divided among the three

•amines as follows: Therididae, eighty-five; Epeiridae, twelve;

•x\ twenty. This unusually large number results

• that previous workers had described species largely
from the Southern States.

In 1875, Dr. Thorell, well known by his various works on

spiders as well as by various papers on the scorpions

• \ published a short " Notice of Some Spiders from

rador »

'
in which he described seven new species. Two years

er (1877) he published a second paper, on the "Aranea.- coi-

ned in Colorado in 1875 by A. S. Packard ;'* twenty-six species
re dcscr«bed as new ; this is almost the only paper that ha* fet

Ppcared on the spiders of the region west o( the M

*cv
- H. C. McCook has published, in the Proceedings of the

'adelphia Academy (1876-83), a series of interesting papers

°" e habits of some of the web-building spiders ; these in-

c a»so the descriptions of some new species.

,• Scudder, in 1877, and Dr. George Marx, in 1 881, de-

b u
"eW sPecies of Lycosidae, with accounts of t

ending habits.

the Peckhams, of Milwaukee, commenced the pub-

ocw species of Attidse, or jumping spiders; twenty-
sPecies are described, of which twenty-one are new.

thrtT^
in l886

> ^ofessor Atkinson, of Chapel HiK.

^ Papers, has described some new Mygaiidae, or trap-door
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spiders, from that region ; many interesting notes of habits and

nests are also given. A few other short papers will be referred

to in the classified list of literature given below.

The above descriptive and systematic works describe from the

region north of Mexico nine hundred and thirty-five species in-

cluded in one hundred and thirty-seven genera. (This, of course,

excludes those species which have been already reduced to syno-

nymes.) They are distributed in families as follows:

Thomisid^e...

Drassid^e .

DlCTYNID.

Uloborid

Totals 137 933

Of course, the above numbers may be somewhat reduced, as

a study of Southern forms will cause an identification

Walckenaer's species with those of Hentz, with the usual

harvest of synonymes.

So far as is known to us, only five persons are actively en-

gaged in the study of the Arachnida in America.2
J-

H. Erne

is continuing his study of the spider fauna of New Englai^

Professor Atkinson is at work on the Mygalidse; the Peckha

wili

are studying the Attidae ; and Dr. Marx, of Washington,
»

of the scorpions. Europe, O-

Keyserling is continuing his researches, and will doubtless
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much to his already extensive contributions. It would seem

that so interesting a group would attract a wider range of

students, not only in systematic work, but in the investigation of

the deeper and more fundamental questions of morphology and

embryology, which offer a field almost wholly unexplored, full

of questions waiting to be settled by careful extended study. 1

In the study of geographical distribution other interesting ques-

tions offer themselves. Besides the problem of the spiders of

the South above alluded to, which ought to demand immedi-
ate attention from some one, the great interior is almost wholly

unexplored in reference to its spider fauna ; Thorell's few species

from Colorado and a few others described by Keyserling repre-

sent the condition of our knowledge of this region. From the

Pacific coast comes a more pressing need for study, as scarcely

a score of species have been described from California.2

As among many groups of life forms, both plant and animal,

there is greater need of revision of families than there is of the

miscellaneous and often hurried description, here and there, of a
few "species supposed to be new" by some one only partly

Miliar with the literature of the subject. We can better afford

Jo
wait five or ten years for a monograph of a family prepared

J?

some one who has thoroughly studied and compared the

American species, than at the end of the same period to be
°Wiged to search hither and yon for descriptions written by

'We would not neglect to mention in this connection the valuable paper by Mr.

by T\t'
L°Cy

:

" °bservations on the Development of Agekna nczvia," published

* e Museum of Comparative Zoology at Cambridge.

f

We comPare the distribution of a single family, the Epeirid*, as now known

of the

Van°US ^^ °f America
>

il wiU Probably serve as a type of the

scribed A
1"*-8™15 °f thC Arachnida

-
0f the one hundred and seventy-two de'

fL^f,
ra
\ distribution

(at least east of Sierras) *

Con \ I dlstribut«l east of the Mississippi 25

g
n
J
ned ^ Northern V .. '..' 2 S

mined to so,: Qja
)

93
1 .rMncludes seventy-one of Walckenaer's species and fourteen

From New
n

E J"*™""^
identified.)

pSSuftJ

J

Vl0untain RegionVolorado and I

Pl°* Texas"™.!!

kachnides
i\

C figures Simon described s

France" and Westring thirty-four spe
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various persons, whose over-anxiety for fame could not r

giving premature birth to " sundry new species."

Meanwhile, well-constructed synopses that represent ca

comparisons and will serve as a thorough index to what is know

of a subject are not out of place, and will greatly assist begi

in their study. In this matter our American arachnologists

well pattern after the elegant models set them by Simor

Keyserling, in placing a carefully prepared synoptic tab

genera and species at the head of each article. A descri

work without such a synopsis is as faulty as a work of refei

without an index or a library without a card catalogue.

In order to render this paper practical for students who d

to enter this attractive group of animal life, we present, fii

synoptic table of families, translated from Simon's admirable

"Les Arachnides de France," followed by a summary
literature of the American species :

\—Copulatory organ of the $ enveloped by the tarsal article of the maliped,'

is hollowed in the form of a cupule, or, at least, much enlarged; 9 *

epigyne3

Copulatory organ of the ^ inserted under the tarsal article [of the mil

without modifying its form ; Cj without an epigyne
$.—Eyes equal or sub-equal, of ; a transverse group'

Eyes unequal, always similar,- occupying the entire length of the head.

forming a group as deep or deeper than wide (sub-order, Ar. oculats

1 Before an attempt is made to use this table the reader may, with profit

>

ibe with spreading mouth about houses and in the grass. The males w3

adily distinguished by their enlarged " palpi." The female reproductive
or.

01 be found at the base of the abdomen below. This spider is the Agtk* «

•longing to the first family under « R.»
2
Thefatte-mactoire of Simon is, perhaps, best called maliped; it is the"P!

The epigyne repre

its fundamental fo "IIIto ?„'„":,:ZltJZZ

der. Cf. Emerton, " Structui

, and by two larger tubes w

e and Habits of Spiders."

,„
i spiders,—(1) con

™cn

5

d

c: IpTe? nocturnal v
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C—Cephalothorax raised, prismatic; face triangular D
Cephalothorax truncate anteriorly; face quadrate; eyes in three rows (4, 2,

D.—Eyes placed in four rows (2, 2, 2, 2) Oxyopidae. 2

Eyes placed in three rows (4, 2, 2) Lycosidae.

E.-Tarsi with three claws I

F.—With three pairs of spinnerets G
With only one pair of spinnerets Palpimanid^.

Anterior median eyes diurnal, all the others nocturnal ; second pair of legs

longer than either the first or fourth Drassidae.
H—Maxillary lamellae 3 straight ; fillet* very narrow Sparassidee.

fillet large Thomisidae.

-
> parallel lines Dictynidae.

Eyes similar, the lateral (at least the posterior) much rem
^-Cephalic portion very convex, strongly separated from the thoracic portion

;

median eyes unequal, forming a compact group, separated from the lateral

by two lines
. Eresims.

Cephalic portion Bat, < equal, little removed from the

lateral of the first row Uloborid*.'

X
larsi formed of only two articles P

•-With two pairs of spinnerets, the lower more developed Enyoidje.

~Vnnerets equal, arranged in a r e Pholcidae.3

e upper [spinneret] much longer, formed of two or three articles-HERSixiDjE.
-Wet as wide or wider than the ocular area Q
Q.^^^^an the ocular area R

P alothorax oval, elongate, the cephalic portion narrow, raised ; spinnerets

ce

Cq

h

Ua1
'
a11 formed of a single article Therididae.

uPper spinneret long, of two articles....'. Urocteid^E.

flfcerH^
8 kn°Wn to be rePresented in the United States are in bold-face type,

3
Th'e

S 1S PlaCed by ^a* "1 writers with the Lycosidae.

*Tbefia

n^"7 lamdlCE are enlarSements of the coxal articles of the maIiPeds -

J The, f
IS thC SpaCe between the eyes and the base of the mandibles {cheliceres.)

X% lHlrib
trUm

" a C°mb °f Stiff hairS °n thC Penultimate joint °f the f°Urth

P^ced in I™
eUum iS an additional spinning organ covered with fine tubes and

Emm
1011

!
01 ^spinnerets.

Bid*. °
n

' foll°wing Blackwall, places the species of this family in the Ciniflo-

7Tllelegsinm™ -a . ^ h.Vh
sppearsin jh

spiders are formed of seven articles; the onychium, which

8^°n^t
m
>v

es

;

ftT an eighth -

V°L. xxi
y With the Therididse'
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R.—Median anterior eyes diurnal, all the others nocturnal
; $ genital article cup-

shaped, covering the copulatory organ ; epigyne of 2 in the form °f l

Eyes (or, at least, the four anterior) all diurnal ; C^ genital article herniate,

encompassing the copulatory organ ; epigyne of 2 provided with a hook ::

S.—Mandibles (cheliceres) inserted vertically, their second articles bending underlie

Mandibles inserted horizontally, their second articles bending longitudinal!?

downward ; eyes 8, of which two are diurnal (sub-order, Ar. theraphosai I

5yes forming a compact group Dysde::;

Dyes disposed in three separate groups Scytodid*.'

With a single pair of epigastric stigmata ; 2 with a calamistr

The following is a classified arrangement of the principal lit-

erature on American spiders, which will summarize what has

been somewhat briefly reviewed above. A few of the m

portant European works are added, as they contain n

general value on the subject

:

Baron Walckenaer.—Histoire Naturelle des Insectes,—Apteres. Tome i.

on Araneina (1837).

N. M. Hentz.—Descriptions and Figures of the Araneides of the United |

in Jour. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., iv. 54-57, 223-231, 386-396 (
l84J

v. 189-202, 352-369, 444-478 (1845-47); vi. 18-35, 27 I-\9S
T

(

T

l8

S)

Sut&
printed with other papers in one volume,-The Spiders of the United M»

8vo. Boston (1875). ^

C. G. GlEBEL°-Ueber einige Spinnen aus Illinois; in Ztitschrifi
f*>f**f

Naturwissensch., 1869, 248-253.

JOHN Blackwall.—Notice of Spiders captured by Mis:

Canada, with descriptions of species supposed to be new to araunw.-»

Annals and Mag. of Nat. Hist, (fourth series), viii. 429-436(^ |
T. Thorell.—Notice of some 6piders from Labrador; in Proc. Boston

Hist.,xvu. 490-504 (1875).
T MD .in*

Araneae collected in Colorado in 1875 by A. S. Packard, Jr.,
*****

V. S. Geo/. Survey (Hayden), iii. 477-529 (1877)- ,. . 1$
J. H. Emertonv J, in American^^S

Spiders Common to New England and Europe; in Psyche, i. ^ 29~ 3^^.
Structure and Habits of Spiders. l2mo. Salem (1878).

Copious

this popular work appear in the « Annual Report of the Entojnafc

,

of Ontario- for ,879, and in vol. ii. of the « Standard Natural History-

• Emerton unites this family with
Myg.vi
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3RAF. Eugene Keyserling.—Amerikanische Spinnenarten aus den Familien Phol-

coidse, Scytodoidae und Dysderoidse; in Verhandl. d. k. k. zool.-bot. Gescll-

uhaft, xsm. 205-234(1877).

—Neue Spinnen aus Amerika, vi. Theile; in Verhandl. d. k. k. zool.-bot. Gesell-

uhaft, xxix. 293-350 (1879); xxx. 547-582 (1880); xxxi. 269-314 (1881);

xxxii. 195-229 (1882); xxxiii. 649-684(1883); xxxiv. 489-534 (1884).

3. P. Cambridge.—Newfoundland Spiders ; in Proc. Royal Physical Soc. Edinb.,

II. EUROPEAN.

E. Simon.—Les Arachnides de France, tome i.-v. Paris (1874-84).

of those spiders not yet found in Dorsetshire. 2 vols. Sherborne (1879-81).

I. Thorell.—On European Spiders. Part I.—Review of the European Genera

of Spiders. Upsalise ( 1 869-70).—Remarks on Synonyms of European Spiders (1870-73).

I '-!. | : —Preussische Spinnen. Danzig (1866-79).
L. Becker.—Les Arachnides de Belgique. Bruxelles (1882).

HI. SPECIAL LITERATURE ON LEADING FAMILIES. 1

A. EPEIRIDjE.

fcw. E. Keyserling.—Beschreibungen neuer und wenig bekannter Arten aus d

Familie Orbitelae Latr. oder Epeiridse Sund. ; in Sitzungsber. des Jsiszu Dresde

1863, 63-! 54 (,864).—Beitrage zur Kenntniss der Orbited Latr.; in Verhandl. d. k. k. zool.-b,

Gesellschafl, xv. 799-856 (1865).
V «. Emerton.—New England Spiders of the Family EpeiridcE ; in Trans. Con

^•,vi. 295-342 (1884).
B

-
G. Wilder.—[Notes on Nephila plumipes] in Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist.,

• C, xMcCook.—On Webs of New Species 1

™»oc.Phila. Acad., l876, 2oo, 2oi.

Spiders (verbal <

ine Basilica Spider and her Snare; in Proc. Phila. Acad., 1878, 124-135.

^e Snare of the Ray Spider {Epeira radiosa),—A New Form of Orb-Web;
KP'oc. Phila. Acad., 1881, 163-175.

^-How Orb-Weaving Spiders make the Frame-work or Foundation of Webs

;

™ Proc. PhUa. Acad^ l88l> 430-435.
Snares of Orb-Weaving Spiders; in Proc. Phila. Acad., 1882, 254-257.

^Wfc Marx.—Description of Gasteracantha rufospinosa; in Entomologica

Americana,
ii. 25, 26 (1886).

See also Simon, Les Arachnides de France, tome i.

f

E
- Keyserling.—Die Spinnen Amerikas. II. Therididas.

Ittrnb"g (1884). 2 H&lfte, Nurnberg (1886).

jV8 Ae following special papers on each of these families, many
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Cambridge.—On some New Species of Erigone from North America

parts; in Proc. Zool. Soc. London. 1874, 428-442; 1875, 393-405.

Emerton.—New England Spiders of the Family Therididce ; in Trans. Cm
had., xi. 1-86(1882).

Graf. E. Keyserling.—Die Spinnen Amerikas.

Niirnberg (1880).

H. C. McCook.—rNote on the probable Geographica

the Trade Winds; in Proc. Phila. Acad., 1878, ]

See also Simon, Les Arachnides de France, 1

. W. and E. G. Peckham.—Descriptions of New or Little-Known Spiders of

Family Attidas from various parts of the United States of North Amei

Pp. 36. Milwaukee (1883).

[. C. McCook.—Note on Two New California Spiders and their Nests (ve

1 Proc. Phila. Acad., 1883, 276-278.

lides de France, tome iii.

O. P. Cambridge.—On

^74. 370-4I9

Graf. E. Keyserling.—Ueber Amerikanische Spinnen Arte

Citigradae; in Verhandl. d. k. k. zool.-bot. Gtsellschaft, xxvi. 6oa-7°8 '
'

J. H. Emerton—The Lycosa at Home ; in American Naturalist, iv. 664, °5 (
l

jNew England Spiders of the Family Lycosidce ; in Trans. Conn. Aca ,

481-505 (1885).

S. H. Scudder.—The Tube-Constructing Ground-Spider of Nantucket, 1

ii. 2-9(1877).
_ ^

George Marx.—On some New Tube-Constructing Spiders ; in American

xv. 396-400(1881). ,sd
H. C. McCook.—Note on the Intelligence of the American Turret-bpi

in Proc. Phila. Acad., 1883, 131, I32 -

S. B. Buckley—The Tarantula and its Destroyer; in Proc. Amer. *

U8, 139 (1862).

Anton AussERER.-Beitrage zur Kenntniss der Arachniden FamiU

telaris Thorell; in Verhandl d k k. zool.-bot.
Gesellschaft,

J

('871).
,

Zweiter Beitrag zur Kenntniss der Arachniden Familie der Tern

Ibid., xxv. 125-206(1875).
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J.
T. Moggridge.—Harvesting Ants and Trap-Door Spiders; with Supplementary

Descriptions of Species by Rev. O. P. Cambridge. London (1873-74).

H. C. McCook.—Restoration of Limbs in Tarantula; in Proc. Phila. Acad. 1883,

196, 197.

George F. Atkinson.—A New Trap-Door Spider; in American Naturalist, xx.

583-593 (1886).

A Family of Young Trap-Door Spiders ; in Entomologica Americana, ii. 87-92

(1886).

Descriptions of some New Trap-Door Spiders, their Notes (sic) and Habits;

in Entomologica Americana, ii. 109-117, 128-137 (1886).

Syracuse University, August, 1887.

HISTORY OF GARDEN VEGETABLES.

BY E. LEWIS STURTEVANT, A.M., M.D.'

Egg-Plant. Solatium melongena L.

THE egg-plant seems not to have been known in Europe in

1 the time of the ancients. The Arab physician, Ebn Baithar,

who wrote in the thirteenth century, speaks of it, and cites

Phases, who lived in the ninth century.3 Albertus Magnus,3
who lived in Europe in the thirteenth century, mentions it,—

W sic inveninutur tres sapores in melangena, amarus acutus
et Opticus." Ibn-al-awan, a Moorish Spaniard of the twelfth

century, describes four species, and the Nabatheenne agriculture

Slx
-\ According to Jessen/ Avicenna, who flourished about

**D
- 595. knew it, and called it Badingan. This latter word,

^•ously spelled, is the present name in Hindustanee, Arabic,
ers'an, and Sumatran,6 and the closely corresponding English

*

^e in India is Brinjal, and Begoon
;

8 in Spain, Berengena; or

=>an Domingo, Beringene.* Bretschneider IO says the egg-plant

be ldentified in the " Ts'i min yao shu," a Chinese work on

'Director of the New York Agricultural Experiment Station, Geneva.

^ Candolle,Orig.deS Pl.Cult.. 22o.

^•^4;
' LeLmed,Agric '
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agriculture of the fifth century, and is described in later writings

of 1590, 1640, and 1742. Acosta 1 mentions, as amoi

vegetables carried from Spain to America, the " Becengenes, or

apples of Love ;" and Piso,2 in 1658, figures the egg-plant among

Brazilian plants, under the name of Belingela.

The various European names are given as below: in Belgian,

veramgenes, eierplant ; in English, apples of love, madde apples,

egg-plant; in France, albergine, avbergine, beringene, brehhmt,

bringele, magrinan, mayenne, melanzane, merangene, meringeant,

verinjeane, viadase ; in Germany, Eierpflanze ; in Italy, petond-

ano, melanzacca, maringiani ; in Portugal, bringela; in Spain,

berengena?

These names are largely derived from the Arabic melongcnaf

as given by Rauwolf.

The egg-plants first known in Europe appear to belong to the

class we now grow for ornament, and the fruit resembling an

egg. They were of various colors. Fuchsius (1542)
mentions

the purple and the yellow; Tragus (1552), who says they have

recently reached Germany from Naples, names the same colors;

Lyte's "Dodoens" (1586) reads two kinds—one purple and the

other pale or whitish. In 1587, Dalechamp figures three km ,

—the one long, another obscurely pear-shaped, and the thir

rounded,—and mentions the colors purple, yellow, and as

colored; Gerarde (1597) says white, yellow, or brown; Dodo-

nams (1616) mentions the oblong and round, white and purpe>

Marcgrav, in 1648, describes a round and yellow fruit; J-BaU '

(165 1) names various sorts—the long, the deep, and the-torn

yellow, purple, and whitish. Bontius, in 1658, desc"beS

olof

wild plant of Java as oblong and round, or spherical, the w

yellow ; the cultivated sorts purple or white, etc. RauW°'
ash

.

particularly described these plants at Aleppo in 1574-
^

colored, yellow, and purple.
color

|

At present the purple egg-plant is almost the ^
grown in our kitchen-gardens, but there are many sorts g

^
in other regions. The purple and the white °^\^ j

named for American gardens in 1806, as also in Eng

1807, in France in 1824, etc. In the Mauritius, Bojer

1 Acosta, Hist, of the Ind., Eng. ed., 1604, 294. p, p t.,2j-
3 Piso, De Ind. Utrinsque. 1658, 210. 3 Vilmorin, Les

^^
* Rauwolf, Ex Bauh., I'hytopin., 1596, 300. ' Bojer, Hort. M»
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three varieties, and the purple and white colors. In India,

Carey
1

says, there are several varieties in constant cultivation

by the natives, such as green, white, purple, yellow, etc. Fir-

minger 2 describes purple-, black-, and white-fruited forms; and
Speede 3 names the purple and white in six varieties. In Cochin
China, Loureiro describes five sorts, purple, white, and variegated.

There are two sorts of plants to be recognized,—(a) the one
with the stems, leaves, and calyxes unarmed, or nearly so;

(*) the other with the stems, leaves, and calyxes more or less

aculeate.

a. The first sort is figured by Fuchsius (1542), and by suc-

ceeding authors up to the present date.

b. The second sort is first noticed, so far as I can ascertain, by
Camerarius in 1588, and has continued to the present time.

The varieties now grown in American gardens can be divided

very readily into four types,—the oval, the round, the long, and
the oblong or pear-shape,—and the following synonymy can be

established

:

I- The Oval. This, at present, includes but ornamental sorts,

and our present forms show a marked improvement in evenness
and regularity over the older forms.

a. Calyx not Spiny.

Jfobinsana. Fuch., 1542, 513; Roszlin, 1550, 117; Tragus,

1552,894; Pinaeus, 1561, 514; Ger., 1597, 274; Swertius, 1612,

mala insana vel 1

'*;*. 1591. l 268.
ffongena, seu mala insana. Cam., Epit, 1586, 820.

flongena. Matth., Opera., 1598. 760.
fhnzane. Cast. Dur!, 1617, 279.
planum pomiferum fructu rotundo. J.

Bauh., 165 1, Hi. 618.
meongena arabum. Chabr., 1673, 524.A^ergtne blanche. Vilm., 1883, 27.

b. Calyx Spiny.

Montana fmctu pallido. Hort. Eyst, 1713; Aut. Ord., i

'h*]s°rt-, 1613.

Zkt' ESS-Plant. N. Y. Sta., 1886.
11 The Round.

Hort. Beng., 16. * Firminger, Card, in India, 155-

ofGard., 177.
'';e-k-.
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a. Calyx not Spiny.

Belingela. Marcg., 1648, 24; Piso, 1658, 210.

Aubergine ronde de Chine. Decaisne & Naudin, Man.,

Black Pekin. Ferry, 1883 ; Hovey, 1866.

b. Calyx Spiny.

Black Pekin. Greg., 1886; Thorb., 1886.

III. The Long. This varies much in size and proportion,—if

the Chinese variety described by Kizo Tamari x as recently intro-

duced into Japan belongs to this class. He says it is about 01

inch in diameter by one foot and a half long. This form may

be either straight or curved.

a. Calyx not Spiny.

Melantzana arabum melongena. Lugd., 1587, ii., app., 23.

Solanum pomiferum fructu incurvo. J. Bauhin, 165 1, iii- 619;

Chabr., 1673, 524; Pluk., Phyt, 1691, t. 226, p. 2.

Aubergine violette longue. Decaisne & Naudin, Man., iv. 287'

b. Calyx Spiny.

Aubergine violette longue. Vilm., 1883, 24.

IV. The Oblong, or Pear-Shaped. This form is a swollen fr^

with an elongation towards the summit, in some of i'

shaped like the powder-horn gourd.

a. Calyx not Spiny.

., 1587, ii., app.,

f hative. Vilm., 1883,

:

b. Calyx Spiny.

Solanum pomiferum magnus fructu, etc. Pluk., Phy*-.
!

Melongena. Tourn., 17 19, t. 65.
American Large Purple. Burr, 1863, 609.

a and Bed*

giam were applied by Rauwolf to the long-fruited h^
may note that the Arabic words melongen
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calyx not spiny, while the word Batleschaim, or Melanzana Bat-

leschaim,was applied to the spiny-calyx form of the pear-shaped,

—if Gronovius's 1 synonymy is to be trusted.

Every type in the varieties that I have seen under cultivation

can be, with certainty, referred to one of the four forms above

named. The oval-form type is figured in 1542, as we have

shown; the round type in 1648, in Brazil; the long type, by

Dalechamp, in 1587; and the pear-shaped type also in 1587.

All the colors now noted, and more, receive notice in the ancient

writers. As we have confined our synonymy to those authors

who have given figures, and have omitted those who but de-

scribed, however certainly the descriptions would apply, we can

claim accuracy as to our facts.

We, hence, have no evidence that types have originated

through cultivation in recent years, and we have strong evidence

that types have continued unchanged through long-continued

cultivation under diverse climates. It is but as we examine

variation within types that we see the influences of cultivation.

11 is not altogether in. size. The oval-fruited is described by

Dodonaeus (1616) as of the form and size of an egg, but he

^ys that in ^Egypt, where the plant is wild, it attains double or

frree times this size, which it has in France and Germany.

%, in 1686, compares the size of the long-fruited to that of

an egg, or of a cucumber,—a comparison that would answer for

to-day, as cucumber size covers a wide range ; but he adds that

toe curved form is like a long gourd. The figures of the pear-

sh*ped in 1719 indicate a fruit which compares well with the

J

SUal sizes grown at the present time. It is in regularity of

l0

^> and in the large size of selected strains, that we see the

"Wuence arising from careful selection and protected growth.

hat other influence has climate exercised ? We do not know.
hls sketch illustrates the point I have already made in my

Udy of ^e dandelion, celery, and other vegetables—that types

° varieties have great fixity, are not produced through human

Or
.

ectl0n and cultivation, and, I wish I could add in this case,

"gmated from wild prototypes ; but, unfortunately, I find no

Z

,

T records of the variation observed in feral, or spon-

*****
Plants.
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Elecampane. Inula helenium L.

The use of this plant is now nearly abandoned, although it

was once highly regarded as an aromatic tonic. Columella,

Pliny, and Palladius mention its culture by the Romans of the

first and third centuries. Vegetius Renatus, about the begin-

ning of the fifth century, calls it Inula campana, and St. Isidore,

in the beginning of the seventh, names it Inula, adding "quam

Alam rustici vocant." It is frequently mentioned in Anglo-

Saxon writings on medicine before the Norman conquest, and

was the "marchalan" of the Welsh physicians of the thirteenth

century, and was generally well known during the middle ages.'

The root is the valuable part, and it was used for candying into

a sweetmeat, as well as for a medicine, and is sometimes even

now used in distilling absinthe in order to give a flavor. It was

in American gardens in 1806,2 and its seed is yet advertised m

some of our seed-catalogues.

The Elecampane is called, in France, aulnee, aromate german-

ique, aunee, oeil-de-cheval ; in Germany, alant; 3 in Anglo-

Saxon, hors-helene ; in Italy, clenio or cnida campana*

The plant, now naturalized in places in the United States, is

native to Southern and Central Europe, extending eastward to

the Caucasus, Southern Siberia, and in the Himalayas. It aW

occurs in Southern England and Ireland, Norway, and Finlan .

Endive. Cichorium endivia L.

There are two distinct forms of endive—the one the curie

L

the other the broad-leaved. The first does not seem to
.

J»v

been known to the ancients, although Dioscorides* and r m
name two kinds. In the thirteenth century Albertus Magn«

names also two kinds, the one with narrower leaves than.1

other; and in 1542 Fuchsius 8 figures two kinds of like «

tion, and like forms are noted in nearly all the earlier bottf

A curled broad-leaved form is figured by Camerarius' m
^|

Dalechampius,10
1587; Gerarde," 1597, etc lt 1S

' °

» Pharmacographia, 1879, 3%°. * Mci
3 Vilmorin, Les PI. Pot., 28. * Pick

s Dioscorides, lib. ii. c. 147.
6 Plirv

' Albertus Magnus, De Veg., Jessen ed., 1867,
,

3 Fuchsius, De Stirp., 677, 678. » Cam
' Hist. Gen., Lugd., 1587, 557. » Gen

c. 29, 32 -

1586, 283-
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described in the " Adversaria," *
1 570. These authors named all

furnish what may reasonably be considered as the types of the
four kinds of broad-leaved endives now described by Vilmorin.*
The origin of the curled endives, of which Vilmorin describes
twelve, I find difficult to trace. The peculiar truncate appear-
ance of the seed-stalks is very conspicuous, and this feature
would lead me to suspect that the type is to be seen in the
Sens sativa of Lobel3 (1576), but the resemblances, I must
confess, are quite remote. This is the Cichorium latioris folH
of Dodonseus* (1616). They were in English gardens as a
well-known sort in 1778,5 and were named among seedsmen's
supplies in 1726

;

6 in the United States prior to 1806.7
The endive is called, in France, chicoree endive; in Germany,

mdivien, winter-endivien ; in Flanders and Holland, andijvie

;

n Denmark, endivien ; in Italy, indivia, endivia ; in Spain,
t*bwa,escarola; in Portugal, endivia!' The curled forms are
ca'H in France, chicories; the broad-leaved form, Scaroles

;

m English, Batavian; in Arabic, Sjikuri; by Turks, hiddiba;*
Egypt, hendibe ; in Egyptian, saris, serin ;

IO
in India, kasnee ;

"
m )*pan,fannatsisa;" Hindustani, kasni ; Tamil, koschiP

In 1885, a curled endive, at the New York Agricultural Ex-
P^ent Station, was crossed by lettuce-pollen. The crop of

\
6 showed a plant resembling the lettuce in leaf, but with the

c

°Wer of the endive. We may explain this result as being a

^
e of atavism, the stimulus of the foreign pollen bringing out
e of the lettuce-like broad-leaved forms, which had shared in
e Parentages from which the curled was evolved.

English Bean. Vicia faba L. ; Faba vidgaris Moench.

of w^
°UltUre °f the EnSlish or broad-bean precedes the period

Esvr^
11 h 'St0ry

'
as the seeds have been found not only in the

Wian tombs of the twelfth dynasty, or from two thousand

^CnTft^' 1570 ' 86 -

3 Lobe° ;

TheVeg- G^., 1885, 243, 244.

5W r '"J

' 576
'

1 14 " 4 Dodon^us, Pempt., 1616, 634.

7 McMal .

I778, 6 Townsend, Seedsman, 1726, 20.

'CTf,
A"' ^^ KaI" >*<* 8 Vi-orin, Les PI. Pot., 89 .

n
Vede \ a

gypt-Aiah -' xxx - "> Pickering, Ch. Hist, 257.

'3* Can'don. ?ndb
-
°f Gard- ' 67- " Thunberg, Jap., 304.

a°"e
'
0r'g- Des PI. Cult., 78.
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two hundred to two thousand four hundred years before Christ,
1

and have been excavated from the ruins of Troy,1 but appear

among the debris of the bronze age of the lake-dwellers of

ancient Switzerland,* and the variety found continued to the

times of the Romans.* Beans were also found at TenerirTe 5 at

the period of the discovery; and Bretschneider 6 records that,

about 140-86 B.C., during the reign of the Emperor Wu-ti, the

celebrated general Chang-kien brought the bean from Western

Asia
; but these were probably only better varieties than those

then grown in China. The bean was grown by the ancient

Romans and Greeks, and finds frequent mention in their writings,

and in Egypt was subject to many superstitious beliefs and preju-

dices.? This bean is now more or less cultivated in all quarters

of the globe. It reached the British North American Colonies

early in the seventeenth century, having been planted by Gos-

nold in the Elizabeth Islands, near the coast of Massachusetts,

in 1602. Beans were under cultivation also in Newfoundland as

early as 1622, in New Netherlands in 1644, and in Virginia prior

to 1648.8 At the present time Vilmorin 9 describes twelve gardes

and four field varieties as worthy of culture in France. In Eng-

land this bean is very extensively grown. Dr. Alefield
10 had

separated forty varieties in 1862. In America they a:

grown, and our best seed-catalogues enumerate no more than

four varieties.

Linnaeus forms this bean into two botanical varieties, as does

also Moench, who names the one hortensis, or the garden bean;

the other equina, or the horse-bean. These are both figured or

mentioned by the early botanists : the hortensis or garden be®

by Fuchsius (1542), Tragus (1552), etc.; the equina is descn *

by Pena and Lobel in their " Adversaria" (1570). and hy ly*
I

his " Dodoens" (1586), as well as by Dodonaeus in I566 -

1 G. Schweinfurth, Nature, Jan. 31, 1883, 314.
a De Candolle, Orig. Des PI. Cult., 272.
3 Gard. Chron., 1866, 1068; De Candolle, Orig. Des PI. Cult., 255-

« Darwin, An. and PL, 1868, i. 385.
» Gen. Coll. of Voy. of the Port, London, 1789, ^3-
6
Bretschneider, On the Study, etc., 15. -=,

7 For an excellent summary, see " Travels of Anacharsis," Phil*. l804,

8 U. S. Pat. of Rept., 1553, 221. 9 Vilmorin, Les PL ?ot, i®3> z

10
Alefield, Bonplandia, x. 1862, s. 348 ;

quoted from Darwin, L c.
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I am too unfamiliar with the English bean to attempt a sy-

nonymy. R. T Thompson], in 1850, describes ten varieties,

giving synonymes, and these include all sufficiently known to

him. Let us follow up his synonymy, in order to see whether

varieties of modern origination appear. This synonymy, we
must caution, is founded upon identity of names in the most

instances, and applies to the garden bean only, yet collateral

evidence would seem to indicate a substantial <

1. Early mazagan. R. T., 1 8 50. Brought from a settlement
of the Portuguese on the coast of Africa, just without the
Straits of Gibraltar. Mill. Diet., 1807.

Early mazagan. Mawe, 1778; Bryant, 1783; McMahon,
1806; Thorb. Cat, 1828; Thorb. Cat., 1884.

Feve naine native. Noisette, 1829; Vilm., 1882.

2. Marshall's Early Dwarf Prolific. R. T., 1850.

3. Long-pod. R. T., 1850.
Long-pod. McMahon, 1806.
Early long-pod. Mawe, 1778; Bridgeman, 1832; Loudon,

&rfy Portugal or Lisbon. Mawe, 1778 ; Mill. Diet, 1807.
Early Lisbon. McMahon, 1806; Bridgeman, 1832.
lurkey bng-pod. Mawe, 1778; McMahon, 1806; Bridge-
man, 1832.

Tall long-p d. Mawe, 1778.
Sandwich.

J. W, Gent., 1683 ; Townsend, 1726; Stevenson,
TO; Mawe, 1778; Bryant, 1783; Bridgeman, 1832.

word long-pod. Thorb. Cat, 1828; Fessenden, 1828;
bridgeman, 1832; Thorb. Cat, 1884.

™*g-dawn long-pod. Vil, 1883.™* a longue cosses. Noisette, 1 829 ; Vil, 1 883.

^Green long-pod. R. T, 1850.w* Genoa. McMahon, 1806; Bridgeman, 1832.

Zen Nonpareil. McMahon, 1 806 ; Thorb, Gard. Kal, 1 82 1

;

fessenden, 1828; Bridgeman, 1832; Thorb. Cat, 1884.

>• butch long-pod. R. T, 1850; Loudon, i860.

* Windsor. R.T.,1850.
r0

&t
W
!?J

isor
- Miil

- Dic*-> 1807; Fessenden, 1828; Lou-

XbS*$?'> Thorb
'
l884-€nhsh W*dsor. Bridgeman, 1832.

1 R. T, Gard. Chron, 1850, 84.
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Taylor's Windsor. Bridgeman, 1832.

Mumford. Mawe, 1778; Bryant, 1783; McMahon, 1806;

Bridgeman, 1832.

Small Spanish. Mawe, 1778; Bryant, 1783.

Windsor. Stevenson, 1765; Mawe, 1778; Bryant, 1783.

Windsor. Van der Donck, 1653; in present New
'y

7. Green Windsor. R. T., 1850.

Toker. Stevenson, 1765; Mawe, 1778; Bryant, 1783;

Bridgeman, 1832.

Feve de Windsor verte. Vil., 1883.

8. Green China. R. T., 1850.

9. Dwarf Crimson-seeded. R. T., 1850.

Feve tres naine rouge. Vil., 1883.

10. Dwarf Fan. R. T., 1850.
Dwarf Fan or Cluster. Mawe, 1778.
Dwarf Cluster. McMahon, 1806; Bridgeman, 1832.

Feve naine hative a chassiz. Vil., 1883.

12. White-blossomed. Mawe, 1778; McMahon, 1806; WWr
man, 1832; R. T., 1850.

The only two other varieties I have seen advertised lately art

Beck's Dwarf Green Gem and Seville long-pod.

There is certainly no indication here that types have appear

in modern culture. The crowd of new names which appe*

during a decade gradually become reduced to a synony^'*

we find at last that the variation gained has been within type

The European names of the broad-bean, or English beaM*-

Denmark, valske bonner ; in Flanders, platte boon; "» ^'
feve, gorgane, gourgane ; in Germany, Garten bohnen, sau

^
pujfbohnen; in Holland, tuin boonen, roomsche boonen; 1^
fava; in Portugal, fava; in Spain, haba} Other g

enerlC

^
are: Arabic, ful or foul; Hebrew, phid or pol; Celtic,/ -

fav; Slav, bob or bobu ; Berber, ibiou ; Basque, baba*

1 Vilmorin, Les PI. Pot.
a De Candolle, Geog. Bot., 956; Orig. Des PI. Cult., 25^'



The horse-bean is called, in France, feverole ; in Germany,
fferde oder feld bohne ; in Italy, fava cavallina. 1

Evening Primrose. (Enothera biennis L.

The roots may be used as Scorsonera, but it is cultivated in

France only as a curiosity. 2
It is said by Loudon 3 to be culti-

vated in Germany, and in Carniola the roots are eaten in salad.*
It was once under English culture.* A native of Northern
America, it first reached Europe in 1614.

6
It is given by Burr?

for American gardens in 1863, under the name German Rampion.
It is called, in France, CEnothere bisannuelle, onagre, herbe aux

anesjambon, jambon des jardiniers, jambon de St. Antoine, lysi-

machie jaune, lysimachie jaune cornu, mache rouge ; in Germany,
in Flanders, czelskruid ; in Italy, rapontica, rapunzia;

«n Norway, natlys?

(To be continued.)

THE PERISSODACTYLA.

BY E. D. COPE.

DlPLARTHRA.

J

ls to the order Diplarthra that the greater number of existing
species of hoofed mammals belong. It is represented by two

borders, which have the following definitions:

galus with the distal end convex j

* Flo*Nat. et]

lan ^0 the largest; Artiodactyla.

,832°B

E ~~The references in the list are t0 Bridgeman, Young Gard. Assist., N. Y.,

Hon'?
ry

!
Dt

'
Fl

" Dict-' Lond" l 7*3i Fessenden, New Am. Gard., 1828; Loudon,

u^
^nd., l86o

; McMahon, Am. Gard. Kal., Phila., 1806; Mawe, Univ. Gard.,

Kal V 7

,?
5 Noise»e, Man., Brussels, 1829; Stevenson, New and Comp. Gard.

Ked-'cJ
n> ,765; Thorburn, Gent, and Gard. Kal., N. Y. r

1821; Thorburn's

LesPi to

0gUes
' l828, 1884; Townsend, Comp. Seedsman, Lond., 1726; Vilmorin,

s ^;
pot., Paris, 1883.

•
L<* PI- Pot., 202. 3 Loudon, The Horticult., i860, 653.

"Scon., Pt. 2, p. 398. 5 Johnson, Useful PI. of Gt. Brit., 104.

'763, 492. 7 Burr, Field and Gard. Veg., 1863, 35.
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No undoubted connecting forms between these sub-borders

have been discovered, although they approximate at various

points. Thus, in the genus Menodus there are but four toes in

the anterior foot, and the median two do not differ much in

length. In the same genus the distal extremity of the astra-

galus is somewhat convex, and the facet for the cuboid bone is

large, somewhat as in the hippopotamus ; but the angle sepa-

rating the two facets is diagonal, and not transverse ; so that the

astragalus cannot move on the cuboid and navicular bones and

form a ginglymus, as it does in the Artiodactyla. In a few in-

stances some Artiodactyla have teeth which resemble those of

the Perissodactyla; for instance, the genus Listriodon. Both

sub-orders probably arose from an undiscovered common an-

cestor, which was a member of the order Amblypoda. It was

probably a type with tubercular molars, and belonged to the

Puerco epoch. An approach to this theoretical type is made

by the Pantolestidae, whose molars are bunodont, the supenor

molars being tritubercular (with two intermediates); but the

form of the extremities (the posterior only is known) is that of

the Diplarthra. The hypothetical Amblypoda with bunodont

molars I have regarded as a sub-order, and have named the

Hyodonta. 1

The opinion has been expressed by Schlosser that the evolu-

tion of the Diplarthra, or alternate-wrist-and-ankle-jointed
ung*

lates, has been directly from the Taxeopoda, or stralght
*r0W

. I

wrist-and-ankle-jointed Ungulata, without intervention of

Amblypoda. The Periptychidae have been cited as the proba^

ancestors of the Artiodactyla, and the Phenacodontids as^

cestors of the Perissodactyla. I do not agree with this vi

and for the following reasons :

The conversion of a taxeopod into a diplarthrous ung^ I

has been accomplished by the rotation outwards of t e^
j

leg with the first row of the carpus and tarsus, on the ^ 1

row, or by the rotation inwards of the second row on t^
in both the fore and hind feet. This rotation has resuIte^ ^
or later in the loss of the internal digit (thumb and ^^
from both extremities. In the history of this sliding °

of the first row, the outside element of the row has alway
j

ceded in time the inside element. The Amblypoda

1 Proceeds. Amer. Philosoph. Society, 1882, 446-
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show this clearly. The lunar bone has extended outwards so

as to rest on the outside bone of the second row (unciform) in

part, as well as the one on which it properly rests (magnum).
But the scaphoid has not slipped outwards so as to rest on the

magnum of the second row. That continues to rest on its proper
successors below, the trapezoides and the trapezium, the latter

taking half the burden. This structure (Fig. 2) is absolutely

intermediate between that of the Taxeopoda (Fig. 1) and that of

the Diplarthra/Fig. 3), and I imagine that all ungulates, in pass-

ing from the taxeopodous to the diplarthrous stages, traversed

icodusprimcevus, left manus, one-third natural size. Original.

e- foot, one-third natural size. Original.
IG

- 3- Hyracotherium venticolum, right fore-foot, two-thirds natural size. Original.

[he amblypodous. The only other conceivable path would have
een through a type in which the scaphoid had extended over

^magnum, while the lunar did not pass outwards beyond the

"j»ts of the magnum. No such type has been found. On the
her hand, I have shown that the Oredontidae 1 have pushed the

^position of the bones of the first carpal row to such an ex-

J?e that the magnum has gotten entirely under the scaphoid,
,Ie the unciform supports the lunar completely. Thus the

^mating position, with its useful mechanical consequence, has
een kst to this group, the effect produced being exactly that

vol.
' Proceeds

- Amer - Philosoph. Society, 1884, pp. 5°3"9-
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seen in the Amblypoda. This may have had something to |

with the extinction of the Oreodontidae.

The cause of this rotation of the first on the second rows c

carpal and tarsal bones may be now referred to. Mammals, ex

cept those which are completely plantigrade (as the bear), tar

the toes out in walking. 1 In the Ungulata, the toes of tb

posterior foot are more strongly turned outwards than those

:

the anterior foot. In the digitigrade Carnivora, which represer

the highest type of the Unguiculata, the movement is reverse*

the anterior toes being turned outwards more than the posteno:

As the foot is descending towards the ground, it is, with I

distal part of the leg, rotated from within outwards. The ro

tation of the foot is promptly arrested at the moment of it

contact with the ground, and the effect of this arrest is to pro

duce a torsion of the leg, and a pressure from within outwarfl

of the proximal or moving element of each articulation, again*

the distal or fixed element. Thus a constant torsion strain fron

within outwards has been exerted by the first row of carpa

and tarsal bones, on the second row, and thus has arisen, as^

believe, the gradual transition from the linear arrangement c

those bones of the Condylarthra to their alternation seen in

£
Diplarthra. The advance of diplarthrism is in direct ratic>to

advance of digitigradism, for the greater the length of m
the greater is the elasticity of the leg, and the greater*

^
torsion. This is especially true of the posterior leg, «*^

prominent heel ; and thus is explained the fact that dip a

J£
appears in that foot before it does in the fore foot, as in t e

boscidia. (Plate XXIX.)
rlve

,.

To the same exterior torsion is to be ascribed the etf.

^
tension of the radius and tibia over the first row of "^j^
the almost exclusion of the ulna and fibula from the f*T^J

This reasoning when applied to the Unguiculate series* .

fied by other circumstances. In the Carnivora the

the body does not rest on the ungues as in the Ung^' •,

the pads of connective tissue beneath the digits. Co"^
nef

on the application of the foot to the ground the dista
^

the carpal and tarsal articulations do not present fl* 1* ^
sistance seen in the Ungulata, but yield more or less ^



.^vr-w- -3^r

: : •:-;::..
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sion. Hence no alternation of these bones takes place in the

hind foot of the Carnivora, where the eversion of the digits is

moderate. In the case of the fore foot, the eversion and conse-

quent torsion are so great that the alternation is produced (Plate

XXVIIL). In the manus of the plantigrade bear the alternation

is almost nil.

It may be here objected that the camel walks upon elastic pads
as do the Carnivora, and yet the alternation does really take place.

It is on this account (as I have maintained) that the distal meta-

podial tongue-keels were never completed in these animals. But
i* the camel does not rest on the ungues sufficiently to resist

torsion, as in the Carnivora, this was not the case in the ances-

tors of the camels, the Poebrotheriidae, where the contact with

the ground was much as in other Diplarthra. But there is little

impact in the step such as occurs in other Ungulata, hence the

failure to complete the keels.

Our zoological gardens furnish excellent opportunities for the

verification of all .these observations on the progression of Mam-

I. Perissodactyla.

The modifications of structure seen in the evolution of this

sub-order are principally those of the feet, teeth, and vertebrae.

As already remarked, the changes in the feet consist in the

gradual reduction of the number of the digits from four, or per-
haPsnve, to one. In the teeth the changes consist in the con-
version of tubercular, or bunodont, into crested, or lophodont,
molars

>
ar»d in the increase in the complexity of the premolars,

*> tr*at, instead of possessing a distinct and simple character of

eir

.

own. they come to resemble the true molars; also in the re-

^ ion in the dimensions and numbers of the canine and incisor

*7 m SOme lines- The modification of the vertebra consists

c

n he inversion of a flat zygapophysial articulation into a con-

,

avo-convex or embracing structure. This modification is sim-

b

t0 what is seen in some of the Artiodactyla, but the change

the

C

^

rned further, and the structure becomes more complex in

both*?
1* Suborder-" In the teeth the change pursues two paths,

different from that seen in the Artiodactyla. The modifi-

Amer

ee

pKf
yStematic Arrangement and Phylogeny of Artiodactyla," in Proceeds.

' rtuws. Societv. S,nt.mu. .cc
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cation of the feet is of a different type, as already stated in the

definitions of the two orders.

The first step in dental modification in the superior series is

the flattening of the external tubercles, and their connection

with each other at the base. The

beginning of this process is seen in

Heptodon singularis (Fig. 4) and its-

allies of the Hyracotheriinse.
1 A

concomitant change is the confluence

of the internal cusps with the inter-

mediate ones into crests or ridges,

which may be transverse or oblique

(Figs. 4, 12, and 15), or may be other-

wise varied, as in the equine line. In

the lower jaw two lines of change

Fig. 4. Part of right maxillary have developed. In the

bone of Heptodon singularis bercles of the crown ha'

Cope; from the Wasatch beds

of New Mexico. From Captain

WheeIer'sreport,iv.
)ii.PI.LXVI. P^S by

(Fig. 12); while in the other the

cusps have become alternate, so that the ridges w

them have been oblique, each tubercle giving origin to two

crests extending in divergent directions,—that is, to the cusp

with which it alternates. The result has been a W-shaped ere*

or line of crests (Figs. 26 b, 28).

Ryder ha3 pointed out that the rhinoceros masticates its *>

by the movement of the mandibular ramus from withoutm^
on the upper jaw. The same is true of the species of W^
(E montanus, E asinus, E. caballus). The same author P^
out that the masticatory movement in the selenodont Artio f

tyla is in the opposite direction, from within outwards^'

appears to me probable that many of the primitive Penss ,

tyla had the same movement as the latter. They, howeV^-- I

sent a remarkable difference from the selenodont Atti <>

^
in another respect. The mandibular condyle in Hyraco

^

! frequently accompanied by 2

from the anterior exu „

' Proceedings Academy Philada., 1878, p. 45- Althou&h ^fl
wards gave up this view, and concluded that the Artiodactyla had tw^

ment as in the Rhinoceros (I. c, 1879, 47). h« first opinion was u
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Symborodon, etc., is strongly convex upwards, so that a lateral

twist of the entire lower jaw in mastication becomes possible.

The result of this has been to throw the masticating function

almost entirely on the external cusps of the molars in both jaws.

Thus is explained the fact that in this order the external cusps of

the molars in both jaws only are modified, while the internal re-

main of relatively small dimensions, and often primitive form. In

the tapir, where the movement in mastication is almost vertical,

neither set of tubercles attains a remarkable specialization.

For the three modes of mastication mentioned the following

terms are proposed : Vertical movement (Carnivora, Bunodonta),

Orthal; from within outwards, Ental; from without inwards,

Ectal (from dh iv> to grind).

The three lines which originated from the Lophiodontidx are

those which terminated in the Equidae, the Tapiridae, and the

Rhinocerontidse. They differ in the characters of the superior

molar teeth as below pointed out. The mechanical cause of

these peculiarities is not far to seek. In the Equine line mastica-

tion has been effected on that side of the mouth where the lower
jaw, in its transverse motion across the superior molars, was mov-
lng from the inside outwards, as in the selenodont Artiodactyla

(^minants). In the Tapiroid line there has been little trans-

verse movement of the lower jaw, so that V's have not been de-

veloped in the molars of either series. In the Rhinocerontine
lme roastication has been performed on that side of the mouth
*o«e the lower jaw was passing from the outside inwards.
Th 's is the method of mastication of the Rhinoceros to-day, as

^served by Professor Ryder. 1 The effects of these distinct

nds of mastication are seen in different forms of the external

J?

lls of the superior molars. In the Equine line (Chalicotheriids,

• J-nodontidae, and Palseotheriidse) the edges of the external

PpB have been drawn externally by the ental movement of the
°*er Jaw, thus producing the legs of the two V's. In the Rhi-

^ontine line the branches of the single large anterior V have

^frot ht
a<lemy PhUadelphia

'
l879

' P" 49
"

In thiS Paper Pr0

a

f

rh
S

ave

R
beea

r

S^ ^ thG entalS1^^enl InVend ^vors ^de^U^^Ly have arisen

that
it is™

°n the CUSPS by an ectal movement. This view is negatived by the fact

jaw'

SldeS and later*l ridges. The former fall between the cusps of the opposite
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been drawn inwards by the ectal movement of the lower jaw, so

that the external wall slopes inwards at the point where it forms

in the horse line a V with the angle outwards. In some of the

genera (as Isectolophus) a median, inwardly-directed V is de-

veloped at this point. The posterior end of the wall is turned a

little outwards in some forms of this series, but this is due to a

return or ental movement of the lower molar, of short duration,

which has also drawn out externally the external end of the

anterior cingulum. The two lines of development are also indi-

cated in the lower molars. The one has V's on the lower molars,

and the other has cross-crests. The development of V's is due

to the development of intermediate tubercles of the superior

molars. These cause the crown of the inferior molar to pursue

a curved path across the upper, so that when the external cusp

of the inferior molar is deflected forwards by the intermediate

cusp of the superior, the inner cusp of the former must alter-

nate with the external of the same, in order to pass between the

internal cusps of the superior molar. 1

With these preliminary remarks, I give the following synopsis

of the families: 2

I. No ^-shaped space with the apex external between cusps of superior mo«~

Inferior molars with cross-crests.

A. Premolars different from molars.

«. Superior canine teeth present. ^,

aa. No superior canine teeth. ..

3. Mastoid bone not exposed in external wall of skull;
<**»**

Superior molars and premolars alike, wit

a. External cusps of superior molars fused in

Mastoid bone forming part of the external v

tact of the occipital and squamosal; no superior canines;.-

aa. Exterior cusps of superior molars subequal, distinct.

I. The external cusps of the superior molars subequal, separated J

space, with the apex external; inferior molars with crescerus ^
A. Superior premolars different from molars; with only one w^^

7- Toes 4-3; a vertebrarterial canal ;

1 » These relations will be more fully discussed and illustrated m an

* Modified from that published in the Proceeds. Aroer. Philos. SoC »
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AA. Premolars like molars, with two internal lobes above.

9. Toes with digits 4-3; Menodontidcc.

II. Toes with digits 1-1 Equida.

The total number of well-determined species of this order is

about two hundred. It was abundantly represented during the

Eocene period, and the recent species are comparatively few.

It may be also observed that certain families predominated dur-
ing certain periods. Thus the prevalent Perissodactyla of the

Eocene are Lophiodontidce and Chalicothcriida ; those of the

Miocene are Rhinocerontidce and Palceotheriidce. The Tapirida
and Equida characterize the latest tertiary epochs. A genea-
logical tree of the order may be constructed as follows

:

Triplopidse. Caenopidse

X /
Lophiodontidse.

X
The leading types of the order, divisions I. and II., differ only

m the two points of the separation or non-separation of the ex-
^nor cusps of the superior molars by a V-shaped interspace, and
6 transverse or oblique crests of the inferior molars. That no

great modification of known forms (as Lambdotherium in the

WxotJuriido!, and Hymcotherium in the Lophidontida) would

readl

CeSSary t0 obliterate this difference is quite clear. How

, jy the transverse-crested lower molar can be modified into
e V-bearmg type may be seen by comparing the inferior molars

Hyracotherium. with those of a rhinoceros.
Lophiodontid^ includes a larger number of known

tî n

Cles than any of the others of the order. With one excep-

fro"' 1!
tHe sPecies belong to the Eocene period. They range

mot
size of a rabbit to that of an ox

-
They resembled

i amo*g living animals, the tapirs,

j

*' genera are characterized as follows :

^raaUobes of superior molars well separated and little flattened; lobes of
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a. Fourth inferior premolar unlike the first true molar.

Last inferior molar with five lobes; superior premolars

lars interrupted; Hyracotherium Ow

act. Last inferior premolar like first true molar.

Dentition generally as in Hyracotherium Pliolopkus Qvm.

II. External lobes of superior molars well separated and little flattened; infa

Last inferior molar with heel; ? four premolars; Isectolophus S.and

Last inferior molar without heel; inferior premolars three ;..Protapirus Filh.

III. External lobes of superior molars flat, not well distinguished, forming aw

Inferior molars with perfect cross-crests {Lophiodontintz).

Last inferior molar with third lobe Hefotetes" Marsh.

a. JNo inferior premolars like the true molars.

Superior molars 7.

Last inferior molar with heel; Heptodo* Cope.

Last inferior molar without heel; HyrackyusUibj-

Superior molars 6.

Last inferior molar with heel ;
Lophiodon.Cw-

The above table shows that the modification which this family-

has undergone in its superior molars, has consisted in the con-

fluence of the external tubercles into a more or less irregular

external wall to the crown, and the confluence of the intermedi-

ate and internal tubercles into cross-crests. In the lower molar*

cross-crests have been formed. It is impossible to separate »

Hyracotheriine sub-family as a family from the L^10^"*,;

since the characters grade into each other completely ^has been from the Hyracotheriine sub-family that the horse
.

dt;
was derived

; the ProtapirincX gave origin to the
_

TaP"V
'

while the rhinoceroses have descended from the L°Phiod
°n

^Id
.

Among Hyracotheriinae the genus Systemodon (Cope)

the lowest place on account of the entire absence of dias ^
from the dental series. It is as old as any of the genera, <*

'
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ring in the Wasatch (or Suessonian) epoch. A common ancestor

gave origin to Systemodon and Hyracotherium. It resembled

the former in the absence of diastemata, and the latter in the

• Skull of Hyracotherim
nd River Eocene of Wyoming. Original. Fig.

Plater distinctness of the cusps of its molars. The succession

of ^e genera may be represented somewhat as follows

:

Hyrachyus. Lophiodoi



In the Lophiodontine line we have Helaletes (Marsh) without

diastema, like Systemodon. In Heptodon the diastema appears,

Fig. 6. Fore-leg and foot of Hyraco-

ural size
; from Eocene beds of Wind River,

Wyoming. Original, from <« Report U. S.

Fig. 7. Posterior tort

specimen of Hyracot^

vtnticolum already Sg^j

and in the succeeding genera the first premolars are lost-

Hyrachyus the heel of the last inferior molar vanishes, w

the nasal bones bear traces of dermal horns in Colonoc

(Marsh). The transition from Hyrachyus to the RW**^
series is not difficult The nearest form is Csnopus *

Camopodidae, which only differs from Hyrachyus in the ^
of the teeth above, and of the ,jddle incisors.

Passage to the Tapirid* is equally easy, through the c

^

resemblance of Protapirus (Filh.) to Tapiravus (Marshj



latter family. The latter only differs from the former in the

increased complexity of the premolars. The passage to the

horse line is suggested by the resemblance of Pliolophus

oQo°

(^Orohippus Marsh) to Anchitherium of the family of the

Palaeotheriids. The transition is seen in some genera of the

ntertnediate family of the Chalicotheriidae, beginning with

Ectocium (Cope).

Three

* Leidy, superior molar teeth, natural size^; from

a Leidy, » Report U. S. Geol. Surv. Terrs., F. V.

species of Systemodon are known, all from the Wasatch

The largest, 5. taphinus Cope, was equal to a large

^ dozen species of Hyracotherium are known from tftc

of Europe and North America, which range in size



from that of a sheep to that of a kit-fox. Several speci

Helaletes have been described from the Bridger Eocene. 1

; of Hyrachyus are rather numerous, and range t

Middle Eocene of France.

the Wind River, Bridger, and Diplacodon beds. Dilophodon

has two species and Colonoceras one species, in the Bridger.

Lophiodon is, so far as yet known, confined to Europe. One

of its species, L. rhinoceroides, was as large as a medium-sized

rhinoceros, and several species ranged in dimensions to thorf

of a sheep. They appear in the Bruxellian, and range upwar

»

through the Bartonian. Heptodon is, so far, only American,

two species, a large and a small, are found in the Wasau

formation, and two, of intermediate size, in the Wind River.
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lophus is from the summit of the Eocene in North America, or

from the Diplacodon beds.

As but one genus of Triplopodid^e is known, its origin and

probable descendants only can be referred to. It may very

readily have been derived from Heptodon, with which it agrees

in dental formula. The loss of the heel of the last inferior molar

and of the fifth anterior digit would metamorphose Heptodon

into Triplopus. Two species are known, both from the upper

division of the Bridger Eocene. A possible third species is from

the Diplacodon bed (Prothyracodon S. and O.).

The C^nopid^ include genera which have lost the superior

^
nine teeth, and have thus come to resemble the rhinoceroses.

The known genera resemble these animals also in the reduct.on

J"

the number of the incisors, and in one genus at least a dermal

norn was present. The two genera known differ as follows

:

'

his family constitutes the transition between the Lophiodon-

: Sr°up of the Lophiodontida^ by Heptodon or Hyrachyus,
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and the Rhinocerontidae. Caenopus embraces, as yet, only

American species, of moderate and small size; the C. occidentals

Leidy had four toes in front and three behind, representing the

type which is the phylogenetic ancestor of the lowest and only

four-fingered genus of Rhinocerontidae, Aceratherium. A cusp

is sometimes present within the inner extremity of the incurved,

transverse crest of the premolars in Caenopus. Fusion of this

with the transverse crest has produced the double transverse

crests of the premolars of the Rhinocerontidae. Dihoplus must

be regarded as a collateral outgrowth from Caenopus. It is rep-

resented by one European species, the D. schleiermacheri, which

is of larger size than either of the known species of Caenopus.

FlG. 14. Ccenopus occidentals Leidy;

Fauna of Nebraska."

In the HyracodontidvE we have a direct descendant

the Lophiodontidae, but presenting a modification quite di

from the Caenopidae. In that family the canines were toj

the simple premolars retained ; in the present family the c

are retained and the premolars become complex, as in th

noceroses. Three, perhaps four, genera are known

:

II. Canines small, similar to incisors.

Premolars
f ; . . ...Hyracodo* Leidy-

These genera are all hornless.
cie$

Amynodon is the oldest and ancestral genus; its two F
belong, one in the Diplacodon formation, and the other ^
Bridger. Desmatotherium (Scott) belongs here, but
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know how to separate it from Amynodon. Metamynodon and

Hyracodon are from the White River Miocene. The family

is not yet known from higher formations, and appears to have

died out. Why such a robust and well-defended type as Meta-

mynodon should have disappeared, and the comparatively weak

and entirely unarmed Csenopus should have survived, is not easy

to understand. In Hyracodon we observe a degeneracy of the

anterior dentition of both jaws. According to Scott, Hyracodon

nebrascensis was " a slender, long-limbed, and slightly-built ani-

mal, with a long neck." Three or four species only are known.

The entire family is, so far, only known from North America.

The phylogeny may be thus represented :

Metamynodon. Hyracodon.

sid!

IG

'i
5 ' Metamy*°don planifrons S. and O. ; skull, one-sixth natural size; left

*• *rom Scott and Osborn, in " Bulletin of Mus. Compar. Zoology Cambridge.

The Rhinocerontid^ came into existence in the Miocene of

^ope, in a genus nearer to the Caenopidae than any other of

^family. This approximation is shown in the persistence

1
fche external or fifth digit of the anterior foot in the genus

£
ceratherium (Kaup.). In this form all the superior premolars

^ the structure of the true molars ; so that it enters the pres-

et family. The general relation of the component parts of the

*e molars in the rhinoceros family is that of the Lophiodon-
Qd* « all important respects. The external ends of the cross-



crests of the inferior true molars are generally turned forwards

and inwards, showing a tendency to the formation of V's.

*IG. 1 6. Metamynodon planifrons S. and O. ; the same i

White River bed of Nebraska. From Scott and Osborn, in " Bulletin of Mus. m-i

Zoology Cambridge."

The changes in the structure of the genera of this fen"ly

seen in the loss of incisor teeth, of the fifth digit from the

^
terior foot, and in the greater co-ossification of various be*

^
the skull,—among them of the nasal bones,—to supp°^

^
offensive dermal horns. In Ccelodonta and Elasmotheriu

nasal bones are further supported by the ossified nasal sep^

and the last-named genus adds an osseous basis or eve^
^

for a horn on the frontal bone. In most of the gene^o]

cross-crests of the superior molars are comparatively
^ ^

but in Atelodus and Ccelodonta they display pr°J ect^ Je0

which, wearing,

become surrounded

other. In this way

enclosed. This is
especially
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with the extinct genera of the Old World, Coelodonta and

Elasmotherium. In the latter the molars became prismatic, and

the vertical enamel-plates vertically plicate.

This line first appears in Europe, and in Europe, Asia, and

Africa it reached its highest specialization and force, in two lines.

The one terminated in the genus Rhinocerus, of which two

sPecies now exist in Asia. The other line first appeared in the

uPPer Miocene of Europe and India, in the genus Atelodus, of

wh*ch two species still exist in Africa. From this the genus

Coelodonta took its origin and peopled the temperate and cold

regions of Europe and Asia. This form gave rise to Elasmo-

^riutn, which was the largest and most remarkable of all the

^•nocerotidae. Its only known species, E. typum, dwelt in the

Cold regions of Europe and Asia.
Iri North America it developed only two genera, Aphelops

^
d Diceratherium, the former in the Loup Fork, the latter in

^ John Day, Miocene ages. Both were numerous in individ-

^ Aphelops did not develop a horn. Diceratherium de-

poned
opposite tuber

Pr°bably supported dermal callosities.

1 F°r an illustrated account of this genus, see Naturalist, iSJ9>



Fig. i 8. Peraceras mperciliosus Cope, about one-si:

Fork bed of Nebraska. Original. Fig. a, left side ; i

A. Four anterior digits.

Incisors
f ; canine $ ; no horn

;
posttympanic bone disl

AA. Three anterior digits.

a. Posttympanic process not coossified with postglenoid.

Incisors h canines f , no dermal horn ; ^^^
Incisors f; canines f; no dermal horn;

Peraceras^-

Incisors \ canines $ a tuberosity for a dermal thickening on M
each nasal bone; Dicira

Gaf
Incisors j; canines - i median lermal nasal horn ;

Ceratorhinus

lnC

^t!m
Canine" brnU!h,;; >:1: '1,: "^T*******

aa. Posttympanic process coossified with postglenoid;

Incisors
f; canines 4; dermal horn median; nasal septum .



From Gaudry, after Kaup.



Aphelops.

Rhinocerus. Coelodonta.

Dihoplus.

The history of the Tapirid*: has been mainly un
»j

Scott. Their origin from the Protapirine division o

cotheriin^ cannot be doubted, but the '^termedl
^Ux

been mostly lost. The oldest genus appears in the

cene of North America (White River), and it *
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Tapiravus (Marsh) of the Upper Miocene. Tapirus is first found

in the Upper Miocene of Germany (Epplesheim). The recent

species of the family belong to Tapirus L., and Elasmognathus

(Gill).

The three genera are distinguished as follows

:

Two superior premolars different from true molars;.. Tapiravus Marsh.

One superior premolar different from true molars;

no heel of third inferior molar; nasal septum

Like Tapirus, but nasal i

The order in which these genera stand above, represents their

phylogenetic as well as their taxonomic relations, the oldest genus

EDITORS' TABLE.

EDITORS : E. D. COPE AND J. S. KINGSLEY.

To discover the relation of mind to matter is the goal of

scientific research, and every addition to knowledge may be

regarded as a contribution to this subject. The advent of Neo-

Lamarkianism brings the question immediately within the

^ew of the student of natural history, where it belongs, and

brings it out of the metaphysical limbo, where it has so long

Jain neglected by science. The evidence that the environment

,s not the only factor in evolution is abundant enough, and

tl* attempt to restrict the remaining factors to "heredity" has

not long satisfied the mind of science. The evidence that the

"demerits of animal organs and tissues is the other factor, con-

stituting the source of heredity, is becoming clearer and clearer

lhe elation of sensation (consciousness or mind) to motion, is

SuPPosed to be well known, so that the direct dependence of

Ration on the former seems to be an inference fully justified

y the knowledge now in our possession.
B*t every step in this logical succession is, and ought to be,

°ntested.
It is denied b some that animal movements do ma-

ten% affect animal structures. It is further denied that such
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modifications if produced can be inherited. Since, however, it

is admitted that mechanically-profitable variations do appear,

and that they are inherited, the inquiry at this point is limited

to the question whether the impacts, strains, torsions, flexures,

etc., to which the parts of an animal are subjected by its motions

do affect the structure or not. The final contest is, however, of

a remarkable character. It is denied that the mental condition

of an animal

—

i.e., its sensations—has any influence in the de-

termination of its movements. This proposition is apparently

equivalent to the assertion that designed movements do not

exist. An animal does not eat because it is hungry; it does

not seek flight because it is frightened ; it does not seek shelter

because of temperature or storm ; its voice is exerted without

purpose, etc., etc. We imagine that it will be long before such

an opinion can be sustained by any scientific evidence. Yet it

seems to be the only alternative that is open to those who deny

that consciousness is at the basis of evolution. It would seem

to be the final reductio ad absurdum of that side of the question.

A brief statement of a discussion of these points referred to

in the last Naturalist is deferred to the December number,

general notes, department Psychology.

The appearance of the first number of Dr. Whitman's/^
of Morphology seems an event of sufficient importance in the

history of American science to warrant more than a mere an-

nouncement. Several times have magazines been started whi

were fondly expected to play the same part in the United

that the Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science does in
in-

land, but all have lamentably failed. Their editors have^

succeeded in gaining the confidence and support of the

American workers. This rock Dr. Whitman has aPP**^
caped, and his first number, in variety of subject and brea

treatment as well as in beautiful appearance, will compare tav

ably with any publication in the old world.
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RECENT LITERATURE.
The Origin of the North American Flora.—The fifteenth

report of the State Geologist of Indiana, issued in March of the
present year, contains a long article on the " Origin of the Indi-
ana Flora," by John M. Coulter and Harvey Thompson. The
second part of the article, beginning on page 265 is on the
"Origin of the North American Flora." It is so' similar in
many respects to an article published by myself in the Journal
of the Cincinnati Society of Natural History in 1881 vol iv
that I desire to call attention to it. I have arranged in parallel
columns the parallel passages. The pages are those on which
the sim.Iar passages are found. My article is entitled " On the
beographical Distribution of Plants Common to Europe and
the Northeast United States."

Coulter and Thompson. James.
" In studying the flora of North Amer- " Prof. Gray has made it well known

thrfact^rth
1 h

"d
P b? 'ng 'mpreSSed Whh that therC iS far m°re resemblance be -

FV^I
and

j
even species, with those of the United States and the Pacific coast

species r f

Ulon to these 342 distinct " The resemblance between the

cLamc ,

ng to a Printed list which of Europe and the United States
contains only 328 names] there are in

SSKSHSSJ £H
2*7 so v"; 2?'tggj

P^es that oneSd J°Seph F
' ^ •"^ SUp" g '

a T"ry \m!l\
that the Manua l covers only territory with v

rth America, [the Northeastern United States]. . .
.

whole flo» 7r
™erence that when the I have no doubt but that a comparison

P^dwith ill ,°n
h America is com- of the entire flora of the United States

[
0Qn<5 manv 1 rope

'
there wiH be '

ll °ne of 9**
both -" P 26

SpedeS common *° f°rnia • •) will show nearly as much re-

'Tt womd I,
^H territ^hw deKtn

J" 66

C

is indeed nothing more easy

te.,etc T.$i-

n, Geog. of Plants. Pub. of

ty, 1846, p. 265."
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Coulter and Thompson.

, produced similar or perfectly the

xisting, closely-

allied species.' " *P. 270. " '

"f Wallace, Contrib. to Nat.
|

N. Y., 1871, p. 5-"

'Therefore, when we find identical "Therefore,

globe, we believe the individuals in both globe, we believe the indivi

localities to be descended from a common localities to be descended from a common

parent.'" P. 271. [Quoted without parent." P. 51.

reference.]

''Naturally we look to the north for " We may very reasona!

this highway between the two continents during the warm period at the north the

[Europe and A w ocean was at a lower level I

very close com he and that a land connection formerly ex-

vest. . . . However, having evi- isted between t

of former land elevation in high America and the

les, or accepting Croll's theory in " % In conseqt

thaVther! is^utfT knTwithin^a Tort with wrta

i

radius of the Pole." P. 271. land clustered in its vir

mon plants given, about three-fifths of
them are mountain and highland forms not possible to sec »"—-; m er

in the United States, and%xtend into lowland forms. But in my
.

1»P«
,•

Canada as lowland forms. About one- are
third are inhabitants of low sphagnous "sub-alpine and other spec

6($

swamps and marshes, while the remain- north or northwestern range,
d

land species." P. 272. in swamps, marshes, and w« v

Pp. S6, 57.

pushed all the original and introduced mu'I ci'ther have been.a«u^-
,

flora before them. -^f
te
p

S f
o lowlands, and all forms farther warmer regions. f

• 5J-

ith." P. 271. . r„r 1

:..:din sheltered places "The few r

d awaited chan. *h«*» °n aC
^ic

cumstances for a better development, when left on the mou
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. __l idea of the similarity in thought
between the two articles. There is no reference in any place to
my article, although the authors must have had it before them.
1 submit that it is only fair to refer to an article from which so
many ideas have been gleaned.—Joseph F. James, Miami Vniver-
**y> Oxford, 0., October 10, 1887.

Ridgway's Manual of Ornithology. 1—In this book we have
«je result of the knowledge of one of our first ornithologists,
Mr. Robert Ridgway, brought fully up to date. No one is more
competent for the task, and the student as well as the sportsman
"?ay rely implicitly on the statements contained in this book.

,

e descriptions are all arranged in key form. This method is

of

aP t0 the presentation of brief definitions, especially those
we higher groups. When it comes to the presentation of

e numerous characters of species it becomes awkward from a
vP?graphical point of view, and we fancy from the appearance
gives this volume that it will not replace the usual full para-

ge

aPn form of description for species. In the keys of genera

cl° u
e With ratification that definitions are rarely based on

un , ?faCters
- The nomenclature is also thoroughly cleared

rSr?V
reSults are a warning to all careless renamers. We

tice of
°wever

' to observe that the author adheres to the prac-

^
r g'vmg two identical names to a species, when the species

tautol
!*en adoPted for that of a genus. The result is a

are rtyj1 absurdity. The references to exotic ornithology
0ne of the valuable features of the book.

PorW°
PSlS °f the Plora of the Laramie Group.2—In this im-

questi.
Pap

f
r Mn Ward gives a general view of the subject in

]
bU°n, which embraces a total of 1540 species. "Of these

t Report U. S. Geol. Sui
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286 are Cryptogams and 1254 are Phanerogams. The Crypto-

gams are 119 cellular and 167 vascular, and the Phanerogams

are 125 Gymnosperms and 113 are Angiosperms. The Angio-

sperms embrace 467 apetalous, 406 polypetalous, and 106 gamo-

petalous species." The comparison that is made between this

flora and that of the Cretaceous systems below, and the Eocene

above, is highly instructive. It is well known that the students

of palaeobotany have insisted that the evidence throws the

Laramie into the Eocene series, while the cultivators of the pal-

aeontology of the Vertebrata have been equally certai

system must be placed at the summit of the Cretaceous. The

specialists in Invertebrata have not produced very -

dence either way. It is therefore a matter of much in

Mr. Ward, after this full survey of the flora, writes as follows:

" Taking all these facts into consideration, therefore, I do not

hesitate to say that the Laramie Flora as closely resembles the

Senonian Flora as it does either the Eocene or the Miocene

Flora. But again, I would insist that this does not

prove either the Cretaceous age of the Laramie Group or iB

simultaneous deposit with any of the upper Cretaceous beds.

To the palaeontologist the above paragraph will be sufficient to

settle finally the reference of the Laramie to the Cretaceous

series, without regard to the question of synchronism. We are

not fully acquainted with the true time-relations ofthe extinct nor

and faunae of the northern hemisphere, but we have evidenc

enough to show that, whether exactly synchronous in ditter

parts of this area or not, the nonconformity in time has not

very great. .
DThe memoir is accompanied by numerous illustrations.

Keep's West Coast Shells. 1—This is a popular work of con-

venient size for the pocket, and on a subject u - :h s

every lover of nature. With its help the student ma}

the species in their haunts, not by a system of scien ti

n

lytical keys, but by the aid of excellent wood-cuts, ana j^
pnate descriptions of their external characters. As a d ^
the amateur, and as introductory to a more severe

treatment of the subject, this book is admirably adapted.

Batracnians and Reptiles of Central America and
J*—In this Bulletin (No. 32) of the United States Naooi ^

seum Prof. E. D. Cope has published a synonymic a ^
graphical catalogue of the animals referred to in the

« WeSt Coast Shells. A Familiar Description of the Marine ft

Land Mollusks ,-, d west of the Rocky Mou

Josiah Keep, A.M. San Francisco : Bancroft Bros. & Co., i»7-
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richness of the region in question is shown by the fact that they
number in total 705 species, which are divided among 197
genera Of the 705, 135 are Batrachia and 570 are Reptilia.
Ut snakes there are 315 species, of which 45 are venomous.
The family of ColubridjE alone contains 243 species. The other
amil.es which include over twenty species, are (snakes) Crotalids

;

(lizards) Scincidae, Anguidae, Iguanidae, Anolidae
;

(frogs, etc
Cystignathidae, Hylidje, and Bufonids. Three new genera are
described

: Diaglena for the TripHon spatulatus of Gunther

;

Dipeltophis for the Leptognathus albocinctus of Fischer; and
Ophryacus for the Atropus undulatus of Jan. Two new species
are described, Scytopis boulengeri and El'aps bcrnadi.
This Bulletin is an illustration of the delays of the United

Mates Government printing-office. Handed in to the secretary
of the Smithsonian Institution January 16, 1886, it is not pub-
lished until October 16, 1887.

Illustrations of Vivisection. 1—The errors of the antivisec-
tionists have been so often set forth that it would seem unneces-
sary to repeat them, especially in view of the fact that the society
jwt issues this pamphlet did at one time restrict its efforts to the
very proper restraint of unnecessary and needlessly cruel vivi-
ection But in reprinting extracts from the papers of that irre-
pressible and irrational lady, Miss Frances Power Cobbe, the
society lays itself open to a repetition of all the just complaints

and t?
amSt their movement by the science of the day. Dogs

a rabbits strapped to holders in awkward positions may excite

7 Apathy of the ignorant, just as a horse on his back in the

en'l ^
may do

'
but aPPeals by such means to the sympathies of

and u
d people wiU onlv excite a smile

"
Even less eleSant

table r?1C are the scenes daily witnessed on the 0Perating-

the p a c
surSeon > but men and women submit to them for

that
themselves and of their families. The superstition

„* m"scular spasm necessarily produces pain is here played

pa;
'
and various operations are depicted, most of which are

Panies
the infliction of suffering, however, which accom-

tificm

S°m
f
°f the Physiological experiments, the humane scien-

I onK
no more P^asure than the antivivisectionist. He

kind n
SU

f
ta

,

med in »t by the knowledge that the benefit to man-

Pamnhl ! nces the suffering inflicted on the animal. This

toman ?.
one of the illustrations of one of the noblest of

1 qualities gone wrong.

^of
Ph^iologists, namely! ClaudeXmTn
L^yrs" and « Lieht in Dark P
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RECENT BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS.

Weismann, A.—Ueber die Zahl der Richtungskorper und tiber ihre Bedeu

die Vererbung. Jena, 1887. From the author.

De Man, J. G.—Uebersicht der indo-pacifischen Arten der Gattung Sesan

Ext. Zool. Jahrb., 1887. From the author.

Bulletins U. S. Geol. Survey, Nos. 34-39. From the Survey.

Sku/eldt, R. Jf".—Contributions to the Comparative Craniology of the Nortl

GENERAL NOTES.

GEOLOGY AND PALAEONTOLOGY.

Zittel's Manual of Paleontology. 1—Professor Zittel's Manual

of Palaeontology has now passed beyond the Invertebrata, and in

the present part it enters the Vertebrata. This work apP^J
me to be the best synoptical manual of the subject whidti n

yet appeared. Its scope is more comprehensive than that ot m

works of the kind, and its contents are more nearly brougKj

to the present date. In illustration it is especially m
both in quantity and quality of figures. That the opportune -

of its author are of the best, follows from the well-known exu

lence of the Museum of Munich; and his wide knowledge 01

1

literature of the subject is displayed by the author at appropw

points in the work.
the end of

In the present part, the subject is completed as far as 1

the fishes usually enumerated under the name of Ganoidsjw

term, as is well known, includes all the palaeozoic and ny^
the mesozoic forms. These, with the preceding sub-cias ^_

lachii, are treated with much fulness of description ana 1

tion. A great deal of information as to the structure 01

forms of these fishes is here brought together, informal

has been hitherto largely inaccessible in America,

can be now intelligently studied here.
l

..-.
f this

While we speak highly of most of the character >

work, we cannot approve of the system in which tnc ^
matter is arranged. Trfe inclusion of the Leptocarai ^
clostomi among fishes is a distinct departure from

systems of classification, while the admission of a sud

noidei," is a concession to tradition rather than an e*\

exact taxonomy. Then the inclusion of such forms a

• Handbuch der Pabeontologie. Herausg. v. K. A. Zittel,JfY
'

Wrong von Dr. A. Schenck. I. Abtheilung Pal^00 s

I Lief. Munchen u. Leipzig: R. Oldenbourg. 8vo.
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Pterichthys, and Bothriolepis in this "sub-class" is certainly a

violation of the precision of definition which all true systems

should possess. Dr. Zittel says indeed of the Pteraspididre that

their position is entirely undecided. The " orders" of " Ga-

for

adopted.

The fulness of this part of the subject as presented by Professor

Zittel enables the reviewer to give a synopsis of his own views

on the subject of the classification of the lowest Vertebrata, to

which he has hitherto only contributed fragments. 1 This is now
done in anticipation of a fuller memoir with complete illustrations.

Preliminarily, the following point, originally propounded in

substance, I believe, by Professor Haeckel, is adhered to

:

I. No vertel the mandibular and scapular arches

is afish.

On this account I have declined to include in the Pisces such

forms as the Pterichthyids and Bothriolepididae, also the Pteras-

P'didae and Cephalaspididae, but have referred the latter of them
to the Haeckelian class Agnatha, which also includes the Mar-

sipobranchi, or lampreys. (See Naturalist, 1886, 1027.)

II. The primary divisions offishes are indicated mainly by their

cranial structure.

.This is an expression of the fact generally admitted by zoolo-

there are at least four primary divisions so defined,--

Vlz
:

,
the Holocephali, the Dipnoi, the Selachii, and a fourth di-

vision, which was first named by Professor Sir Richard Owen,
the Teleostomi.

III. The divisions of the Teleostomi are indicated byfundamental

structure. ,_,

. inistaxonomic truth was first insisted on by the writer

A»r. Pktlos. Soc, 1870, p. 445), and is now repeated with em-

Phasis. The probably correct evolutionary view of Dohrnre-« the fins as remains of three or four primitive longitudinal

Plastic folds, which have been supported by mesoblastic

^ents radiating from the central axis of the skeleton, and
*hl<* have developed actinotrichia (mesoblastic, Ryder) within

^selves, which have become ultimately correspondent, and

plated with, the internal mesoblastic segments, as ^31*1
*a

fam that the phylogeny of the primary types of the lele

EhTl TU be fou^ to be expressed in the successive stages ex

hlb,ted by the process of the reduction of the internal bony

iSn

DSa^nsof the American PhilosopBical Society, 1870, p. 445^
"
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supports of the external folds, to the proportions and positions

which we behold them to present in the different groups of fishes.

IV. The orders offishes are defined by modifications of theM
ton of lesser significance than those included in statements II, and

III.

Under this head come modifications in the structure of the

skull, vertebrae, and fins in which the multifarious character of

fish evolution has displayed itself, and in which relation to the

other classes of Vertebrata does not enter as an element of esti-

In accordance with proposition III. I define what appear to me

to be the primary divisions of the Teleostomi. Before doing sol

will state the elements of the definition. The supports of all the

fins consist primitively (in the case of the pectoral fins, the evidence

is only partly in our possession) of at least three long

connected osseous elements. These correspond to what have

been named (i) the neural and haemal spines of the vertebras. I

the axial segments 1 (interneural and interhaemal bones), an: •

the basilar segments 2 (so called because when present they are

, DF, dorsal fin; PVF, pectoral
hv.v.lu^!, vent ai, ana mal fins; AF. anal fin; NSP, nem«u ^— > - -
pophysis; JJSp.hxmal spine; Axo, axonost; Bo, baseost.

the immediate supports of the fin-rays). I first used theterrn?

axial and basilar for these segments (in 1870) ashomology
all the fins,, a view which has been since adopted by the en

guished embryologist Ryder, who uses the following ian> »

(1 c p. 985) :
" Regarding the whole of the mobile ax.

of the Lyrifera (= Pisces) as essentially homologous, 1
w

1 Proc. Amer. Philos. Society, 1877, May. „ , „Tbe Or*?
* Cope, Transactions Amer/philol' Society, 1870, P- 445;^

Fish Commission, 1886, pp. 98 5 . ,

-ost" (Gill) »
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the distal 1

pkores." 1

elements may call them axonosts and baseosts. The only fin v

does not present us with the series of three in some known type
is the pectoral, though Tristichopterus [teste Traquair) may do
so. The axonost is sometimes represented by more than one
segment,

—

eg., Dipnoi, of which the proximal is the mesoptery-
gium of Gegenbaur. It is accompanied in the Selachians by
several other axonosts, which are equally in contact with the
scapular arch. In Lepidosiren and Ceratodus it is not yet possi-
ble to determine how many of the pectoral segments belong to
the axonost and how many to the baseost
Next to the pectoral fin, the caudal presents us with the great-

est divergence from the primitive condition ; and next to it, the
ventral fin departs most widely. The pelvic element so called
B the axonost of this fin. The dorsal and anal fins depart less

considerably from the type than any of the others, but the modi-
fications are important, and have been mostly neglected in tax-
onomy. The following are the natural divisions represented by
these modifications. They may be called superorders

:

Dorsal, anal, pectoral, and ventral axonosts pres-
ent, represented by a single element to each fin. Rhipidopterygia.
u°rsal, anal, pectoral, and ventral axonosts

P[**nt; the dorsal and anal numerous, each artic-
ulating with a single baseost, if any; the pectoral
^onosts present in variable number, articulating
«n numerous well-developed baseosts ; the ven-

axonost single, articulating with numerous
*!5osts

; Crossopterygia.

tor l

1 and anal axonosts as in the last; no pec-

no?/^nost
' baseosts rudimental ; a ventral axo-

" w,tn numerous baseosts
;

Podopterygta.
1

Dorsal and anal axonosts as in the last; pectoral

ten
n°ne

' baseosts very few, small; ventral
nost Present, with minute or no baseosts ; Actinopterygia?

follows

:

WrS\0rders and families of these superorders appear to the
nter to be as follows •

IDOPTERYGIA.

iZ : Present in dorsal and anal fins
;

axon'?
wanting to dorsal and anal fins. Caudal

sPine (H
Present

'
each one articulating with a neural

, Philosoph. Soc, 1870, p



CROSSOPTERYGIA.

A. Dorsal baseosts present.

Dermal rays (actinotrichia, Ryder) more nu-

merous than baseosts; each axonost articulates

with a neural spine ;

Dermal rays equal in number with, and articu-

lating with baseosts ;

AA. No dorsal baseosts.

Dermal rays equal in number with, and articu-

lating with basilars ; axonosts not articulating with
Gad:;'. >

ACTINOPTERYGIA.

I. Dermal radii more numerous (octinotrichia)

than the baseosts and axials.

Intercentra distinct, small; Lysofim.
1

II. Dermal radii equal baseosts and axonosts.

Vertebrae with distinct intercentra on the chorda

dorsalis ;

Merospondp.

Vertebra with completed intercentra, which are

amphiccel or annular ;

Isospon*)*-

Vertebrae with completed intercentra, which are
*j

opisthoccel; Gingiva

Vertebral column .with completed intercentra and ^
centra, both amphiccel ;

Halecomo
y

The other orders of the Actinopterygia and those of the Podop-

terygia are enumerated in my various papers on the recent

j
Of the above, all are extinct excepting the Cladistia, the iw~
dyli, Ginglymodi, and Halecomorphi. The families are

lowing. To the Rhipidistia, one family, the Tnsticnopce

^
In it there is but one, a normal caudal fin, and thejerte ^
externally ossified. (Giinther and Traquair.) The A*nm -,

family, the Coelacanthidae. In the latter there are two ^
fins, and the vertebrae are not ossified. The ^P^. ia'°-

a0i,

Phaneropleuridae (Zittel does not think this family F ^
as has been supposed). The Taxistia, two, theJ^nh.

chiite

and Glyptodipterini, which should be called the H^^id*
andtheOsteolepididae. The Cladistia, one family, tnero.y^ f]y

,

The Lysopteri, one family, the Palaeoniscidae, from w

n

£ j

tysomidae is scarcely distinct. The Merospondyh emD ^
Sauropsidae3

(
= Microlepidoti and Cyclolepidoti, ^^ nUffl

er-

Pycnodontidae, with other families embracing more o
^ _

?
;

1 Loc. cit. I endeavored (1. c.) to prove that the vertical sPin^

?

rre*

finnules of Polypterus are basilars, but I do not now consider tn

* Cope, Amer. Naturalist, 1880, p. 440 ; HeUrocerci Zittel, i8»/-
LjJfl

ptt*

3 Cope, Proc. Amer. Assoc. Adv. Science, 1878, p. 298,
wltn
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m genera, referred by Zittel to the families Stylodontida?, Sphasr-
odontidae, and Saurodontidse. Genera with annular intercentra,
asAspidorhynchidae (Rhynchodontidae, Zitt), should be referred
to the Isospondyli. Until the vertebral columns of the genera are
Jtterknown.it will be difficult to decide which belong to the
Merospondyli and which to the Isospondyli.
ihe Placodermi, after the exclusion of the Pteraspididae, Ce-

pnaiaspididae, Pterichthyidse, and Bothriolepididse, form a homo-
geneous order. So far as the structure of the fins is known, it ap-
pears to belong to the superorder of the Actinopterygia,' but this
•s not fully established. If so, it appears to have the dorsal and
naifm-rays equal in number with the baseosts, and these to be
^aiin number and continuous with the axonosts (according to
on Koenen, in Coccosteus inflatus), characters not known in any

oner order ofActinopterygia. But one family is certainly known,
L°ccosteidae, which has a hinge-like articulation of the epi-

v

T
h

Cuiar or.clavicular plate with the cranium.

*ert! ,

scnPtl0ns and figures of Professor Zittel render it per-

cent T
r that the fishes rarely develop complete vertebral

"the order Halecomorphi being the only example. The
ed centra of fishes are intercentra as in the Batrachia.3 This

«
«« important addition to the evidence of the affinity of these

origin Tt ° f Vertebrata. It also shows that the mechanical

that IH- u
rhachitomous vertebra in the fishes is the same as

ofktl ifl
have Poi"ted out in the Batrachia, viz., as the effect

The S?
"exures of ^e notochord on ossifications of the sheath.

as J* 1

have not experienced the rhachitomous stage, so far

confiL
?°*n ' because the primitive ossification has not been

ntmed to the sheath of the notochord.—£ D. Cope.

u4^ber_t00th Tiger from the Loup Fork Beds.-The

icaar! T and J°hn Day Miocene formations in North Amer-

&
^are well known to contain remains of saber-tooth cats of the

hvo sL0f Nimravi<^, while the Pliocene epoch has Produced

Lour??
1? °f saber-tooths of the family Felidae. Hitherto the

*Z J,

ork
> ™ Upper Miocene formation, which intervenes be-

this ul John Day a"d the Pliocene, has produced no cats ot

mJ??l' Under the circumstances it was to have been antici-

Z" that they existed during this time, and I can announce

...

;-::hl.s opposition may be now exchanged for knowledge.

la/ he ma"dible of a large cat has been in my possessionW n
,
Slderable time, and I propose to describe the species it

T* t

Under the name of Macharodus catocopts.

4 lar
aCt£rS firSt atfract the attenti°n J

theSC arG
'

'

"v
î

^3,byE.D. Cope.
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cisors ; and, second, the slight development of the flange of the

lower jaw. The angulation of the anterior part of the lower

jaw is very well defined, but does not descend as a flange below

the level of the inferior border. The anterior face is well dis-

tinguished from the lateral by the vertical angle, which is, how-

ever, obtuse. The form is quite similar to that in Nwmnus
gomphodus. The superior half of the anterior face is, in fact,

deeply grooved on the middle line, a circumstance due to the

large size of the canine and small size of the incisors. The

latter are three in number, and the roots are much compressed,

and so crowded as to alternate with each other. The crowns are

lost. The canine is considerably compressed, and has a sharp

serrulate posterior cutting edge, which descends to the base of

the crown behind. There is no anterior cutting edge. The

shape of a section of the tooth is lenticular, the anterior angle

rounded off; the long axis extends a little oblique to the median

line. The apex is lost. There are three foramina on one side,

and two on the other of the median symphysis; and there are

three mental foramina on the best preserved ramus.

Depth of symphysis
Width of symph'y-
Width of space between inferior c

The large size of the inferior canine might lead to the infer-

ence that the superior canine is not so large as in the typic*

saber-tooths. It certainly exceeds in this respect the otner

known species. The small flange cannot sustain this

since it is similar in Nimravus, which has a large- superior ca-

nine. The present species is the largest saber-tooth of W>rui

America, except perhaps the Simlodon fatalis Leidy. Th* $?
men on which it is based was found by Frank Hazard in mw
County, Kansas.

—

£. D. Cope.

Note upon the Genus Athrodon.—In a paper upon t

"Structure and Classification of the Mesozoic Mammalia \r

ceedings Philadelphia Academy, June, 1887) I proposed tne *

Athrodon, founded upon the maxilla referred to Stylodo»P\

by Professor Owen in his memoir upon the Mesozoic jh

malia. Professor Cope has kindly called my attenj

fact that Athrodon is preoccupied by Sauvage (Bull. **>

1880, viii. p. 530) for a genus of Ganoid fishes. I ther

W

pose to substitute the term Kurtodon for Athrodon to

-H. F. Osborn.
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MINERALOGY AND PETROGRAPHY.'

New Minerals.

—

Langba?iite is the name applied by G. Flink*

to a mineral which occurs in small black hexagonal crystals in a

granular limestone at Langban, Sweden. In habit it is tabular

or prismatic, with the, prism faces but slightly developed. Its

hardness is 6.5, specific gravity =4.918. Its axial ratio is

1:1.6437. Its analysis yielded,

—

Sb
3 5 Si0

2
MnO FeO

1542 10.88 64.00 10.32

The discoverer regards it as silicate of manganese (MnsSi07)

combined with antimonate of iron (Fe3Sb2 8)
in the proportions

37:10. Web$kyite.—1\{\s mineral, named by R. Brauns3 after

delate Professor Websky, of Berlin, is a decomposition product
of the serpentine occurring in the paleopikrite of Amelose, near

ftedenkopf, in Nassau. It occurs in black amorphous masses,
»>th a bluish-green streak. Its hardness is 3 and its specific

f
vity 1.771. It is apparently isotropic in thin sections, where

ir possesses a green color. Its composition is as follows

:

Si0* A]
2 3

.Fe
2 3 FeO MgO H

2
Loss at no

34.91 9.60 3.13 2 , .62 9-84 2I - 2°

"* corresponds to the formula H 6R4Si3 13 + 6H20, in which
* = Mg and Fe. Laubanite is described by Traube*
eo»te from the druses of the basalt occurring near Lauban, in

Mesia. Its color is milk-white. It possesses a short columnar
fjDit and a hardness of 4.5-5. It is found only in small crys-

JT'
Implanted on phillipsite and other associated minerals

"««.crystals under the microscope are seen to be composed of

'«« bundles of fibres. Its composition approaches very near to

ft ot laumontite. from wh.Vh it Aiffrr* onlv in its percentages ot
', from which it differs only in its percentage:

1 and water of crystallization.
T„„m™,;„. Phillipsite.

AWSiO) 3Al
2
(Si03 )s

Ca(Si6
3) +

3

4
3

H
2 KjSff^

Fw? Estimations of American Minerals. Mica.—Prof.

lished
ke

'

5 of the U- S- Geological Survey, has recently pub-

•W
an lnteresting paper in which the relations between three

WJT lron-micas are discussed. The three micas in ques-

Me
ae lep.domelane from Baltimore, Md., and from Litchfield,

w!? '^nite from Rockport. Their compositions may be

RRV
dbytheformulas

1
* s

Si,°a (Rockport); R^'r" Si O (Baltimore); and RVR^SiO^

(Litchfield).

R. W. S. Bayl
"

.Band.'V..' 1887, p- 3*8-

Amer. Jour. Sci., xxxiv., Oct. 1887, p. 13*-



The relations existing between them may be best shown by

supposing two of the univalent groups (A10) to replace one

(R'"02). Assuming this, the formulas may be written:

R'R'"(SiO ) = Rockport mica.

R'(A10)R'"(SiO) = Baltimore mica.

R^(AIO) R'"(SiO )
B
= Litchfield mica.

In the same paper there are also given analyses of iron-micas

from Auburn, Me., and Pike's Peak, Colorado, and one of a

muscovite from Alexander County, N. C, containing 1.10 per

cent, of TiO
a

. Hawlite.—This mineral was first id

Professor H. How, 1 of Windsor, Nova Scotia, who named itsilico

borocalcite. Messrs. Penfield and Sperry,2 having recently come

into the possession of a comparatively pure specimen of the min-

Si0
2

B
2 3 CaO Na

2
K

2
H,U

»5-33 44-52 27.94 0.53 0.13 n-55

They regard it as a distinct species with the formula HgCa^SiO,,-

Cassiterite.—Th& tin-stone of Mexico is divided by Professor

Genth 3 into two varieties, a red and a yellow variety. Both are

supposed to have been formed by precipitation from solution-

The red variety is found in very small crystals, with a hexagonal

habit. Analysis shows it to consist of dioxide of tin, containing

a little ferric oxide and occasionally small quantities

pentoxide. The yellow variety occurs principally

forms. It contains very little ferric oxide, but considefiM

arsenic pentoxide, and always an admixture of zinc on

tals of cassiterite implanted on hematite (after the manner oJ rui

on hematite from St. Gothard), and pseudomorphs of the torn

after the latter mineral, as well as after magnetite, are des

^

n

by Professor Genth as not very uncommon in the sands
s

ana

from the state of Durango. Mimetite has been found .

1

n

crystals at the Mina del Diablo, Durango, Mexico. More
^

quently, however, it occurs in pseudomorphic forms ai

unknown mineral, supposed by Dr. Genth 4 to be angles
,

>

Professor von Rath to be galena, and by Dr. Brezina to

^
mendipite. Vanadinite.—This mineral occurs on 4"

the Mammoth Gold Mine, near Oracle, Pinal Count:

It is sometimes coated with calcite, which is in turn coa
. ^

a second generation of vanadinite. Other localities for va
^

are Yavapai County, Arizona; McGregor Mine, Grant-.
New Mexico; and Bald Mountain Mine, Beaverhead
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Montana. Descloizite {ramirite), from San Luis Potosi, Mexico,

yielded Professor Genth J on analysis the figures,—

PbO CuO ZnO As
2 5

V
2 5

P2 5
Loss on ignition

5452 6-58 1270 3-(>3 l 9-99 OI 3 2 -62

a result not very different from that obtained by Penfield 2 in

1881. Tapalpite, from the Sierra de Tapalpa, Jalisco, Mexico,

:arded by Rammelsberg as being represented by the formula
~ Professor Genth 3 has analyzed some comparatively

pure material, with this result

:

Ag Pb Bi Cu Te S

38.59 7.24 25.05 0.21 17-43 S - 24

s, would give, as the compo-

is regarded 1

Ag2S.Bi 2
Te,

46.09 24.99 2I - 67 7- 25

corresponding to a normal sulpho-telluro salt of silver and bis-

muth. In the paper in which the above-mentioned minerals

are discussed, Professor Genth describes pyrite pseudomorphs

after pyrrhotite, from Colusa County, Cal. ;
hessite, from Tomb-

stone, Arizona ; allanite, from Statesville, N. C; willemite from

Socorro County, New Mexico; and hisingerite pseudomorphs alter

cahte, from Ducktown, Tenn.
~Tms mm~

eral has for some time been regarded as a basic carbonate ot

5'smuth,but its composition has not until very recently been

determined by means of analysis. A short time ago Mr H. L.

Veils* obtained large specimens of the mineral from Willeman-

to and Portland, Conn The Willemantic occurrence is described

* a

u
dark-gray mineral, holding in its centre a nucleus of bis-

muthinite. Its specific gravity is 742. Under the microscope it

*» seen to consist of a dark ground-mass, in which patches of a

Pjk yellowish-green color are scattered. The dark portion is

al*ost opaque from the numerous black dust-like inclusions it

contains. These are supposed to represent traces of the
:

origi-

^ mineral from which the bismutho-spharite was derived. An
analysis yielded,—

3£ & sSes % Sg

^ponding to the formula Bi2 3 C02
= (BiO),CO,—Croa-

^7-Messrs. Chester and Cairns * have recently published an

gjysis of the bluish-gray fibrous crocidolite from Beacon Pole

Hdl
. near Cumberland, Rhode Island, with the result (as the

^an of t
> analyses)

:

Fe
2 3

FeO MgO Na2
HO
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This composition is represented by the authors by the formula

Fe3
Na2H4Fe2

(Si
9 3)9

= 3FeO.Na2
0.2H2O.Fe2

O
3

.9Si02 ,
in which

the water is regarded as basic. The authors cannot accept the

prevalent view that crocidolite is merely a fibrous arfvedsonite.

Datholite.—-Mr. Whitfield 1 has analyzed the datholite from

Bergen Hill, N. J., determining the boric acid by the Good'

method. His figures are

:

Si0
2

FeO CaO B
2 5

H
2

35-74 0.31 35.14 22.60 6.14

corresponding to the formula B2 3.H2
0.2Ca0.2Si02

= H.CaSiO,.

B0
2 , the generally accepted formula for this mineral. UkxiUr-

Ulexite, from Rhodes Marsh, Esmeralda County, Nevada, yielded

the same analyst 3 the following figures

:

Si0
2

CI B
2 3 S03

CaO Na
2

K
2

H,0

0.04 2.38 43-20 0.28 14.52 10.20 0.44 *M*

These figures are represented by the formula NaCaB50,

+ 6H 20, after making certain allowances for impurities.—

SiderUe (spluzrosiderite).—-This mineral* occurs at Bait

associated with zeolites in the gneiss of the Jones Falls quarries

The crystals are small and lenticular in shape. They possess

only the forms R and oR, except in one instance, where the neg-

ative scalenohedron —^R* is supposed to occur. In tnesc

crystals the faces are generally rounded, forming a lens's^
body. Frequently two of these lenses are grouped togetner

as to form apparent twins. And further, many lenses groupw

together produce a perfect sphere. Analyses of selected maten

by Mr. A. G. Palmer gave,—

FeO MgO MnO ZnO CO,

59-63 1.05 0.91 l-72 379i

It is thought that the presence of manganese and n*c ™fJ®^
had some influence in the production of these roundenw
not uncommon in the pure manganese carbonate-rhodoc

W^^.-Samarskite* is found in the coarse-gram^

granitic veins cutting the schists in which the zeolites I

to above) occur. It is described by Professor Konig a*
ft

splintery, black mineral with a hardness of about o-/-

specific gravity is 6.146. An analysis yielded,—

Metallic acids U0
2

Y, Er, etc. (CeTh)O g>
56-4o 13.48 11.90 3-»5

Fe
2
0. A1,0, I8nltl0n

I.66
3

2.oo
3 °-3°

1 lb., October, 1887, p. 281. 3 I,c.
3 Aroer. Chem. Jour., ix., 1887, P- 23, and ii., 1880, p. 247- - lrimore , by & H'

Notes on the . Neighborhood of tfaitm
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The specific gravity of the metallic acids (5.769) is too high for
mobic acid, while no tantalic acid was detectable by Rose's
method,—facts which Professor Konig does not understand.

'.v.—Several crystals of this mineral have recently
been measured by Messrs. Burton and Gill, 1 who find no reason
to suppose that it is not crystallographically identical with
heulandite, as Des Cloizeaux found it to be in its optical proper-
ties.- Rutile.—The rutile crystals occurring in the spodumene-
beanng pockets of the gneiss in Sharp's township, Alexander
County, N. £, are described by Messrs. Hidden and Washing-
ton

2
as small, with the rare basal pinacoid prominent and well

polished. Measurements of these crystals resulted in the detec-
tion of the new forms fP, %¥, %?, 4P, and Pf. A recalculation

« the axial relations gave 1 : 0.64425. Apatite.—A small
crystal of apatite implanted on muscovite, from the same locality
as that mentioned for rutile, is described by the same writers as
almost unique in habit, the prisms ]/2 Y, P, and 2P2 predomi-
nating. From data obtained in the measurement of this crys-
01, arecalculation of the axial relations for apatite gives this as

.^7343- A cruciform twin of apatite is described and figured,

lie twinning plane is 2P2. This is interesting as the first

escnption of a twin of this species. Beryl-Two new planes
°*ve been discovered by the same authors on the emerald beryls

?'pis
gander County locality. These planes are ^P and

<

r r
:
On all the beryl from this locality it was observed that

™
[

Prism face «P is perfectly smooth, while 00P2 is covered with
«&

>

triangular pits. Quartz.-Some time ago Vom Rath3

ed

ed the occurrence of the plane ooPf on the alternate prismatic

Mef
°f

tT
certain quartz-crystals from Alexander County, N. C.

-essrs Hidden and Washington 4 find this same form holohe-
^ly developed in each consecutive prismatic edge. Topaz.

new 1

r crystal of topaz 4 from Zacatecas, Mexico, contains the

frln 7lV Pyroxene.—Certain crystals of pyroxene

deti
ange County. N. Y., possess* a tubular habit due to the

that

?

pment of the basal plane and are remarkable besides in

Th

a

e

ttheyare hemimorphic in the direction of the vertical axis.

2p
U

p
pPer Portions of the crystals show the forms oP, —P, P,

veC a "F* '
and ^P^- Moreover, the lower planes are so de-

twinn^ these Portions of the crystals must be regarded as

W7 While the uPPer portions are simple individuals.-

Mr S In a late number of the American Journal of Science,

arSeniv
a
,

gUe6 busses the deposition of scorodite from the

era?
' Waters of the Yellowstone National Park. The min-

ers as a green coating covering the siliceous sinter de-

ng'f* ..

3 Amer.Joa,Sci.)XXxiii., I 887,p.5or.

ml, p. 456- «L.c.
5

%ember X' Amer
-
Jour

-
ScL

'
0ct l8*7 ' P '

275 "



posited by the Joseph's Coat Springs and other geysers, and is

also often found in little nodules in the cavities oi

An analysis of the purified scorodite yielded Mr. Whitfield —

Fe
2 3

As
2 5

H
2

Analyses of the waters of these geysers show a small percentage

of arsenious acid. Reusch 1 has examined the

kaolin from Denver, Colorado, to which Cross and Hillebrand

first called attention.2 He declares it to be triclinic and not ortho-

rhombic as Hillebrand supposed. A. Kenngott3 describes two

peculiar crystals of gypsum from Poland, Ohio, and calls atten-

tion to a new formula for tantalite from Dakota, based upon the

analysis of Schaeffer,4 published a few years ago.

BOTANY.s

The Genus Geaster.6—Dr. G. B. De Toni, of the Botanical

Institute of the University of Padua, has lately made a careful

revision of the genus Geaster. Accepting, with Fries, the defi-

nition of the genus as proposed by Micheli in 1729, after mucn

nber from fourteen, enumerated

by the illustrious Swedish savant in 1829, to forty-eight well-

authenticated species. Making a careful study of the Iead =

features of the species, he has been enabled to arrange them mi

seven quite distinct and fairly recognizable sections, as

1. Columnati.—Inner peridium supported on sever*

This section includes (he singular G. coliformis Dicks *»A

many mouths to the inner peridium, and G. columnatus Lev.,

from Chili, having but a single orifice.
_ ^ui

2. Fornicati.—Outer peridium separating into two

strata, one obversely fornicate. , A the

This contains three species,-^, fornicatus Huds and the

little-known G. radicans B. & C, and G. zvelwitschu Mont. ^
may here remark that this fibrous lowest stratum cling 1

„

the earth exists in G. limbatus Fr., and perhaps in several

Geasters.
£0US

3- Cupulati.—Outer peridium augmented by a membran .

often irregular cupule about the base of the inner per

f

:

This section contains only G. triplex Jungh. and the unc:

G. duplicalus Chev. We have observed this basal memo>

other species of Geaster; it occurs as a mere inctdenteIV ^
away of the lower portion of the inner fleshy stratum ^
outer peridium. Specimens of G. duplicatus are to

• Neues Jahrb. f. Min., etc., 1887, ii., p. 70. ' Bull. U. S. G. S >
3 lb., 1887, ii- p. 84. * Amer. Jour. Sci., '884,

s Edited by Prof. Charles E. Bessey, Lincoln, Nebraska. Q B De T^
ionographica generis Geasteris, Mich." Auctore v

Revue Mycologique, No. 34, Avril, 1887.
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without the basal cupule, though it is generally present in all

fully-grown examples. This leads us to suggest that it might
be well to distribute the species of sections 2 and 3 among
those that follow.

4. Striati.—Peristome sulcate-plicate or pectinate-striate.

A well-marked section ! It comprises ten species. The salient

species are G. bryantii Berk., G. iimbilicatiis Fr., and G. Striates

D. C. ; the others cluster about them as more or less closely-

related species. The five species, G. striates, elegans, striatuius,

atnbiguus, drummondii, form an elegant group of remarkably
near relatives.

5- Fimbriati.—Peristome, fimbriate-floccose or ciliolate, situated

in a circular, dist :!ose areola.

This section comprises the largest number of species (twenty

altogether). The well-known species are G. minimus, limbatus,

:., saccatus. It contains a curious xylophi-

lous group of four species, represented by the G. mirabilis Mont.
The numerous species clustering about G. fimbriates Fr. and
G- saccatus Fr. are difficult of definition ; these two are near

enough related, the presence and absence of the circular areola

bemg the only obvious mark.
6. Papillati.—Peristome papilliform, glabrous.
This section contains two small species,

—

G. floriformis Vitt.

^d G. pusillus Fr.,—which may be identical.

7- Exareolati.—Pert '' always destitute of
w circular areola, or irregularly or stellately dehiscing.

This section comprises nine species, including the well-known

^-rufescens Pers. and G rs.

besides the forty-eight species of these seven sections there

are five additional species less known or imperfectly described,

among them the singular G. Imkii Spreng., which does not seem

g nave been found by any one except Link and Schweinitz.

I^ are specimens of it in Schweinitz's herbarium, they
should be carefully described.

J( .u .

Ihere is an interesting table of the geographical distribution

2. Je species. The seventeen species in the United States

JJ'ght have been increased by the addition of G. coliformis, from

^Journal of Mycology, vol. i. p. 7. ,

oth

iWo good plates figure several characteristic species and
ers not so well known.
From the Western plains we have lately received two species

*ho% unlike any examples in our possession, and which seem

D
u s quite different from any of the species described m Dr.

lows.°
n,

'

S mon°graph. We figure and characterize them as ioi-

miv£
ai*r camPes*™ Morg. (Fig. i).-Outer peridjum thick,

^ 'fid; the segments (eight to ten reflexed, whitish below,

****« within. Inner peridium globose, subpedicellate, verru-
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cose, gray, or brownish, the mouth conic, sulcate-plicate, in a

circular, marginate disk. Spores globose, verruculose, brown,

Growing in clusters, at first half immersed in the soil, on the

open prairie about Lincoln, Neb. Sent by Prof. Charles E.

-=Ns^-
Inner peridium three-eighths to three-fourths of an inch in

diameter, the expanded segments one to two inches. The outer

peridium is concave or vaulted underneath, with the

often infiexed at the tip, as in G. bryantii and G.

also has the same fibrillose stratum beneath binding it to *
soil; when this is cleared away it leaves a smoot

outer surface. In most of the dried specimens the inner pe-

ridium is distinctly pedicellate. The peculiar feature ot tm>

species, however, is the minute, scaly or granulose \

invest the surface of the inner peridium ; there is no other specie

with a similar surface, unless it be the G. granulos

which is described as " covered with a white granulose powo

Moreover, it has a filamentous peristome, and belongs am g

the Fimbriati, while our species belongs to the Striati 01

De Toni's arrangement. ...
t
u;n

2. Geaster delicatus Morg. (Fig. 2).—Outer pen.

multifid; the segments (six to ten) unequal, revolute wh^
below, alutaceous within. Inner peridium depressed^**
sessile, puberulent, pallid ; the mouth lacerate. Spores gi

verruculose, fuscous, .005-006 mm. in diameter. p^
Growing on the prairie around -Lincoln, Neb. bent y

Charles E. Bessey.
. u ;„ diameter,

Inner peridium one-fourth to one-half of an inch in u ^
the expanded segments an inch or more. The se

.^
e"J whefl

fresh or wet, are strongly revolute, and become »nHe*
apy-

dry, after the manner of G. hygrometricus ; they areW
tbe

raceous, the inner, fleshy stratum being remarkably 1 >

is

color outside is whitish or glaucous, and the external
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very smooth. There is no determinate circular areola to the
inner peridium and the mouth is stellately lacerate or sometimes
a mere slit or puncture. The nearest relative would appear to
kG.dovista Klotsch, from which it differs in several particulars

;

it belongs to the same section, the Exareolati, of Dr. De Toni's
monograph.—A. P. Morgan, Preston, Ohio.

ENTOMOLOGY.1

Observations of Portchinski on Flies which, in their
Larva Stage, cause Diseases among Men and Animals.—
Baron Osten Sacken gives 2 an account of some publications of
Mr Portchinski, from which we extract the following, as of gen-

For many years past Mr. Joseph Portchinski (at present sec-
retary of the Entomological Society in St. Petersburg) has been
devoting a great deal of time to the study of the life-habits of
carnivorous and coprophagous larvae of Muscidse, and several
valuable publications on that subject are due to his pen already.
But as most of these publications are written in Russian, they

f
ve remained less known than they deserve. Several of them,

jojever, have appeared in German in the Horn Soc. Bit. Ross.,
** two of these are on the subject indicated in the heading to

The principal result which science owes to these papers is the

"£hu-
° f the history of Sarcophila wohlfahrti as a danger-

but hitherto unrecognized enemy of men and animals, the
ropean substitute of the celebrated Lucilia macellaria (syn.

\vS?lvorax
) of America. In 1768, Dr. Johann August

devi u
physician in HaUe, published a paper (" Observatio

worm ?
S per Nares excretis") describing a case where peculiar

ns m the nose of an old man produced intolerable headache,

breed; I
dr°Ve him to madness. Wohlfahrt succeeded in

Panied -^
fly °f these larvJE » and gave a description, accom-

Num P
figures sufficient for the recognition of the species,

^toglh
Slmilar cases have been observed since

>

and either

specls f
misunderstood or else ascribed to different other

l*41in r /f
ommon carnivorous flies —species of SarcophagaW LaUlPhora - To Mr. Portchinski belongs the merit of

^um ?°lnt
^
d °ut that the Sreat majority of the cases of the

observed on men and animals are produced

hY \%h??u
1Cuhr sPecies , described more than a century ago

its
cwl '

and so far overlooked since, owing probably to

h frl f

resemblance to other species, that it was described for

time by Schiner in 1862 only, who had no idea of its

S
' Y->toE!!

Tlent is edited by Prof- J- H - Comstock, Cornell University, Ithaca,

!B«fUnerP; t
COmmunications

. books for notice, etc., should be sent,
^ntomolog.

Zeitschrift, Bd. xxxi. p. 17.
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dangerous propensities, nor of its identity with the species de-

scribed but not named by Wohlfahrt. Mr. Portchi:

that 5. wohlfahrti occurs all over Europe, that it attacks animals,

domestic and wild, and that occasionally it causes horrible suffer-

ings and even death among men. In the work of Dr. Megnin,

"Les Parasites et les Maladies parasitaires," Paris, 1880, the au-

thor acknowledges Mr. Portchinski's conclusions, and says that

every time he succeeded in breeding the fly from such larvae it

was the Sarcophila wohlfahrti which escaped from the pupa.

Lack of Parallelism between the Characters of Larvae and

Adults.—"The new article of Mr. Portchinski, 'Comparative

Biology of the Necrophagous and Coprophagous Larva,'
1

brings us a series of important observations, and illustrates the

wonderful power of adaptation of these larvae to their environ-

ment,—an adaptation which, in a certain measure, destroys the

parallelism which we naturally expect to exist between the sys-

tematic characters of larva and imago. Such apparent want

parallelism has been observed in the order Diptera before, but

an abundance of new facts are found in Mr. Portchinski's paper.

Distantly-related species, belonging to different genera, issue

from larvae almost undistinguishable from each other; and, again,

closely-related and almost undistinguishable imagos, species

the same genus, differ in their oviposition (size and number

eggs), and their larvae follow a different law of development lab

to the degree of maturity the larva reaches within the body

the mother, and the number of stages of development it passe

through). In one case even {Musca carvina) larvae of the same

species were found to have a different mode of development

northern and southern regions." (Osten-Lacken, /. c)

The Colorado Potato-Beetle in Europe.—The Colorado p£
tato-beetle has appeared in large numbers upon the potat ;*

of Malitzsch, a village near Dommitzsch, in Saxony, ft
is

lieved, from the abundance of the beetles, that the specie. *

have been introduced into that locality several years ag°
.

ate

Prussian government is taking vigorous measures to exte

Recent Publications.—Among the recent publicanon>?

our table are two systematic works which are worthy^t

than a passing notice. One of these is a " Synopsis ot w

>

American Syrphidse," by Dr. S. W. Williston. This con
j-

,

;

Bulletin No. 31 of the United States National Museum,

an octavo of three hundred and sixty-four pages, «
full descriptions of all our species,—about three nu

number. In the introduction there are given synoptic

1 Horse Soc. Ent.

•
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1

the tribes and genera ; and in the body of the work each generic

description is followed by a table of the species when the genus

contains more than one.

The second of these systematic works is " A Monograph of

the Aphodiini inhabiting the United States," by Dr. George H.
Horn.

1
In this monograph eighty-two species are enumerated.

Each species is fully described, and synoptic tables for separating

them are given. The work is done in the careful manner char-

acteristic of Dr. Horn's writings. It is based on practically a

complete series of specimens. Only two of the species are un-

known to Dr. Horn, and all but four are in his cabinet. The
descriptions are so definite that specimens can be determined
from them with certainty.
From the Department of Agriculture at Washington we have

received the annual report for 1886, containing the report of

Dr. Riley as entomologist; and from the same source we have
received Bulletins Nos. 13, 14, and 15 of the Division of Ento-
mology. The more important of the topics discussed in these

reports are the following : " The Cottony Cushion-Scale," which
•s doing great injury in California; "The Southern Buffalo-y "The Fall Web-Worm," and "Insects Injurious to

Wheat."

A considerable amount of literature on the Coccida has ap-

peared recently. In addition to Dr. Riley's reports on the

tottony Cushion-Scale, Miss Ormerod publishes a pamphlet
on the same insect, entitled "Notes on the 'Australian Bug' in

jouth Africa." In the Transactions of the New Zealand Instt-

mte Mr. Maskell publishes an article " On the ' Honeydew' of

^ccidae and the Fungus accompanying these Insects," and

f^.the press of the Government Printer at Wellington there

p just been issued a volume by Mr. Maskell on the "Scale
«seqts of New Zealand." This is illustrated by twenty-three

j n

e

Vf,
arly all of which are colored.

.

n Bulletin No. 2 of the State Entomologist of Illinois Fro-
«sor Forbes treats of " The Present Condition and Prospects

«e Chinch-Bug in Illinois
"

ZOOLOGY.

m^T?J8&ns of Turbellarians.-Dr. L. B6hring has recently

Polished [Zool, Anzeiger, 260) a preliminary account of the eyes,

£. of several species of planarians. In Planaria gonocephala

and
I >i?

ye COnsists of a nervous apparatus and a pigment-layer

manv
C la

,

tter
' unlike the eyes of Lang's Polyclada, consists of

j^y nucleated cells united. The cavity of this pigment-layer

ture t* end o'g^, each of which has a complicated struc-
Ure

> *ough this whole apparatus has previously been described

1 Trans. Am. Ent. Soc, vol. xiv. p. 1-110.
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as a hyaline, structureless formation. Each end organ connects

with a nerve-fibre, which in turn leads back to a unipolar cell oi

the optic ganglion. No lens is to be recognized in the sections.

In Vorticerus auriciilatus the two eyes (which lie directly on the

brain) have the optic cavity divided into two chambers by a

middle pigmented wall. Each cavity is filled by fine rods, leav-

ing a central canal free. Around the margin of the capsule are

numerous cells, which resemble ganglion-cells, and which send

fibres to the rods, and hence are regarded as retina-cells.

A Parasitic Rotifer.—Nearly twenty years ago E. Ray Lan-

kester briefly described and roughly figured a rotifer, which he

found parasitic in the body-cavity of Synapta from the Island of

Guernsey. Recently Dr. Zelinka has found the same form in

the Adriatic, and describes it as Discopus synapta nov. gen. et sp.

According to the latter author this is not an en do-parasite, but

lives in folds of the skin of the Synapta, and from these large

numbers may be taken by a pipette. The animal belongs to the

Philodinidse. Zelinka has been able to stain and section these

animals, and describes their internal structure in some detail.

His conclusions are (i) that the bilobed wheel of the Philo-

dinidae can be homologized with the ciliated band of the tropo-

sphere, (2.) that the anterior end of the outstretched body is

homologous with the " scheitelplatte," and (3) that the brain 01

the rotifer arises partly from separation from the scheitelp atte,

and partly from immigration of primitively peripheral gangno

cells.

The Genus Sesarma.—In 18 18 Thomas Say described the

genus Sesarma for a Floridan species of crab belonging to

Grapsoid group. Since that time numerous other species o

same genus have been described from all parts of the woria

latest list embracing seventy-one nominal species, the limits*

synonymy of which are in almost inextricable confusion. J-
^

{Zoologische Jahrbuch, ii. 1887) Dr. J. G. de Man has attacK

the Indo-Pacific species of the genus, and introduced some u

into their classification. He divides the genus into four gro

^

based upon the character of the upper margin of the nan ^
the teeth of the margin of the carapax. Healso regar^^
genus Sarmatium of Dana as of sub-generic ^

paper he further include:

In the s

of the

« types of Hess and Nauck, by which a large number c

nominal genera and species are thrown into synonymy.

Preliminary Notes on the Osteology of Alosa sapid ^
—In the shad the muscle of the lateral line is very lare/^
veloped, and extends down quite deeply between tne a ^
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between the segments of the muscle of the lateral line a series of

vertical cartilaginous plates are developed, extending backward
and outward. They are irregularly triangular in outline, and
the apex of the triangle, which is directed forward and inward,

overlaps the distal extremity of the epicentrale. These carti-

lages seem to be evidence that a process of differentiation is going
on in the shad similar to that which resulted in the differentiation

of the sense organs of the head, and give support to the theory
that these are derived from integumentary sense organs allied to

those of the lateral line.

A consideration of their relation to the other skeletal elements
of the abdominal segments suggests that the foremost visceral

arches are not homologous with the branchial arches, but may
Wong to a series including the extra-branchials of Parker, the

scapula portion of the pectoral arch, and the epipleurals.

They also suggest an origin for the free portion of the paired
limbs from a ventro-lateral series of sensory organs, similar to

*ose seen in amphibian larvs which lie in a line connecting the
fore and hind limbs.
Such a development might afford some explanation of the

cephalic fin present in some elasmobranch fish either as a survival,
or a reversion.—Fanny R. M. Hitchcock.

To the Editors of the Naturalist:
iIR\—Owing to the failure of the corrected revise to reach

^publishers, my article, " Remarks on Classification," in the
Uc{ober number, requires some comment

:

1 On page 915, iast paragraph, the words neither tubular nor

^grooved should be never tubular.
2

- Near the bottom of the Table, the equivalent of Stereo-
neura should be " invertebrates"—tunicates.

p
> At about the middle of the Table, under Monocoelia and
o'ycoeha, the words axon unsegmented and axon vertebrated

should be omitted

*ouldbe
age 9I5> ln the kst Hne °f the SeC°nd para§raph

'

WUl

J;,J
n s«verai places the words centre and synonyme should be

are I
™ V" "?*"- While the forms imposed by the publishers

PseuT
l°ned hY Worcester, I prefer to follow Webster, as with

C2
\

ym
> theater

> meter, etc. So long, indeed, as these two

svllahl!

n
\fenter are pronounced by all English speakers in two

Fren i
' there s«ms to be no more reason for retaining the

AnS7

° r

i
h°§raPhy than in the case of chambre, which is always

jg'cized as chamber BuRT G. wilder.
ACA

'
N. Y., October 29, 1887.

*5S?
8i0al Nft^-C(ELENTERATES.-Mr. Richard Rathbun

sues, with notes, the species of the genus Madrepora in
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This collection is rich in

, as it does, those which

formed the bases of both Dana's and Verrill's descriptions of

two large American exploring expeditions. In all fifty-nine

species are enumerated. Later in the same volume he does the

same work for the species of Pontes and Synaraea. Twenty-

three species of Porites (including P. branneri nov.) and three of

Synarsea are included.

Worms.—Fletcher and Hamilton describe, in a recent paper,

fourteen new species of Land Planarians from Australia. Some

of these have two eyes, and are referred to Leidy's genus Rhj -

chodemus. Some of their specimens agree well v

belonging to Moseley's genus Csenoplana, except that they have

well-developed eyes,—a fact which leads them to regard that

genus as synonymous with Geoplana.

Vertebrates.—Dr. Giglioli, of the Royal Museum of Flor-

ence, describes (Zool. Anseiger, No. 261) a new species of Cerco-

pithecus from Central Africa. It belongs to Schle

group of the genus, and is allied to C. leucampyx, etc. It *

named C. boutourlinii. .,

In the same journal (Zool. Anseiger, No. 261) Dr. C. Zelinia

notices a strange instance of batrachian teratology. In tw

urinary bladder of a specimen of Salamandra maculate he iouna

a normal larva of the same species, pigmented, and two and one-

half centimetres in length. .
, ,h)f

Mr. Charles H. Townsend contributes a series of valuawc

field-notes on the mammals, birds, and reptiles of Northern w •

fornia to the Proceedings U. S. National Mus. for 1887. a^
the more important points brought out are notes on t e

tology of the antlers of Caria oa
}^ d by

of the porcupine. He says that skunks killed as direc

Baird—caught in a box-trap and drowned—do not disc
5

their fluid as when killed in other ways. >
f m

F. W. True describes a new bat (Vespertdio long

Puget Sound in the Proc. Nat. Mus. for 1887, and in

place gives cranial characters which he regards as distinct

the Canada lynx. , - ... ( In-

Jordan and Evermann give a review of the food-fishes
^ ^

diana in the last Agricultural Report of that State. _u ^
hundred and fifty species but about fifty ever appear 1

fe^
kets as food-fishes. The lake-sturgeon is said to -

rivers in June, the red-horse in May,—points of inters

who are studying Teleost embryology. R
o
7
\ a sur

Francis Day describes (Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1W scale5

posed hybrid between the pilchard and the nerring^ ^ char
.

and coloring of the two sides of the body presentmg ^
acters of each of the parent species respectively.
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author has a paper on the Loch Leven trout in the Journal of
Society for this year. He does not, however, come

to any decision as to the specific validity of the form in question.

Prof. E. D. Cope describes {Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 1887) a new
species of Tropidonotus, from Washington, D. C, under the
name T. bisectus. In its affinities it is nearest to T. woodliousei,

and the fact that it occurred in a region so carefully studied
lends plausibility to the view that it is an introduced species.

Dr. van Lidth de Jeude contributes some notes on a collection

of fishes and reptiles from the West Indies to vol. x. of the

Leyden Museum Notes. The new species described are Gym-
nodactylus antillensis, Phyllodactylus martini (= P. julieni Cope),

lus horridus var. unicolor, Poscelia

'mdepo/li, and same var. arubensis. A larger acquaintance with
American literature would have reduced the number of nominally
new species.

EMBRYOLOGY.!

Development of the Ccecilians (Ichthyophis glutinosus);—
The remarkable discoveries of the brothers Sarasin during their

sojourn in Ceylon are now in course of publication, and promise

|° clear up some very important questions in morphology and
taxonomy This is the case with the memoir before us.

After surmounting many discouraging difficulties, the Sarasins
lave succeeded in presenting a pretty full account of the develop-
ment of the remarkable, worm-like, limbless salamanders of the

jopkis. The ova are laid in strings, joined together

7 Continuations of the egg-membrane, so as to remind one of
a string of beads. The individual ova are quite large, or nearly
"« size of a marrow-fat pea. There is a considerable albumi-
nous investment to each ovum and at the points where the ova
*re joined together there is a well-defined chalaza developed

wTP°Site poles
> these chalazse seeming to join adjacent ova

getner through the narrow tubular connections formed by their

nimon coverings. The female guards her ova in a burrow,

Sn

°l
the Ieast charming feature of this memoir is the skill

i"

1 whlch the famous zoological artist Miitzel has succeeded in

aW\a most sPirited rendering of the animal in its burrow coiled

Phot
°Va

' This effective picture has been composed from
tographs taken from life by the authors.

"
'ie very large size of the ovum the mode of

very considerably from that of other Am-

: blastoderm is formed, which slowly
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and the method of infolding of the

ever, characteristically amphibian. At the posterior end of the

embryonic area the furrows characteristic of the Amphibia ap-

pear. As segmentation proceeds, the yelk-granules are taken

up into the cells of the blastoderm as they are into the cells ot

the embryo in other Amphibia, and in Petromyzon, as I am in-

formed by Prof. Scott, of Princeton.

The cranial flexure is profound, and at times the head is well

differentiated, the branchial clefts and visceral arches are devel-

oped with great distinctness, so that from the side the head pre-

sents, at this stage, an appearance which is decidedly like that of

an embryo of a bird or a mammal. The last remnants of the

yelk are not absorbed below the cardiac region as in Teleosts,

but the yelk-sac is carried far back, so as to occupy a position

in front of the vent. In this respect there is a resemblance to

the mode in which the last remnant of the yelk is absorbed in

the Marsipobranchs, on which account the writer has called tne

latter opisthotrophous in reference to this peculiarity. 1 he em-

bryo is also folded off from the yelk somewhat in the same

manner as in Marsipobranchs, the head first becoming free ana

then the trunk. There is a very distinct vascular net-wore

formed over the yelk at a late stage, much as in Alytes, as

scribed by C. Vogt many years ago. , ,

The embryo also becomes coiled up in the ovum and then

some time before its escape from the Ggg, three beautiful
.

plumotf

or pinnate branchial processes grow out from either side

region of the posterior branchial clefts. These are cooiparec wn

the plumose branchiae of the larvae of Megalobatracn

from Japanese figures. An amended figure ofthe larva™W^
nectes compressicauda, another Coecilian, is also given ai ^
account of Peters, which was based on the same mater

,:
in

rected. The Sarasins find that the single pair ot Dram.

Typhlonectes are not vesicular, as supposed by Peters Du

t

Another singular feature which the memoir reveab

ence of vertical tail-folds on the tail of the larva? of
,

lcn"1

< J the

these extend forward to the vent, and back over the ei ^
tail, and forward over the dorsal side a little in advance

tical line from the anus. •

f rudi-

Still more remarkable is the development ot a p* ^ side

mentary limb-buds, representing the hind limbs, on

of the vent, or cloaca. These afterwards undergo a re b.
Q ^

metamorphosis. The occurrence of a vertical tail- ^ such

larva of Ichthyophis reminds one of the developmen ^^
structures in adult Urodeles, such as Triton, while-.u ^.^
limb-buds prove beyond question that these s,I

Jg
u
J,|^escended

burrowing and worm-like amphibians are undoub
,

te

?Jorv organs,

from types which possessed well-developed
ambuiaw ,

1 by Cope.
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The Origin of the Segmental Duct in

J.
Beard, in a note in the publication cited, finds that in Scylhum

and Torpedo the segmental duct is of epiblastic origin, as pre-

viously determined by Hensen and Flemming in the rabbit, Spee

in the guinea-pig, Van Wijhe in the skate, J. von Perenyi in

Rana esculcnta and Lacerta viridis. Beard concludes his note

with the presentation of a view almost identically the same as

that previously urged by Haddon, to whom he, in fact, in a post-

script, gives the credit of having been the first to suggest the

origin of the segmental ducts and the establishment of their con-

nection with the cloaca, as given in an abstract of Professor

Haddon's paper, given in a recent number of this journal.

The Vestiges of a Zonary Decidua in the Mouse.—An ac-

count of some researches on this subject was given in the Au-
gust number of this journal by the editor of this department.

Since then, my assistant, Mr. Geo. Fetterolf, has prepared sec-

tions of some of the material in my possession, cut in such

Planes as to display the relations of the parts involved very

clearly.

I find that the at first greatly thickened portion of the mucous

membrane in the region of the embryos undergoes some very

marked changes. At first the mucosa thickens very much
around the embryo. This thickening forms a ring of tissue

around the blastodermic vesicle. The only portion of this ring

sists is that which lies in the vicinity or on the site

wnere the discoidal placenta is subsequently formed. The por-

t!°ns of the thickened ring of the mucous membrane on the

s,ae opposite the placenta and at th
vesicle are absorbed, as sections throt

J
later stage prove. The hoop-like thickening which is con-

ned from opposite sides of the placental region, and which
enc'rcles the foetus and its membranes, is, as assumed in my pre-

jous note, nothing more or less than the transitory representa-

J^ofa zonary or girdle-like decidua, all traces of which are

10st before the end of foetal life.
.

.

.The mode in which this hypertrophied portion or annular

**» of the mucosa is absorbed is highly interesting. In the in-

Jnncdiate stages, at either side of the discoidal placenta and jus

*nere the maternal tissue of the placenta is continued into wnat

Si °/merly the much thickened, but now nearly absorbed

Pjof thickened mucous membrane, there are found groups of

> cytoclasts or phagocytes, which are evidently the agents in

^destructive metamorphosis of the abortive portion of the

^a which has proceeded only a little way towards thejfor-

5?°* of a zonary placenta. The presence of abortive villi on

** surface of the chorion in the vicinity is a further proof of
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this. The area of the chorion frondosum is very small, not over

one-fourth of the area of the under side of the placental disk.

The portion of the chorion underlying the placental disk, but

not united with it, belongs to the chorion lave, and its abortive

villosities even extend over and are developed on its surface

somewhat beyond the edge of the placental disk.

The cytoclasts spoken of above are many times the size of

any of the rest of the cells found in the uterus, foetus, or foetal

membranes, and they also possess very large nuclei. The pro-

cesses of adjacent cytoclasts spoken of frequently join, and then

is thus formed a sort of syncytium. This syncytial structure,!

isolated, would form a ring composed of cytoclasts just at the

edge of the placenta, and is especially developed at about the

time the zonary band of mucous membrane around the foetus is

nearly absorbed.

These data furnish further proof that the primitive or ancestral

type of placentation was a more diffuse one than

Rodents of the myomorph type, and throws some additional

light on the manner in which a discoidal type of placentation

has been derived from one which was zonary.—y A. Ryder.

PSYCHOLOGY.

On Duration of Memory in Wasps.—In studying

chology of insects, it is noteworthy that we have very llttl^
a ,'

isfactory evidence with regard to duration of memory. Belts

observation on leaf-cutting ants, which tends to show rec0
ĉ

°

ts

of a locality for one year, is by no means conclusive, as the

are as well, if not better explained by supposing that the an

accidentally stumbled upon the old vacant nest. Ab
the observations of both Stickney and Huber are iticoncia^

Stickney's evidence on the subject, as given by Romanes,

follows

:

n

"Stickney relates a case in which some bees took posse

i

of a hollow place beneath a roof, and having been then rem

into a hive, continued for several years to return and occupy

same hole with their successive swarms." ^tended
It would be hardly safe to conclude that bees have extc

powers of memory from so indefinite an account as this.

Again we quote from Romanes: 3

g ^ n Rowing

he p^ 5
'Similarly Huber relates an observation c

the duration of memory in bees. One autumn ne

e

F
numbe rs.

honey in a window, which the bees visited in large

During the winter the honey was taken away and the
shutters

shut. When they were again opened in the springy

eturned, although there was no honey in the window.

The obvious criticism is that we have no evidence
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bees that came in the spring were identical with those that came
in the preceding autumn, it being possible, and indeed probable,

that they visited the window in the second case, as they did in

the first, by accident.

The facts which we have already published with regard to the

recollection of the properties of glass by hornets l suggest, but
scarcely establish, a memory of ten or twelve days' duration.

Sir John Lubbock's observations demonstrate that bees remem-
ber for at least one day a locality in which they have found
honey, but we recall no experiment, not open to serious objec-

tions, that tends to prove for ants, bees, or wasps a duration of

memory greater than twenty-four hours.
The small number of published facts on this subject led us to

make an attempt, during the past summer, to obtain some definite

data as to the duration of memory in wasps. With this end in

view, on August 18, we took from a nest of Vespa maculata

forty-three wasps, imprisoning them in a large wire cage, and
Wing them with apples. We kept them until August 20.

unfortunately, all died but seven. We marked these by a cut
on the right upper wing, and set them free at a distance of thirty

yards from the nest. They flew in various directions.

On August 22 we took forty wasps from the nest. These
*e carefully protected from cold at night. We fed them on
apples and apple-jelly. Owing, probably, to the better care they
sept strong and energetic.

.,

U" August 25 we liberated seventeen, marked by a cut on
we left upper wing, thirty- five yards from the nest. The ma-
J°nty of these flew towards the nest. A few settled on the

ground.

On August 26 we liberated thirteen, with both upper wings
ut, thirty-five yards from the nest. They seemed to be in fairly

good condition, and flew in various directions, seyeral of them
*mlng near us on the nd
un August 27 we took seventy wasps from the nest, and

f\
the "i every care and attention, intending to keep them out

on a
°r six days - They died in such numbers, however, that

aL
gU

,

St 29 we took the survivors, eight in number, and,

Z marking them with a V cut on one wing, set them free at a

^nce of two hundred and sixteen yards from the nest. Most
™ese settled near by. A few flew towards the nest.

on * g StoPPed the entrance on the evening of August 29
the morning of the 30th we poured a solution of cyanide of

SSlUm
''"to the nest, killing all the inhabitants. We then

**med the dead wasps, one by one, to determine how many

nest TK
hat We had marked and ^berated had returned to the

, * he result was as follows : J
...

r

\

Sever
> which had been retained fifty hours and were liber-

1

feedings of the Natural History Society of Wisconsin, pp. 121-22-
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ated thirty yards from the nest, we found five. Of seventeen

which had been retained seventy-two hours and were liberated

thirty-five yards from the nest, we found eleven. Of thirteen

which had been retained ninety-six hours and were liberated

thirty-five yards from the nest, we found six. Of eight which

had been retained forty-nine hours and were liberated two hun-

dred and sixteen yards from the nest, we found none. It thus

appears that wasps remember the locality of their nests for

ninety-six hours.

We had hoped to collect a much larger store of facts upon

this subject, but were prevented from doing so by the difficulty

of keeping the wasps alive after we had taken them from the

nest, and by a lack of material to work upon. We were able to

find only one wasp-nest during the entire summer, although m

the summer of the year before we had found thirty-three nests

in the same neighborhood.
Our strictures upon the observations of others may seem hy-

percritical, but when it is remembered that the only warrant for

making any inference whatever is based upon the supposition

that a similarity in the actions of insects to those of man, under

a given set of circumstances, is the result of a similarity in their

mental processes, it will seem scarcely possible to be too guarded

in drawing conclusions.—^. W. and E. G. Peckham.

MICROSCOPY.'

Microtechnical Notes by Dr. Paul Mayer.—After describ-

ing the new water-bath and its accessories, Dr. Mayer proceed

to give the latest improvements in the methods employed at u

Naples Zoological Station

:

r
. .

nitt .

i. The Section-Smoother, or Planisher--The rod of the schnitt

strecker, or planisher, as I shall call it, is not large enough^

prevent very large sections from rolling a little. The detec

easily remedied by following the example of Vosmaer wfio

off strips of the gelatin plates used by lithographers for trac *,

and fastens them to the under side of the rod with very son F

affine. In this manner the rod can readily be enlarged to
>

desired extent; and the transparency of the gelatin maK

possible to follow the sections as they pass under the roa.

2. Section-Fixatives.—-Of the three fixatives now m B ^
use,—shellac, collodion, and albumen,—shellac is consia

1 Edited by C. O. Whitman, Ph.D., Milwaukee, Wisconsin. „ „ gection-- '• ....•"''< -"
i:

' -".._.-

""- "•'";'"
^.

•

." v :;-r:;.;-
;:,>- :

.

;

"

•V :,.;,. -/,.,,. , ,;, . ,. •
. V ..;

••-:
-

• : •
.

lure, therefore, to propose it as a substitute for the awkward ana «u

hitherto employed.
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best for objects colored in toto. The carbolic-acid shellac intro-

duced by Mayer has been found to be unreliable in some re-

spects. Carbolic acid warm is injurious to some tissues,

—

e.g.,

the dermis of vertebrates. The alcoholic solution is a perfectly

harmless fixative. The method of using, which differs in im-

portant points from the one prescribed by Giesbrecht, is as

follows

:

a. The object-slide, heated to about 50 C, is coated with

shellac in the usual manner, by drawing a glass rod wet with

the solution once or twice over its surface. As soon as the

slide is cool and the film of shellac hard and no longer sticky,

the sections are arranged dry, and then gently pressed down by
means of an elastic spatula (horn or metal) until they lie flat and

smooth on the slide.

i. Expose the slide thus prepared to the vapor of ether. For
this purpose the slide may be placed in a glass cylinder of suit-

able size, and closely stoppered. The cylinder is placed in a

horizontal position, or, at least, so inclined that the slide lies

wholly above the ether. The saturation of the sections will be

sufficiently complete in about half a minute.
'. The slide is next to be warmed in the water-bath in order

to evaporate the ether. The paraffine is then removed and the

mounting completed in the usual manner.
] t is best to use balsam dissolved in turpentine or benzole

rJther than in chloroform, as the latter softens the shellac, and
thus often loosens the sections.
One great advantage of this method of using shellac is that

"Permits of arranging and flattening the sections on the slide

urainanly sections are placed while the adhesive coating is sort,

an

J
niuSt then lie as they fall. . .

With reference to collodion, Mayer remarks that it depends
'ntlrely upon the quality of the gun-cotton employed whether

J*
sections bear well treatment with alcohol and aqueous fluids.

v hen sections are to be stained on the slide, the albumen-nx-

J >s preferred to collodion. This mixture is prepared as

thl T lnSredients are mixed and thoroughly shaken together

^ filtered and kept in a well-cleaned bottle. Mayer has kept

J*
™>xture three years in a good condition. Other antiseptics

;

e Proved far less efficient than salicylate of sodium.

ISuo/imate.-For the extraction of sublimate from tissues

smT emP l°ys tincture of iodine. The tincture is added in

^quantities to the alcohol in which the objects are preserved,
45 ofte

* as the color fades.



Alcohol (85 %) 95 c.cm.

Ammonia (enough to neutralize).

The pulverized carmine is mixed with the water and the acid,

and dissolved by boiling. The alcohol is then added, and the

solution neutralized by stirring in ammonia until a precipitate

begins to appear. This method of procedure is safer than the

one hitherto followed, according to which the carmine was dis-

solved by boiling in the alcohol plus the acid.

5. The Latest Camera Lucida of Abbe. 2—Zeiss makes two

forms of the new Abbe camera lucida. Both are constructed

on the same principle, but one (No. 70) has a larger mirror and

a longer arm than the other (No. 69). The larger form-the

one recommended by Dr. Mayer—is only made to order. The

advantage of this form is that it enables one to utilize tki wk
field of vision without any perceptible distortion of the image, w&
is thus especially useful in drawing comparatively large objects

with low powers. With the smaller camera (No. 69) the whole

field can be projected on the drawing-paper only by gi

mirror an inclination differing so much from the

required for accurate drawing that the image is more or less

disproportioned.

The Abbe camera is superior to that of Oberhauser in two

important particulars : it gives a much larger field of vision ana

better light. Its construction does not admit of use with tne

microscope-tube in a horizontal position. This is a defect wnicn

ought to be at once corrected. , tn
The Abbe cameras, especially the larger one, can be usedto

great advantage with the embryograph of His. It is only necc

sary to add to the stand a horizontal arm, to which the camera

can be fastened. . .

e
The construction of the Abbe camera is illustrated in

accompanying cut. „ fon
The drawing-surface is made visible by a double reflect!

from a large plane mirror, and from the silvered surface

small prism in the visual point of the eye-piece, ine 1

scopic image is seen directly through an apparatus in the s ^
mg of the prism. By the concentricity thus obtainea

bundle of rays reaching the eye from both the ^'croscop
t

the paper, the image and pencil are seen coincident *

any straining of the eyes. With this apparatus, moreover,

1 Whitman, Methods of Research, etc., p. 39-
3 Zeiss's Catalogue, 1885, p. 44. No- 7°-
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r without perceptible

tinted glasses which fit into the prism mounting. The appa-
ratus is specially adjusted for the No. 2 Huyghenian eye-piece;

counted on this and fixed by a clamping screw the mirror only

quires turning in the proper position and it is then ready for

SCIENTIFIC NEWS.
The Proposed Monument to Audubon.—At the recent meet-

a
g in New York of the American Association for the Advance-

^ of Science, the fact that the remains of the great naturalist,

•wiubon, lie in an obscure and little-visited portion of Trinity

cemetery, New York City, and that his tomb is unmarked by

fy distinguishing monument was brought to the attention of

,?/
nembers

- The demands upon the time of all in attendance
« that meeting were so great that no action was taken by the

Ration, although the most lively interest was expressed by

£T r

al memt>ers, and the propriety of marking the rest.ng-

J**
of the founder of American Ornithology by a suitable

7^ent was appreciated.
, u ,

CdK
Ud

u
b°n Plot in Trinity Cemetery will probably be dis-

2q y the ^^inuation westward of One Hundred and Fifty-

able vw
tel The truste^ of the cemetery have, with commend-

On u
a
J
ity

' assigned the Audubon family a new lot close to

Ck an?dred and Fifty-fifth Street, in full sight of Audubon

contirTaV" the end of Audubon Avenue, when this shall be

them.
from the north, and are in hearty co-operation witn

kTment ^terprise. „ f

C! first autumn meeting of the New York Academy of

|*?*» committee was appointed to solicit funds and make

Vip!
l

?ernents for a monument. ... _

Prof Tu
Sldent Trowbridge then appointed as such committee

Pro I
k0m^ Egleston, of the School of Mines, Chairman,

** BnW
niel S

-
Martin

'
of RutSers Female C°Uege

' t° tan

'

ntton
- of Columbia College. This committee has organ



edged. Checks should be made payable to N. L. Britton, Treas-

urer, and post-office orders should be drawn on Station H, New

York City.

The committee estimates that between six and ten thousand

dollars will be required to erect and engrave a shaft worthy the

memory of America's first naturalist, and, while confident that

this amount will be forthcoming, desires to have interest taken

in the project by scientists in all departments in all portions of

the country.

—Prof. A. H. Worthen has recently secured by purchase for

the State Museum of Illinois four collections of Carboniferous

fish teeth and spines, aggregating about two thousand specimens

which probably cannot be duplicated on this continent. It will

be arranged for exhibition in the course of two or three months.

—Dr. M. E. Wadsworth has resigned the professorship of

mineralogy and geology in Colby University, and has accepted

the directorship of the Michigan Mining School. H
now is Houghton, Michigan, U. S. A. Exchanges are c peca>

desired of papers relating to general and technical education,

petrography, general and economic geology, mineralogy, crj

a

tallography, and meteorites.

-Professor Forbes's address, " The Lake as a Microcosm''

has been printed in the Bulletin of the Peoria Saent

for 1887. In it are given generalizations based upon Dr. *oroc

investigations of the lakes of Illinois and Wisconsin.

—Prof. A. F. Marion, of Marseilles, has been elected a corre-

sponding member of the Department of Anatomy ana tn

of the Academy of Science at Paris.

—Dr. H. Mayr, of Munich, has been appointed to the proe>

sorship of botany in the University of Tokio.

—Dr. Oscar Hertwig has been appointed ordinary pro^
of anatomy at Berlin, and Dr. G. Volkens has become a v

docent in botany in the same university.

-Dr. A. V6chting, of Basle, goes to the chair of botany »

Tubingen.

—Recent Deaths.—Olry Terquem, student of Foramm^

at Passy, aged ninety years; Dr. G. Grewink, Professor^ .

eralogy at Dorpat, June 30, 1887, aged six^nmc 1

de Koninck, the veteran paleontologist, at Lutticivy" / aged

seventy-nine
; Julius von Haast, the New Zealand geoiog
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Natural Science Association of Staten Island.—September

10, 1887.—Mr. Wm. T. Davis presented the following entomo-

logical notes: A little over a year ago, on July 3, while sitting

on the piazza in the evening, I saw a Calosoma scrutator running

across the floor. After a time it came to a stand-still and, lower-

ing its body (for this beetle ordinarily carries it rather high), beat

its antennae, particularly the left one, rapidly on the boards. This

made quite a loud, whirring noise that could have been heard

many feet distant. I was sitting about two yards away from the

insect, and it was very plain to me. I approached cautiously and

watched it repeat the operation several times, but it finally ran

to the edge of the piazza and flew off into the grass. A pro-

ceeding of this kind on the part of an insect is always interesting,

as it indicates some mental activity. I have endeavored to make
further observations on the subject, but no Calosoma in the

Proper frame of mind has yet afforded an opportunity.

On June 22 of this year I captured a female Hyperchina Jo,

H wishing to get some eggs, I put her in an old hat-box,

linking she would lay them there. There was, however, quite

J
small hole in the side of the box, and the moth, putting her

wdy through it, laid all the eggs on the outside, thus choosing

4e lightest situation instead of the dark interior. The most

fusing trait of the young caterpillars of this species is the

soWier-like way in which they follow one another. I have

^tched them walking along a branch, the leader turning about

wt)en still some distance from the end, and all those behind um-
l0rmly followed that course, turning at the very same point.

.^ the Proceedings for October, 1885, I gave an account of

0W a chrysalis of the Monarch butterfly developed while

;

erc*d by a pin, the imago appearing in due time. I have since

T? Some chrysalids of the cabbage-butterfly {Puns rape),

2 ^ey also brought forth perfect insects. One of these insects

J* hatched, had the pin through the thorax as if transfixed in

*e Perfect state. Of course, they are badly deformed, but it

L°?i°
prove what injuries may be inflicted upon them in nature,

****y yet survive.
* wo specimens of these butterflies were exhibited.

se„
Pre

u
liminary list of the crustaceans of the island

:

was pre-

JJtedby Mr. Ernest A. Congdon ; also a list of the marine

§ from the shores of the island, by Mr. Nicolas Pike

ic^
r .H. L. Carroll, on behalf of the Committee on the Amer

a7Uc7S0
f
ciation for the Advancement of Science, reported tta»* excursion had been enjoyed to Sandy Hook£j

An

connection with the Torrey Botanical Club and tne

inS botanists and entomologists of the association.
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The American Ornithologists' Union held its annual meeting

at the rooms of the Boston Society of Natural History, October

II to 13, 1887. President J. A. Allen, of New York, occupied

the chair. The secretary's and treasurer's reports were presented

first, showing that the society had 25 foreign, 74 active, 46 as-

sociate, and 200 corresponding members. The foreign member-

ship is limited to 25, the active to 100, the associate to 50, while

the corresponding membership is unlimited in numbers. The

treasurer's reports showed receipts of $1764, and c:

of #1217. The council advised the incorporation of the Union

under the laws of the State of New York. Some of the papers

presented were of general interest and permanent value, while

others were local lists of birds, and a few might even be enumer-

ated as " cranky." Among the more prominent were, "An Ac-

count of the Life and Ornithological Work of the Late Proi. b.r.

Baird,"by Robert Ridgway, of the National Museum;

ant Fishing in Japan," by P. L. Jouy; " A Bird-Wave, by Mon-

tague Chamberlain ;
" Nocturnal Migrations of Birds, by r. M.

Chapman ;
" Minor Notes," by Colonel N. S. Goss.

The National Academy of Sciences held its autumn meeting

at Columbia College, New York, commencing November M^-
The following papers were read: " Seismoscopes and beisrno-

logical Investigations," T. C. Mendenhall ;
"On ti.

Specializations of the True Fishes," E. D. Cope
;
A bwu

the Behavior of Metals under Variations of Temperature,* •

A. Rogers; " Chemism in its Relations to Temperature -

Pressure," T. Sterry Hunt; "On the Mechanical.Origin
01

Structures of the Hard Parts of the Mammalia, b. v. <- v>

"Progressive Series in Chemistry," T. Sterry Hunt; Kua
.

a Basalt Volcano," J. D. Dana; " Circulation of the Sea throu^

New York Harbor," Henry Mitchell ;
" On a Study c t

rf

Contrast," Ogden N. Rood; "On the Relative VanaDii y

Men and Women," W. K. Brooks; "On a New F°rm *

production in Medusae," W. K. Brooks; "On the Luc
'

f

Indians," W. K. Brooks; "Experiments in
Measurement^

Statical Electricity in Absolute Units," A. M. Mayer,

tential as measured by Work : a Mathematical t»sc

A. M. Mayer; "A Comparison of Antipodal Faui

Gill; "On a Discovery recently made in Connection «
. f

Flight of Birds," W. P Trowbridge; "On the Determina ^
Star Magnitudes by Photography," E. C. Pickering,

f

Constant of Aberration," A. Hall; "The Cretaceous u ^
Western North America," J. S. Newberry ; "The Futur^ rf

and Silver Production," J. S. Newberry; "The femp vaVe-

the Moon," S. P. Langley ;
" On a Method of making tn

;

Length of Sodium-Light the Absolute Standard 01 *

A. A. Michelson and E. W. Morley.
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HOW THE GREAT NORTHERN SEA-COW (RY-
TINA) BECAME EXTERMINATED.

j
HE conclusions in regard to the extermination of the Great

Northern Sea-Cow {Rytina gigas) and the causes which led

H arrived at by the Russian naturalists, Von Baer and Brandt,
«d by them discussed in numerous publications, were regarded

^
final, and were generally accepted, until Prof. A. E. Nordens-

10 d recently made the startling announcement that, during his

,

ve days' stay at Bering Island with the " Vega," he discovered

^controvertible evidence that at least one sea-cow had survived

^ general slaughter, and had been seen alive as late as 1854,
m<>re than eighty years after the last one was supposed to

* been killed. This statement of Professor Nordenski61d

^
based upon his interpretation of an account of a strange

^animal which two Bering islanders claimed to have seen

I * tlme Previously. Nordenskiold gave no details to speak

aitiv

ereIy
assertin£ ^at the description of the animal by the

sea^^ed so completely with Steller's description of the

fytina* h*

t0 IeaVe n° doubt that they had really SCen a Hving

lijew
'

ut
' "^withstanding this meagreness of the account,

*sertio

°f Nordenskiold's name was then so great that his

ay
'°"

^!0uId Probably have been generally accepted. It was

three
°e to sPend a year and a half on Bering IsIand

"Procf
ars after Nordenskidld's visit, and, as the readers of the

W» t

gS of the United States National Museum" 1 will

'
succeeded in bringing to light a number of facts which

v°i- xxi
* VoU vii-' l88-*' PP- '81-189.
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prove conclusively—as I have published even the minutest de-

tails, any one can make up his mind as to the weight of the

evidence—that the animal seen by the men was not a sea-cow,

but that, in all probability, it was a stray female narwhal. To

this Nordenskiold has had no other reply than a reprint of his

former assertion, without even an attempt to give any further

details or to refute my arguments. The only new point in his

answer is an effort to throw discredit on the accuracy of Sauer's

" Account of Billing's Expedition in the Years 1785 to 1794."

in which Sauer expressly states that the last sea-cow was killed

at Bering Island in 1768, twenty-seven years after the island had

been discovered by man. In a paper published in the Bulletin

of the American Geographical Society* I have already been able

to vindicate Sauer. In the present paper I shall, therefore, only-

try to demonstrate how easy it is to account for the rapid ex-

termination of this huge animal, if we take all the known facts

into consideration. To any one familiar with the literature on

the subject such an undertaking might be supposed to be

superfluous, so well has the task been performed long ago by

the great Russian scientists already referred to ; but I may per-

haps be able to elucidate the subject a little further,—a
labor

apparently not quite unnecessary, in view of the following re-

markable statement of Professor Nordenski61d {Bull. Amir.

Geogr. Soc, 1885, p. 281): "It cannot very well be supposed

that in a sea so rarely visited in the last century as the northern

part of the Pacific Ocean the last specimen of the genu, R,^

should have been slain by the harpoon of the hunter. I &'*

imagine that the hardly accessible coasts of Bering and Copf*

Islands have been very rarely visited by hunters since e

day, 1741." As will be seen from the following pages,

^
was no need of " imagining" anything of the kind, when^

facts, as related in the literature, so amply prove the contrary

As everybody knows, Bering and his unfortunate com
^

among them the immortal Steller, in the autumn of ^^
covered the then uninhabited island which afterwards^ ^
its name from Bering, who died there shortly after.

vivors of the expedition wintered on that island,
-

landed there they saw the first living sea-cows

beheld by white men.
1

1 886, No. 4, PP- 3

alter. *•-

i and when the)
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Unfortunately, Steller, in describing this animal and its habits,

only says that he found it numerous and in herds, without stating

exactly how numerous or in how large herds. We are thus left

to guess at their probable number when first found; and from

what he says in regard to their habits and the places they fre-

quented, and from what I know of the natural conditions of the

island, I should regard fifteen hundred as rather above than

below the probable number. It must be remembered that the

sea-cow was an extremely bulky animal, twenty-four to thirty

feet long, which lived chiefly near the mouths of the rivulets,

feeding on the sea-weeds, especially the large Lamellarias. There
are hardly more than fifteen places on the island which could

afford them suitable grazing-grounds, and if each of these were

regularly visited by an average of one hundred animals, one

would easily be impressed by their number, especially if divided

up into five to ten herds of from ten to twenty individuals.

There can hardly be any doubt that these animals were the
last survivors of a once more numerous and more widely dis-

puted species, which had been spared to that late date because
man had not yet reached their last resort. It is, then, pretty

Safe to assume that this colony was not on the increase, and that,

Under the most favorable circumstances, the number of surviving

•°Un
& ones barely balanced the number of deaths caused by the

^gers of the long winters. Under this supposition, every ani-

1831 killed by a new agency—in this case by man—represents
0I* less in the total number.
No sooner did the survivors of Bering's expedition return to

j^tschatka, in 1742, than hunting expeditions were fitted out;

^

r already,
in 1743-1744, we find Bassoff and his crew winter-

^ on Bering Island, and from that year and until 1763 hardly
Wl«er passed without one or more parties spending eight or

^ months in hunting fur-animals there, during which time the

*s hved almost exclusively on the meat of the sea-cow. But

tertd'

8 n0t ali
'

f°r m°re than half °f the exPeditionS Which Win"

e there did so for the express purpose of laying in stores of
'
cow meat for their farther journey, which usually lasted two

J

hree years more.

aeta

n

,

0rder t0 substantiate the above assertion, I shall give a

oafil

Ust 0f the expeditions which are known to have wintered

erin
g Island during the twenty years in question. The old
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records are very defective, and it is extremely probable that

many more of the expeditions which left Kamtschatka in order

to hunt and trade on the Aleutian Islands and in America

stopped at Bering Island, as was the usual custom ; but we shall

only enumerate those of which the records expressly say that

they wintered there. The number of men employed on the

vessels is not given in all instances, but, .as it varies between

thirty and fifty, I have estimated it to be thirty in most cases of

which we have no definite record. In the few instances in which

the length of time spent on the island is not given I have esti-

mated it to be eight months, which is shorter than the shortest

time actually recorded

:

1 745-1 746.. Basoff...

6-1757.. Tolstvkh..

/-175S.. Sh '! in. ..

Me, Mo,J
(30) (8)

50 9
(30)

sy
26 (16)

(3°)

m
(30)

33

(34)

k
(8)

38

d)

rtt ig
45 9%
45 (9)

I

probable th ^&JS-

(PS crew and four

1 Drushinm's.

17t.2-r7.J3..

It will be seen that there wintered in 1754 to 1755 aD0

hundred and thirty-three men, and in 1762 to 1763, n,ne

d̂itionS

In addition to the above, we know of a number of expe

^
wintering on Copper Island, and many more which P35*^.
the Commander Islands on their way east. Besides, ho*

'

were there of which we know nothing? And yet &

Nordenskiold imagines that these islands "have been very

visited by hunters since Steller's day,— 174
1

" !
.

joDS
are

Some of the records in regard to the above expedi
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very interesting as having a direct bearing on the question be-

fore us. Thus, it is said, a propos of Krassilnikoffs wintering on

Bering Island, that "
it had already become customary for all

vessels intending to hunt sea-otters on the more distant islands

to winter there [Bering Island] in order to provide sufficient

stores of the meat of the sea-cows (Manati)." These expeditions

lasted usually three to four years, and it is safe to assume tha

they laid in provision for not less than twelve months. Of the

expeditions enumerated in the above list, ten, with an aggregate

of about four hundred men, belong to this category.

Still more valuable are the details which have been recorded

in regard to Jakovleff's expedition. He was a mining engineer •

consequently a man of education and intelligence, as his reports

also testify, sent out by the Russian government in order to

investigate the alleged occurrence of native copper on Loppe

Island. The records show, beyond dispute, that when this

island was first visited (, 745 to 1746) sea-cows occurred
i

along

^ beaches (and I myself have found remains of them on that

^d); but in 1754, when Jakovleff was to explore Copper

^nd, he was obliged to winter on Bering Island, W*

«* early date, nine years after the first visit, the sea-cous had

k« extirpated on Copper Island by man ! .

Including his crew there wintered that year, on Being Wand,

hardly less than one hundred and thirty-three men, one

4* occupations of whom it was to procure, during e g

^nths, asmuch sea-cow meat for their future exped tion as

% possibly could. This was done regularly by^^Z
*" animal Lm a boat manned with eight oa«men and whc^

*ed it was immediately towed to the **orctoj*
.

f ^
tne beach and cut up at once, as the meat woui v

"^nded until the "next day. This was the mdfcrf
J-

'

c»™g provisions for the vessels, but a much^ as
»*»« was pursued in killing «he animals wh«*•«*

^ for the hunters during their sojourn on the >sl*
all

'*ovlers diary we learn that the hunters were sea

»«the northern («., northern and astern) shore of the

b^os and threes for the sake of eatching foxes and ot

"'^Is, while sea-cow meat was the only food avadab.e.

1 n • ore or less regular popuiauu

W >S

-

eVen probable that Jakovleff refers to a mor
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men, in order to obtain food, had to secure their sea-cow single-

handed, and whenever they got an opportunity—what they often

did—they would sneak up to an animal lying close to the shore

or in shallow water, and wound it mortally by thrusting the iron-

shod pole into it. The .animal, which was hardly ever killed

outright, sought the high sea and died there. If it drifted ashore

the same day, well and good ; but in most cases it came in unfit

to be eaten, if it was not carried away altogether. So impressed

was Jakovleff with the extreme wastefulness of this method that

he predicted the speedy extermination of the sea-cow unless

some precautions be taken against this senseless slaughter; and

when, in 1755, he returned to Kamtschatka, he presented a pe-

tition to the authorities there that it be prohibited by an ukas to

kill sea-cows in this manner, " in order that Bering Island may

not be devastated in the same manner as Copper Island." Of

course, nobody heeded this eminently wise suggestion, and the

result became as he had predicted it : the last sea-cow was killed

within thirteen years.

Can anybody who contemplates the fact that the sea-cow was

an exceedingly stationary animal, which was bound to the kep-

fields near shore; that it was extremely stupid and sluggish;

that it was deprived of the faculty of diving ; and that the island

offers absolutely no shelter or concealment for it,—can anybo y,

after having read Jakovleff's report and petition, possibly enter-

tain a doubt that the last specimen of the genus Rytina was s am

by the harpoon of the hunter ?

But let us attempt a calculation, based upon the former guess

as to the original number of living sea-cows when Bering ^

was first visited, and upon the facts as they have been presen e^

above. Before doing so we will have to estimate the nunlber

de

animals wastefully slaughtered, and from the statements rna

by Jakovleff I should think it no exaggeration to say that

were killed five times as many animals as were actually^*J
From Jakovleff's report we learn that one sea-cow wC^h afid

food sufficient for thirty-three men during a whol

! that he made hi

! than the other h

Ithough it is probable that he made his party utilize «**

lal in a higher rWr** tV^n tK^ nthrr hunters, we shall ta

above figures as indicating the average. It will be see

do not take into account Burdukovski's statement, that ^^
kidneys were eaten, for he only had his knowledge from
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while from Jakovleff's diary it seems evident that all the meat

was eaten. This is an additional reason why no weight should

be attached to the rest of Burdukovski's story.

Now, to supply the six hundred and seventy men which we

know wintered on Bering Island between 1743 and 1763, during

an average time of ten months, it required, in round figures,

about two hundred and five animals. According to the same

method of calculation, we find that the four hundred men who

laid in provisions for protracted journeys would require about

two hundred and ninety animals for an average time of twenty-

four months,—together, four hundred and ninety-five animals.

If five times as many cows were wantonly killed as were utilized,

we have a grand total of two thousand four hundred and seventy-

five sea-cows slaughtered up to the year 1763, or nearly one

thousand in excess of our estimate of the original number.

1 therefore either admit that there were 1 two thou-

living sea-cows when Steller discovered them, or else that

only twice as many animals were wasted as were properly util-

ized; but, whatever conclusion we choose, it is manifest that

our estimates have been very reasonable.

From 1763 the visits to Bering Island seem to grow scarcer;

at least, the records contain nothing definite that I am aware.

This is probably due to the very fact that sea-cows had now be-

come so nearly exterminated that the few left were insufficient

t0 maintain any wintering and foraging expedition, while, at t e

*me time, the fur-bearing animals were also so badly decimated

** it would not pay for a large party to hunt them. Ihe

^ler animals, as we know, would recuperate when left undis-

turbed for a few years, and it was probably by a party

Out to Bering Island in 1767 or 1768—possi
v^ls-in order to catch blue foxes that the last sea-cow was

^ilessly killed. Four years after, in 17/2, Dmitri Bragin

jSaia wintered on Bering Island, and, from the fact that in tne

Hst he gave of the animals of the island he omitted the sea-cow,

* ls reasonably safe to conclude that not one was lett to

rec<*dedbyhim.

,.

Af*r all, there is nothing surprising in the speedy ^termina-

tl0n ^ this clumsy animal, which could not dive, and whicfc had

**% no means of defence or escape. It is too well kno.vn

that * did not emigrate, and the theory that it was driven off

of Popoffs
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other places is not only directly disproved, but is quite unneces-

sary in order to explain the sudden disappearance of the Great

Northern Sea-Cow from the shores where it was first discovered.

I think it will be admitted that we have succeeded in materially

strengthening Sauer's assertion, that the Rytina was exterminated

in 1768, and that the above is a fair expose of the causes which

led to its final extirpation. It was simply due to man's greed,

and he accomplished it within the short time of twenty-seven

THE MATERIALS OF THE APPALACHIANS.

BY E. W. CLAYPOLE.

The Four Great Sandstones of Pennsylvania.

TN the former part of this paper I dwelt on the fact of the

A existence of several thick sandstones and quartz conglom-

erates in the massive palaeozoic deposits of Pennsylvania I

further showed that these rocks indicate a supply of quartz far

greater than could be furnished from any existing source; and,

thirdly, that the nature of this quartz is such that the only

known origin for it is the quartz-ledges of the South Mountains.

Hence I inferred the former extension of these strata over a

greater extent of country than at present.
fe

In this second part I propose to try and give a more de ni e

shape to this conclusion, and to at least suggest where andw e

this palaeozoic land existed.

Excluding, for various reasons which it is not necessary h^

to mention, the Potsdam Sandstone, there remain foui g^
sheets of sandstone, more or less conglomeratic, in the 1

mensely thick palaeozoic deposits of the Eastern States-

tween them there lie massive, softer deposits of shale and tt

stone. In descending order these beds are as follows, otoit 1

all minor and insignificant layers : Fee t.

Shale, coal, sandstone
*

4 Sandstone and pebbles (Pottsville Conglomerate)
'

Shale (Mauch Chunk) ^
f Sandstone and pebbles, (Pocono Conglomerate) "*

()QQ0
I Sandstone and pebbles (Catskill Sandstone)
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Shale and limestone (E

lestone (Lower Helderberg,

I pebbles (Medina, Oneida,

; (Potsdam)..

Here are four vast beds of sandstone, all more or less con-

glomeratic, lying between thick masses of softer rocks. In as-

cending order they are the Medina, the Oriskany, the Catskill-

Pocono, and the Pottsville. They vary in hardness, in thickness,

and in coarseness, but they all agree in being composed of almost

nothing but quartz in the form of pebbles and of sand.

Now, we are quite safe at the outset in asserting that these

four great sandstones, with their alternating shales, represent as

m*ny changes in the conditions of deposition. The geographical

arrangement of land and water that allowed the deposition of

shale would prevent that of sandstone. Results so different

arpe different causes. Regarding the origin of the shales I do

not now propose to inquire, and will therefore dismiss them with-

* further notice, and refer only to the four great sandstones

already mentioned.
ftis obvious that each of these implies the destruction of an

qual amount of rock elsewhere. They were not made from

no

|%- Inch by inch and pound by pound they and their

pies represent and measure the rock whence they were hewn.

,° Vast an accumulation of quartz, therefore, implies an equally

large quarry from which it was obtained. But no such quarry

exists
;

it has entirely disappeared.
Vin, these four sandstones in succession imply not one but

'0ur
quarries, and the consent of geologists is universal that these

J?**
must have been in the East; that this sand and these

i* Dies have travelled to the West and the Northwest.

g
am inclined, therefore, to read in these four sandstones a

'2/ Chan^es which the eastern part of the country under-

.

nt du"ng the palaeozoic era Reasoning back from the effect

^ cause, I think we may see in them a history of what was

J^g elsewhere during their formation.

J u'
then

' sha11 we seek the Eastern «uarry of ^art
!;
ro

t' m which the massive Medina Sandstone was derived? It
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seems to me that in this great conglomerate mass we have a

record of a lost quartz-ridge or reef that existed in Middle Si-

lurian days, but which long ago disappeared,—a reef of rock-

like that which now forms the ledges of the South Mountains;

a ridge large and enduring enough to furnish all the sand and

pebbles required, though the Medina is, in some places, two

thousand feet thick.

Nor is the existence of such a lost ridge along the Atlantic

sea-board altogether imaginary. We know that in later days a

force has acted in the same region that was fully capable of pro-

ducing such a result ; and we have no reason to assume that

the tangential pressure which at the end of the palaeozoic era

crumpled the crust and raised the Appalachian arches acted

then for the first time. The grand catastrophe which shaped

our Eastern States and closed the palaeozoic era in North Amer-

ica may have been not its first, but its final,. manifestation,
and

may have been preceded by others of equal, or even of greater,

intensity. It is by no means unlikely that the same force that

raised the Allegheny Mountain arches also raised, in Mid-Silu-

rian days, a similar arch of the hard, semi-crystalline rocks like

those of the South Mountains, from whose wreckage the Me-

dina Sandstone was made. As it rose it was torn down by the

waves, its quartz dispersed, and a new rock formed at a lowe

level. .

A time of rest ensued. The deposition of quartz ceased*

the Upper Silurian rocks were formed. But the resting **

came to an end and the earth-force again manifested itself.

crumplings set in and a new ridge was elevated, which we

call the Oriskany Ridge, as from its material the Oriskany ba

stone was probably formed. This, though thin when cofflp*

with the massive Medina, covers an equal or a greater e*

country, and in material the two can scarcely be distinguis^^
Rest again ensued, and the formation and deposition^

aDd

and pebbles again ceased. The huge beds of the Low ^
Middle Devonian were formed, and meanwhile the pressur

accumulating for another thrust. .
, r ,

>•

At last it came. The long pent-up force overcame t^
^ ^

ance. Another time of disturbance set in.
Another

p^ ^ ^
Archsan area was brought within the denudingfore ^.^
waves. Sand and pebbles were aeain formed, and
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quartz-bed of the whole series was laid down. Judging by its

effects this was the most extensive disturbance of the four. It

formed a bed of sandstone reaching in some places a thickness

of seven thousand feet, for the Catskill and the Pocono united

sometimes surpass even these enormous figures. This implies

immense erosion elsewhere, and the inference seems quite just

that this Catskill-Pocono Ridge formed a conspicuous or an en-

during feature in the Upper Devonian landscape.

But it disappeared and a time of inaction followed, marked by

the deposition of numerous soft beds on the eastern sea-board

and in the midland basin. These are now the Lower Carbon-

iferous Rocks. Again the compressing force overcame its resist-

ance and a fourth ridge arose, whose destruction in due course

furnished the material of the Pottsville Conglomerate, underlying

the Coal-Measures. The manufacture of quartz-sand and of peb-

Hes again began, and a sheet of this material was spread over

Western Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and Ohio, gradually di-

minishing in thickness and in size as it recedes from the parent

reef- On this, when the stock of quartz was exhausted, were

kid down the coal-beds, with all their intermediate limestones,

shales, and sandstones.
S^h, as I read it, was the history in brief of these four sand-

stones. I have omitted all details, all minor beds, and have

touched only the great features of the story. Four acts in the

drama are now complete, and the fifth and last follows in due

course.

No trace remains of the four elevations above mentioned ex-

CePtthe four monumental sandstones built up from their remains.

*ut the case is different with the last. This was the great earth-

r ust *at occurred at the close of the Carboniferous period.

lh<* the suspended force again came into action, and the nevvly-

0rn>ed coal-beds were crushed and crumpled into the arches and

^ghs in which their remains now lie. Of this latest catastrophe

J
undant traces remain. The ridges then formed have not yet

Reared, and all the ranges of Pennsylvania, with the possi-

e
exception of the South Mountains, date their beginning to

^ event. This last act in the drama is one of the great facts

nerican geology. It is the greatest epoch 1 the history of

—ntinent. The Appalachian Revolution closed tne ra^u,^
Cra^ Hfted North America above the waves of the ancient sea.
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We need, therefore, only extend backward a known process to

explain the origin of these four sandstones. We can in imagina-

tion see a series of ridges rising one beyond another in time gone

by on what is now Eastern Pennsylvania. We see these ridges

destroyed as, or after, they arose, and we see their wreckage

forming new strata at a lower level. Extinct mountains, we may

call them, which have passed away and left no trace on the face

of the earth save the four great sandstones which form their

The wide plains of Eastern Pennsylvania were the standing-

ground of these ridges. An extension of the quartzy strata of

the South Mountains over this district where the mica-schists of

the Archaean are now exposed, the successive crumpling of these

strata and their subsequent erosion, complete the picture. Abun-

dant material was obtainable, for we must be careful not to limit

the area to its present size. Crumpling caus

the site of Philadelphia must have then been much farther from

that of Harrisburg than it now is.
1 The Archaean terranes east

of the South Mountains were then deeply buried beneath later

deposits since removed. Each successive area of crumpling ro

east to west became compressed beyond all further compression.

and then added itself to the compressor, thus aiding to ,1

forward the adjoining area just as layer after layer

added in front of a snow-plough until the resistance
become

great enough to stop the engine.

In the consideration of this subject the geologist
:

is often

puzzled to find a transporting force sufficient to distribu e^
sand and these pebbles over so great an area. From the n^

^

whence they were derived they have been strewn over the cou^

to the westward for five hundred miles, in sheets of rerna **~

evenness, gradually thinning out as the distance from the q

increases. The Oriskany is especially remarkable in this re

£
~

It extends over the whole area above named, and over p
^

New York, Maryland, and West Virginia, forming a^^
almost unbroken continuity, but seldom exceeding two ^ ^
or three hundred feet in thickness. To what power

attribute the formation of so thin and yet so broad a sii^
-^ ^

Without dogmatizing on this difficult subject,
there

'See American Naturalist for March, 1885.
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suggestion which I wish to make. It may be of some use in

explaining the phenomena, and it may not. I am disposed to

attribute it to the tide, whose forced wave, sweeping every day

over the successive ridges or through the successive archipel-

agoes which I have described, tore away the rocks and swept

the fragments westward, rolling them over and over against one

another until they were ground to pebbles and to sand. The

tide-wave reaches the bottom of the deepest water, and is not a

mere superficial current. Its motion is incessant, twice a day,

and not occasional as that of the storm-wave. Finally, its di-

rection in this region was westward, and it is a fact of no little

significance, in this connection, that, so far as we can determine,

all the material of these four sandstones has travelled westward.

These considerations united induce me to believe that the

tide-wave was the chief agent in their formation ; that, rolling,

as it did, every twelve hours from the East into the midland

ocean of North America, through the successive archipelagoes

or reefs which I have here attempted to describe, it acted as a

grinding and transporting engine of transcendent power to

fashion and to carry the sand and pebbles of which our great

conglomerates consist.

There is nothing, so far as I am aware, in the rocks that is

'Compatible with these views. It is well known that the con-

glomerates are thicker and coarser in the East than in the West,

a"d that there also pebbles of slate and other softer minerals are

ra°re abundant. Only the very hardest material—the quartz-

could survive the wear and tear of so long and so rough a

J°urney, and accordingly in the West this material constitutes

4e whole mass of the rock.
°ne other point should be at least alluded to. Recent re-

aches have rendered it probable that this great grinding

^ne.this tide-wave was more powerful then than now; but

°nthis I do not care to insist Sir Robert Ball's immense six-

hundred-foot tide-wave must, I think, be relegated to a much

earlier date. Yet the theory is entitled to whatever advantage

may be derived from the greater tides of palaeozoic time.

Sh°"ld the suggestions here made and the views here ad-^ regarding the origin and formation of the Conglomerates

*^lvania, prove to be of any value, they may indirectly

*** °n the moot question of the antiquity of the Atlantic
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Ocean ; for, if the transportation of the pebbles and sand w

really due to the tide, it would indicate the existence of an /

lantic basin in pre-palaeozoic days, from which the forced wa

flowed over or through these successive reefs or ledges into t

midland basin.

THE PERISSODACTYLA.

(Concluded from page 1007.)

THE Chalicotheriid/e had numerous representatives during

Eocene time, and a few species of Chalicotherium extended

into Miocene time. The boundaries which separate the family

from the Lophiodontidae on the one hand and the Menodontids

on the other are not always easy to determine. From the former

the symmetrically-developed external V's of the superior molars

and the double V's of the inferior molars distinguish it; yet in

Pachynolophus the anterior cingular cusp produces a part of the

pi pe h

i. 24. Lambdotherium popoagicum Cope, molar teeth, natura

Eocene of Wyoming. From Wortman, after Cope.
.

Fig. '

; b, last inferior molar, ae and pe, anterior and posterior e.

asymmetry found in the Lophiodontidae. The character^

double inner cusps of the superior premolars, which
.

disting

the Menodontids, is only found in the last premolar in Dip a

of the latter, while a trace of the additional cusp of this

found in the Chalicotheroid Nestoritherium.

In using the following table it must be borne in mm

: of the feet has not been determined in severa
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I. Internal cones of superior molars separate from external lobes.

A. External tubercles subconic, separated by a vertical external tubercle.

Fourth inferior premolar like first true molar; Edociutn Cope.

Third and fourth inferior premolars like the true molars ;...Epihipptis Marsh. 1

AA. External tubercles of superior molars become V's, which are separated ex-

ternally by a vertical ridge.

P. No diastema in front of second inferior premolar.

inner cone; Leurocephalm S. & O.

Sectrd premolar with inner cone ; last superior molar with

an inner cone;
'.

Pateosyops Leidy.

Second premolar with inner cone ; last superior molar with

two inner cones; Limnokyus Leidy.

/3/3. A diastema in front of second inferior premolar.

Two inner cones of last superior molar; Lambdotkerium Cope.

aa. Incisors absent from both jaws.
Last superior molar with one internal cone

;

Nestoritheritim Kaup.

tt One or both internal cusps of superior molars united with the external lobes by

An antero-external cingular cusp; Pachynolophus Pomel.

*»• External lobes of superior molars, inflected V's.

Intermediate lobes confluent;... Chalicotherium Kaup.

F'G. 25. Ectocium osbornianum Cope, molars, natural size; from tie I

0{ Wyoming. Fig. a , superior molars ; b, inferior molars. Original.

;
IG

- 26. Lambdotkerium pop
md River Eocene of Wyomir^

.Thephylogeny of this family is not difficult to read. Ecto-

ClUm
,
if it be truly a member of it (the feet are unknown), is

Clearly the primitive genus, which is not far removed from Sys-

jemodon of the Lophidonti'dse, in characters. The flattening of

lts extert^i _-_ , , , . _._ -..^„_„^i \/'o ^f trip other1 eternal

-•:ra,

external V's of the other

and this, without further modification, uld £"

^ocephalus and Palsosyops, the former having the second

Uper,or premolars more simple than in the latter. This type,

• Teste Scott and Osborn.



Lambdotherium. The same type, without

,
gives us the Asiatic Nestoritherium. The development

after Cope. From the I

of cross-crests is accomplished, as in other families, by the

pression and fusion of the intermediate and internal tub<

When the external V's are little pronounced, we have Pac

lophus; when they are well developed and the anterior

tubercle remains distinct, we have the genus Chalicothf

These relations are probably phylogenetic, and may be I

sented as follows

:

Limnohy



PLATE XXXIII.

• Report U. S. Geol. Surv. Terrs.
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The known genera of Menodontid^e are all American. They

differ as follows

:

a. Last superior premolar only with two inner tubercles.

nines very large; Daodon Cope.

horns on the muzzle; Symborodon Cope.

Diplacodon, in its simpler premolars, approaches the Chalico-

theriidae, and is the oldest of the American genera. It is from the

Diplacodon bed or Upper Eocene. Menodus and Symborodon,

which include some species of gigantic size, belong in the White

River or Oligocene, while Daeodon has, so far, only been obtained

from the John Day or Middle Miocene. The phylogeny of the

family is simple, as Diplacodon is clearly the ancestor of Dsodon
on the one hand and Menodus on the other. Menodus in time,

by the loss of its incisors, gave origin to Symborodon. This line

left no representatives later than Miocene time. If Epihippus

enters this family, it may be the parent of Mesohippus of the

next higher horizon, the White River Miocene (Oligocene).

There are numerous species of the genera Menodus and Sym-

borodon, and they are among the most remarkable of Mammalia.

They are readily distinguished, among other characters, by the

form of the horns. In one group of species they are round ex-

CePt at the tips, and are greatly elongated ; in another they are

sub-round or slightly compressed ; in a third type they are short

and trihedral ; in a fourth type they are much compressed and

expanded transversely ; and in a fifth they are of insignificant size.

Four of these types exist in both genera. They may be compared

te follows

:
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bed of Colorado.

" Colorado. From a

. Geol. Survey Terrs." (unpub-
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River beds of Colorado; one-fifth :

Geol. Survey Terrs." (unpublished).

Transitional between the two genera i

gems Cope, from the White River bed of Canada, whicn ik» -

lower incisors of Menodus, with the narrow symphysis

known species of Symborodon. The phylogeny <

can be thus represented :

Symborodon.

Diacodon. Diplacodon.

A genus, probably of this family, has been descrl
j*

d

Transsylvania, under the name of Brachydiastemau^^
it has not yet been clearly distinguished from the kno

^^
The Pal*:otheriid/e embrace a greater nurn

. ompltf

which fall into two well-distinguished divisions. In> ^^ in

premolar teeth, which in the upper jaw resemble t^id
^d

composition, it shows an advance over the Chalico ^^
other families of the Lower Eocene. In fact, 1

^r
Eocene

found in the Lower Eocene, but commences in the UpP
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in the genera Paljeotherium and Paloplotherium. Thence it ex-

tends to the very summit of the Miocene, and may even occur

in the European Pliocene (Protohippus). Its members exhibit

considerable range of variation in the details of the teeth and

feet, but no striking break of family importance occurs. The

most noteworthy interruption is that which is found between the

Palaeotherinae and Hippotheriinae, where there is a change in the

form of the proximal extremity of the humerus from a tapiroid

to a horse-like form, and a modification of similar significance in

the molar teeth, by the addition of a deposit of cementum.

natural size ; from Gaudry. From the Upper Eocene of Paris

The characters of the genera are as follows

:
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lily are European, and five are Amen-

genera are European only. Paloplotherium

is found in the Middle Eocene, and is, as

might have been anticipated, more nearly

allied to the Chalicotheriidae than any other

genus of this family. Chalicotherium *

not far removed from it.
Anchilophu, a

Upper Eocene, and is allied to the genus

just named, and also to Pachynolophu^

among the Chalicotheriidae. These earty

genem constitute, by their simUaaty^

bond of connection between the B£

families, which, in their later and specm

ized forms, are very different from"

other. Palaeotherium is chiefly found

the Upper Eocene, and Mesohippus.^

™ known from the White River or

or
cene an age between Eocene and M»

foot one-third natural
^ene.

An4itheHum commences in 1*e

size; from Gaudry. From cene. Ancnitnenum
A nch jppus

for

the Upper Eocene of Paris. Middle Miocene, and has ^ yy

aco„temporary InNorthA^nca^

mained, as late as the Ticholeptus epoch, in the A..*>

Hippotherium existed only in the latter part o
*

l

of its

epoch, consistently with the greatly specialized stru ^ %

limbs and teeth. The nearly allied Protohippus nv ^ js

and in Europe a species with the same type of
_

mo ^
found in the Pliocene epoch (Forsyth-Major). 1

ties
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contemporary with the Equidae, which outlived them. They

y have many points of resemblance

to that family, but, nevertheless,

n at a considerable interval

from them in the structure of the

^Jt'

t

Anthitherium prolans Cope,

'rf side rdUt

e J°hn Day
(
Middle

>
M
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The phylogeny of the genera of this family is clearly, 1

s follows : The genera with distinct internal tubercles mu

regarded as primitive (Sect.

£e& ©y* and those with completed crests

W (I, aa) are derivative forms. The

If Hippotheriinse are still later de-

; 4 \ vi

!.<•. scendants on various accounts.

First, the development of the

intermediate tubercles is much

1 greater than in any other genera.

1 These tubercles are somewhat

U enlarged in Anchitherium (see

H Fig. 35, the anterior one), and

3 Jl they extend much further antero-

i M posteriorly in Anchippus. In

\W the Hippotheriinse they reach

I W and join each other at the mid-

„,

*
fetf vJf die of the crown (Fig. 4°)- In

this transition the relations of

Fig. 37. Amhitherium aurdi,tHMttt the internal tubercles are va-

the Miocene of

c]ttnc, !;;',!, v.'

r.one- r;ous . for jn Hippotherium, one

Fig of them (the anterior), remains

a, from front; 0, from right uu • "
distinct, while in Protohippus

(
Fig- 39) both are confluentwith the intermediates. It may be
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inferred from this that Hippotherium is a descendant of some

genus of Sect. I, «, while Protohippus came from a genus of

Sect. I, aa. The second point of modification to be ob-

served in the Hippotheriinae is the enlargement of the

expansions of the internal extremities of the adjacent

horns of the crescents of the inferior molars, which is

, -\

£>
ft

foot, left side; d, ditto, front; e, distal end of metapodials
; /,

proximal

M phalange or hoof.

^ious on wearing, and which are foreshadowed in Anchi-

(%- -\S,b, at ai'\ The third evidence of progress is

he deposit of cement, which fills the valleys of the teeth.

the two bicipital grooves of the humerus, which are

vith those seen in the Equid*. Fifth, the cupping of

This only commences with the

Khitherium, the otherwise nearly allied Mesohippus
i of the

^ncnithenum, the otherwise neany *i»*« .

I with Palaeotherium and the genera of Sect.

°f the cup, as has been shown by Scott.
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The genera of Equid^e are but two in number, and they ;

defined as follows

:

The genus Hippidium is extinct, and its species have been thus

far found only in North and South America, in beds of Pliocene

and upper Miocene age. Equus made its appearance during the

former period, and is represented by several existing species.

The Equidae adds another evidence of greater specialization

than the Palseotheriidse in the structure of its feet,—i.e., the

distal metapodial keels are completed forwards, as in most

ruminants. The mechanical cause of this extension remained,

™til recently, a puzzle to me. I have endeavored to show that

Ae development of the tongue at the extremity of the meta-

podials of the Diplarthra was due to the impacts of the terminal

Phalanges often repeated, on hard ground, together with the

impression of the surface on each side the keel by the flexor

tendons with their sesamoid bones. But this did not account

for the presence of the keel on the anterior face of the extremity.

The instantaneous photographs of animals in motion by Muy-

^dge have rendered the explanation easy. He shows that m
n
'Plarthrous ungulates the phalanges are flexed at right angles

Weriorly on the metapodials, at the last moment of rest on the

^und before raising the foot for a new step. This movement

,s so quickly performed as not to be visible to the ordinary ob-

Seryer. This fact accounts for the late appearance in geological

tlme of its effect on the end of the metapodial bone. I must

add here that the acuteness and narrowness of the keel is partly

J

ue to the movement of torsion conveyed throughout all the

bot*s of the feet at the moment of arrest by the ground, as

referred to in the opening pages of this paper.

J must here describe another effect of torsion of the limbs at

he moment of impact of the ungues with the ground, which

lotted from the proper place at the beginning of this paper

The
Proximal extremities of the metapodial bones are in most

^mals extended inwards from the inner towards the outer side

!
f the foot, so as to abut on the carpal or tarsal correspond^ to

the
*git next external to them This is due to pressure through
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the carpals and tarsals of the second row or the heads of the

metapodials, which is by the torsion turned from within outwards.

The pressure thus applied has gradually pressed the heads of the

metapodials outwards in the manner described. This effect be-

gan earlier than diplarthrism, 1 as it is seen in the Condylarthra.

In the preceding discussion of the phylogeny of the Perisso-

dactyla the descent of genera within families has been described,

the descent of families in their

has been discussed. The attempt

to carry the line of generic succession across

the boundaries of families has not been gen-

erally made. The lack of knowledge of such

intermediate genera is the cause of this

omission. Were such genera known, the

definitions of the families would be less

precise than they are. This complete phy-

logeny has been attempted, however, in the

case of the genus Equus by various authors.

The first suggestion was made by Cuvier,and

the first arrangement of genera in the phy o-

genetic line of the horses was by Kowalevsky.

His series commenced with Anchithenutn,

and had the other members Hippothenum

and Equus. To this series Huxley adde

Palseotherium. Later, Marsh added two

definite terms to the series,
Hyracother.um

and Hippidium, giving to both, however, n*

names (Eohippus and Pliohippus), and pr

posed two other steps (Orohippus and V*

hippus), which were not sufficiently
characte

ments." ized to be since recognizable. The pres

writer determined the identity of the ab

forms, and added the still more primitive genus ^
don. He also discovered and defined the Condylarthra, ^
of which, (Phenacodontidaa), he announced as the anc&>

all Perissodactyla, horses included.2 Dr. Wortman tow
^

pointing out the double descent of the genus Equus ro

two lines of Pateotheriidae, and indicating the relations ot sp

at in the genera Sus and Di«>ty*

s expanded inwards as well as outwards,

mer. Philosoph. Soc, 1881, p. 178.

Fig. 44. Equus ,

Gaudry,
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ofEquus to those of Hippotheriinae.* Subsequently Scott

pointed out the relation which the genus Mesohippus (Marsh)

bears to the series. Schlosser followed,2 throwing the Chali-

cotheriid and Menodontid genera out of the line into which they

bad been brought by Cope. In the present work the only change

the author has made in his views is to return to his inclusion of

the Menodontidse in the line.3

As a result the following genealogy of the species of horse

may be regarded as resting on the best evidence now available,

as regards genera. It will be long before the line of species

which has propagated itself to the present day, and appears in

the Equus caballus, will be discovered.

H:
;

>'h

Mesohippus. /

Pateotherium. Paloplotherium.

Pliolophus.

Hyracotherium.

Genus oi Amblypoda Hyodonta (unknown).

Phenacodus.

An unknown genus of Periptychidae.

S Scientific^, 1883, P- 705.
a Morphologisches Jahrbucb, xii,i^. Fjf.

\ «**. L: Prodding! ,88.. p. *>; American Naturalist, .886, p. 7~
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It is certain, if the observation recorded by Mr. G. K. Gilbert

is correct, that man was contemporary with species of Equus on

the North American continent. I have identified 1 the remains

of Equus occidentalis Leidy and Equus excelsus Leidy from the

Upper Pliocene bed of Oregon, where they were mingled with

obsidian arrow-heads and scrapers in a sandy bed easily dis-

turbed by the wind. The contemporaneity of these remains

being, under such circumstances, uncertain, it remained to dis-

cover them in a more solid deposit to confirm the suspicions

raised by their association as first observed. Such a discovery

is recorded by Dr. Gilbert as having been made in Nevada by a

member of the United States Geological Survey. The Equus

occidentalis thus shown to have been a contemporary of man, is

not very close in characters to the true horse, but was propor-

tioned more as in the ass. The head was as large as that of the

horse, but the legs were more slender and a little shorter. It

ranged from Oregon to Southwestern Texas, but its remains

have not yet been found in the Valley of Mexico.

HORNLESS RUMINANTS.

(Continued from page 902.)

England, Wales, and Ireland.

TN treating of British cattle it is of interest to trace their ong

1 It may therefore be advantageous to quote the views ot P

Boyd-Dawkins, especially as he has given the subject particu

attention, and as I have had some correspondence with him

regard to polled cattle.

"The two principal stocks from which all the breeds are <

scended are undoubtedly (1) the Urus, an animal wuu
^

forests of Europe later than the days of Charles the
:

ur -

which, so far as I know, was extinct in the British Isles beK)

period ; and (2) the Bos longifro
•small Celtic

Short-horn,' an animal which never was aboriginal iy' ^
Europe. Both were probably domesticated in Asl*'

ia the

make their appearance together in the Neolithic A& >

1 Bulletin U. S. Geol. Survey, 1878, p. 389-
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possession of farmers who lived on the wooden platforms and
artificial islands in the Swiss lakes.

"The remains of the latter are to be found all over Europe in

refuse-heaps belonging to various periods, from the Neolithic Age
down to well within the historical frontier. It is the only do-

mestic ox which I have met with in the large number of refuse-

heaps in the British Isles, ranging from the Neolithic Age down
to the time of the English invasion, and is represented by the

present Highland cattle, small Welsh, and small Irish cattle.

"The first, or the Urus stock, preserved to us almost in its

aboriginal purity in the so-called wild cattle of Chillingham, I

am unable to trace farther back than the invasion of Britain by
the English, and of Ireland by the Scandinavians. As the evi-

dence stands, it was unknown in these islands as a domesticated

animal before this time.
"The present breeds are, in my opinion, descended from the

two stocks, and are the result of crossing and selection. The
polled cattle I consider to be the result of selection, in which

advantage has been taken of a tendency to revert to an ancestral

hornless type, probably as far back as the Miocene Age. I should

e*pect to meet with them from time to time in every breed, just

as from time to time a horse is born with three toes, which have

wen derived from his remote Miocene ancestor, the Anchithe-

He then refers to the case of the " breeding out of the horns

ln the Galloways" and the Gisburne polled cattle, on both of

whl'ch points his observations are given in their proper place.

The subject, however, of tracing the ancestry of all of the nu-

merous British breeds, he says,.he has as yet been unable to find

tlme to deal with.

As supporting the view of the existence of the hornless char-

acter in the aboriginal races of cattle in Britain, there may be

^ that certain foreign authors seem to have had evidence to

that
effect. Dr. Brocchi, in a most comprehensive and practical

^'-dealing first with mammals, in which come the various

br^s of horses, cattle, sheep, and pigs common to France, or

*h*h have been introduced from other countries, with a descnp-

tl0nof
their qualities and origin-speaking ofthe race Bntannique

^s that the absence of horns characterizes this species ot

^ However true this may have been at one time, it is, as a

'"Traite^ 7 ' • • • - <* -i»m"pnts de Pisiculture, d'Apicul-
*tt de Zoologie Agricole, compienant des elements ae n- _ . g

Sltr

icicdtUre
> d'Ostreiculture, &c." Par P. Brocchi. Pans: Libnure, J.

*
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critic has remarked, " hardly correct, as a matter of

peculiar, to say the least," to-day. But if there had been a few

more Marshalls among the breeders of Britain, it would, I believe,

have been very true now.

Marshall, the celebrated authority, thus wrote (1780):

" There are already in this island three or four distinct breeds

of hornless cattle; or rather, breeds of cattle many in

which are hornless. . . . These breeds are the old short-horned

breed of Yorkshire; the Suffolk breed; a breed in Nottingham-

shire propagated chiefly by the late Sir Charles Sedley, prob-

ably a variety of the Yorkshire breed [or of the White 1 .

•

breed,—a herd of which is in this county]; and tl

Scotland, all of which, I believe, produce occasionally hornless

individuals.
" The Galloways send out a breed almost wholly without \

'•

and some of them of good quality. Some of the Galloway cattle

are not deficient in flesh. That of Nottingham has not come

sufficiently under my notice to speak of its quality. For strong

and middle-soiled districts there are individuals of the Yorkshire

breed nearly perfect, especially for the purpose of milk and draft

as grazing stock the quality of the flesh may require some
J
m"

provement. That of the Suffolk breed is well known to be 01

good quality. For lighter lands there may be superior individuals

of the Suffolk breed in their present state sufficiently perfect lor

a basis at least. This breed has lately been used as beasts <h

draft in Norfolk with singularly good effect.
. . .

t" I have digested my ideas, and I am clearly of opinion in

... a breed of cattle answering nearly, if not exactly, the tore-

going description will, in the nature of human affairs, bee

prevalent, if not common, to the Kingdom."

A prophecy that is likely eventually to become true, not on.}

in Britain but in America. ,.

Youatt divided the breeds of cattle of Great Britain, accordir

to the comparative size of the horns, into five classes: [I)

long-horns, of the midland counties; (2) the short-turns, ot

northern counties
; (3) the middle-horns, of Devon, Sussex, He

ford, etc.
; (4) the crumpled-horns, of Alderney and the soutn

coasts; (5) the hornless, ox polled, of England and Scotlan .

Polled Cattle among the Horned Breeds.—Any one mus

observed that what Martin says is true-

Besides the polled cattle we have here noticed,^
v^ridJesu^
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Devon natts and Yorkshire polls.] The fac

intimated, there are polled cattle of most br

I b a mere accidental defect, render*

interbreeding of the cattle thus deficient; bi

tneless, often exhibit a tendency to the c

Mtural horns, and, indeed, show more thar

»that it would be easy to extract a horned

we regard the distinction betw
ewers as arbitrary, or to be made only for <

tfiere are other grounds of separation."

The Yorkshire Polls.—It is of importance to find that there

ousts a breed of polled cattle in Yorkshire described by all the

Wj writers. Marshall, in his "Rural Economy

In the North Riding of Yorkshire, at the commencement of

'^eighteenth century, the ancient black cattle were the only

They resembled the present breed of the

rl mr.ctKr hnmfc\ hut some of them hum-

Culley's supposition that they must have descended from the

faloway is untenable in the face of the existence of a county

^ of polled cattle of much greater antiquity than the Gal-

*ay itself. I am supported here by the highest authority in

^k'n, among others, Mr. James Sinclair, editor of the Lkv

t Lulley says of the Yorkshire p(

- polled or humbled cattle come r

i follows:

. 'nd well deserving of notice. We find a few of these

?Wng through different parts of England and Scotland^ the rest, I remember Lord Darlington, notmanyycar

Z wh
a

..

Very handsome breed of them fine,y gl°

ard Parkinson2 says,

—

^Yorkshire polled cattle vary from the short-horned, already

2°*^ only in being without horns, which is a loss of about

Swings a beast, as will be explained hereafter more fuHy

r̂
.cattle are generally handsome, and as good for the pad.

^e » a very conspicuous mark by which good breeds may be

fished from bad-namely, if the crown of the head be

£*» that of a doe, drawn almost to a point on ^e top U ,nd»-

*£?* the breed is good; this observation is worth noticem

y* cattle. They require both richer food and greater age

• by George Cuiley, I7»6-

73

-
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than many other kinds to bring them to perfection, and are the

most improper to breed on barren soils, badly sheltered, for such

stinting would render them, in a very short space of time, small

and coarse ; and, as age is required, they suit best on situations

a great distance from market, where part of the land is not good

enough to fatten, but of a grazing quality, to keep stall stock in

a growing, thriving state, and a portion sufficiently good to make

them up for sale. Great numbers of these cattle bred in York-

shire are fed on the fine rich marshes of Lincoln. But the best

of them, both polled and horned, although of a good kind, are

fattened at a more early age than their nature requires. Some of

these large beasts are particularly fine on the crown of the head,—

a point to which great regard ought to be paid in the choice of a

bull, for several reasons. I have observed it to be a valuable

symptom as to fattening; but from a general remark of the cow-

keepers in London, a cow having the least appearance of a bull

is a sure sign of her being a bad milker, therefore the finer the

bull is on the forehead the more likely are his offspring to resem-

ble him. Many cattle of these breeds have the worst

thin as to be deemed paper hides, which is a great fault. Hut «

frequently happens that cows with these thin hides are onlygooa

for the pail : the best of them will give from thirty to

quarts of milk a day, from the time of calving till within tnree

or four months of their calving again."

Parkinson has a good deal more to say under the above head-

ing of "Yorkshire Polled Cattle," but he seems to fall away from

those in particular to others i of the

referred to in the above. That doe-headed character*

an interesting definition, as will appear: it might, e.g., be easn)

contracted doe 'ded.

John Lawrence descants on them thus:

"The northern or Yorkshire polled cattle.^These
ha*tfc

same qualities as the short-horned cattle, carrying vasi

and some I have seen lately are of great size, althougn
^

particular they are most conveniently various. In
. ^ F

nient,

they are a most excellent breed, and well merit impro

with the view of labor, by a selection of the finest breed and

active individuals. From the shape of these poled <*« •

hold a strict affinity in all respects with the short-horned, ^
which they are found, and it seems that various breeas

cattle are attended with hornless but perfectly congenial 4
The above, for example, and the polled Galloways oi

^ ^^
of similar shape and quality with the long-horns, also

natts, a polled cattle on the coast."
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1

Having already quoted from Froude, I may be allowed to

make another extract, as evidence of the reputation of Yorkshire
for breeding fine cattle having existed from a very early date.

The following is quoted in his History, vol. v. p. 45, from a

manuscript instruction to the English general commanding an

expedition into Scotland. After saying that biscuit, wine, and

brse provender were to be lodged at Berwick, the order goes on
that two hundred and sixty-two carts were to be requisitioned

;

and adds, " which may well be purveyed in York, where the

great oxen be, and the best wains."

From a highly interesting table of the results of trials con-

ducted between the years 1833 and 1865, by the king of Wiir-

temberg, as to the milking propensities of various breeds, the

polled Yorkshire is included along with the Friesian, Swiss,

Durham, and polled Norfolk, and is described as " Reddish brown

and white." From this table, published 1883,
1

it now appears

that the polled Yorkshire was a recognized breed for the dairy.

The Devon Natts.—Associated with the Devon breed there are

the Devonshire natts. Young, in his last tour, noticed them in

the neighborhood of Barnstaple. Lawrence describes them as

middle-sized, thick-set, and apt to make fat.

Youatt says of them,—describing them along with the West

Somerset sheeted cattle,—

"They do not exhibit the true Devon color in these uncovered

Parts, for the hair is yellow instead of a deep blood-red, or almost

jrown color. In North Devon few of the North Devons are to

De seen, but they are the same party-colored kind of which I

have just spoken." '

The meaning of the word natt, or nott, will be given in the

chaPter on Philology, which will be found of considerable

scientific value in tracing the origin of these polled breeds.

^ Polled Somersets.—Professor Low, in his " Illustrations of

*rit>sh Domesticated Animals," published in 1842, gives an illus-

ion of « The Sheeted Breed of Somersetshire," which shows,-

*• Cow, of the polled variety, the property of John Weir, Esq.,

West
Carnell. Somersetshire. .

2
- One of the horned variety, four years old, from the stock

the late Sir John Philips, Montacute House.

In National Live Stock Journal.
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Low describes them as "a variety of cattle rendered remark-

able by the striking contrast of colors on the body, found in

Somersetshire and the adjoining counties. It has existed in some

parts of England from time immemorial. The red color of the

hair has a light yellow tinge, and the white color passes like a

sheet over the body. The individuals are sometimes horned, but

most frequently they are polled. The cows are hardy, docile,

and well suited to the dairy. The beef of the oxen is of good

quality and well marbled. The breed has become rare, which is

to be regretted, since it is much better suited to the dairy than

others that have been adopted. The peculiar marking which

distinguishes these cattle is not confined to any one breed. It

appears among the cattle of Wales, where they are crossed by

the White Forest breed, and is frequently among those of Ire-

land, and used to be so among the older Galloways of Scotland."

Again, in his other work, Low, in referring to their peculiar

marking, gives some additional particulars as to this

:

" It is common in Holland, where the colors are black and

white. 1
It may be ascribed to the intermixture of two races

having each a tendency to produce the pristine color

from which it is derived. Thus a mixture of the White Forest

breed and a Devon might produce an animal resembling the

sheeted Somerset, with the Black Falkland one res,

sheeted varieties of the Dutch, and so on. The pecul

"communicated, is very constant, and when two an in

ing it are mixed together in blood the progeny never tails

preserve the markings of the parents."

The peculiarity of a white body on cattle was years ago not

uncommon in Aberdeenshire. I have seen several.

the white was confined to the body. In Aberdeensh

called—when a cow, for example

—

a blanket conv or a

—one having the plaid about her. The white in Gall<

to have gone along the back, and, like the Irish cattle.

Derbyshire Polls.—Arthur Young (" General View of the Ag
culture of Hertfordshire," published in 1804) gives S<

**LtjoaS

notes upon the variety of cattle of that county. He m^orn
finding Devon, Hereford, Welsh, Long-horned and Short

cows in milk, and in one place, Hatfield, the Marchione*>
^

Salisbury had all these, " and buffaloes both of the whole an

1 The Dutch Belted breed has been introduced into this country success
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the half-breed crossed with Scotch and Devon, for veal and beef

of fine quality." Here, as generally throughout Herts, the Suf-

folk cows were regarded as the best milkers. He also states that

"Lord Grimston has the Spotted Polled breed from Mr. Mundy,

of Derbyshire, and approves of the sort greatly." The

shire Spotted Polls may have been descendants of the white wild

cattle of that district of which Mr. Storer 1 speaks.

Among Herefords and Short-horns.—Mr. William Housman, the

well-known English authority on live-stock matters, has written

:

"I know at the present moment, in a Hereford famih

tered pedigree and of high reputation in the show-yard, a heifer

with only scurs, as the modified horns sometimes found in polled

cattle, and in cross-bred offspring of polled and horn

are called in Scotland. They are little bits of flat horn, loose at

the roots, so that you can twist them about, and quite hidden in

a mass of hair, continued from a thick, long tuft, which -rows

upon a pointed crown-ridge, and falls over the forehead and sides

of the head; and I have seen similar ' scurs' and top-knots on

*veral female short-horns. In the case of all the short-horns

which had them, I was enabled to trace descent, in some cases

many descents, from ' grandson of Bolingbroke,' who was also

the grandson of a polled and Galloway cow. In the single case

of the Hereford I cannot trace any alien blood; but the pedigree

ls not a long one. Unless we take for granted an fse
f
arab *e

correlation of sugar-loaf skull and tufted head with the lack 01

homs, we can scarcely suppose these cases to be origma sports.

The thick top-knot and the pointed ridge of the ski

*- ^ bear evidence of a polled ancestor, to whose Pe <;

ul,am *es'

r _^.„..,„„„ .u__ .£. „.-«. absence of horns, the animal

fc A. B. Allen, of New York, the well-known authority,

commenting on Mr. Housman's remarks, said,—

!* have seen an occasional superb specimen of what might be

^ a muley short horn in Northumberland, England

'here are thousands upon thousands of polled cows aireaay

tne United States."

The late Charles Stevenson, who was a juror at the "JSTjJ""
^national Exhibition, states that - one bull was exhibited m

* aged short-horn class, color white, whose head was adorned

** s*all round knobs, not exceeding two inches in diameter.
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We have occasionally seen females of the short-horn breed with

horns descending by the side of the head, and apparently not very

firmly attached to the skull."

These facts should encourage short-horn breeders in their

desire to raise an improved breed of polled short-horns.

Shakespeare was acquainted with the polled cattle. One

would not have expected Shakespeare to have noted the polled

character, nor in the manner he does; but the lover of sport in

the forest supplies us with the following

:

" Leon. So, by being too curst, God will send you no horns." «

This is rather a different attributive explanation than has

generally been given.

Shelley is also another " famous writer" who seems to have

been acquainted with hornless cattle; and later, Mr. Rider

Haggard is acquainted with hornless oxen and goats.

In Wales.—Pennant 2 says,

—

" Our native kind [of cattle], such as the Welsh and Scottish,

are small and often hornless."

Wirt Sikes, a United States consul in Britain, gives a Welsh

ce to polled

" According to a legend current in Carmarthenshire, there w

in days gone by a band of elfin ladies who used to haunt a ia

in the neighborhood of Aberdovey. They usually appeal

dusk, clad in green, accompanied by their milk-white hound an

their droves of beautiful white kine. One day an old former na

the good luck to catch one of these mystic cows, which nao u

in love with the cattle of his herd. From that day the tarn.

fortune was made. Such calves, such milk, such butter ^
cheese as came from the milk-white cow had never been m:

Wales before. The farmer, therefore, soon became rich
,

artf

owner of vast herds. One day, however, he took it
:

intc
»

n

that the elfin cow was getting old, and that he had &f^
*

her for market. On the day appointed for its slaughter V ^
came from all sides to see this wonderful animal; hue

butcher's bludgeon was severing its head a fearful
shrieK

» Much Ado About Nothing.—Act II., Scene r.
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Whereupon not only did the elfin cow arise and go home, but
all her progeny went with her, disappearing in the air over the
hill-tops. Only one cow remained of all the farmer's herds,
and, b ! she had turned from milky-white to raven-black. The
farmer, in a fit of despair, drowned himself, and the black cow
became the progenitor of the existing race of Welsh black
cattle."

In Ireland—the Bogs.—-Sir W. R. Wilde, M.D., has given some

valuable details of the breeds of cattle of Ireland. He read a

paper in 1858, published (1862) in vol. vii. of the "Proceedings

of the Royal Irish Academy," entitled " On the Ancient and

Modern Races of Oxen in Ireland." From it I quote as much
as may be of interest

:

"The animal-reman,
^gore, near Dunshaughin, county c.
caverns or lake-fortresses which have been discovered during the

last twenty years. The range of date of that crannoge has been

Jxed from a.d. 843 to 933. From these localities, as well as in

d«P cuttings made for the same purpose, and in peat-bogs, etc,

°ther specimens of bovine remains have been deposited in the

museum. I have selected twenty heads of ancient oxen, and
arranged them in four rows, each row characteristic of a peculiar

!** or breed,—viz., the straight-horned, the curved- or middle-

norned, the short-horned, and the hornless or maol, all of which

IS? ^ Irdand in the early Peri°d t0 WhiCh l haVe

"According to my own observations, we possessed four native

**& about twenty-five years ago. First, the old Irish cow of

^11 stature, long in the back, and with moderate-sized, wide-

Preading, slightl elevatedj and projecting horns; they could

E7 be calIed long-horned, and they certainly were not

Scorned. Their color was principally black and red ••

gjond, the Kerry, which is somewhat more of a middle-horn.

^r, red, black, or brindled Third, the Irish long-horned,

The!f
t0

' but not identical with, the Lancashire or Craven
. .

.

simil
Urth is the Ma°! ^ Moyle, the polled or homles

;

breed,

>^tothe Angus of the neighboring kingdom ;
called Myleen

*ConnaUght> M|el in Munste
*

and Mwool in Ulster In **
"** ^re inferior to the foregoing, although larger than the
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Kerry, or even the old crook-horned Irish, but were compara-

tively few in numbers. In color they were either dun, black, or

white, but very rarely mottled. They were not bad milkers,

were remarkably docile, and were consequently much used for

draught and ploughing."

Describing each set of skulls corresponding to the above, of

the polled Sir W. R. Wilde says

—

" The last is the Maol, or hornless, which differs so little from

its living representative of the present day that it is unnecessary

to describe it. From the five specimens placed before the acad-

emy, it is evident that it was much smaller than the modern breed.

One head differs from another only in the amount of the occipital

projection. The average length of the face is about seventeen

inches, and eight inches across the orbits."

In a paper in the same volume, " Upon the Unmanufactured

Animal Remains belonging to the Academy," Sir W. R. Wilde

gives " a list of fifty-two ox-crania now in the museum."

" Nos. 48 to 55 are eight hornless, or maohl, varieties, and all

except the two first present i

able protuberance, a frontal crest, but this

is especially marked in Nos. 50 and S3-

Ac tV.^ manW ^v wmilH aoDear to nave
___ the maohl ox would appear I

abounded in Ireland more than in 1

other part of Europe, I subjor **

companying illustration of thi

variety, which may be taken as affordin

a good idea of its general characters, it

was accidentally omitted in my ™mr

nication upon the 'Ancient and

Races of Oxen in Ireland.' " (Fig. w

am tempted to add the following, from

W. R. Wilde's first paper, referring to

state of the best breed in Ireland m

olden times:

"The relics of our ancient oxen are #*

only abundant and interesting t

ists, but are exceedingly curious «

historical point of view, as they attor

deniable evidence that, so far back^as^

hornless

M^---

natural-

ntury at the latest, we had in

of cattle which, for beauty of head and shortness of horn,
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vie with some of the best modern improved races so much
admired by stock-masters, and which are now being reintro-
duced from England."

Low and Youatt have long notes on this Irish breed

:

" It is a variety scarcely known to the breeders of England,
but which, from its properties, deserved far more attention on the
part of the community where it has been naturalized. It has ex-
isted in Ireland from an unknown period, and appears to have
been once widely diffused. It is now scattered throughout the
country, and is only found in some numbers in the Vale of Shan-
non. They were of a light brownish color. They are superior
>n size to the Suffolk Duns, and equalling in this respect the
larger class of short-horns. The breed has probably been formed
by an early mixture of Dutch cattle with some of the native
races. Had attention been directed to it at an early period, Ire-
land would have possessed a true dairy breed, not surpassed by
any in the kingdom."

Of this ancient polled Irish breed the authors of the " His-

tory of Polled Aberdeen or Angus Cattle" quote from the Irish

Farmer's Gazette in one of its August numbers, 1847

:

"A relative of our own, deceased a kw years ago at the age of
one hundred and fourteen, had polled cattle in Ireland, and stated

Jbat the same breed had been in possession of his great-grand-

er some two hundred years before our informant was born.
ihese cattle were chiefly black, and black and white on the back

;

occasionally red, and brindled with white stripes; in some cases
a| l white but the ears, which were red ; and he believed there was
"ever any intermixture of English or Scotch blood among them

£
r ^e period he alluded to. They possessed the characters of

^ng great milkers and good butter-producers."

We importations of these Irish polled cattle arrived as late

te !750 at Port Patrick, in Scotland, and met a ready sale.

So late as 1826 these Irish polls seem to have existed. Andrew

person, son of one of the most extensive and spirited farmers

^Dumfries-shire, thus writes of them ("The Practical Grazier,"

*henl
VeraI black or dark-colored ones are to be found, which,

AaanH i°

U
^ht to Dumfries market, are readily bought up by the

C ale J°bbers, who soon convert them into Galloway cattle

iZ
lTg them with such lots and passing their word and honor

"»e purity of the whole."
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Youatt says the famous long-horns of England were derived

from the Irish long-horns. What has become of all these famous

Irish breeds ? Mr. James Sinclair (already noted), in a recent

paper on " Kerry Cattle," says that, " with the exception of the

Kerry, all the native Irish races have become extinct, being crossed

out by the short-horn." This is one great irretrievable loss, the

cause of which has to be laid to the charge of the short-horn,—

the loss of many of our finest old native breeds in various parts

of Britain as well as Ireland.

Prof, P. McConnell, F.H.A.S., of Oxford University, also re-

fers to these Irish polls or moyles in his "Agricultural Note

Book," third edition, 1887.

Scotland.

In dealing with the polled cattle of Scotland I shall first give

what Marshall and Lawrence have to say on the subject, and

then detail the particular references to polled cattle discovered

by original research, reserving some important points bearing on

the wild white and the two black domesticated breeds for orderly

treatment.

Mr. Marshall, 1 about the earliest general authority adducible,

thus classifies the Scotch cattle driven from Scotland and fed 11

Norfolk in the end of the last century :

(1) Galloway Scots, mostly hornless, of a black or bnndle

(2) Lowland Scots, some of them horned, some of them polled

;

their color black, or brindled, or dun.

(3) Highland cattle have in general, but not always,

(4) Isle of Skys.
.

In the second class are included the breeds of a region-^*

donmn—t/iree or four times larger than the region oi the U^
ways. This it is important to remember, and it is most pro a

that a large proportion of the Scots sold in England as Ga ^
polled were really Angus and Aberdeenshire polled, for, as

^
writer on "Cattle of Great Britain" points out, it was

f
ixa^ t

account of the propinquity of the district, thus being

known, that its polled cattle obtained in England the te^
term by which they became known, and hence also a

^.^
polled cattle from whatever quarter, as they had to be

horns.
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r the same routes into England as the Galloways them-

The information of Marshall is derive^ from direct observation,

hence it is of certain value.

John Lawrence thus treats of the subject:

"The Scottish Island, Mountain, and Lowland Cattle.—It is

not improbable that there were only two original species of neat

"
in Scotland : those common to the islands and the mountain

country, called kyloes ; in color black, brindled, dun, brown, red;

black being the favorite color in Scotland; in form flat and deep,

like the short- and middle-horned stock, very small and hardy,

with small, upright, short, or middle-length horns: and the

polled breed, chiefly confined in latter times to the shire of Gal-

loway, and known by that name. The former, the smallest and

most hardy breed known in this island, and apparently the same

with that of the more northern counties, may be seen at this day

mits original purity, no motive existing for crossing a breed so

perfectly adapted to severity of climate and scarcity of keep.

The original polled cattle were of the same colors, but more

varied, and considerably larger in size ; in shape somewhat long,

and resembling the long-horned species, with hides of considera-

ble thickness ; when these cattle are entirely hornless they may

^ presumed of the genuine breed. In the Lowlands, where tne

s°* is abundant in provision, and where in consequence larger-

s^ cattle are supposed most advantageous, much crossing

"nder the name of improvement has taken place. Thus
;

he

Jwts polled cattle have been perpetually crossed with English

bulls
» both short- and long-horned, with Norman, and with their

J? mountain stock, whence the varieties of Galloway, Ayrshire

^shire, and of the runts, 1 which are at this day found in

Gotland." (Pp. 72> 73.)

The polled cattle of Scotland were known well enough appar-

en% in France early in the century, for they had erroneous

Wions of them : " Meme en Ecosse on trouve la race tres petite,

et fort souvent sans cornes." f
1 shall now detail various original evidences of the existence ot

POlIed cattle in Scotland, discovered in various unsuspected places

t***" Cattle at the End of Eighth Century^h^he
^est notice of the existence of polled cattle in Scotland to

X* a date ca" be assigned is that which may be found m

^nden's " Hystory and Cronikles of Scotland." Buke x •

I2'^es the "laws maid be Kenneth for the comonweil of



the kow that is homyll sail l>cir tl

sail reconi i

nychtbour."

"This," says a commentator <

ceeds on the supposition that the

I

In Rev. Raphael Hollinshcd's

The only i

ulptured

" Sculp-

; v meant
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gowrie, walked " twelve miles in two and one-third hours" to

mine these stones for me, and from the descriptions and im-

pressions he made of them I am satisfied that they represent

polled cattle. He reports that the natives regard the figures as

representing polled cattle,—rather remarkable, as we might ex-

pect them to take the opposite view. This is strong testimony
in their favor. The .mention of homyl cattle about the same
hme, m the annals of Kenneth, who had his court not far from
the same place, at this time, is also contributory evidence in their

favor, and the sculptures may illustrate the combative tendency
of the homylies of his time.

Evidence from a very Curious Source.—There is a most curious,

quaint, and rare little book, preserved in the British Museum,
entitled " A Modern Account of Scotland. Being an Exact De-
scription of the Country, and a True Character of the People and
the banners. Written from thence by an English Gentleman.

Printed in the year 1679." It is attributed to one T. Kirke. He
P*ts an interesting peep into the state of the country at that

j

ime, but was strongly prejudiced against the people he visited.

[ quote the following passage from him

:

,
" Their Cattle are only representatives of what are in other

,

untreys, these being so Epitomized that it is hard to know what
class they relate to. Their Horses are hardy, and not without
UaJ l (as some say other Horses are), using both tooth and nail to

mischief you : that they may not use more state than their mas-
ters, they go Barefoot, which preserves them from the Gout

;
and

1 Hudibrasses Horse had been of this race, he had not needed

* Corncutter. Thdr Furniture or Harness is all of ther
same

™?«er, all Wood, from head to tail, Bridle, Saddle, Girths,

^mips, and the Crupper, all wood ; nothing but a Wrthy w.ll bend

d if these be called Witches I shall not oppose it since

°y their untoward Tricks one would guess the Devil to b

^'Bridles have no Bits, but a kind of musroll of two pieces of

l
Qod; their Crupper is of a stick of a yards length, put cross

he'r docks, both ends thereof being tied with woven wood to

«* saddle. Their Bed and Board too is all of the same dry Straw,

y when they have it up, whip on Harness and away. Ttar

y are Hornless, the owners claiming sole PfP"^"***!
,°.
rn^ents, nor should I deny them their Necklace too. tor one

*«*s that twisted wood wou'd mightily become them.
_

Their

^eep t00 have the same preferment, they are coupled together

"ea' their masters Palace. Some animal..they have.by he name

0f H°gs, but more like Porcupines bristled all over, and these
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likewise fastened to the Freehold by the former artifice; all their

quadrupeds (Dogs alone excepted, in which sort they much
abound) are honored with wooden Bracelets about their necks,

The first word cattle is here used in its original sense as given

by the lexicographers. Todd says the term chattail, a provincial

term, is used about Lyons, in France, for all the beasts of every

kind on an estate. Johnson's definition of the word is "Beasts

of pasture—not wild nor domestic." Richardson's definition is

" Kine, horses, and some other animals appropriated to the use of

man." Then we have the term neat. It is not accompanied by

the word cattle, as it is in later forms, as neat cattle. It is used

also in its original manner. It is the same as the English nolt

and the Scottish nowt. The latter word, nowt, is still used in

Scotland, by itself, to signify cattle, exactly as it is by T. Kirke.

These facts are interesting, and are useful in explaining how after-

wards kine and oxen had to be termed, generally, horned cattlt,

" to distinguish them from horses." This term horned cattle was

used of beeves in England, whether they were long-horns, mid-

dle-horns, short-horns, or polled. But in Scotland, where cattle

(neat) without horns had been as indigenous as cattle (horses) that

never had such " preferment," the former were called "dodded/

etc., "to distinguish them" from the latter.
1

Sheep used also to be termed small cattle. While on this mat-

ter I may note here that I have seen the word slot, meaning a

young ox, applied, in documents of the fourteenth century re-

ferring to certain Norfolk manors, to include horses. Among

cattle-dealers of the present day the old term beast is used in the

same sense as nowt in Scotland. The word Beast is the word

still stereotyped on the bills of sale of the London salesmen to

denominate cattle of the cow kind, and still pronounced beece

I shall not venture further to explain the passage from
j-

Kirke, but along with the somewhat paradoxical case from

lenden allow the reader to make his own construction. For us,

however, the interesting fact remains that previous to 1679
A,D '

the cattle of the Scots are stated by an observant traveller W

have been hornless. Where had he seen them ? or to what now

existent race could the observation apply ?
u the

It certainly would not be in the south of Scotland that tn

« Statistical Account of the Parish of Bendochy, 1795-
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"English gentleman" wrote his account. It would be farther

north. In a previous paragraph he writes :

" Woods they have none, that suits not with the frugality of
the people, who are so far from propagating any that they destroy

had upon this politic State maxim, That corn will not
grow on the Land pastered about their humble conversation, that

exceeds that of hornless Quadrupeds ; marry, perhaps some of
their Houses lurk under the shelter of a plump of Trees (the

high presumption), like Hugh Peters

own in an Ivy bush."

He was in the north, in a region where the " neat were horn-

less," where the country was bare of wood, etc. Where could

so many marks of identity be found applying to any other district

but Buchan, to which was applicable Dr. Johnson's (who passed

through this region) not very correct remark of Scotland :
" A

tree might be a show there, as a horse in Venice," and which has

been remarked by succeeding Sassanach visitors, as the " Druid,"

who wrote of the same district, that in 1820 " Timber/ess Buchan
was great in ' doddies,' " meaning, possibly, to perpetrate a witti-

cism on the character of the country and the cattle in it. At

any rate; his observations would have been made in the Caledo-

The Dun Cow again.—In a book, " The Modern Husband-

man," written by W. Ellis in 1750, is the following passage:

" I know a gentleman at this time that keeps the dun breed

a* a rarity for their particular color, small size, and their being

|*d, or without horns. These are of the Scotch kind, will

Jlve on a short bite, and milk better than some others o the

same bigness. As they are hornless, they consequently
_

wi I iat

*J lesser meat than the horned sort, and though the bull has

ht«e «dub/ short horns (and the cows none), yet they are•*>

Jail that it is out of his power to do mischief with them, and

*?«% the owner may depend on being free from the danger ot

^ng instrumental in shedding man's blood wh-ch too many

J
aye brought themselves under by obstinately keep.ng a horned

Du] l that they knew before to be unlucky."

A the North of Scotland,-Captain Burt, in his "Letters from

*e North of Scotland to his Friend in London," published 1754,

Vo1
- »., letter xx., says,—

"{ have several times seen them driving great numb« of

fcttle along the sides of the Mountains at a great distance,
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never, except once, was near them. This was in a Time of Rain,

by a wide River, where there was a Boat to ferry over the Drovers.

The Cows were about fifty in Number, and took the Water like

Spaniels ; and when they were in, their Drivers made a hideous

Cry to urge them forwards : this, they told me, they did to keep

the Foremost of them from turning about ; for, in that Case, the

rest would do the like, and then they would be in Danger, es-

pecially the weakest of them, to be driven away and drowned by

the Torrent. I thought it a very odd Sight to see so many Noses

and Eyes just above Water, and nothing of them more to be seen,

for they had no Horns, and upon the Land they appeared, in size

and shape, like so many Lincolnshire Calves."

Noted by Pennant, 1 769.—Pennant, in his tour, has noted the

existence of polled cattle in Sutherlandshire, and, at an earlier

date, noted that the Scotch cattle were " often hornless."

By Dr. Samuel Johnson and Boswell in I773-—Dr -
Samuel

Johnson, in his tour in Scotland, passed through the Buchan

district of Aberdeenshire, in 1773, on his way to the Highlands.

When in Skye the doctor appears to have been particularly

struck with the cattle and the manner of treating and marketing

" Of their black cattle, some are without horns, called by the

Scots humble cows, as we call a bee a humble bee that wants a

sting. Whether this difference be specific or accidental, though

we inquired with great diligence, we could not be informed, w

are not very sure that the bull is ever without horns, though w

have been told that such bulls there are. What is produced Dy

putting a horned and unhorned male and female together

man has ever tried that thought the result worthy of observation.

A worthy passage! As a sequel to it I quote a passage

from the constant Boswell

:

"This forenoon (November 4, 1773) he (Dr. J.)
observed

1

some

cattle without horns, of which he seems to have taken noi

his journey, and seems undecided whether they be of a pari *~

race. His doubts appear to have had no foundation, tor^^
spectable neighbor, Mr. Fairlie, assures me they are a

eed
species, and that when any calves have horns a mixture

^
can be traced. In confirmation of his opinion he P°,nte5" ,•

me the following ,„,.,, , i„ Tacitus [< Do Mori et P°P'^ ^
(already quoted)], which he wondered had escaped Dr. joi

It is impossible that in Skye the Scots called these

cattle humble. The only word they knew w

hornless

Hence the
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doctor must have picked the word up from " the Scots" in other

parts, as in Buchan, which he passed through.

References by Sir Walter Scott—It is of great interest to note,

as has already been done, what light our leading men of letters

throw in their works on subjects of local investigation, when, es-

pecially, they held the traditions and antiquities in their minds

so thoroughly. Luther, Shakespeare, and others had not allowed

the natural character to escape their notice. By Burns this

mention of polled cattle is conspicuous by its absence. This

fact is the more remarkable, as he farmed for a time in Galloway.

In one of the statistical accounts he is mentioned, not as being

satisfied with Galloway cattle, but as introducing Ayrshires. It is

passing strange that this natural character, which, as to proverb,

lent itself so well to endearing use, should have not been utilized

by him. We have failed to discover a reference by him. It is

quite different with Scott. In " Old Mortality," chap. iv. (the

date of the scene of which is about 1670), " the humle cow,

the best in the byre of Niel Blaire," is recorded. This famous

humle cow, note, had passed through several hands, and had

been successively passed on to Niel through the hands of the

drovers, she having come from the north. In " Guy Mannering,"

chap. ix ., we finc|
« Qrizel chasing the humble cow out of the

dose." This scene opens with a description of Ellengowan, in

Dumfries-shire, a conspicuous feature of which were " the green

Pastures, tenanted chiefly by herds of black cattle, then the staple

commodity of the country," which cattle were (chap, ii) " High-

land cattle
\"

!n "The Two Drovers," chapter ii., is a colloquy between Mr.

taby and a " Highland" drover, hailing from Doune:

'"And which peasts wad your honor pe for having ?'—' Why
-Het me see—the two black—the dun one—yon doddy--™m
*'tn the twisted horn—the brocket—How much by the head ?

—
Ah 'said Robin, 'your honor is a shudge-a real shudge-I

5°«ldna have set off the pest six peasts better mysell, me that

ken them as if they were my bairns, puir things,' " etc.

Iri the same chapter another drove is referred to by the same

Parties, together:

aid the squire, 'with one of your

. something less beasts than
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your drove, doddies most of them—a big man was with them—
none of your kilts though, but a decent pair of breeches—D' ye

know who he may be?'— ' Hout aye—that might, could, and

would be Hughie Morrison—I didna think he could haepeensae

weel up. He has made a day on us ; but his Argyleshires will

have wearied shanks. How far was he pehind ?' " etc.
1

In the same chapter is the following sentence

:

How applicable is not the above to my contention as to the

different Scotch breeds, on their crossing the Scots dyke? There

was no distinction, all the horned Highlanders were Kyloes, and

all the polled Lowlanders were Galloway, and Kyloes and Gal-

loways were all Scots. Doune was in the centre of Caledonia,

the region from whence class 2 of Mr. Marshall were drawn.

What influence was it that made doddies and humliesof so live

an interest to Sir Walter ? He was a personal friend and guest of

Mr. Hugh Watson, Keillor, Forfarshire, the celebrated breeder of

polled Angus cattle. It was undoubtedly from this association

that Sir Walter got his knowledge of the polled cattle of his native

country. Nowhere does he mention the term by which they

became known—" Galloway"—in connection with cattle at a
,

though he uses this term in connection with the nagsofthat region;

and no man was better acquainted with the border counties than

he. He always uses the terms—to describe his polled cattle

by which were exclusively known the Angus and Buchan po

J
{doddies and humlies). From this it may be inferred that he knew

that these descendants of the original polled cattle of Scotlan

were exclusively an appurtenance of the great Caledonia

region.2

Rev. James Headrick, A.M. (first editor of the Highland

the following

:

,

" In those days [about 1560 A.D.] a drover of the name of Rory, a we
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ciety's Transactions), author of the "Agricultural Survey of

Angus-shire," published in 1 8
1 3, writing twelve years later, said

—

" The polled are not confined to Galloway. I have frequently

seen individuals without horns among the cattle in various parts

of the Highlands and isles."

This is very important evidence. But, further, and even more

interesting, William Aiton, author of the " General View of the

County of Ayr," dated 181 1, writes (p. 412), referring to the horns

of the various breeds of cattle, " the breed of Mull have none."

John Smith, D.D., in his " Survey of Argyleshire," says of the

cattle, " Few of them are polled ;" which indicates that polled

ones did, however, occur.

Obliteration of a Modern Polled Race—Fife Polls.—Youatt,

p. 117, says,—

" A breed of polled cattle has also made its appearance in Fife,

possessing all the good qualities of the horned, with even superior

propensity to fatten, and much greater quietness and docility.

Professor Low, p. 333, says of them —
"Extending from Fifesh ire westward to the Ochil Hills, the

cattle are generally hornless, and of a size intermediate between

the breeds of the Highland mountains and those of the plams.

Some of these cattle, especially those of the Ochil Hills, are

really good, and suited to the country in which they are reared,

and merely demand that attention to the selection of the breea-

ng parents which shall call forth their more useful properties.

Mr. Dickson, in his work on live stock dated 185 1,
but which

also refers to the beginning of the century, says of this polled

breed, it is "unlike any others in Scotland;" it "is of good

size and substance, and rather coarse, but equally suitable tor

dipping. Lays on flesh very well, and seldom deceives he

Etcher in weighing." Dickson ranks this breed as one of the

" four distinct polled breeds in Scotland."

Of them the late Charles Stevenson, editor of the North

British Agriculturist, wrote, in 1863,—

"At no very distant date there existed, extendin^from the

vv5st of the Ochil ..
ot Fife, a very valuable breed of polled c

colors were brown, brown and white, black and v
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stock, they were equal to the Ayrshire in quantity, while the

quality was superior."

" Highland Humlies!'—In Mr. McCombie's early days "there

was a race-starved vermin which were known by the name of

" Highland Humlies,' which I consider the worst of all breeds.

No keep will move them much. At the top of these I must

place those with the brown ridge along the back. They can be

made older, but it takes more ability than I ever had to make

them much bigger. Keep is entirely thrown away on them." 1

The following extract officially and accurately summarizes the

state of the polled breeds in Scotland in i860. It is taken from

the " Introduction—General View of Scotland," p. xiv. of Nel-

son's "Hand-Book to Scotland," by Rev. John M. Wilson,

author of the " Imperial Gazetteer of Scotland"

:

" Three breeds of hornless cattle, the Galloways, the Angus

humlies, and the Buchan, grazing the districts from which they

take their name, together with contiguous ones, are known in

the English shambles. A large-horned breed, called the runts,

common in Fifeshire and Aberdeenshire, serve chiefly for salted

beef."

The Angus and the Buchan polls have long been amalgamated,

as they are radically of the same race, territorially belonging to

the same geographical Caledonian region, so distinct and separate

from the southern and Border region.

Curious Description of Orkney Cattle—A manuscript of date

1529, in referring to the Orkney cattle, says . . .
"the oxen be

yoaked with cheats and haims and breachams, which they ca

weases, albeit they have horns." The last clause might lead one

to suppose that the writer had only been accustomed previously

to hornless cattle.

« Cattle and Cattle Breeders. 4th ed. By Wm. McCombie, of Tillyfour, M. •

(To be continued.)
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RECENT LITERATURE.
Sixth Annual Report of the U. S. Geological Survey. 1—

The sixth annual report of the survey under Major J. W. Powell
is issued two years after the period to which it refers, and hence
the accounts of progress which the volume contains are some-
what antiquated by the time they reach the public. This, how-
ever, is presumably the fault of the government printing-office,

and not of the survey. Old as the news thus is, a few data may
not prove uninteresting. The annual report for the fiscal year

"ending June 30, 1885, shows that the expense of the survey

aggregated within a few hundred dollars of the appropriation

of half a million. During the year, the topographical survey

was completed and maps prepared for the engraver of fifty-seven

thousand square miles of territory, at an average expense of

three dollars per square mile. The usual administrative reports

by the heads of the divisions appear in their proper sequence,

and from them we learn that in the future relief-cuts are to be

used as much as possible in the illustration of the publications

of the survey,—a decision which is to be commended when such

good results are obtained as in the present volume. This will

render it possible to use the same cuts over and over again when
it is necessary, and also places electrotypes at the disposal of the

survey. All of the heads of divisions, with one exception enu-

merate their assistants, other than clerical, by name, and detail

the work upon which they have been employed. A similar

1 the other instance would give credit *- -
1 whom it is certainly due.

npanying papers

eral workers

Ward" dlscusses

ai

?he 5l< Flora

J

of'thr Laramie Group" and de-

scribes, from the leaves alone, many species of fossil plants. Mr.

J- S. Curtis describes his modification of Piattner s method of

quantitative determination of silver in an assay, lne new appa-

ratus described reminds one of the mechanical stages found on

some microscopes. The three remaining papers need a mucn

more extended notice than our space will allow.

In Southwestern Wisconsin is found an area of abou ten

thousand square miles which exhibits no traces o( forme ^glacial

action, while all around it, for several hundred miles mevtry

direction, all the phenomena of former glacation are abundant

This was. as it were, an island in the great sea or

covered the whole northern part of the contaten

Chamberlain and Salisbury have been studying this dnttless

^ea, and their accounts are given in this report lhe>
J

^ ^
Parently, painstaking researches upon all the phenomena exhiD^
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ited in the region, and, while one may not agree with all their

conclusions, the paper will always have a value in connection

with the question of several successive glaciations and of the

formation of the loess. Their explanation of the cause of this

driftless area is the same that has been advanced before —
a division of the continental ice-sheet by the high land to the

north, and existence of 'lower channels to the right and left.

This was supplemented by other influences the value of which

it is difficult to estimate.

Professor Shaler's study of the phenomena exhibited by the

sea-coast swamps of the eastern United States is also a valuable,

contribution to dynamical geology. The steps, as he traces

them, in the formation of a salt-marsh are first, the deposit of mud

by the currents in some sheltered spot, and next, the growth of

eel-grass on the mud-flats thus formed. This in turn entangles

still more mud, and soon the level is raised to where other plants

can grow. This process is still further complicated by the forma-

tion of sand-beaches and sand-dunes, and of these two, or even

more, may be formed in succession, broken here and there by

openings for the drainage of the marsh behind.

Captain Dutton's paper on the "Geology of Mount Taylor

and the Zuni Plateau of New Mexico" gives the results of six

years' studies in this region,—studies which are not easily re-

produced in abstract, so strange is the region described. Here

were found that peculiar type of volcanic action termed by Gil-

bert "laccolites;" dikes of volcanic material abundant around

the edge of the plateau, but rare in its interior; carboniferous

strata resting directly upon those of Cambrian age, and a series

of mountain-peaks and necks not easily paralleled in other parts

of the world, other than this strange western region which the

past twenty years have shown to be so wonderful from every

geological point of \

the-:
Packard's Fossil Arthropods. 1—Dr. Packard has for

time been engaged in the study of fossil arthropods, and in

two memoirs gives us the results of his latest studies, the -

lines of which have already been presented in the pages ol tn

Naturalist. The Syncarida, a proposed new group, is

,

assl£n
,

a place intermediate between the decapods and tetradecapo
.

.

To the reviewer it would seem that the forms i»cludf
1

f

ar
f

e

f; ilv
Amphipoda, and that " Syncarida" can at most have but

:

iai y

rank. A wider knowledge of existing amphipods would n*
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shown Dr. Packard that his definition and limitation of that
group is extremely faulty. Dr. Packard's new family, Gamp-
sonychidas, is apparently valid, and belongs, where he has placed
it, among the Schizopoda. In his paper on this group we ob-
serve that he regards his Sygcarida as an ancestor of the schizo-
pods. It is not easy to see how our knowledge of crustacean
embryology supports such a view, for in development a schizo-

podal condition usually precedes the single-branched appendage.
So far as the plates show, there is nothing except the telson to

separate the family Anthracaridae from the true Caridea, or to

indicate that it differs from any existing group. The telson,

however, is greatly different, approaching most closely in its'

appearance to that of the existing genus Euceramus of Stimp-

The paper on the " Xiphosura of the Carboniferous" is the

best of the series, containing as it does, in addition to the de-

scription of new forms, a resume of our previous knowledge. It

would seem, however, that the reference of Cvdus amcricanns to

the genus Cyclus is hardly warranted. Except in the possession

°f a circular outline, Cyclus and the form in question have little

in common. With regard to the other forms described or re-

described by Dr. Packard, but little needs to be said. The rele-

gation of Euproops into synonymy seems warranted, but the

sub-order Synziphosuridie, with its four new families, should

have, at most, but family rank. For the Merostomata and Tri-

tobites Dr. Packard proposes a class, Podostomata, the definition

°f which could be very seriously criticised. The most promi-

nent point, however, to be mentioned is that Dr. Packard in this

new group, actually renames one of his own groups, which in

urn was well enough named before. A slight variation in the

llmits of the Gigantostraca of Haeckel and Dohrn makes this

^oup synonymous with the later Palasocarida of Packard, while,

so far as we can see, Packard's Pateocarida and Podostomata
are absolutely identical. ,

4L
*n closing this review we may call attention to a tendency on

*« part of our author 'to rename things already well named,

J
nd his pages fairly bristle with " arthrosome, baenopoo,

urosome," "cephalula," and the like,—all synonymous w.m

Previously-coined and widely-used terms. The learning ot Wis

J
e* nomenclature, in order to read intelligently one of JJr.

Sard's later productions, is, as suggested by Col. Theodo e

f-yman in another connection, extremely like sawdust-swallow

mi>—neither palatable nor nutritious.

Thomas on Mammalian Dentition. 1—The reader who expects

att

;°"the Hun,,, ! s t^eTceh-i". ^^^ £
OWiSftKi: ..

:
.;;'l Society, .88 7,p.443.
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to find in this memoir a history of the evolution of Mammalian

dentition will be disappointed, for it embraces only a history of

the evolution of the milk-dentition and the nature of dental

succession. To this end the author has written a very useful

paper, and illustrates it with numerous instructive diagrams and

figures. He first describes the dentition of the Dasyuridse, and

shows how the third, or, as he calls it, the fourth, superior pre-

molar has disappeared, leaving but three in the genera Dasyurus

and Sarcophilus. As Mr. Thomas calls the fourth superior pre-

molar in the Marsupialia a true molar, he finds only two left in

the genera named, and, believing that four premolars must be

accounted for, he endeavors to show that another premolar has

been lost in those genera. He concludes that the second is the

missing one, and reaches this opinion by finding on one side of a

single skull of Phascogale dorsalis a supernumerary tooth between

the first and second premolars. In our opinion, this super-

numerary tooth, if anything more than an abnormality, can only

represent a former tooth of a series of five. Similar teeth have

been -observed in the inferior series in Miacis edax Le.dy, and

Coryphodon latidens Cope. It is quite unnecessary to complete

the number of four premolars, since four are accounted for, a to

the replacement of the third, which is wanting in ^yunu

The fourth is of molariform structure, and has been therefore

regarded as a true molar by Flower and Thomas The fact that

it is in the genus Triisodon and probably others (as M.octenus

where there are four inferior premolars), shed and succeeded by

'

is conclusive as to the hon^

. Thomas finds my descnpt^

of Vhis genus "Incomplete and confusing," and the reason

J/
he does so is apparent from the above description ot nis

a

'

nt

Mr. Thomas believes that the milk-dentition is not a

of a primitive succession derived from Reptilian ancestors
&

b

holds, with Professor Flower, that it is a superaddition J&^
introduced in the evolution of the Mammalia. The lac ^
teeth other than the third premolar (or its homologuej ^
Jurassic Mammalia, strongly supports this view. The^^
the temporary fourth premolar is in most piaceui

faVor ot

more complex than its permanent successor, is also
h

this view, so far as it goes ; and the fact that this Comdex

is permanent in the implacentals still further supports l r^
of Flower. On this view it appears that the placental n^ ^
to the implacental milk-dentition one tooth P°ste"°^

n
y
conS isted

anteriorly. It then looks as if the deciduous dentition
iollS

of primitive teeth retarded in their protrusion by "l0r
.;
^ whi<*

ones. This is essentially Mr. Thomas's explanation ^^
approximates that of Baume, who, however, differs in

1 Final Report U. S. Geol. Survey Terrs., in. Bk. i. P-
27°>

l premolariform permanent tooth, is conclusive a
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of statement. Baume * regards the milk-dentition as expelled by
the crowding of the germs of the permanent teeth in the jaws,
and so caused to protrude earlier. The opinion of.Thomas is

preferable, since teeth of accelerated growth will certainly retard
or repress germs of slower growth, and not weaker germs expel
stronger germs, as Baume's theory requires. Moreover, milk-
teeth appear at normal age for teeth, while the permanent ones are
late. Mr. Thomas finds difficulty in accounting for such pre-
cocity and such crowding. Mechanical evolution furnishes the

explanation. It is due to the shortening of the jaws; and this

is a consequence of the development of the canine teeth from
use, and the consequent forward movement of the masseter
muscle and its insertions.2

It may be observed that the unnecessary terms Prototheria and
Eutheria, which are generally ascribed to Professor Huxley in

England, were really introduced by Professor G»H*—£ D. Cope.

Jordan's Science Sketches/—When Dr. Jordan undertakes
the description of a fish his language is the language of science;

when he turns his pen to the popularization qf scientific subjects

he still retains his former conciseness, but at the same time he

manages to introduce many epigrammatic s

quiet humor, the latter the more enjoyable from the thoroughly

natural manner in which it is used. His recent book, " Scientific

Sketches," is made up of a series of articles, lectures, and ad-

dresses, most of which have appeared separately before, but

which are welcome in permanent shape. Four of the sketches

relate to fishes, dealing with the life of a salmon, the habits of

the "John Darters," a sketch of the salmon family, and the dis-

persion of fresh-water fishes. Three are biographic,
the subjects being Rafinesque, Poey, and Darwin. The " Story

of a Stone" is a bit of geological history for young readers;

the "Ascent of the Matterhorn" is the least scientific, the "No-

menclature of Birds" the least popular, of the essays I he

last essay in the volume " The Evolution of the College Curnc-

ul«m," is by far the most valuable, but to be fully appreciated »t

should be read in the light of the experiment in co .;

struction which is being tried at the Indiana University, of which

"r- Jordan is the president. Dr. Jordan's idea is that a coi-

J^e should provide both the facilities for a general culture ana

al*o for detailed study; that, while teaching the elements of

P no
"17 kn°W thi 'S fr°m Schlosser

'

s desc"Ption '
Morphologisbes Jahrbuch, i886,

* See Cope, The Mechanical Origin of the Sectorial Dentition, Proceeds. Amer.

j^^dv. Sci., 1887.
.

.

j Smithsonian Contributions to Knowl-
..tofAeFanuI.es of Mammals »J» ^
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several subjects, it should give each student a thorough drill in

some one branch. The scheme has been thoroughly worked out

on paper, but time alone can tell how it results. It must be said,

however, that it has amply satisfied its advocates during the two

years that it has been tried.

Hepaticse Americanae.—The first twenty numbers (Decades

1. and II.) of this distribution, by Dr. L. F. Underwood and

O. F. Cook, were received in the latter part of November. The

species represented are as follows, viz.: I. Riccia natans L.;

2. Marchantia polymorpha L.
;

3. ( us (L.) Dum.;

4. Anthoceros lesvis L.
; 5. Blasia pusilla L.; 6. Steei

Lehm.
; 7. Frullania grayana Mont.; 8. Lejeunia

Lib., var. Americana Lindb.; 9. Madotheca porella (Dicks.) Nees.;

10. Radula complatiata (L.) Dum.; 11. Ptilidiitm ciliarc (L.)

Nees.; 12. Bazzania trilobata (L.) B. Gr. ; 13. Trichocolea tomen-

*//fl(Ehr.)Dum.; 14. Lepidozia «/to(L)Dum.; 15. AY'.'

as (L.) B. Gr.; 16. Geocalyx graveolens (Schrad.) Nees.;

17. Cephalozia curvifolia (Dicks.) Dum.; 18. ?m
schraderi Mart; 19. Scapania nemorosa (L.) Dum. ; 20. Plagto-

chila porellioides Lindenb.
The specimens are carefully selected, and are neatly labelled.

As will be seen, they represent the four orders of Liverworts, as

well as all the larger genera. The set is well worth the price

asked for it (#1.25). It may be obtained of Dr. Underwood at

Syracuse, N. Y. Teachers of botany will find this set a valuable

one for their beginning classes.

—

Charles E. Bessey.

GENERAL NOTES.

GEOLOGY AND PALEONTOLOGY.

The Sonora Earthquake of May 3, 1887.—On the afternoon

of May 3, 1887, at 2.12 Pacific time (=120° W. of Greenwich)

the first of a series of earthquake movements was felt in the State

of Sonora and the adjacent parts of Mexico and the United btates,

over an area extending from El Paso in Texas on the east to en

river Colorado and the Gulf of California on the west and iro

the State of Sinaloa on the south as far north as Albuquerque

in New Mexico; the extremes in both directions being over ri^

hundred miles. It was the fortune of the writers to be a

time at the great copper-mining camp of Bisbee in Ariz0 " '

.

a narrow gorge of the Mule Pass Mountains, about hve 1 ^
sand three hundred feet above the sea, and near the bor°

h
Sonora. A violent tremor of the earth, including

shocks, and lasting over ninety seconds, ceeded
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quent intervals by many lesser movements in the next three

days, and less frequently at least up to May 29. In this part of

Arizona solid house-walls, of adobe, or unburned brick, were

cracked or overturned, while huge rocks in the steep mountain

gorges rolled down, causing much damage. Fires perhaps

kindled by these in their course, appeared immediately after-

wards in various wooded regions in Sonora and Arizona,

giving rise to many false rumors of volcanic eruptions. Ihe

movement here seemed from south to north ;
the Sonora railroad

track in one place near the frontier, running east and west, was

displaced three inches to the north; while a ch.mney-snatt,

without being overturned, was turned violently around upon its

base. The small town of Bavispe in the Sierra Madre, in bonora,

arly destroyed, many people ben killed

Opoto suffered in a similar way, and Fronteras to a less extent.

The district chiefly affected by the earthquake is, however, for

the most part a desert, with some cattle-ranches and mining

Interesting studies were made by the authors in the valleys,

or mesas, between the parallel mountain ridges ,n this
5

region

both in the San Pedro and Sulphur Spring Valleys. The latter

lying to the east of Bisbee, and stretching north and south about

one hundred miles, is often eight or ten miles wide, and has its

lower portion in Sonora. Though without a visible wtewou^
water is there generally found at depths of from ten to forty eet

in the numerous wells sunk at intervals to supply the needs c

large herds of cattle. As described by many observers^

face of this plain .._.

shock, so that persons were in some places thrt

heaving of the soil, which burst open, with discharge
,

o
f
water,

while the wells overflowed and were partially filled
I

w* 'sand.

Y
^e southern part of this valley for about

:

seven£*. so

from the Mexican frontier, the authors found the result

^bers of
undulatory movement of the soil apparent in grea

-

crack* a nVi ^,1 *— PW distances of several hundrea
,"acks and dislo

. g ;nc»»/ -rth *n
tr; ra«™«

side, of from one foot
• gradually c

Branchir
more, were seen, the depressed portion
by a vertical step to the original level. —
<*ses intersecting, cracks were observed. These aep

**e evidently Connected with outbursts of n**™*^-
*hich, along cracks-marked by depressions on wt

sometimes covered areas of many J™
dred *££ by

ayers a foot or more in depth, marked here and there y ^^
wo feet or more in diameter, through whichgfj^ eX _

"nng the outburst of these mud volcanoes, 1 d k

^^^S^tSSS^ Tit note that while the
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earthquake movements in the adjacent hills of Palaeozoic strata

had left no marks, the dislocations over many square miles in

the valley would have sufficed to throw down buildings and to

cause great loss of life in an inhabited region. There are believed

to be no evidences of previous earthquake disturbances in this

region since its discovery by the Spaniards centuries ago.

From the published reports of commissioners named by the

State of Sonora it appears that the regions injured by the earth-

quake are in two nearly parallel north and south valleys in the

district of Moctezuma, along the river Bavispe, a tributary of

the Yaqui. The town of Bavispe itself, of fifteen hundred souls,

lies about seventy miles south of the American frontier and one

hundred and ten miles southeast of Bisbee, Arizona; its eleva-

tion being three thousand and seventy feet above the sea. Here

forty-two persons were killed and twenty-five wounded. Bace-

rao, twenty miles farther south, also suffered much damage, and

the estimate for property destroyed in this valley was two hun-

dred and eighteen thousand one hundred and ninety-nine dol-

lars. Opoto, Guasalas, Granados, Bacudebachio, and Nacovi

lie in a lower valley about thirty miles west of the last, the ele-

vation of Guasalas being only seventeen hundred and twenty

feet above the sea. The loss of life was here confined to Opoto,

where nine were killed and six wounded. The injury done

to property in this valley was estimated at seventy-eight thou-

sand one hundred and fifteen dollars. In both regions are

noticed the opening, in the arable lands, of numer
generally north or northeast in direction, from man;

water flowed abundantly. The river thus supplied in a time 01

excessive drought swelled to the volume usual in the rainy season

of summer; a condition which lasted up to the time of there-

port of Senor Liborio Vasquez, dated at Bavispe, May 29,W
The fields had become green and the air moist with prevailing

fogs. A report concerning the region of Opoto mentions noi

less than seven volcanoes in the vicinity, which were seen
1

mini

ing for two days, but without any flow of lava; while tna

t

the Bavispe region declares that no volcano had there been

covered. The authors incline to the belief that, as was the c *

in the San Jose Mountains, and others examined by them aw *

the borders of Arizona, the appearances of volcanoes near up

were due to forest fires.— T. Sterry Hunt, LL.D., *

James Douglas, M.A., Brit. Assoc. Adv. Science, Mat****

September, 1887.. Abstract.

Crinoid Beds at Crawfordsville, Indiana.—The P ri"cRl

ntfS

of bed-rock running through Montgomery County, Id

to the Keokuk group of the Subcarboniferous period: it J

formation that the celebrated crinoid beds are situated.

Below the Louisville, New Albany and Chicago railroaa
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on the north bank of Sugar Creek, section 29, township 19
north, range 4 west, is seen a high bluff of sandstone, which has

been left exposed by excavation. This sandstone forms the roof

of the crinoid beds and overlies the blue shale in which the cri-

noids are found. These beds were discovered by the late Prof.

E. 0. Hovey, of Wabash College, in 1836. He first noticed the

shale, which seemed to be full of crinoid stems and shells ; he

collected a number of these and exhibited them to his classes in

college, afterwards he called public attention to them.
In 1842, Horace C. Hovey, son of Prof. E. O. Hovey, began

to collect these crinoidal fragments, and while he was thus en-

gaged he found the first crinoid head found at these beds. This

specimen was an Actinocrimis.
Mr. R. K. Krout and Mr. Ira Crane visited these banks in the

year 185 1, and collected quite a number of specimens. Mr. Crane

found, in the ravine, one of the finest specimens of Om
that has ever yet been found; this specimen was pic-

*""" J
in the Scientific American of July 12, 1 887.

0. W. Corey was the next person to visit the banks. He
n excellent machinist, but nature seems to have intended

Jim to follow the " bent of his genius" in digging crinoids. He
found first impressions of crinoids in the sandstone. This led

him to think that below this sandstone, in the blue shale, speci-

mens might be preserved, so he at once set to work, dug below

this sandstone, and opened up a bed of fossils that has never yet

had an equal. His first collection was bought for Wabash Col-

fege by Horace C. Hovey, who raised the money by solicitation.

Mr. Corey then discovered other places near this bed, and opened

them also. From his labors the beds bear his name, and are

known as Corey's Bluff. f Vrn
• Yale College hearing of Mr. Corey's career, at once set Pro-

fessor Bradley at work Professor Bradley was then working for

Horace C. Hovey, when he was engaged by Professor Marsh, of

Yale College. _, . H came
Charles Dyer, an Englishman, who lived near Cincinnati,

kere, and bought specimens and shipped them to the British

The bids were then purchased by Professor Bassett, who has

taken out many hundreds of fine specimens.

The following is a list of the species of the Crmo.dea found

this locality: „ xSRr
J 88i. Agaricocrinus springeri White. Ind. Rep.. «*'•

.

*868. Barycrinus herculeus Meek and Worthen (A h*W var.

«i. B^Z\^lyf&y^^^ IIL ^
«S» Batrlus tndianaensis Lyon and Cassiday (AcHnocnus

indianainsis). 111. Rep ,
vol. v.
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880. Batocrinus zvachsmuthi White {Actinocrinus ivachsmutM).

Ind. Rep., 1879-80.

869. Calceocrinus bradleyi Meek and Worthen. 111. Rep., vol. v.

868. Catillocrinus bradleyi Meek and Worthen. 111. Rep.,.vol.v.

865. Cyathocrinus arboreus Meek and Worthen. 111. Rep., vol.iii.

879. (?) Cyathocrinus harrisi S. A. Miller. Journ. Cincin. Soc.

Nat. Hist., vol. ii.

869. Cyathocrinus inspiratus (?) Lyon. Trans. Amer. Philos.

859. Cyathocri/i;: I.yon and Cassiday. Amer.

870. Cyathocrinus poterium Meek and Worthen. 111. Rep., vol. v.

860. Dichocrinus ficus Cassiday and Lyon. 111. Rep., vol. v.

860. Dichocrinus polydactylus Cassiday and Lyon. Proc. Amer.

Acad. Arts and Sci., vol. v. Syn. expansus Meek and

Worthen. III. Rep., vol. v.

858. Forbesiocrinus wortheni Hall. Rep. Iowa, vol. ii. part 11.

859. Ollacrinus tuberosus Lyon and Cassiday (Gomasteroidocrt-

nus tuberosus). Amer. Journ. Sci. and Arts, vol. xxvm.

859. Onychocrinus exsculptus Lyon and Cassiday. Syn. Onycho-

crinus {Forbesiocrinus) norwoodi Meek and Worthen. B.

Rep., vol. ii.

859. Onychocrinus ramulosus Lyon and Cassiday. Amer. Journ.

Sci., vol. xxviii.

865. Platycrinus hemisphericus Meek and Worthen {Pleurocn-

nus). 111. Rep., vol. iii. „ . ,

870. Poteriocrinus concinnus Meek and Worthen {Pot. {Zeacrtnus)

concinnus). 111. Rep., vol. v. ,

870. Poteriocrinus {Decadocrinus) depressus Meek and VVortnen

(Scaphiocrinus depressus). 111. Rep., vol. v.

869. Poteriocrinn orcyi Meek and Worthen.

Rep. 111., vol. v. ,

878. Poteriocrinus {Scaphiocrinus) gibsoni White. Proc. Acao.

Nat. Sci. Phil.
and

879. Poteriocrinus {Scytalocrinus) grandis Wachsmuth ai

Springer, described as Poteriocrinus coreyi. hi Rep.,

878. Poteriocrinus {Scaphiocrinus) gurleyi White. Proc Acad.

Nat. Sci. Phil. , Wor.

865. Poteriocrinus {Scaphiocrinus) fndianaensis Meek and v>»

then. 111. Rep., vol. iii. _
T , Hist

861. Poterwcrinm tall. Bost Journ. IN at. n -

861. Poteriocrinus {Scytalocrinus) robustus Hall. Bost. J

Nat. Hist., p. }ic. .. and

879. Poteriocrinus {Pachylocrinus) subaqualis Wachsmutn

86 1. Poteriocrinus {Scaphiocrinus) unicus Hall. IH- ReP- V°
*
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tus Lyon and Cassiday (labelled

ner. collections Forbesiocrinus meeki Hall).

' Hall (Cyatlwcrinus lyoni) Meek and Wor-

hr.

The Carboniferous Genus Stereosternum.—The reception of
a nearly entire specimen of the remarkable reptile Stereosternum

Cope, from San Paolo, Brazil, through Professor Or-
ville Derby, enables me to add a number of characters to those
already known. The sternal region presents a large coracoid
on each side posteriorly, and a transverse element anteriorly.

Whether the latter is clavicle or the transverse limbs of a large

interclavicle, is uncertain. The foramen of the humerus is ex-

ternal. The carpus consists of a radiale, a large intermedium, and
a small ulnare; a large centrale and four tarsalia, the external

related to two metapodials. The thumb is more robust than the

four other digits. The neck is moderately elongate, and in-

cludes nine vertebrae besides the atlas. The vertebrae have ro-

bust transverse processes and slender cervical ribs. The skull is

elongate and acuminate, and its bones are apparently fragile.

Little of its structure can be made out. The teeth are. slender,

acute, and nearly straight, and are planted in (?) shallow alveoli.

The characters of the scapular arch differ from those of the

Theromorpha. This character, with the different tarsus and rib-

articulation, indicates that Dr. Baur's order Proganosauria, pro-

posed for this type, is well founded. The lacertilian character of

the ectepicondylar foramen of the humerus must be also re-

membered.—£. D. Cope.

MINERALOGY AND PETROGRAPHY'

Petrographical News.—In an exceedingly interesting paper

recently published, Dr. A. Lagorio 2 discusses some of the funda-

mental principles relating to the nature of the glassy base o!

Porphyritic rocks, the succession of crystallization m rock-

magmas, and the classification of rocks. He emphasizes the

bought that the geologist must ask the aid of chemistry and

Physics in solving the problems which present themselves to

h|m. He must obtain all the light that these kindred sciences

ca" lend him, and in this light must approach the hidden mys-

teries locked up in the depths of rock-masses, and must examine

them with the critical eyes not merely of the gf°logist, but ot

the chemist and physicist as well. We may then, he thinks,
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obtain some knowledge as to the origin of rocks, their relations

to each other, and the causes of the great variation in structure

observed in them. The paper is full of interesting facts and

valuable suggestions. It begins with a discussion of the theory

proposed by Rosenbusch to account for the successive crystal-

lization of rock-constituents. It has been recognized for a long

time that the minerals in a rock did not crystallize in the inverse

order of their fusibility, as might at first thought be expected.

The order in which the separation takes place bears no relation

to the temperature of solidification. Rosenbusch regards the

acidity of the minerals as the important element governing their

crystallization. He states, as a general law, that the order of

the separation of the minerals from a rock-magma is inversely

as their acidity. Roth has called attention to the very many

exceptions to this rule, and in its place gives seven empirical

laws of association. Lagorio refuses to accept Rosenbusch s

law, and proceeds to investigate the subject by chemical methods.

He analyses the glassy ground-mass and crystallized portions

(Ausscheidungen) of artificial and natural glasses,and thorougWy

discusses the figures thus obtained.

silicates possess a stronger tendency to crystallia

magma than do the corresponding isomorphous potassium com-

pounds. Sodium is concentrated in the crystallized portions

and potassium in the residual ground-mass. With this discovery

as his governing principle, Lagorio examined rocks varying

widely in their composition and structure. Upon discussing the

figures which these analyses yield, the following conclusions are

reached: (i) A rock-magma is a more or less completely sat-

urated solution of different silicates. (2) The normal glass

that in which all the other silicates are dissolved, or, more prc^

cisely, the last substance to crystallize from a molten '<**

glass-magma—is a silicate of the composition K2
0.2biU2

.

compound is capable of holding in solution silica, magne ,

lime, alumina, and iron-oxides, and from this solution them

erals separate out in a certain order, which is determined oy

the different amounts of the elements in solution and the.r affm

ity for each other, the sodium-bearing minerals alwaysJ-JT^
lizing before the corresponds

(3)
glass is: potassium compounds; sodium-silicates, ""\

,

magnesium-, iron-salts; and, finally, oxides of the heavy meW,

the latter being the most soluble. The greatest amount 01 v

saturation obtains in the case of the most soluble comp ^
From such a supersaturated solution—a rock-magma—m^.^
separate in the order of the excess of saturation,—viz.,

etA \St

of the heavy metals first, then the silicates of the heavy m ^
then sodium-silicates, and, finally, quartz and the po

1
J. Roth, Chem. Geologie, ii. pp. 49 and 69-
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silicates. (4) The stronger tendency of sodium compounds to

separate, as compared with potassium compounds, is seen in the

case of the sodium-bearing hornblendes and augites. (5) Sani-

dine crystallizes from a molten magma only after the relative

proportions (molecular) of K
2

and Na^ in it become as 2:1.

(6) The affinity of the elements for each other is an important

factor in determining the order of crystallization. Calcium and

sodium are widely found associated in the same minerals, mag-

nesium and sodium rarely. Potassium, on the other hand, occurs

frequently with magnesium, rarely with calcium, etc. (7) The
order of crystallization is as follows: Oxides, pure Fe-silicates,

Mg-silicates, Fe + Mg-, Mg + Ca-, Mg 4- K-, Ca-. Ca + Na-,

Na-, K-silicates, and, finally, silica, which latter, however, fre-

quently separates out before or contemporaneously with the

potassium-silicates. (8) The composition of a second gener-

ation of minerals in a porphyritic rock is dependent upon the

composition of the residual magma at the time of theii

cation, and not upon a recurrence of the conditions under which

the corresponding minerals of the first generation were produced.

(9) The more or less complete development of the constituents

of the ground-mass of a rock is but slightly, if at all, dependent

upon the rapidity with which the original magma cooled. In

addition to these results obtained by a study of the composition

of the different portions of a rock, Lagorio also discusses several

theoretical questions of general interest. He believes that the

hornblende and mica in rocks were formed in the presence of

water 1 and under pressure. The existence of basic hydrogen in

many members of the mica group, he thinks, would indicate this

fact. He also criticises many of Rosenbusch's statements as to

the origin of the plutonic rocks, which, Lagorio says, were origi-

nally eruptive or intrusive, but in" their present condition are

metamorphic. In conclusion, attention is called to the system

of classification proposed by Rosenbusch 2 for the massive rocks,

and some of the hypotheses upon which it is based are shown to

have no foundation in fact. The paper, as a whole, is an ad-

mirable one, and bears evidence of care in its preparation, it is

to be hoped that it will act as an incentive to more work in the

direction of experimental and chemical geology.—in a larc

number of the Quarterly Journal of the Geological >

Rutleya has a paper on the rocks of the Malvern Hi

upon the occasion of its delivery before the society, gave ribe to

considerable debate. Mr. Rutley describes in detail the structure

of the Malvern Hills, and gives two plates illustrating his
>

views.

The rocks of the range he divides into three classes,-erup ve,

foliated, and stratified. The first consists P ri^!Pal\°f/^ies
'

diabases, gabbros and granites, and felsites. These he describes
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singly The most notable fact in their consideration is the sup-

posed occurrence of topaz in the felsite and the grouping of little

crystals of this mineral in such a manner as to bring out the

pearlitic structure of the rock. The second class the author
'

is

inclined to regard ... as probably being more or less altered

volcanic tuffs, or as sedimentary rocks mainly composed of erup-

tive material derived from the disintegration of rocks of a diontic

or syenitic character." Various reasons are given for 1

1

sion none of them, however, being based on petrographical evi-

dence. The stratified rocks embrace tufas and quartzite—
Bergeron 1 mentions the occurrence of hyperite in the carbonif-

erous of Aveyron, near the village of Arvieu. It contains inter-

growths of hypersthene and diallage, in which ooFoo ot tne

hypersthene is parallel to 00P00 of the diallage. The large

crystals of hypersthene exhibit pressure effect,,
to such a.6egree

each other, and between them have been injected portic

. -round-mass. The minerals comprising this B.«-^

mass are round, and possess no crystal outlines. The scaler

grains consist of pyroxene, which tends to group itself around

the larger crystals of hypersthene, forming an aureoie_

larger grains of the ground-mass are labradonte.-—& ^°

has recently called attention to the fact that andalns.te «

Dre frequently as an accessory i

mal granite

than had formerly been supposed. He mentions five granite

from the Vosges, Croatia, the Schwarzwald, and Vogesen,
«*

of which contains more or less andalus.te, but mq^%
small for isolation. In an aplitic tourmaline granite from A_

Zschillen, near Wechselburg, in Saxony, Cohen Unas u
^

ficient quantity for isolation, but not for analysis me

isolated columnar and acicular forms and not in gro V

rocks and the crystalhr

Mineralogical News.—After experimenting upon th
^

high temperatures on the optical properties oifaujasi '

Rinne3 concludes that this mineral is normally reSuia
^ater and

tallization. When exposed to the air it begins toU*
jndi

.

becomes uniaxial, breaking up at the same time in
centre

viduals, each extending from an octahedral face into i ^
of the crystal. These individuals are positively reirao^ -^
their optical axes are perpendicular to the oc a

tj,e

When heated in contact with the air the difference^^ot.

index of refraction of the ordinary ray and that o '

increases,

dinary ray becomes less and less as the temperature
g

until at 150° «= .. At this temperature the mineral loses
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per cent, of water,—equivalent to twelve molecules. Above

150 the mineral remains uniaxial, but refracts negatively.

When thin sections of the mineral are allowed to cool in the

air they revert to their original condition of positive refractic

but if cooled under balsam (protected from the air) they remain

negatively refractive. Faujasite, therefore, passes from the reg-

ular system to a crystallographic system of a lower degrc

symmetry upon loss of part of its water. Heulandite

Andreasberg, on the contrary, is monoclinic under ordinary

conditions. When heated to 150 it loses two molecules -

water and becomes orthorhombic. It regains its original co

dition if submitted to the action of the atmosphere. This p

culiarity of the Andreasberg heulandite is supposed by Rinne

to be due partly to the large amount of strontium it COP*"""

and its consequent approach in composition to brewstente, 1

is known to possess peculiarities similar to those described.

Jannasch, who has examined the heulandite from Andreasberg,
1

finds that it does in reality contain a large amount of stront

Sandberger* thinks that, whatever might be the or.gi

graphite, it can certainly not have been produced in any igm

way. In studying Ceylon specimens of this mineral, he has

covered pieces on the ooPoo faces of which are numerous

^v crystals cutting each other at an angle of 6o°, in the w-
ner so frequently seen in mica. Had the temperature at the

time of the formation of these crystals been high, he argues,

they would have been reduced to the metallic state ir
1
the pres-

ence of such great excess of carbon. He also finds that many

°f the minerals associated with the graphite are covered vvitn a

gating of this mineral. Among the minerals thus covered may

be mentioned quartz, orthoclase, mica, and apatite Upon re

SSraVrste^o t^TrkedS^l" the

'utile needles imbedded in the graphite. This ^S
.

S^^
cation that the latter mineral was formedj«fo« the

aPatite had become hard. In an article on the minerals

«*Tyrol Cathreins describes grossularite crystals, which, when

[°ken open, are seen to consist of alternate zones of
f™f*™

»ish calcite, of which the internal zones of .garnet differ from

*e external zones both in color and composition. He exam

>1- the so-called paragonite from Greiner (Z,Uer h andfi^
11 «> possess the ideal composition of talc. Latnre

.

?"bes pseudomorphs of fassaUe and garnet^\f^n
lne garnet pseudomorphs here described are the nr

di to
*** of the pseudomorphic origin of garnet. Accord^
kle'n and Jannasch/ the zdlmanite (NiSbb) crystals horn La

•NeueS Jahrb.f.Min.,etc.,TS8 7; u.p.39- *^ P
'

"*

3 Miner.' -

: ,
p.400.
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ling (Carinthia) and from Sarrabus (Sardinia) possess the same

chemical composition. The mineral from Lolling, however,

crystallizes in the inclined hemihedral division of the regular

system, while the Sarrabus occurrence is parallel hemihedral

On barite crystals from the dolomite, near Volpersdorf, the

four new planes 00P5, 3P00
,
5P00 , and %?2 have been detected

by Traube. 1 Patton 2 studies crystallographically the horn-

blende, oligoclase, and titanite crystals in the druses of the Schries-

hiem diorite. Igelstrom 3 describes the occurrence of braunite

and hausmannite from the Sjogrube, in the Gouvernement of

Oerebro, Sweden. Ch. Lory* notes the occurrence of micro-

scopic crystals of albite in various limestones and marbles from

the Western Alps.
%
Their origin, he thinks, is connected in sotff

way with the specific nature of the calcareous deposits and with

the conditions which produced their crystallization.

BOTANY.s

Character of the Injuries produced by Parasitic Fungi

upon their Host-Plants. 6—The first and most gen

which is produced upon plants by parasitic fungi results in con-

sequence of the essential character of the fungus. Green plants

have the power of converting inorganic materials into food tor

themselves. Fungi have not this power, but depend for their

food entirely upon materials that have been previously elaborated

by some green plant. Parasitic fungi take their food from tneir

host while it is yet alive. The consequence to the plant, there-

fore, is a loss of food, a withdrawal of formed nutrit;

resulting, to greater or less extent, in starvation, b
cells the contents usually suffer the greater injury, but trie ^
is also injured, as when penetrated by the haustoria, or

e.g., upon the mycelium of Peronospora. But the special otnce

the haustoria is to absorb nutriment from the cell-contents

some cases, as the above, the cell may live to be the continual

prey of the parasite, and in some cases the cell is killed.

(2) While the food-supply of the plant is reduced,

to replenish it is at the same time impaired,—*.<

fungus grows upon the green parts, as it does most

The passage of light to the cells may be obstructed^ L
J*

\fc

moulds, or mildews, must obstruct it to some extent, black
^

growing over the surface, much more. The latter may

either as true parasites, or as saprophytes upon " hone)- ^ ^e

Impaired nutrition weakens the physiological p

chlorophyll. The life of the cells preyed upon is rreq

j
Neues Jahrb. f. Min., etc., 1887. ii. P- f>9-

%^ p g.

< Comptes Rendus, cv., 1887, p. 99-
. , *r.K««ka

5 Edited b
^braska -

6 Read before Section V, A. A. A. S., August, l»7-
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destroyed, and they become brown and dry, as in many species

of Septoria, or crumble and fall out, leaving holes in the leaf, as

frequently in Pnccinia astcris. Where the injury is not so severe,

spots of various colors, often characteristic of the species, mark

more or less definitely the extent of the mycelium. Exposure

to light and the activity of the chlorophyll may be lessened in

another way, by a change in the position of the infested stems

and leaves. A very common effect of a par

and rigid growth, as in blackberries diseased

the orange-rust, and in the garden spurges,

and E. hypcricifolia, infested with the cluster-cup, j£c

phorbia. These spurges normally grow prostrate, with leaves

widely spreading, allowing the greatest possible exposure to

sunlight. In the diseased Condition the stems are erect and the

leaves less favorably spread.
t , , „,

(3) Growth may be abnormally accelerated or retarded and

both these effects may be produced in different cases by the same

fungus. Peronospora parasitica growing upon the commor

pergrass, Lepidiinn - '.-.', v ; v. forms a thick, felted

hyphse upon the under surfaces of the leaves,
-

latter to be somewhat contracted. The same fungu^ growing
and causes the

„„. fungus growing

causes swelling and

distortion. TheJEcid
stem by accelerating growth, the infested side becoming swollen

and the stem bent +u* leaves

Exobasidunn vaccinn onV^^^^SS^^
to shrink

; forms believed to belong to the same specie

on Azalea and Andromeda, produce inflated sacs,

inches in diameter. 1 ~: n(T it and
A distortion usually consists of the fungus if?™^*^ of

the abnormal tissues of the host, as illustrated in

1

^ q{
maize and the curl of peach-leaves. In the latter ex

cells are formed on one side. , , tems f its

,

^cidium euphorbia accelerates the 6*°™ °* ™
b iing that of

host and retards that of the leaves,—an effect resen ^^ ^
'nsufficient light upon plants, as upon j««ps

of a trellis, or potato-sprouts in a cell

blackberries retards the growth of the 1

cluster-cup upon Ranunculus abortivus. retards the

Fusicladium, the scab-fungus of W^Mnues. pro-

growth often of one side, while that of the °t»er
axis f the

ducing unilateral development and curvature ot

rU

(4) Fungi are not confined to the ^^^ffiS^ali
Plants; woody stems, roots, flowers seeds and fle d*

\wdiophora
have their parasites. One of the Myxofflycete^

foots of

brassier, causes the disease ca»ed club-root m ^ [s

«*bage. The appearance of the club-root
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troublesome in American green-houses, suggests a similar cause.

Among those on woody stems are the black knot on species of

Prunus and the Gymnosporangia on cedars.

The flower is attacked in the case of the " double blossom" of

blackberries, the smuts of many grasses (such as Ustilago rabe

horstiana on Pat and other cases that will su

gest themselves. Often the entire inflorescence is arrested in

development. Smut of Indian corn attacks both staminate a

pistillate flowers, and the green parts as well. Ustilago antfu

arum upon Caryophyllaceae produces its spores in the anthers.

Tilletia caries, the bunt of wheat, destroys the inner structure of

the seed, without much changing the external appearance. The

majority of Ustilaginese attack the inflorescence, flowers, and

fruit.

The young ovary is affected in various ways. Ergot distorts

it and produces an abnormal, horn-like mass of tissue, smuts

convert it into powdery spores. Exoascus changes that of

Prunus into a pouch. Fusicladium kills the newly-formed pear.

(5) The last case is also an example of the premature falling

of diseased parts, apparently by the formation of the separative

layer before its time. Such a falling of leaves is well illustrated

by Septoria ribis upon the currant. On the other hand, diseased

parts may remain green after the other parts have mat

usual way. Ovaries of Eragrostis poceoides filled with UsMago

spermophorus are most readily detected by this sign. Probably

this may be classed as retarded development. ,

(6) Many fungi cause decay of ripe fruit, both while attached

to its plant and after removal, while still alive. From a practica

stand-point, the injury to fruit maybe of two kinds; it mayaltec

simply the appearance, and hence the market-value, or impa

the quality, when it does not entirely destroy. The scat) o

apples is injurious in either of these degrees. ^;narv
Some fungi begin their growth as parasites under oram*)

conditions, to continue it under conditions more like those which

accompany saprophytic growth ; in this connection maybe m

tioned the potato-rot, bemnnins its growth upon the green p

and sometimes completing it in the cellar, but upon the still

living tuber.
, . nf

(7) Some valuable plants are liable to infection from others

less value; a knowledge of this fact in individual cases may
^

of great practical utility, as a remedy may be more easi y

effectively applied. It is easier to destroy wild grapes «"»a£

pelopsis than to destroy Peronospora upon cultivated g

which have suffered infection from the wild ones. I

especially commends itself when one stage of the fui

upon one kind of plant and another stage upon anotn

as do cedar-apples and orchard-rusts. protn-

Perhaps no line of investigation in economic mycolo&y F
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ises better practical results than this. The relations of a few of
the Uredineae are known, as are also the relations of Ustilagineae

and the yeast-like forms which may be looked for in manure
;

but of the life-histories of the great group of "Fungi imperfecti,"

including many injurious species, almost nothing is known.
It is often difficult to estimate the extent of the injury to be

attributed to any one of these causes, as several commonly op-

erate together. Canada thistle attacked by Puccinia suavtoUns
wilts in hot sunshine, while healthy plants remain fresh; and
this appears to be due chiefly to the first cause, the loss of nutri-

ment, which weakens the physiological power. Is it possible

that the breaking of the epidermis by the sori, in this or other

cases, increases the rapidity of transpiration ?

Farmers say the red rust of wheat produces comparatively

slight injury, while the black rust is destructive. The black rust

appears on the stems, which at that stage of growth have little

chlorophyll, even if healthy ; the formation of winter spores ap-

pears to make a greater drain upon the resources of the host than

the formation of summer spores, which have much weaker vitality.

Certain groups of plants are the prey of certain groups of

fungi. Gymnosporangia grow upon Cupressineae ; Raesteliae upon

Pomaces; Phragmidia upon the sub-order Rosacea; proper.

Numerous species of Uromyces are parasitic upon Leguminosae,

and the grasses support more Pucciniae than does any other

family of phanerogams. In these two genera no species is

known to produce its teleutospores upon host-plants belonging

to more than one order. The large majority of Uredineae grow

upon herbaceous plants, as do Ustilagineae and Peronosporeae. In

these groups a given species commonly inhabits but few species

°f host-plants, while some Erysiphese inhabit a large number

Many Erysiphese grow upon woody plants. Fungi imperfecti

are perhaps least of all to be classified with reference to hosts,

though many of their genera may be. Woody plants have fewer

active parasites than herbaceous plants. Water-plants and those

°f wet places are freer from attack than those which grow upon

common soil. ,

' To recapitulate, parasitic fungi injure their host-plants by (1)

them- of nourishment; (2) impairing the power of as-

(3) abnormally accelerating or retarding growth,

fusing distortion; (4) not only green parts are affected but

J** ^ems, inflorescence, flowers, and fruit
; (5)

leaves and fruit

f

f prematurely; (6) decav is produced in ripe fruits before and

after removal from the plant; (7) valuable plants receive injury

from those of less value by ordinary infection or^^^
amount of injury

incertain, since

several P"""'

c
-rtain g^s^f phanerogams are liable to be attacked by

certain groups of fungi.—. ""&*' MasS'
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Pheng-odini.—The American Naturalist for September, p.

853, contains an interesting account of some of the metamorphoses
observed in Horn., by G. F. Atkinson. From
the descriptions of the form of the female, its mode of life, and

also of the egg, is but a counterpart of all these stages observed

in Zarhipis. Indeed, without more definite and microscopic

details, the descriptions of these stages in Phengodes would do

quite as well for Zarhipis, showing how close these genera are.

On page 855 the description of the egg of Phengodes appears,

and it applies so well to that of Zarhipis as to make me think

there are no differences in the eggs of the species of the two

genera; though a microscopic comparison would most likely

reveal distinctive characters, and which must be done by some

one before an analysis of the Phengodini can be written. The

eggs of Zarhipis are round, smooth, semi-opaque, tinged with

yellowish; size, 4 mm. diameter. They are not much unlike

small slugs' eggs. As the sexes are so much unlike in form,

the next interesting point to discover is at what stage is the

sexual character first perceptible. Mr. Albert Kcebele and my-

self have each a nursery of broods of larvae of Zarhipis that

have gone through one moulting, and they all maintain the same

form, and which is very like their mother.
Mr. Atkinson, on page 855, says, " The luminosity in this case

is of sexual significance, attracting the males at night." This is

a good observation, which explains a certain mode in Phengodes,

but it would not do to say that that is the method in Zarhipis,

when its habit is known to be diurnal. Mr. Kcebele informs me

that he captured two examples of a Zarhipis in the night-time,

allured by an electric light in the city of Los Angeles. This

observation would make it appear that Zarhipis is also nocturnal

in habit The composition of the powerfully-diffused electric

light is so good an imitation of that of day that it can hardly

be considered conclusive testimony, in the face of the known

diurnal habit of the insect.

The two sets of observation would go to show, if they are

both correct, that Zarhipis possesses the double habit

flying in the day a%d seeking at night, at which time there is

burning a sexual lamp to guide it, which lamp is a beaco

planted upon the goal it is seeking. Zarhipis does not visi

our gas- and oil-lamps ifke other Lampyridae, or, rather, has no

hitherto been found to do so. The mysteries of the P.hen^
a"

are still many in number, and it is to the Lampyndists ot

South we look for the unravelment of those of Phengodes, an

we in the West have to look after Pterotus and Zarnip*.—

J. X Rivers, University of California.
1 This department is edited by Prof.

J. H. CoMSTOCK, Cornell University,



Senses of Insects.—M. A.
ing and exhaustive account of

many others on the much-discussed proble

(i) In regard to the sight of ants, he notes especially these

three conclusions: (a) They perceive light, and particularly

ultra-violet (Lubbock)
;

(d) they really see the ultra-violet rays,

without eyes they are almost indifferent to them, and only re-

spond to solar light more or less intense
;

(c) the dermatoptric
sensations are feebler among the ants than in the animals which
Graber studied.

(2) After reviewing new and old experiments as to the sense

of smeU in insects, he notes the following general facts: (a) In

many insects which are essentially directed by sight, as in the

Libellulids and Cicadas, the antennae are rudimentary, and the

sense of smell likewise. During the night these insects are

passive, while during the day they trust to their power of sight,

or possibly, in some cigalids, also to hearing
;

(b) the sensitive

region, in spite of Graber's protestations, is situated in the anten-
nas, especially in those parts where the antennary nerve ramifies

;

(c) in certain insects, as in most Diptera, the antennae serve almost
solely for smelling purposes

;
(d) in other cases, however, where

they are mobile, as in the Hymenoptera, they are used for detecting

their food or their mates at great distances.

(3) As distinct organs of taste, M. Forel regards the nervous
terminations (a) on the proboscis of flies (Leydig), (d) on the
jaws and on the base of the tongue (Meinert), (c) on the end of
the tongue (Forel), and (d) on the palate or on the epipharynx

(4 and 5) Forel's results as to hearing are, as yet, too negative
to admit of notice. He finally discusses the sense of touch in

]ts various manifestations, and the last chapter of his interesting

memoir discusses the relation of the five senses to the general

Psychical life of insects.—your. Roy. Micr. Soc., 1887, p. 577-

Fresh-Water Sponges.—The Proceedings of the Philadelphia
Academy of Natural Sciences for this year contain Mr. Edward
^otts's monograph of " Fresh-Water Sponges." This paper con-

. besides directions for collection and study, a translation 1

Vejd_
1 all known North A

ollection and study, a translation l*

; of European Spongillids, a synopsis

ivuuwn iNortn American species, and a resume of all the
Known species of the world. The fifty-eight species are grouped
ln

*he genera Spongilla, Meyenia, Heteromyenia, Tubella, Par-
mula Carterius, Uruguaya, Potamolepis, and Lubomirskia. The
^orth American fauna embraces Spongilla
^Mgilis, S. iglaviformis (nov.), S. mackaya, S. n<n><z terrcE, Mey-

1 Rec. Zoo
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enia leidyi, M. flu via '/,
'. s ,

M.i ; >,ms ta ( no v. ) , JA unh li ( nov.) , M. sub-
divisa (nov.), M. baUeyi, U craterifo; n s, J A ei c , Up
var. palmerA Heteromyem ? repens, H. argyrosperma, IA.

H. ryderi, Tnbella pennsylvanica
, I

and C. tenosperma. Mr. Potts also describes as new Parmula
nesbyi and Meyenia minuta, from South America. The paper is

illustrated by eight well-executed process-plates of spicules, etc.,

of the species.

Arthropod Eyes.—The first number of Dr. Whitman's Journal
\ology contains three articles dealing with the structure

and growth of the eyes of arthropods. The first, by Dr.
J.

S.

Kingsley, treats of the development of the compound eye of

Crangon, an abstract of which appeared in the Naturalist for

November of last year. Dr. Kingsley claims that the compound
eye arises as an invaginated pit of ectoderm, and that the retinal

layers are inverted, the light traversing them in the same way as

in the vertebrate retina.

The two other papers are by Dr. William Patten. The first,

entitled " Eyes of Molluscs and Arthropods," is a summary of

the results obtained by this author, and embodied in his longer

paper in the Mittheilnngen of the Naples Zoological Station for

last year. The most important points brought out are that the

whole of the so-called retinal elements of the compound eye are

formed from a single -layer of cells, and that this layer has not

been inverted, as believed by Dr. Kingsley. He also shows that

the rhabdoms of Grenacher are in reality formed by prolongations
of the same cells which secrete the crystalline cones. According
to his interpretations it follows that these eyes are not adapted

for " mosaic vision," but that the nerve-fibres in the crystalline

cones are the essential light and image percipient elements.
Dr. Patten's second paper deals with the development of the

eyes of Vespa, and with some points in the structure of ocelli in

insects. In the young embryos of Vespa the cephalic lobes pre-

sent a thickening, which becomes pushed in and covered by an

ectodermal outgrowth from the dorsal margin of the thickening.

This thickening breaks up into at least six cords of cells, three

of which ultimately enter into the formation of the optic ganglion,

a fourth (dorsal to these) probably forms the antennal lobe and

the other two probably give rise to the mushroom bodies of the

brain. While the foregoing steps are in progress a second thick-

ening arises below the first, and sends inwards a process which

forms the optic nerve. Then a shallow pit appears in the outer

surface, and this becomes enclosed by a growth of ectoderm
over

it, so that this portion, which eventually forms the eye, in reality

consists of three layers, the inner furnishing the retinal elements,

which are erect, and not inverted as mentioned above in Cran-

gon. Dr. Patten traces the development of the optic lobe from
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the three cords of cells already mentioned, as well as the formation

of the nerve-fibres and the inner and outer medulla. Besides

this, he gives, but with less detail, the history of the retinal

—

or, to use the term with his significance, ommatidial—elements.

In their history he agrees well with Dr. Kingsley.

Dr. Patten's paper contains a number of other observations.

He shows that the median ocellus of Vespa arises as two ocelli,

which later become fused together, while some points in the de-

velopment of the compound eye (not mentioned here), as well as

in the simple eyes of beetles, seem to prove that the compound
eyes have arisen, not by a coalescence, but by a division of ocelli.

Contrary to the views of Grenacher, Patten regards the ocelli of

the larvae of the water-beetles as practically closed vescicles, and

composed primarily of three layers of cells, instead of open cups.

In the posterior dorsal ocelli of the same beetle-larva Dr. Patten

finds further a remarkable structure, in that on the dorsal side of

these eyes exist two cell-layers, the outer of which seems to be

continuous with the corneal hypodermis, while the other, the

cells of which are elongate and rod-like, appears to be continu-

ous with the retinal layer of the adjacent ocellus. These points,

taken in connection with the facts that this extra-ocellar struc-

ture early becomes pigmented, and also receives a distinct nerve-

supply, leads Dr. Patten to the view that this is but a dorsal ex-

tension of the true ocellus, and as pointing the way to the mode
of division of the simple into the compound eye. The paper

doses with some observations on the eyes of Phalangium.
Mr. F. E. Beddard, in the Annals and Magazine of Natural

History for September, 1 887, has a "Note on a New Type of

Compound Eye," which he finds in Serolis and several species

of Cymothoidai, and which he regards as supporting Grenadier's
rather than Patten's interpretations of some of the structures of

the arthropod visual organs. The crystalline cone is secreted

°y two vitrella cells, and these have nothing to do with the se-

ction of the rhabdom of Grenacher (the pedicel of Patten),

tfelow these vitrella cells come four elongate retinula cells

and between these are two large spherical transparent cells, and

JJese six alone are concerned in the formation of the rhabdom,
• four embracing it only at their outer extremities. This

sPeciali2
1 of the retinula cells is regan

and one which recalls Patten's molluscan eyes, and esp
lnterpretation of Carriere's eye of Nereis. The author incident-

jWy makes some corrections of his former account of the eye of

berohs, in the Report of the " Challenger" Expedition,
it may be stated, in conclusion, that American students promise

> mcrease the literature of the arthropod eye to a considerable

*tent, as work is now being conducted upon the eyes of Limu

,' Scorpions. AlnVwiQ r^mm^m* and Trilobites. and
otl*er forms.

is. is now Deing conuut,icu upun .«*- -j

, Alpheus, Gammarus, and Trilobites, and possibly
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Argiope riparia var. multiconcha.—For the past two years

I have been studying an Argiope, which has sufficiently marked
characteristics to entitle it to the rank of a variety of A. riparia,

if not to a distinct species. The female is larger than any speci-

men I have seen of A. riparia, and she makes a group of cocoons,

usually four, sometimes five, which she hangs in a cluster by the

side of her snare, in the midst of an abundance of bright yellow,

flossy silk. The cocoons are fashioned like those of A. nparui,

and are about the same size. In honor of these multiple cocoons

I call the spider Argiope riparia var. multiconcha.

Female 23 mm. long, first legs 33 mm. in length. The cephalo-

thorax is about 9 mm. long, and nearly as wide as it is long, and

covered with white hairs close up to the eyes. The two first

legs are black, and the rest have the femora a deep orange-color.

The abdomen is oval, and on the front is a sharp-pointed hump
at each corner. The back of the abdomen is black interspersed

with deep orange, darker than that of A. riparia, and the color is

more irregular in outline than in riparia.

The under side of the body is colored and marked like A rfy*

ria, and the epigynum is covered in the same way by a long

black process.

The young 4ook very different from the adult spider. Before

the last moult there are five transverse bands of white and brown

on the back of the abdomen. All of the legs are annulated with

white and gray.

This spider lives in Guthrie, Missouri, and probably in other

places. It frequents more sheltered places than our A. riparia.

It likes to make its home under the roof of a piazza, and some-

times gets into houses, where, if undisturbed, it will hang its

cocoons. I have a set of four cocoons that were made in a

kitchen where a great cooking-stove was in almost constant use

to supply the demands of a large family.

—

Mary Treat.

The Migration ofthe American Magpie to Eastern Nebraska,

Twenty-five Years ago.—In Goss's " Birds of Kansas," 1880 p.

35, the magpie {P. hudsonica) is mentioned as "an occasional tail

and winter visitant in Western Kansas," no mention being made

of the magpie in Eastern Kansas. Dr. Aughey, in his list °

"Birds of Nebraska," 1880, savs "the magpie exists in VVeste

and Northern Nebraska." Dr. L. E. Hicks, State University, m*

private letter, dated November 4, 1887, says, "I have not se

the magpie in Eastern Nebraska, and only one in the weS
J

part : in Dawes County, last month. I have reliable informati

u

of a pair nesting near Grand Island. They undoubtedly breed

Nebraska."
. ,

safe to conclude that the magpie (1887) is
«"a

Eastern Nehr^ka and most esDecially in the sou
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thirty years ago. In questioning the early settlers about the

birds of Southeastern Nebraska, between 1850-65, the magpie

is usually the first bird mentioned. I am told by a dozen or

more reliable persons that it was a greater pest than the common

crow : pecking holes in the backs of fat hogs, eating off the tips

of their ears, etc. They were very numerous in the fail and

winter ; one reliable witness stating that, about twenty years ago,

he put out poison for the wolves, and on going to the spot the

next morning found no less than forty dead magpies. The " Birds

of North America in Smithsonian Institution," published in i860,

gives descriptions of twenty magpies killed in 1856, at various

points on the Missouri from central Eastern Nebraska to the

Black Hills.

I am fully satisfied that twenty or thirty years ago the magpie

\P. hudsomen) made its annual fall and winter visit to the Missouri

River bottoms, extending from Southeast Dakota to the Kansas

State line, some few breeding in this section.— W. Edgar laylor,

State Normal, Peru, Neb.

Missouri River Crow-Roosts.—In vol. xx. p. 780, American

Naturalist, it is stated that "the number of crows in the West-

ern States, comparatively speaking, are so insignificant that their

roosting-places have not been noticed by the ordinary observer.

Probably the writer did not aim to include the Missouri Valley,

yet such a conclusion seems to be general, but, undoubtedly, is

incorrect. ,.

A large roost of C. americanus, covering perhaps four or nve

acres, exists on Hogthief Island, in the Missouri River, about six

miles above Peru, Neb., and fifteen miles below Nebraska Uty

Two other good-sized roosts are known, one ten miles north, and

the other on an island eight miles south of Hogthief Island. Mr.

N. S. Goss, author of " Kansas Birds," in a letter written October

29, 1887, says, " The crows had, several years ago, quite a large

roost in a heavily-timbered bend on the Neosho River, in Allen

County (Kansas), and I am informed that there is a roost ontne

Wakarusa River, in Douglas County, and without doubt there

are several others in the State." rr .

I am informed of several smaller roosts in Eastern Kansas and

Southeastern Nebraska, but perhaps the greater number roost

on Hogthief Island and contiguous territory. All the principal

roosts, numbering, perhaps, not less than one hundred thousand

crows, are in an almost direct north and south line not over one

hundred and fifty miles in length. I am of the opinion tnai

more than half of the above number roost on Hogtniet isianu

and adjacent territory. The crows have been roosting on ana

near this island for at least twenty-five years, beyond wnicn umc,

owing to the new settlement of the country, I have not, so _i ,

been able to trace their history. Probably, at some time previous
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to the settlement of the country, the crows at these various roost-
ing-places in Eastern Kansas and Southeastern Nebraska had
one roost,—different roosts being formed by the change of food-
supply occasioned by the settlement of the country.
The crows assemble on the island named about the first of

October and disperse about the first of May. About daybreak
on a fine morning, when setting out for the day's journey, their

chatter and noise, made in taking flight, may be distinctly heard
in Peru, six miles away. A reliable witness, who has lived in the
country for some ten or fifteen years, states that he has often
" observed, flying in one direction, flocks of crows six miles long
and one-half mile wide." In the winter the crows are so very
plentiful in the surrounding country, including a radius of from
twenty to forty miles, as to attract the attention of the most care-

less observer. Farmers have very often been compelled to guard
their feed-pens. I have frequently been told by reliable persons
that the crows in severe winters peck holes in the backs of hogs,

in some cases eating off the ears.

Sometimes these crows roost in small bushes and large weeds,
but generally in trees, often the willow or cotton-wood.

I am aware that many of these crows breed in this territory;

this fact having been proven by Messrs. C. J. Pierson and J.
M.

Root, of the Normal Science Society, and by Mr. Goss and
Professor Cragin, of Kansas. But it seems probable that some,
at least, go to other territories for breeding; as several students

living in Furnas, Hall, and other counties in Central Nebraska
have noticed that in the summer and winter crows are very seldom
seen, while large flying flocks are commonly observed in the

spring and fall. However, we hope to investigate this point

further, as well as determine something more definite as to

numbers, former roosts, and mode of life.

The roost on the island may be plainly seen from the tower on

the Normal School building.—W Ed?ar Tavlor, Si,.:

Peru, Neb.
'

A Mink gnaws Iron Wire.—We have been troubled by minks
in the trout-ponds and among the wild fowl in the water set

apart for them. Six steel traps yielded four minks in three nights

;

two of these were caught by the fore leg and uninjured. A box
was fitted with a partition, and the top of it covered with galvan-

ized iron
^
netting, one-inch mesh, such as is sold for poultry-

yards. The first night they kept quiet, but the following one the

large male gnawed a hole in the wire big enough to get his

head through, and the wires cut his throat, so that he was dead

m the morning. The female cut the wire sufficiently to get

through, and was found loose in the room next morning. At

present writing she is alive in the National Museum, where she

was sent at the request of Prof.- G. Brown Goode. I have kept



live minks with heavier wire-cloth, of smaller mesh, but never

imagined that they could cut poultry netting.

—

Fred. Mather, Cold

Spring Harbor, iV. Y.

Fauna of Beaufort, N. C.—Beaufort has long been a favorite

locality for zoological collectors, and the recent establishment

there of the marine laboratory of the Johns Hopkins University

has brought it into greater prominence. A recent number of

the Studies of the university contains four papers on the fauna

of the locality. Dr. McMurrich catalogues nine species of sea-

anemones, Sagartia pustulata and S. gracillima being new. The
molluscs of the region are enumerated by Dr. H. L. Osborn.

His list is confessedly incomplete, but sixty-one species being

enumerated outside of the group of Opisthobranchs, where the

forms were not identified. Professor Nachtrieb, in his account

of the ten species of echinoderms, gives considerable informa-

tion of value, in that he mentions the probable or ascertained

times of spawning of each species. Prof. O. P. Jenkins enumer-
ates one hundred and thirty-four species in his list of fishes, of

which twenty-three are not included in any previous catalogue of

the fish-fauna of the locality.

The Pug-Dog and the Chihuahua Dog.—Two crania of pug-
dogs which I have recently examined display identical dental

characters, and show that the species cannot be referred to the

genus Canis, but to the nearly allied form Synagodus Cope.1

This genus differs from Canis in the presence of but two infe-

rior true molars (one sectorial and one tubercular), and in the

absence of the internal cusp from the inferior sectorial. The
species may be called Synagodus retusus. It differs, from S. man-
suetus Cope, the type of the genus, in its excessively abbreviated

muzzle and in the possession of two roots to the inferior tuber-

cular tooth instead of one.
The Chihuahua, or naked Mexican dog, is the Canis gibbus of

Hernandez,2 and Pellone of the Mexicans. I have examined the

dentitions of three specimens of this dog, and Professor Duges
nas described and figured that of a fourth. In none of them is

«»e second inferior molar present, and the internal cusp of the

inferior sectorial is wanting in all. In other points the denti-
1Qn is somewhat variable. The premolars are f or f ,

and the
true molars

f, \, and |. In the specimen with three superior

Premolars the first two are rudimental. As the premolars are

;h

ln Synagodus, the characters of the C. gibbus place it in

ne genus Dysodus Cope, where the premolars vary from f to
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f,
1 and where the second superior true molar is wanting. But

one specimen of the C.gibbus possessed the second superior true

molar. The species may be called Dysodus gibbus. It differs

from the Japanese spaniel (D.pravus Cope) in its elongate muzzle,

and in the great sparseness or absence of hair, in its erect ears,

and in various other respects.

The characters of these genera are as well marked as those of

non-domesticated forms of Canidae. The deficiencies of denti-

tion, although concomitants of reduced size, are not caused by

it, since a majority of the extinct Canidae, which preserve with

great constancy the characters wanting in Synagodus and Dyso-

dus, are of equal and smaller size.

I have had a female Japanese spaniel in my possession for

eight years, and she has had pups several times. With one ex-

ception they never lived to be more than a few months old, and

were of very erratic mental constitution. They displayed a great

deal of ferocity in their family relations, nearly killing each other

on several occasions. They nearly all died of convulsions.—

E. D. Cope.

EMBRYOLOGY. 2

The Rudimentary Pineal Eye of Chelonians.—In the Quar.

your, of Micr. Sci. for October, 1886, W. Baldwin Spencer de-

scribes very fully the presence and structure of the pineal eye m

Lacertilia, but makes no mention of its occurrence in any ot tne

Chelonia. The other day, while looking over some sections pre-

pared by the writer from an embryo of Chrysemys picta, pre-

sented by Dr. C. S. Dolley, Prof. J. A. Ryder called my atten ion

to an organ which he took to be the pineal eye. Subsequent

investigation showed this to be the case.
f

The embryo first cut was one measuring three-quarters 01

inch from the tip of its nose to the end of the tail. The sectK>ns

were made in a vertical longitudinal direction, and in the median

line the structure referred to was found. The pineal putgro
^

lies just behind the fore-brain ; the proximal part of its
|

srai

tubular, while the distal end is flattened from above. 11
c

towards the tip of the snout, and its lower surface faces tne

margins of the cerebral hemispheres. . iinnpr

The eye occurs as a hollow vertical evagination from the ufl£

surface of the pineal outgrowth, and leaves the stalk ot uie

at the beginning of its distal fourth, measuring from its r
ff

r

The two together, the eye and the pineal body, resemo 1 ^
much in longisection the outline, as seen from the siae,

hammer of a gun.

described. '

'

TTn : veIsjty of Pena
'

Edited by John A. Ryder, Ph.D., Biological Department, lhiv
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Approaching the eye from without inward, one finds first the

epidermis of the skin, then the corium, then a few irregularly-

branched connective-tissue cells, the pia, and, finally, the outer

surface of the eye. Surrounding it like a collar is a blood-sinus,

which even after two or three years' preservation in alcohol was

still filled with corpuscles, whose nuclei came out very sharply

on staining in borax carmine.

The cells composing the eye are distinctly columnar through-

,
with well-marked nuclei. The eye is balloon-shaped, «•

'
; the cent

short stalk.
pyriform, and the cells on the upper half point towards the centre,

while the remainder point towards the long axis o
r :*" "

: fine thread-like or stringy materia

the eye which does not take the stain, and which is probably the

coagulated remains ofsome serum orplasma which filled the cavity.
.

On looking at the upper surface of the head in other M
alcoholic, specimens of Chrysanys picta, there is no external evi-

dence of the presence of this unpaired organ. In fact, the pineal

eve in this type is evidently in a rudimentary condition
;
possibly

'* process of degeneration. No part of the outer wall ot the

optic vesicle of the pineal eye shows evidence of thickening into

a lens, such as is found in that situation in many Lacertiha. It

approximates, with its hollow stalk, somewhat towards the con-

dition of Cyclodus, as described by Spencer, but there is no pig-

ment developed anywhere in the pineal eye of Chrysemys.

However, in one specimen of unhatched Cinosterntnn penn-

K-hanicum, which, through Professor Ryder's kindness, 1 have

had the privilege of examining, there is seen in the median line,

half-way between the snout and the front end of the carapax, a

dearly defined brownish pigment-spot. Judging from analogy

and comparing my results with those of Mr. Spencer, we may

^pect to find the eye in this species much more highly de-

veloped than is the case in Chrysemys described above.

These observations are also of greater interest because ot the

^ct that none of the Chelonians, in the adult condition, as far as

f
am aware, have a parietal foramen developed, such as is ioui u

'n many Lacertilians. It is therefore clear that the pined eye in

Chelonians cannot at any time during life attain to even the

Actional importance of that organ in any of &e Urn**™
?hich it has hitherto been observed.-GV^ Fetterolf, Biological

Laboratory, University of Pennsylvania, November 9, i»»7-

PSYCHOLOGY.
The Theology of Evolution.'-In the pamphlet bearing the

ab°ve title is contained a statement of the evidence m favor of

Primitive and creative mind in nature, brought to light by the

oW?^ °f Ev0lUti°n
' ^ leCtoe

'

by E
" ?• ^^cCThel^tion 5
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doctrine of evolution. Its theses may be stated as follows:

First. The mind of animals and men exercises a directive, though

not a creative, power over their movements. This directive power

is an evident direction of the course of energy by consciousness,

and is, as such, a direct interference with mechanical process.

Second. Since the evolution of animal types is due to their move-

ments within their environment, and the movements have been

inaugurated in conscious states by the directive power of will

{not free will), the evolution of organic types is due to mind.

Third. Since protoplasm is sustained as a chemical body against

the ordinary chemical forces by the presence of vitality or some

of its class of energies, the origin of protoplasm cannot be due

to chemical energy, but to some energy of the vital type. This

third thesis should be modified so as to read : Since protoplasm

is decomposed as a chemical body by the attacks of living micro-

organisms only, at ordinary temperatures, it is evident that vital

energy possesses a direct control over the chemical energy. And

vital energies are believed to possess no peculiarity by wh.cn they

may be distinguished from the non -vital, excepting the stamp ot

From these premises it is inferred that there is and has been a

primitive mind as an attribute or property of prim ith

And this mind directs energy profitably to conscious beings and

produces advantageous types of automatic energy by cryptopnoy.

It thus acts as a building and creating agency, opposing tJie

chemical and physical forces, whose outcome is destruction onlv,

or the " dissipation of energy and the integration of matter

In the second of the brochures referred to, the articles ot

" Theology of Evolution" are stated as follows (p. 28)

:

"
I. Nothing exists excepting tridimensional matter and

properties (or behavior). ,

" II. The properties of matter are energy (motion) and con-

sciousness.
but

" III. Consciousness is not a property of universal man
,

is conditioned by the axiomatic qualities of matter, as extension

and resistance.
ther

" IV. The mode of motion (energy) of matter is, on the 01

^
hand, primitively conditioned by consciousness, but ceases

so conditioned when it reaches a certain degree of automatism

(to be better defined by future research). anCj

"V. Consciousness ultimately disappears from matte

:

energy which have established automatic conditions ;

tn
^.^

the condition of the persistence of consciousness is t e

tenance of will, the antagonist of mechanical automatism. ^
" VI. Every new process of conscious will creates ne

lecular) machinery in the conscious matter.
the

*' VII. Hence physical and mental development depend o

will.
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"VIII. The phylogeny of protoplasm requires a parent sub-

" IX.' Since, then, the existence of primitive mind in a primitive

physical basis is far more probable than the opposite view, the
existence of a Supreme Being is exceedingly probable.

" X. Since will controls the movements and organization of

matter, the persistence of human consciousness in other worlds
than the earth is possible."

Dr. Edmund Montgomery combats these views in a series of

nine articles, published in the Open Court, of Chicago, under the

heads " Cope's Theology of Evolution" and " Are we the Products
of Mind ?" He asserts with regard to the theses of Cope's first

pamphlet : first, that mind does not, because it cannot, control

or direct the movements of matter; second, that consciousness
is not the director of the evolution of living beings ; third, that

"primitive mind in primitive matter" would be of the lowest

grade of mind from lack of organization, and could only repre-

sent a Deity inferior to man and many of the animals.

Dr. Montgomery also holds that mind is not a property of

matter, and further takes the idealistic position in metaphysics
that "mafter is only a superfluous impediment easily argued
away." But at the same time he holds the very distinct and ap-

parently inconsistent opinion that mind can only exist in con-

nection with highly organized protoplasm. His denial that mind
can control matter is absolute, and he substitutes for this opinion
a theory of " special hypermechanical energies" not yet formu-
lated. The objections 'of Dr. Montgomery are replied to by
rrofessor Cope in the second and third brochures referred to, and
"» a fourth in the Open Court, of Chicago, entitled " Idealism
and Evolution."—£. D Cope

>f Animal Sympathy.—While riding along
a country road in the environs of Cincinnati, Ohio, about the 1st

oHast October, I noticed a remarkable and very amusing display

°' animal intelligence. In a field beneath some trees at the bot-
tom of a very high hill stood facing each other a donkey and a

young bull. The bull was standing very patiently, slightly nod-
°mg his head up and down, while the donkey, with a rather
neavy stick about two feet long in his mouth, was scratching
n 's companion's forehead. We stopped our horse and watched

•

ne operation for some time Once the donkey dropped his

Instrument, but, without hesitation, lowered his head, picked up

ff

e c
|

ub again with his teeth, and continued scratching very
gravely, to the evident satisfaction of the bull. We often see

rp3r j
iI<JI11 tne Duu or nor

>
ine uu,mc

.y '"/ —TT '

thT-f*
h 'S Povert7 ^ the matter of horns, and happily supplied

denciency.—GW/« L. Edwards.



MICROSCOPY.*

Method of Photographing Serial Sections.—The develop-

ment of microtomical technique has made it a comparatively

easy matter to produce great numbers of fine sections in a very

short time. As the sections with which an anatomist or an

embryologist has to deal are generally too small for macro-

scopical examination, it is often difficult to obtain an outlook

over the material accumulated. The microscopical examination

of hundreds or thousands of serial sections, if only for the pur-

pose of general orientation, is a slow and tedious work. One

cannot carry the picture of the series along while examining the

sections, one by one, with the microscope. This can only be

accomplished indirectly, through representations enlarged just

enough to make it easy to examine them macroscopically. To

make outline sketches of the whole series, or at least of the

more important portions of it, calls for an enormous sacrifice of

time, together with a large amount of most fatiguing mechanical

labor. Much more satisfactory results may be obtained by the

aid of photography, and with relatively little expenditure of time

and energy.

Professor His,2 of Leipzig, to whom we are indebted for the

" embryograph" and a method of "plastic reconstruction," previ-

ously described in this journal, employs the apparatus seen in

the accompanying cut for photographing serial sections.

The objective (Ob) is a Steinheil antiplanatic of 12 cm. focal

distance, or an aplanatic of the same factory of 14 cm. focal dis-

tance. The latter gives a little less light than the former, but

possesses the advantage of an accurate and uniformly-sharp

definition.

For embryos that are not exceptionally small, a magnification

of ten to fifteen diameters generally suffices. With any magni-

fication not exceeding twenty diameters all the sections mounted

under a cover-glass 3 cm. square can be reproduced at the sam

time. Long series of sections can thus be photographed in a

short time, and the material so obtained is invaluable, notoa
J

as a means of general orientation, but also as a reliable basis 10

" plastic reconstruction" of every kind.
The projection-apparatus consists of a horizontal r

ing at the anterior end a plate with the photographic object.

(Ob); behind this a second plate (C) (with a central perforate"),

connected with the first by a bellows, and serving as a car »

for the object-slide; then a double condenser (L) H-5 c™-

diameter, with a focal distance of 8 cm. ; and, behind an,

argand gas-burner (B).

1 Edited by C. 0. Whitman, Ph.D., Milwaukee, Wisconsin. .
t _ u .

" H. I tr ,U, I ho. v n,n v,n ^hn> ihe.i '
Arch. f. A*

Phys., Anat Abth., 1887, 2d and 3d Heft, p. 174.



lhe rack bearing all these parts has two feet resting on a
base-board (B), which can slide forward or backward between
guides on the table (T). The coarse adjustment is effected, first

of all, through this sliding movement of the base, and then by
a screw-movement of the object-carrier (C). The fine adjustment
is made by turning the objective, which works in a fine screw.
Extraneous light is excluded by inclosing the whole apparatus
ma tin box (Gh) provided with a wide side-door.
The size and distance of the picture vary within relatively

jarge dimensions, so that an ordinary photographic camera could
not conveniently be employed. The arrangement is such that
the picture is projected upon the wall of the dark-room, in front
of the objective, instead of a ground-glass behind it, as in the
ordinary camera.
The dark-room is divided by a partition (P), which is provided

w'th a door and a sliding screen (S). On the wall opposite the
screen is fixed a large frame (F), which carries a glass plate (PI).

ilif-
!™age 1S first brought to a focus on a sheet of white paper

the glass plate ; and then, after closing the screen, the
; paper is replaced by the photographic paper,
ne photographic paper, known as the " Eastman bromide-

i-silver paper," is sensitive enough for use with lamp-light, and
"ie manipulations are extremely simple.

\
n
? tlme of exposure varies according to the magnification

d
- \r

e d>aphragm employed. With the Steinheil aplanatic and
dPnragm

(4) an amplification of ten diameters requires an ex-

white t
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posure of six to eight minutes. Very thin, transparent sections

require less time than thick or deeply-stained ones.

The pictures are, of course, negative, but they are none the

less valuable for the purposes before named. If positive pictures

are desired these are easily obtained, as the photographic paper

is sufficiently transparent to admit of copying. For this purpose

lamp-light is better than sunlight, and an exposure of one-half

to one minute is sufficient. Both the negative pictures and the

positive copies admit of further finish with pencil or color.

Full details of manipulation are furnished with each package

of the Eastman paper. The operations which follow exposure

are (1) softening of the paper in water; (2) development of the

picture by means of potassium oxalate and ferrous sulphate;

(3) washing in acidified water; (4) fixation through hyposulphite

of sodium; (5) washing and drying.

SCIENTIFIC NEWS.
—In the November number of the American Naturalist

Mr. J. F. James kindly calls my attention and that of the general

public to what seems to be a slight put upon his work. A word

of explanation seems to be due both to Mr. James and myself.

The object of the paper entitled " Origin of the Indiana Flora

was simply to apply well-known facts with regard to the North

American flora to the specific case of Indiana. In order to do

this it seemed necessary to give an introduction containing an

explanation of the general problem for those for whom the

writing was intended,—a thing that would not have been neces-

sary for the scientific public. My former assistant. Mr. Thom-

son, was asked to look up the literature of the subject and pre-

pare as compact a statement as possible of the known facts. 1

suppose that he found Mr. James's paper^ useful, - u

most concise compilation of facts i

> have be-

general property. That due credit was not given w •

.for this assistance was a great oversight, but that it couW

not have been intentional appears in the very extracts that M*

James has culled out. He is there mentioned by his full name

as an authority for some statement or other. I am blamewortny

for not more closely inspecting this part of the work, but, as 11

chief trouble was failure to give full credit to Mr. James, it*

hereby done, with an expression of regret that the omission

not seen in time to remedy it.

—

John M. Coulter.

—The Imperial University of Japan has recently establishea^.

marine biological station at Misaki, a day's journey from 1
-

an account of which has recently been published by Froie

Milsukuri in vol. i. of the Journal of the College of Science 01
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university. The building is of wood; the laboratory-room is

forty-eight feet long by from twelve to eighteen in width, and

affords space for about ten workers. Besides this there is a

room for sorting specimens and another for library purposes,

while the second story affords sleeping-rooms. Salt water runs

to the tanks and aquaria in the laboratory. Misaki is favorably

situated for biological investigation, and the catalogue of fauna

outlined by Professor Mitsikuri is tantalizing. Foraminifera,

Radiolaria, glass sponges (Hyalonema and Tetilla), corals, and

Is, a Pentacrinus "two or three feet long," Chiton,

Haliotis, Doliolum, pteropods and heteropods, Actinotrocha,

Tornaria, Pilidium, etc., characterize the general facies of the

locality when viewed from the zoological side.

—Dr. G. H. Sternberg, U. S. A., has just returned from Ha-

vana. He was sent by the U. S. Health Commission to examine

the claims of the various methods reported by physicians in Rio

Janeiro, Vera Cruz, and Havana for combating yellow fever by

inoculation. The discovery of the supposed yellow-fever bacilli

has been followed by attenuation cultures, after the method of

Pasteur. Dr. Sternberg has brought with him culture series of

these bacilli from all these localities, and will proceed to develop

them and test their merits as preventives of this dread scourge

—Dr. O. S. Jensen, who had just published a valuable paper

on " Spermagenesis in Mammals, Birds, and Batrachia," died in

Christiania, September 14, 1887, aged forty years. He was a

skilful
i

—Professor Hugo Lojka, of Buda-Pest, a student of lichens,

died September 7.

—In the death of Mr. Oscar Harger, which occurred at New
Haven, November 6, of cerebral hemorrhage, science has lost an

able and conscientious worker, whose labors are none the less

important because they are not widely known. Born at Oxford,

Conn., in 1843, his early years were spent upon a farm, where,

while his educational facilities were very limited, he became im-

bued with that love of natural history to the study of which his

life has been devoted. His attention was early directed to botany,

a subject which he pursued with unabated zeal throughout lite,

and it was the success that attended his early efforts in this study

that induced him, as he has told me, to prepare for college wnicn

was accomplished largely without pecuniary aid. He graduated

at Yale College in 1868 with high honors, the expenses ot his

course having been chiefly defrayed by his own exertions in
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for life-insurance companies and for

The two following years were spent in natu-
ral history studies in Sheffield Scientific School with Professor
Verrill and his most intimate friend, Prof. S. I. Smith. In 1870
he was appointed assistant in palaeontology to Professor Marsh,
a position he uninterruptedly held to his death.

His life for twenty years has been wholly that of a student and
investigator, but the published works by which he is known to

the scientific world are not numerous or extended, though im-

portant. His chief work was a " Report on the Marine Isopoda
of New England and Adjacent Waters," published in 1880, but

he also published not a few other papers in the Amen
of Science, and elsewhere, on isopods, myriapods, and a fossil

spider (Arthrolycosis) from the Coal-Measures. The real work
of his life, however, will never be appreciated save by those who
knew him well. A patient and accurate observer, possessed of

truly remarkable logical powers, and a man of very extensive

and most accurate knowledge, the results of his eighteen years'

work in vertebrate palaeontology have been of great value, not-

withstanding the fact that none of them have been published by

him. In eight years' daily intimate association with him in the

Yale College Museum, I cannot recall an instance where his

matured opinions and statements were assailable ; errors he made,

of course, but they were fewer than I have ever known in any

other person. Unfortunately, his opinions, though never gain-

said, were not always followed. To my personal knowledge,

nearly or quite all the descriptive portion of Professor Marsh's

work on the Dinocerata was written by him, and was published

without change, save verbal ones. The descriptive portion of

the Odontornithes was likewise his work, but this I cannot say

from personal knowledge.
Born with unsound physique, his life has been a constant strug-

gle with difficulties that a man with a less indomitable will would

have found unconquerable ; that he has lived for the past eight

years has been a surprise to his physicians and friends. He was

firm and pronounced in his opinions, but withal of a very modest

and retiring disposition. The few 'intimate friends that knew

him cherished and respected him in a remarkable degree, ne

was married in 1875 to Miss Jessie Craig, of New Haven, who

survives him without children.— 5. W. Williston.

—Ferdinand V. Hayden, M.D., Ph.D., the well-known geol-

ogist, died December 22 at his residence in Philadelphia, after

an illness which had confined him to his room for over a year

and a half.

He was born in Westfield, Mass., September 7, l829'*"
,fan early age emigrated to Ohio, and was graduated from Oberi

College in 1850. He afterwards studied medicine at the Albany
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Medical College, taking his degree in 1853. He did not practise

medicine, but in the spring of the year of his graduation visited

the " Bad Lands" of Dakota on White River in the interest of
Prof. James Hall, explored one of the remarkable ancient deposits

of extinct animals, and returned with a large and valuable collec-

tion of fossil vertebrates. He spent the three following years in

exploring the Upper Missouri, and his large collection of fossils

was partly given to the Academy of Sciences in St. Louis and a
part to the Academy in Philadelphia. These collections attracted

the attention of the officers of the Smithsonian Institution, and he
was appointed, at the suggestion of General J. A. Logan, geologist

on the staff of Lieutenant G. K. Warren, of the Topographical
Engineers, who was then making reconnoissance of the North-
west, and continued on duty till 1861, when he entered the war
as a surgeon of volunteers. He was brevetted lieutenant-colonel

In 1865 he was elected Professor of Geology and Mineralogy
in the University of Pennsylvania, and held that post until 1872,

when he resigned on account of the increased labor in managing
the survey. In the summer of 1866 he made another expedition

to the Upper Missouri.
The United States geological survey of the Territories, under

charge of Professor Hayden, was commenced in the spring of

1867 and continued until 1879. Seven annual reports of the sur-

vey have been published in 8vo, and eight volumes of the quarto

final report. Three volumes of the 4to series are not yet pub-
lished.

His reports of the exploration of the famous Yellowstone re-

gion in 1870 and 1871 induced Congress to set apart by law as a

national park three thousand five hundred and seventy-five square

miles of the public domain, containing within its limits most of

the geysers, hot springs, and other wonders of that region.

The United States owes to Dr. Hayden the establishment of

its Geological Survey. Those acquainted with the history of

this great work can testify to the energy and perseverance which
he expended in accomplishing it, qualities which were in a high

degree inherent in Dr. Hayden's character. Dr. Hayden's influ-

ence was only second to that of Baird in securing for science the

aid and recognition which it has received from the government
of the United States. And at the period of his greatest success

Hayden was always the same unpretentious and enthusiastic

seeker for knowledge. He was singularly free from sordid mo-
tives, and he left the service of the government a poor man.
His retirement was caused by an intrigue discreditable to all

who participated in it. His removal from the position which he

had won through so many years of toil, was influential in bringing

°n the disease to which he succumbed.
Dr. Hayden left a widow but no children.
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—By the death of Prof. William Stebbins Barnard, on the 13th

of November, in his thirty-ninth year, American Science has lost

a biological investigator and teacher of unusual ability, training,

and originality.

Dr. Barnard was born at Canton, 111., on the 28th of February,

1849. After a year at the University of Michigan, he entered

Cornell University at its opening in 1868. While a student he

paid special attention to Natural History, and was selected by

the late Prof. Chas. Fred. Hartt to assist in his expedition to

Brazil. In that country Dr. Barnard made important explorations

and collections, and some of his specimens are in the museum of

Cornell University. After graduating in 1871, he spent two years

under the best teachers in Germany, and on taking the degree of

Ph.D. at Jena, in 1873, received from Haeckel a personal certifi-

cate that in his studies he had " shown the highest degree of

excellence." Returning to Cornell, he made many observations

and drawings of the Protozoa, on which group he gave courses

of lectures at the University, at the Anderson School on Penikese

Island, in the summer of 1874, and at the summer schools in

Normal and Peoria, 111., in 1875. From 1876 to 1878 he was

professor of natural science in the Oskaloosa (Iowa) Normal

School, and then for two years gave at Cornell University the

instruction in entomology and invertebrate zoology during the

absence of Prof. J. H. Comstock as United States entomologist

Under Professor Comstock's successor he became an assistant in

the entomological division of the Bureau of Agriculture, and

during the following five years made valuable observations upon

destructive insects, and devised several appliances for spraying

insecticides upon the cotton-worm and other forms ; his appara-

tus and experiments are described in the department reports and

bulletins, and were highly commended by the chief of the divi-

During the last two years he was professor of natural history

in Drake University, Des Moines, Iowa, whose faculty and stu-

dents at his death adopted resolutions expressing their affection,

esteem, and sense of irreparable loss.

Besides his contributions to the U. S. Entomological Report,,

Dr. Barnard's publications were as follows : . .

1. "Observations on the Membral Musculation •

tyrus (orang) and the Comparative Myology of Man and tn

Apes." Amer. Asso. Proc, August, 1875, pp. 30, two plates-

2." Observations on the Development of Didelphys vtrgim-

ana" (the opossum). Ibid., pp. 2, one plate.
.

. .

3. " Catalogue of the Invertebrates" (excepting in
f
ect

f'
Ward's natural science establishment, octavo, pp. 96 -

elSht p '

Rochester, 1876. .,.

4. "New Rhizopods," pp. 3, one plate. Amer. Quar. M*r*

scopicalJournal, 1879.
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5. "Zoological Education." Read before the University Con-

vocation, July 13,1879. Report of the Regents of the University

of the State of New York, 1879, pp. 529~532-

6. " Protoplasmic Dynamics." Amer. Naturalist, April, 1880,

pp. 10, five figures. Hundreds of accurate and beautiful draw-

ings and diagrams, with notes and manuscripts equivalent to

several large volumes, bear witness to his scientific spirit and

industry, and indicate what he might have put in.shape for pub-

lication but for imperfect health and an almost too faithful devo-

tion to his duties as a teacher.

In 1874, Dr. Barnard married Miss Mary Nichols, sister-in-law

of Prof. B.G. Wilder. A son inherits much of his father's general

•..and fondness for natural history.—/'. G. W.

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

Natural Science Association of Staten Island.—October 8,

1887.—Dr. A. L. Carroll and Mr. Arthur Hollick exhibited

specimens of the material from an artesian well at Bachmann's

brewery, Clifton, in which the recent alleged discoveries of gold,

copper, and rubies were reported. The specimens, said to have

come from the lowest depth (about nine hundred feet), were

typical New York Island rock, being a mica-schist containing

garnets, which were probably mistaken for rubies. In this con-

nection it is of interest to note that Dr. N. L. Britton predicted

the finding of this rock below and to the eastward of our ser-

pentine, in case a sufficient depth was reached. (Annals of the

N. Y. Acad, of Sciences, vol. ii., Nos. 5 and 6, April 4, 1881.)

The greatest interest was, however, centred in a specimen of

conglomerate, consisting of pieces of wood, mortar, and scraps

of iron and brass cemented together with sesquioxide of iron.

It was not stated whether specimens of this material were the

ones analyzed, but if they were it would not be difficult to ac-

count for the finding of copper, iron, and perhaps other metals,

as it is evidently the refuse of some metal-working establishment,

and is of recent formation. , . , , ,

Mr. Hollick exhibited drawings of lemon-pits, which had

germinated while inside the lemon. One had developed two

imperfect green cotyledons, and had pushed its way for about

three-quarters of an inch through the pulp of the fruit

A skin-scraper and several arrow-heads, from Old face pre-

sented by Mr. L. W. Freeman, were shown. Also a skin ot the

spotted warbler {Dendrceca maculosa), obtained by Mr. R. H. Unt-

ton, at New Dorp, on May 7. The same species had been noted

°n May 15 in the neighborhood of Eltingville by Messrs. Wm.
F- Davis and Arthur Hollick.
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Mr. Jas. Raymond stated that while sailing in a cat-boat, near

the Long Island shore, a fish-hawk lit on the mast-head, where
it remained some time, but finally flew to the mast of a schooner
lying near by. These birds visit Staten Island in early spring,

but are particularly numerous in late summer and autumn. They
frequent the sea-shore and ponds, and many are shot while perch-

ing on certain favorite dead trees, eating their prey. So far as

known only one pair of these birds has attempted to nest on the

island. The nest was in process of construction on June 14,

1874, in a partly dead chestnut-tree on the meadows near Garret-

son's, but the birds were frightened away before completing it.

If protected from persecution there is apparently no reason why
they should not nest here as freely as they do along the coast of

New Jersey.

Mr. E. M. Eadie reported the capture of a walking-stick insect

{LHapheromerafemoratd) at Old Place. It is of quite rare occur-

rence, only three other specimens having been collected by

members of the Association on Staten Island within the past six

years.

Boston Society of Natural History.—The first general meet-

ing for the season was held on Wednesday evening, November 2,

1887. Prof. William M. Davis spoke of the " Physical History

of the Somerville (Mass.) Slates ;" Dr. W. G. Farlow discussed

the " Conception of Species in Cryptogamic Botany ;" and Dr.

J. Walter Fewkes described a "New Mode of Life among
Medusa."
November 16.—The question of holding the general meetings

once or twice a month was decided in favor of twice a month.

Prof. A. Hyatt spoke of the values in classification of the stages

of growth and decline, and propositions for a new nomenclature.

Mr. S. H. Scudder described the means employed by the butter-

flies of the genus Basilarchia for the perpetuation of the species.

Prof. Wm. T. Sedgwick spoke of the new American Journal of

Morphology and the " Lake Laboratory of Biology at Milwaukee.

Biological Society of Washington.—The one hundred and

sixteenth regular meeting was held on Saturday evening, De-

cember 3, 1887, in the Assembly Hall of the Cosmos Club.

The following communications were read : Mr. Charles Hailock,

" The Great Roseau Swamp ;" Dr. C. A. White, " On the Rapid

Disappearance of the Cast Antlers of the Cervidae;" Dr. Theo-

bald Smith, "Peptonizing Ferments among Bacteria;" Mr.

C. D. Walcott, " A Fossil Lingula preserving the Cast of the

Peduncle;" Dr. Theo. Gill, "The Phylogeny of the Cetacea.
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